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SUMMARY

The remit o f this study is to explore the relationship between class and place through a local case 

study. The geographical region under consideration in this thesis is the south-east of Co. Dublin, 

centred on the town of Dun Laoghaire, known as Kingstown between 1821 and 1920 and 

Dunleary before 1821. The time period covered stretches from the mid-eighteenth century to the 

mid-nineteenth century. The aim of the research is to investigate the interaction between 

structure, human agency and place through a description o f the geography of the working class 

communities that emerged in this locality as a result of a unique imperial project: the 

construction o f Kingstown Harbour. This research is conducted through a constant search for the 

‘hidden voice’ in the sources, to unearth fragments of that geography.

The methodology used in this study is broadly based on the theoretical tradition of critical 

Marxism, though not to the exclusion o f insights offered by other schools o f geographical and 

historical thought. The understanding of class articulated in these pages is that of a relational and 

fluid concept, ever-changing in time and space but nonetheless a crucial reality in peoples lives. 

Class is seen, not as a set of abstract boxes into which people are counted but a thing that 

happens in people’s lives. The study is also informed by the ongoing exploration of the 

relationship between class and place by various critical geographers. The importance o f this 

task of asserting the significance o f class in historical geography, is given added urgency by the 

partial erasure of the concept from the discipline during recent years, arising from the ‘cultural 

turn’ and the relative neglect of the study o f working class communities by Irish historical 

geographers.

The thesis is organised, in approximate chronological order, into nine chapters (excluding the 

introduction and conclusion) based on various themes. The background to the main period under 

consideration is examined through a review of the social geography of south-east Co. Dublin in 

the period before 1815, with particular attention paid to continuities and discontinuities. This is 

followed by an exploration of the process of rapid social and spatial change that followed the 

beginning of harbour construction. Arising from this process of change, a particular community 

o f working people, the squatter settlement o f Dalkey Commons, is examined, to explore how a 

new working class community interacted with a particular landscape. The body of the work 

explores the manner in which the working class people of the Kingstown area worked, resisted 

and survived in their home and work places. Since it is impossible to examine the geography of 

one class in isolation, throughout this study the relationship between the working class and other 

classes, especially the local elite, is a constant theme. This relationship, or set o f relationships, is 

especially apparent when examining the creation of the new local government structure.
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Kingstown Town Commissioners, and the impact of that administrative change on working 

people and the places in which they lived.

At the end of each chapter and in the conclusion, an attempt is made to examine some of the 

research carried out in light of the aims set at the outset. It is the fiindamental conclusion o f this 

work that it can be demonstrated through empirical research that class and place interact 

mutually in relation to all aspects of peoples lives including work, recreation, resistance and 

exploitation. In an Irish context it demonstrates that historical geographies of subaltern classes, 

at both a local and national level, can be constructed through sustained empirical work informed 

by theoretical knowledge.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 AIMS

Class is at the heart o f this study. At a time when the celebration and exploration of all sorts of 

identities is, rightly, encouraged in geography, it is important to reassert the centrality of social 

class in people’s lives, not just as a cultural identity but a reality based in the material and 

manifested in relations between individuals and groups of people. The contention that class 

existed and continues to exist, constraining and enabling people in their everyday life, still holds 

true despite intense probing. This contention is premised on the classification of class as a 

relational phenomenon that cannot simply be understood in abstract terms as simple statistical 

boxes into which people are herded according to occupational grouping; helpful as such 

academic aggregation may be to giving a structured organisation to the concept. Nor is class to 

be understood as divorced from the material basis of society. To say that the mode o f production 

shapes and produces social relations is not the equivalent o f stating that it determines them. In 

the context of this study, it would be absurd to attempt to explore class relations in pre-famine 

Ireland without reference to its location in colonial capitalism.

The intention of this thesis is to explore the interplay between structure, agency and place or how 

individuals, institutions and the class structure interwove to create a specific local geography. 

Though one cannot construct a historical geography of a relational phenomenon such as class 

without reference to all classes and in any case this would be impossible given the porosity of 

class boundaries, at the core o f this study is an attempt to construct a geography o f the working 

class in early nineteenth-century Dun Laoghaire. The unusual nature o f the development o f new 

settlements, in association with the construction o f what was a huge infrastructural project merits 

study in its own right. The focus, therefore, will be on both the uniqueness of the place in 

question and also the broader question o f the operation of class in a colonial or semi-colonial 

context.

The task I have set myself is to try to understand how working class people shaped the physical 

and social landscape around them, including the creation of new and relatively autonomous 

places, despite the constraints imposed by economic, cultural and political structures. To do this 

necessitates a search for the hidden voice in the interstices of state and ruling class-orientated 

documentation. Subaltern voices are doubly hidden in Ireland because of the long neglect of the 

working class by mainstream historians and historical geographers. When they have paid
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attention to this huge section o f the population it is usually in the form o f passive objects o f state 

and elite attention. This is a small attempt to fill that gap.

1.2 HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF CLASS IN IRELAND

1.2.1 Class in Irish History and Historical Geography

In a revealing passage, the historian and geographer Kevin Whelan summarised the aversion o f 

Irish ‘revisionist’ historians to the issue o f social class; ‘Class is seen as a minor variable, 

peripheral to the central concern o f  revisionist history, which always elevates a narrowly 

conceived political theme to the centre o f  the historiographical stage. In turn, revisionists 

always treat the Irish people in a  simplistic “two nations ” perspective, or in some other version 

o f  “ascendancy" and “peasan try’’̂ . Whelan goes on to upbraid these historians for committing 

a ‘massive blunder ’ by their refusal to consider social cleavages and treating the mass o f Irish 

people as a ‘monolithic rabble As he tacitly acknowledges, much the same could be said o f 

traditional nationalist historians. This failure on the part o f historians and others to pay sufficient 

attention to class in Irish history was not universal. In the first years o f the twentieth century, 

Jam es Connolly described the yawning bias o f establishment history with characteristic 

frankness; ‘Were history what it ought to be, an accurate literary reflex o f  the times with which it 

professes to deal, the pages o f  history would be almost entirely engrossed with a recital o f  the 

wrongs and struggles o f  the labouring people, constituting, as they have ever done, the vast mass 

o f  m ankind ’̂ . Though Connolly’s reliance on inaccurate sources resulted in a distorted and 

idealised picture o f pre-modem Gaelic society as tribal communism, his portrayal o f  resistance 

and class struggle from the seventeenth century onwards was groundbreaking in its focus and 

perspective. From Connolly onwards M arxist historians, starting with Strauss, have attempted to 

place political events in their social and economic context, while more recent decades has seen 

the growth o f  what Lloyd calls ‘non-elite histories’ which focus on various popular movements, 

wom en’s history and detailed local histories^. While ‘labour history’ in the formal sense has not 

had many prominent exponents or practitioners, the Irish Labour History Society through its 

journal Saothar and a small number o f historians such as Emmet O ’Connor, Fintan Lane and 

John W. Boyle, have continued to promote working class history although in most cases with a 

somewhat narrow emphasis on the organisational representation o f the class'*. To quote the 

author o f  one o f  the few theoretically informed studies o f  Irish working class history: ‘this has

' K. Whelan, Come all you staunch Revisionists, Irish Reporter 2 (1991) 24.
 ̂J. Connolly, Labour in Irish History (Dublin 19xx) 1.
 ̂ D. Lloyd, Discussion Outside History; Irish New Histories and the ‘Subaltemity Effect’, in S. Amin and 

D. Chakrabarty (Eds), Subaltern Studies IX, Writings on South Asian History and Society (Oxford 1996) 
266. E. Strauss, Irish Nationalism and British democracy (London 1951).
* J. W. Boyle, The Irish Labour Movement in the Nineteenth Century (Washington 1988). E. O ’Connor, A 
Labour History o f  Ireland, 1824-1960 {D\ih\\n 1992).
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meant that the social history and historical anthropology o f  the labouring class in Ireland are 

strikingly underdeveloped and that the voices o f  workers in numerous localities, fro m  both the 

p a st and the present, are silent

To a certain extent Irish historical geography has been implicated in this systemic class-blindness 

or at least blindness to the existence o f the working class. The founding fathers o f the discipline 

clearly did not ignore the concept o f social class entirely. The most important scholars o f  the 

early era, Estyn Evans and Jones Hughes, treated class in a rural context, the former in a 

paradigm based largely on fieldwork which incorrectly identified an archaic peasant identity and 

culture stretching back into the distant past, the latter, through the use o f documentary sources, 

coming to grips with the complexity o f the class structure o f  nineteenth-century Ireland but still 

viewing class in bare gradational terms and ignoring the city and small town working class^. The 

origin o f  a dual problem that bedevils Irish historical geography may lie in their works. Firstly, 

rural class divisions are highlighted but urban ones largely ignored, rendering the working class 

almost invisible. This may well be connected to the second problem o f under-theorisation or at 

least, a failure to explicitly theorise, what Me Laughlin has called ‘a fixation with historical and  

geographical detail to the neglect o f  theoretical analysis ’ brought on, he claims by the 

dominance o f 'logicalpositivists and empiricists'^ . Few have contested this dominant narrative 

until relatively recently and though the current impact o f  ‘post-m odernism ’ on Irish geography 

has been something o f a useful corrective to the traditional school, it also has downplayed or 

even disputed the very existence o f class. Class, especially the working class, unlike gender and 

nationality, it seems, is the only structure or identity that has no real existence, let alone 

deserving celebration in present day Irish human geography.

A recent review o f  twentieth-century Irish historical geography underlines this telling absence o f 

the urban working class from the corpus o f  work reviewed and a perusal o f  the pages o f  the 

journal Irish Geography in the last decade (1994-2004) confirms this absence. During this 

period approximately twelve articles touch on questions o f  social class, most relating to housing 

policy and recent inner city ‘redevelopm ent’. H alf o f  these are studies in historical geography 

and o f these only one is an explicit study o f  an urban working class community*. In fact one o f 

the few recent works dealing overtly with the historical geography o f social class in Ireland times

 ̂M. Silverman, An Irish Working Class; Explorations in Political Economy and Hegemony 1800-1950 
(Toronto 1991) 16.
* A.Simms, Perspectives on Irish Settlement Studies, in T. Barry, A History of Settlement in Ireland 
(London 2000) 228/229.
’ B.J. Graham and L.J. Proudfoot, A Perspective on the Nature o f Irish Historical Geography, in B.J. 
Graham and L.J. Proudfoot (Eds), An Historical Geography o f Ireland (London 1993) 3-4, 9. J. Mac 
Laughlin, Review Article: Social and ideological constructs in nineteenth-century Ireland, Journal o f 
Historical Geography 26, 4 (2000) 631.
* M. Busteed and R. Hodgson, Irish Migration in Early Nineteenth Century Manchester, with Special 
Reference to the Angel Meadow District in 1851, Irish Geography 27, 1 (1994) 1-13. M. McCarthy, 
Writing Ireland’s historical geographies, Journal o f  Historical Geography, 28, 4 (2002) 534-553.
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has been that o f Sheridan on eighteenth-century Dublin, though Fahy’s study o f the residence 

patterns in early nineteenth-century Cork also deserves a mention in this context’. Working from 

the restrictive source o f Whitelaw’s essay on his survey o f the city’s population in 1798, she 

attempts to construct a ‘social topography’ o f Dublin. What is significant in her work is not only 

the fact that such an exercise in ‘class geography’ is unusual but that in the construction o f such a 

geography she grapples with the difficult question of defining social class'®. That the definition 

arrived at, one of class hierarchy based on power and status, is inadequate because it unhinges 

from the dominant mode o f production (mercantile and landed capitalism) o f the time, is not the 

important point here, rather the fact that throughout the article there is a healthy regard for the 

interaction of lived class activities, statistical definitions and structural factors. This approach 

makes Sheridan’s article unique. Though its uniqueness is a cause for pessimism, one can only 

hope that this is a signal of what is to come in the development of the sub-discipline in Ireland.

1.2.2 Class as a central concept: Mac Laughlin and Silverman

Given the relative rareness o f theoretically informed studies dealing with social class in 

nineteenth-century Ireland, two works stand out in this regard: the geographer Jim Mac 

Laughlin’s Reimagining the Nation-State and the anthropologist Marilyn Silverman’s An Irish 

Working Class: Explorations in Political Economy and Hegemony, 1800-1950“ . Mac

Laughlin’s primary concern is to map the emergence o f the Irish nation as a historical happening 

and geographical construct. In doing so he employs the Gramscian concept of hegemony to 

outline the manner in which the nation was shaped under the leadership of the Catholic petty 

bourgeoisie. This also leads him to challenge the assumptions of two of the giants o f Marxist 

studies of nationalism, Hobsbawm and Anderson. In Chapter Five, Mac Laughlin presents a 

detailed picture of class relations within the Catholic community during the early nineteenth 

century, especially the rise o f the Catholic middle class and their relationship with the 

subordinate Catholic classes. He correctly claims that this newly emerged class tied the Catholic 

poor to them by enfolding them in ‘an ethnic blanket o f  common identity’, he goes on to assert 

that their hegemonic task was greatly facilitated by the decimation o f the subaltern classes by 

famine and emigration'^. Such dominance, however, did not go uncontested'^. In a manner that 

is reminiscent o f E.P. Thompson’s famous theory o f the moral economy Mac Laughlin shows 

that the period between 1770 and 1830 saw a huge upsurge in popular protest, as both the urban

 ̂A. Fahy, Residence, Workplace and Patterns o f  Change: Cork 1787-1863, in P. Butel and L.M. Cullen, 
Cities and Merchants: French and Irish Perspectives on Urban Development 1500-1900  (Dublin 1986) 
41-51. E. Sheridan, Living in the capital city, Dublin in the eighteenth century, in J. Brady and A. Simms 
(Eds), Dublin through space and time (c.900-I900) (Dublin 2001) 136-158.
'“ ibid., 138.
" J. Mac Laughlin, Reimagining the Nation-State (London 2001). Silverman, An Irish Working Class. 

Mac Laughlin, Reimagining the Nation-State, 153.
Ibid., 156-164.
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and rural poor contested the expansion of iaissez faire capitalism and the destruction of 

traditional customs and practices which provided a modicum of protection to them.

If Reimagining the Nation-State explores the concept of hegemony at a national level, 

Silverman’s work does so at a micro scale. Her approach is not so much that o f a local study as 

an exploration o f hegemony in the context o f the history of the working class of a small rural 

town. Local studies, even such theoretically informed ones, cannot be divorced from the 

broader picture and Silverman is careful to locate the events and structures that she describes in 

the context of national developments. While clearly informed by Marxian predecessors, 

especially Gramsci and Thompson, Silverman does not subscribe to a one-dimensional definition 

o f class. According to her, people ‘categorised themselves and others into generally accepted 

occupational categories ’ which were then fixed into a hierarchical order which she terms a 

status-class system'"*. She argues that this system only partly corresponds to classical Marxist 

definition of class based on relations to the means of production. In essence she sees class as a 

complex braiding (what she calls a metissage), at the individual level, o f status-class, class in the 

classical sense and other identities based on a variety o f activities and relationships'^ Like Mac 

Laughlin she relies heavily on Gramsci’s concept of hegemony, ‘The spontaneous consent given 

by the great masses o f  the population to the general direction imposed on social life by the 

dominant fundamental group to explore the lives of Thomastown workers and those with whom 

they interacted'^. Hegemony is understood here as operating within the context of two political 

domains: a ‘politics of combination’ which closely corresponds with the concept of ‘resistance’ 

as presently employed by critical geographers and a domain o f paternalism and manipulation 

termed the ‘politics of dependence’.

For those researching the historical geography of a local working class in the first half of the 

nineteenth century, Silverman’s treatment o f the same period is instructive. She skilfully 

combines analysis based on statistical and archival sources to draw as detailed a picture as 

possible o f working class life, given the paucity of data, , in a manner which clearly owes a 

major debt to E.P. Thompson. This methodology is combined with a determination to let the 

‘subaltern voice’ be heard. The key here is that she does not treat the labouring poor as an 

isolated occupational phenomena but as a class whose existence and development can only be 

understood in relation to other classes, especially the dominant gentry class. Any class 

relationship is a complex process and Silverman avoids seeing only naked exploitation in the 

lives of the poor. In the world she portrays, a complex interplay o f exploitation and resistance 

and paternalism and deference defines relations between workers and their ‘masters’. Class

Silverman, An Irish Working Class, 1.
Ibid., 8.
Q. Hoare and G.N. Smith, Selections from  the Prison Notebooks o f  Antonio Gramsci (London 1971) 12. 

Silverman, An Irish Working Class, 11-13.
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em erges as dynamic and ever-changing, in Thom pson’s words ‘som ething which in fa c t  happens 

(and can be shown to have happened) in human rela tion sh ips’' ' . These class relations are 

treated in the context o f  the changes in mode/relations o f  production and the politics o f  British 

colonialism  in Ireland. In the somewhat heretical conclusion, a least from a Marxist perspective, 

she states simply ‘that po litical-econom ic processes hcn’e no outcomes, only ongoing tra jectories  

that can be observed  and analytically  con stru ctedfor p articu lar periods o f  time

C lass cannot be distilled out o f  history ‘to  lie as a  p a tien t on the A d ju sto r’s ta b le ’ nor can 

relationships between individuals and groups o f  people be removed from the places in which  

they lived and worked’’ . U sing Griffiths Valuation, Silverman dissects the class geography o f  

Thomastown and ‘what em erges is a  p o rtra it o f  a  highly differentiated town, with its everyday  

class and  status class ca tegories m anifested in housing and in the allocation o f  inhabited  

s p a c e ’̂ .̂ She is not unique in using the Valuation to plot the social geography o f  an urban area 

but she meshes it with other forms o f  evidence to produce a multidimensional mapping o f  class^'. 

Here she also points to the com plexity o f  internal class relations by observing that about a quarter 

o f  lessors were labourers/artisans and that their tenants rented the poorest housing in the town.

Silverman’s work is not without flaws, such as the failure to place the experience o f  the 

Thomastown working class in a comparative context, but its focus on class structure and 

especially the labouring class and its theoretically informed handling o f  the historical material is 

a useful corrective which highlights the failures o f  Irish history and historical geography in this 

regard^^.

1.2.3 Old Geographies and New Histories

When they do avert their attention to the urban working class historical, many Irish geographers 

have done so in a manner that leaves a lot to be desired. A alen’s study o f  working class housing  

and Prunty’s study o f  Dublin slums lean heavily towards an institutional reading o f  working class 

life: workers as passive beneficiaries o f  state reforms or upper class and church charity^^. In 

Dublin Slums Prunty presents an extremely detailed survey o f  the geography o f  Dublin slums and

E.P. Thompson, The making o f  the English Working Class (London 1991) 8.
Silverman, An Irish Working Class, 503.

'^Thompson, The making o f the English Working Class, 10.
Silverman, An Irish Working Class, 55/56.
J.H. Martin, The Social Geography o f  mid-19* century Dublin City, in W.J. Smyth and K. Whelan 

(Eds), Common Ground, Essays on the Historical Geography o f Ireland (Cork 1988) 773-188. S. A. Royle, 
The Socio-Spatial Structure o f  Belfast in 1837; Evidence from the First Valuation, Irish Geography 24 
(1991) 1-9.

T. Varley, Review o f  M. Silverman, An Irish Working Class; Explorations in Political Economy and 
Hegemony 1800-1950, S a o ih a rll  (2002) 85-87.

F.H.A. Aalen, The Working Class Housing Movement in Dublin 1850-1920, in M.J. Bannon (Ed) The 
emergence o f  Irish Planning, 1880-1920 {DnhWn 1885) 131-188. Dublin Slums, 1800-1925: A
Study in Urban Geography (Dublin 1998).
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the response of both church and state to the conditions o f the inhabitants of these slums but, as 

she acknowledges in her conclusion, she has little to say about the responses o f working people 

to their own condition o f poverty and their reaction to reform from above. There can be no 

argument with the legitimate contention that ‘the voices least likely to be heard are those o f  the 

slum dwellers themselves ’ but one would have welcomed a deeper search for those voices '̂*. The 

columns of newspapers, records of trade unions and radical political organisations would 

certainly have gone some way to fill this void. A quick perusal o f James Connolly’s radical 

newspaper Workers Republic locates a fierce contemporary articulation of resistance to the 

makers of slum conditions, the landlords and their allies on the City Council. It is this failure to 

seek out a history from below, to explore the reliance o f working class families on ‘their own 

exertions and ingenuity to provide ’ as the author herself terms it, that mars an otherwise detailed 

and well researched study^^ A reliance on official documentation freed o f any context is also 

problematic. For example, in her brief discussion of the 1914 Local Government Board Inquiry 

into slum conditions in Dublin Prunty fails to set the inquiry in the context of the bitter struggle 

of the 1913 Dublin Lockout and omits to mention the fact that many nationalist councillors were 

tenement owners themselves^^. It may be the case that geographers have followed the extremely 

detailed but overly statistical treatment of the urban class structure by economic historian Mary 

Daly^^. Even Daly’s specific study of the Dublin working class calls them forth into marshalled 

ranks from the 1911 census^*. This is not to deride the use of detailed statistical evidence to help 

us understand the structural scaffolding of the past but we must remain cognisant that we are 

only viewing a skeleton of society. We cannot treat class as a statistical ‘thing’ or hear only the 

voices o f the wealthy and powerful clamouring from their self-serving sources, if we wish to 

piece together as accurate a picture as possible of the class geography of a certain time and place. 

Stripped of relational reality the working class loses its flesh and blood and is reduced to abstract 

categories fitting neatly into tables or rendered as passive objects o f philanthropy and municipal 

reform. The reality of their life in all its complexity, lives of work and play, deference and 

resistance, exploitation and production disappears beneath a plethora of census volumes and 

commissioner’s reports or minutes and records of charitable ladies and gentlemen o f the collar. 

This failure is compounded by a uni-dimensional view of society, where only rich and poor exist 

and residential segregation, the mapping o f poverty and housing conditions are the only matters 

of interest to urban historical geographers.

The study of the Alexandra College Guild tenement Company by Valiulis is instructive in this 

regard: we emerge with a fairly uncritical picture o f middle class women attempting to regulate

Ibid., 336.
Ibid., 343.
Ibid., 170-172. P. Yeates, Lockout. Dublin 1913, (Dublin 2000) 500-502.
M.E. Daly, Dublin, The deposed capital, a social and economic history 1860-1914 (Cork 1984).

■* M.E. Daly, Social structure o f the Dublin working class, 1871-1911, Irish Historical Studies x x i i i  90 
(1982) 121-133.
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and ‘im prove’ the lives o f a minute section o f tenement dwellers, concluding with a grand 

statem ent o f  approval for the audacious breaching o f  class and gender barriers by the women o f 

the Guild^'*. My objection here is not the portrayal o f the Guild members as well-meaning, 

innovative or pioneers in a patriarchal world. The failure lies in the disregard for the ideological 

channelling o f  their sincerity and humanity and, more significantly, the total absence o f  the 

voices o f  the objects o f their charitable impulses: working class women. The absence o f a 

sustained attempt by these authors to try to understand the ideological and social context o f the 

charitable impulse implies a failure to absorb the insights o f  relevant comparative material, such 

as works by Stedman Jones and Yelling on ‘charity from above’, slums and the class structure o f 

late nineteenth-century London or a similar study o f ethnic ghettoes in the United States by 

Ward^°. The more likely possibility is that their work is weakened by an unspoken commitment 

to empiricism; an unspoken ‘common sense’ that discourages the instinct to probe beneath the 

surface o f  the sources used.

The genre o f ‘new histories’ that Lloyd referred to are a more fruitful avenue o f  exploration for 

the student o f the nineteenth-century working class. W orking class communities emerge from 

the grey mono-colour o f  empiricism, as local detail purges the dull one-dimensionality o f  the 

conservative approach. Cowm an’s description o f  mining communities in the southern half o f 

Ireland during the nineteenth century is a useful cultural snapshot o f  lives o f  miners and their 

families in the immediate pre-famine years, one that is supplemented by more detail in his 

treatment o f the miners o f  Bunmahon, Co. Waterford^'. His article on the Tipperary miners 

pinpoints some o f the same elements o f class relations identified by Silverman in Thomastown; 

organised plebeian resistance met by both repression and philanthropy coupled with hostility to 

‘outsiders’ perceived as a threat to employment^^. No doubt the pursuance o f  these themes on a 

national level would greatly enhance our understanding o f the Irish working class o f  the 

nineteenth century. Two local explorations o f the nineteenth-century working class at particular 

times and places that stand apart for their incorporation o f broader perspectives are those of 

Cronin on Cork artisans and Cunningham ’s recently published ‘people’s history’ o f  Galway 

town^^. One should also add O ’Connor’s somewhat more narrowly conceived study o f the

M.G. Valiulis, Towards “The Moral and Material Improvement of the Working Classes”, The Founding 
of the Alexandra College Guild Tenement Company, Dublin 1898, Journal o f  Urban History 23 3 (1997) 
293-315.

G. Stedman Jones, Outcast London: A Study in the Relationship between Classes in Victorian Society 
(London 1971). D. Ward, Poverty, Ethnicity and the American City 1840-1925, Changing Conceptions o f  
the Slum and the Ghetto (Cambridge 1989). J.A. Yelling, Slums and Slum Clearance in Victorian London 
(London 1986).

D.Cowman, Life and Labour in Three Irish Mining Communities circa 1840, Saothar 9 (1983) 10-19.
D. Cowman, Life and Work in an Irish Mining Camp c.1840; Knockmahon Copper Mines, Co. Waterford, 
Decies 14 (1980) 29-42.

D. Cowman, Combination, conflict and control; colliers and quarrymen in Tipperary, 1825-45, Saothar 
26 (2001)27-34.

M. Cronin, Country, Class or Craft? The politicisation o f  Skilled Artisans in Nineteenth Century Cork 
(Cork 1994). J. Cunningham, A Town tormented by the Sea (Dublin 2004).
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workers movement in Waterford^''. In the particularly neglected area of working class women’s 

history, Hearn’s study of female domestic servants and Cullen’s study of women home workers 

are noteworthy^^. Recent local studies of the quarrying communities of the Dublin/Wicklow 

Hills, in some ways give a far fuller picture of working class life than many academic works^^. 

This may well be the way forward, the local monograph dedicated to the intricacies o f class in 

one area but, hopefully, increasingly informed by comparative national and international works 

and a deeper understanding of the nature of class itself

1.3 RESISTANCE AND THE SUBALTERN

1.3.1 Subaltern Studies

The general study of exploited classes in a colonial context is a worthy object of study for the 

historical geographer of class in nineteenth-century Ireland. Such an enterprise was central to the 

initial project of the Subaltern Studies school of South Asian historians. The term ‘subaltern’ as 

a description of the ruled or dominated groups originates in a short passage from Gramsci’s 

‘Notes on Italian History’ ’̂. In this passage Gramsci briefly outlined a methodology for studying 

the history o f subaltern classes. He advocated a multi-layered approach to the historical study of 

these classes. This methodology is grounded in the origin of social classes in the relations of 

production, the relationship between subordinate and dominant classes and the organisational 

forms that arise from this class struggle. Gramsci is keen to emphasise the complexity o f this 

political/cultural superstructure, especially the manner in which dominant groups maintain their 

hegemony over the subaltern groups. Contrary to the popular distortion of the concept of 

hegemony to the degree that it means nothing other than the consent of the ruled to be ruled or 

else a gigantic superstructural deception, a dialectic, relational understanding o f class struggle 

emerges where ‘Subaltern groups are always subject to the activity o f  ruling groups, even when 

they rebel and rise u p ’ but equally some of the time, the political formations o f the ruling class 

are subject to pressure from below^*. In the context o f this study, the operation of hegemony in 

practice in the form of the dominant class’s resistance to the process o f class formation, is of vital 

importance. Gramsci completes this passage with the assertion that the history of the subaltern 

'can only be dealt with monographically’. The implication here is that one can only truly grasp

E. O ’Connor, A Labour H istory o f  W aterford  {'^dX^xioxA 1989).
M. Cullen, Breadwinners and providers: W omen in the H ousehold Econom y o f  Labouring Fam ilies 

1835-36, in M. Luddy and C. Murphy (Eds), Women Surviving, Studies in Irish W om en’s H istory in the 
19'^ an d  2(f'’ centuries (Swords 1989) 85-116. M. Hearn, Life for D om estic Servants in Dublin 1880- 
1920, in Luddy and Murphy, Women Surviving, 148-179.

S. 6  Maitiii and B. O Reilly, B allyknockan: A W icklow S tonecu tters ’V illage  (Dublin 1997). N . Ryan, 
SparklingG ranite, W orking P eop le  o f  the Three R ock reg ion  o f  C ounty D ublin  (Dublin 1992)

Hoare and Smith, Selections fro m  the P rison  N otebooks, 52-55.
Ibid., 55. E.P. Thompson, Eighteenth-Century English Society: C lass Struggle without C lass? S ocia l 

H istory m (M ay 1978) 162-164.
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concepts such as class, class formation and class struggle within a specific historical, and it might 

be added, geographical, framework. We therefore avoid w'hat the (formerly) Marxist historian of 

the American South, Eugene Genovese has called 'the promiscuous application o f  class labels as 

a substitute fo r  historical specificity

Such an attention to the detail o f the local, albeit the local as part of national and international 

networks, was the hallmark o f the ‘Subaltern Studies’ school that emerged primarily amongst 

historians of the Indian sub-continent in the 1980s. Their main concern was to discover what 

Guha called the ‘small voice o f history’, the histories of subaltern classes and groups that were 

ignored or distorted by imperial, nationalist and orthodox Marxist historians. The origin o f their 

project in a positive assertion of the importance of the role o f the mass of people in history, 

tempered by a rejection of elitist histories, should resonate strongly with those o f us familiar with 

the now somewhat sterile Irish debate between revisionists cum imperial apologists and 

traditional nationalist hagiographers. That nationalist interpretations of the past have, until 

recently, been challenged largely by the state centred, pro-imperial revisionists, rather than 

Marxist or Subaltern Studies historians differentiates the Irish historiographic experience from 

that o f other post-colonial states, though an indirect challenge to both now arises in the form of 

the locally-oriented ‘histories from below’ already referred to, many written by non-historians, 

and a growing body of works on women’s history

The emphasis in Subaltern Studies is on the frequent resistance to and autonomy from the elite, 

whether colonial or national, of the majority of the population'". The Subaltern project has, to a 

certain extent, been overtaken by other developments and absorbed into the general stream of 

‘post-colonial’ studies but the tasks to which they applied their work can usefully inform the 

methodology of the critical historical-geographer. It must be added that this absorption seems to 

have led them away from their original task o f unearthing the subaltern voice and the accusation 

that the subaltern has disappeared from the Subaltern Studies is not without justification. To a 

certain extent, Spivak’s conclusion that the subaltern voice simply cannot be heard has not so 

much sounded the death-knell of the whole project as simply acknowledged its divergence from 

its original pursuit.

Nonetheless, there is much in the way of useful material to be salvaged. In his foreword to a 

collection o f articles by the practitioners of the school, the eminent Palestinian intellectual, 

Edward Said, succinctly summarised the tasks and the difficulties facing those who sought to 

write ‘history from below’:

E.Genovese, ‘The World the Slaveholders M a d e ' Two Essays in Interpretation  (London 1970) 19/20.
D. Lloyd, Ireland After History (Cork 1999) 79-80.
R. Guha, On Some Aspects o f  the Historiography o f  Colonial India, in R.Guha, G.Spivak (Eds), Selected  

Subaltern Studies (Oxford 1988) 37-44.
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1. New and previously neglected sources must be examined to discover the hidden history 

o f  the poor.

2. This is, in a certain way, a political project to ‘wrest control o f  the....past fro m  its scribes 

and curators in the p rese n t’, to deconstruct elitist history.

3. The task in hand is no easy one, requiring intensive research to find elements o f  the 

missing narrative.

4. h  is an artificial enterprise to separate the history o f the subaltern from that o f  the 

dominant, as these are deeply implicated in each others history''^.

One might well add that, in relation to sources, our task is not just to trawl them for references to 

the experiences and struggles o f the exploited and marginalised but to try to interpret the silences 

regarding these in narratives produced by or at least for the ruling classes'*^. Almost a decade 

later Guha stresses these methodological imperatives again when he exhorts us to try to discover 

the ‘sm all voices which are drow ned in the noise o f  statist commands ’ but warns that to do so we 

must make 'that extra effort, develop special skills and above all cultivate the disposition to hear 

these voices and interact with them  Taking up a theme favoured by Thompson and Marxist- 

humanist historians, Guha urges us, in the specific context o f  the role o f  women in popular 

struggles, to put the human agency o f the subaltern at the heart o f  the narrative. We are urged to 

go further than questioning the dominant narrative, to undermine the structure o f  orthodox 

history by ‘breaking up its storyline and making a mess o f  its p lo t ’̂ \  How we might do this 

without degenerating into presenting a self-indulgent pastiche o f places, events and experiences 

lacking in any coherence is one o f the main challenges facing the historical geographer who 

wishes to trace the faint footprint o f  the subaltern.

1.3.2 Geographies of resistance

In a recent article on Tamil plantation workers in nineteenth-century Ceylon, Duncan takes up 

this challenge''^. He teases information regarding these workers from the official documents o f 

the colonial planters in much the same way as Irish researchers o f the marginalised classes must 

do with the documents o f  the British administration and its associated local structures in Ireland. 

This is certainly a handicap but not an insurmountable problem for although we rarely hear 

directly from the subaltern, the descriptions o f  their practices survive in this documentation. The

E. Said, Foreword, in Guha and Spivak, Selected Subaltern Studies, v-x.
D. Chakrabarty, Conditions for Knowledge of Working Class Conditions: Employers, Government and 

the Jute Workers of Calcutta, 1890-1940, in Guha and Spivak, Selected Subaltern Studies, 179.
R. Guha, The Small Voice of History, in Amin and Chakrabarty, Subaltern studies IX, 3.
Ibid., 11-12.
J. Duncan, Embodying colonialism? Domination and Resistance in nineteenth century Ceylonese coffee 

plantations. Journal o f Historical Geography 28 3 (July 2003) 317-338.
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constant dialectic of struggle and suppression formed the everyday life of the plantation workers. 

This battle was fmnly rooted in the exploitative nature of the colonial class relationship, as 

workers and employers battled it out over respectively minimising or maximising labour output, 

though not always in a collective way, so that we see, as Duncan has written elsewhere, 'an 

ongoing dialectical process by which individuals and structures are mutually constitutive ’ rather 

than a simple titanic clash of parts of a structure'*’.

Duncan is keen to explore the varied nature of this domination and resistance. Inspired by De 

Certeau's work, he correctly widens the meaning of resistance to include the covert, small acts of 

indirect resistance, ‘the weapons o f  the w eak’ that were far more common than the classic forms 

o f strikes, violence etc. although he does not carry the definition to the edge of absurdity, as 

some researchers do, where any irregular, rule-breaking act becomes an act o f resistance'**. A 

number o f other contentions in this article suggest analogies with research on class struggle in 

early nineteenth-century Ireland including conflict between the state and immediate exploiters of 

labour (contractors/planters), the role of ethnic/sectarian divisions in facilitating domination and 

the use of time discipline to enhance exploitation of the colonial subject. O f primary significance 

is that Duncan implicates space inextricably with the contest he describes. Here again analogies 

with the practices of resistance and domination that emerged within and around the building of 

the Harbour at Dunleary abound. Workers tried to escape the exploiters gaze while they in turn 

attempted to regulate all spaces, even those outside their direct control. Nor was this, no more 

than any class conflict, a simple two-cornered fight. The ganger and small contractor stood in an 

anomalous zone, sometimes instruments of control, sometimes part of the resisting mass. 

Duncan’s description o f the elaborate and unequal cat and mouse game of the exploited and 

exploiting, manoeuvring around each other in time and space, is exemplary in its theoretical and 

empirical engagement with the intricacies of colony, ethnicity and class.

This concept o f geographies of resistance (and domination), epitomised by Duncan’s work, has 

recently come to the fore. This is a welcome development in that it centres on the active shaping 

of space by exploited, marginalised and dominated groupings. Certain dangers are also posed by 

the new interest in this realm of resistance: namely the tendency to extract resistant actions from 

the material conditions that spawn such actions and the danger o f trivialising the concept of 

resistance. Pile in his introduction to the collection of papers on the same theme makes a number 

o f theoretical assertions which may be taken to exemplify the thinking of the dominant school of 

thought in this area of the discipline. O f particular relevance are his thoughts regarding

J.Duncan, Individual Action and Political Power: A Structuration Perspective, in Johnston, R. (Ed), The 
Future o f  Geography (London 1985).

M. De Certeau, The Practice o f  Everyday’ Life (Berkely 1984).
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authority’s production of space'* .̂ ‘Authority produces space through, fo r  example, cutting it up, 

differentiating between parcels o f  space, the use and abuse o f  borders and markers, the 

production o f  scales (from the body, through region and nation to globe), the control o f  

movement within and across different boundaries and so on He is quick to point out, however, 

that resistance is not confined to spaces regulated by the dominant and that people give what he 

calls ‘resistant meanings’ to things by ‘avoiding, taunting, attacking, undermining, enduring, 

hindering, mocking, the everyday exercises o f  power Referring to De Certeau he alludes to the 

‘resistance games’ people play as 'they continually seek to fin d  their own places; they rat run 

through the labyrinths o f  pow ers’. Finally he returns to the essence o f resistance: ‘Resistance 

may take place as a reaction against unfairness and injustice, as a desire to survive intolerable 

conditions, but it may also involve a sense o f  remembering and o f  dreaming o f  something better 

This may posit resistance in an idealist form but in acknowledging the material basis o f both 

exploitation and resistance, it relates positively to the attempts by critical Marxists such as E.P. 

Thompson to steer a course away from determinism to a more sophisticated acknowledgement of 

a culture of resistance.

In another article from this collection on the Nepalese Revolution of 1990, Routledge makes a 

series of observations on the geography of resistance and poses a number of theoretical questions 

that arise from the spatiality o f resistance, whose theoretical value he then attempts to measure 

against his empirical findings^”. He begins by defining resistance in an extremely broad manner 

‘any action, imbued with intent, that attempts to challenge, change or retain particular 

circumstances relating to societal relations, processes, and/or institutions’.̂  ̂ He adds that these 

resistant actions 'are assembled out o f  the materials and practices o f  everyday life and imply 

some form  o f contestation, some juxtaposition o f  forces ’. Routledge warns against artificially 

separating acts o f resistance and domination that are intertwined in a matrix o f ‘hybridity’. 

Where his article becomes more interesting is when he tackles the subject o f ‘spaces’ and ‘sites’ 

o f resistance. He defines spaces o f resistance as ‘social spaces and socio-spatial networks that 

are insulated from  control and surveillance. Such spaces may be real, imaginary or symbolic 

Integrating this notion w ith the concept of hybridity, the proviso is added that there are never 

pure ‘spaces o f resistance’ since wherever resistance exists, domination is also present in some 

guise. These theoretical observations are then distilled to the concept of sites of resistance which 

involves how such spaces are ‘created, claimed, defended and used’. Routledge then poses four 

questions regarding the spatiality o f resistance: How do spatial processes influence the character 

of various forms o f resistance? How are practices o f resistance constitutive of different

S. Pile, Introduction; Opposition, political identities and spaces of resistance, in M. Keith and S. Pile 
(Eds), Geographies o f Resistance (London 1997) 1-32.

P. Routledge, A Spatiality of Resistance: Theory and Practice in Nepal’s Revolution of 1990, in Keith 
and Pile, Geographies o f Resistance, 68-86.

Ibid, 69.
”  Ibid, 71.
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relationships to space? How do these relationships enable or constrain these resistances? How 

does the character and meaning o f a place change when it becomes a site o f  resistance? 

Responding critically to his own questions and having tested them against his findings regarding 

the Nepalese revolution, he asserts that sites o f resistance are constructed, display hybridity and 

are not discreet, being connected with broader sites and processes. He adds that the practices and 

places o f resistance are m utually constitutive and that the meanings o f  places change on 

becoming sites o f  resistance.

These may not be wholly innovative understandings but they could be useful in constructing a 

framework within which to study the spatiality o f  resistance. To summarise, Routledge 

understands ‘sites o f resistance’ as spaces at least partly insulated from control and surveillance 

o f  the dominant, from which resistance can be organised and conceptualised, though these sites 

are never really totally free o f domination. There is a problem, however in conceiving o f a 

particular place as a site o f  resistance in that people are sometimes the prime actants, not the 

place, so that resistance moves with the person or groups o f people, there are what one might call 

bubbles o f resistance moving through space. O f course, certain places sometimes become the 

focus o f resistant activity for a period though it might be a more positive line o f enquiry to 

explore why certain types o f places such as public space or work places frequently become such 

sites o f resistance.

1.4 THEORIES OF CLASS

1.4.1 The classical inheritance

The logical place to commence with a theoretical discussion o f class is Marx, but Marx as social 

scientist and activist, not as Godhead or prophet. Marx, read as a concrete attempt to ascertain 

the underlying reality o f life from a materialist perspective (albeit as Bottomore has pointed out, 

in the context o f the development o f early European capitalism and the concomitant rise in 

importance o f two specific classes; bourgeois and proletarian), not as Holy Writ or source o f 

scriptural reference, is still useful as a basis to analyse human societies despite the time that has 

elapsed since his death and the multiple controversies in which his works are entangled. My 

object in referring to Marx is not to construct a theoretical lineage for my work but to establish a 

clear framework for my conception o f the meaning o f class^^. N or does this entail drawing 

exclusivist boundaries around work that clearly draws its primary theoretical inspiration from 

within what is the hugely varied tradition o f Marxism. Other streams o f  critical geographic

T. Bottomore (Ed), A Dictionary o f  Marxist Thought (Oxford 1983) 75.
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thought contain much which can be usefully integrated into a Marxian analysis o f class and 

space, nor is the gulf that divides them as deep as is often presumed.^''

It is important to state at the outset that Marx, contrary to simplistic distortions by both friend 

and enemy, did not see class as an isolated thing or a simple statistical category. To treat class in 

such an abstract (and abstracted way) is decidedly not in the tradition o f Marx. Classes only 

make sense in a relational context arising out of the social relations that form part o f the 

prevalent mode o f production. At its simplest, class, to Marx, was an unequal and exploitative 

social relation based on a person’s role in the production process. It may be useful to identify 

abstract classes as an analytical tool that may lead to the identification of real classes but Marx, 

as his succinct dismissal o f Karl Heinzen’s quantitative understanding o f class reveals { ‘The 

length o f  the purse is a purely quantitative distinction which may perhaps antagonise any two 

individuals from  the same class ’), clearly saw class as a profoundly historical concept and it 

makes little sense for the critical historical geographer to treat of class in a primarily ahistorical 

or gradational manner^^. Classes only make sense in specific historico-geographic settings, as 

Marx implies in his discussion of the applicability of his analysis of the development o f Western 

European capitalism to Russia, when he warned against the use of a theoretical ‘'master key' to 

unlock the intricacies of every particular historical situation^^.

Though class is central to all of Marx’s work, surprisingly, he never dealt with it in a systematic 

manner. In the absence of a major theoretical statement we must glean his understanding(s) of 

class from his various works. If we start with the famous phrase from the Communist Manifesto 

that ‘The history o f  all hitherto existing society is the history o f  class struggles’ we note 

immediately that class is posited as a social and historical dynamic, not a static category^’. The 

subsequent description of the rise of the two major classes in nineteenth-century European 

capitalist societies continues in this vein o f class having true existence only in the interaction of 

real humans. Nor is this description of class struggle in a specific context necessarily marred by 

the high-flown rhetoric of the end of that section of the Manifesto where Engels and Marx 

trumpet their revolutionary optimism by declaring the fall and dissolution of the bourgeoisie and 

the inevitable victory o f the proletariat. After all this was an agitational pamphlet not an 

academic treatise. Even within the polemical confines of such a tract the key point here is that an 

attempt was being made 'to express, in general terms, actual relations springing from  an existing 

class struggle, from  a historical movement going on under our very eyes

R.A. Butlin, Theory and M ethodology in Historical Geography, in M. Pacione (Ed), Historical 
Geography, Progess and Prospects (London 1987) 29.

R. Dennis, E nglish Industrial C ities o f  the N ineteenth Century, A S oc ia l G eograph y  (Cambridge 1987) 
187-190. D. M cLellan (Ed), K arl Marx, se lec ted  w ritings (O xford 2000) 234.

Ibid., 618.
K. Marx and F. Engels, The C om m unist M anifesto  (Harmondsworth 1967) 79.
Ibid., 96.
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While classes may sometimes appear in Marx as living organisms with collective wills rather 

than collectivities composed o f a mass o f individual wills, his historical orientation constantly 

brought him back to the reality o f life as it was, not as it ought to be. In a passage in another 

collaborative work with Engels, The German Ideology, he tries to locate the individual in the 

material reality of historical development: ‘The social structure and the State are continually 

evolving out o f  the life process o f  definite individuals, but o f  individuals, not as they may appear 

in their own or others peop le’s imagination, but as they really are, i.e. as they operate, produce 

materially, and hence as they work under material limits, presuppositions, and conditions 

independent o f  their w ill’.^  ̂ Social structures arise out o f the action of individuals, albeit 

constrained or enabled by material conditions and the job of the observer is to discern how 

humans act and think within these conditions. The emphasis here, it should be noted, is on 

actions of individuals not static, abstract constructions: ‘As soon as this active life-process is 

described, history ceases to be a collection o f  dead facts as with the empiricists (themselves still 

abstract), or an imagined activity o f  imagined subjects, as with the idealists In fact the clear 

dichotomy between the individual and society fades as each structures the other, a theme taken 

up by ‘structurationist’ human geographers in the 1980s though since abandoned by many in the 

rush to apply a sort of Thatcherite ‘there is no such thing as society’ dictum to geographical 

analysis.

Many have noted a perceived contrast between a simple binary class structure underlying the 

economic writings o f Marx and a more nuanced, complex analysis to be found in his journalistic 

and historical writings, though critics o f Marx often fail to understand that he rooted all human 

activity in production as a social, not a technical-economic phenomenon^'. When dealing with 

the reality of the actual historical events, Marx not so much abandoned his own methodology but 

refined it. In a famous passage from The Eighteenth Brumaire o f  Louis Napoleon, he tries to 

come to terms with that great and unresolved debate o f structure vs. agency: ‘Men make their 

own history, but they do not make it just as they please; they do not make it under circumstances 

chosen by themselves, but under circumstances directly encountered, given and transmitted from  

the past Depending on our own ideological predisposition or the precise person, time or place 

we are studying we may highlight the independent ‘making’ by the individual or the unchosen 

circumstances, but we cannot legitimately ascribe to Marx the complete subsumation o f the 

former by the latter. A description of the French peasantry in The Eighteenth Brumaire brings 

Marx to give as concise a definition of class as a real historical phenomenon as can be found

McLellan, Karl Marx, 180.
“  Ibid., 181.

Ibid., 591/592. E. Meiksins Wood, The Retreat from  Class, A New ‘True’ Socialism (London 1986) 
85/86.
“  McLellan, Karl Marx, 328.
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anywhere in his works: ‘In so fa r  as millions o f  families live under economic conditions o f  

existence that separate their mode o f  life, their interests, and their culture from  other classes, 

and put them in hostile opposition to the latter, they form  a class ’ but this is then countered by 

the notion that a class does not exist in any real sense unless embodied in the collective thought 

and actions of the individuals who constitute that class: ‘In so fa r  is there a merely local 

interconnection among these small holding peasants, and the identity o f  their interests begets no 

community, no national bond, and no political organisation among them, they do not form  a 

class A ‘class-in-itself becomes a ‘class-for-itself not solely by uniting behind a common 

organisation but also by recognising a common identity that transcends geographical boundaries. 

Again we find a movement towards seeing class as the expression of the commonality of 

material circumstances of individuals despite the apparent failure to explain how the class ‘on 

paper’ becomes a class in a way that makes sense and impacts on the lives of the people 

involved, though in the detail of ‘The Eighteenth Brumaire’ we find reference to multiple 

classes/class fragments and a breakdown in precise correspondence between these and specific 

political forces and organisations. Here we witness, not a straight one to one struggle between 

capital and labour but what Gramsci, writing about the same period, accurately termed 'the 

interplay o f  relations between the principal groups (o f various kinds, socio-economic and 

technical-economic) o f  the fundamental classes and the auxiliary forces directed by, or subjected 

to, their hegemonic influence The apparent reductionism of the Manifesto is superseded by a 

sophisticated reading which, while not divorcing political developments from the social base, 

implicitly accepts a greater distance, a larger degree o f autonomy for political groupings.

Even when discussing the archetypical capitalist society o f England, Marx, in practise, observed 

and noted the complexity o f class structure, acknowledging that ‘even here the stratification o f  

classes does not appear in its pure form. Middle and intermediate strata even here obliterate 

lines o f  demarcation everywhere’, which can only lead us to the conclusion that if such 

stratification did not exist in its pure form in industrialised nineteenth-century England, it does 

not exist in this form in any society*^. Marx immediately goes on to deny that this has any 

implications for the general binary model of wage-labour vs. capital (including rent producing 

landed property). Elsewhere, however, Marx explicitly states that he has disregarded ‘the real 

constitution o f  society, which by no means consists only o f  the class o f  workers and the class o f  

industrial capitalists ’ when constructing a preliminary analysis of economic crises and his 

description of British political parties portrays a far more complex view of the class system and 

political superstructure than might be expected as does his criticism of Ricardo for overlooking 

the growth of the middle class (in a modem sense of the word/^. In effect we have an

“  Ibid., 346/347.
^  Hoare and Smith, Selections from  the Prison Notebooks, 242.

McLellan, Karl Marx, 44.
^  Bottomore, A Dictionary o f  Marxist Thought, 75. McLellan, Karl Marx, 356-362, 446.
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acknowledgement o f a certain dichotomy between the abstract model o f how a capitalist society 

operates and how this works out in practice, a dichotomy that does not necessarily invalidate the 

overall applicability o f  the model nor does the centrality o f capital versus labour imply a 

reduction o f the class structure o f a given society to that central nexus alone*’. It must also be 

stressed that Capital was not a description o f  the entire capitalist system but an exposition o f 

M arx’s labour theory o f  value, focusing primarily on the m anufacturing and extractive industries, 

especially in Britain, to explain this theory. It inevitably focuses, therefore, on the ‘ideal’ classes 

o f  industrial society, namely the wage worker and the big capitalist, avoiding the imprecise class 

boundaries o f the working class as a whole and the examination o f  classes whose role in the 

system outlined were not as clear.

The geographer David Harvey develops the idea that locating class in the fundamental 

antagonism between capital and labour inherent in the social relations arising out o f  the capitalist 

mode o f production, is not equivalent to reducing the class structure to capitalist and proletariat**. 

The complexity o f  class in capitalist society arises from ‘residual forces’ which stem from pre

capitalist modes o f  production that persist in some form despite the transition to a new mode o f 

production (such as the landed aristocracy and peasantry) or from ‘derivative forces’ that arise 

out o f  the dynamics o f  the capitalist process. He argues that specialisation and division o f labour 

produce different strata in the working class, the necessity to impose authority requires a 

managerial class, the constant creation o f new needs to overcome dangers o f overproduction 

leads to the emergence o f consumption or ‘lifestyle’ groupings. Harvey goes on to explore the 

spatial interaction between derivative, residual and fundamental class shaping forces in the form 

o f  residential segregation. This early work o f  Harvey’s may tend towards exaggerated 

structuralism and lack attention to the importance o f human agency but the point here is that he 

correctly refutes the accusation that class structure in the Marxist tradition is no more than the 

final battle between two great undifferentiated classes with nothing but clear blue water 

separating them.

It is easy, and all too common, to set up and bum a straw Marxism by ignoring the immense 

complexity and diversity o f  that tradition. After all there is hardly an academic contretemps that 

you will not find M arxists proposing differing analyses or strenuously opposing each others 

contentions. Many o f  these have involved the integration o f ideas and propositions from outside 

the tradition and this study, while clearly informed by Marxian theory, is not based exclusively 

on that body o f theory. It is not my intention here to review the entirety o f  the debate on class.

B. Fine and A. Saad-Filo, Marx's Capital (London 2004) 168. Thompson, Eighteenth-Century English 
Society, 149 fh 36.

D. Harvey, Class Structure in a Capitalist Society and the Theory o f  Residential Differentiation, in 
M.Chisholm, P. Haggett, R. Peel (Eds), Processes in Physical and Human Geography (London, 1975) 
354-369.
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class formation or class struggle within that tradition but to identify elements that are useful in 

the construction of a local historical geography. This exercise is undoubtedly rendered more 

difficult by the fact that much that has been written on class formation has been derived from or 

applied to industrial capitalist societies. This does not invalidate the possibility o f applying a 

class analysis to an agrarian-capitalist colonial society such as Ireland in the early nineteenth 

century but it does pose a difficulty in using concepts developed in relation to very different 

empirical material. The challenge o f how to do so in a critical and creative manner will be 

returned to later in this chapter.

1.4.2 E.P. Thompson and the history of class

The left-leaning historians of Cold War Britain breathed new life into Marxist approaches to 

history. They rejected what Meiksins-Wood has accurately termed ‘a false dualism between 

absolute determination and absolute contingency', refijsing the reductionism that cast workers as 

an unthinking mass travelling along the preordained road o f history but also the arrogant elitism 

of the liberal historians who peered through the historical mists to see few other than the great 

and their retainers shaping events from above^’. Surviving and learning from the disillusion 

emerging from the exposure of Stalin’s monstrous regime, they mined the shafts o f the working 

class past to understand the nature of capitalism and its development. Primary amongst them 

was E.P. Thompson, whose groundbreaking work The Making o f  the English Working Class 

proved to be a classic of its genre and a source o f controversy for many years™.

What is of importance for this study is Thompson’s definition of class as an active historical 

phenomenon, a ‘happening’, a relationship rather than a structure, category or ‘thing’. He sets 

class firmly in its historical setting, denying the concept any validity outside o f this setting: 'I f  we 

stop history at a given point, then there are no classes but simply a multitude o f  individuals with 

a multitude o f  experiences. But i f  we watch these men over an adequate period o f  social change, 

we observe patterns in their relationships, their ideas, and their institutions. Class is defined by 

men as they live their own history, and, in the end, this is its only definition This is not a case 

o f divorcing class from productive relations or reducing class to the status of caste, as defined by 

Gramsci, that is a group defined solely by cultural characteristics but not economic functions’ .̂ 

What Thompson does is to stress the social dynamic and reject static over-theorised 

understandings of class. His colourful time machine metaphor illustrates this critique o f the 

static: ‘Sociologists who have stopped the time-machine and, with a good deal o f  huffing and

Meiksins Wood, The Retreat from  Class, 76.
Thompson, The Making o f  the English Working Class.

”  Ibid., 10.
Hoare and Smith, Selections from  the Prison Notebooks, 115. Thompson, Eighteenth-Century English 

Society, 150.
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puffing, have gone down to the engine-room to look, tell us that nowhere at all have they been 

able to locate and classify a class.... O f course they are right, since class is not this or that part 

o f  the machine, but the way the m achine works once it is set in motion -  not this and  that 

interest, but the fr ic tio n  o f  interests -  the movement itse lf the heat, the thundering  

/70we’(author’s emphasis)’ .̂ Thompson does not dismiss the notion o f  class as an ‘analytical 

category to organise historical evidence’ in its entirety, as long as it is used in conjunction with 

the preceding usage in a subordinate manner that avoids confusion between the two, though 

some accuse him o f weakening the idea o f class as an objective structure to the extent that it has 

very little real meaning^'*. In practise, however, as opposed to theory, as Sewell observes, 

Thompson does not disallow the notion o f pausing ‘now and again to describe it (class) as a 

structure ’ or at least class as a dialectic based on the interaction o f these two approaches’ .̂ We 

should add that there is a danger in Thom pson’s approach to class being overextended to the 

extent that it becomes so fluid as to be meaningless. Kirk suggests criteria for building ‘a 

rigorous analytical fram ew ork  ’ o f  class analysis’*. The most important o f  these are the cultural, 

institutional and ideological independence o f a class and the existence o f  hostility/conflict 

towards other classes. The importance o f institutions in the formation and reproduction of 

classes has also been developed and applied by Billinge, in his article on the M anchester Literary 

and Philosophical Society” .

Building on these foundations, Thompson put great emphasis on the active, real experiences o f 

working people. There can be no class or at least no class that has an empirical existence, 

without class struggle understood in the broader sense. Class, in the real historical sense, arises 

out o f  class struggle, or more precisely class experience, not vice versa. The process unfolds as 

‘people f in d  themselves in a society structured in determ ined w ays...they experience 

exploitation....they identify points o f  antagonistic interest, they commence to struggle around  

these issues and in the process o f  struggling they discover themselves as classes ’ so that the end 

result is a class consciousness arising out o f  individual and collective class experience’*. There 

is o f course much room between structure and consciousness which can be fleshed out and there 

is also a danger o f forgetting that classes can be unmade as well as made, that class formation

Thompson, The Making o f the English Working Class, 939.
C. Calhoun, The Question o f Class Struggle, Social Foundations o f Popular Radicalism during the 

Industrial Revolution (Oxford 1982) 32/33. Thompson, Eighteenth-Century English Society, 148.
W.H. Sewell, Jnr., How Classes are Made: Critical Reflections on E.P. Thompson’s Theory of Working 

Class Formation, in H. Kaye and K. Me Clelland (Eds), E.P. Thompson: Critical Perspectives (Oxford 
1990) 58.

N. Kirk, Labour and Society in Britain and the United States, Vol. I: Capitalism, Custom and Protest, 
1780-1850 (Aldershot 1994) 11.

M. Billinge, Reconstructing societies in the past: the collective biography of local communities, in A. 
Baker and M. Billinge (Eds), Period and Place, research methods in Historical Geography, Cambridge 
Studies in Historical Geography 1 (Cambridge 1982) 19-32.
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can be undone’ .̂ 'Between the hard fa c ts  o f  productive relations and the discovery o f  class- 

consciousness lies the vast, midtiple, contradictory realm o f  experience, not the neat and  

unidirectional process o f  learning-the-truth-through-struggle posited  by classical M arxism ’ and 

it is this very realm that Thompson attends to in The M aking o f  the English Working Class, 

though another Marxist scholar, Katznelson goes further in theorising this same realm when he 

posited four interconnected notions o f class between the social relations o f production and 

collective action, but the basic premise seems firmly grounded in historical reality*®. In his 

critique o f Thom pson’s work, Sewell argues that at a theoretical level Thompson over-extended 

the meaning o f ‘experience’ but that in his historical narratives he correctly uses it in a more 

precise and intelligible sense o f  'the way people construed events as they lived through th em ’ in 

other words their responses to events ‘as structured - by productive relations, political 

institutions, habits, traditions and values ’ or to put it another way their engagement in ‘the 

politics o f  ever>'day life’*'. Hence the workers in Thompson’s narratives emerge as ‘intelligent 

and  wilful human beings ’ constrained or enabled by structural factors. Such a nuanced treatment 

o f  the interaction between the individual and the social, marks Thompson as a forerunner in the 

great debate about the relationship between structure and agency*^.

Another social historian, Robert Aminzade, takes up the theme o f the complex relationship 

between the material base in production and collective activities o f classes in his study o f  the 

relationship between class and politics in nineteenth-century France. In response to the free- 

floating culturally based identities posited by the post-modernist and the deterministic 

base/superstructure models o f  orthodox Marxists, he outlines a theory o f  ‘non-reductionist class 

analysis’. Though he is specifically addressing the political/organisational outcomes o f class 

relations, his observations have a relevance to the general debate about how the origin o f  class in 

the relations o f production are worked out in the reality o f  the social/cultural and political 

superstructure*^. The key question he explores is how to explain the variability o f  superstructural 

outcome. By way o f answering this question he identifies four factors that cause this (infinite) 

variability: the complexity o f  class relations, the individual interpretation o f a person’s interests 

and position in society, the m ultiplicity o f social identities including gender, race and religion, 

the role o f political institutions in constraining collective action and finally, the role o f 

contingency in the entire process. What he might well have added but only briefly alludes to is

R.W. Connell and T.H. Irving, Class Structure in Australian History: Documents, Narrative and 
/ I ( M e l b o u r n e  1980).
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the role o f  the spatial in all o f  these variables. Each o f  the points he makes about the com plexity  

o f  class relations, for exam ple, are inextricably linked with spatial considerations. M obility 

between class positions, the existence o f  contradictory class positions and the cross-class nature 

o f  the household econom y can not possibly be considered outside the context o f  where a person 

lives, works or m oves to.

N o historian is above criticism and much o f  what Thompson wrote has been subjected to detailed 

criticism, some o f  which has definite validity, as in his neglect o f  the role o f  gender and ethnicity 

in The M aking, and subsequent historians writing within the historical materialist paradigm have 

taken cognisance o f  these^'*. Despite critical evaluations from post-structuralists such as Stedman 

Jones who, referring to the specific historical exam ple o f  Chartism, dislocates ‘social 

consciousness’ from ‘social being’ com pletely via the importance o f  the shaping o f  political 

activity by discourse, to those within the Marxist tradition w ho accuse him o f  ‘culturalism’, 

Thom pson’s work on class and class formation is still o f  great value to the historian and the 

historical geographer*^. It should be noted that a number o f  social historians, including Connell 

and Irving on Australia and W ilentz on N ew  York, have attempted to develop Thom pson’s 

insights in a critical manner in the process o f  researching specific historical processes in 

particular geographic locations*^. It is unfortunate that the same cannot be said for historical 

geographers, with the exception o f  Gregory’s study on the West Riding o f  Yorkshire, if  only  

because the insights offered by Thompson are an important corrective to the over-reliance o f  

census data and segregation measurements with a concomitant exclusion or at least weakening o f  

the study o f  lived experience o f  real people*’. If class is a lived experience, then the places 

people live in cannot but be implicated in the formation and developm ent o f  this experience. 

W hile it is inaccurate to portray The M aking o f  the English W orking C lass as com pletely  

dominated by the temporal as opposed to the spatial (one only has to read the chapter on 

Luddism, ‘An Army o f  Redressers’ to realise this), it is important to recognise its failure to 

explicitly integrate space into its m ethodology, a failure that Savage, as mentioned elsewhere in 

this study, has gone a long way to rectify**. In turn, and very much in the vein o f  Thom pson’s 

view  o f  workers as creative human actors, there is much to be said for Herod’s criticism o f  

geographers who fail to see workers as active geographical agents who also have a role within 

the constraints imposed by capitalism in shaping landscapes*^. With an appropriate integration

Kirk, Labour and Society, 8-9.
R. Johnson, Edward Thompson, Eugene Genovese, and Socialist-Humanist History, History Workshop 6 
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o f  the spatial and temporal and a caution o f  uncritically transposing Thompsonian concepts 

developed almost exclusively in relation to the history o f  England, the ‘class form ation’ approach 

can form an important element in understanding the com plex interrelationship between class and 

place in a historic setting^”.

Emerging from this interaction with what has been called the ‘socialist-hum anist’ school o f 

social history is a broad understanding rather than a narrow definition o f class that informs this 

study. W hile it is useful and necessary to study class in an abstract, statistical way to understand 

the underlying structure o f society one cannot stop there. The next step is to see how this works 

out in real life, though it must be granted that this is more difficult when dealing with the distant 

past. It is clear that class arises out the social relations o f  production into which women and men 

are bom -  or enter involuntarily, but it has little meaning outside o f  the realm o f relations 

between people Put simply, how groups and individuals relate to each other depends on their 

possession or control o f  cultural, social and economic capital. In turn, persons may become 

conscious o f belonging to this or that class with important consequences, though class 

consciousness does not define the existence o f  class. The impact o f  class on a person’s life is not 

solid or immutable; it changes over time and space even in the life o f  one individual. Class does 

not determine, it constrains and enables, depending on which class one belongs to and the places 

in which these relations are played out. Nor is class a ‘layer cake’ because class boundaries are 

usually grey areas rather than impenetrable walls and the nature o f these boundaries is constantly 

changing’ .̂ The challenge is to try to understand and identify the details o f  such a complex 

phenomena and its interaction and connections with space in a specific place.

1.4.3 Geographers and class

Historical Geography reflects the great debates and themes o f the discipline as a whole, though 

perhaps at a finer level because new theoretical insights tended to flow from other disciplines 

through the doorway o f the sub-discipline earlier and in greater volume. Thus structuralism, 

humanism/hermeneutics, structuration and post-structural/post-m odem  theories have infiltrated 

the outhouse o f historical geography from the halls o f history, sociology and literary studies. 

One attempt to integrate space into a ‘class form ation’ reading o f  history is that o f  Thrift and 

Williams, though Thrift subsequently took a decisive cultural turn away from class analysis^^. 

They argued that class analysis encompasses five m ajor concepts that differ in importance 

depending on the spatial scale being studied. In rough sliding scale from those related to the

R. Chandavakar, ‘The Making o f  the Working Class’: E.P. Thompson and Indian History, in V. 
Chaturvedi, Mapping Subaltern Studies and the Postcolonial (London 2000) 56.
’ 'Thompson, The Making o f  the English Working Class, 9.

Connell and Irving, Class Structure in Australian.
”  N. Thrift and P. Williams, An introduction to the Geography o f  Class Formation, in N. Thrift and P. 
Williams, Class and Space, the Making o f  Urban Society (London 1987) 1-22.
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broader scale (and therefore more abstract) to those most significant at a local level (more 

concrete) these concepts are: class structure, class formation, class conflict, class capacity and 

class consciousness. So, for example, they warn that the identification of a class structure, 

defined as a ‘system o f  places generated by the prevailing social relations o f  production through 

the medium o f  institutions which set limits on people's capacity fo r  action ’, is only the beginning 

of class analysis, especially at a local scale^'’. The other four, especially class consciousness, on 

the other hand is to a greater degree the way in which class takes on real meaning in the lives of 

people in specific places. All o f these concepts, while contentious, are important tools for local 

historical geographies. In the case o f early nineteenth-century Dunleary/Kingstown, the 

formation of local classes were intimately linked to suburbanisation and the harbour building 

project, class conflict waxed and waned in relation to the temporal and spatial development of 

both and with it class consciousness or probably more accurately class awareness. In the last 

case Thrift and Williams emphasise the importance o f the locality or more accurately the mix of 

institutions in a particular place and the locale (a concept developed by Giddens), the physical 

setting o f social interaction, on the form of class consciousness that develops amongst people of 

a certain class in a certain area. Calhoun takes a contrary position, claiming that class is a social 

collectivity that can only be constructed at the level o f a whole social formation. He denies the 

possibility of class struggle on a micro scale but then conjures it back into existence in the form 

of popular mobilisations at a community level’^ Class struggle, he contends, can only take place 

when the infrastructure has developed to link local and regional class actions into national ones. 

It is valid to argue that class capacity (the organisational/institutional glue o f a class) is primarily 

a dependent on large scale developments but class as a meaningful relationship between people, 

and therefore class struggle, is above all else composed of a myriad o f local happenings. The 

artificial separation o f scales of class struggle is absurd, since class struggle at a national or 

international level is simply the organised aggregation o f micro-level developments.

Thrift goes on to apply the above outlined model to nineteenth-century England, relying on 

Urry’s exploration of the determinants o f class fonnation, to conclude, undramatically, that class 

consciousness is a diffuse and historically contingent phenomenon^*. More importantly, what he 

does show is that the outcomes of class processes vary significantly across space. So Sheffield, 

where artisan labour predominated, had a transitional class structure but high class capacity in 

the form of trade unions and working class involvement in Liberal politics, whereas the class 

structure of Leeds conformed more closely to the classical class structure of industrial capitalism 

but with a low degree of class capacity until the late nineteenth century’’. The important point 

here is that the infinitely variable nature of class precludes uni-linear, deterministic views:

Ibid., 5.
C. Calhoun, Class, Place and Industrial Revolution, in Thrift and W illiams, Class and Space, 51-72.
N. Thrift, An introduction to the G eoeraphy, 25-50.
Ibid., 31-48.
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classes can deform and reform, disappear and re-emerge, class solidarity is ‘frequ en tly  fragile , 

being  pron e to  change and fragm entation  over time ’ and space is a key factor in this ebb and 

flow  o f  class’*. It is also worth noting that it is som etim es im possible to distinguish whether the 

spatial is shaping the social or vice versa because these are intertwined in a mutually constitutive
99w ay .

Outside o f  the fonnal boundaries o f  the discipline, the sociologist M ichael Savage has also 

contributed significantly to the debate on class and place by using the insights o f  network 

analysis theory to strengthen the role o f  place in the process o f  class formation. He succinctly  

summarises his arguments in this manner: ‘First, p articu lar p la ces  can becom e habitats fo r  

certain socia l groups so  that these p la ces  becom e in tegrally linked into their ‘h ab itu s’, their 

lifestyles, and so  can be a  base on which their co llective identity is form ed. Secondly, class  

form ation  can take p la ce  as soc ia l classes stretch  across space by building networks which link 

m em bers o f  that class together even though they are spa tia lly  d i s p e r s e d Savage is keen to 

em phasise the dialectic dynamic o f  extensive and intensive, or dense, networks. Dense local ties 

facilitate distinct class identities but wide-ranging ties facilitate the em ergence o f  organisational 

and political m obilisation o f  classes on a larger scale. Links between people o f  the same class 

living in different places are o f  vital importance in the formation o f  classes. He goes further by 

claim ing that the ‘ab ility  to be able to organise on b ro a d  socia l sca les'  is the key to the 

hegem ony o f  the dominant classes and the subordination o f  the working class'®’.

A problem facing the researcher o f  the historical geography o f  the Irish working class, is that 

much o f  the comparative material concerns the industrial society o f  nineteenth-century England 

and even within that body o f  work a great deal is concerned with residential segregation with a 

heavy emphasis on a gradational, census based definition o f  class. Despite the connections with 

Ireland, these British cities had no real counterparts on the island o f  Ireland other than Belfast, 

which some would argue was part o f  the imperial core, rather than the colonial periphery. In 

terms o f  class formation the influence is mainly in the opposite direction because Irish migrants 

played a huge role in the formation and eventual shape o f  the British industrial working class 

especially in cities like G lasgow , Liverpool and Manchester. In light o f  the enormous 

differences between the nature o f  society in colonial Ireland and industrial Britain, the usefulness 

o f  British research is largely confined to theoretical and m ethodological insights which might be 

applicable to the Irish context.

Kirk, Labour and Society, 10.
D. Canadine, Residential Differentiation in Nineteenth Century Towns: from shapes on the ground to 

shapes in society, in J.H. Johnson and C.G. Pooley (Eds), The Structure o f Nineteenth Century Cities 
(London 1982) 247-248.

Savage, Space, networks and class formation, 59 
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1.4.4 Reintegrating structure and agency

In the early 1980s a number of human geographers grappled with the question of the relationship 

between structure and agency, seeking to avoid the collapse o f the problem into economistic 

determinism or old-school idealism. This effort centred on the proposition that human agency 

and structures are mutually constitutive, constantly shaping each other within the framework of 

time and space. Although initially inspired by the work of the sociologist Anthony Giddens, and 

to a lesser degree the Marxist humanism o f Thompson, they developed a particular geographic 

version o f what became known as ‘structuration’. Two scholars made a particular effort to 

integrate this theoretical development into their works, Derek Gregory and Allan Pred'® .̂ 

Though some might regard their 1980’s contributions as passe, the questions they raised and the 

manner in which they tried to apply a sophisticated reading o f the interaction between agency 

and structure to specific places and periods remains relevant to the study o f the historical 

geography of social class. Pred, in a detailed explication of the application of structuration 

theory to geography, suggests three ‘empirical loci’ which arise from this application'”̂ . He 

recommends that research be carried out on how ‘dominant institutional projects’ impacted on 

peoples lives and the landscape, that we try to understand the structuration process through 

individual biographies, a method he integrated into his own empirical works, and finally he urges 

the incorporation o f ‘a sense o f place’ that may deepen our understanding of social developments 

in a particular place. He also argued that the two ‘time-geographic’ concepts of individual paths 

and institutional projects were essential to successfully integrating structurationist theory into the 

practice of historical geography'”''. By paths he meant ‘the biography o f  a 

person ...conceptualised as a continuous path through time space, subject to various types o f  

constraint’, while projects were an ‘entire series o f  tasks necessary to complete any intention- 

inspired or goal-oriented behavior’ involving ‘the coupling together in time and space o f  the 

paths o f  two or more people or o f  those persons and tangible resources It follows, according to 

Pred, that this is how structuration or the constant interaction o f structure and individuals, 

happens geographically, with ‘the intersection o f  individual paths with institutional projects 

occurring at specific temporal and spatial locations ’, an idea previously conceptualised by 

Gregory, in his study of the West Riding Woollen industry, as ‘time-space routines’' ”̂ .

This complex process o f what we might call spatial structuration is neatly summarised by Pred in 

a series of maxims:

D.J. Gregory, Action and structure in historical geography, in Baker and Billinge, Period and Place, 
244-250. A.Pred, Place as Historically Contingent Process; Structuration and the Time-Geography of 
Becoming Places, Annals o f the Association o f American Geographers 74 2 (1984) 219-291.
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‘Societies and biographies are never in frozen states o f  being but always and everywhere are in 

the process o f  becoming.

People produce history and places at the same time that people are produced by history and 

places.

People do not produce history and places under conditions o f  their own choosing, but in the 

context o f  already existing, directly encountered social and spatial structures

What is appealing about this approach, because it seems to come as close to objectivity as is 

possible, is the centrality accorded to the dynamic of social life, without which we are left, like 

Thompson’s sociologists, staring at the parts of the dead machine in a vain search for lifeless 

structures. Pred’s studies o f actual places as historically contingent process offers much to the 

historical geographer concerned with the interaction between class, individual and place. In his 

idiosyncratic but remarkably lively work on Stockholm Dockers, he vividly recreates the 

dynamic interplay of various structural and individual factors in the daily life o f the dock worker. 

They emerge as conscious historical actors working through a physical landscape interwoven 

with the power relations embodied in a late nineteenth-century capitalist sea port. He is anxious 

to disabuse us of a view that sees workers as empty vessels, ciphers o f structure or alternately 

complete masters of their destiny. This is well illustrated by a passage on migrant dockworkers, 

which could easily apply to the migrants who poured into the Dunleary area in 1816-1817: ‘They 

did not simply materialize at Skeppsbron and other locations out o f  a void, blank men devoid o f  

personal history, empty o f  experiences and meaning-filled memories, previously untouched by 

industrial capitalism and collective consciousness. Instead, they had followed a variety o f  

uninterrupted routes through space-time. They had bodily arrived at various (conjjunctures, 

bringing with them the knowledge, predispositions, and cultural capital that had been built up at 

the daily level as a result o f  projects dictated by their previous long-term commitments. And, 

that same biographical baggage would affect their response to the power relations associated 

with the daily work projects on land and ship to which they were now committed fo r  a longer or 

shorter p e r i o d .

His innovative reconstruction o f a day in the life o f Stockholm docker or elsewhere of a 

merchant capitalist in eighteenth-century Boston, certainly challenges the orthodoxies of the sub

discipline but it probably comes far closer to accurately locating place and social structure in the

A. Pred, Structuration, biography formation, and knowledge: observations on port growth during the 
late mercantile period, Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 2 (1984) 251.

A Pred, Lost Words and Lost Worlds: Modernity and the language o f everyday! life in late nineteenth 
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everyday life of people than many more conventional studies'^’*. The playful use o f language 

never degenerates to the contrived cleverness of others because Pred’s object is not to impress us 

with his linguistic skills or dazzle us with radical word-play but to impress on us the rich and 

often harsh detail o f a worker’s daily struggle. Nor does this brief digression jar with the rest of 

the text as he launches immediately into a discussion of working class resistance both formal and 

informal, like the social historians, refusing to confine class struggle to the straightjacket of 

organisational form. The brief biography in time-space illustrates the broader canvass of class 

structure in a particular place through the everyday life of an individual. The importance of 

human agency is acknowledged but in a way that is free o f 'naive idealism or voluntarism

Because of its relevance to the ‘structuration’ trend, it is worth briefly considering the impact of 

the work o f the French sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu, on the debate on class. One need not accept 

all o f Bourdieu’s contentions to recognise that his work contains valuable insights regarding 

social class. The culture of class and the importance of tastes may be overworked in his writings 

but much is added to our understanding o f the functioning o f hierarchies of domination and the 

reproduction of social class by his concepts o f habitus and social fields” ®. At the core of the 

notion of habitus is the idea that we acquire a certain disposition to act and think in certain ways 

through socialisation. Here we arrive again at a more nuanced reading of the structure/agency 

dichotomy. The individual freedom to act is limited by the structurally shaped disposition. Few 

critical geographers or historians would quibble with that but where he differs significantly from 

traditional Marxist theory is in the use of the term ‘capital’. Whereas Marxists understand that 

word as a social relation based on the exploitation o f workers by the owners o f the means of 

production, for Bourdieu capital is a set of various legitimising assets which are deployed by the 

individual ‘player’ in the different ‘fields’ o f social play, albeit assets that embody different 

amounts of labour. Thus he outlines a whole series of forms o f capital including economic, 

cultural, social, symbolic, statist and coercive capital.

So what does Bourdieu have to say specifically about classes? Few modem Marxists would find 

much to disagree with the view that the validity o f classifying theoretical classes carries the risk 

o f ‘encouraging a perception o f  theoretical classes, which are fictitious regroupings existing 

only on paper, through an intellectual decision by the researcher, as real classes, real groups, 

that are constituted as such in reality’ (author’s emphasis)’" . Not much that is different from 

Thompson, one would be tempted to argue. Even when Bourdieu goes further and claims that 

where Marxists do make a distinction between theoretical classes and real classes, it is he alleges.
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only in the form of ‘class-in-itself being transformed in an unproblematic manner to a ‘class-for- 

i tse lf . In fact, as I have outlined, contrary to his characterisation much o f Marxist thought about 

class deals with this very conundrum of ‘a “group in struggle”, a personalized collective, a 

historical agent assigning itself its own ends, arises from  the objective economic c o n d i t i o n s . 

One can only be struck, then, by the similarity between Thompson’s class as a happening not a 

thing and Bourdieu’s class as ‘something to he done’ rather ‘something g iven ’̂ ^̂ . He argues 

therefore that classes do not exist but can be brought into existence by collective action. Perhaps 

this underestimates the reality of a passive embodiment of class, o f the importance o f class in 

people’s lives even when collective action does not or can not occur. Surely class exists in 

collective perception as well as collective action? Once again we return to that very large space 

between structure and consciousness/agency, a space that we have seen has merited a great deal 

o f attention from critical Marxists.

1.4.5 The ‘Death of class’

It should be amply clear in both the literature review preceding and the body of this work that at 

its heart lies a rejection of the fashionable dogmatism that dismisses the concept of class, indeed, 

the very notion o f any structured organisation of human life. It should also be clear that such an 

adherence to the validity of class as real, is profoundly different to the, nowadays rare, vulgar 

reductionism of crude determinism. Nor should a work which is broadly located in the Marxist 

tradition preclude recognition of the significant insights o f the more reflexive, grounded elements 

o f post-modern and post-structuralist thought. It should be apparent from this study that the 

work o f certain geographers who could be categorised as belonging to either tradition has 

contributed to my understanding o f how the interaction between human society and space work. 

What can and should be rejected are the extremities of post-modernism, the elitist, hyper- 

theoretical, relatively fact-free contributions, deliberately couched in an over-obscure style, 

works that are often premised on a new ‘grand narrative’, making language/discourse the sole 

determinant of life and activity.

The central thesis of such extremities is that class (and indeed capitalism) is a figment o f Marx’s 

totalising imagination, a linguistic manifestation of the Marxist tradition. There are no universal 

truths, no laws of societal motion, no general, only the particular, the exceptional, the individual. 

Though most post-modernists would consider themselves of the left in some sort of vague way, 

their pronunciations of the death of class are remarkably close to Thatcherite formula of ‘there is 

no such thing as society’. With capitalism deconstructed out o f existence, class only survives as 

a phantom of cultural expression, in contrast to other ‘identities’ which sometimes seem to be

" 'P .  Bourdieu, The Social Space and the Genesis o f Groups, Theory and Space 14/6 (1985) 727. 
Bourdieu, Practical Reason, 12.
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privileged on a grand scale. It is not without its ironies that a coherent case has been made by a 

number o f  writers, most notably Jameson and Callinicos, to the effect that post-modernism is 

itself the product o f  the class structure o f  late-capitalist societies” ''. Arising from the identity 

politics o f  middle class academia, a strange distortion o f  leftist activism brought on by the 

ravages o f  Thatcherism and Reaganism, the post-modernist take on life, the tendency to, as 

Walker acidly puts it, ‘strike heroic literary postu res instead o f  doing som ething oppositional 

inside or outside the a ca d em y’, is very much a product o f  a certain time and place, specifically  

the place o f  late twentieth century western academ ia” .̂ The irony is that many o f  the early 

practitioners o f  the linguistic turn were previously ardent imitators o f  Althusser’s high- 

structural ism and they share their former master’s obscure language, intolerance o f  opponents 

within the Marxist tradition and divorce from the day to day struggles o f  people outside o f  

academia.

Though aimed specifically at practitioners o f  social history. Savage and M iles aptly characterised 

the excesses o f  the ‘ linguistic determinism’ o f  post-modernist historians and geographers: ‘The 

stress on language a ll to easily  slides into a  fo rm  o f  linguistic determinism, in which the 

historical im pact o f  any non-linguistic realm  is obscured, den ied  or dec la red  unknowable. The 

turn against socia l class, in fa vo u r  o f  a  fo rm  o f  h istorical research in which only the concepts, 

idioms and gram m ars used in discourse are regarded  as open to  examination, is profoundly  

disabling, not to say m islea d in g ’̂ ^̂ . This privileging o f  the linguistic, confines class artificially 

to the explicit language o f  econom ic class alone, fails to grant that class manifests itself in any 

other form, linguistically or otherwise and ignores the context in which language or texts are 

produced. Critical historians and geographers must reject this simplistic either/or dichotomy: 

‘Rather than discourse being con trasted  w ith m aterial fo rces, or culture ju x ta p o sed  to socia l 

structures, we w ould insist on their inseperable an d  mutually dependent character

Nuanced opposition to these excesses o f  post-modernism is a theme taken up by another 

historian, N eville Kirk, in his defence o f  what he calls ‘non-reductionist historical materialism’ 

and critique o f  the works o f  the tw o English historians most associated with the ‘linguistic turn’, 

Gareth Stedman Jones and Patrick Joyce"’ . Kirk criticises post-modernist social historians on 

three grounds: that the core contentions o f  their thought are far more problematic than they grant, 

that they are prey to idealism by confusing reality with language, that their criticism o f  Marxist 

historians are largely inaccurate and misplaced. His is no orthodox defence o f  dogma, but a 

critique o f  a new dogma that ‘effectively d isso lve rea lity/being  into the p rocesses o f  thought and

A. Callinicos, Against Posmodernism, A Marxist Critique (Cambridge 1989). F. Jameson, 
Postmodernism or the cultural logic o f  late capitalism, New Left Review 146 (1984) 53-92.
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language \  that fails ‘to make the necessary distinction between existence and 

interpretation/understanding’̂ ^̂ . What the more extreme practitioners of post-modern history 

and geography fail to understand or refuse to acknowledge is that what they set up in opposition 

to their dogma is now largely absent. Instead of the serried ranks o f determinists, the Marxist 

tradition, in academia at least, has evolved and produced a diverse and nuanced body of work in 

which an active debate about the nature and constitution of class is a constant. Kirk is correct 

when he contends that critical Marxists, especially those drawing inspiration from Thompson’s 

works, far from being determinists, reject essentialist notions o f class, treating ‘o f  class as it h’05 

rather than as it ought to have been according to some ideal model o f  d e v e l o p m e n t . The 

highly critical stance adopted by Neville in relation to the linguistic turn does not blind him to 

positive aspects of that theoretical development, especially the attention to the thoughts and 

language o f people in the past and the concomitant challenge to the crude concept o f ‘false

consciousness’ that sees working people as empty vessels, puppets of structure awaiting 

enlightenment and deliverance by some revolutionary messiah. Thus he avoids the mistake, 

more characteristic of conservative rather than Marxist academics, o f dismissing the entirety of 

the canon of work dubbed post-modern. No doubt, some of its more fervent practitioners are no 

more than parodies of themselves, writing in language of enormous theoretical obscurity to hide 

the fig-leaf sized proportion o f their empirical labours. Yet from the work o f the more thoughtful 

has come many useful insights for the historical geographer: the importance o f deconstructing 

documentary sources, the emphasis on the local, a healthy suspicion of determinism, a 

determined effort to overcome euro-centrist, patriarchal notions of class and more. It has to be 

admitted that Marxism has benefited from the post-modern assault, forcing it to engage with the 

importance of gender, sexuality, ethnicity and race without resorting to class reductionism and 

encouraging a growing sophistication within the tradition. The end result may have been a 

thinning o f the ranks, though this is probably an outcome of fashion rather than intellectual 

redundancy, but critical Marxist theory continues to offer explanations o f social and spatial 

phenomena in the past whose importance is recognised even by opponents.

1.5 CLASS AND COLONIALISM IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY IRELAND

The nature of British Colonialism in Ireland and of Ireland’s role in the Imperial system has been 

a source of ongoing controversy. It is not within the remit of this study to treat of these and 

related questions in detail but they do merit brief consideration, if only to set the examination of 

local processes and patterns within a broader context and to acknowledge that those same 

developments cannot be viewed as hermetically sealed within artificial spatial or social 

boundaries. There is near unanimity on one level of these debates about Ireland’s relationship

Ibid., 237. 
" ’ ibid., 239.
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with Britain; that Ireland was not simply Yorkshire or the West Country, a distinctive but 

integrated region o f the metropolitan core, that there was an element o f the colonial involved in 

this complex and changing relationship. Thereafter we are faced with a spectrum o f  opinions 

ranging from the view o f Ireland as a full blown exploited colony to a model o f the island as a 

peripheral region o f the Imperial core subject to some sort o f semi-colonial rule'^°. On balance, 

the picture that emerges is o f a unique sort o f  colonialism, a colony that was also a peripheral 

part o f the imperial centre but a colony nonetheless. H owe’s description o f the post-Union Irish 

colonial state as a ‘curiously h ybrid’ structure in which integration and subordination to the 

centre competed may be accurate on a number o f  levels, especially the political, but it does not 

adequately deal with the impact o f  colonial rule on the vast majority o f the Irish population, the 

landless poor o f  the countryside, the small farmer and the urban worker'^'. Here perhaps, in the 

differential impact o f  the colonial relationship on different classes, do we find the missing 

element in a debate which has been mistakenly grounded around a concept o f  Ireland as an 

entity, a unit with a common interest, which lost or gained as a whole from its subordination. 

The writing o f historical geographies and histories o f  class, gender and region in Ireland, 

increasingly challenge this unitary notion.

Marx, in a contradictory comment described Ireland as ‘merely an agricultural district o f  

England which happens to he divided by a wide stretch o f  water from  the country fo r  which it 

provides corn, wool, cattle and industrial and military recruits a remark, despite the reference 

to the island as a ‘m ere’ agricultural district, that touches on some o f  the m ajor questions 

regarding the economic dimensions o f the relationship between Britain and Ireland after the Act 

o f  U nion’^̂ . The Irish econom y’s transition from mercantile capitalism o f  the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries to commercialised agricultural capitalism in the early nineteenth century 

was inextricably linked to this relationship’̂ .̂ Though the precise extent may be disputed, 

Ireland did function as a ‘bread basket’ that fed the armies o f  Britain in the Revolutionary and 

Napoleonic Wars and contributed to feeding the vast proletariat powering the new industrial 

centres o f  Britain'^'*. It was, ironically, the existence o f a successful marginal peasant economy 

based on the potato which allowed the land to be used for growing the com  and feeding cattle for 

export'^^. In the sphere o f industry, uneven (both spatially and temporally) decline was the 

primary pattern, especially after the slump o f  1826, a decline that was especially severe in its 

impact on the working class o f  Dublin and a number o f  small towns dependent on craft
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industries, though traditional nationalist explanations o f  this decline as being entirely due to the 

Union are no longer regarded as adequate’ *̂. This crisis o f the skilled urban working class 

combined with a growing army o f  rural landless labourers provided a continuous supply o f 

soldiers for the military and cheap labour for British capitalists, a supply that, as M arx observed, 

had a deleterious effect on the English working class in terms o f  both o f  undercutting wages and 

encouraging a chauvinism that cut across class struggle’ ’̂ . These general economic patterns, 

which sometimes occlude important regional diversity, the most obvious o f which was the 

industrialisation and full integration into the British economy o f the Belfast region (though not 

Ulster as a whole, much o f which experienced de-industrialisation) or on the other side o f  the 

Irish Sea, the close connection and dependence on trade links with Ireland o f  some western parts 

o f  Britain, conform to Cook’s conclusion that ‘Combined, the various elements -  constitutional, 

political, economic, cultural, demographic and nationalist -  served to characterize Ire la n d ’s 

relationship with Britain as one o f  dependence

The case o f Ireland may conform to a greater degree than some would like to acknowledge to the 

classic Marxist concept o f  a colony as a market to be invested in and, more significantly, a 

source o f exploitable resources (labour and food) but this still leaves open the problem o f  the 

variable impact on people o f  different classes. The traditional landed elite, ‘the Protestant 

Ascendancy’, may have lost some power and status from the 1820s onwards but it was power 

lost primarily to the British state in Ireland and the rising middle class'^^. This reduction o f  

political influence did not translate into material losses: their hold on the land remained firm and 

their rental income buoyant’’®. Their allies in the largely Protestant, professions probably gained, 

both politically and materially from the expansion o f  the state bureaucracy and the creation o f a 

plethora o f  local state institutions. Such dominance was not confined to the elite sections o f  the 

Protestant population. The Catholic middle class, originally centred on merchants and middling 

landholders, rose to prominence in this period, gaining in status and wealth, benefiting from the 

colonial connection politically in the form o f Catholic Emancipation and other reforms and 

materially from the increased commercialisation o f  agriculture and profits from agricultural 

exports’̂ '. But if the nationalistic aspirations o f this class unsettled attempts to reproduce the 

seamless socially hierarchy that was Britain in the eyes o f  imperial advocates, it was the intense,

Ibid., 32. C. 6  Grada, Ireland before and after the Famine, Explorations in economic history 1800- 
1925 (Manchester 1988) 36. C. Regan, Economic Development in Ireland: The Historical Dimension, 
Antipode 12 1 (Summer 1980) 12.
™ McLellan, Karl Marx, 639/640. G. 6  Tuathaigh, Ireland before the Famine 1798-1848 (Dublin 1990) 
141.
'■* S.B. Cook, Imperial Affinities, Nineteenth Century Analogies and Exchanges between India and Ireland 
(New Delhi 1993)22.

J. Hill, From Patriots to Unionist, Dublin Civic Politics and Irish Protestant Patriotism 1660-1840 
(Oxford 1997) 292.

6  Grada, Ireland before and after the Famine, 34.
D. O’ Heam, The Atlantic Economy, Britain, the US and Ireland {M?LX\c\\tsXtr 2QQ\) 104. 6  Tuathaigh, 

Ireland before the Famine, 78.
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if  episodic resistance o f the subaltern classes that contested the exploitative aspects o f  the 

capitalist colonial system'^^. The unjust structure o f land ownership and control, the disruption 

o f  the ‘moral econom y’ o f  the poorer peasants, the extraction o f surplus-value from the wage 

labourer, the crushing o f the independent artisan, the sexual and social exploitation o f the serving 

woman brought forth both sporadic individual acts o f defiance in the form o f  thefts and assaults 

on those who held the reins o f local power and production, and the interlinked collective 

responses o f the rural secret society and the urban combination and trade union’^̂ . In the final 

analysis it is in this field o f  struggle that the colonial state manifested itself in its coercive 

grandeur: to protect, in the last instance, when all else had failed, the rights o f  property and 

capital.

1.6 WHY DUN LAOGHAIRE?

Some view the exposure o f their own situatedness as an accusation o f failure to conform to 

professional standards. Since all o f  us are social beings it would be absurd to deny the 

importance o f  our own personal experience on the development o f  our methods o f analysis and 

choices o f subject matter. One could go further and claim that the failure to declare at the 

borders o f one’s work, can hide from the reader an important dimension o f  the evolution o f  the 

thought and method o f  the writer. To acknowledge one’s location in social and spatial reality is 

an indication not o f  bias, but o f the commitment to the pursuit o f  objectivity, regardless o f the 

probability that pure objectivity is unobtainable. ‘The starting po in t o f  critical elaboration ’ Said 

approvingly quotes from Gramsci ‘is the consciousness o f  what one really is, and is ‘knowing 

th y se lf as a product o f  the historical process to date, which has deposited in you  an infinity o f  

traces, without leaving an inventory, therefore it is imperative at the outset to compile such an 

inventory O f course such an exhaustive inventory would soon venture into biography but a 

few relevant personal notes are necessary. I spent all o f  my childhood and much o f my adult life 

in the environs o f the town o f  Dun Laoghaire. Predictably it is what constitutes that somewhat 

indefinable term, my ‘home place’ or the more colloquial ‘where I’m from ’. Though my family 

conformed to the average late twentieth century demographic o f  the area, Catholic and middle 

class, in other aspects it was unconventional, belonging to a cultural subset o f  revivalist Gaelic 

speaking families. Combined with a family background o f radical republicanism this, at least 

partially, precipitated a life long involvement in the politics o f  emancipation and specifically in 

local community activism. This involvement brought me into contact for the first time with the 

lives and experiences o f the people from working class communities in the area and, as an 

unintended consequence, an interest in the past o f these communities. A combination o f  all o f 

these factors amounts to my short inventory!

D. Canadine, Ornamenlalism, How the British saw their Empire (London 2001) xix.
Kinealy, Death-Dealing Famine, 35.
E. Said, Orientalism (London 1978) 25.
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Until relatively recently, with one or two exceptions, the working class o f Dun Laoghaire and the 

surrounding districts has hardly deserved a written mention. Even where they are briefly eluded 

to it is in a hollow manner, as objects of the agency of others not as active subjects in their own 

right'^^. What we end up with, and this is true of many of the local histories of Dublin’s 

suburbs, is a simplified narrative constructed around ‘great houses’ and ‘important people’ to the 

exclusion of the mass of working people who ‘m ade’, in both a physical and social way, these 

same suburbs. This in itself is reason enough to pursue research in an area so neglected by both 

the academic and the amateur.
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Figure 1.1 Kingstown Harbour and its hinterland. Extract from William Duncan’s Map o f  the
County o f  Dublin 1821.

‘W hy’ asks Aminzade, regarding his study o f the working class of Toulouse ‘choose a very 

delim ited area in time and space to grapple with questions that others have sought to answer 

with an historical perspective that spans centuries and continents?’’^ .̂ The obvious answer, as 

Cronin points out in her study of Cork artisans, is that the local study can illuminate certain 

aspects of overall social changes, in a manner which would not be possible in macro-level

P. Pearson, Dun Laoghaire, Kingstown (Dublin 1991) 132-133.
R. Aminzade, Class Politics and Early Industrialisation: A Study o f Mid-Nineteenth-Century Toulouse, 

France (Albany, 1981) xvi.
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studies'^’. Much o f the fine detail is lost, difficult facts tend to be overlooked and the dangers of 

over-generalising are the ever present temptations o f the national or international study. As 

Keams and Withers state ‘Only an intimate familiarity with the variety, scale and contemporary 

opinions revealed by making and reading detailed case studies can guard the geographer, as 

well as the historian, against the dangers o f  ahistorical and hasty generalisations’'^^. The 

primary importance of the local study, then, is the insights it provides into the national and 

international processes of change. This is especially important for the study o f social class since 

local social practices are ‘the context in which class relations take their meaning

The building of Kingstown Harbour was a massive infrastructural enterprise funded and directed 

by the colonial state. The impact of this project on local social, economic and cultural 

formations is of interest not because o f parochial obsessions but because it may serve a 

comparative purpose with similar events in Ireland and other colonial settings. This then is not 

simply a ‘local study’ but neither is it simply a study of class formation in a local context. 

Savage in his work on the relationship between class formation and space has identified the 

pitfalls awaiting the unwary scholar of the local'“’°. On the one hand places are viewed as the 

setting rather than a constituent part of the process of class formation. The local study is viewed 

as a methodological choice not an assertion of the importance of the spatial. In contrast, when a 

particular place is given a privileged role in this and other social processes, the ‘place as habitat’ 

approach that concentrates on the dense local ties, there is a tendency to lose sight of more 

extensive social ties on larger spatial scales, ties which play a key role in the formation and 

sustainability of class organisations and mobilisation''".

The tendency o f Irish Historical Geography to concentrate on rural society and urban 

morphology is another incentive to the student of class in the context of the Irish town and city. 

Dun Laoghaire, however, was no ordinary town. It was a town born in the shadow of the capital, 

sprouting forth amongst early suburbia yet something more than a suburb. Its uniqueness lay in 

its sudden mushroom-like growth arising out of the massive harbour construction project and 

later the arrival o f Ireland’s first railway. Here on the south coast o f Dublin Bay, the forces of 

colonialism, expanding capitalism and suburban growth met, intersected and interacted with the 

physical geography of the area, to be made solid in the newly emergent urban landscape, a 

classic example of what Dunford and Perrons identified as space both as a context and product of

M. Cronin, Country, Class or Craft, 1.
G. Keams and C.W.J. Withers, Introduction: class, community and the processes o f urbanisation, in G. 

Keams and C.W.J. Withers (Eds), Urbanising Britain: essays on class and community in nineteenth- 
century Britain (Cambridge 1991) 5.

Ibid., 8.
' ‘*® Savage, Space, networks and class formation, 58.

Aminzade, Class Politics, xvii.
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social reproduction''^^. Dun Laoghaire, at least in this early phase defies categorisation; its 

suburban umbilical cord tying it to Dublin yet administratively independent, haven o f the Dublin 

middle and upper classes but home to an army o f  working families, as close to Britain transport- 

wise and culturally as any other town outside o f Ulster, yet sharing in the great changes o f  

nineteenth-century Ireland. This uniqueness alone merits further research.

1.7 REVIEW OF SOURCES

One o f  the positive developments in historical geography in the late twentieth century was that 

sources were no longer treated as simple reservoirs o f factual information but as products o f  the 

social and cultural milieu o f the period under study. This is as true o f official statistics as it is o f  

literary sources. The contention by Dennis that ‘Every source literary and numerical is a socially 

constructed representation’ is a view now largely accepted as standard by most historians and 

historical geographers'''^ The book, the letter, the map or minute note, reflects not only the 

concerns and thoughts o f  those who produced it and those on whose behalf it was produced but 

also reflects their priorities and prejudices in the telling silences and exclusions. What sources 

exclude or distort is sometimes as important as what is explicitly stated. We need to ask what the 

author left out, exaggerated and downplayed, and why he (for it was rarely she) did so? More 

importantly, what o f those subaltern voices that are largely excluded from the sources? Can we 

trust the scribes o f  the propertied in their descriptions o f the poor? Can we read o ff insights into 

their lives from the gaps in the narrative? Again Dennis captures the heart o f  the matter when he 

states that ‘almost all literary, visual and numerical representations are from  ab o ve’. It is 

obvious from the description below that most o f the sources used reflect an elite or colonial state 

perspective, with all the drawbacks that this entails for a project o f discovering the proletarian 

geography o f the past.

Our task then, is not just that o f interpreting the silences but finding in these archives o f  the 

ruling classes the hints o f these voices from below. We hunt for what Pandey has called 

‘fragments (traces) o f  many lost (and usually irrecoverable) narratives, p rised  out by a 

predatory official or observer from  earlier (often unknown) contexts and situated in o thers’ 

which constitute what he terms ‘a disturbance’ in the ‘history from above’'"'̂ . Like a jigsaw  

with many pieces missing we can only partially recover a series o f  glimpses o f  the lives o f  the 

working masses. Yet this does not render their lives completely unknowable. Through detailed 

research, including an intense search for fragments o f self-description, we can join the dots to the

M. Dunford and D. Perrons, The Arena o f  Capital (London 1983) 68-77.
R. Dennis, Historical Geographies o f  Urbanism, in B. Graham and C. Nash (Eds), Modern Historical 

Geographies (Harlow 2000) 242-243.
G. Pandey, Voices from the Edge: The Struggle to Write Subaltern Histories, in Chaturvedi, M apping 

Subaltern Studies, 282-286.
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extent that the broader picture that emerges is as close to an accurate description o f the reality o f 

those lives as those o f the much better documented upper and middle classes.

Almost all sources used here have been documentary. Given the importance rightly attributed by 

radical practitioners to ‘history from below ’, oral history takes on a crucial role in forming a full 

picture o f working class life in the past. In the case o f  this study, however, the length o f time 

involved cuts o ff this path o f inquiry to a great extent. Where I thought any useful material could 

be gleaned I gladly followed the trail o f folklore. The ‘Bailiuchan na ScoF collection in the 

Department o f Irish Folklore, UCD, includes material collected by children from elderly people 

in the late I930s'"^. O f particular interest was the material from primary schools in Dalkey, 

Glasthule and Dun Laoghaire which threw some light the working class communities that 

developed in these districts during the early IQ'** century. The mix o f  local myth, contemporary 

social attitudes and historical fact contained in this collection make them a unique source to work 

on. Combined with a number o f  unstructured interviews with residents o f  these working class 

communities, especially Mr. Michael Byme o f the old quarry village on Dalkey Hill, one o f the 

last descendents o f  the original quarry workers, this source gave a valuable insight into working 

class life in the twentieth century and a strong if  distant echo o f an earlier era. Nonetheless, like 

most historical geographers, I could not avoid the fact that I was primarily reliant on the material 

produced by the various segments and sub-segments o f  the colonial administration in Ireland for 

the bulk o f  my primary sources.

The classic nineteenth-century sources, whose use was pioneered by Jones Hughes, are the 

Griffith Valuation and the Ordnance Survey o f  Ireland, both o f which have been consulted. 

Many researchers have used Griffith’s Valuation productively. However caution is necessary as 

valuation o f dwellings is a blunt, though useful, instrument in making assumptions about 

residents o f those dwellings. The cabins o f  the poor are not always visible in the valuation, 

though they do appear in the early Ordnance Survey and the associated valuation maps, allowing 

us to partially reconstruct a crude locational geography o f the poor. Source material does not 

always fit neatly within the chosen bookends o f the historical geographer and these sources only 

prove o f value towards the end o f  the period under consideration in this study.

O f infinitely greater importance have been the papers o f  the various local state institutions in 

Ireland. The core o f the resources that underpin this study are the extensive records o f 

Kingstown Harbour Commissioners and Kingstown Town Council, supplemented by a selection 

o f  other documents from central and other local institutions. All o f  these are treated with a 

healthy degree o f caution, reflecting as they do the preoccupations o f the colonial power and its 

satellite elites. The M inute Books, Letter Books and Correspondence o f the Harbour

U C D , Department o f  Irish Folklore, Bailiuchan na Scol, Imleabhair 796, 797, 798.
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Commissioners stretching from 1815 to 1849, provide a mass of detail but more importantly 

allow those glimpses of the ‘voices from below ’ in the form o f letters/petitions etc. from harbour 

and quarry workers and others of the labouring poor'"^^.

Figure 1.2 Ordnance Survey Town Plan of Kingstown 1837. NA, E ll  P3.

Yet observations and conclusions, especially on social control and resistance, are undoubtedly 

influenced by the nature of this primary source, possibly skewing the accuracy of the picture in 

contradictory ways: firstly, the extent o f resistance may be exaggerated since these archives are 

primarily concerned with the large body of migrant labourers and craftsmen employed to work, 

directly or indirectly for the Harbour Commissioners. It is possible the frequency of socially 

resistant acts amongst this layer of the working class was much greater then amongst the general 

working class population. On the other hand it is equally possible the absence of other sources 

hides the level ‘social delinquency’ or class struggle activities amongst the broader working 

class. Alternatively, the whole problem could be regarded as partially negated by a realisation 

that it is an artificial exercise to divide the harbour/quarry workers too distinctly from the rest of 

the labouring poor of the area, when in fact these men and their families constituted a large 

percentage, probably a majority, of the general population of the district during the 1820s.

NA, Minute Books o f Kingstown Harbour Commissioners 1815-36, OPW 1/8/6/1-1/8/6/6. NA, Letter 
Books of Kingstown Harbour 1832-49 OPW 1/8/7/1-1/8/7/4. NA, Correspondence of Kingstown Harbour 
1815-50, 0PW8/KIN/1 -2228.
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For the later period from 1834 to the famine, the minute books of Kingstown Town 

Commissioners are the major source, combined with Thom’s Directory, which covered 

Kingstown from 1834 onwards (throughout this work, details regarding the

occupation/address/business of the upper and middle class residents o f the district and members 

o f bodies such as the Kingstown Harbour Commissioners were identified from Pettigrew and 

Oulton’s or Thom’s Dublin Directory, unless otherwise stated)'‘’\  Unlike the records of the 

Harbour Commissioners, which reflected a regular interaction with large numbers o f working 

people, the priorities, desires and fears of the emerging local middle class predominate in these 

municipal records. Other local state documents such as the minute books o f the Rathdown Union 

o f Guardians and Howth Harbour Commissioners, and documents from the papers o f the central 

administration at Dublin castle also proved useful'"**. On a more general level the twenty years 

or so preceding the famine marked the beginning o f the colonial state’s grand programme of 

statistical information gathering. Whether in the form o f census or parliamentary reports such as 

the widely used Inquiry into the Conditions o f  the Poorer Classes in Ireland (1835-36), these 

give us a general picture of the social structure of the south-east of Co. Dublin, albeit through the 

prism of the, far from objective, official information collectors'''^.

These local elites also find voice in the records of the Churches, especially, though not 

exclusively, the Established Church. In the absence o f state material. Church records were used 

to explore some demographic and other issues. For example it was possible to assess the extent 

of population continuity and the source of in-migration by using Catholic Parish Records o f St. 

Michaels Parish, Kingstown'^®. Equally the records of the Union of Monkstown of the Church of 

Ireland Parish were a source of valuable data revealing not only information on the elite of the 

area but also the existence of a substantial and varied Protestant working class in the parish'^'.

One cannot treat the formation o f one class and its geographic dimension in isolation so some 

space must, of necessity, be devoted to exploring the emergence of the elite sector in the harbour- 

building period. The identification of this elite and their spatial spread can be plotted through a 

number of sources including the early property valuations of the Select Vestry and the Tithe 

Applotment Books o f 1826. Another obvious elite source, though of limited use because of their 

paucity in the district under scrutiny, are the records o f local landlords and the estate maps drawn

Archives o f Dun Laoghaire Rathdown County CouncilMinute Books o f  Kingstown Town 
Commissioners 1834-46, LA4/1-2.

NA, Minute Books o f  Howth Harbour Commissioners 1810-22, OPW 1/8/10/2-1/8/10/4. NA, Minute 
Books o f  Rathdown Union Board o f  Guardians 1839-46, BG 137 A1-A6.

Report o f  the Commissioners o f  Inquiry into the Conditions o f  the Poorer Classes in Ireland, British 
H.C. 1835 xxxi-xxxiii. 1-873, HC 1836 xxx.286-383.

NLI, p. 9071 Register o f  Baptisms 1768-1861, p. 9073 Register o f  Marriages 1769-1932, St. Michaels 
Parish, Kingstown.

RCB, Baptisimal Register 1804-1875, Marriage Register 1804-1845, Union o f  Monkstown, Minute 
Books o f  the Select Vestry o f  the Union o f  Monkstown 1805-1829.
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on their behalf. The core o f the study area, namely the Dun Laoghaire/Monkstown/Glasthule 

district, was part of the joint De Vesci/Longford Estate. The papers o f this estate are useful in a 

limited way in tracing the landownership structure o f the area in the early nineteenth century'^^. 

It should be noted that the tenants listed are by in large the local middle and professional classes 

who in turn sub-let to the poorer classes but these sub-lettings are not noted. Estate and property 

maps proved to be of greater value than these written resources, especially the extensive 

collection of maps held in the Longfield Collection in the Manuscripts Section o f the National 

Library, the work o f the surveyor John Longfield who worked primarily in the Dublin area in the 

early decades o f the nineteenth century'” . Two maps in particular, provide a valuable view of 

the De Vesci/Longford estate at the opening of the period under scrutiny; Map 21 F 53.5, a copy 

o f a detailed estate map of the whole De Vesci/Longford Estate o f Dun Laoghaire from 1797 and 

Map 21 F 53.59, an undated, untitled map of old Dunleary village from the late eighteenth 

century.

A local study such as this calls forth a host of miscellaneous sources including directories, 

newspapers, literary works and the private records of businesses. In relation to the last of these, 

unfortunately, the records o f the Dublin and Kingstown Railway Company were the only 

relevant ones in existence, leaving a gap in our knowledge of the upper class in the region'^'*. 

Dublin city was well served by newspapers in the early nineteenth century, including the regular 

and informative Saunders Newsletter, an advantage to the researcher o f its suburban periphery'^^. 

The newspapers of the day frequently referred to the Dun Laoghaire area, though once more we 

must be cautious in using this material given the bias of proprietors but more importantly a 

tendency to report news about ‘prominent citizens’ in the main and to confine the poor to reports 

o f criminality and ‘outrage’.

A large and unfortunate gap in the sources available for this study has been the records and 

papers of local institutions and organisations. Not one page from the records of a trade union, 

charitable organisation, political grouping or agitational campaign survives, if any ever existed. 

Thus we mourn the loss of the papers of the Catholic Association, which would have provided us 

with a detailed view of the political organisation o f middle and lower class Catholics in 

Kingstown during the 1820s. Such are the constraints imposed upon the work of those who 

attempt to chart the geography of the past societies!

PRO Nl, Ref: D /3319  The Stewart o f  Tyrcallen Papers. N L l, Manuscripts Section, Ref: Special List 
404 , De V esci Papers.

N L l, Manuscripts Section, Ref: 21 F 53, Longfield C ollection, Rathdown Barony.
Archives o f  Coras lompar Eireann, Heuston Station, Dublin and K ingstown R ailway Company, 

Proceedings o f  Directors 1831-1835, Minute B ooks o f  Land Subcom m ittee 1832-1836.
N L l, N ewspaper Collection, Saunders N ew sletter and Daily Advertiser (D ublin) 1767-1879.
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1.8 STRUCTURE

Historical geographers are blighted by the dilemma o f them es versus times. The temptation is, 

often, it seems for the sake o f neatness, to mould the material under examination to suit a precise 

chronology or to fit parallel corridors o f  thematic exploration. Sometimes chronology and 

subject matter fit snugly but generally something is lost in these exercises. At the risk o f  lacking 

coherence, this study is organised in a way that straddles the divide: Chapters Two, Three and 

Seven are located, broadly speaking, chronologically, while Chapters Four, Five and Six cover 

roughly the same period from different thematic angles.

Despite the social and physical changes that occurred in Dun Laoghaire from 1815 onwards, the 

break with past patterns was not as total as first impressions would warrant. Continuity o f  such 

patterns, especially those associated with elite suburban growth and the existing social structure, 

is the main theme o f  Chapter Two, which briefly explores the social geography o f the area from 

the later seventeenth century through to the granting o f  approval for the construction o f  the 

harbour at Dunleary in 1815. Chapter Three links this earlier era with the preliminary phase o f 

the harbour building project: firstly, in the form o f the interaction between state, class and place 

manifested in the formation, composition and actions o f  the Harbour Commissioners; secondly, 

the role o f  the propertied classes in the development; and finally, the rapid influx o f  labourers 

and their families forming the basis for a much expanded semi-urban working class and rapid 

settlement expansion. These developments are considered in the holistic imperial context o f the 

post-war British State and its colonial rule in Ireland.

Chapter Four is a thematic discussion o f a unique w orkers’ settlement, Dalkey Commons, which 

arose directly from the Harbour project. This settlement is not treated in isolation but in the 

context o f the interaction between its denizens and the society in which it emerged, in particular 

the reactions o f the local elite. The period from 1816-17 to the 1830s was one o f local class 

formation characterised by intermittent class conflict and involving the newly emergent working 

class o f harbour and quarry workers, the merchant/professional middle classes and an established 

gentry, with state institutions playing both an elite-partial and occasionally ambiguous role in the 

process. These processes shape the themes o f Chapter Five: overt resistance in the form o f 

combinations and strikes, more mundane forms o f everyday resistance, the reaction from above 

to these strategies o f resistance and the concomitant socio-spatial aspects o f  these struggles.

The emergence o f worlds o f work and recreation at the new place o f Kingstown Harbour is dealt 

with in Chapter Six, with an emphasis on the interaction between the elite/state drive for control 

o f subaltern groups and their responses. From the arrival o f the railway with its attendant 

building boom and the birth o f  municipal government in 1834, a decisive change in the socio-
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spatial change occurred at Kingstown, a bourgeoisification o f sorts, in terms o f cultural and 

political dominance, though not numerically. Chapter Seven outlines the new structures o f 

spatial dominance, the continuities, discontinuities and changes wrought in working class 

communities, as these unfolded in the years before the Famine. The concluding chapter can only 

attempt to answer certain questions in light o f  the empirical evidence brought to light in the 

study: Does the work have implications for the treatment o f  class in Irish historical geography? 

Does it add to our general understanding o f  class in historical geography? Has the effort to 

construct a proletarian geography based on seeking the hidden and lost voices o f  working women 

and men being successful?
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CHAPTER 2

THE SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF PRE-1815 DUN LAOGHAIRE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The process o f elite proto-suburbanisation began as a result of the recreational needs and 

accumulation of wealth of the Anglo-Irish gentry and merchant classes in the eighteenth century, 

an offshoot o f Dublin’s status as the centre of state power and its social and economic 

dominance'. In their wake came the proletarian service class of domestics, gardeners, labourers 

etc. This new stratum came to gradually overlay the existing village communities o f fisher folk 

and labourers. Side by side with this suburban expansion came increased integration into the 

orbit of British capitalism, as Dunleary emerged as a small trading and communication port. 

This perspective should not be taken as viewing these processes as predetermined or simply 

imposed on passive pre-existing landscapes. Local factors changed and contorted the flow of 

these processes into new channels.

In the post-Act o f Union period these patterns were accelerated by militarization, the specific 

demand for an asylum harbour at Dunleary and consequent infrastructural progress. These 

factors encouraged an ever-quickening flood of professionals and gentry southwards from the 

decaying city. The building of the Harbour introduced a much larger proletarian element into the 

district than would have occurred otherwise. It was state intervention that created and sustained 

a new working class, for over a decade.

The nature of the sources makes it difficult to hear any proletarian voices in the pre-harbour 

period, so we are getting a far more concentrated ‘view from above’. It is primarily as objects of 

fear and charity that working people come into view through this distorted lens. Even the later 

obsession with counting the poor and detailing their condition is largely absent until the state 

takes a more direct interest in the 1820s. Much of this chapter, therefore, is concerned with the 

social geography o f the elite, which in itself does not contradict the aim o f uncovering that of 

working people. As Pudup notes in relation to pursuing elite histories, there is value in ‘shining 

a harsh and bright light on their historical practices

’ L.J. Proudfoot, Regionalism and Localism; Religious Change and Social Protest, c.1700 to 1900, in B.J. 
Graham and L.J. Proudfoot (Eds), yin Historical Geography o f  Ireland  (London 1993) 190-191.
 ̂M.B. Pudup, The New, N ew  Social History, Antipode 34 4 (2000) 505-507.
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2.2 ELITE SUBURBANISATION

2.2.1 The pre-suburbanisation period

This area was not a blank page previous to the expansion o f  the Dublin elite into its rural 

hinterland. A census o f  1659 illustrates a degree o f  continuity with the early modem  settlement 

pattern^. Even taking account o f  inaccuracy, Dalkey with only 44 inhabitants seems to have 

declined dramatically since its heyday as a m ajor out-port and entrepot for Dublin in the pre

modem  period. Surprisingly Bullock, the ancient port o f the monks o f Monkstown, is recorded 

as having over 100 inhabitants, surviving no doubt on fishing, smuggling and pilotage if  later 

sources are to be believed and making it the largest settlement in the whole district. M onkstown, 

which would have included the village o f Dunleary if  it existed at all at this point, had a small 

population o f 64. This confirms the view that Dunleary came into existence at least partially as a 

result o f the birth o f the Cumberland Coal trade and specifically the development o f trade 

between Dublin and Whitehaven. Dunleary’s status as a small fishing port could only have 

developed after the dissolution o f the monasteries, as the monks o f St M ary’s Abbey, Dublin, 

would not have tolerated a rival on their own estate to their ‘fishery’ at Bullock, but it had 

achieved that status by the mid-seventeenth century when General Ludlow, the Cromwellian 

owner o f  the Monkstown Estate, reported in 1655 that he reached his ship via a herring boat from 

the village'*. By the late seventeenth century Dunleary was considered significant enough to have 

an excise officer appointed to duty at the port^.

2.2.2 Georgian suburbia

From the early eighteenth century a process o f proto-suburbanisation had begun in the whole 

Dublin hinterland. It is important to note that the suburbanisation referred to here is not that o f 

the nineteenth century with its orderly development and complete colonisation o f rural spaces but 

rather that o f typical Georgian suburbs growing along the one means o f  communication then 

available; roads. With the increasing prosperity and security o f the Anglo-Irish gentry and the 

growth o f  the professional and merchant classes in Dublin, came investment o f accumulated 

wealth in land, buildings and conspicuous consumption^. A physical expansion into the 

hinterland occurred, a process that became more marked with the economic boom o f  the later 

eighteenth century. This expansion took three forms: the summer house or villa, the permanent 

residence and finally the development o f great domains such as the Mapas Estate at Rochestown.

 ̂ S. Pender, A Census o f  Ireland, circa 1659 (Dublin 1939).
* F.E. Ball, History o f  the County o f  Dublin, Part I (Dublin 1902) 28.
 ̂ Rev. N. Donnelly, Short Histories o f  Dublin Parishes, Vol. I, Part IV  (Dublin 1907).
 ̂C. Regan, Economic Development in Ireland: The Historical Dimension, Antipode 12 (1980) 10.
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Figure 2.1 The road from Dublin to Bray. Extract from Taylor and Skinner’s Maps o f  the Roads o f  
Ireland 1783. Source: Taylor and Skinner 1969, 289.

Taylor and Skinner’ road map of 1783 records the gathering pace o f genteel suburbanisation. 

Their work is not just a simple plan of communication routes but a mapping of the south Dublin 

gentry, clearly showing the trajectory and limits of elite suburban growth from M errion to 

Blackrock on the Fitzwilliam/Pembroke Estate and onwards through the Kill, Rochestown and 

Shankill estates, bypassing the area east of Dunleary almost com pletely’ . The process was 

enhanced rather than halted with the end o f the mercantilist era in the post-Act of Union era as 

the merchant and professional classes began to abandon the declining city and settle in the 

suburbs. O f course a move to the suburbs did not entail a clean break with city living. Business 

premises and town houses were still located in the metropolis and commuting remained a 

regular, if not a daily, reality for most.

The ‘im provem ent’ of estates and the realisation by landlords, surveyors, land agents and others 

that there were good profits to be made on developing their estates for elite housing also created 

a new dynamic of suburbanisation. As early as 1752 Lord Fitzwilliam was encouraging 

development on his lands at Booterstown by letting small lots o f land for building ‘country 

houses’*. A 1790s estate map of the De Vesci/Longford estate has the words ‘beautiful situations 

for building’ written on three different sloping sites with good sea views. In fact it is possible 

that the map was drawn up specifically with speculative house building in mind^. These lands 

were obviously prime real estate, a fact that was o f interest even to the relatively ‘non

interventionist’ DeVesci/Longford landlords. Though development was delayed on these lands 

by two decades, a terrace of substantial Georgian homes was erected at M ontpelier Parade just

’ G .Taylor and A .Skinner, M aps o f  the Roads o f  Ireland 1783 (Shannon 1969) 289.
* M. Laffan, Foxrock Local H istory Club Publications, No. 21, St. H elen ’s An Eighteenth Century House 
on Stillorgan Road  (Dublin 1988) 2.
 ̂NLI, M anuscripts Section, Longfield Collection, Ref: 21 F 53.5, undated estate map of De 

Vesci/Longford M onkstown Estate.
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west of the boundary of the M onkstown Estate a few years later in 1799. The developer in this 

case was the Dublin Town Clerk and solicitor, Molesworth Greene. This first terrace in the area, 

standing on high ground above the sea west of Blackrock, in a way symbolised the acceleration 

o f the suburban impulse and its ever expanding frontier. It has been claimed that leases issued 

increased significantly after 1808, the year o f the commencement of the campaign by the local 

gentry for an asylum harbour at Dunleary'°.

Plate 2.1 Montpelier Parade, Monkstown, c.1799. Source: Pearson 1998,184.

There are other hints of the post-1808 growth spurt such as the foundation of the Rathdown 

Dispensary’s two branches in Blackrock and M onkstown in 1812‘V Clearly the possibility of 

such a major development increased speculative land purchase and house building. W arburton’s 

History o f  the City o f  Dublin, written in 1818, confirms this view: ‘From the speculation o f  this 

p ier  and the benefit it is likely to confer on the vicinity the value o f  everything is highly increased  

and the village from  being the inconsiderable and dirty abode o f  a fe w  fishermen, in the bottom  

o f  a valley, has now extended itse lf along the cliffs in every direction’. W arburton also confirms 

Dunleary as the outer limit of suburbanisation, the frontier o f upper class domesticity, ‘the last 

residence in this direction’ flanked by M onkstown Common ‘a sterile solitary tract covered with 

fu rze  and heath, without road or enclosure and passable only by a fe w  fo o tp a th s’'^.

D. 6  Suilleabhain, 6  Kingstown go Dun Laoghaire (Baile Atha Cliath 1976) 78.
"  E. Murphy, A Glorious Extravaganza, The History o f Monkstown Parish Church (Bray 2003) 322. 

J. Warburton, J. Walsh, R. Whitelaw, History o f the City o f Dublin (London 1818) 1276.
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2.2.3 Uneven suburban development

Blackrock, with its recreational potential, prime position on the road to the south and ‘improving 

landlords’, the Fitzwilliams, was the first node of suburban expansion in the early eighteenth 

century. Pearson has adequately detailed the development o f the two main estates in Blackrock 

from the early eighteenth century. These were the Fitzwilliam, later Pembroke, estate and that of 

the Allens of Stillorgan whose mansion Stillorgan Park house was built in 1695’ .̂ Richard 

Lew is’s guidebook of 1787 somewhat gushingly sang the praises of the sea side resort and its 

new found status: ‘The beauty o f  the situation o f  this place, the purity o f  the air, the conveniency 

o f  bathing in saltwater, with other concurrent circumstances, equally cogent, have induced 

numbers o f  personages o f  the fir s t distinction to chose it fo r  their summer residence’'"*. The villa 

fashion was by no means confined to the coastal zone but the added attractions of bathing 

facilities, the first of which were the Peafield Baths at Blackrock, scenic views and perceived 

health benefits undoubtedly rendered the area very attractive real estate'^. Fourteen years later 

the town had grown but was still distinguished by its attraction as ‘a great resort o f  company, 

partly fo r  bathing and partly fo r  p leasure’'^.

Figure 2.2 Blackrock to Dunleary. Extract from John Roque’s Map o f  County Dublin 1760.

P. Pearson, Between the Mountains and the Sea (Dublin 1998) 225.
R. Lewis, The Dublin Guide (Dublin 1787) 62.
S. Quinn, Foxrock Local History Publications, No.51, Sea Baths o f South Co. Dublin (Dublin 2001) 6. 
J. Archer, A Statistical Survey o f the Co. Dublin (Dublin 1801) Chapter 5.
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Lewis records a sliding scale o f development along the coast: Dunleary is described as ‘a 

handsome and well inhabited sea port town Monkstown is the location of ‘many gentlemens 

seats but Dalkey ‘is not so much frequented o f  late as it used to be by the Citizens o f  Dublin 

Dunleary, to a lesser extent than Blackrock, had a reputation as a pleasant sea side resort. Swift 

mentions friends’ visits to the resort in his Journals and by the 1790s there were established (and 

segregated) men’s and women’s bathing places at Salthill just behind the village. A famous 

coffee house, that mark o f genteel distinction, existed in Dunleary village since 1710^°. The 

frontier of elite suburban expansion halted at Monkstown/Dunleary for a number of decades, 

leaving a terra nullius of sorts to the east. Local folklore recalls a time when there was only six 

cottages in Glasthule^’. Bullock also was in state of decline if we are to believe Archer’s account 

of 1801. Further inland the orderly and planned development of the Mapas/Talbot estate at 

Rochestown created a wedge o f civilised/romanticised suburbia from Kill to the sea at Killiney 

(where the obligatory Bath House was located), broken only by enclave of Ballinclea, the lands 

and summer residence of another Dublin gentleman, the fractious Sir Oliver Crofton, whose son 

James later went on to become a harbour commissioner^^. A number of substantial residences 

were in place along the main spine road through the estate by 1787. The contrast between its 

development and the relative backwardness o f the surrounding estates may well have been linked 

to the fact that the Mapas landlords were resident on the estate since at least 1660 and that it had 

been developed in a planned manner during the early to mid-eighteenth centuiy. The 

Rochestown Estate with its clearly bounded demesne, classic domesticated ‘natural’ landscape, 

follies and artificial woodland presented a strong contrast to the unkempt wildness of the 

commons of Monkstown and Dalkey, though the location o f the demesne at the foot o f Roche’s 

Hill and o f the deerpark on Killiney Hill may conform, as Proudfoot suggests, to a wider pattern 

o f demesne location on marginal land^^.

This unevenness of suburban expansion was influenced not only by physical factors and 

proximity to Dublin City but also by the intervention o f the state and localism amongst the 

gentry. Ferrar alludes to these factors when bemoaning the failure of the state to develop a 

packet station in Dalkey Sound which he attributes to ‘the intrigues o f  interested individuals ’, 

probably referring to those elements who successfully championed Howth as a rival location^'*. 

He views Dalkey as having valuable potential, if only the new road from Dunleary and baths 

were completed, presumably by the state. His paean to Dalkey's potential has a decidedly

L ewis, The D ublin G uide, 129.
'* lb id ., 186.
'“̂ Ibid., 117.

K. Murray, Old Dunleary Harbour, Dublin Historical Record 7 (Sept./N ov. 1945) 152.
Dept, o f  Folklore, U C D , Bailiiichanna Scol, Imleabhar 796 159.
H.T. Crofton, C rofton M em oirs  (Yorkshire 1911) 130.
L.J. Proudfoot, Property, Society and Improvement, c .1700  to 1900, in Graham and P rou d foot, An 

H istorica l G eography o f  Ireland, 247-248 .
J. Ferrar, A View o f  A ncient an d  M odern  D ublin  (Dublin 1807) 92-93.
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auctioneering ring to it: ‘D alkey would certainly he the Brighthelmstone (Brighton) o f  

Ireland....the annual resort o f  beauty and fash ion  Despite its isolation Dalkey was too close to 

Dublin to emerge completely untouched by the onward progress o f the elite’s dreams o f Arcadia. 

Writing in 1768, the Dublin bookseller Peter Wilson, him self a resident o f the village, noted that 

the rocky main street had been improved and the medieval castles reused^ .̂ The first signs o f  

elite encroachment appear: Robert Barry Esq. leased a summer lodge at the eastern end o f  the 

village constructed on the ruin o f one o f the old castles. The same Barry roofed another castle 

ruin for use as a billiard room, while down the coast John Watson, who leased all o f  the Bullock 

townland and a swathe o f land around Dalkey from the Proby Estate, built a new house in the 

shelter o f  the old castle at Bullock. During the latter decades o f  the eighteenth century Dalkey 

was certainly coming into the suburban sphere and its inhabitants included a cross section o f  the 

urban elite including an MP, Chamberlain o f Dublin Castle and a Dublin merchant^^. It was also 

the location o f the burlesque King o f Dalkey festival which attracted large crowds o f  Dubliners, 

something o f a proletarian intrusion, but was suppressed by the Government in 1797 anxious that 

this parody o f aristocracy and monarchy might also become an occasion for the spread o f  the 

dreaded virus o f republicanism. Yet until the 1830s, Dalkey was largely bypassed by the race to 

suburbia, still being described in 1818 as ‘a p o o r  decayed village

2.2.4 Militarisation o f the coastline

The militarization o f the coastline in the form o f the construction o f  Martello Towers along the 

shores o f Dublin Bay during 1804-05 also contributed to the new landscape by facilitating further 

suburban expansion. Towers, most with associated batteries, were located at Williamstown, 

Seapoint, Dunleary, Sandycove, Bullock, Dalkey Common, Dalkey Island, Killiney, Hackett’s 

Land and Shankill. Less than a decade after the De Vesci/Longford estate maps were made we 

see the significant changes that have taken place in William Duncan’s 1804 map o f the coast 

from Blackrock to Bray^*.

A straight new road stretches from Dunleary to Glasthule, built to service link the Martello 

Towers. Two new north-south roads link the towers to the old ‘back road’ from Monkstown to 

Bullock. All these were probably constructed in advance o f the towers but the net result was to 

open up Monkstown Common for orderly expansion. A few years later the Revenue Board built 

a row o f houses near the pier indicating increased commercial traffic at the quay. John Taylor’s 

1816 map gives us a snapshot o f the district just as the harbour work started^ .̂ Substantial

Donnelly, Short Histories, 149 .
M.R.L. Kelly, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (Ilfracombe 1952).
Warburton, Walsh, Whitelaw, History o f the City o f Dublin, M i l .
NLI, Manuscripts Section, R ef Ms. 84, Sketch o f the Coast from Blackrock to Bray Head, Surveyed 

1804 for Major Alexander Taylor by William Duncan.
J. Taylor, Map of the Environs of Dublin, (1816).
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expansion into the Monkstown Common area has happened, the ‘new town’ of Dunleary has 

already made its appearance at its initial node at the crossroads of the road from the old harbour 

and what was later to become York Road and a new village has emerged at Glasthule. In the 

substantial houses lining the east of York Road, the more compact and proletarian crossroads 

villages and first signs of suburban villas on the Carysfort lands at Sandycove, we see a 

prefiguration of the later class geography of the town.

Figure 2.3 New roads and Martello towers. Extract from William Duncan’s A Sketch o f  the Coast 
from  Blackrock to Bray Head 1804. NLI, N919, p.994.

2.2.5 Landlords and suburbanisation

As the hegemonic class, the principal landlords of the area played a major role in the 

development of a new physical and social landscape. This role, firmly based here as elsewhere 

in Ireland on the ownership and use of property, grew as the eighteenth century progressed and 

seeped across the landscape from Blackrock eastwards^®. In some cases they took an overtly 

interventionist route actively shaping the landscape of their estates, as in the case of 

Mapas/Talbot at Rochestown and Fitzwilliam at Merrion/Blackrock while others took a 

somewhat more laissez faire attitude as in the case of De Vesci/Longford of Monkstown and the 

Archbishop of Dublin at Dalkey, Deansgrange and Foxrock. At the heart of the district that was 

to emerge as the town of Kingstown in the nineteenth century lay the De Vesci/Longford estate.

Proudfoot, Property, Society, 221.
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covering around 1,200 acres, most o f  it leased at a low agricultural land rent, at least until the 

arrival o f  the railway. The dual lordship derived from Thomas Vesey, Second Baron 

KnaptonA'^iscount De Vesci and Thomas Pakenham, Lord Longford, who had jointly inherited 

the estate from Sir Charles Dunbar MP, a descendent o f  the turn o f the century Lord Primate, 

Michael Boyle^’. In an unusual transfer given the confiscatory spirit o f the time, Boyle had 

bought the Monkstown section o f the old St M ary’s Abbey estate (M onkstown, Bullock and 

Newtown Castle Byrne) from its previous owner, W alter Cheevers, a m ember o f the catholic 

‘Old English’ gentry, sometime before 1678^^. Both the families had their Irish seats and 

primary estates elsewhere (Abbeyleix and Longford), a factor which led them to pay little 

enough attention to their Monkstown lands, though their possession o f  town houses in Dublin 

City would have given them the opportunity to keep a closer eye on developments in 

M onkstown. Rather than initiating developments De Vesci/Longford seem to have allowed local 

development take its course, rarely interfering, generally facilitating when it was required o f 

them.

If we accept class as a relational concept rather than abstract boxes into which we can assign 

people on the basis o f  their economic status then it is obvious that the boundaries between classes 

are fluid, grey areas rather than fixed frontiers, though these may sharpen in times o f  crisis or 

rapid change^^. This is equally as true for the ruling classes as it is for subaltern ones. The 

category ‘gentry’ is ambiguous in itself, as Silverman points out, denoting different groupings at 

different times' '̂*. In turn o f the century Co. Dublin it certainly included the titled magnates and 

large landholders but its lower boundaries were unclear. The dense mesh o f  interconnections 

between the nobility and their immediate subordinates is amply illustrated by the case o f  the land 

agents for the De Vesci/Longford estate. Dublin based lawyer Henry Stewart (1743-1840), 

originally from Stranorlar, Co. Donegal, was the land agent o f  a number o f landed families 

including the De Vesci/Longford estates at Dun Laoghaire and Co. Cork. Stewart was described 

as a friend by Lord Longford and was married to his daughter Elizabeth. His partner from 1805 

was the Dublin barrister Graves Chamney Swan who owned lands in counties Louth, Dublin and 

Carlow. He also had a local connection in so far as he purchased the lands and house o f Obelisk 

Park, Newtownpark, from the Proby/Carysfort Estate and later became one o f the first 

commissioners for the new harbour at Dunleary^^

Anon., Descent o f  the Estate o f  Monkstown, Co. Dublin, Journal o f  the Royal Society o f  Antiquaries o f  
Ireland 23 1893 430.

Donnelly, Short Histories, 135.
Connell and Irving Class Structure in Australian History, 39.
M. Silverman, An Irish Working Class, 37.
D. Norton, Stewart and Kincaid, Irish Law Agents in the 1840s Centre for Economic Research UCD, 

2002. C.F. Smith, Newtownpark Avenue, ItsPeople and their Houses (Dublin 2001) 41.
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Because of the paucity of relevant estate papers from this period, the most useful source of 

information on landlord driven suburbanisation are the various estate maps produced by 

surveyors for the ‘Lords of the Soil’ from the 1760s onwards. These maps give us a certain 

picture of landholding, land use and buildings on the main estates in the area, though we should 

not discount the fact that surveyors may have seen fit to exaggerate or exclude, based on their 

own perception of what the landlord in question desired to see or what might be offensive to him. 

Two maps of the De Vesci/Longford Estate dating from the 1790s, one of the whole estate and 

another of Dunleary village, give us a good snapshot of the physical and to a certain extent social 

geography of their lands^^.

Figure 2.4 Dunleary village c.1790. Extract from De Vesci/Longford estate map. Source: Pearson
1998,157.

Dunleary is portrayed as a village of about sixty houses which would indicate a population of 

around 200-300 people. The existence of a layer of substantial property holders inhabiting that 

borderland between gentry and trader in the village and surrounding area is confirmed by the 

information on the maps. A large number of houses were in the hands of a Daniel Sexton who 

also owned land just south of the village and near the pier at the ‘Quarry F ield’. This is 

probably the same ‘Mr. Sexton’ who is listed in the Vestry valuations as owning 32 acres in 1807 

and a house overlooking the cove, valued at £15 per annum, in 1811 but it may be his son, Dan 

Sexton junior. Sexton and his sons Dan and Robert, had a contract with the Ballast Board to

NLI, M anuscripts Section, Longfield Collection, Refs. 21 F 53.5/21 F 53.59, Undated estate maps of De 
Vesci/Longford M onkstown Estate and Dunleary Village.
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provide ballast to colliers and other ships at Dunleary Pier, from the formation o f the Board until 

1838^’.

Another example o f this class was the publican John Coonan who owned a large tavern called 

‘The W andering Jew ’ in the village, a meadow just to the south o f the village, as well as some 

land at Mounttown. Evidence suggests that he was also involved in the quarrying business since 

he owned a gravel pit at Seapoint and had leased the townland o f Ballinclea from a Mrs Lil in 

1786, possibly because o f the accessibility to local quarries and gravel pits. In leases for the 

Ballinclea land, dated 1789 and 1792, he is described simply as a farm er’*. He died in 1807 and 

one o f his son’s William Coonan is listed as having 37 acres in M onkstown in 1806. The village 

o f  Dunleary was physically dominated by a ‘Big H ouse’ at Salthill occupied at the time by a Mr. 

Hines, whose property stretched west to the boundary o f  Lord C lonm el’s lands at Seapoint. This 

house had been occupied by a succession o f Peers during the eighteenth century’ .̂ The village’s 

status as a small port probably gave it a distinctive social character indicated by the location o f  a 

number o f large yards probably owned by landholders cum coal merchants and an artisan strata 

such as the ‘carpenter’ identified at No. 42 and the pilots o f  the Mullholland/M ulholm family 

whose house was located next to the shore next door to the famous coffee house (which, 

strangely enough is not named on these maps).

The map o f the whole estate reveals that the western end had already begun to experience 

suburban invasion especially along what is nowadays called Monkstown Avenue. In contrast, 

the eastern part at Glenageary was largely devoted pasture land leased by the substantial farmer 

Timothy Swan and M onkstown’s resident noble Lord Ranelagh. Though no suburban mansions 

had yet appeared here sites suitable for building were identified on the map. Another interesting 

factor is the land leasing structure. Because o f its peri-urban setting this estate did not conform to 

the stereotypical Anglo-Irish landlord’s ‘latifundia’: the small tenant farmer is largely absent, 

with at most ten or eleven small farms identifiable. This confirms the probable occupational 

status o f the lower social classes o f  the estate: labourers, artisans and servants.

Eventually all the local landlords seemed to have realised the potential o f their lands not simply 

for agricultural and recreational uses but for enhanced profits through house building. The 

Proby/Carysfort estates o f Stillorgan and Bullock resembled that the De Vesci/Longford estate in 

that from the late eighteenth century the landlord was an absentee, residing on his estate at

NA, KHC, R ef OPW 8/KIN/1701(1), 21/12/1838.
Department o f  Special Collections and Western Manuscripts, Bodlean Library, University o f  Oxford, 

Talbot Papers, R ef C93, Deeds and other documents relating to Rochestown and Ballinclea Estates 1419- 
1894.

F.E. Ball, Some Residents o f  Monkstown in the Eighteenth Century, Journal o f  the Royal Society o f  
Antiquaries 29 (1899) 240.
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Arklow, Co. Wicklow'*'’. But this did not curb the speculative impulse and in the 1780s the 

Deerpark o f  the Stillorgan Estate was let out at long leases leading to the building o f  large houses 

for Dublin merchants and the development o f  a village o f  cottages, on the land o f  the leaseholder 

James Price, at Newtownpark'". The construction o f Carysfort Avenue, stretching southwards 

from Balckrock also facilitated this mini-building boom on the estate. Proby/Carysfort began 

building/leasing villas at Sandycove on the Bullock estate as early as 1803 in what was 

previously an isolated backwater'*".

Established Church lands were not entirely excluded from the process either, though 

development seemed to occur primarily on Kill estate, leased as one unit to one landholder. This 

estate was in the hands o f  the Huguenot brewing family o f Espinasse since the early eighteenth 

century. The late eighteenth-century incumbent, Isaac Espinasse, was probably typical o f  gentr>' 

o f  south-east Co. Dublin combining business and state positions effortlessly being a retired army 

officer, magistrate and High Sheriff o f  Co. Dublin''^. Evidence from estate maps indicates some 

improvement on this 160 acre estate though not the extensive house building characteristic o f  the 

neighbouring M apas/Talbot estate'*'*. The development o f  that estate began in the seventeenth 

century with the construction o f Rochestown House sometime before 1660 and proceeded apace 

during the eighteenth century with the result that it was more attractive to the Dublin elite than 

the surrounding lands. Rochestown House, the seat o f  the Mapas family was rebuilt in 1750. Its 

advanced state is described by Wilson in 1768, when the section covering Killiney Hill had 

already been developed as a separate demesne by the leaseholder, Lord Viscount Loftus, 

complete with ‘big house’, carriage road, walls, gardens and the transformation o f rocky hill 

land'*^. This section also included the small village o f  Killiney and the surrounding rough land, 

which was listed in 1748 as containing 20 cottages, even at this early stage probably inhabited by 

quarry workers working for the Mullens family'*^. Around the original demesne at Rochestown 

similar ‘im provem ents’ had turned wild scrubland into valuable real-estate: ‘New roads have 

been recently opened through this gentlem an’s estate, and various improvements made, whereby 

it hath risen considerably in value, to which its vicinity to the capital and to the sea not a little 

contributed’. The demesne is described in 1741 as containing a brew-house, hopper, malt-house.

“*® Smith, Newtownpark Avenue,31.
F.E. Ball, Stillorgan Park and its History, Journal o f the Royal Society o f Antiquaries 28 (1898) 33/34. 

Smith, Newtownpark Avenue, 2 1.
Pearson, Between the Mountains, 128.
M. D aly ,, Foxrock Local History Publication No.38: Kill Abbey’ and its Residents (Dublin 1994) 3- 4. 

“*'* NLI, Manuscripts Section, Longfield Collection, R ef 21 F 53 (73), A Survey o f the Land of Kill in the 
County o f Dublin, part o f the Estate of the Right Honourable Rev. The Dean o f Christ Church in the 
Tenure o f Richard Espinasse Esq., 1814.
'*̂  J.J. Gaskin, Irish Varieties, A Victorian view o f the histories o f Dalkey, Kingstown, Killiney and Bray 
(Dalkey 1987)69-71.
'*'’ Department o f Special Collections and Western Manuscripts, Bodlean Library, University o f Oxford, 
Talbot Papers, Ref; ClOO Deeds and Papers ofthe Mapas Family 1628-1749.
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kiln, pigeon-house, gardens, orchard, pleasure garden and bowling green'*’ . By the time it 

reverted to the Talbots o f M alahide in 1797 it was probably the most advanced in term s of 

domestication o f the landscape o f any o f  the local estates.

2.3 SOCIETY AND POPULATION

2.3.1 Social patterns

There is extensive evidence o f  this suburbanisation process to be found in Church o f  Ireland 

records. In November 1807 the Select Vestry o f the Church o f Ireland set about the process o f 

valuing houses in the area under its control, i.e. the Union o f  M onkstown. This was done in 

order to raise a tax to pay for M onkstown’s quota o f  16 militia men for the County o f  Dublin'**. 

The very idea o f raising the necessary finance through such a tax indicates the rapid growth o f 

upper class housing in the area. The Vestry set out a detailed scale o f  taxation, clearly linking 

class to housing, even going so far as to cite specific examples. So the ‘Cabins o f the Poor’ were 

not to be valued or taxed but ‘comfortable cottages’ valued at £2, such as that o f  Mr. Abbott, the 

school principal at Monkstown, were eligible. At the other end o f the scale ‘spacious m ansions’ 

such as Lord Clonmel's at Seapoint were valued at £20''^. We are left with the impression of 

quite a settled residential area with its ‘Good Family houses’ and ‘Gentlem en’s Seats’ though 

this pattern was by no means uniform throughout the parish. As one would expect in a partly 

rural parish, land was valued separately from houses, at £1 per acre, regardless o f  its use. There 

was some debate in the Vestry as to whether to tax those who owned houses and gardens but not 

lands, since most o f  the Parish population lived in the small towns o f Blackrock and Dunleary^®. 

Here we obviously have two established semi-suburban or resort towns, inhabited primarily by 

the poor and the middle classes, whose interests were at least partly represented on the Vestry. 

In the end the Vestry decided to tax both lands and houses and the apploters carefully recorded 

the value and acreage o f  all lands in 1806-07 (probably backdated) and all houses, other than the 

cabins o f the poor, in 1811^'. W hatever the basis for such a decision, it indicates that landed 

interests had a strong influence on the parish administration though one could argue that it also 

reveals resistance from the middle strata to carrying an excessive tax burden. The controversial 

failure o f the Vestiy to carry out any further valuation between 1811 and 1843, at the time o f  a 

massive house building boom, can only confirm the hold o f the local elite over this religio- 

administrative institution^^.

Ball, Some Residents o f  Monkstown, 242.
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RCB, VBM, 1805-29, 6/11/1807.
RCB, VBM, 1805-29, 2/11/1807.
RCB, VBM, 1805-29, Valuation Lists at back o f  Minute Book. 
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Combined, these valuation lists give us a glimpse o f  dominant social patterns. Many small land 

holdings are recorded but these seem to be mainly the lands on which the suburban middle class 

houses o f the main villages were built, though there are a scattering o f  genuine small holdings 

such as the 1 acre plots o f Garret Byrne and Mary Fitzsimmons at Glasthule. Another reference 

to this same Mary Fitzsimmons reveals the closely meshed communities that pre-existed the 

suburban invasion. The Catholic marriage register note that when she married a Peter Ganly in 

1792, one o f the witnesses was her neighbour and fellow small landholder Mathew Byrne. At 

the other end o f  the social scale was only one large landholder in Dalkey parish, the Quaker 

merchant Joseph Sandwith, a few in Monkstown parish such as Timothy Swan o f  Glenageary 

who held 97 acres or Messrs. M aginnis o f Blackrock with 175 acres and a substantial number in 

the more rural and agriculturally richer parishes o f  Kill and Tully (All these were part o f  the 

relatively new United Parish o f Monkstown). The land valuation was carried out solely on the 

basis o f  acreage without regard to the fertility/use, so that the 1 acre surrounding the imposing 

Blackrock mansion o f Frescati House was valued at 0.1.31/4 while Mrs Fitzsimmons 1 acre farm 

at Glasthule had a similar valuation o f 0.1.0%.

More light is shed on the social world o f Dunleary village by the V estry’s house valuation, 

probably carried out in 1811. 63% (32) o f houses in the Dunleary area were classed at a 

valuation o f £10 per annum, a further 23% (12) between £12-£16, with only 13% (8) valued at 

£20 or over. Only three houses all located outside the actual village were valued at over £20: the 

architect John Sem ple’s ‘Fairyland’, the ‘big house’ above the village on Salthill occupied by the 

Dublin Brewer, Alderman Hugh Trevor, and a house occupied by a Mrs Isaacs. In the village 

itself, only Coonan’s pub and the landowner Daniel Sexton’s house were valued at £20. A total 

o f 51 houses were listed for the Dunleary area but many o f these were located outside the actual 

village. So if  we take the 60 houses that existed, according to the 1790s estate maps, as a 

baseline and taking into account approximately a decade o f growth, it is quite plausible to 

assume that the number o f  houses under the £10 threshold formed a large percentage o f  the total. 

At a conservative estimate, taking the number o f valued houses in Dunleary village in 1811 as 25 

and subtracting that from sixty, we get an approximate figure o f 35 ‘cabins o f  the poor’, with 

much o f  the rest ‘good cottages’ and small two story houses occupied by small traders and 

craftsmen^^. This assessment confirms the view that the village had a distinctly lower class 

composition in comparison with the surrounding district.

The number o f houses listed in Dalkey in the general 1811 valuation is too small to discern a 

clear pattern. Another valuation o f seventeen houses in Dalkey, necessitated by the repair o f a 

road in the Barony o f  Uppercross (o f which Dalkey was an isolated enclave in the Barony o f 

Rathdown) reveals little, other than that some suburban developm ent had occurred during the

”  RGB, VBM, 1805-29, 6/11/1807.
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first decade of the century though not on the scale of the western part of the Union '̂*. Four of 

these houses were valued at £30 including ‘Barnhill’ the residence of Joseph Sandwith. While 

data does not allow for direct comparison, the village also had a substantial labouring class 

during the eighteenth century which would have grown during the first decades of the nineteenth, 

if  local and national patterns were replicated. Reading’s 1765 map of Dalkey lists 15 labourers’ 

cabins, a number that had increased to around 20 by 1770^^.

Another fundraising device of the Vestry was the gradated payment raised from pew-holders in 

the parish church at Monkstown. The ‘List of Proprietors of Seats’ for 1808 is effectively a 

listing of the local Protestant elite of the time^^. This snapshot hints at the diversity o f this elite 

or in contemporary terms ‘the nobility and gentry of a very rich and populous vicinity’^̂ . 

Rubbing shoulders on the prime seats were the head landlords De Vesci and Domville, the 

members of the Dublin City elite Colonel Sankey, Alderman Cash and Alderman Archer, the 

Kill-of-the-Grange landholder Mr. Kirk, the ubiquitous contractor George Smith and the local 

magistrate Benjamin Kearney. Even the last remnant of the old Gaelic/Norman aristocracy, the 

Misses Byrne of Cabinteely, whose Catholicism does not seem to have precluded them, had a 

pew. Sir John Lees of Blackrock, not content with the prestige accruing from the purchase o f an 

18s. 5d. pew for himself and his family seems to have purchased a cheaper one (7s. 7d.) for his 

servants further back in the church. Such were the occupants of what Donnelly called ‘the 

handsome and commodious houses’ that were built in the parish during the later eighteenth
58century .

2.3.2 Population growth

A general problem o f identifying population data for the period prior to the collection o f reliable 

census data hampers any attempt to hazard opinions regarding population and social class. The 

nearest to a source for population statistics for this period are the baptismal records of the 

Catholic Church. Using these as a basis for some very tentative hypotheses must entail a great 

deal o f caution. There is no record of deaths for the relevant parish for this period so we are 

essentially looking at the raw birth rate rather than population growth as such. A further caveat 

arises in the case of the Catholic parish o f St. Michaels/Kingstown as it stretched from 

Booterstown to Bray and inland to the Dublin Hills, though fortunately the home townland or 

village of the child is recorded. Caution is also demanded by the small size of the samples. 

From 1800 there is a general pattern of gradual spatially and temporally uneven growth in the

RGB, V BM , 1805-29, 3/11/1811.
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Warburton, Walsh, Whitelaw, H istory o f  the C ity  o f  Dublin, 1272. 
Donnelly, Short H istories, 147.
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number o f births until the post-1815 boom, easily explicable in term s o f  an influx o f  labour and 

the growth o f the new town at Dunleary^’ . Significant growth is also recorded post-1815 in 

Protestant baptisms^®. Smaller peaks may well relate to discrete shifts at a local level. We can 

easily explain the overall growth with reference to suburban expansion but how, for example, do 

we account for the jum p in births at Dalkey in 1811? Was this the consequence o f a minor 

‘labour invasion’ to work the Ballast Board quarries at Bullock and Dalkey to supply granite for 

the construction o f Howth Harbour? Why the overall peak in 1806 followed by a three-year 

decline? Is it possible that labourers migrated from other parts o f  the country to work on the 

construction o f the M artello Towers in 1804-05, a proposition alluded to in one work o f 

fiction^'?

In terms o f  what these patterns tell us about class, no doubt the growth may indicate that a few 

wealthier Catholic professionals moved out from the City but it primarily points to a growing 

labouring population engaged in serving the needs o f  the elite suburbanites. Given that in this 

early period at least, the bulk o f the Catholic population would have been servants, artisans, 

unskilled labourers, fishermen etc. it is fairly safe to assume that despite the upper middle class 

influx into the area from the mid-eighteenth century onwards, the baptismal register can help us 

to identify the broad population and settlement patterns o f the proletarian segment o f the 

population. This assumption, that few Catholics were part o f  the suburban elite, is confirmed by 

the sources: for example the majority o f  landholders recorded on a 1790s estate map o f the 

Longford/De Vesci estate can be confidently identified as members o f the Church o f Ireland^. 

In the case o f the Monkstown area, almost all o f the new moneyed suburbanites were Protestant, 

such as the merchant and city Alderman Henry Gore Sankey who owned a large house on what is 

now Monkstown Avenue. It should be noted that the obverse did not apply to the Protestant 

population which definitely had a substantial, perhaps majority, working class element.

Though the actual baptismal figures are low the areas o f higher population and denser settlement 

are possible to identify. During the period 1800-15, Dalkey, Dunleary and Bray had a higher 

than average number o f  baptisms (the Catholic parish o f St. M ichaels differed from the C. o f  I. 

Union o f  Monkstown in that it did not include Blackrock and Booterstown but did extend far 

southwards to include Shankill and Bray). Dalkey, perhaps because o f its position as an 

established village, is pre-eminent, raising a question mark over its contemporary image o f  a 

declining backwater. Other smaller centres o f  population were Monkstown, Cabinteely, 

Loughlinstown, Shankill and Killiney. Only one or two baptisms a year are recorded in Bullock

^^NLl, p .9071, Baptism Register, Catholic Parish o f  St. M ichaels, K ingstown.
RCB, M onkstown Parish, Baptismal Register 1804-1827.
J. Murphy, The Inside P assen ger {D\xh\'m 1 9 1 3 )2 7 .
NLI, Manuscripts Section, Longfield C ollection, R e f 21 F 53.5 , Undated estate map o f  De 

V esci/Longford M onkstown Estate.
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and Glathule up until 1812-13 when a small increase occurs probably because of the quarrying 

work associated with the construction of Howth Harbour. The figures from Monkstown are of 

particular interest as this was effectively the frontline of elite suburbanisation and the only such 

area showing growth in the Catholic birth-rate. Despite the very low figures it is possible to 

discern a pattern: the number of baptisms rise after 1807. This post-1807 increase may have 

been due to increased development in anticipation o f the proposed harbour at Dunleary or simply 

to the fact that Monkstown was the next area o f settlement to the east of Blackrock. Since few 

Monkstown Catholics are recorded in the Select Vestry valuations of 1806/07 or 1811 it is more 

likely to have been the result o f Catholic servants and estate workers accompanying their largely 

Protestant masters and mistresses and the natural growth of the indigenous Catholic labouring 

class.

2.3.3 The labouring class

Since the sources of this era speak primarily of, and for, the landed gentry, professions and 

merchants, it is difficult to glean information regarding those of no or little property. We can 

only hear an echo of subaltern voices, discern shadows of spatial patterns through a prism of 

upper class voyeurism. If our primary interest is class as a lived experience, that is, not as an 

abstract structure but as the real lives of working people as historical actors, then there is little 

enough to observe in the period up to the end o f the Napoleonic Wars. The dominant landed 

class of the time had neither reason nor inclination to record the voices of the poor, so it 

remained to the British state to do so during the great transformation of the 1820s. All that can 

be attempted is to construct a skeletal geography of the labouring class in the eighteenth and 

early nineteenth century.

Dunleary and Dalkey villages emerge as strong nuclei of labouring people. Scattered across the 

rest of the district were the small collections o f cottages or cabins such as Bullock and Killiney. 

Further south other villages largely composed o f the small dwellings o f the poor grew, namely 

Newtownpark, Comelscourt, Cabinteely and Loughlinstown. Estate maps sometimes plot the 

cabins of the poor such as the little crossroads village o f Kill-of-the-Grange recorded on the map 

of 1814 or the sixteen cabins scattered across the Rochestown estate in 1787. The inhabitants of 

these dwellings would have found employment in the quarries o f Roche’s Hill, the clay pits of 

Kill, as labourers and gardeners on the estate domain or as servants in the new houses o f the 

gentry at the western end o f the estate^\ All the above mentioned villages, bar Dunleary and 

Dalkey, were located near or on the boundaries between large estates but this class did not 

confine themselves to the margins of the great estates. Encroachment by the poor on common

“  N L l, Manuscripts Section, Longfield C ollection, R e f  21 F 53 (73), A  Survey o f  the Land o f  Kill in the 
County o f  Dublin etc. 1814. N L l, Manuscripts section. R e f 16 G 42 (13), Map o f  the R ochestown Estate 
o f  John Mapas by Thomas Sherrard 1787.
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land, documented in other parts o f Leinster during the hundred years preceding the famine was 

also evident in south-east Co. Dublin. The edges of Dalkey Common saw settlement by miners, 

fishermen and quarry workers before the great influx of 1816-17. Small farms had been carved 

out on the shores of Monkstown Common during the eighteenth century and Pearson mentions 

the ‘many cabbins’ that dotted Loughlinstown Common as early as 1752^''. Duncan’s map of 

1821 shows a few cabins to the east of Loughlinstown village on common land, a settlement 

which developed during the nineteenth century along the classic patterns of randomly distributed 

but tightly spaced commons settlement^^

2.3.4 Surveillance and security

The elite suburbanisation process brought in its wake an increased labouring population and with 

this came a desire to exercise power and control through surveillance and supervision, a desire 

that stemmed from a fear of the perceived uncontrolled, riotous and criminal nature o f the Irish 

poor, a perception common in the class/colonial discourse of the Anglo-Irish gentry. The coastal 

region on the southern side o f Dublin Bay already had a reputation for illegality and resistance 

common to such zones throughout the British Empire, be it violent resistance to press-ganging, 

frequent clashes between revenue men and smugglers or the embarkation of those fleeing to 

France to serve as ‘Wild Geese’, all o f which were reported at Bullock and Dunleary during the 

eighteenth century*^. By the close of the century these elite fears took concrete form in 

exquisitely named ‘Blackrock Association against House Breaking, Highway Robbery, Felony or 

Trespass’ founded by a number o f prominent local gentry in 1782^’. Its first committee was 

composed of the first ranks o f the local elite included Lord Viscount Ranelagh of Monkstown, 

the Huguenot brewer Isaac Espinasse of the Kill Estate, John La Touche o f another prominent 

Huguenot family, also of Monkstown and William Beckford, a local magistrate. This quasi-legal 

committee was primarily concerned with ensuring security on the Dublin to Blackrock road by 

employing constables and offering rewards for information leading to the capture of highwaymen 

and robbers. The Association was also concerned with such property ‘crimes’ as trespass, riot, 

tree felling and the robbing o f timbers. By 1792 most gentry in the area stretching from Merrion 

to Shankill had subscribed, though ironically very little actual crime was recorded in the 

Association’s Minute Book. There is no doubt that as Blackrock and its hinterland became the 

home of the wealthy and a regular haunt of day trippers the road attracted those intent on 

liberating them of their wealth but affiliation by almost the entire body of local gentry, indicates 

a primordial fear of the lower orders even at a distance from the capital and its slums. The

Pearson, Between the Mountains, 52.
L. Clare, Foxrock Local H istory Club, No.53, Loughlinstown Commons before 1870 (2004) 15-16.
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underlying concern to maintain social order surfaces occasionally in the Association’s Minutes: 

in 1793 constable (and local butcher) William Haskins was threatened with prosecution for 

failing to assist Justice Beckford quell ‘a violent riot in the streets o f  the following a wake.

In 1795 a plea was issued asking residents to inform the same Justice of the Peace of any 

suspicious ‘vagrant people’ arriving in the area ‘on pretence o f  bathing*’̂ . Monitoring the 

recreational habits of working people on the seafront was seen as part of their remit: the minutes 

note a complaint that ‘several Quarrymen make a practise o f  raising Hares in the Bush adjoining 

the Blackrock Road... ’ causing damage to the wall protecting the road from the sea^’. By the 

late 1790s this concern for the security of their position at the apex of the social pyramid had 

turned into panic regarding what was branded in the minutes of the Association ‘Internal 

Conspiracy and Foreign Invasion The precariousness o f their social position and perhaps an 

attempt at a sectarian swipe at their Catholic peers in the locality, led to a demand that all 

householders sign a resolution o f loyalty or face the pain o f exposure. From the subsequent list it 

appears that most property owners seem to have acceded. Since no list of those who refused to 

sign is recorded in the minutes it seems safe to conclude that none were foolhardy enough to 

advertise their subversion. The Association ceased to function after 1797 but may have been 

transformed into a new organisation, the Rathdown Association, with the same quasi-legal 

functions.

When rebellion finally broke out in Wexford and other Leinster counties the panic of the gentry 

reached fever pitch. Even two decades later the memory of the ‘disposition o f  the People to s tir’ 

in 1798, and again during Emmet’s revolt in 1803, was still recalled by the occupant of 

Rochestown House, the Magistrate, J.H. Lovett^'. Not all their fears were imaginary: the United 

Irishmen undoubtedly had an organisational presence in the area given its proximity to Dublin 

and its strategic importance as the southern gateway to the capital. The local United leadership 

may have been drawn from the middle class, in line with the pattern in other districts, but the 

proletarian nature of the rank and file is attested to by Musgrave in his account of the rebellion: 

‘On the 12'^ and 13'^ o f  June a great many servants and mechanics and other persons o f  various 

description, suddenly disappeared in Dublin and the neighbourhood o f  Blackrock and it was 

observable, that the same thing took place, when the rebels were about to make any great effort 

in Wexford, Wicklow or K i l d a r e The sympathies of the lower classes of the district were 

clear, despite the fact that ‘the whole o f  the male inhabitants ...went voluntarily before the 

Magistrates and took a strong and solemn oath o f  allegiance to his Majesty and against

NLl, Manuscripts Section, Ref; Ms. 84, Minutes o f  the Blackrock Association Against Housebreaking 
etc. 1782-1797,25/7/1793, 12/8/1795.
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associating with the United Irishmen or any unlawful soc ie ty ’ ]ust about a week before this 

exodus occurred’ .̂ The hope o f liberation from the south led to a number o f minor anticipatory 

incidents including a failed attempt by a group o f men from Dalkey to march on the army camp 

at Lehaunstown, and a plot, involving up to 400 men, to attack the houses o f the gentry in 

Blackrock’'’. The plot to attack Blackrock involved coordination with rebels in White Rock and 

Tallaght indicating that the local rebels were part o f a much wider network and coincidentally o f  

older links between the coastal and mountain communities’ .̂ In a rather contradictory letter o f  

June 1798 to Sir John Lees, one o f  the intended victims o f  the Blackrock attack, the parish priest 

o f  Booterstown, J. Connolly, claimed that many people had gone missing, probably to join the 

insurgents in the Dublin Hills or because o f their fear o f  arrest but then he states that ‘not one 

person is absent fro m  Booterstown, Williamstown, Merrion or Stillorgan ’ which could mean that 

Blackrock village itself was the centre o f subversion or that he was keen to disassociate himself 

and his flock from the stain o f  insurrection’*. The central role o f taverns as meeting and planning 

places for the rebels is illustrated by the discovery o f  a pike when work was being carried out on 

the last remaining pub in Old Dunleary in the 1930s and a report in a contemporary newspaper o f  

the uncovering o f  a Thomas Barnes, owner o f the Barnes Arms in the tiny village o f  

Comelscourt, as a United Irish ‘captain” . Nor did the fears dissipate completely with the 

defeats o f  1798. John Sherwood, the revenue officer and local landholder who dissuaded the 

Dalkey men from attacking the Lehaunstown camp in that year, was still vigilant in 1804 when 

he informed the authorities o f various suspicious occurrences in the area’*.

Less dramatic forms o f  surveillance were exercised through the use o f the administrative powers 

o f  the Select Vestry which the Protestant elite came to dominate more or less exclusively by the 

first decade o f the nineteenth century. Their contradictory or perhaps complementary hegemonic 

impulses o f charity and control are revealed in the administration o f the Poor Fund o f  

Monkstown Parish, set up some time before 1767’ .̂ Although its largesse was not confined to 

them, nor to Protestants only, especially in times o f  crisis, the Poor List consisted o f  40 

Protestant widows and elderly men. Not all o f  these were from the lowest stratum o f society, 

some such as the Widow Mahalm o f  Dunleary were small property owners, though others such 

as the elderly Johnstown couple who received 0.5.5 to thatch their cabin clearly were*°. The 

idea o f the ‘deserving poor’ was not a Victorian invention but had deeply imbued the language
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and ideology o f the dominant social classes in the late Georgian era*'. Admission to the List was 

quite restricted: the recipients had to be recommended by a parishioner, over fifty years old age, 

unable to support themselves, and have characters that could 'bear the strictest scrutiny’, 

presumably the scrutiny o f their ‘betters’*̂ ! Anyone ‘guilty’ of begging was ineligible. In an 

early example o f workfare many of them were given the task of selling religious tracts from a 

basket. Having satisfied the good gentlemen of the Select Vestry, the lucky few received 

relatively generous grant of 2s 6d a month, with a new suit of clothing every Christmas. A 

similar contradictory relationship between the wealthy and the poor was inscribed on the 

landscape, in an earlier period, in the form of the Obelisks erected in the Deerparks of the 

Stillorgan and Rochestown Estates by the respective landlords, John Joshua Allen and John 

Mapas*^. Both were constructed in famine years (1727 and 1742) and both were ostentatiously 

perched on higher ground, visible for some distance. The relief o f the starving poor and the 

greater glory of the idle rich found solid form in these faux-Egyptian follies.

The Monkstown Vestry’s role also extended to surveillance of the recreation of the poor in the 

form of the selection of ‘Gentlemen’ as ‘Overseers for Publick Houses’ in 1808*''. Those 

selected represent a cross section of the land holding strata of the time, including George Smith, 

builder and quarry contractor, John Sherwood already mentioned in connection with the 1798 

rebellion (owner o f 33 acres at Killiney in 1806) though not apparently the nobility or higher 

gentry other than an exception or two such as the banker John Armit. There were a few 

wealthier Catholics amongst the ranks of the overseers such as Ignatius Cusack who may well 

have been the Mr Cusack who owned 133 acres in the Parish of Kill in 1806. How successful 

they were in their overseeing remains a moot point as no further mention occurs in the Vestry 

minutes of these appointments or their work.

2.3.5 R eligious patterns

The ever present sectarian division of the population was as notable in this region as elsewhere. 

In fact by the turn of the century or earlier the Union of Monkstown and surrounding areas 

probably had a higher Protestant population as a percentage of the total than most districts 

outside of Ulster. According to the 1766 religious census, Protestants made up 25.6% of the 

population of the parish o f Monkstown*^. The construction of a new church at Monkstown in 

1785, on land granted at a nominal fee by De Vesci/Longford, was an indication of an increased 

protestant population brought about by the elites move to the suburbs with attendant subaltern
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classes*®. By 1818 the district is described as having ‘a more numerous population o f  the 

established religion than in any other part o f  Ireland . It would be mistaken, however, to see 

such growth solely as an elite phenomenon. There is strong evidence to prove that the 

boundaries o f class divisions did not correspond to those o f religious/ethnic groupings, though 

there were exceptions such as the members of the Society of Friends who settled in 

Monkstown/Newtownpark in the early 1800s, almost all o f  whom were Dublin merchant families 

such as the Pims and Perrys**. One thing can be stated with certainty: the existence o f a local 

protestant working class was not, as popular myth would have it, solely the by-product of 

English/Scottish migration prompted by the need for skilled labour during the harbour building 

phase of the 1820s. The village o f Dunleary is a case in point. Inhabited by a mixture o f traders, 

fishermen, labourers and artisans, it had a substantial protestant element in this earlier period. 

Between 1770 and 1783, the Church of Ireland baptismal register records 23 separate surnames 

for Protestants bom to Dunleary families*^. Seven of these correspond to surnames recorded on 

Estate maps of the village from a decade later. These included families such as the Shortalls who 

were fisherfolk (and remained so right down to the twentieth century although at some point they 

had become catholic) and the Mulhallam/Mulhollands some of whom were Dublin Bay pilots. 

The construction, in 1791, of a school house for ‘the distressed offspring o f Protestant parents’ 

next to Monkstown Church just west o f Dunleary village, corroborates the thesis that in 

Monkstown Parish at least, many of the poor were Protestant and many o f the Protestants were
90poor .

The suburbanisation process may not have diminished the proletarian character of much o f the 

local Protestant population but it does seem to have altered the balance of power within that 

community. Etain Murphy in her detailed account of the growth and development of the Church 

of Ireland Parish of Monkstown contends that by 1800 the Select Vestry had become less 

representative of the general protestant population and more exclusive to those of greater means, 

which should sound a strong note of caution in relation to the commonly held fallacy that the 

Church of Ireland minority were synonymous with the ruling class of the time” . Members of 

other protestant churches also found themselves outside o f the sphere of political hegemony; in 

May of 1804 the Select Vestry resolved that 'the Dissanters (sic) who have refused shall be 

compelled to pay their Parts o f  the Parish Cess fo r  the Year 1804 A further note o f caution, 

attested to by the crossing from protestant to catholic o f the Shortalls, should be sounded in 

relation to the whole idea of viewing religious communities as discreet entities. What is notable 

about Ireland before the gradual assertion of Tridentine Catholicism was the fluidity o f sectarian

Murphy, A Glorious Extravaganza, 29-30.
Warburton, Walsh, Whitelaw, History o f  the City o f  Dublin, 1272.
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boundaries with intermarriage and conversion providing for a porosity lost to less subtle analysis. 

Even if  we exclude conversion and intermarriage the social connections were multiple. To give 

one local example: the names o f prominent Protestants appear a number o f  times as witnesses to 

a catholic marriage in the marriage register o f the catholic parish o f St. Michaels. In February o f 

1790, the successful protestant contractor George Smyth and his wife Betty served as witnesses 

at the marriage o f  a Charles Byrne and Margaret Lewis o f  Dunleary.

None o f this information should blind us to the fact that while many o f  the labouring class were 

Protestant, a large majority were catholic. As the severity o f the penal legislation receded, a 

change occurred in the religious infrastructure serving the mass o f the population. The early 

eighteenth-centurj' restrictions on the activities o f  the clergy may well have been exaggerated but 

these restrictions may explain the paucity o f Catholic Church buildings in the huge Catholic 

parish o f St. Michaels at this time. In keeping with trends in the rest o f  south Leinster, a chapel 

house was constructed in Cabinteely sometime before 1766 to replace the old chapel that had 

fallen into decay. Indeed it is probable that the village o f Cabinteely grew up around this chapel, 

which remained the sole Catholic Church in the general district until the construction o f  a ‘mass 

house’ at Booterstown in 1812 and a church in the new town o f Kingstown during the 1820s 

during a period o f renewed confidence on the part o f  the Church^^. Its location at that point, ju st 

outside the village which was situated on the lands o f  a revenue officer. Captain Mercer, was 

probably the result o f the patronage o f the owners o f  that land, the Byrnes, who were the 

descendents o f  the old Gaelic/Norman aristocracy living nearby at Marlfield House^^. Like many 

o f  the local gentry this family was part o f the cohesive Dublin merchant class or more accurately 

the catholic section o f that class and like most o f  that sub-grouping a scion o f  the family had 

settled in Bordeaux, involving them in the wine trade’"*. W hatever reason for its location, it was 

suitably distant from the symbolic core o f the parish at M onkstown and Kill, firmly in the hands 

o f  the Established Church. The resistance o f the Catholic poor to the hegemony o f  the 

Established Church found its spatial voice in the ‘mass paths’ that crossed Roche’s Hill, linking 

the isolated villages o f Dalkey and Killiney to the new chapel.

2.4 A POLITICAL ECONOMY OF COAL

The coal trade at Dunleary came into being as part o f the Dublin-Cumberland trade that emerged 

in the late seventeenth century. The volume o f  this coal trade increased rapidly in the 

mercantilist period with the reorientation o f  Irish trade as a whole towards total dependence on 

the colonial core o f Britain. As befitted the nature o f  the m ercantilist phase o f capitalist
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development the purpose o f the trade was mainly to supply the domestic rather than industrial 

market in Dublin. Trade between Ireland and the small Cumbrian port o f  W hitehaven alone had 

reached over 50,000 tons o f  coal per annum by 1717^^. The aristocratic Lowther family, who 

owned the mines o f Whitehaven, had established a virtual monopoly o f  the coal trade with 

Dublin which lasted from around 1680 until the 1780s’ .̂ With only a small home market and 

isolated from the population centres o f England, W hitehaven’s growth was largely based on the 

Irish coal trade, rising to a position only second to London by the middle o f  the eighteenth 

century. The dominance o f W hitehaven was only superseded at the end o f the century by other 

Cumbrian ports, Liverpool, the small Ayrshire ports and Swansea. In fact W hitehaven’s rise and 

decline closely mirrors the trajectory o f  mercantilist capitalism, so that Dunleary’s emergence is 

at least in part related to the development o f that epoch. Dunleary role was as an out port to 

Dublin, where coal from ships unable to enter the city due to stormy weather or the 

overcrowding o f the quays could be off-loaded and transported into Dublin by road, may well 

have been due to the growth o f this Cumbrian trade. Lists o f ships arriving in W hitehaven in 

1777 include at least two from Dunleary along with many from Dublin, Drogheda and 

Dundalk^^. The Cumbrian trade linked Dunleary into the grand Atlantic triangle o f  the 

mercantilist period: as well as being a source o f coal, W hitehaven re-exported tobacco from 

Virginia and possibly slaves to Ireland and imported cattle, linen and flax back across the Irish 

Sea’*. As an aside, while awaiting a definitive history o f  people o f colour in Ireland to flesh out 

the details, it is worth noting that as a consequence o f  integration in the Atlantic economy, 

eighteenth-century Dublin had a large black population o f servants, sailors and some slaves’’ . It 

makes sense to surmise that Dunleary also had a proportion o f  black residents or visitors, though 

there are only two references in the sources; a crew o f  African divers from England who 

practised in shallow water o ff the pier before engaging in salvage work on the Kish Bank in 1783 

and the Jamaican servant o f Robert Elrington, who briefly occupied M onkstown Castle'°®.

Such was the importance o f the coal trade to Dunleaiy that in 1762 the Select Vestry appointed 

Edward Lansdell as a ‘measurer o f  coals’ with an allowance o f  two pence per ton, one to be paid 

by the buyer, one by the captain o f the coal ship’°'. The trade was not confined to Dunleary: a 

small landing place known as the Coal Quay existed on the shore o f Dalkey Common where coal 

from Newhaven was reputedly landed. A considerable local market for coal was created by the 

advance o f the suburban wave in the early eighteenth century and unlike much o f  the country

J.H. Andrews, 18* century Port Forelands in the Irish Sea, Irish Geography 2 (1951) 114-117.
L.M. CuUen, Anglo-Irish Trade /660-7500 (Manchester 1968) 122-130. J.E. Williams, Whitehaven in 
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coal rather than turf would have been the principal fuel in the district'®^. We get an idea of the 

nature of the trade carried on at the port from a list o f cargoes discharged from ships between 

1755 and 1757: coal, slate and oats predominated, the first two undoubtedly linked to the growth 

o f Dublin itself and of its southern semi-suburban offshoots'”̂ . The military camp set up in 1793 

at Lehaunstown on the main road to the south as a precaution against rebel attack on the capital 

was supplied with coal from Dunleary rather than from Dublin'”"’. By 1807 the volume of trade 

was important enough (and level of robbery intense enough!) for the Monkstown Select Vestry to 

appoint three Parish Constables/Master Porters at Dunleary to stamp out ‘pilfering o f  coals ’ on 

the quay'”̂ . Whitehaven’s glorious century may have passed but Dunleary/Kingstown retained 

its importance in the coal trade and it emerged as the only significant form of commercial trade 

in the new harbour during the nineteenth century.

This trade was carried out by coal merchants who were based both in the village of Dunleary and 

Dublin city, the Armstrong family being the most prominent. The role o f such merchants in the 

mercantilist system is nicely summarised by Regan: ‘The Irish merchant class, trading 

principally from  the coastal towns, were essentially merely export/import agents, often trading 

on the accounts o f  London merchants Evidence is scant but enough exists to confirm their 

status in the trade. A Mrs. Armstrong’s name appears on the 1790s estate map of Dunleary 

village, attached to a house backing on to a yard leased by Dan Sexton. A ship called the Betty 

which arrived at Whitehaven from Dunleary in August 1777, had already been there in February 

o f that year, captained by an ‘Armstrong’, though its port o f origin had been Dublin on that 

occasion'”’. The same Armstrongs, according to the Select Vestry’s valuations, leased five acres 

in 1806-07 and owned two modest houses in Dunleary in 1811'”*. Edward Armstrong supplied 1 

ton of coal to the Select Vestry in 1816 and 40 bags o f coal for the Poor List in 1814. He is 

mentioned again as owner o f a gravel pit at Dunleary in 1818 and a quarry at Glasthule'”’ . In the 

same year Wilson’s Dublin Directory lists a Coal and Slate merchant, John Armstrong in Swift 

Alley, Dublin. This family remained one o f the town’s principal coal merchants well into the 

nineteenth century"”. Undoubtedly a few other Dunleary merchants were involved in the trade, 

if not to the same extent. The 1790s estate map of Dunleary village shows a number of large
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yards, which could well be coal yards, owned by other businessmen such as Sexton, Connors and 

Coonan.

2.5 SOCIETY AND NATURE

The artificial separation of the social from the natural, though commonly associated with 

environmental determinists, has dogged geographers of all hues. As Massey put it: ‘A lot 

depends on our recognizing that neither ‘the social ’ nor ‘the natural ’ can be conceptualised in 

isolation from  the o t h e r The existence of, let us say, granite outcrops in the area did not 

determine the social and economic patterns that emerged but these specific patterns would not 

have emerged without the existence of the outcrops. Yet at the same time the need to quarry this 

material extensively would not have arisen were it not for the post-Napoleonic expansion of the 

British state in Ireland embodied in the grand project of Kingstown Harbour. A dense 

intermeshing of natural and social patterns, on an international, national and local scale, created 

the unique socio-spatial complex and more specifically, the class matrix of the locality.

2.5.1 Granite Country

Most of Co. Dublin is underlain by limestone but at Blackrock, a geological boundaiy is crossed 

to enter a zone o f multiple granite outcrops, especially along the coast and on the three hills at 

Killiney/Dalkey. There are several drifts o f sand/gravel rich limestone boulder clay overlying 

the granite bedrock. The sands and alluvial clays surrounding the small stream, known locally as 

Mickey Byrne’s River that flowed into the sea at Dunleary provided the material for brick 

making during the late eighteenth-century building boom and Rutty mentions both Monkstown 

and Dunleary as a source of marl/limestone gravel"^. A sloping field above this stream, part of 

Lord Ranelagh’s property, was marked ‘Brick Field’ on the 1790s map of the Monkstown Estate. 

Evidence also exists o f clay work in the Kill-of-the-Grange area stretching back to the Middle 

Ages and it is no coincidence that the name Marlfield was given to the house built in the 1790s 

about a mile to the east” .̂ In 1826 a pottery works, Manders, existed at Kill-of-the-Grange"''.

A long and largely uncharted history o f quarrying in this region is attested to by several sturdy 

granite structures from the medieval period including the granite tower houses of Dalkey and 

castles o f Bullock, Monkstown and Rochestown. Modem quarrying activity, employing a 

significant numbers o f local labourers, occurred from the mid eighteenth century onwards.''^.
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The growth o f quarrying activity in this period has been noted in a zone that stretched across the 

northern flanics o f  the Wiciclow/Dublin Hills from M anor Kilbride in the west to Stepaside in the 

east"^. It was linked to a number o f  factors including the building boom in Dublin city, state- 

sponsored infrastructural projects such as the ongoing development o f  the Port o f  Dublin and 

specifically in the case o f the coastal strip granite for the new harbour at Howth"^. The proto

suburban phenomenon also fuelled the demand for house building and road construction 

materials. Small scale quanying is recorded on various estate maps, especially on Monkstown 

Common where there is frequent reference to rock ‘cut into holes’ and the Roche’s Hill quarries 

controlled by the Mullen family (later involved in work for Kingstown Harbour Commissioners) 

providing work for a scattering o f  labourers at Killiney"*. It is possible that quarrying potential 

was what motivated Col. John Allen, T‘ Viscount Allen o f Stillorgan, to purchase the Bullock 

section o f the Monkstown estate and part o f  the lands o f  Dalkey from the Trustees o f  Forfeited 

Estates in 1703, given his involvement in the Dublin building trad e"’ . There may well have 

been economic and social links between the coastal area and the quarrying villages o f  the Dublin 

Hills, such as Bamacuilla, Stepaside and Ticknock approximately four miles to the south.

The network o f local connections is embodied in the Darley family o f  Killegar and Stillorgan, 

whose interests included brewing at Stillorgan from the mid-eighteenth century as well as 

quarrying. A ‘Mr. Darley’ leased a small piece o f  land at Ballinclea near the quarries o f  Roche’s 

Hill in 1794. M embers o f this family, originally o f Ulster Protestant stock, profited from the 

building boom in Georgian Dublin, provided stone from the Dublin Hills to the Ballast Board in 

the eighteenth century and Howth Harbour Commissioners at the beginning o f  the nineteenth 

century'^®. Benjamin Darley, whose business Royal Marine Stores was located on Rogersons 

Quay, received one o f the first contracts (to provide shovels and picks) agreed by the new 

Dunleary harbour authority in 1816'^'. Another m ember o f  the family, Henry Darley, was a 

founding investor in the Dublin Fishery Company, set up in 1818 to introduce the more efficient 

and profitable English trawlers to Dublin Bay'^^.
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2.5.2 The new pier

In some ways the whole complicated process of nineteenth century harbour building and 

ancillary activities was presaged by the building o f a new pier, between 1755 and 1767, to 

replace the small quay at the eastern side of the cove at Dunleary. In keeping with the 

mercantilist times the initial impetus came from Col. John Martin, a Dublin merchant and the 

Irish Surveyor General, Thomas Eyre, backed by the merchants and traders of the city'^^. They 

successfully petitioned the Irish Parliament in November 1755 to get permission to erect a new 

pier at Dunleary to provide a safe haven for Dublin-bound ships. Although it is not mentioned in 

their petition, the growth of the coal trade would undoubtedly have also stimulated the demand 

for improved facilities at Dunleary.

The work was carried out under the direction of Captain Charles Valiancy and finally completed 

in 1767 after a number o f pleas for extra cash injections (again echoes o f the Kingstown Harbour 

project). This new pier, built of local granite, must have initiated or significantly increased the 

quarrying business in the immediate area, especially on Monkstown Common and further down 

the coast at Bullock. Rutty, referring in 1772 to local granite, commented 'Near Dunlary and 

Bullock some o f  these stones have been found... they are building their Piers at Dunlary with 

i t ’̂ ^̂ . John Roque’s map o f 1760 places a Quarry at the shoreline just east o f the pier, on the 

shore o f the ‘Quarry Field’ leased by Dan Sexton'^^ It is also possible that what later became 

known as Glasthule quarry, which was recorded on the 1790s estate map, originated at this time. 

Whatever the precise location o f the quarries, this work involved a large enough number of 

labourers to merit the appointment of George Glover, a local resident and the Revenue Board’s 

surveyor at Dunleary, as pay master for the works'^^. Though it was mooted as ‘highly useful 

and advantageous to the trade and navigation o f  the City o f  Dublin ’ it proved to be somewhat 

over-rated and by the end of the century there were problems with silting at the harbour'^^.

2.5.3 The Ballast Board

The Monkstown Common mini-quarries, along with the coastal outcrops at Bullock, were mainly 

worked to supply the Ballast Board (The Corporation for Preserving and Improving the Port of 

Dublin) formed in 1786 and its predecessor the Ballast Committee of Dublin Corporation, to
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carry out the improvement and extension o f the port o f Dublin. According to Pearson, the old 

Ballast Committee built Sandycove Harbour, early in the eighteenth century, to ship granite from 

the Bullock quarries in barges to begin the construction o f the South Wall and stone from the 

area was certainly used in Dublin Port before 1786'"*. From its inception in that year the Ballast 

Board was dominated by the merchant elite, a number o f whom had property and business 

interests in the coastal area during their tenure, epitomising the ‘land-trade’ connection identified 

by Fahy in her study of socio-spatial change in Cork City'^’. Not for the first time do we come 

across a fortunate coincidence o f personal interest and participation in a public body. Joseph 

Sandwith, a Quaker wholesale merchant based in Anglesea Street, who was a founding member 

o f the Board, acquired Barnhill House and the surrounding 40 acres near Daikey in the last 

decades of the century. Alderman Henry Gore Sankey, another merchant prince, had a large 

residence surrounded by 15 acres in Monkstown. In 1805 Leland Crostwaithe and George 

Maquay, both members of the Board and also Dublin merchants, leased the village and castle of 

Bullock from the Proby/Carysfort estate, though it is possible that they did this on behalf of the 

Board rather than privately'^”.

The Act that set up the Ballast Board gave it charge o f Dunleary, Sandycove and Bullock 

harbours to carry out improvements and supply ballast''^'. This certainly provided work 

opportunities for small local craftsmen such as the pilot, Arthur Mulholan, employed by the 

Board in April 1787 to mend a crane at Dunleary. However, most of those who received 

contracts to supply or transport stone were not based in the area though they may well have 

procured the granite at Dunleary or Bullock. An example of such a Dublin-based contractor was 

James Clarke, whitesmith and crane maker o f Aston Quay, who was a major beneficiary o f the 

Boards contracts, being listed in the accounts o f 1787 for carrying out work on Dunleary Pier and 

Monkstown Quarries and various other items'^^. He may well have been the main quarrying 

contractor given the substantial payment of £109.4 V2 shillings that he received. Clarke, or his 

descendent was still active in the area when work began on the new Asylum Harbour, receiving a 

contract to supply the Harbour Commissioners ‘quarry bars’, lump hammers, needles etc in 

1816.'^^

Bullock and its immediate hinterland was the focus of the Board’s quarrying work. As early as 

1773, Bullock granite was being transported by sloop for use on the South Wall’'̂ ''. The rough 

stone filling used at the South Wall in 1776/77 consisted o f Bullock granite and Clontarf
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limestone, though the cut stone was brought in from the Dublin Hills where the level o f 

craftsmanship was superior'^^. In 1795 blocks o f granite from Dunleary/M onkstown Common 

and Dalkey/Bullock were floated out on barges to complete the South Wall'^^. The Carysfort 

estate signed a deal to allow the Ballast Board quarry on its extensive lands at Bullock and 

Sandycove in 1804'^’. The Bullock granite, reputedly lighter in colour and therefore more 

desirable, was used to pave the streets o f Dublin and further afield to build Old Bristol Harbour 

and the Thames Embankment. A large quarry called M eagher’s Quarry was opened south o f 

Bullock and a new road constructed linking the settlement to this quarry. Such was the 

importance o f this source o f raw material that the Board belatedly created the post o f  ‘Inspector 

o f  Quarries and Haven M aster o f  Dunleary’ in 1809. There was a large enough group o f 

labourers working in the Bullock quarries to supply the stone for Howth Harbour for the Harbour 

Commissioners to employ an overseer there in 1812'^*. This is confirmed by maps o f  the period 

that indicate squatting by labourers on Dalkey Common at this point, though not on the scale o f 

the post-1815 influx. Dalkey Common itself was also the location o f  small scale quarrying, pre- 

1815, controlled by the small number o f large leaseholders and the Carysfort estate, who held the 

right o f  commonage'^^.

2.5.4 George Smith, Contractor Extraordinaire

The remarkable physical and socio-economic transformation o f the locality between the late 

eighteenth century and the 1820s found its embodiment in the stone mason cum wealthy 

contractor George Smith. O Suilleabhain claims he was a Scotsman and there is evidence to 

substantiate such a claim'"'®. W hatever his origins he had established him self as a contractor 

before 1777’'” . By 1786 he was supplying stone blocks to the Ballast Board for work on the 

South Wall'"'^. In 1804 the Ballast Board awarded him the contract to quarry stone and improve 

and extend the pier at Bullock harbour, followed by a further contract to build a row o f pilots’ 

cottages at Bullock two years later''*^. Social capital in the form o f membership o f  the 

Established Church meant that he was frequently engaged by M onkstown Parish to carry out 

work, including the construction o f  a wall and road at M onkstown Church in 1806. His business 

had expanded beyond quarrying and building, as he was also paid by M onkstown Parish for
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supplying coal in 1806'“''’. In common with most o f  the Irish merchant class o f  that period Smith 

invested in land; he is listed as having 32 acres in the parish valuation o f 1806 increasing to 43 

acres a year later. This was the same land he had held since at least the 1790s: the large field at 

the seafront in the centre o f  M onkstown Common and the most o f  the townland o f 

Kilnagashaugh to the south, both o f which were sites o f small scale quarrying. Smith’s seafront 

property was later bought up by the Kingstown Harbour Commissioners.

By 1810 he had clearly positioned him self as a m ajor beneficiary o f  state infrastructural 

investment. In that year he was awarded a contract to supply 130,000 cubic feet o f granite and 

3600 ‘railway stones’ to the Commissioners o f  Howth Harbour for the princely sum o f  £6815'"'^. 

The size o f  this contract alone indicates the extent o f  Dunleary/Bullock quarrying in the pre-1815 

period and the phenomenal growth o f  Smith’s business. A dispute that arose in relation to 

security for Smith’s contract spoke o f his somewhat precarious ‘nouveau’ status: John Armit, 

owner o f Newtown Park house, Monkstown Parish churchwarden, Secretary o f the Ordnance 

Board and wealthy army agent, refused to go security for him''*^. He was replaced by the future 

Kingstown Harbour Commissioner and Treasurer o f  the General Post Office o f Ireland, Graves 

Chamney Swan, the previously mentioned business partner o f Henry Stewart, the land agent o f 

the De Vesci/Longford estate. When his contract finished in 1815 he beat o ff competition, 

including that o f Bullock landowner and Dublin resident George Burdett, to receive a new 

contract, with G.C. Swan and his own son Samuel going security this time. Even with the huge 

contract to supply stone for the new harbour at Dunleary firmly in his grasp, Smith’s appetite for 

profit could not be contained: he was awarded the contract for supplying granite ashlars for 

Howth Light House in August 1816'"'’ . Crowning his arrival at the top o f  the heap in 1821 Smith 

built twin mansions. Granite Hall and Stone View, for h im self and his son respectively, 

ostentatiously marking his status on high ground at the eastern end o f  the new town o f 

Kingstown''**.

2.5.5 The Dalkey Lead Mine

At least one lead mine, possibly two, operated near Dalkey for two short periods o f  the late 

eighteenth century. The mine itself was located at W hiterock on the shore o f Killiney Bay, near 

the granite/Ordovician mica-schist geological boundary, in the Rochestown estate o f  the Mapas 

family. Apparently the ore was shipped in barges from the beach at W hiterock to be smelted at 

the small valley further up the coast at ‘Lands End’ on Dalkey Common. The smelting buildings

RCB, V BM , 1805-29, accounts 1806/1807.
N A , OPW  1/8/10/2, Minutes o f  Howth Harbour C om m issioners, 18/8/1810, 8 /9 /1810. 
Smith, N ew tow npark Avenue, 39.

''*’ N A , OPW  1/8/10/3, Minutes o fH ow th  Harbour C om m issioners, 10/61815, 10/8/1816. 
Pearson, Dun L aoghaire-K ingstow n, 50.
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are clearly marked on Roque’s map of 1760. The original mining lease was granted by the 

Mapas estate to Sir Marmaduke Wyvill, the Postmaster General, in 1749 and mining began in

1751 but there seems to have been knowledge of the existence of ore before that because another 

Mapas lease at Johnstown, dated 1740, refers to ‘all manner of mines minerals Quarries and 

other Royalties’ though this may refer to the extraction of clay and grave! in that area’"*®. Archer 

claimed that up to a hundred tons of ore was raised from this mine'”’®.

P

Figure 2.5 Dalkey Lead Mine. Extract from John Roque’s Map o f County Dublin 1760.

It is apparent from the lease that Wyvill and others received from the Archbishop of Dublin in

1752 for 'all such mines, pits and veins o f Copper, Tin, Iron, Coal, and Lead....belonging to the 

said Archbishop...within the Territory, Lordship or manor o f Dalkey’ that there were hopes of a 

major mining development on the Commons of Dalkey and it appears that some attempts at 

mining did occur on the Common’̂ '. The Dalkey lease was sold in 1757 for £500 to Tim Turner, 

a Dublin ironmonger, but the mines did not reopen until 1780, when the Dublin firm of Darcy 

and Knox revived briefly revived work’̂ .̂ The cluster of mine buildings are marked on Taylor 

and Skinners road map of 1783 and, though no mine is shown on the 1787 map of the

Department of Special Collections and Western Manuscripts, Bodlean Library, University o f Oxford, 
Talbot Papers, Ref: C l00, Deeds and Papers of the Mapas Family 1628-1749.

Archer, A Statistical Survey, 258.
NA, Ref 2B-46, Report from the Quit Rent office to the Commissioners for Woods 20/4/1841, ‘Dalkey 

Common, Co. Dublin, Enquiry as to Crown Rights’. B.L. Edwards, Dalkey, A short account o f  the Town 
throughout its changing History (Dublin 1933) 14. NLI, Freemans Journal 27/10/1885.

Dublin Directory 1764.
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Rochestown Estate, production finally ceased in 1793'^^. The reappearance o f  the Lead Mine 

buildings on Taylor’s 1816 map o f  Co. Dublin simply locates the ruins, though the Royal Irish 

M ining Company did attempt to work the veins again, unsuccessfully, in 1825'^''.

This activity must have brought miners into the district as w ell as providing em ploym ent for 

som e local labourers. Taken with the mining activity, the existence o f  a cotton factory on the 

Bullock lands leased by the Watson family which burnt down in 1781, may point to a false dawn 

o f  small scale landlord-sponsored industrialisation at Dalkey, mirrored throughout the Ireland 

during this period, spurred on by the bounties and protection offered by the Irish Parliament' 

W e have no contemporary evidence regarding the miners, though local tradition maintained that 

they grazed their stock on the Common and the first cottages around the edge o f  the Common  

make their appearance around this time. A map o f  the coastal area surveyed in 1804 locates 

approximately eleven or tw elve cabins on or at the boundary o f  the Common'^®. A lm ost a 

century later, Hercules Mac Donnell, son o f  the man w ho purchased the land at Sorrento Point in 

the 1830s, claimed that the miners had built cabins in that part o f  the Common, and that local 

fishing fam ilies had occupied these after the miners left'” . The mining activity certainly opened  

up access to the area with a wide new track linking Dalkey village to the sm elting houses at 

Sorrento Point. These developm ents were significant factors in the later growth o f  the squatter 

settlement on the Common during the 1820s.

2.5.6 Fishing and farming

Before the advent o f  trawler fishing in Dublin Bay in 1819, inshore fishing was carried out by 

fishermen based in small coastal settlements. Archer notes that there were eleven fishing yaw ls 

at Dunleary and seven based in Bullock at the turn o f  the century'^*. Their range may have been 

more extensive than the waters o f  Dublin Bay since local tradition holds that Dunleary and 

Dalkey boats fished as far south as the Saltee Islands o f f  Wexford'^^. Conversely fishing boats 

from Arklow and other Irish Sea ports docked at Dunleary. The murder o f  a local fisherman in 

1813 at the quay by Arklow men, points to a degree o f  ‘localist’ rivalry com m on in fishing  

communities. Dunleaiy had the added bonus o f  having a source o f  freshwater ‘Juggys W ell’ a

'^^Taylor and Skinner, Maps o f  the Roads, 289. NLl, Freemans Journal, 21/10/1885. NLI, Manuscripts 
section, R ef 16 G 42 (13), Map o f the Rochestown Estate o f John Mapas by Thomas Sherrard 1787.

J. Taylor, Map of the Environs of Dublin, (1816). G.A.J. Cole, Memoir and Map o f  Localities o f  
Minerals o f  Economic Importance and Metalliferous Mines in Ireland  (Dublin 1922) xx. First H alf Yearly 
Report presented to the Mining Company o f  Ireland by the Board o f  Directors (Dublin 1825) 4/9.

D. Hearn, The Atlantic economy, 86. L.J. Proudfoot, Urban patronage and Social Authority. The 
Management o f  the Duke o f  Devonshire’s Towns in Ireland (Washington, 1995) 48-49.

NLI, Manuscripts Section, R ef Ms. 84, Sketch o f the Coast from Blackrock to Bray Head, Surveyed 
1804 for Major Alexander Taylor by William Duncan.
'^^NLI, Freemans Journal, 21/10/1885.
'^^Archer, A Statistical Survey, 120.

Gaskin, Irish Varieties, 69.
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short distance outside the village, fairly convenient for the supply o f boats and ships'^®. Further 

east, the rocky shore o f  Dalkey Common provided a source o f  lobsters and crabs and Dalkey 

Sound teemed with mackerel, whiting etc. in summer. Given this lucrative source, it is possible 

that fishermen had begun to settle the Common before the influx o f  quarry labourers in the post- 

1815 period. There is some evidence to suggest that all the fishing communities o f  the southern 

shore o f  Dublin Bay mainly fished to supply the city m arket'^'. According to the folklore o f the 

Coliemore fishing community, women walked into the Dublin markets with the latest catch, 

sometimes travelling overnight.

The same geological structure that proved an advantage for suburban and infrastructural 

development had a retarding effect on agriculture: comprehensive evidence from late 

eighteenth/early nineteenth-century maps show that most o f the land east o f Blackrock was either 

rough pasturage or waste. The limited extent o f farming in the area is confirmed by the fact that 

there was no annual fair held locally during this period, the nearest fairs being held in 

Rathmichael, Carrickmines and Rathfamham'®^. The only com  mill in the south-east o f  Co. 

Dublin was at Kilternan'^^. The same estate maps show some ‘im provem ent’ especially in the 

Glenageary/Thomastown area o f the De Vesci/Longford estate, mostly on lands in the large farm 

o f  Thomas Swan. These improvements occurred in the context o f a surge in agricultural 

production/export during the Revolutionary/Napoleonic Wars. Common land was not 

synonymous with waste ground; the commons o f both Dalkey and M onkstown were used by the 

poor to graze their animals and in the case o f  Dalkey grow crops o f  wheat in a few fertile patches 

amongst the granite outcrops, while Dalkey Island provided summer pasture and a winter hunting 

ground for wild fowl'*'*.

2.6 CONCLUSION

A process o f proto-suburbanisation dominated and moulded the social geography o f this locality 

from the mid-eighteenth century onwards. I call it proto-suburbanisation because though it 

involved elite city dwellers moving to the outskirts it consisted o f the construction o f the 

detached larger houses o f  the elite and the development o f  villages not contiguous with city. 

This process gathered pace in the later decades o f that century. From roughly 1800 to 1815 

suburbanisation ‘thickened’ especially in the M onkstown/Dunleary area because o f  the post Act 

o f Union decline o f Dublin city, militarization o f the coastal landscape and anticipation o f 

harbour development. The appearance o f the new town o f Dunleary/Kingstown after 1815 was

U C D , Dept, o f  Folklore, Bailiuchan na Scol, Imleabhar 796 55. 
Dublin Builder, 15/6/1862, Town Survey V, K ingstown. 
Archer, A S ta tistica l Survey, 52.
Archer, A S ta tistica l Survey, 203.
Edwards, D alkey, 14.
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unique but in the surrounding districts it only deepened and concentrated a process that had 

already started.

The beginning o f  this process was rooted in the mercantilist boom o f  the later eighteenth century 

and the interventions o f  the colonial state post-1801 and the manner in which these developments 

shaped the colonial elite in Dublin. In the Dunleary district the process was largely landlord 

driven or facilitated and therefore somewhat uneven. Landlords played much less o f a role in the 

changes that occurred post-1815 which were largely state directed.

The social composition o f  the area reflected the suburbanisation process and previous isolated 

nature o f  the district: Head landlords, gentry, merchants/traders, artisans, labourers. There was to 

a dramatic shift post-1815, with the influx o f large numbers o f labourers from outside. The 

social impulse o f the gentry towards charity/control was reciprocated with deference/resistance 

o f the masses in both the pre- and post-1815 periods. The key difference was the input o f  state 

institutions after the harbour building project commenced.
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CHAPTER 3

BEGINNINGS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

John de Courcy Ireland, the great maritime historian, in his book on Dun Laoghaire Harbour, 

attempts to answer the question ‘Why was an artificial harbour constructed at great expense so 

near to the ancient port o f  Dublin in the nineteenth century? The primary reason he identifies 

was that cited by most contemporary advocates; the need for an asylum harbour for ships on their 

way to or from Dublin port, to shelter in during bad weather. Dublin port, despite the progress of 

the later eighteenth century, was still hampered by unsatisfactory access, especially during low 

tide, due to sand bars and deposition at the mouth of the Liffey. Not only did this affect trade but 

it also affected communications between Britain and Ireland especially the mail service, so that 

both the British state in Ireland and the local elite were interested in finding a solution. A 

number o f proposals for an asylum harbour on the south-east coast o f Dublin Bay had been made 

around the turn of the century but the only development that occurred near the capital, was the 

construction in 1807 o f a new and ultimately unsuccessful harbour, primarily for mail packets, at 

Howth^. It was the conjuncture o f a major shipwreck and the persistence of one individual that 

galvanised into action the campaign for a new harbour at Dunleary.

3.1.1 Origins of the project

The wreck of the troopships Prince o f  Wales and Rochedale in November 1807, with the loss of 

approximately four hundred lives, depicted in graphically human form the need for an asylum 

harbour in Dublin Bay. Taking up the demand for such a harbour with gusto was the 

‘improbable fig u re ’ o f Richard Toutcher, a Norwegian-born Dublin shipbroker^. While he had 

an obvious interest as a shipbroker in such a development, Toutcher’s obsessional crusade went 

far beyond his own immediate interests, despite the fact that his later complaints reveal an 

expectation of significant material reward. His anonymous A Seaman pamphlet o f 1811 put 

forward cogent arguments in favour of the Dunleary idea, at the expense o f Howth Harbour, 

though he was not the first to promote the idea in writing. The Rev. William Dawson preceded 

him with a similar plan in 1809''. He badgered and lobbied those whom he thought influential 

and took a huge risk by leasing land fi'om Joseph Sandwith at Dalkey in 1814, a move which

' J. De Courcy Ireland, History o f Dun Laoghaire Harbour (Dublin 2001)2.
 ̂Ibid., 7.
 ̂Ibid., 9-13.
Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown,20-22. Dun Laoghaire Harbour Company, The Construction o f Dun 

Laoghaire Harbour (Dun Laoghaire 2003) 4.
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entitled him to rights o f quarrying on Daltcey Common. He then succeeded in getting permission 

from the other holders o f the right o f  commonage (essentially the leading property owners o f  

Dalkey, including the main landlord, Lord Carysfort, who had initially refused permission) for 

stone to be quarried free o f charge at Dalkey Common by the state, should a harbour be built^. 

He also played a role in convincing Lords De Vesci/Longford to grant the necessary land at the 

seafront and quarrying rights on their estate to the authorities. De Vesci and Longford would 

have certainly been aware o f  the enormous potential o f  this development for the value o f their 

land but perhaps because this was not their core estate (De Vesci was based at Abbeyleix and had 

estates in Cork and Limerick), they seem to have played a fairly passive role in the developments 

immediately preceding and following the beginning o f  work on the harbour.

The campaign soon won the backing o f key strata o f the local gentry, whose petition for an 

asylum harbour was drawn up following a public meeting organised by Toutcher, held at 

Monkstown in March 1808. Toutcher’s campaign received the backing o f  both local gentry, 

ship-owners/masters from Dublin and British ports, Dublin merchants and the Cumberland 

merchants involved in the coal trade with Dublin. Not surprisingly, the earliest sponsors o f  his 

campaign were those who possessed land in the hinterland region o f the proposed harbour, no 

doubt with an eye to increasing the value o f their property. In 1809 a petition calling on the 

government to build the asylum harbour at Dunleary and signed by all the magistrates o f  the 

southern shore area, was sent to the Lord Lieutenant, the Duke o f  Richmond^. Richard 

Verscoyle, wealthy Dublin merchant and land agent o f  the Fitzwilliam/Pembroke estate which 

stretched from Ringsend to Blackrock, was the one who forwarded the final petition o f the 

merchants o f Dublin, supporting the enterprise, to Robert P eef. Toutcher also seems to have 

convinced the majority o f Dublin merchants o f  the benefits o f  the proposal from their point o f  

view, even to the extent, or so he later claimed himself, o f  promising that they would accept a 

tariff on the trade at Dublin Port to finance the scheme*. In 1812, the C hief Secretary, Wellesley 

Pole, gave his tacit approval, on condition that Toutcher could source the stone locally for the 

project. Pressure mounted and following another petition from the merchants, a bill was passed 

in July 1815 at W estminster appointing harbour commissioners with the power to carry out a 

survey and plan for the construction o f a new harbour at Dunleary^. This was followed by a 

second bill in June 1816, authorising the commissioners to begin building the harbour'®.

 ̂NLI, Manuscripts Section, Ref; Ms. 217, Documents relating to the intended harbour on the south side o f  
the Bay o f Dublin eastward o f  Dunleary.
 ̂C. Ryan, Lewis ’ Dublin, A Topographical Dictionary o f  the Parishes, Towns and Villages o f  Dublin City 

and County {Cork 2QQ\) 198.
 ̂De Courcy Ireland, History o f  Dun Laoghaire Harbour, 13.

* 6  Suilleabhain, O Kingstown  40/41.
’ 55 Geo. Ill C.I9I, 1815.
'“ 56 060.111^62, 1816.
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Support for the harbour was not unanimous, especially in 1816 when the prospect o f construction 

became real. Some o f this opposition arose from those who felt their business interests or value 

o f  land and property in Howth would be damaged but much o f  it seems to have arisen from a 

belated resistance amongst a section o f Dublin merchants to the proposal that they contribute to 

the cost o f  construction via a trade tariff” . Only a small minority o f  those were completely 

opposed on the grounds that it would damage trade with Dublin port, amongst whom, ironically, 

was John Crosthwaite junior, who was later, as a developer, to be a m ajor beneficiary o f the 

growth o f  the town o f  Kingstown and a leading local politician until his death in 1884'^. This 

opposition culminated in a meeting at the Royal Exchange on the 13* o f April 1816, called by 

the Lord M ayor Robert Shaw, who was also M.P. for Dublin and a Banker. Shaw, who was a 

supporter o f the harbour, was forced to call the meeting on foot o f a requisition from these 

opponents'^. His support was strengthened by the backing o f  other prominent citizens including 

the Dublin based wine merchant and M.P. for Cavan, Nathaniel Sneyd (who later owned a large 

house in Blackrock) and the Sheriffs Peer and merchant, Sir Edward Stanley"*. The meeting 

passed a resolution supporting the new harbour but asserting that its cost be borne ‘by all those 

who are to derive advantage from  it' a formula which seems to have met the concerns o f  the 

majority o f  merchants. This marked a victory for those represented at the meeting, such as 

Latouche and Pim families, who owned properties in the south-east o f  the county and others such 

as the Mayor who saw the practical benefit for D ublin’s merchant elite o f  having an asylum 

harbour in Dublin Bay. Concerns regarding the financing o f the project were voiced right up to 

the passing o f the Dunleary Harbour bill (56 Geo III Cap. 62) in June 1816, so much so that 

Vesey Fitzgerald M.P., threatened to drop the bill, if  it emerged that the ‘City o f  D ublin’ (i.e. its 

merchants) opposed it'^. What is clear in all this is that, though billed as an Asylum Harbour, the 

project was perceived by many as having implications for trade. In any event the duties imposed 

under the 1816 Act seem to have raised less than was anticipated, and certainly failed to finance 

the construction o f the harbour'^.

The Ballast Board, officially responsible for the whole port infrastructure o f  Dublin Bay 

including the small harbours at Dunleary, Bullock and Sandycove, seems to have been initially 

sceptical o f  the proposed super-harbour. In 1814 the Board refused Toutcher’s request to agree 

to supply stone from their quarries at Bullock for the proposed harbour works on the somewhat 

spurious grounds that the construction o f the new harbour ‘would enhance the price o f  Materials 

and Labour and much retard the completion o f  the works the Corporation have in hands’

" Pearson, Dm  Laoghaire-Kingstown, 23.
B. Smith, Historical Street Directory of Kingstown-Dun Laoghaire (Dun Laoghaire 2000) 18. 

'^NLl, Saunders Newsletter, 13/4/1816, 15/4/1816, 16/4/1816.
Pearson, Between the Mountains, 262.
NLl, Saunders Newsletter, 1/5/1816.
Warburton, Whitelaw, Walsh, History of the City of Dublin, 1275.
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referring to work being carried out at Howth and the Liffey quays’’ . Rumours that the Ballast 

Board was opposed were strong enough to become a m atter of controversy during the dispute of 

early 1816, so much so, that an anonymous letter writer felt compelled to point out that eight 

members o f the Board had signed a memorial in favour of a new harbour at Dunleary. In reality 

it seems likely that there was some institutional rivalry involved here, since the Ballast Board 

were only going to have minor powers relating to the new harbour in contrast to the Dunleary 

Harbour Com missioners appointed in 1815. Outright opposition was never likely from a body 

which included a number of members, such as George M aquay, Henry Gore Sankey and Joseph 

Sandwith who lived or owned land in the neighbourhood of Dunleary, though all three were also, 

like most members of the Board, wealthy Dublin merchants.

5./
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Figure 3.1 The site of the new harbour at Dunleary. Extract from John Taylor’s Map o f  the
Environs o f  Dublin 1816.

The actual site for the harbour was chosen because of its depth and the suitability of the sea bed 

in the area. It lay just beyond the great strand o f Dublin Bay which tapered out as far as Seapoint, 

west of the old harbour at Dunleary. The immediate coastal zone adjoining the harbour was 

largely free o f buildings but was served by a readymade infrastructure in the form o f the military 

roads built after 1804 to service the Martello Towers. Despite lack of evidence it seems likely 

that military considerations must have played a role the decision by the government to proceed, 

cautiously, with preliminary plans to build the harbour. The final decision to do so must be seen

NLI, M anuscripts Section, Ref: Ms. 217, Documents relating to the intended harbour on the south side 
of the Bay of Dublin eastward o f Dunleary.
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in the context of the triumphant imperial era that was ushered in by the Britain’s victory over 

Napoleonic France. Initially work proceeded on one sheltering pier located about a mile to the 

east of Dunleary village but by 1821 work had commenced on a second, western pier so that as 

the project developed its physical scale and shape grew to greater dimensions, culminating with 

what was probably the largest harbour in the British Empire o f the time. The harbour did go on 

to serve as a minor naval base but its most important function in the imperial framework was as a 

communications node. As technical problems accelerated in Howth and the postal network 

improved, the relocation of the mail packet terminus at Kingstown Harbour placed a vital hinge 

o f Ireland’s coloniality at the new harbour.

3.2 PREPARATIONS

3.2.1 Legislation

The first Act (55 Geo.Ill c.l91) passed in response to the campaign for an Asylum harbour was 

short and specific. The purpose o f the proposed harbour was to protect shipping using Dublin 

port and improve trade between Britain and Ireland. Up to five commissioners could be 

appointed by the Lord Lieutenant for the purpose o f drawing up preliminary plans. These 

Commissioners were given the power to employ engineers, surveyors and workmen to carry out 

the preliminary investigations. The British state was not going to brook any opposition to this 

work and the Act gave the Commissioners and their agents the power to enter any lands and 

construct whatever buildings they saw fit, on condition that any losses to individual property 

owners were paid for. This indicates a clear determination by the state not to be obstructed by 

the short term interests of local property holders tempered by the need to maintain the stability of 

property relations.

A year later the second Act (56 Geo.Ill c.62) gave permission to the Commissioners to proceed 

with the work of building the harbour and ancillary works such as constructing new roads to 

facilitate transport to the harbour and the diversion of streams to provide fresh water for ships. 

Much of the Act is taken up with the detail of how compensation claims should be dealt with but 

two other clauses merit greater attention. Though the Act allowed the Commissioners to quarry 

for rock, sand and gravel anywhere within three miles of the harbour, a specific proviso, 

prevented them from taking such material from ‘within Three Hundred Yards o f  any capital 

Mansion House, nor within any Plantation, Avenue, Pleasure Ground, or Garden attached to 

any capital Mansion House, planted made or form ed before the passing o f  this Act, or in any 

Deer Park inclosed within a Wall, prior to the passing o f  this Act, and actually occupied at the 

Time with D eer’̂ .̂ This clause ensured that such exclusion did not apply to lesser mortals such

'* 56 Geo.Ill  c.62, clause VIII.
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as the Widow Me Daniels of Dalkey Hill whose house near the quarries was demolished, though 

she did receive compensation in line with the legislation” . The clause also had a real physical 

reflection in the form o f defining the limits of quarrying on Dalkey Hill to the exclusion of the 

estate and deer park of Robert Warren, despite the wealth o f granite lying under the soil of that 

estate. At the other end of the scale, resistance in the form o f petty thievery was anticipated and 

those convicted o f such robbery were to face a forty shillings plus fine or six months in prison. 

This concern with controlling plebeian behaviour in the vicinity o f the harbour again found 

expression in the third Act (1 Geo.IV c.69) passed in 1820 to allow the Commissioners to go 

ahead with constructing the West Pier of the harbour. While it primarily deals with how the 

project should be financed it contains a clause banning fishing and bathing, after ten in the 

morning, from within the harbour and in an area extending one hundred yards on either side o f it. 

Apparently, even the morals of the poor were to be policed!

The 1816 Act did not explicitly prevent strikes or organisation by workers but the 

Commissioners took it upon themselves to interpret it in that way by implementing ‘Rules and 

Regulations’ designed to suppress worker resistance. In January 1817, they agreed to have the 

Act and Regulations printed and circulated for the information o f the public^”. They were quite 

clear as to who this information was aimed at; ‘persons employed or to be employed in the 

works The point was to prevent resistance by excluding or dismissing ‘improper persons ’ who 

were 'guilty o f  any combination, theft, rioting or other disorderly conduct ’ from working for the 

Commissioners or any o f their contractors. O f course they did not require ‘combinations’ to be 

specifically barred by the Harbour Act as these were already illegal under an act (43 Geo.Ill 

c.86) passed at Westminister, shortly after the Act o f Union, reiterating the already existing but 

generally ineffective general ban on combinations/trade unions in Ireland"'.

3.2.2 The Harbour Commissioners

The five Commissioners appointed under the 1815 Act (55 Geo III Cap. 191), who met for the 

first time on the 25"’of September 1815, had a number o f things in common: they were all men 

of substantial wealth, all members of the Established Church, all held land or property in the 

hinterland of the proposed harbour and four of them already held some official position. Despite 

the imprecision and subjectivity of the term, all were recognised members of the gentry and 

listed as such in a contemporary directory"^. Although they received no payment for their work 

as Commissioners, they had an immediate material interest in the development o f a harbour 

which would raise the value of land, property and rents in the area, which is exactly what

'®NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/1, 19/6/1817.
NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/1, 30/1/1817.
P. Park, The Combination Acts in Ireland 1727-1825, Irish Jurist 14 (1979) 340-359.
A. Fahy, Residence, Workplace and Patterns of Change, 49.
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happened {‘‘from  the speculation o f  this pier and the benefit it is likely to confer on the vicinity, 

the value o f  every thing is highly encreased’), and lead to other developments which would be 

beneficial to their interest^^. They were men o f the elite suburban invasion, living comfortable 

lives in the rural arcadia o f south-east Dublin, who now were to play a leading role in the 

transformation of that region as a consequence of the social and economic impact of the state- 

sponsored project they were given charge of.

The first (and from August 1816 permanent) chairman o f the Commissioners was Charles Henry 

Coote, Lord Castlecoote. Son of a Clare clergyman, he had accrued official titles in the 

preceding years including Governor o f Queens County, M.P. for Maryborough (Port Laois) in 

the Irish Parliament, Colonel of the Militia and Chief Commissioner o f His Majesty’s Customs^'*. 

He inherited his title in 1802 from the Seventh Earl of Mountrath and First Lord Castlecoote, a 

distant relative. Whatever the truth of the allegation that he had voted for the Act o f Union in 

return for a bribe of £7,500, he was correctly viewed as ‘a government man’. His appointment 

was not entirely without practical merit since he already had experience in the field of harbours 

because he was a member of Howth Harbour Commissioners. In addition to his 600 acre estate 

and house at Mountrath, Co. Laois, he owned a town house on Stephens Green and the suburban 

retreat of Leopardstown Park House, built in 1796 on land he had leased from a local landholder 

Robert Burton^^ In 1806, a Monkstown Select Vestry valuation survey had recorded Castlecoote 

as holding 194 acres in the Parish o f ‘Tullow’ (Tully), making him the second largest landholder 

in the whole area covered by the united parishes of Monkstown, Kill, Dalkey, Tully and 

Killiney^^. Castlecoote’s estate, shown clearly on Taylor’s map of 1816, encompassed 

Leopardstown, Ballyogan and parts of Carrickmines located about three miles south o f the 

village of Dunleary. Though his primary interest lay in Co. Laois, he clearly had strong local 

connections as he left money in his will to endow schools at Woodvale and Glencullen in south 

Co. Dublin and had donated £500 towards the building of a Catholic Church at the village of 

Sandyford, just west of the Leopardstown Estate^’.

Richard Verschoyle, Castlecoote’s deputy-chairman, was the Land Agent of the 

Fitzwilliam/Pembroke estate that stretched form the edge of Dublin southwards to Blackrock. 

He acquired this position through marriage to Barbara Fagan, a Catholic and daughter of the 

previous land agent"*. The post allowed him to reside at the old estate house at Mount Merrion,

Warburton, Whitelaw, Walsh, H istory o f  the City o f  Dublin, 1276.
6  Suilleabhain, O Kingstown, 48.
B. Flanagan, Stately Homes aroundStillorgan  (Dublin 1991) 13/14. A. Lydon, Foxrock Local History 

Club Publications, No. 9, A History o f  Leopardstown Park  (Dublin 1983) 4.
RCB, VBM, 1805-29, Valuation Lists at back o f  Minute Book.
Pearson, Between the Mountains, 331.

■* F.E. Ball, Mount Merrion and its History, Journal o f  the Royal Society o f  Antiquaries 28 (1898) 343.
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although he also maintained a town house at Merrion Square^^. Verschoyie was also a leading 

Dublin merchant and had been one of the local elite involved in the lobbying campaign for a 

harbour^®. He was appointed a member o f the Grand Jury o f Co. Dublin in 1818^'. Another 

Commissioner, the only legitimate son of the notorious eighteenth century ‘rake’, Sir Oliver 

Crofton, James Crofton had inherited all of his father’s extensive lands including those at 

Ballinclea near Killiney and Clonskeagh, where he built a house. Roebuck Castle in the late 

eighteenth century’̂ .̂ Crofton was a Freeman o f Dublin since 1799 and Chief Clerk in the 

Revenue Department. He had also been one of the harbour lobbyists^^. Crofton quickly 

capitalised on the business opportunity provided by building a terrace of houses on the shore 

west of the first pier and renting them out to professionals employed at the harbour^'*. This link 

with the area through ownership o f land and property was repeated in the case of Commissioner 

Graves Chamney Swan. A barrister and landowner, he was the land agent, in partnership with 

Henry Stewart, of the De Vesc i/Longford estate and Treasurer o f the General Post Office of 

Ireland'^^. Swan’s local property interest included a house and 30 acres at Obelisk Park, 

Stillorgan, which he had renamed ‘Swan Hall’^̂ . In 1824 he was elected director of St. Patricks 

Assurance Company and became one o f the treasurers o f the company.

Local grandee, Benjamin Kearney, was the owner of a house and fifteen acres at Monkstown in 

1806 and was one of the elite group who held a pew in the Monkstown Church of Ireland Parish 

Church^’. Like Swan and Verschoyie, he was a land agent for Joseph Sandwith the Quaker 

merchant who owned a house and lands at Dalkey. He had been one of the Southside 

Magistrates who had backed the campaign for a new harbour after the Prince of 

Wales/Rochedale tragedies’*. In common with his wealthy colleagues he also owned a town 

house, at 101 St. Stephens Green. In a rather strange twist, he was later denounced by Toutcher 

for having allegedly shown himself as an ingrate: ‘Mr Benjamin Kearney, never would have

been appointed Commissioner to the Asylum Harbour, only fo r  me, How did he reward me, the 

moment he had the Appointment, he trampled on me from  that day to his death ’̂ '̂ . Kearney’s 

main crime, in Toutcher’s eyes, was having failed to relieve him of the burden o f renting land 

from Sandwith so as to maintain the Commissioners right o f quarrying on Dalkey Common, 

though Toutcher's sense of grievance seems to have been less than discriminate if we are to judge

W ilson’s Dublin Directory 1815.
De Courcy Ireland, History o f  Dun Laoghaire Harbour, 13.
Archives o f  Fingal County Council, Ref: GJ/1/1, Minute Book o f  the Grand Jury o f  Co. Dublin 1818- 

1841.
Crofton, Crofton Memoirs, 131. Pearson, Between the Mountains, 352.
6  Suilleabhain, O Kingstown, n6 149.
Smith, Historical Street Directory, 17.
W ilson’s Dublin Directory 1815.
Smith, Newtownparii Avenue, 4 \ .

”  RCB, VBM, 1805-29, May 1808,
6  Suilleabhain, O Kingstown, 48/49.
NLl, Manuscripts Section, R ef Ms. 217, Documents relating to the intended harbour on the south side 

o f the Bay o f  Dublin eastward o f  Dunleary.
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it by another denunciatory note regarding Verschoyle. The new m ember o f  the Harbour 

Com missioners appointed to replace Kearney when he died in 1818 was Alderman Abraham 

Bradley King, the Kings Stationer in Ireland and Bookbinder for the Irish parliament in the 

1790s. King was Lord M ayor o f Dublin for two terms (1812-13, 1820-21) and was made a 

Baronet around 1820. Like all the others, he held property in the district. An 1814 map o f the 

Kill estate leased from the Dean o f  Christ Church by the Espinasse family, names Alderman 

King as the occupant o f a substantial house called Bloomsbury and the surrounding grounds at 

Kill-of-the-Grange, about a mile from the harbour'’®. Despite this connection. King was not the 

choice o f  the Commissioners, who had unsuccessfully recommended the local magistrate, Sir 

Richard Steele, for the vacancy.

Dr. Francis Hodgkinson, Professor o f History and Vice Provost o f Trinity College, was 

appointed Commissioner a year after the others, in August 1816. He leased five acres from the 

Earl o f  Carysfort in Bullock townland in 1826, leased land at Ballinclea from the Talbot Estate o f 

Rochestown from 1802 and may have been the same Mr. Hodgkinson who owned 27 acres in 

Kill Parish in 1806 and held a pew at Monkstown Church in 1807'". Captain Malcolm o f the 

Royal Yacht ‘William and M ary’, moored at Kingstown Harbour, was also appointed 

Commissioner by the Lord Lieutenant in July 1823''^. In 1828-29, a large number o f new 

Commissioners were appointed but by 1832 Kingstown Harbour Commissioners had ceded 

control o f the Harbour to the new, national. Board o f Public Works.

The initial remit o f  the Commissioners was to carry out a survey in preparation for the planned 

harbour and John Rennie, the prominent Scots engineer and designer o f  Howth Harbour and an 

array o f  other engineering works throughout the British state, was appointed to draw up a plan 

for the development o f the harbour. Rennie brought with him from the Howth project, to serve 

as Resident Engineer, another Scot, John Aird. Aird had worked with Rennie since 1794 and had 

also assisted him on the Custom House Dock in 1815''^. His own assistant, Richard Thomas, 

later to succeed him as Resident Engineer, was also a Scot. George Darling, another Dublin 

merchant, was appointed Secretary and Accountant to the Commissioners and initially most o f 

their meetings were held at his offices at 19 Gloucester St. North (now Sean M cDermott St.). 

The position o f Harbour M aster o f Kingstown Harbour, created in 1822, was not in the gift o f  the

NLI, Manuscripts Section, Longfield Collection, Ref. 21 F 53 (73), A Survey o f  the Land o f  Kill in the 
County o f  Dublin, part o f  the Estate o f  the Right Honourable Rev. The Dean o f  Christ Church in the 
Tenure o f  Richard Espinasse Esq., 1814.
'" Department o f  Special Collections and Western Manuscripts, Bodlean Library, University o f  Oxford, 
Talbot Papers, Ref: C93/94deeds and other documents relating to Rochestown and Ballinclea Estates, 
1419-1894, Rochestown Rental, 1830-46. RCB, VBM, 1805-29, May 1808 and Valuation Lists at back o f  
Minute Book. NLI, Ref: TAB 9/75, Tithe Applotment Book, Parish o f  Monkstown 1826.
“’-N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 17/7/1823.

A.W. Skempton (Ed), A Biographical Dictionary o f  Civil Engineers in Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. I: 
1500-1830  (London 2002).
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Commissioners but that o f  the Lord Lieutenant, though the incumbent was answerable to the 

Commissioners in his day to day work. Although Toutcher applied, the post went to Lieutenant 

W illiam Hutchison, a 29 year old former naval officer, Dublin-born but now resident at Bullock, 

who had already been appointed Harbour M aster o f  the old Dunleary Harbour by the Ballast 

Board in 1817'*'’. The backing o f  the Harbour Commissioners and the Ballast Board, which 

included amongst its ranks Hutchison’s uncle, ensured his success, so the somewhat disgruntled 

Toutcher had to make do with the relatively lowly position o f  Pay Clerk/Storekeeper!''^ Both 6  

Suilleabhain and Pearson contend that Toutcher failed to get a better appointment because he was 

an ‘outsider’, a Norwegian merchant seaman rather than a true blue veteran o f the Royal Navy"* .̂ 

He never tired o f demanding what he felt was his due, though in the end he received no direct 

compensation for his pivotal role in the campaign for the harbour. It seems plausible to assume 

that there was an element o f elite exclusiveness involved here.

3.2.3 Contractors

With the use o f all quarries on the De Vesci/Longford estate (the quarry at Glasthule and small 

quarries at Dunleary) and full quarrying rights on Dalkey Common, the Commissioners had 

access to all the material they needed to commence the work. As soon as parliament passed the 

Harbour Act in 1816, preparations intensified. Tenders were advertised in both Irish and British 

papers and within about a month certain contracts were awarded'*^. This appears to have been a 

suspiciously rapid process despite the admonition in the advertisements that those tendering 

would lose their bonds if  they were found to have attempted bribery''*. Amongst those awarded 

contracts was George Smith o f Dunleary for supplying stone blocks, Benjamin Darley o f  Sir 

Johns Rogerson’s Quay for supplying shovels and picks, a Mr. Clarke o f Aston Quay (whose 

business had already done a lot o f quarrying work in Dunleary for the Ballast Board in the late 

eighteenth century) for supplying quarrying equipment. A num ber o f  other contractors, 

including Isaac Purcell (who may have been local, since, despite the fact his contract was long 

completed, and was still living in Dalkey in October 1824, when he acted as a witness to a 

catholic marriage), Edward and Patrick Lacey and local landholder Michael Swan, were then 

appointed to build the ‘Railway Road’ that would link the quarries at Dalkey to the harbour 

site''’ . Purcell and the Laceys also later received contracts for blasting and small contracts were 

granted to others such as Charles Kenny and Charles Glendinnen. Given the disparity in 

industrial development it is not surprising that some o f  the contracts were awarded to British

De Courcy Ireland, H istory o f  Dun Laoghaire Harbour, 19. H.A. Gilligan, Captain William Hutchison 
and the Early Dublin Bay Lifeboats, Dublin Historical Record, lii (Autumn 1999) 143-159.

Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown, 32.
6  Suilleabhain, O Kingstown, 44. Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown, 22.

'’’ NLI, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/1, 31/7/1816, 15/8/1816.
■**NL1, Saunders Newsletter, 10/8/1816.

NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/1, 22/8/1816. NLl, p.9073. Marriage Register, Catholic Parish o f  St. 
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firms: Hazeldine of Shrewsbury was contracted to supply the wagons for the quarry railway 

though Robert Robinson’s Phoenix Iron Works o f Parkgate St. in Dublin City, was awarded the 

contract for the lighter railway equipment

In June 1817, predictably, George Smith landed the plum contract when the Commissioners 

hired him to do the quarrying and horsework for the whole scheme^'. He had already won extra 

contracts to construct the various buildings in the new Store Yard and to build forges on Dalkey 

Hill. This was to prove a controversial decision^^. A rival contractor complained that Smith 

received the contract because his fellow Scotsmen, Rennie and Aird, favoured him. Rennie 

denied this, claiming that he supported Smith’s tender because o f his long experience in local 

quarry work and the reputation he had gained from supplying stone for Howth Harbour. Despite 

the rival’s complaints to Dublin Castle, Smith retained the contract until his death in 1825, when 

his place was taken by his son and son-in-law. Smith was to be a dominant figure both in the 

narrow world o f the harbour/quarry works and the wider sphere o f the newly emerging town of 

Kingstown. It is little wonder that he features prominently in the contemporary ballad 

‘Kingstown Harbour’, where the ‘grand employer’, ‘brave noble Sm ith’, is somewhat 

sycophantically toasted by his employees: ‘Angels may guard him night and morning, In E rin’s 

isle with his family. And long length o f  days may he reign in Kingstown, With honor, peace, and 

fidelity'. It is hard to believe that the majority of workers, who faced such physical dangers in 

their work and engaged in a major strike crushed by the threat of military action, would have 

seen him in such glowing terms as ‘a benefactor to all the poor ’ even if he did provide steady 

employment to large numbers of migrant labourers and craftsmen.

3.2.4 Description of Works

The first intervention of the Harbour Commissioners was to build the rail road from the quarries 

on Dalkey Hill to the intended site of the East Pier. With the necessary land purchased in late 

1816 and contractors appointed, work on the rail road, based on gravity and horse power, started 

before the year was out and was probably completed by the time the Lord Lieutenant laid the 

foundation stone in May 1817” . The simple but ingenious method of operation meant that the 

trucks containing the granite quarried in Dalkey travelled by gravity down to the site of the 

harbour at Dunleary and when emptied were drawn back up by horse (requiring the 

Commissioners to deal with small ‘horse contractors’) as far as the first slope or ‘inclined plane’ 

near where the rail road, which consisted of metal tracks on granite sleepers, crossed the Dublin

^°NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/1, 29/8/1816.
NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/1,2/6/1817.
6  Suilleabhain, O Kingstown, 44. Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown, 61-74. 
NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 2/6/1817.
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to Dalkey road '̂*. Here the trucks were connected to funicular device by a hook attached to the 

cable and were drawn up a second inclined plane and finally into the quarries by the power o f the 

full trucks moving down the slopes by gravity, all of which was operated by a man at the top of 

each inclined plane, who could brake the trucks, by controlling the horizontal wheels at the top 

and bottom of the steep slope. The construction of this system was not just ‘a substantial civil 

and mechanical engineering pro ject’ but required an enormous input o f sheer hard labour, 

including the removal of at least 50,000 tons o f soil to provide a flat area between the two 

inclined planes.

Plate 3.1 ‘The Flags’ or second inclined plane, Dalkey Avenue. Source: Breathnach 2002.

At the mouth of the Dalkey quarries the Commmissioners built offices and two forges^^. There 

were two types of granite in the quarries; red granite mainly in the East Quarry which was softer 

and the harder grey granite in the West Quarry, which was used to build the piers^^. The quarry 

at Glasthule was also used to supply rock, as were smaller quarries around the Churl Rocks, next 

to the site o f the new pier. The Martello Tower next to the Glasthule Quarry was used to store 

the gunpowder needed for blasting in the quarries. In December 1819 the Resident Engineer was 

ordered to design a new branch o f the rail road, to bring the wagons and other machinery directly 

from into the Store Yard for repair” .

D. Me Carthy, The Metals -  Dalkey’s First Railway, in H. Latham, Saint Patrick's Church o f  Ireland 
Church and Parish, Dalkey, Co. Dublin (Dalkey 1993) 94-98.

NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/1, 3/5/1817.
Interviews with Michael Byrne, Glenogue, Ardbrugh Rd., 2003-2004.

” NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/2, 23/12/1820.
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In 1816 the Commissioners also purchased a substantial amount o f land at the seafront area of 

what had been Monkstown Common, and contracted George Smith to build a large store yard 

with associated buildings including workshops, sheds, offices and later, in 1820, the Harbour 

Commissioners House^*. They also played a direct role in the expansion o f the new town by 

awarding another contract to local landholder Michael Swan to gravel the ‘Bullock Road’ which 

would soon become Georges Street, the main thoroughfare of Kingstown^^. A completely new 

road (now Crofton Road) was built along the seafront to connecting the old Dunleary pier, the 

service yard, a small new boat harbour built in 1819, the Churl Rocks quarry, the rail road and 

the emerging East Pier. At the point where the East Pier commenced (Codling Rock), a 

temporary shed containing a forge, carpenters shop and wagon repair workshop was constructed 

along with a temporary office ‘fo r  keeping account o f  m en ’s time ’ and as a shelter for the 

Commissioners and their officials^”.

3.3 LAND AND PROPERTY

The main beneficiaries of the Commissioners land purchases were the proprietors o f lands at the 

shore near the harbour whose land was needed for harbour related facilities and those whose land 

the railway road to Dalkey quarries passed through^'. Colonel Mark Plunkett and George 

Hanlon, a Parish Constable and Master Porter at the old quay, who owned a large house and nine 

acres right at the heart o f what was to become the town of Kingstown, received substantial 

payments for the purchase o f their lands at Dunleary on which to build the Commissioners 

service yard. A number of others, including the leaseholder of the Bullock Townland and later 

Lord Mayor of Dublin, Alderman Arthur Perrin, were paid for their loss of land to the rail road^^. 

Perrin also received £102.16.3 as compensation for damage to potato and other crops along the 

line of the rail road. Another local landowner, Richard Walnutt, rented both land at the Churl 

Rocks and a cottage south of the harbour site to the Commissioners. Others benefited in a more 

indirect way, for example a Dr. Beatty, who owned land at Deansgrange that contained a large 

gravel pit which was described in 1816 as ‘very lucrative’ being the only one in the 

neighbourhood and undoubtedly supplied material for the road/house boom, though the pit was, 

ironically, destroyed by the building of the new road linking Blackrock to Cabinteely®^.

^*NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1, 12/9/1816.
NA, KHC, R e f  OPW  1/8/6/1, 21/11/1816.

“ NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8 /6 /1 ,31 /7 /1817 .
NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/1, 19/9/1816.
NLl, Manuscript Section, Longfield Collection, Ref:21 F 55 (18), Map o f  Mrs. Hanlon’s Property, 

Kingstown, 1822. Donnelly, Short H istories, 154. RGB, V BM , 1805-29, 30 /3 /1807  and Valuation Lists at 
back o f  Minute Book.
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The ground landlords De Vesci/Longford had let most o f  the land in their estate, in 1804, for low 

agricultural rents, in 99 year leases*''*. This probably facilitated the development o f  the new town 

and ensured large profits for those leaseholders who built and rented new houses. The landlords 

also engaged in small amounts o f speculative building themselves, such as the ‘New Brighton’ 

developm ent completed at Seapoint in 1820. The construction o f dwellings for the professional 

class and the gentry increased during these early years but the real boom came after the arrival of 

the railway, prompting limited involvement in building by the head landlords in the late 1830s, 

when they bought back the leases in the area around the old village o f Dunleary/M onkstown and 

subsequently built some o f Victorian Kingstown’s most fashionable housing developments, 

including the self-indulgently named Longford Terrace and De Vesci Terrace, on the re-acquired 

land^^ However, in the rest o f  the estate they simply let the land to speculative builders, who 

were the ones who made a tidy profit from the proceeds o f  a long building boom.

A contem porary newspaper, reporting on the proposed date o f the laying o f the Harbour’s 

foundation stone by the Lord Lieutenant, candidly outlined the benefits o f this project which 

would 'ultimately contribute to increase the value o f  their property in this vic in ity’ to the local 

gentry^*. N ot all o f  the houses built were permanent residences. At least initially, it seems that 

many o f  the upper class owners were only part-time residents, spending summer in what was still 

a relatively rural district. This is confirmed by a report on arrears o f  house tax for the Co. Dublin 

Grand Jury, which complains o f the fact that many o f the new ‘respectable’ residents o f 

Rathdown Barony considered themselves exempt from the tax because they did not occupy the 

houses for a the whole year*^.

A comparison between the land and house valuations carried out by the M onkstown Select 

Vestry (1806/1807/1811) and the first available rental (1822) o f the De Vesci/Longford estate 

reveals that the leaseholders remained more or less the same during this early period o f  town 

expansion®*. The 1822 rental shows that over two thirds o f  the total seventy two leases were in 

the hands o f leaseholders who can be identified as holding property in the district before 1815. 

Caution is necessary in describing these as ‘local’ because many also had business interests or 

houses in Dublin City. So Capt. George Burdett, the largest leaseholder, who owned land at 

Glenageary and the adjacent southern part o f  the Bullock Estate, is listed at an address in North 

Great Georges Street in an 1822 directory; Edward Bonham, who leased £129 per annum worth 

o f  land at Dunleary/M onkstown Common and owned a house in that area, also had a house in

^  D. O ’Malley, Working Class Housing in Kingstown, Unpublished B.A. Dissertation, University College 
Dublin 1989. Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown, 119.

O ’ Malley, Working Class Housing. PRONI, Stewart ofTyrcallen Papers, Ref: D/3319/11/5/1-26.
®^NL1, Saunders Newsletter, 15/4/1817.

Archives of Fingal County Council, Ref: GJ/1/1, Minute Book of the Grand Jury o f Co. Dublin 1818- 
1841.

PRONI, Stewart ofTyrcallen Papers, Ref: D/3319/6/18/1, Rentals o f De Vesci/Longford Estate, 1821- 
1851.
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Upper Gardiner Street, while Nicholas Kildahl, a resident o f the fashionable Montpelier Parade 

between Monkstown and Blackrock, was also the owner of an Abbey Street ‘House Agency’, a 

very appropriate line of business given the increase of building and sales in the district. Kildahl 

had also leased land on Monkstown Common to George Smith. This strong continuity may, 

however, hide the real picture: land may not have been let to new leaseholders by the ‘Lords of 

the Soil’, but the established leaseholders probably sublet land and more importantly, property to 

‘arrivistes’. The main beneficiaries then would have been the leading leaseholders as the 

structure o f landholding on the estate was quite top heavy. If we take it that the amount due in 

rent gives an accurate indication of land held, half the land was in the hands o f seven leading 

tenants, Capt. George Burdett, George Smyth, Captain J. Jones, J.Creathom, Timothy Swan, Pat 

Byrne and Simon Doyle, at least five of whom had a history o f land ownership in the area. At 

the other end of the scale, twenty-one out of a total o f fifty-five tenants were leasing small 

parcels o f land, which accounted for only around 4% of the total land in the estate. The majority 

o f these owned houses/smallholdings in the village of Dunleary or at Glasthule.

The rentals, of course tell us nothing about the labouring population who were renting small 

cottages or tenement rooms from the property-owning leaseholders or subtenants o f theirs. 

These same property owners would have benefited from the substantial increase in rents that 

occurred once the harbour building had started in earnest. Writing in 1824, the Assistant 

Engineer, Richard Thomas, complained that ‘the rents o f  Houses in the vicinity o f  the Works are 

considerably enhanced in most cases double and in others treble what they were eight years 

ago.. ’, while two years later, the Resident Engineer, John Aird, successfully persuaded the 

Harbour Commissioners not to reduce workers wages because o f ‘the high charges sustained in 

this neighbourhood particularly fo r  rent.. ’ , indicating that both house and tenement room rents 

had risen rapidly and were a good deal higher than the national or at least Dublin average^^.

3.4 A COLONIAL ENTERPRISE

The function and nature of the Dunleaiy/Kingstown Harbour is worth considering at this 

juncture; what it was intended to be and what it later became. It would not be an exaggeration to 

call the Harbour a vital node in the pattern o f colonial connections that bound Ireland to the 

imperial core. It was a vital part o f the direct communications link between Dublin and London, 

a key point in the path of communications, the point o f arrival and departure o f troops and 

officials, the link between the mail systems o f both countries and one of Ireland’s primary 

passenger ports. Initially envisaged primarily as a harbour to shelter ships enroute to or from 

Dublin and as having the potential to become a commercial port, ‘this immense artificial 

Harbour, larger than any known in the world’, as one critic called it, located so strategically in a

NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/3, 24/6/1824. NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/4, 17/8/1826.
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commanding position on the Irish Sea, could hardly fail to attract the attention of the imperial 

navy™. By 1823 naval vessels were frequenting the Harbour to such a degree that William 

Hutchison, the newly appointed Harbour Master, was expressing his fear that the ‘filth  and 

A shes’ being thrown from them would reduce the depth of the water^'. De Courcy Ireland 

writes: ‘The British Admiralty had its eyes on the new Royal Asylum Harbour o f  Kingstown from  

the first, as can be judged by the copies o f  numerous letters there from  to the Harbour 

Commissioners about its potential value, the need fo r  watering facilities, the proper width o f  the 

entrance and other matters ’ and he adds that the Navy kept a guard ship on alert at Kingstown 

through the nineteenth century, to protect the vital route connecting Ireland and Britain^^. Of 

course the imperial significance of the Harbour (and the new town) was symbolic as well as 

military.

Plate 2.2 The 'hideous Obelisk' oXGeorge IV. Source: Breathnach 2002.

The formal name of ‘The Royal Harbour o f George the Fourth, Kingstown’, arising out o f the 

kings departure in 1821, the renamed town and a host of other imperial namings such as Victoria 

Wharf, Georges Street, Wellington Street and Royal Marine Hotel, the four streets named after

™NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/1040, 6/2/1832.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 24/4/1823.
De Courcy Ireland, History o f  Dun Laoghaire Harbour, 95.
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the King’s brothers, the huge extent of the enclosed water and the monument dedicated to King 

George, aptly described by Thackeray as ‘A hideous Obelisk, stuck on four fa t balls and 

surmounted with a crown on a cushion (the latter were no bad emblems perhaps o f  the Monarch 

in whose honour they were raised) commemorates the spot the sacred spot at which George IV  

quitted Ireland’, all speak o f a triumphant post-war British Empire, redolent in the glow of 

victory over France and subsequent supremacy’ .̂

An imperial monument of a very different nature, one that reflected that most vicious experiment 

of the imperial project, the export of huge swathes of poor as convicts to Australia, a reign of 

elite terror that was visited on the British and Irish working and peasant classes for over 60 years, 

also found physical expression at Kingstown. The first intimation that the Harbour was to serve 

as the location for a convict hulk, comes in the form o f a letter from John Aird, dated December 

18"’ 1823, requesting permission to build a small store yard in advance of its arrival, and another 

letter from the Undersecretary, a month and a half later, confirming the ships imminent 

appearance’'*. By March 1824 the hulk, Essex, (a decommissioned American warship, captured 

in the war of 1812-1814) had arrived from Plymouth and was moored at the south-eastern end of 

the Harbour and by September the Governor of the Hulk, Robert Gilbert, former Deputy- 

Governor o f Newgate Prison, had rented land to build a house on the Sixty Foot Road from Mrs 

Hanlon, the same woman who had provided the land for the new Catholic Church in 1819” . 

This 'black hulk o f  the compulsory exiles' was located in the Harbour to hold up to 275 convicts 

at a time, all from the northern half of Ireland, before they boarded convict ships heading for 

Australia’*. 6  Suilleabhain estimated that approximately 4000 people passed through this 

conduit o f misery, on their way to the southern hemisphere, between 1825 and 1830’’. In 1833 a 

plan was mooted to move the Hulk to a less conspicuous place at the outer end of the West Pier, 

under pressure form the Lord Lieutenant, the Marquis of Anglesey’*. There can be little doubt 

that this, in turn, was as a result o f pressure from the burgeoning middle and upper class residents 

of Kingstown who felt that such a move would be ‘likely to be attended with beneficial 

consequences to the town o f  Kingstown ’. The then Governor of the Hulk, Dr. Trevor, added his 

voice to the demands to move the prison ship, though his concern, ostensibly, was for the Essex 

‘to be more out o f  the way o f  vessels being driven on board h er ’̂ '̂ . The Hulk was finally 

removed from the Harbour in 1836, though that was not the last time victims of what amounted

Smith, Historical Street Directory, 65.
W. Thakeray, The Irish Sketch Book 1842 (Belfast 1985) 7.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 18/12/1823, 5/2/1824.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/3, 4/3/1824, 9/9/1824, 16/12/1824. NLl, Saunders Newsletter, 19/2/1824. 

De Courcy Ireland, History o f  Dun Laoghaire Harbour, 45.
NLl, Saunders Newsletter, 9/12/1823. NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/4, 23/3/1826. J. D’Alton, The 

History o f  Co. Dublin, 439. Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown, 30.
”  6  Suilleabhain, O Kingstown, 10.
’*NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/6, 31/10/1833.
’’ NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/6, 19/12/1833.
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to state-sponsored human trafficking graced the environs of the Harbour: between 1842 and 

1853, thousands o f women convicts were brought, initially by cart but later by barge from the 

North Wall, from the female convict depot at Grangegorman to Kingstown Harbour, to be 

transferred by sloop or brig to Cork where they set sail for Australia*®.

The military presence in the Harbour had a very practical purpose, to safeguard the exploitation 

o f Britain’s colony, one channel of which flowed unceasingly through the new port. John De 

Courcy Ireland described Kingstown Harbour as 'the leading passenger port in Ireland’ and it 

was inevitable that it would became a major node in the migration route o f pre-Famine 

emigrants, as thousands of poor peasants and landless labourers headed for the factories of 

industrial England or further afield to the United States*’. During the 1820s with the arrival of 

the steam packets, connecting Kingstown to Liverpool, the Harbour also funnelled masses of 

seasonal migrants over to work in the rich agricultural districts of Britain*^. Along with food, the 

labour o f all these emigrants was the primary resource exploited by colonial Britain, fuelling the 

insatiable expansion of British capitalist industrialisation and feeding the huge proletariat that 

emerged from that crucible*^. As Regan succinctly put it: ‘In the altered conditions o f  industrial 

capitalism there was increased need... fo r  large quantities o ffo o d  fo r  rapidly expanding urban 

populations; also offundamental importance to the English economy were vast supplies o f  cheap 

labour

3.4.1 A failed emporium?

The old coal trade, which had existed since the early eighteenth century, survived and prospered, 

as Welsh, Scottish and Cumberland vessels, continued landing their cargoes at the old pier of 

Dunleary, now enclosed within the new Harbour*^. Clarence Street, just above the old harbour, 

was the location of six coal companies in 1834* .̂ The Cumbrian trade still dominated at 

Kingstown, despite the competition from other ports and the decline o f its portion o f the Dublin

market. In 1838, 26 out o f 44 ship owners and masters who signed a memorial from the

Kingstown man Robert Sexton, seeking the retention of the family business of supplying ballast 

at the Old Harbour, were listed as based in Cumberland (21 from Whitehaven and the 5 from 

Maryport), as opposed to 14 from Welsh ports and 4 from Irish and English ports*^. An 1841 

memorial from the ship owners and masters of the Cumberland ports of Whitehaven and 

Workington regarding the need for new berthing facilities at the Old Harbour claimed ‘that the

De Courcy Ireland, History o f  Dun Laoghaire Harbour, 50-52.
*' De Courcy Ireland, History o f  Dun Laoghaire Harbour, 19.
*-NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 18/9/1823.

V.G. Kieman, The Emergence o f a Nation, 23.
Regan, Economic Development, 10.

*’ NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/3, 15/9/1825.
Smith, Historical Street Directory, 5.

*^NA, KHC, R ef 0PW 8/KIN/1701(1), 8/6/1838.
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increasing Town o f  Kingstown and its surrounding densely populated Neighbourhood require an 

increased demand fo r  Coals, consequently, a great increase o f  shipping

If the coal industry of western Britain had carved out a small but profitable niche market at 

Kingstown, as a centre of national commercial links, however, the harbour was a failure, if not 

deserving o f one critics description of it as ‘a paltry little water hole Though it had originally 

been envisaged, in the words of the chairman of the Board of Works, John Fox Burgoyne, ‘as an 

Asylum harbour and kind o f  secure outer anchorage fo r  Dublin only’, the prospect of it 

becoming a great trading port, still held out by Burgoyne in 1835, was patently contradicted by 

the fact that only £1800 per annum was being raised by the duty raised on trade at the Harbour 

and remitted to the government (this was three quarters of all the duty raised at Kingstown)’®. 

Pearson refers to 'the rather limiting trading and commercial life o f  Kingstown Harbour ’ citing 

the existence of 20 registered yawls in 1835, mostly operating out of the area around the old 

harbour, involved mainly in the export and import o f food and raw materials’ ’. A more detailed 

statistical picture is provided by the Harbour Masters’ annual reports on shipping entering 

Kingstown Harbour. The 1838 report reveals that 62.5% of the ships, excluding mail steamers, 

that arrived at Kingstown (1417 out of a total 2264) were on their way to/from the port o f Dublin 

‘waiting wind or tide ’ and most o f the remaining were also passing through on their way to other 

Irish, British and foreign ports’ .̂ 118 ‘Colliers, Coasters ’ discharged their cargo at Kingstown 

that year, a category that would have included the small sloops from counties Wexford and 

Down that supplied Kingstown with potatoes during spring, and 50 ‘Men o f  War and Revenue 

Cruisers' made up the balance’ .̂ Kingstown Harbour had indeed served its intended purpose of 

providing an asylum harbour for Dublin port, but it had manifestly failed to become ‘the great 

emporium o f  D ublin’ for that very reason: it was, in essence, just a specialist extension o f that 

port’''. O f course the other two categories listed are important, one, the coal trade, which 

survived because of the localised demand for fuel in the growing town and surrounding suburbs, 

and the other, the naval facility, which located Kingstown in the an imperial setting of 

safeguarding the sea route to Britain. Ten years later the 1848 report showed a drop in the 

number o f ships using the Kingstown Harbour as an asylum harbour, and a correspondent fall in 

its use by Dublin bound/departing ships which now constituted 50.6% of the total (1008 out o f a 

total o f 1989)’^ Though the category o f colliers etc. is not listed in this report, these are 

probably included in the number of ships bound for Kingstown which stood at 238, a significant

** NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/1862, September 1841.
Gaskin, Irish Varieties, 19.

’°N A , KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K IN /1349(l-2), 7/3/1835.
”  Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown, 31.
’^N A , KHC, Ref: 0PW 8/K 1N /1707, 28/1/1839.
”  NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/1, 12/1/1838.

W. Curry Jnr., A New Picture o f  Dublin or Strangers Guide to the Irish M etropolis (Dublin 183?) 5. 
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/K1N/2172(2), undated 1848.
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increase if these figures are directly comparable and an indication that the prediction of the 

Cumberland ship owners had come true’ .̂

3.5 IMPACT: SETTLEMENT EXPANSION

3.5.1 A new town

There were two immediate and interlinked consequences to the decision to erect the harbour at 

Dunleary; an acceleration of the suburbanisation process in the hinterland of the harbour and the 

emergence of a new town fuelled primarily by an influx o f migrant labourers and their families.

The growth of the new town, centring initially on the York Road/Cumberland Street crossroads 

and later on the junction of Georges St./‘Forty Foot’ road, began almost as soon as the work 

started on the harbour. The words ‘Old Town’ and ‘New Town’ are explicitly used on a map of 

the harbour and its vicinity in Warburton’s 1818 History o f  the City o f  Dublin, to refer to the 

original village and the York Road crossroads^’. This growth was due a combination of the 

building of new houses of the upper classes (though not on the scale later experienced with the 

construction of the railway), commercial properties and small businesses, tenements and the 

backstreet collections of mud huts known as ‘courts’ inhabited by the labouring class: ‘Rows o f  

cottages and small houses quickly sprung up in more or less regular order. Enterprising 

tradesmen from  town opened shops and stores fo r  the supply o f  necessaries. These were 

succeeded by a few  detached residences o f  somewhat more pretence Perhaps because these 

mini-slums were largely out o f sight and in any event concentrated in two relatively small areas, 

Dunleary rapidly overtook Blackrock as a fashionable address to have, so that by the late 1830s 

that former favourite of the eighteenth century reveller could be described as ‘one o f  the most 

ruinous suburbs o f  the metropolis’ made up of ‘a collection o f  deserted lodging houses and  

bathing villas A visitor writing in 1820 commented that: ‘Dunleary has become generally 

preferred as a summer residence to places nearer Dublin and the villas erected around are 

distinguished by no common degree o f  neatness and even elegance As alluded to this process 

was really an acceleration of the gradual growth of the early years of the century but it was 

already in fiill swing by 1817 when an advertisement for letting houses at Montpelier Parade, 

between Monkstown and Blackrock comments on ‘the constant demand fo r  Houses in this most 

desirable situation .

Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown, 31.
Warburton, Whitelaw, Walsh, History o f  the City o f  Dublin, 1275. 
Donnelly, Short Historories, 153.
J. D’Alton, The History of Co. Dublin (Dublin 1838, Cork 1976)433. 
T. Cromwell, Excursions through Ireland, Vol. ///(London 1820) 13. 
NLl, Saunders Newsletter, 9/4/1817.
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If we compare Taylor’s map 1816 map o f Co. Dublin, even if  it was made after preliminary work 

on the harbour had started, with Duncan’s map o f  1821, we can assess the extent o f  growth 

within those years'” .̂

i6 i
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ksMPoint Barbour
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Figure 3.2 The growth of Dunleary, 1816-21. Extracts from John Taylor’s Map o f the Environs of 
Dublin, 1816 and William Duncan’s Map o f the County o f Dublin, 1821.

Predictably enough, a new road and a number o f buildings associated with the work o f  the 

Commissioners had emerged on the seafront where the Harbour was being built. The ‘New 

Town’ which had already emerged at the York Road/Cumberland Street crossroads, is now 

expanding quickly eastwards and a future node o f growth has emerged at the cross roads o f  the 

Forty Foot Road (later Marine Road), the Bullock Road (shortly renamed Georges Street) and 

what was soon to emerge as Kingstown Avenue. It was at this strategically placed second 

crossroads that the new Catholic Church was built on land leased from Catherine Hanlon, the 

widow o f  the above mentioned George Hanlon and her son, a priest, in December 1819. It was 

probably no coincidence that the Church chose this strategic site, at what was soon to become the 

centre o f the new town, a canny decision that was rather triumphantly described by Bishop 

Donnelly in his history o f the Parish: ‘In this way the fin es t and  most commanding site in 

Kingstown was secured fo r  K ingstow n’s splendid Parish C h u r c h . The same Catherine 

Hanlon must have made a substantial profit from her property at this key junction, at least 

according to the evidence presented by an 1822 map o f  the same property'®"*. Two larger plots 

were leased to the Catholic Church and the Harbour Commissioners at the earliest period but, as 

the town grew, smaller plots were leased out to individuals such as the Dublin City based 

plumber, Moses Drake, who had built three houses on the land by 1825, and John Cuthbert, the

J. Taylor, Map o f the Environs o f Dublin, 1816. W. Duncan, Map o f the County o f  Dublin, 1821.
Donnelly, Short Historoes, 154.
NLI, Manuscripts Section, Longfield Collection, Ref: 21 F 55 (18), Map o f Mrs. Hanlons Property, 

Kingstown, 1822.
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owner of properties in Gardiner Street, Blackrock and land in Kill parish, to build houses or 

commercial properties on'°^.

3.5.2 Workers’ settlements

It is just possible to discern, by comparing Duncan’s map with later Ordnance Survey Maps, that 

the small ‘courts’ and lanes o f mud huts and cottages that housed many o f the harbour workers, 

had already been established behind the main streets at York Road, Clarence Street, Cumberland 

Street and the western end o f the Bullock Road (Georges Street). These workers also 

established settlements at Glasthule, especially along the old ‘Back Road’ that had linked 

Monkstown Castle to Bullock, where the long row of cottages/huts known as Perrin’s Row were 

erected and later at Sallynoggin, on the western side of the old estate road that connected the De 

Vesci/Longford Estate to its southern neighbour, the Rochestown Estate. Near the other focus of 

activity, the quarries on Dalkey Hill, migrant workers had quickly established a number of 

settlements: scattered across the Commons of Dalkey, in a compact community at the mouth of 

the quarries, along the road and rail road to the north of the quarries and in the already existing 

villages of Dalkey and Killiney. The focus of proletarian settlement in Dalkey is emphasised by 

the fact that many of the victims o f the outbreak o f fever in 1820 originated in this district, a fact 

explicitly acknowledged by the Registrar of the Rathdown Dispensary when he wrote to the 

Harbour Commissioners seeking extra funds because of the ‘contagious fever that appeared last 

year in Dalkey amongst the workmen o f  Dunleary Pier.. O f course, not all workers would 

have lived in mud cabins or ‘court’ cottages, some rented rooms in existing houses, as evidenced 

in a letter of July 1817, from the carpenter James Forgie to the Harbour Commissioners, where 

he mentions that he and his family were renting a room from Joseph Holt, the former United Irish 

leader, who lived quietly off the rents of his properties in Dunleary , having returned there from 

exile in Australia'®’. Some o f the labourers seem to have originally rented crowded tenement 

rooms or single room cottages, probably in Dunleary, and later moved onto Dalkey Commons: 

‘That at the commencement o f  the works o f  Dunleary Harbour places o f  abode (or lodgings) fo r  

poor working people were so very scarce and rents o f  houses so exorbitantly high, that very 

many whole families were o f  absolute necessity constrained to shelter themselves under a single 

roof ...wanting adequate means to procure better lodgings, Petitioners, uninterrupted at the time 

erected temporary Cabins on Dalkey Commons.. This claim by the squatters is at least 

partially verified by a later statement that they had built their huts on the Commons because of 

lack o f accomodation in the small village o f Dalkey'®^. This petition also mentions ‘epidemic

'“ N A, KHC, R ef:O P W  1/8/7/3, 15 /12/1825 ,26 /1 /1826 .
'“ N A, KHC, Ref. 0P W 8/K 1N /174(2) ,  12/4/1821.
'°^NA, KHC, Ref. O P W 8/K lN/52(4),  10/7/1817.

N A, CSORP 9008/1824 , The hum ble P etition  o f  the Inhabitants o f  D a lkey  Com m ons, 15/4/1824. 
NLl, Freemans Journal, 9/10/1885.
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fever’ as a reason for leaving overcrowded lodgings and heading for the open Commons, which 

accords with the evidence of such an outbreak of fever in 1 8 2 l''“. The high population density 

of these workers’ settlements is emphasised by the existence o f the local primary schools with 

the largest numbers o f pupils near these same settlements by the late 1820s. These included a 

Catholic school for boys and girls run by a John Lynch at Perrin’s Row which had 72 pupils, 

another Catholic school for boys run by Laurence Bryan at Dalkey, serving the Commons 

squatters children, had 60 pupils, while two Protestant run schools, at Monkstown (total o f 145 

pupils, of whom 109 Catholics) and Killiney (total of 60 pupils, of whom 49 Catholics) catered 

for the children of many workers, both Catholic and Protestant, in Kingstown and 

Killiney/Dalkey respectively'".

Further and more detailed evidence o f these labourer’s settlements arise in tv\'o contemporary 

property maps of the Dalkey and Glasthule/Glenageary areas. The first is an 1817 map of 

property belonging to Mrs Mat^ Graydon at Dalkey (the Bull Estate, named after her brother 

Rev. Richard Bull o f Bailieboro, Co. Cavan), most of which was leased to Joseph Sandwith (who 

died the same year), who in turn had leased a substantial proportion to the unfortunate Toutcher 

to allow him to grant quarrying rights on the Common to the Harbour Commissioners"^. It is 

possible that the map was drawn up with the sale of building sites in mind, because a newspaper 

advertisement of March 1817 announcing the auction o f Sandwith’s house and lands mentions 

‘several eligible sites fo r  Houses, commanding an extensive view o f  the Bay o f  Dublin... The 

rail road linking the Dalkey quarries to the harbour is already in place but what is noticeable is 

the collection of around thirty small buildings gathered along the road fi'om Dalkey Village (later 

known as Dalkey Avenue) and in a plot parallel to the rail road identified in the key as ‘Sundry 

Cabins and Gardens’ leased to tenants by either Toutcher or the Harbour Commissioners. 

Clearly, this invasion of private land would not have been tolerated without the intervention and 

consent of Sandwith, Toutcher and the Commissioners. This willingness to tolerate workers 

settlements or perhaps encouragement o f such settlements on lands under the control o f the 

harbour authority or its principal local ‘ally’ is one of the first indications o f the over-riding 

importance of labour supply for that body. As late as 1831 the secretary of the Harbour 

Commissioners reported that land in Glasthule rented by them for the rail road was occupied by 

people who paid rent to a local landowner"**. Another map, this time one o f the 

Glasthule/Glenageary property o f Timothy Swan, dated 1824 shows around 50 cottages strung 

along both sides o f the ‘Back Road’ (now Eden Road) at Glasthule, another row o f about fifteen 

along the road south to Glenageaiy and around twelve cottages scattered alongside the route of

"“ NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/K1N/174(2), 12/4/1821.
Second Report o f  the Commissioners o f  Irish Education Inquiry, HC 1826-1827, xxi. 596-605. 

' Latham, Saint P a trick ’s, 20-21.
NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 20/3/1817.

"'‘ NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/5, 20/101831.
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the rail road, some of which have small gardens attached"^. This ribbon development along the 

rail road is also noticeable further east, on the first Ordnance Survey map of 1837, though there 

is a clear break where it crosses into the Bullock lands of Alderman Arthur Perrin and Captain 

Burdett, on whose lands no irregular labourers’ cottages appeared. With the exception of 

Burdett, we get an indication o f tolerance by the landowner or perhaps a sub-leasing of the land 

immediately adjacent to the rail road by the Harbour Commissioners and a tolerance by them of 

these irregular settlements.

3.6 IMPACT: INFLUX OF LABOUR

3.6.1 Numbers

The first point to consider is the large numbers concerned in this influx. The first indications of 

the magnitude of the migration are reports about the new harbour in one o f the main Dublin 

newspapers, Saunders Newsletter. According to this newspaper, as early as October 1816, 306 

men were employed on preliminary works at the harbour and also in the construction of the rail 

road to Dalkey"^. By December this number had risen to 333 and the report declared that the 

Commissioners were going to employ a further 500 men within a week. In June 1817a figure of 

600-700 was cited in Saunders Newsletter, again with an expectation of a further 200 men to be 

employed. In January 1822, the Commissioners claimed to be providing employment for 800 

men, a figure confirmed by the estimate of 800-900 also made in 1822 by the Surgeon, James 

Farrell and Apothecary, Michael Keon who had founded infirmaries at Kingstown and Dalkey, 

primarily for men injured in the w orks''’. In their response to Farrell and Keon’s appeal for a 

grant for their medical establishments, the Commissioners gave a more detailed figure: 750 men 

in total, of which 105 were employed directly by the Commissioners and 690 by Smith, the 

quarrying contractor. This was probably supplemented by men working for various small 

contractors.

Many of the labourers brought their families with them or married after they arrived and formed 

new families. According to the Commissioners, these dependents numbered 4000 persons in 

1822, though they may have been exaggerating since the figure is noted in a plea to the 

Government for more funding. In response to a letter from Patrick Woods, one of the holders of 

the right to commonage on Dalkey Commons, the Commissioners claimed that there were 1000 

squatters living on the Commons in 1823. This figure could have been exaggerated for the 

purpose of highlighting the danger to the social order of evicting such large numbers but a few

N L l, Manuscripts Section, Longfield C ollection, Ref: 21 F 53 (72), A  Map o f  the Lands at Glanagery in 
the Barony o f  Rathdown and County o f  Dublin held by Mr. Swan, April 1824.

N L l, Saunders N ew sletter, 2 1 /1 0 /1 8 1 6 ,2 1 /1 2 /1 8 1 6 ,1 4 /6 /1 8 1 7 .
" ’ N A , KHC, R e f OPW  1/8/6/2, 7 /2 /1822 , 18/7/1822.
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months later the squatters themselves confirmed that this was only a small exaggeration when 

they stated in a petition to the Lord Lieutenant that they numbered 800"*. If one accepts a 

number o f around 800 working men and up to 4000 dependents, these signified a major influx 

into a district with a total population of 3870, according to the 1821 census, and an estimated 

population of approximately 5000 in 1824"’. There is a real possibility that migrant workers and 

their families constituted a majority of the districts population during the early 1820s. 

Regardless of whether they did or did not, this significantly altered the local class structure 

because it temporarily ‘proletarianised’ a zone o f elite suburbanisation, an alteration that was 

only partially reversed by the end of large scale work at the harbour and quarries and the arrival 

of the railway in 1834.

3.6.2 Origins

Who were these migrants who flooded into the south-east corner of Co. Dublin from 1815/1816 

onwards? Where did they originate?

The general situation in Ireland at the time leaves little to the imagination as to the possible 

sources o f labour: the huge urban and rural ‘distress’, to use the common term o f the time, 

caused by the post-war depression arising out of the decline in demand for Irish agricultural 

products, the exodus of agricultural labourers from the rich tillage districts of south Leinster as 

farmers changed from tillage to pasture, and the return o f thousands of demobilised Irish soldiers 

following the end o f the long wars, may all have contributed to the migration of workers. 

Newspaper reports of the time explicitly connect the employment of hundreds o f men on the 

Harbour works with the desire to relieve 'the general distress amongst the poorer classes’, a 

desire heightened, no doubt, by the fear of combinations, secret societies and spontaneous rioting 

with which the poor responded to their ‘distress’'^”. The overwhelming evidence is that the 

labourers who arrived at Dunleary and Dalkey to work at the Harbour and quarries, were 

outsiders'^'.

The marriage and baptismal registers of the Catholic Parish of St. Michaels which at this time 

covered the whole of south-east Dublin from Seapoint to Bray, lists a place of residence next to

each entry, so that its possible to identify micro-level changes in birth/marriage trends. These

reveal a remarkable jump in population in the places settled by the harbour and quarry workers, 

especially Dalkey, Dunleary and Glasthule. The most significant changes are in Dalkey where 

the largest single concentration of worker settlement occurred on Dalkey Commons. The

"*NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/2, 25/9/1823.
"’ NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/3, 19/8/1824.

NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 21/12/1816.
6  Suilleabhain, O Kingstown, 78.
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number o f baptisms at Dalkey rose from 9 in 1816 to 27 in 1817 and continued to rise until 

reaching a peak o f  79 in 1822. This huge rise in Catholic baptisms at Dalkey verifies the large 

influx o f mainly young labourers and their families or in some cases the arrival o f  single migrant 

labourers and their marriage to local women.
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Figure 3.3 N um ber of Catholic baptism s, Dalkey, 1800-34. NLI, St.IMichael’s Parish Batismal
Register 1768-1861, p9071.

A similar sudden rise in baptisms occurred at Dunleary in 1818 and Glasthule in 1819, where 

workers settled near the rail road or in the new town. This rise is mirrored, albeit less 

dramatically, in marriage trends: the number o f  Catholic marriages at Dalkey jum ps from 3 in

1818 to 15 in 1819, a significant rise given that the number had never risen above 5 since 1800, 

and remains higher than the previous decade throughout the 1820s. Dunleary and Glasthule also 

display a ‘spike’ in marriages in 1819. There were a total o f  59 marriages in the St. Michaels 

Parish that year, a figure not exceeded again until 1829. This raises a question about how this 

increase in marriages relates to the influx o f labourers. The most obvious explanation is that by

1819 many o f the young migrant workers had settled down in the locality and in all probability 

had begun to marry either local women they had met since arriving (though there is very little 

concrete documentary evidence o f this happening) or women from their home districts who had 

travelled to marry them. There is a corresponding steep increase in Established Church 

baptisms, though not marriages, in the Union o f  Monkstown, between 1816 (26 baptisms) and
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1818 (40 baptisms), probable proof that some of the migrants were Protestants, a question that 

will be returned to shortly'^^.

The only surviving record o f workers names and their actual jobs, for this initial period, is an 

August 1823 list or ‘return’ of those employed directly by the Harbour Commissioners, 

essentially a list of those working on the construction o f the piers and associated work'^^. It 

excludes the vast majority of workers, those who were employed by Smith and other contractors 

at the quarries and on the rail road. With no reference to their place o f origin the only way of 

deducing whether or not they were locals was to track their names in the pre-1815/1816 church 

records. A total o f 39 (30.2%) of these workers names appear in pre-1815 Catholic or Church of 

Ireland baptism and marriage registers but this figure must be treated with a great deal of caution. 

Many of the 39 have names which were quite common throughout Ireland, such as Michael 

Murphy, James Byrne or Patrick Doyle, so that finding them in the register is meaningless. For 

example there are twelve Patrick Doyles cited in the Catholic records for the period 1768 to 

1819. Only very few can be identified with any degree of certainty: for example the labourer 

Morgan Byrne is probably the same Morgan Byrne of Bullock whose son, also Morgan, was 

baptised in March 1812 or another labourer Bartholomew Whelan is very likely to be the 

Bartholomew Whelan, son of John and Peggy Whelan of Dunleary, baptised in June 1799. This 

man’s identity is confirmed by his marriage record of 1820 which identifies him as resident of 

Dunleary. Two other labourers positively identified were from the southern end of the parish. 

Con (Cornelius) Delany of Carrickmines, baptised in April 1792 and Garret Toole of Crinkin, 

near Shankill, baptised in November 1786. Overall, the evidence points to at least something 

between two thirds and three quarters of workers at the harbour originating outside the 

immediate vicinity o f the harbour.

The migration manifested itself most sharply at Dalkey. Despite its inaccuracy, the 1821 census 

registered this sudden appearance o f migrants in that area. It records a population o f 755 people 

on Dalkey Commons, 342 of whom were women, all o f whom constituted 200 families living in 

141 dwellings. There is even a footnote explaining the cause o f such a large population in a 

relative backwater: ‘The density o f  the population on the hills and commons o f  Dalkey is owing 

to the public works now carrying on in the Royal Harbour A faint echo of the impact o f the 

intrusion on the existing population was still perceptible in the early twentieth-century rivalry 

that existed between the fishermen of Dalkey, descendants of the original inhabitants, and the 

people o f the Dalkey Hill, descendants of the migrant quarrymen, a rivalry that sometimes 

apparently led to violence following football matches between their respective teams, ‘the

RCB, M onkstown Parish, Baptisimal Register 1804-1875. 
'^^NA, KHC, R ef:O PW 8/K lN /355, 12/8/1823.
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Seagulls’ and ‘the Hill’'̂ '*. The intrusion also brought forth sharp class antagonisms as the 

Dalkey elite observed in horror ‘the Introduction o f  so many hundreds o f  the lowest, and worst, 

o f  the Human Species, from  all parts, employed in the said works \  as John Peters, who later 

joined the push to evict the squatting migrants from the Commons, stated'^^. As late as 1826, 

‘the peasantry o f  Kingstown and its environs ’ were complaining to the Harbour Commissioners 

that ‘men have gotten work that were not living in this Neighbourhood in over those that stand in 

need o f  i t ’, a complaint which indicates the continued resentment o f locals towards migrant 

workers'^^. In the same year the striking quarrymen at Dalkey still described themselves as 

‘strangers in this part o f  the Country ’ who had 'no gentlemen to apply to fo r  character save our 

Reverend Clergymen Even the Harbour Commissioners themselves seem to have developed 

a reluctance to recruit further outsiders because in 1830 they cautioned the Resident Engineer, 

John Aird, not to give too much publicity to the recruitment of new workers needed at Glasthule 

Quarry, in case ‘it would cause a numerous influx of Strangers to Kingstown’'̂ *. The confusing 

use o f the term ‘country’ sometimes meaning the immediate locality, sometimes the entire island 

o f Ireland and at other times referring to a rural district, adds to the difficulty of identifying the 

source o f migration. When Aird, in another context, referred to ‘the Country people all about 

Glastool’ who frequently trespassed on George Burdett’s extensive Glenageary and Bullock 

lands on their way to work in the Dalkey quarries, did he use that term because they lived in a 

rural area outside the town of Kingstown or because they were rural migrant workers who 

remained ‘country people’ in the eyes of Aird and others?

Recognising the dangers for the social order, the pressure of their own local class interests and 

pressure from the local gentry, the Commissioners had acknowledged the extent of the ‘problem’ 

o f migrant labour and its consequences in 1817: ‘feeling the evil o f  increasing the labouring 

population o f  the country, particularly with strangers from  distant districts who may hereafter be 

a permanent evil to the immediate neighbourhood order that when any workmen are wanting fo r  

the immediate employment o f  the Commissioners that resident labourers o f  the neighbourhood 

be employed in preference to strangers.. ’, but the exigencies of the demand for labour overrode 

local fears of social disorder and the directive never seems to have been implemented'^^. A 

closer analysis reveals their intention to appease the local gentry without disrupting work on the 

project: since the order only applied to men in their ‘immediate employment’, the contractors, 

who employed the vast majority of workers, were excluded from the clause. The key to the 

problem of origin lies then in Peters phrase ‘from  all parts ’ because it seems clear that these 

workers and their families streamed in primarily from the greater hinterland but also further

Dept, o f  Folklore, UCD, Bailiiichan na Scol, Imleabhar 798 p.73.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 8/KIN/250(2), 13/2/1822.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 8/KIN/529(3), May 1826.

'̂ ’ NA, KHC, R ef O PW l/8/6/4, 16/2/1826.
NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/5, 7/10/1830.

'̂ ’ NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/1, 4/12/1817.
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afield and that relatively few were natives of the immediate neighbourhood’ ®̂. It is worth 

examining in more detail the geographical and social origins of the labourers who shaped a new 

world on the edge o f the Irish Sea.

3.6.3 Hinterland

Local tradition and recorded oral history holds that most of the men in the Dalkey quarries came 

from the Dublin/Wicklow Hills. According to Michael Byrne, one of the last identifiable living 

descendants of the Dalkey Quarrymen, most o f them came from Wicklow, including West 

Wicklow where quarrying had occurred since the eighteenth century'^’. He also cited the strong 

republican tradition in the Dalkey Hill village as evidence of a Wicklow connection, given the 

importance of 1798 rebellion in that county. Michael Byrne’s own great-grandfather came from 

Wicklow to work in the Dalkey quarries. Since the Dublin/Wicklow hills were the nearest area 

with a strong quarrying/stoneworking tradition this view seems logical, although it is worth 

recalling that there was a good deal of quarrying happening in the Monkstown/Bullock/Dalkey 

district from the mid to late eighteenth century onwards. An incident which occurred at Howth 

during the construction o f the Harbour there, indicates a factual basis to this local tradition of 

migration from the hills. In January 1811a serious riot broke out between locals and the migrant 

labourers, ‘mostly county o f  Wicklow men ’ who were building the harbour piers and quarrying 

stone at Kilrock'^^. A total o f 300 men were involved in the fracas and it only ended with the 

intervention of local magnate Lord Howth, who threatened to have the twenty soldiers 

accompanying him shoot at the rioters. Howth’s success in quelling the unrest was probably 

down to local deference towards him amongst both locals (what the contemporary newspaper 

report called ‘influence amongst the inhabitants ’) and workers, given his position of chairman of 

the Howth Harbour Commissioners, though the threat of live fire must have also have been 

persuasive. What is o f interest here is that many o f these same Wicklow stoneworkers later 

moved, with the Scottish Engineers Rennie and Aird, to work at Dunleary Harbour. ‘Men fi-om 

H ow th ' were also used to replace Dublin workers sacked from the works at the Custom House 

Docks, under direction o f Rennie and Aird, in January 1817, a move which brought down on 

their heads the wrath of city workers who pledged that ‘they would put every countryman away 

fi-om the works while there were men enough to be got in the neighbourhood ’, a sentiment that 

was to be later echoed in the Dunleary area'^^. The important point here is that the Howth 

workers were clearly identified as rural migrants and interlopers by the urban working class. 

Evidence given to the British parliamentary Select Committee on Artizans and Machinery, 1824,

NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/KIN/250(2), 13/2/1822.
Interviews with Michael Byrne, Glenogue, Ardbrugh Rd., 2003-2004. S. 6  Maitiii and B. O Reilly, 

Ballyknockan, 3-4.
NLl, Saunders Newsletter, 17/1/1811.
NLl, Saunders Newsletter, 11/1/1817.
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by two representatives o f the Dublin Carpenters Society, Patrick Farrell and Acheson Moore, 

confirms this local working class resentment at displacement by rural migrants. They claimed 

that the violence caused by combinations in the last five years had arisen because o f  the practise 

o f  contractors o f  bringing country men in to work on public works contracts'^'*. Even the 

tendency to settle along the rail road or near the quarries o f  Dalkey had precedent in Howth: the 

Howth Commissioners asked their Solicitor to give his opinion on whether there would be an 

objection to the workmen building huts at Kilrock and along the rail road in 181

Though it is far from precise as evidence, the distribution o f  surnames tends to back the claim 

that many o f the migrants were from the broad hinterland o f the harbour zone including the 

Dublin and W icklow Hills but also Dublin City. The first observation that needs to be made is 

that there is a remarkable continuity in surnames from the seventeenth century into the nineteenth 

century. Although a far greater diversity o f surnames emerges in the later period, the top names 

remain the same, despite the rapid rise in population and consequent increase in surname 

diversity. A detailed study o f the surnames recorded in the Catholic Baptismal Registers for the 

parish o f St M ichael’s Parish from 1768 to 1819 and from 1820 to 1834 reveals the same top 

surnames: in the first period Byrne, Cullen, Doyle, Kelly, Murphy, Toole, Farrell, and Mooney 

were the most numerous and in the second period Byrne, Doyle, Kavanagh, Kelly and 

M urphy’’ .̂ Almost all o f these surnames are included in the list o f principal ‘Irish’ names listed 

in the 1659 census o f the Barony o f Rathdown, which covers the whole south-east o f  Dublin and 

the area around Bray in Co. W icklow and in the 1766 Hearth Tax survey o f ‘Popish’ families in 

the parish o f M onkstown’ ’̂. O f course names like M urphy and Kelly are common throughout 

the country but Byrne, Doyle, Toole etc. were long associated with this south Co. Dublin and Co. 

W icklow region. A comparison o f  the most numerous surnames noted in the Catholic marriage 

register for the coastal area o f Monkstown to Dalkey, reveals the same pattern: the top surnames 

o f  1819/1820, when there was a spike in the number o f  marriages, probably caused by the influx 

o f  labour, include a greater diversity o f surnames, but three o f  the top four o f the late eighteenth 

century, Byrne, Neil and Doyle, are still prominent'^*. However, a word o f  caution is necessary 

here: when we study a list o f  harbour workers o f 1823, we find that only around 26 o f  the 129 

listed have ‘local’ (i.e. Dublin/W icklow) surnames'^®. Although this list excluded the vast bulk 

o f workers, who worked in the Dalkey quarries for the contractor George Smith, it highlights the 

risk involved in using surnames as a definitive base for theories regarding the origin o f the 

migrants.

Fifth R eport fro m  the S elect C om m ittee on A rtizan s an d  M achinery, HC 1824 v. 428. 
N A , Minutes o f  Howth Harbour Com m issioners, Ref: OPW  1/8/10/2, 6 /4 /1811 . 

'^^NLl, p .9071, Baptismal Register, Catholic Parish o f  St M ichaels, K ingstown. 
Merrigan, R eligious Census, 157-164. Pender, S., .4 Census o f  Ireland.
N L l, p .9073, Marriage Register, Catholic Parish o f  St M ichaels, K ingstown.

'̂ ’ N A , KHC, Ref. OPW 8/K 1N /355, 12/8/1823.
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Aside from the material regarding surnames, which indicate Dublin/W icklow origins (and 

possibly Wexford since these surnames are also common in that county), it would be a 

reasonable inference to suppose that some workers would be attracted from the city to a source o f 

employment so close to the metropolis, especially given the ‘distress’ o f  the city’s working class 

during the immediate post-war years. Though there is little in the way o f  direct evidence to back 

this assertion, there is evidence that a number o f  harbour/quarry workers had at least worked in 

the city before joining the harbour works. A carpenter, James Forgie, in a letter appealing his 

dismissal, stated that he had previously worked in Jam eson’s Distillery, Smithfield and the 

Richmond Penitentiary'''®. Another worker who had worked in the city and nearby, was William 

Grogan, a foremen and millwright who submitted letters o f recommendation from his former 

employers, Mr. Taylor o f  Rathfamham and R. Jennings o f  25 Frederick Street South, to support 

his request for a wage increase''". The proximity o f  the capital may also account for the 

willingness and ability o f the harbour/quarry workers to engage in collective action to protect or 

enhance their pay and conditions. Proto-trade unions or combinations, as they were then known, 

had existed in Dublin for many years and the 1820s was a period o f  increased combination 

activity. The occurrence o f two major strikes in the quarries, in 1821 and 1826, suggest that 

these Dalkey workers had previous experience in organising, experience gained perhaps on the 

part o f  some men in their previous employment in the city. On the other hand, it might be that 

the militancy o f  the quarry workers arose out o f  this very proximity rather than their past 

individual experience. In various correspondence both manual and supervisory workers made 

direct comparisons with wages and broader conditions in the capital. A memorial from Sawyers 

in March 1820, requested an increase in the prices they were paid for their pieces o f work, on the 

basis that these prices were below those usually given in the city, a request the Commissioners 

acceded to''*^. A further possibility is that long experience in working on big public projects such 

as Dunleary and Howth had heightened their militancy and organisational skills, which may 

explain why the former Howth Harbour worker, Dennis Nowlan, was a m ember o f  the deputation 

o f striking quarry workers who presented their petition to the Commissioners in April 1821'^'^.

A curious story about Major Henry Charles Sirr, the head o f  police in Dublin who gained 

notoriety for his involvement in the arrest o f both Lord Edward Fitzgerald and Robert Emmet, 

provides another possible link between the Dunleary/Dalkey workers and both the capital city 

and the Dublin/W icklow Hills. According to the story, originally recorded in his memoirs by 

the former Co. Dublin Magistrate, Frank Thorpe Porter, the workers at the Dalkey quarries went 

on strike when one o f  their colleagues saved M ajor Sirr from a runaway truck on the Dalkey-

'“'“ NA, KHC, Ref OPW8/KIN/52(3), July 1817. 
NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/KIN/108(2), 29/7/1818. 
NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/2, 29/3/1820. 

‘‘*^NA, KHC, Ref OPW I/8/6/2, 26/4/1821.
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Dunleary rail road''*"’. The story has the ring of authenticity, for although it does not appear in 

the records of the Harbour Commissioners or any other contemporary records, Porter does 

mention Hickman Kearney, an authentic employee of the Commissioners, in the story. A 

garbled version of this story passed into local folklore but its real significance was identified by 

the first historian of Irish labour, J.D. Clarkson, though questioning its accuracy, saw in it an 

expression of ‘the emotions aroused amongst the working class by Robert Em m et’s 

martyrdom If the story is based on fact, the strong reaction o f the workers could have arisen 

from their origin amongst the core supporters o f Emmet's 1803 revolutionary conspiracy: the 

skilled workers o f the Liberties district of the city and the remnants of the United Irish 

organisation in the Wicklow Hills.

3.6.4 Howth Harbour workers

There is much evidence in the records of the Harbour Commissioners that indicate that many of 

the men working in the quarries and on the harbour had already worked on the construction of 

Howth Harbour. This is hardly surprising given that the three major figures connected to that 

project, John Rennie, the Chief Engineer, John Aird, the Resident Engineer and George Smith, 

the stone contractor, all secured the same positions at Dunleary Harbour. It would have provided 

an ideal opportunity for the six hundred or so labourers employed at Howth to transfer from there 

to Dunleary/Dalkey as the work in Howth approached completion in 1818''**. An anonymous 

letter sent to the Harbour Commissioners in October 1817 complained of the ‘preference always 

given to these intruders ’ at the works, hinting that some o f these outsiders were Howth workers 

whose superiority due to experience the letter writer disputed thus: ‘a weeks practise is sufficient 

to make the people o f  the Country equal to those from  H ow th’ This impression is 

strengthened by the writer’s complaints that the contractors and overseers, of whom Smith was 

the most important, rather than the Commissioners, were to blame. The contractors are even 

accused of laying off local workers to make way for newly arriving migrants. This early evidence 

of a transfer of Howth Harbour workers to the Dunleary/Dalkey works is confirmed in the 

correspondence of workers and former workers with the Commissioners during later years. In 

1821 we find a carpenter and former soldier, Colin Campbell, appealing his dismissal from the 

works for a minor misdemeanour, on the basis that he worked for Aird in Howth. It is quite 

possible, given his name, that Campbell was one o f the Scots brought over by Aird to Ireland and 

this personal connection is emphasised by the fact that Campbell’s daughter worked for six years 

as a servant in Aird's house'"'*. The same scenario arose with Francis Donohue, one of the ‘horse

J.W. Hammond, Town Major Henry Charles Sirr, D ublin  H isto rica l R ecord  iv (1941) 70.
Dept, o f  Folklore, UCD, Bailiiichan na Scol, Imleabhar 796, 129. J.D. Clarkson, Labour an d  

N ationalism  in Ireland  (N ew  York 1925) 129.
1. Delamer, Howth Harbour, 48.
N A , KHC, R e f O PW 8/K IN /64(2), 7 /10/1817.
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contractors’ employed on the Dunleary to Dalkey rail road. Donohue was accused by Dalkey 

property owner, John Peters, a regular scourge o f the squatting workers by all accounts, of 

destroying a house rented to him by Peters''*^. In his reply to this accusation, Donohue claimed 

to have been working with and known by Aird for the past sixteen years, which would certainly 

indicate that he worked under him at Howth and perhaps at Aird’s previous posting at Greenock 

Harbour in 1807-1808. Aird’s response hints at a reluctance to find against a man he has known 

so long; he could not make a recommendation to the Commissioners because the two men’s 

evidence was so much at variance and ‘given with so much intemperance

Much later, when former harbour/quarry workers frequently petitioned the Board o f Public 

Works for compensation for injuries sustained during their time working at Dunleary/Dalkey, we 

find further evidence of the Howth connection. The then Resident Engineer at Kingstown, B.D. 

Gibbons, reported to the Board in October 1838 that Edward Flood, a wagon-driver seriously 

injured in September of that year, had been ‘employed exclusively at the public Works at Howth 

and here since the commencement o f  the f o r m e r The same Edward Flood had lived at 

Dalkey since at least 1820, when he is recorded in the Catholic Marriage Register as marrying 

Mary Travers, and by 1838 he is recorded as living in one o f the squatter’s cabins near the 

quarries at Dalkey'^^. In November 1843, the Board received a petition from Dennis Nowlan, 

one o f the leaders of the 1821 strike who had remained employed in the works all that time, who 

was severely injured when a granite block fell on him during work on the head o f the West Pier, 

outlining the fact that he had worked ‘under the direction o f  the late Mr. A ird ’ at Howth for three 

years before moving to work at Dunleary, a petition that resulted in him being granted £10 by the 

Board'” .

3.6.5 War Veterans

It is hardly surprising given the number o f demobilised soldiers returning to Ireland at the end of 

the Napoleonic Wars, that many ex-soldiers found work at Dunleary. Not only were they a 

source o f labour but they would have held the added attraction in the eyes o f the Harbour 

Commissioners/officials/contractors of being used to discipline and order, qualities that would 

have been uppermost in the minds o f those worried about the dangers o f insubordination and lack 

o f work-discipline. These former military men were also deemed ideal for security duty at the 

works. In 1817 a decision was made to appoint ten veterans, already employed as labourers, as 

Special Constables for the whole works and as escorts for the transport o f gun powder used in the

' ’̂ N A , KHC, Ref. O PW 8/KIN /250(2) undated, 1822.
' “̂ N A , KHC, Ref. OPW 8/KIN/250(4),  18/7/1822.
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quarries though this decision was not implemented until 1820' '̂*. O f those eventually appointed, 

four were ordinary labourers, two were Yard Keepers and one was an Overseer (the occupation 

o f the remaining three is unknown).

Again, some of the evidence emerges at a later stage, as these men made various appeals to the 

Commissioners or the Board o f Works which later inherited their responsibilities. In January of 

1833, Jeremiah Towers, a carpenter, who was one of the workers let go as the work at the 

harbour was reduced, sent a memorial to the Commissioners begging them to re-employ him'^^. 

Towers claimed to have served eighteen years with the 88* Regiment of Connaught Rangers, 

before being employed at Dunleary in 1817, on the recommendation o f Lord Castlecoote, the 

then chairman of the Harbour Commissioners. Castlecoote had promised to secure a military 

pension for Towers but had died before he could do so. This memorial is interesting because his 

membership of the Connaught Rangers would indicate that Towers was not from the Co. 

Dublin/Co. Wicklow area and the references to Castlecoote are another indication that patronage 

also featured in the employment of some of the men. The attraction of ex-soldiers for the 

Harbour Commissioners is emphasised in an 1832 memorial from David Walsh, son of the 

former Yard Keeper, Dennis Walsh'^*. Walsh invoked his father’s reputation in an attempt to 

stave off his dismissal as part of the general layoffs o f that year; ‘Memorialists father was an old 

Sergeant o f  the Artillery, whose services at home and abroad and his good character and 

integrity recommended him to Your Honourable Board’. Another reference to a former soldier is 

found in a report to the Board of Public Works about an Overseer James Steward/Stuart who 

worked at the Harbour since around 1819'^^. Steward was also one o f the Special Constables 

appointed in 1820. Another veteran, John Glynn, a former Watchman at the Dalkey Quarries, 

described himself in a letter addressed to the Board in May 1836 as ‘an old Soldier, who has 

served the entire o f  the Peninsular War and going on 20 Years attached to the public works ’ and 

this is probably the same ‘John Glyn’ described in letter dated 1850, regarding the sale of lands 

at Dalkey Common, as an army pensioner who lost an arm at Waterloo’ *̂. As late as 1844 the 

Board was still giving preference to veterans: in June o f that year they granted Peter Waters, 

'who was a Colour Sergeant wounded at Waterloo’, a porters licence over three other 

candidates'^’ . A retired Harbour Porter, David Anderson, who had served 12 years in that 

position, wrote to the Board in 1845 seeking reinstatement, described himself as ‘Late o f  the 

Royal Horse Artilery’ and as the recipient o f ‘a very Triffling Pension which his Majesty has

'^''NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/1,31/7/1817. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, August 1820.
NA, KHC, R ef 0PW 8/K1N/1197, 9/1/1833.
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pleased to Grant me fo r  My Services on the plains o f  Waterloo In his case this did not suffice

in convincing the Board and his plea was dismissed.

3.6.6 The convict myth

Local tradition also claimed, incorrectly, that many of the harbour/quarry labourers were 

convicts'®'. This perception probably arose from a number of sources. As already stated, there 

was undoubtedly hostility to the new arrivals especially amongst the original inhabitants of 

Dalkey who saw the residents of ‘the Hill’ as outsiders and rivals. Secondly, the location of the 

convict hulk Essex in the harbour from 1824 onwards would have associated convicts with the 

harbour works in the minds of locals. Finally there is on record, at least one proposal from a 

local member of the gentry, Michael Harman of Merrion View, that the government should use 

convict labour to build the harbour, though it certainly was never acted on'® .̂ Harman saw a dual 

benefit to his proposal: 'a few  examples at work with light chains exposed to Public View, would 

strike more terror in the minds o f  the deluded than Ten Thousand transported... ’ while the 

convicts would benefit ‘by a good example shown them and Industrious habit, their morals will 

be Dayly improved and many from  their good conduct admitted into the Navy and Army ’. There 

was no space, however, for mass forced labour in the emerging capitalist colonial society of 

Ireland, in contrast to the convict colony of Australia, and the Harbour Commissioners 

peremptorily dismissed Harman’s suggestion stating that ‘the Board cannot hold communication 

with a private individual on a Subject o f  this nature There is, in fact, no evidence to back the 

claim that the state brought prisoners from ‘all the prisons in Ireland’ to work in the quarries or 

that even one prisoner was employed anywhere in the works.

3.6.7 British and Protestant workers

The myth has grown up that many o f the harbour workers were British, especially from Scotland. 

Like many a local myth there is a grain o f truth at its heart but the substance is based on a major 

exaggeration. One would reasonably expect the vast majority of British workers to belong to the 

Protestant churches and in the case of Scots a significant proportion could be presumed to be 

Presbyterian. The nineteenth century writer Gaskin, in his description of the so-called ‘Dalkey 

Gold Rush’ of 1834 refers to the Scotchman, William Scott, ‘one o f  the skilled workmen who 

were brought to this part o f  the country by the eminent contractor Mr. Sm ith’ and ‘the 

quarrymen colonists ’ who entertained themselves ‘with pipe and dance ’ after their working day, 

an impression backed by Dalkey folklore about Scottish Quarrymen settling on the Common'®^.

' “ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/2070, 17/3/1845.
Dept, o f  Folklore, UCD, Bailiuchan na Scol, Imleabhar 798 75. 
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The knowledgeable local historian Harry Latham, maintained that a number o f stonecutters from 

the English Midlands were employed at the quarries and that most of the Managers/Engineers in 

the whole works were from Scotland, especially from Aberdeen, the appropriately named 

‘Granite City’. This last contention is partly supported by the emergence o f a small Presbyterian 

congregation in Dun leary/Kingstown during the 1820s'^''. Rennie, Aird and a number o f the 

engineers were definitely Scots Presbyterian and amongst those who started a small congregation 

in 1822. The congregation was significant enough to have a Minister assigned to it in 1827 and a 

church, the ‘Scots Church’ on York Road, built in 1828. In the absence of Presbyterian church 

records for this period it is impossible to be definitive on this question but the scant statistical 

information available indicates that although they held key posts in the works, the Scots 

employees were a tiny minority: according to the census o f 1831 there were only 102 

Presbyterians out of a total population of 9815, in Monkstown Parish, which included the town 

o f Kingstown. Even if every one of these were harbour/quarry workers they would still 

constitute a small number of the total employed in the works though a note o f caution must be 

sounded in light of the evidence from the Commissioners of Public Instruction report of 1835 

which suggests that around 300 people attended Divine Service at the Scots Church every 

Sunday'^^. The tale of Scottish quarrymen is also greatly deflated by the figures for Dalkey; 

there were only 8 Presbyterians out of a total population o f 1402 in the whole Dalkey Parish, 

which included the Common, in 1831. In fact Catholics formed 92% of this areas population 

according to that census, a percentage figure far higher than any neighbouring districts, fairly 

strong evidence that most o f the quarry workers/squatters were Irish rather than Scottish or 

English.

In general, the Harbour records are not very revealing regarding the question of British workers. 

We get the occasional hint o f their existence or confirmation o f an individual’s origin across the 

Irish Sea but little in the way of definitive evidence. For example, the previously mentioned 

James Forgie in his letter of appeal, claimed that he was ‘going on Ten years In this Country’, 

while the anonymous letter of 1817, quoted above, complained o f ‘others from  distant parts or 

from  another Country’ being given employment in the Harbour works in preference to local 

labour’^̂ . Another possible Scot was Thomas Wallis who was dismissed from his post as 

foreman in 1832 on foot of the accusation made by labourers working under his direction, that he 

used stone from the works to build his house'^’. Wallis worked at the harbour since 1820, first as 

a labourer, then principal stonecutter and finally foreman in 1829. The testimonials given on his 

behalf seem contradictory: one was given by the local Presbyterian Minister William Freeland,

Presbyterian Historical Society o f  Ireland, A H istory o f  the Congregations in the Presbyterian Church 
in Ireland 1610-1982 (Belfast 1982) 435.

Second Report o f  the Commissioners o f  Public Instruction in Ireland, HC 1835 xxxiv. 1 -875.
'^®NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/KIN/52(3), July 1817. NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 8/KIN/64(2), 7/10/1817.
“’̂ NA, KHC, R ef OPW 8/KIN/1166, 13/11/1832.
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which would indicate that he was one o f the Scots migrants but the other came from the 

prom inent local Catholic builder, James Nugent, who claimed to have known W allace since 

childhood. This seeming contradiction is resolved by the existence o f  a John W allace on the 

1823 harbour workers list, who may well have been his father, who brought his family, including 

the young Thomas, over from Scotland with him'^*. Another piece o f  evidence that points to his 

Scots origins, is Aird's insistent pleadings on his behalf

There is only circumstantial evidence that there was even a significant minority o f  British men 

amongst the workers at the harbour. Approximately 13 out o f one hundred and twenty nine 

workers listed on a return o f August 1823 can be positively identified from Church o f  Ireland or 

other records as Protestants and it would be wrong to presume that all or even most o f  these were 

British rather than Irish. This number is very likely to be an underestimation, especially in a 

region where, even amongst the working class, there was a higher than average Protestant 

population. O f the 13 positively identified as Protestant, only one, John W illiams, can possibly 

have been bom locally, though there is no corroborating evidence to prove that he was the John 

Williams, son o f John Williams o f Dalkey, baptised in October 1770, though the fact that he is 

listed as working in ‘W ages’ would make sense for a fifty three years old man'*’ . None o f  the 

others appear in the local baptismal register o f the Church o f Ireland, so that at least we can 

presume that they were not born locally, although it is quite possible, that along with the majority 

o f their fellow workers, they were migrants from the Dublin/W icklow hinterland or other parts o f 

Ireland. All 12 were identified from the recording o f their marriages or the baptism o f their 

children in the registers o f the Monkstown Union Church o f  Ireland Parish. What is striking is 

that at least three o f  these men, Joseph Stuart, Sam Turner and George Booth, were married to 

Catholic women and that o f  these both Stuart and Booth had different children baptised as 

Catholics and Protestants, an indication o f the porosity o f  the religious boundaries. O f these 13 

men only two were labourers/quarrymen, one was a carpenter, two were blacksmiths, three were 

mariners (including a Charles Toutcher who must have been related to Richard), two were 

overseers and two worked in ‘w ages’, reinforcing the impression that the Protestant workers 

were primarily members o f the ‘labour aristocracy’. One such man, the carpenter W illiam Riggs, 

is recorded in Griffiths Valuation, admittedly over thirty years after the work commenced on the 

Harbour so he may have risen in circumstances, as living in a cottage valued at six shillings, 

located in one o f the ‘better’ courts (most o f  the Kingstown ‘courts’ consisted o f  cramped 

collections o f cabins valued at one or two shillings) called Albert Place, situated on the east side 

o f  York Road’’'*. Incidentally, it should not be presumed that ethno-religious identities 

necessarily clashed with class solidarity; Clarkson in an early pioneering work on Irish trade

"^*NA, KHC, R e f O PW 8/K IN /355, 12/8/1823.
RCB, M onkstown Parish, Baptisimal Register 1680-1785.

'™ G V, Parish o f  M onkstown, Dunleary, Map r e f  N o .l 1, Albert Place, p.68.
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unions mentions that Scottish/English wori<ers brought into Ireland at this time ‘usually made 

common cause with the Irish com binators’'^'.

3.7 CONCLUSION

The interplay o f  class and place registers immediately in this initial period. The campaign for an 

asylum harbour grew primarily from the demands o f Dublin merchants and the local gentry, 

though there is no doubt that without Toutcher’s energetic lobbying it might never have 

happened. Even the fleeting opposition o f 1816 was based on a fear o f  having to contribute 

financially to the development rather than a change o f  heart on the part o f the merchant body. 

But no campaign would have been successful without an acceptance by the colonial state that 

such a development was necessary, in a practical sense o f  improving communications and trade 

between Britain and Ireland and at a more symbolic level as a physical manifestation o f  the 

trium phant post-war British imperium.

The appointment as commissioners o f men o f  considerable means who firmly adhered to what 

was then called ‘the government interest’ and, more importantly, who had substantial property 

interests in south-east Co. Dublin, revealed the interplay o f  class and state forces at the local 

level. From the outset o f  the preparations, landed interests in the immediate area began to 

benefit from the project, in a small number o f cases in the form o f  compensation. For the limited 

number o f large leaseholders on the Monkstown Estate this development was an unprecedented 

windfall, as it was for those who owned existing property or built new houses in the new town o f 

Dunleary/Kingstown. The head landlords, De Vesci/Longford were much slower to take direct 

advantage o f the opportunities presented and seem to have done so on a systematic scale only 

later after the construction o f the Dublin-Kingstown Railway line.

Uniquely in an Irish context, a large new town grew up in a period o f  a few years at Dunleary. 

Though superficially an extended version o f the fashionable suburban villages o f  south-eastern 

Dublin, it was in fact, at this stage, primarily a centre o f  working class settlement. The rapid 

appearance o f informal working class settlement and official tolerance o f  these settlements were 

an early indication o f  the prioritisation o f labour supply over the perceived social danger o f  such 

settlements. That over 800 labourers and thousands o f their dependents lived in these settlements 

is beyond dispute but their origins are more problematic. The limited evidence available 

indicates that most o f  them came from outside the immediate vicinity, many from the greater 

hinterland, some from elsewhere in Ireland, a small minority from Britain and that many were 

recruited because o f their past experience as workers at Howth Harbour or as soldiers in the

J. Clarkson, 'Labour and Nationalism in Ireland’, 84.
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Napoleonic Wars. These, then, were the core o f a new woriting class that formed in the area 

during the years immediately following 1815.
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CHAPTER 4

‘FREE OF TITHES, FREE OF TAXES’, SQUATTING ON DALKEY

COMMONS.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Having arrived in what was, to many of them, completely new territory, the migrant workers and 

their families quickly created a number o f new settlements or concentrations in or near older 

ones, as was described in Chapter Three. It would be wrong to assume, however, that these 

‘proletarian places’ were completely discrete or tightly bounded, like some nineteenth-century 

Bantustans. Peoples lives, no matter how circumscribed by processes o f class and power, 

involved constant movement, movement which defined these places as a major focus o f working 

class life but by no means its sum total. To take the example of the Dalkey Commons settlement, 

the boundary between the Commons and the townland o f Dalkey, which contained the old 

village, was indeed a barrier of sorts but a porous barrier nonetheless. That the working class 

population was not excluded from the village is clear from an 1855 report on the Loreto Convent 

National School, which stated that three quarters o f Dalkey’s population o f 2200 belonged to the 

‘poorer classes’ and it is unlikely that all of this large majority lived on the Commons’. Likewise 

a Miscellaneous Book of the Valuation Office, dated from sometime in the late 1840s, records a 

row of fourteen small houses with yards, known as Tyrell’s Lane after the lessor Gerard Tyrell, 

in the village, mostly occupied by lodgers^. While this lane was in the village, it was close to the 

boundary of the Commons, so we can be fairly certain that this boundary was not a strict class 

division made spatial but a line beyond which, to a certain extent, the normal laws of property 

weakened or, for a period at least, did not hold sway at all.

Dalkey Commons was the most distinctive o f these settlements that emerged as a result of the 

arrival o f migrant workers in south-east Co. Dublin. The process of settlement on the Commons 

was succinctly described by Lewis in 1837 as follows: ‘A great portion o f  the land is open 

common, an extensive tract o f  which, adjoining the village, has, during the continuance o f  the 

public works o f  Kingstown harbour, been allowed to remain in the occupation o f  many who put 

themselves in possession o f  it.. It is important to see this process in the wider socio-spatial 

context: the invasion of this particular section of common land may have been unique in its 

immediate origin, i.e. the construction o f Dunleary Harbour, but it was by no means unusual in

' NA, Records relating to National Schools, Ref; ED 1/29, Applications 132, Dalkey Female School, 1855. 
 ̂NA, Valuation Office Miscellaneous Books, Union of Rathdown, Electoral Division of Killiney, Ref: OL 

X.llO, Dalkey Townland, Map No. 16/1-19.
 ̂Ryan, Lewis 'Dublin, 41.
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early nineteenth-century Leinster, as the landless, homeless and wanderers surged onto 

unoccupied commons or the edges o f bog land, driven by a variety o f  forces, including landlord 

‘improvement’, overpopulation and the desire to attain the security o f  a small food producing 

plot to supplement the irregular demand for their labour and inadequate wages'*. Though a 

contingent factor, namely the possibility o f  obtaining a free living space while they worked in the 

quarries/harbour, motivated most o f  the Dalkey squatters, given their predominant origin in the 

rural hinterland, the option o f a com m on’s invasion would surely have been familiar to many o f 

them. The comparison between their actions and those o f  other commons invaders would also 

have been evident to other observers, as is shown by D ’Alton’s reference to its similarity to the 

enclosure o f  Ballymore-Eustace Commons^. The motivation may have arisen from different 

circumstances, but a tradition, a familiarity with similar actions by men and women in similar 

class positions would have made the action permissible in the eyes o f  the invaders.

Nor can we dismiss the interaction o f  man with nature in examining the emergence o f  the Dalkey 

Commons Settlement. The geology o f the Dalkey area is important to understanding the genesis 

o f  the Commons in the Middle Ages. The boundary between the Commons and Dalkey 

townland roughly coincides with the boundary between boulder clay and granite outcrops, 

especially the southern boundary between the two units, and this factor had affected the 

extension o f  church land ownership eastwards and southwards from the village o f Dalkey*.
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Figure 4.1 Geology of Dalkey area. Source: Robertson 1936, 6.

T. Jones Hughes, East Leinster In the Mid-Nineteenth Century, Irish Geography, iii 5 (1958) 278. 
 ̂ D’Alton, The History o f  Co. Dublin, 442.

* M. Robertson, Dun Laoghaire, Its History, Scenery and Development (Dublin 1936) 6.
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The Glebe and other lands to the south o f  it owned by the Archbishop o f  Dublin, mostly 

consisting o f  limestone boulder clay contrasted sharply with the rough granite outcrops 

interspersed with patches o f granite boulder clay that characterised most o f  the Commons land 

surrounding it on three sides. Though the Commons had some value as pasturage, it was 

virtually worthless for tillage except for the existence o f a strip o f limestone boulder clay to the 

north o f  the Glebe, along what later became Sorrento Road, which was an obvious attraction for 

linear settlement by squatters, who carved out small plots o f  this more fertile land. This may also 

account for the division o f the area to the north o f Sorrento Road into fields as shown on the 

1837 Ordnance Survey map, but by and large the Commons was not an attractive proposition for 

agriculture. Though their loss o f  pasturage was one grievance articulated by some the property 

owners who objected to the squatter settlement, their object was not the recovery o f  what was 

after all, until its value as real estate was realised later, o f  little direct value to them. It was not 

the positive uses o f grazing land, or the right to quarry that they feared but the danger to what 

they already used and possessed, as well as to the local social order, that motivated their hostility.

4.1.1 Mapping the commons

With no systematic description o f  the Commons in existence we are forced to search out the 

incidental reference in documents written largely by those o f  power, privilege and property or at 

least those acting on their behalf. Without accepting them as wholly accurate and remaining 

sensitive to the tendency o f the surveyor/mapmaker to ignore, neglect or distort the settlements 

o f the poor, maps can partially assist in filling in some o f  the gaps in our knowledge o f  the 

Commons settlement. Aside from the peripheral 1817 maps o f the Graydon Estate, which only 

shows the encroachment onto that particular estate by the quarry/harbour workers and the Glebe 

map mentioned below, the first map to plot the new settlement on the Commons was Duncan’s 

map o f  Co. Dublin o f  1821^. This map shows only around seven or eight buildings scattered 

across the body o f  the Commons and a few at the quarries but workers’ cabins situated along 

Dalkey Avenue in the Graydon estate and on other private lands are clearly marked. It cannot be 

discounted that these cabins on the Graydon estate were plotted because they were an obvious 

intrusion onto private property, while many o f  the Commons cottages would not have been 

recorded because they were outside the ‘social vision’ o f  the surveyor. W hether this is the case 

or not, a substantial body o f working class families initially settled near the inclined planes/rail 

road and the quarries, and thus it is apparent that the invasion o f  the Commons was a gradual 

process which only reached a scale significant enough in 1822, to attract the active opposition o f  

the surrounding property holders. Although no written evidence exists, it is possible that the 

owners o f  Graydon estate evicted the workers and their families sometime after 1817, forcing

 ̂H. Latham, Saint P atrick’s Church, 20-21. W. Duncan, Map o f  the County o f  Dublin, 1821.
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them to move onto common land, a hypothesis that would be strengthened by the complete 

disappearance of these cabins shown on northern side of Dalkey Avenue by the time the first 

Ordnance Survey map was produced in 1837*.

lAe i fn n r t^

Figure 4.1 Dalkey and Dalkey Commons. Extract from Ordnance Survey Map o f Monkstown Union
1837. NA, OS 105 E 311.P2.

The earlier 1830 Boundary Survey map should tell us more about the Commons settlement 

because it was completed before the wholesale, though never complete, transfer of land to 

speculators and wealthy suburbanites took place®. Although Boundary Survey maps were 

confined to plotting the boundaries of townlands and parishes, they reveal much more than just 

the line of these boundaries. The surveyors noted the nature of the boundary i.e. stream, ditch, 

wall etc. and, usually, some features adjoining the boundary. Unfortunately the Monkstown 

Union map, which covers the Dalkey area, is damaged precisely at the most interesting point,

* NA, Ref: OS 105 E 311.P2 Map o f Monkstown Union, 1837.
 ̂NA, Ref: OS 36 E 31, Valuation Office Boundary Survey: Union o f Monkstown, 1830.
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from the perspective o f  this study, that is, the quarry village, but the rest o f  the Dalkey 

Com mons/Dalkey tow nland’s boundary’ is clearly shown. A necklace o f  cabins clings to this 

border, especially along the northern limit o f  the Glebe lands. Here the boundary was marked 

prim arily by a ditch, clearly insufficient to limit the encroachment o f the squatters, since six 

cabins are located inside the ditch. However, these are all un-shaded which indicates that they 

were in ruins by 1830, with the possibility that the squatters had been successfully evicted from 

this strip o f land as well. The Boundary Survey map also reveals that a network o f roads/tracks 

had developed inside the Commons townland, again proof o f  the extensive nature o f the 

settlement after a decade or so o f occupation.

W hatever the dynamics o f  the process o f settlement, we should not be lured by the snapshot 

nature o f  maps into regarding settlements such as this as static, as opposed to the constant change 

one would expect from people whose lives were lived on the margins, spatially and socially. 

Even the first full cartographical picture we have o f  the Commons, the 1837 Ordnance Survey 

map, is deceiving, to the extent that the transfer o f land from the squatters to the speculators and 

the gradual transformation o f  a working class to a wealthy suburban district was already 

underway in the late 1820s, a fact attested to by the appearance on that map o f  a few villas o f  the 

wealthy, such as Granite Lodge, Clifton and Cerrento (sic) Cottage. That said, the process was 

still in its early stages and the map still gives us a flavour o f  the original nature o f  the squatter 

settlement: cabins surrounded by small plots scattered across the rocky interior o f  the Commons, 

the tiny compact village at the quarries and the linear pattern o f cabins hugging the townland 

boundary.

4.2 SOCIAL CONFLICT

4.2.1 Incursions; crossing from the commons

Reflecting both the broader fear o f  the gentry/propertied classes o f this lower class invasion with 

its attendant dangers to the local social order and the specific hostility o f  those whose property 

was physically threatened, landholders and property owners o f the immediate neighbourhood 

protested at the incursions o f  the untamed Commoners. Although their attempt to co-opt the 

coercive power o f the state to erase the new settlement failed and, in fact, strengthened the 

squatter’s position, they continued to express their fears and demand action from a somewhat 

reluctant harbour authority for the whole period that the settlement retained a significant 

proletarian presence.

The first specific complaints came from John Peters, a Dublin city based Catholic who was 

shortly to join others in an attempt to have all the squatters evicted. In January o f 1822, Peters
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wrote to the Harbour Commissioners, complaining bitterly o f the effect of the squatters’ actions 

on the value of his property and specifically requesting action against a Francis Donohue who, 

Peters claimed had destroyed a house he had rented to him’°. Since Donohue was working for 

the Commissioners as a horse contractor on the rail road, Peters was obviously hoping to have 

him punished or coerced into repairing the rented house. Donohue responded by claiming that 

the house was uninhabitable and that in any case Peters did not own it, a response that allowed 

the Resident Engineer, John Aird, ever willing to smooth relations between workers and the 

Commissioners, to claim that he could not recommend any action given that the evidence from 

both Peters and Donohue was so much at variance and 'given with such intemperance The 

incident also reveals the indeterminate nature o f property rights in the district at this time of rapid 

social change, especially in that zone near the actual physical boundaiy between the Commons 

and Dalkey townland.

Two further points arise from Peters’ letter: the vehemence of the tone when referring to the 

squatters and the explicit linking of this hostility to the damage and depreciation o f his property: 

‘And since the commencement o f  the Works, Memorialists property has been lessened in value, 

and Amount, fu lly  two thirds ...which is caused by the Introduction o f  so many o f  the lowest, and 

worst, o f the Human Species, from  all parts, employed in the said Works and which Memorialist 

can distinctly shew and prove he has lost upward o f  one thousand pounds in Addition to the 

Injury and destruction committed on his property by said Persons Peters clearly saw this as far 

more than a dispute between individuals but rather a struggle between those he called ‘all 

respectable persons from  the immediate Neighbourhood’ and these dangerous outsiders who 

threatened the exclusive rights of those who owned and controlled property to enjoy the fruits of 

those possessions. It is also significant that both men recognised the need to appeal to the 

interests of the Commissioners, Donohue by reminding them that he had worked for Aird over a 

long period of years and Peters by asserting that he supported them, without reward, by 

providing elderly local witnesses when they faced legal action over their right to quarry on the 

Commons.

Another letter from this early period illustrates the same conflict. This time the writer was a 

James Murphy, who rented a farm for ‘a Very Heavy Rent to Enable him to support a large 

fa m ily ’ from W. Heppenstal, in an area just north o f the Dalkey quarries, between these and the 

village of Dalkey'^. His landlord was probably the same L.W. Heppenstal who owned a small 

piece of land near the Catholic Church in Dalkey, according to Griffiths Primary Valuation, and 

possibly a relative of Joseph Hepenstall who wrote to the authorities about the sale of squatter’s 

holdings in 1833 or John Hempenstall who leased a piece of ground at Roches Hill from the

"•n A, KHC, R ef OPW 8/K1N/250(2), 13/2/1822.
"  NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 8/K1N/250(4), 18/7/1822.
‘̂ N A , KHC, R ef O PW 8/K IN /238(l), 12/7/1822.
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Mullens family in 1835'^. Reflecting a dissimilar class position to the likes o f Peters, Murphy’s 

complaints were somewhat different: rubbish thrown from the quarries onto his land, fences 

broken and, indicating that the squatters were not exclusively dependent on working in the 

quarries, their cattle wandering o ff the Commons onto his land. In consequence o f  the more 

direct responsibility o f  the Commissioners, Aird’s report on this matter accepted that the quarry 

workers had damaged the fence while going to and from work. Even in their journeys to work 

and recreation (in the taverns o f  Dalkey village) the workers showed a disregard for property 

boundaries. In any event, Aird accepted that Murphy would be paid for the repair o f  the fence 

but, careful to protect the interests o f  the Commissioners, he made it clear that it was 'Mr. Smiths 

Workmen ’ who had caused the damage and that Smith had agreed to pay for the repairs'"*.

The next complainant came from the opposite end o f the social scale: Thomas Bouchier, a 

wealthy attorney, who leased the Mount Mapas/Loftus Hill estate from the Talbot family o f  

Malahide. This estate covered half o f  Dalkey Hill, the other half being part o f the Commons and 

therefore occupied by the Commissioners’ quarries, and the intervening small valley and all o f  

Mount Mapas or Killiney Hill. The estate had been developed out o f  the wild rocky coastal 

district by John Mapas and others from the mid-eighteenth century onwards and included a large 

house, deer park and obelisk'^. The northern boundary between the estate and the townlands o f  

Dalkey Commons and Dalkey was walled. In addition a large wedge o f  land to the north o f  the 

estate, which was within Dalkey townland but also bordered the quarries and the small quarry 

workers village, though owned by the Archbishop o f Dublin, had been leased continuously by 

the occupiers o f the Mount Mapas estate since at least the 1760s'^. This meant that Bouchier’s 

lands had an even more extensive boundary with the quarries and associated area o f the 

Commons, which explains his greater involvement in the running controversy caused by the 

growth o f  the squatter community. It is significant that Bouchier’s first recorded letter o f  

complaint was sent to the Harbour Commissioners in December o f  1822, when the property 

owners had embarked on their legal campaign against the squatters and the squatter population 

had probably risen significantly. His first complaint is that right from the beginning o f  the 

harbour works, the quarry workers have opened gaps in the estate wall, forcing him to repeatedly 

repair. Bouchier links this problem directly to the settlement o f the Commons: 'in consequence 

o f  Enclosures illegally made at the Commons o f  Dalkey by different persons employed in your

GV, Parish of Dalkey, Dalkey Townland, Map Ref: 25, p. 18. NA, Quit Rent Office, Ref: 2B-46, File I 
867, Letter from J.Hepenstall to Lord Dungannon, 1 1/5/1833. Department o f Special Collections and 
Western Manuscripts, Bodlean Library, University o f Oxford, Talbot Papers, R ef C93, Deeds and other 
documents relating to Rochestown and Ballinclea Estates 1419-1894.

NA, KHC, Ref OPW8/KlN/238(2), 29/7/1822.
Pearson, Between the Mountains, 58-59.
NLI, Manuscripts Section, Ref: 16 G 52(5), A Map o f  the lands o f  Dalkey, Thomas Reading, Sept 1775. 

NLl, Manuscripts Section, Longfieid Collection, Ref: 21 F 53 (74) A Map o f  the Lands o f  Ballinclay and 
part o f  the Lands o f  Dalkey in the County o f  Dublin, the Estate o f  the Rt Hon Earl o f  Clonmel, J. 
Brownrigg, May 12*'' 1794.
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Works, who have made regulare Gapes into your Mem.st Grounds fo r  the purposes o f  Plunder 

the Wall has been so injured, that it is no longer a Protection to your Mem.st Flock o f  Sheep and  

Cattle ’ and ends his letter with a strong reminder to the Commissioners of the dominance o f the 

rights of property: ‘however useful Public Work may be, it ought not to operate to the injury o f  

Private Rights He is effectively calling on the state backed authority to enforce the bounded 

sanctity of property against the threat o f proletarian invasion. Predictably, Aird, occupying that 

key position of intermediary between the Commissioners, contactors, workers and property 

owners, tried to walk a tightrope by undermining Bouchier’s claims while at the same time 

agreeing to take action to prevent further problems. With the collusion o f George Smith, whose 

interests as a contractor profiting massively from the quarrying far outweighed his own belated 

membership o f the local elite, Aird conceded that, with so many workers involved in the works, 

there was bound to be some damage to adjoining properties from what he called the 'comings 

and goings’ of the workers but in the same breath claimed that ‘there are scarcely any 

encroachments Perceptahle ’ at the edge o f Bouchier’s lands. Keen to deny any liability on the 

part o f the Commissioners, Aird rejected outright the claim by Bouchier that the estate wall had 

been damaged by blasting operations carried out in the quany. Even the action he proposed to 

remedy the situation left the responsibility firmly with Bouchier; Smith would dismiss any 

workers ‘who behave insolently’ towards the landlord but only if ‘memorialist will have the 

goodness to point out' the culprit. We must of course treat all these claims with a degree o f 

scepticism, especially as we no record of the workers own views on the issue but we can say that 

embodied in this struggle over the violation o f the estate boundary is a landlord’s fear of the 

newly arrived mass of working people, the Commissioners and contractors determination to 

continue the quarrying work with as little interference as possible and the workers/squatters 

resistance to the norms and rules of the society into which they have arrived. The 

Commissioners’ leniency, from the workers point of view, might contrast to their use of force in 

the quarry strike o f 1821, but there is an underlying consistency: work must proceed at all costs, 

any disruption either from outside or inside the workforce could not be tolerated. Incidentally, 

their relatively blase attitude to incursions does not mean, of course, that the government 

property was immune to the ‘depredations’ o f the working class; in 1836 we find the Resident 

Engineer claiming that at Dalkey Quarries ‘there is much pilfering o f Iron by the poor people 

thereabouts who carry it in small quantities to Itinerant Receivers’ a problem that existed in all 

parts o f the works'*. Nor, apparently, were the wealthy above a spot o f pilfering: in 1829, Aird 

reported to the Commissioners that Bouchier’s men were removing soil heaps from the Dalkey 

quarries and carrying the soil into his demesne!'^

'^NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 8/KIN/280, 19/12/1822.
'*N A , KHC, Ref: O P W 8/K IN /l444(2 ) ,  10/5/1836. 
” N A , KHC, Ref: O PW 8/KIN/756, 1829.
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Bouchier’s relations with working people reflected that of the gentry to the working people in 

pre-famine, or perhaps more accurately pre-land war Ireland. Side by side with the 

exploitative/coercive element o f that gentry-labourer relationship, existed a different, 

deferential/patronage relationship which is revealed in another incident involving Bouchier that 

also occurred in 1822. In September of that year, a whale beached on the shore o f his Killiney 

estate and it is reported that he ‘gave permission to the men who first discovered and assisted in 

securing it, to exhibit it fo r  public inspection fo r  the benefit o f  their poor families and it continues 

to attract great crowds o f  spectators Given the proximity o f this beach to the Commons and 

the propensity of the Commoners to transgress the boundaries of the estate, it is tempting to 

believe that some of those who benefited from Bouchier’s patronage on this occasion were the 

same ones who showed their contempt for his power and social status by regularly raiding his 

property.

That this conflict continued for a long period, even after the nature of the settlement on the 

Commons had been substantially altered by the sale of land by the squatters to speculative 

developers, is revealed by another incident, this time from the next owner o f the Mount Mapas 

estate, Robert Warren. In May 1839, the Resident Engineer for Kingstown Harbour, B.D. 

Gibbons, reported to the Board of Public Works, who, by then had become the statutory authority 

for the Harbour, that Warren’s men were building a wall on the verge o f the quarry at Daikey^’. 

The Board contacted Warren about this wall and he replied apologetically, claiming he 'could 

not conceive any reason my Steward could have fo r  building it, except it was to keep o ff 

trespassers, as latterly, he made Several Complaints to me o f  my ground which adjoins the 

Com.rs ground being much trespassed upon’̂ .̂ The result was that the Board agreed to take 

measures to prevent trespassers on Warren’s estate^^. However the document o f greatest interest 

in this correspondence is a letter from Warren’s steward which was enclosed with his own letter 

to the Board '̂*. The steward explains that he had to have the wall built because ‘‘the persons in 

the quarries and neighbourhood made it a passage to the Ground under the walls He claimed 

that ‘They were every moment o f  the Day cutting the Furze in the park and getting them away by 

this passage and then their cattle particularly Asses came at night and not having any thing to 

prevent them they got down into the meadows about the Castle so that I  was continually annoyed 

about the place by them ’ and added that although Bouchier had originally built a wall there, it 

had been destroyed, rebuilt and then breached again. Even at this later stage, long after the 

intense social change that characterised the early 1820s and well into the period of consolidation 

of settlement on the Commons, irregularity and illegality was being associated with the

“̂ NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 17/9/1822.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 8/KIN/1722, 15/5/1839. 
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 8/KIN/1725, 28/5/1839. 
NA, KHC, R ef O PW 8/KIN/1727(1), 1/6/1839. 
NA, KHC, R ef O PW 8/K IN /1727(2), 28/5/1839,
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Commons dwellers. Though some were no longer employed as quarry workers and many had 

probably immigrated, the air o f  hostility to the social order remained and the Mount Mapas estate 

was still regarded as a resource to be used regardless o f  its private ownership. Ironically part o f  

the land leased by Warren outside the Mount Mapas estate, west and north o f the quarries within 

Dalkey townland, was occupied by a number o f squatters’ cottages and a small shop, though 

there seems to have been no problem with this because the occupants paid rent (and continued to 

do so well into the twentieth century when the estate belonged to the Burton family) and were 

recognised as tenants o f Warren^^. Regularity and order was the key issue o f contention, for once 

squatters became tenants they ceased to threaten the established social hierarchy and its spatial 

manifestations.

By way o f contrast it is worth looking at the short boundary between the northern end o f the 

Commons and Bullock townland, part o f the estate o f  Lord Carysfort. The land ju st north o f this 

boundary was leased by the Ballast Board for quarrying at the beginning o f the nineteenth 

century and a wall was built on the boundary, possibly at that early stage or when serious 

settlement o f the Commons began after 1816^^. Sometime between 1837 and 1843 a road was 

built from Bullock Harbour to this wall, linking to a small road that wound its way south to 

Dalkey Village. A number o f  squatters’ cottages flanked the eastern. Commons side o f  the wall, 

the last o f  which, right next to the junction o f the new road and the road from Dalkey, was owned 

and occupied by Dennis Cullen, possibly the ‘Crow Cullen’ referred to by Flanagan, who 

operated the gate which prevented the public from using the new road^^. It is more likely that the 

Cullen referred to was the occupant o f a cottage located at the same junction but inside the wall 

on Ballast Board land, leased by a Mrs. Cullen in 1849^*. Although the records o f  the Ballast 

Board are largely unavailable, there is no record o f complaints o f  incursion onto the large tract o f  

rocky foreshore which stretched invitingly from the Commons to Bullock village. The existence 

o f  a well-policed boundary, the vigilance o f  the Ballast Board (which was at times involved in 

demarcation disputes with the Harbour Commissioners) and the existence o f a Martello tower 

(the tower on the Commons had been demolished earlier) on this land may have been decisive 

factors in dissuading the migrant labourers from invading the area. Equally, the lack o f 

incursions onto his core estate may partly explain Lord Carysfort’s lack o f  involvement in 

attempts to evict the squatters.

NA, Valuation Office Miscellaneous Books, Union o f  Rathdown, Electoral Division o f  Killiney, Ref: OL 
X. 110, Map No. 32 and 33. Interviews with Michael Byrne, Glenogue, Ardbrugh Rd., 2003-2004.

N A, Ref: OS 36 E 311,  Valuation Office Boundary Survey (Sketch Maps): Union o f  Monkstown (1830). 
GV, Parish o f Dalkey, Dalkey Commons, Map Ref: 3/8, p.20.
GV, Parish o f Monkstown, Bullock, Map Ref: 13/34, p.48.
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4.2.2 Eviction and resistance

The local property owners and those with rights of commonage were not willing to let the 

process o f invasion, settlement and incursion go unimpeded. The question arises as to why they 

waited until 1822 to begin legal proceedings? A likely explanation is that the population only 

reached its peak around this time, an explanation borne out by the evidence from the Catholic 

baptismal records. Whatever the reason, the first indication o f an organised response came in 

February 1822, when a meeting to discuss the issue was called at the Royal Exchange, Dublin 

City, by the Rev. Charles Lindsay, Archdeacon of Kildare and perpetual curate of Monkstown 

Union Church of Ireland Parish, whose Glebe land constituted a fertile and now vulnerable 

wedge o f arable land jutting deep into the Commons. The location of the meeting indicates the 

strongly suburban nature of those expected to participate: having homes or businesses in the city 

as well as Dalkey. Unwilling to admit the humanity of those involved, the advertisement for the 

meeting spoke of ‘the best means o f  abating the severe nuisance and encroachments made on the 

C o m m o n s . A report of the meeting which was printed, and probably distributed locally, 

contains a number of useful observations, though given the vested interests o f those involved we 

should be cautious about its accuracy^”. The grievances of the propertied were neatly 

summarised: ‘That very great encroachments have been recently made upon the said Commons, 

by a number o f  Strangers and others, without any pretension o f  right, and which have already 

had the effect o f  materially injuring the adjoining Properties o f  the Landlords and Tenants, and 

o f  effectually depriving them o f  their accustomed right o f  commonage on the said Commons 

Two points of interest arise from this statement: firstly that those effected were mainly the large 

property owners of Dalkey, since only those leasing lands in Dalkey Townland had rights of 

commonage. It is also worth noting that the squatters included ‘others’ as well as outsiders, clear 

evidence that local labourers/fisherman and perhaps small traders, took advantage of the land 

invasion to carve out small homesteads on the Commons along with the migrants. The meeting 

set up a legal fund to be administered by Thomas Bouchier as treasurer and a committee ‘to 

conduct the necessary proceedings’ with a Patrick Woods as secretary. Only a total of ten 

people are named in the report, with an implication that this was the total attendance at the 

meeting because Bouchier is urged to request funds from other property holders who did not 

attend. So, who were these ‘proprietors and occupiers’ who mobilised to evict the squatters?

The initiator of the action was the clergyman Charles Lindsay, who contributed, along with 

Patrick Woods, a substantial £4.11.0 to the legal fund. Lindsay had been appointed to the 

Monkstown incumbency (reputedly the most lucrative appointment in the whole country) solely

’̂ NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 23/3/1823.
NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 8/KlN/374(2), 26/3/1822.
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because o f the fact that his father, also Charles Lindsay, Bishop of Kildare, was the Dean of 

Christ Church and therefore had the power to make this appointment^'. Lindsay made a 

substantial living from his church positions which also later included the incumbency of the 

wealthy St. Mary’s Parish in Dublin City. His worldliness apparently extended beyond nepotism 

as he had contracted syphilis during his student days in Cambridge much to the embarrassment 

o f his father. This decidedly un-clerical figure left at least some of his parishioners unhappy with 

what one of them called ‘a pluralist, a non-resident and sinecurist’̂ .̂ Lindsay’s hostility to the 

squatters was directly related to the threat to the Glebe land: approximately 22 acres of tillage 

land valued at around £4-£5 rent per annum^^. The extent o f the threat was dramatically revealed 

on an 1820 map of the ‘Glebe of Dalkey’, which shows the necklace o f squatters cabins strung 

along the edge of the church property, carving small plots out of the periphery o f these desirable 

lands '̂*.

The other committee members were all substantial property owners in and around Dalkey. 

Bouchier was, as we have seen, the leaseholder o f the Mount Mapas estate directly next to the 

Dalkey Hill quarries and according to a contemporary directory, a Dublin-based attorney with 

offices at 123 Lower Baggot Street. He was also a member o f the committee appointed by the 

Grand Jury of Co. Dublin to inspect requisitions lodged regarding the repair o f roads in the 

Barony of Rathdown. No further information is available on Patrick Woods but it is possible that 

he was the owner of lands next to the Glebe lands on the Commons boundary^^. Benedict 

Hamilton, another Dublin-based barrister, owned two houses in centre o f Dalkey village, valued 

at £15 and £5 respectively, according an 1811 valuation’ .̂ The final member was the Dublin- 

based John Peters, a Catholic, who also owned a house in Dalkey according to the same 

valuation and one acre of land there in the 1807^^. Peters was one o f the trustees who leased land 

from the Hanlons at the centre of Kingstown in 1819 for the construction of a Catholic church in 

the new town'^*.

Five others who were not appointed to the committee were listed as subscribers at the end of the 

report. Three of these possessed land in the west of Dalkey townland, relatively far fi'om the 

Commons but still effected by the appearance of the migrant workers’ .̂ Mrs. Duigenan, widow 

of Judge Duigenan, who leased a house and land from Mrs. Mary Graydon, owner of the large

Murphy, A G lorious E xtravaganza, 312-315.
Ibid., 315.
NLI, O rdnance Survey N am ebooks, Dublin County, Vol. 3, K -0 , 158.
NLI, Manuscripts Section, Longfield C ollection, Ref: 21 F 53 (846), G lebe o f  M onkstow n, Survey by 

John K elly 1820, copied by Wm Longfield 1830.
GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Townland, Map R e f  70/1-5 , p .20.
M .R.L. K elly, D a lk ey  Co. D ublin  (Ilfracombe 1952) 29. RCB, V B M , 1805-29, 3 /9 /1811.
RCB, V B M , 1805-29, Valuations at back o f  Minute Book.
D onnelly, Short H istories, 154.
H. Latham, Saint P a tr ic k ’s, 2 0 -2 1.
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Bull estate which covered most of the south-east of the townland, also owned houses in 

Sandymount and Henrietta Street in the north o f Dublin city centre. Her small property in 

Dalkey, which included a gravel pit, was crossed by the harbour to quarry rail road. It is likely 

that her primary objection, therefore, would have been to the too-ings and fro-ings o f the men 

working on that line, though a number of workers had built cabins along the line just south of her 

land in a large field belonging to Lord Carysfort. Mrs. Graydon was also listed as a subscriber, 

as was her sister Mrs. Sophia Pollard, widow of William Pollard o f Castlepollard, Co. 

Westmeath, who also inherited part o f their brother Rev. Richard Bull’s estate when he died in 

1814. The section of their estate bordering on the rail road and Dalkey Avenue had been invaded 

by the migrant labourers though most o f the cabins were on part of the estate rented by Toutcher. 

The inclusion o f the names of the owners o f the Bull estate on the list raises the question of the 

absence of Lord Carysfort’s name in any o f the documents relating to the squatters. This is all 

the more surprising given his direct interest in the matter; as owner o f a large amount o f scattered 

holdings in the village and townland of Dalkey he was one of the few entitled to rights of 

commonage on the Commons. His Dalkey lands had been directly affected with around twenty 

or so cabins built by the migrant workers on his lands along the rail road (in Dalkey townland, 

not the Commons), though, as already mentioned, his Bullock estate was not affected. This 

limited incursion may have been acceptable to him because some of this land was rented by the 

Harbour Commissioners, who were quite willing to tolerate squatting by those who were 

providing the labour for the quarrying/harbour construction. It may also indicate that, like the 

other local magnates De Vesci/Longford, the Arklow-based Carysfort’s Dalkey lands were only 

a minor and peripheral part o f his overall estate and that these incursions were not of the same 

order o f significance to him as it was to those who held a substantial proportion o f their 

properties in the area. The other two signatories were John Hines, possibly a grocer o f Tighe 

Street, Dublin, the owner of the Queens Hotel (he built another house, Rockview Lodge, next 

door in 1824) in the centre o f Dalkey village and Edward H. Percy who was probably the artist 

Edward Lorenzo Percy of Dalkey, whose son George Frederick was baptised into the Church of 

Ireland in October 1828''°.

Although none of the relevant court records survive, another public notice, this time aimed at the 

squatters themselves is preserved in the correspondence of the Harbour Commissioners'". The 

notice, in the name of the committee secretary, Patrick Woods, dated the fifteenth o f April 1823, 

informs the squatters that the court has instructed that all 'Houses and Enclosures now Built, or 

in progress to be built’ must be removed within three months. Reference to the squatters’ 

lawyer, Mr. Finlay (a contemporary directory lists one barrister of this name in Dublin: John

Kelly, Dalkey, 29. RCB, Registry Book o f  the Parish O f Monkstown, 1828-1835. A. Hyland, Primary 
Education in Kingstown in the 19"’ Century, in J. O ’Sullivan and S. Cannon, The Book o f  Dun Laoghaire 
(Dublin 1987) 45.
■” NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/KIN/374(3), 15/4/1823.
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Finlay of 31 Cumberland Street North) indicates that they were capable of fighting back on all 

fronts, including the legal one. Faced with implacable and well-organised resistance the property 

owners knew that they had to proceed cautiously. Perhaps they thought the three-month period 

of grace and the advice of their lawyer {'The trespassers are referred to their Counsel’) would 

encourage the squatters to leave voluntarily, but if so they had underestimated the determination 

of the working class settlers to hold onto the new place that they had created.

KUmamliam Court-House,
Tuesday the 15(h of April, 1823.

The several Persons who live on, or liave erected Dwellings, 
Habitations or Knclosures, on ^he COMMONS OF DAIilLEY, 
are hereby required to

TA KE IVOTICE,
THAT the m atter respecting the Nuisance....aud Eiieroarhment comiwitted on the 

Commont o f  D aikey^  havinj; come on to  be argued this Day, and after hearing 
Counsel on -both side '̂, the (.'ourt pronounced that all Houses and Enclosures now 
B uilt, or in progrefl.«i to be B uilt, should' be p ro s tra te , and in order to gt^e time 
to the Persons who have trespassed abd offended the Laws in this particular, 
three Months (from  this da te ,) be ^iven them, respectively for that purpose, or in 
tlefauh, the O^der of the Court, will be* enforced according to l^aw—The Court in 
its mercy having granted them, the three Months to remove; to which Order, the 
Centlem eii coocerned assente<t.

PA TR IC K  WOODH, Secretary 
to the Proprietors of I>aods and Houses 
adjoining the Commons ofDalkey.

B. The Trespassers are referred to their C-ounsel Mr. Finlay.

) IV A L SH t PrxnttTf J9 , H'ood-Quayt D ub lin ,

Plate 4.1 Dalkey Commons eviction notice, 1823. NA, KHC OPW8/KIN/374(3).

In a related move, at a meeting of the Grand Jury of Co. Dublin (at least one member of the 

Grand Jury in 1823, William Porter, was a Dalkey property owner) on the 16* of April, the three 

sub-constables for the Barony of Rathdown were reprimanded for 'their neglect in not attending 

to nuisances in the Neighbourhoods o f  Dalkey, Bullock and Killiney’, arising perhaps from a 

delayed realisation on the part of the local elite that they had allowed this situation to arise 

through the neglect of powers they already possessed and perhaps to find scapegoats for this 

neglect'*^. To complicate matters, two of the three sub-constables named, Michael Kavanagh and 

James Burnett, were also harbour workers and had been appointed as harbour constables in 

September 1820, and it is quite possible that they were squatters themselves as was their

Archives of Fingal County Council, Ref: GJ/1/1, M inute Book of the Grand Jury o f Co. Dublin 1818- 
1841, 16/4/1823.
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colleague Miles Rodgers'*^. Their inactivity makes sense in light o f their conflicting loyalties and 

material ties to the Grand Jury, Harbour Commissioners and to their class.

Five months later the landholders committee was no closer to success and Woods now wrote to 

the Harbour Commissioners seeking their assistance'''’. He based his appeal on the fact that the 

Commissioners had a responsibility to assist because the squatters were employees of theirs but 

his primary concern was ‘to prevent riot or create a disturbance by resistance which must 

ultimately end in an unpleasant manner’. Clearly the representatives of the propertied class 

reckoned that the working class squatters would not give up their hold on their cabins and 

gardens without a serious struggle and that only the threat o f state compulsion would force them 

to surrender their cabins and plots peaceably. But the concerns of the small bourgeois were not 

necessarily those o f the state or major landed interests who dominated the board of the Harbour 

Commissioners. Their overriding aim was the completion of the huge state project not the 

worries o f a few Dalkey notables, a project that had brought material gain to most landowners, 

but especially the head landlords, and a steady supply of labour was far too important for them to 

support the expulsion from their homes o f hundreds of quarry/harbour workers and their families. 

The Commissioners employed the tactic of trying to side-step responsibility by stating that the 

workers were not employed by them, which was technically correct since they were directly 

employed by George Smith and other smaller contractors. They had to acknowledge the 

illegality o f the settlement but in doing so they chided the proprietors for allowing the cottages to 

be built in the first place. Their desire to maintain their labour supply and a realistic appraisal of 

the possible extent of resistance led them to question whether ‘it would be wise to displace by 

force and turn out under the inclemency o f  the approaching Winter, nearly one thousand 

inhabitants which the Commissioners are informed are sheltered in those huts’. Thus they 

carefully raised the spectre of mass resistance to undermine the plea for assistance.

While only one further piece o f contemporary evidence exists pertinent to the eviction threat, a 

controversy regarding rights-of-way on Dalkey Commons that raged in the letters pages o f the 

Freeman’s Journal over sixty years later allows us the sketch the outcome of the anti-squatter 

campaign. According to this version it was the Grand Jury which carried out the proceedings 

against forty six squatters. In 1824, the High Sheriff of Co. Dublin, Sir John Ribton, ‘unwilling 

to trust merely to civil power ’ requested military assistance to clear the Commons'"^. But again 

the squatters showed a willingness to combine illegal action with using the existing structures to 

the full and in April of that year, they sent a memorial to the Lord Lieutenant, Marquis 

Wellesley, requesting that he intervene to let them stay on the Commons. In this memorial, they 

outline the pragmatic reasons for their land invasion: high rents, overcrowding and the

NA, KHC, OPW 1/8/6/2, 7/9/1820.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/3, 25/9/1823.
NLI, Freemans Journal, 23/10/1885.
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consequent health hazard in existing settlements such as Dalkey and Dunleary forced them to 

move onto the Commons. They also appeal to a sense of patronage, referring to Wellesley’s 

‘many benevolent Acts...in favour o f Ireland in general, and o f the poor working Class o f  the 

community in particular’ and his ‘wisdom and native goodness to the industrious poor’*̂ . Here 

we see a clear assertion of class consciousness, probably rare enough in Ireland of the 1820s, a 

consciousness that distinguished them, the ‘industrious poor’, many of them skilled stone cutters, 

from the general labouring population. Cleverly taking up the theme of the Harbour 

Commissioners response, they assert in their favour, that no attempt was made to stop them 

building their dwellings in the first place and that they only wanted to stay as long on the 

Commons as they were working in the Harbour/Quarries: ‘Petitioners, uninterrupted at the time, 

erected temporary Cabins on Dalkey Commons fo r  their own and families reception intended 

only during the continuance o f  said Works’.

/

f%y,y , ^ ^  ^ y v *  * y >

Plate 4.2 Memorial of the Dalkey Squatters to the Lord Lieutenant, 1824. NA, CSORP 9008/1824.

Showing an ability to manoeuvre tactically in the labyrinths of power and cognisant of the fact 

that they have lost their case in the courts, rather than declaring their right to permanent 

residence, they asked the Lord Lieutenant to 'grant such order or direction as shall continue to 

them the use o f  their present little Cabins while the works are going on only’. The petition was 

signed on behalf of the squatters by four men, one of whom later became a middling property 

owner himself: Matthew McGuirk, Francis Maguire, Edward Cuniam and John Doyle. A John 

Doyle held a small, low quality house in the southern part of the Commons according to a 

Griffith Valuation House Books of 1848 and Francis Maguire seems to have done well in the 

later land speculation boom, being listed as the owner of four small houses and a garden near on 

Nunnery Road (now Convent Road) close to Dalkey village, and also renting two further patches

NA, CSORP 9008/1824, The Humble Petition o f  the Inhabitants o f  Dalkey Commons, 15/4/1824
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of land n e a r b y M a g u i r e  is also listed as renting a further eight acres over the border in Dalkey 

tovvnland, backing Clare’s description o f him 'a contractor and f a r m e r Cuniam was either a 

native of Dalkey or an early migrant, since his marriage to Mary Maginiss is recorded in the 

catholic marriage register o f October 1816''^. Doyle was also an early resident because his 

marriage to Rose McKane, who was later recorded as the owner of their house on Ardbrugh 

Road, in November 1817 is also recorded in the Catholic marriage register^”.

According to the information in the Freeman’s Journal, General Sir George Cockbum, a local 

magistrate and landowner based in Shankill, now interceded successfully on behalf of the 

squatters and no military assistance was granted, effectively ending the eviction campaign. 

Cockbum was a strongly liberal member o f the landed gentry and friend of the leading English 

radical William Cobbett, who stayed at his mansion, Shanganagh Castle, in 1834 and 

subsequently appears to have favoured other squatters in a later dispute over the building o f a 

house on Loughlinstown Commons^'. It is likely, therefore, that the authorities failed to 

intervene militarily because of the objections o f the Cockbum and the Harbour Commissioners 

and the danger of strong resistance to eviction. The net result of this failed eviction attempt was 

to embolden more of the poor to follow the examples o f their peers: 'As soon as this (failure to 

execute the writ against the squatters) was known a number o f  cabins were immediately built and 

the parts not before appropriated were quickly o c c u p i e d . Although the success o f the Dalkey 

squatters was partly based on contingent factors, especially the overriding importance of their 

labour for a state-sponsored infrastructural project, the successful resistance o f commons- 

dwellers in similar situations, as clearly shown by Clare’s research, points to a general reluctance 

on the part of the British state in Ireland to intervene militarily when legal coercion had failed in 

this type of incident, as opposed to other perceived threats to the social order” . The refusal to 

supply troops to evict the Dalkey squatters contrasts tellingly to the rapid state response to the 

quarry workers strike of 1821, an event which largely involved the same people. This raises an 

important question regarding the relation between the colonial state in Ireland and the local 

gentry. By seizing and exploiting common land, squatters deprived small or middling local 

landholders of their right of commonage, frustrated larger landholders/landlords in their attempts 

to incorporate these lands into their estates and caused resentment and fear amongst the 

propertied in general, but they did not in any real sense threaten the general social order because

NA, Valuation Office House Books, Ref: 5.0896, Dalkey Parish House Book (Office). GV, Parish o f  
Dalkey, Dalkey Commons, Map R ef 3/17-22, p.21.
'** GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Townland, Map R ef 22/1 and 22, p. 18. L. Clare, Maynooth Studies in 
Local History: Enclosing the commons, Dalkey, the Sugar Loaves and Bray 1820-1870  (Dublin 2004) 33. 
'’’ NLI, p.9073, Marriage Register, Catholic Parish o f  St. Michaels, Kingstown.
^®NA, Valuation Office Miscellaneous Books, Union ofRathdown, Electoral Division ofK illiney, Ref:
OL X. 110, Dalkey Townland, Map No.43a.

D. Knight, Cobbett in Ireland, A warning to England (London 1984) 47. L. Clare, Enclosing the 
commons, 24.

NLI, Freemans Journal, 23/10/1885.
Clare, Enclosing the commons.
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despite the exaggerated pleas o f the class enemies of the squatters, theirs was an attempt to be 

included in the social order, not to challenge it. Their victory imbued Dalkey Commons with a 

decidedly proletarian image and substance, an image alluded to almost a century later, despite the 

intervening gentrification, in a work of fiction by Jam es M urphy, where a gruff coachman tells 

his gentile passengers: 7  was bo m  a n ’ reared on the Commons ov Dalkey there beyant, y ’ must 

all understand’̂ ‘̂.

4.3 SOCIETY AND SPACE

4.3.1 The Commons Community

An illustration of Dalkey Commons in the Dublin Penny Journal of February 1834 shows around 

eight cottages scattered across the eastern coastal area o f the Commons and a low wall traversed 

by steps^’.

Plate 4.3 Dalkey Commons. NLI, Dublin Penny Journal, 15/2/1834.

In the engraving a woman carrying a bucket on her head, accompanied by a child, heads 

southwards across the Commons. It is possible that she is bringing water from the well later 

known as Lady’s Well which lay in this area of the Commons. This is the same well that 

apparently had such 'a great reputation fo r  excellence ’ that was it was used by 'the miners and  

inhabitants fo r  miles around’, the miners possibly meaning the quarry workers or the earlier lead

Murphy, The Inside Passenger (DubVm 1913) 12. 
Dublin Penny Journal, Vol. 11, No.83, 15/2/1834.
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mine employees^^. Although the engraving was made just as the second transformation of the 

Commons was about to start, with the building o f what the writer o f the accompanying article 

calls ‘the rural summer haunt o f  the peaceful citizen ’, it captures the scattered and haphazard 

nature of the squatter settlement. This perception of the Commons as a wild, untamed place, a 

haunt of the marginalised, at least in the minds o f the wealthy who subsequently commodified 

the territory, is illustrated in a speech given at the laying o f the foundation stone o f the new 

Coliemore Harbour in 1868 by James Milo Burke, barrister and local politician, whose father 

Martin Burke had bought up a large chunk of the Commons from various squatters. He 

described the Commons of these early years as ‘a barren, rocky, yet picturesque waste dotted 

over by squatters huts and inhabited solely by the poorest and humblest classes o f  society, 

including the workmen employed in the great valuable granite quarries Lacking the luxury of 

reminiscing about the past, a more fearful note was struck by that bane o f the squatters. Rev. 

Charles Lindsay, who in a letter of 1826 to the Harbour Commissioners, seeking employment for 

his Glebe tenant, John Murphy, who, we are informed ‘pays his rent and taxes nor is he a 

condemner o f  the laws o f  this country like those who live on Dalkey Common and who in fact 

have deprived him by lawless violence o f  the advantages o f  his Common Right and fo r  this latter 

reason allow me to say that in justice his application should be preferred to any o f  those who 

have houses and gardens on that common free  o f  rent, free o f  tithes and free  o f  taxes Clearly 

embittered by the failure of the eviction attempt of 1823-24, Lindsay articulates the anxiety of 

the property holder at this literally lawless settlement, which seemed to threaten the property and 

customary rights of the existing landholders and their tenants and whose inhabitants appeared to 

be beyond the reach o f a state which could usually be relied on to impose the domination of his 

class (and church) through rents, tithes etc. These words are remarkably reminiscent o f the priest 

of Ballingary, Co. Tipperary, whose description of local coal miners is quoted by Cowman: 

‘Their dissipated and improvident habits o f  life were likely to jo in  [them] in any attempt to 

subvert the government...as they had nothing to lose in any cause whatever may be the result 

Once again the Commissioners almost casual response, in which they stated that they left 

employment matters entirely up to the Resident Engineer, indicated their determination to ignore 

the dilemma of this ‘lawless’ community that so offended a section o f the local elite being their 

primary source o f labour. The ambiguous legal status of the Commons also suited the 

Commissioners in another way, since they were still exploring the possibility of quarrying 

granite from the northern section of the townland, as late as 1829, though nothing came of the 

proposal^”.

^^NLI, Freemans Journal, 9/10/1885.
D. Dixon, The Development o f  Land Use and Housing in Dalkey from  1765 to 1890, B.A. 

Moderatorship, Trinity College Dublin 1982.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW l/8/6/4, 7/9/1826.
D. Cowman, Combination, conflict and control, 27.

“ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW I/8/6/4, 8/10/1829, 12/11/1829..
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The chronology o f the actual settlement process started when the workers and their families built 

crude mud or stone cabins to begin with and then, as the security o f their tenure increased 

following the failure o f the eviction campaign, added to and strengthened what eventually 

became sturdy stone cottages, a strengthening process facilitated by the widespread availability 

o f cheap or free granite. Gaskin, writing fifty years later, describes one of these early dwellings 

as ‘a rude, yet storm proo f cabin, consisting o f  three rooms, enclosed by a loose stone wall, 

totally unconscious o f  mortar, which encircled about a third o f  an acre on the commons

Plate 4.4 'Glenogue', Ardbrugh Road, Dalkey. Source: Breathnach 2003.

One of the few relatively unaltered cottages surviving today, ‘Glenogue’ in the old quarry village 

on Ardbrugh Road, shows the simplicity o f their design: two rooms, one with an open fireplace 

backed up by a large buttress, a clay floor, thick sloping walls made o f granite and mud, a 

wooden ceiling made of off-cuts, topped by wooden rafters, and a thatch roof or later one of 

Welsh slate^^. In relation to the off-cuts, it may not be a coincidence that the minutes o f the 

Harbour Commissioners records that in December o f 1819, the works storekeeper was ordered to 

distribute waste timber to employees, which may have been as winter fuel or to assist in the 

construction of their cabins^^.

As Gaskin’s observed, many o f the cabins were surrounded by small enclosures, where the 

squatters grew potatoes and other crops to supplement the food bought in the village. The people 

that moved onto the Commons may have been an uneducated and dangerous mob to those who

^'Gaskin, Irish Varieties, 99.
“  Interviews with M ichael Byrne, G lenogue, Ardbrugh Rd., 2003-2004.
“  N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/2, 30 /12/1819.
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occupied higher class positions but they certainly showed themselves astute regarding their legal 

position, not only in relation to their defensive tactics during the eviction attempt but in clear 

understanding they had of property laws. An official report from the clerk of the Quit Rent 

Office, written in 1841, stated that ‘A great portion o f  these Commons are now occupied by 

persons, who, having intruded themselves into parts thereof many years since, conceive they 

have by an undisturbed possession aquired a legal right to the property and have built thereon.. 

acknowledging the practical legal knowledge of the squatters*'''.

Not all the squatters worked for Smith at the quarries. Some, such as John Anderson, severely 

injured while working on the harbour in 1830, would have travelled the mile and a half to work 

at the harbour works at Dun leary/Kingstown, while others would have worked as wagon drivers 

and labourers on the rail road^\ Some may have been miners involved in the abortive attempt by 

the Mining Company of Ireland to revive the lead mine at Killiney in 1824/25^^. Others were 

local fishermen and their families who had begun to settle the Common long before 1815 but had 

been joined by others after the main invasion occurred. O ’Flanagan mentions that Charles Leslie 

bought out the cottages in the area around Lady’s Well from fisher folk in 1828 and writing a 

decade latter D’Alton described those who took over the Commons as ‘fishermen and 

stonecutters Local fishennen took over the abandoned lead miners’ cabins on the Commons 

in 1793, ‘enclosing plots with rough stone walls, within which they planted potatoes etc. until the 

year 1829’ when they were bought out by the Rev. Richard Me Donnell, Provost o f Trinity 

College**. Local historian Harry Latham maintained that small boats brought coal in from 

coasters from Newhaven, anchored off shore and that the squatters would haul it from the ‘Coal 

Quay’, also located on the land bought or grabbed by Leslie, up to the village of Dalkey. A 

parliamentary commission o f inquiry on Irish fisheries noted that in 1835, three half-decked 

vessels worked out of Dalkey (meaning Coliemore or one of the smaller landing places on the 

Commons) employing 18 men*^. This was a very small number compared to the 84 fishermen 

and six open-sail boats/twelve row boats operating out of Bullock. It is very likely, however, 

that many of the Bullock fishermen lived in Dalkey village or the Commons, since evidence from 

contemporary maps shows that there were not enough dwellings in Bullock village to 

accommodate such a large number.

^  NA, Quit Rent Office, Ref; 2B-46, File I 867, Letter from John Burke, Clerk o f Quit Rents to 
Commissioners of Woods and Forests, 20/4/184 L 
“  NA, KHC, Ref: OPW l/8/6/5, 28/1/1830.
^  First H alf Yearly Report presented to the Mining Company o f  Ireland by the Board o f  Directors (Dublin 
1825).

D’Alton, The History o f  Co. Dublin, 432. F. M. O ’Flanagan, Glimpses o f Old Dalkey, Dublin Historical 
Record 4 2 (December 1941-February 1942) 44.

NLI, Freemans Journal, 21/10/1885.
First Report o f  the Commissioners o f  Inquiry into the State o f  the Irish Fisheries, HC 1837 xxii. 190- 

287.
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Based on Griffiths Primaiy Valuation and other sources, Clare points to a spatial aspect to this 

variety o f  origins, with the poorer quarrymen’s cabins hugging the townland boundary, and the 

fishermen and small farmers potato plots established deeper within the Com m ons, though this 

w as certainly not a strict demarcation and som e quarry workers certainly settled in the interior o f  

the townland’®. However, that the quarry/harbour workers who had settled in semi-rural areas 

such as Dalkey also cultivated small gardens, is evident from a dispute that arose between the 

workers and the Harbour Commissioners in 1821. The Commissioners arbitrarily changed the 

tim e at which the harbour labourers finished their working day from six to seven in the evening, 

on the pretext that their wages had increased in value because o f  the lowering o f  the price o f  

basic goods compared to when work on the harbour had com m enced” . The workers sent a 

memorial to the Commissioners requesting a reversal o f  this change, on the basis that it 

prevented them from cultivating their small gardens ‘fro m  which m any o f  our com forts arise  

In a t>'pical show  o f  paternalism, the Com m issioners acquiesced to the workers request and 

rescinded the order because o f  ‘the men having conducted  them selves in a  subm issive and  

orderly  manner ’, though not without insisting that no loaded wagons were to be left on the Pier 

at six o ’ clock. What is obvious from the above instance is that the food produced in the cabin 

gardens was o f  sufficient importance to the workers to warrant this resistance to the change o f  

working hours and that few would have had such gardens other than those that settled on Dalkey 

Comm ons or along the line o f  the rail road at Glasthule/Glenageary.

It is likely that the Commons community, i f  such an enclosed term can be used, achieved a 

degree o f  social stability, not only because o f  the victory over the squatters opponents amongst 

the middle-tier landed class, but also because o f  a shared identity resulting from being employed  

by the Com m issioners and their contractors or a general dependence on the continuation o f  that 

work. The close identification o f  this community with work at the quarries or harbour can be 

illustrated by the case o f  one such family, the Keenans, who briefly make an appearance in the 

Com m issioners records. In July o f  1835, John Keenan, a W agon Driver working for the 

Contractors Henry, Mullins and Me Mahon, was severely injured when a wagon rolled over his 

leg, which was subsequently amputated. In N ovem ber o f  the same year, his mother sent a 

memorial to the Com m issioners requesting assistance on the basis that John, her eldest son, was 

the sole source o f  income for the household which consisted o f  herself, three daughters and her 

eighty-year-old father and because as he had spent the last four months in Rathdown Hospital his 

w ages had been stopped since the accident’ .̂ The Resident Engineer o f  the time, Richard 

Thomas, reported that the contractors had allowed the Keenans to lodge in the store room at the

Clare, Enclosing the commons, 32.
”  NA, KHC, Ref: OPWl/8/6/2, 1/2/1821.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPWl/8/6/2, 15/3/1821.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/1676(7), 10/11/1835
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entrance to the Dalkey quarries^''. What is interesting about this case is that Thomas also reports 

that John Keenan’s father, grandfather and brother-in-law were also employed in the 

harbour/quarry works and that both the father and brother-in-law ‘died in this employment’, 

possibly a euphemism for accidental death at work. The grandfather, Thomas noted, had ‘been 

employed in the works from  the period o f  commencement It would be unlikely that the practise 

of employing multiple members of the same family would be confined to one case and there are 

other examples of father and son employment by the Commissioners, though not all are Dalkey 

residents^^. There is the possibility also that the brother-in-law and subsequently the son were 

employed after the father was killed in an accident, which would accord with the normal 

paternalistic practice of the Commissioners and to a lesser extent their contractors, and had the 

added advantage o f saving on any ‘welfare’ payments to the bereaved family. Even the exercise 

of this paternalism was not entirely a one way process: when the Lord Lieutenant eventually 

gave permission to the Commissioners to make a grant of £5 to the Keenans, Richard Thomas 

reported back that the mother and her friends had requested they be given it as a lump sum, 

rather than an allowance of 5s per week, so that they could 'lay in a small stack o f  provisions and 

fu e l to serve them fo r  the Winter months They also told Thomas that they were hopeful that 

the contractors would make an ‘ultimate provision ’ for John Keenan, which again reveals an 

expectation of reciprocal relations with those who held power over their lives.

4.3.2 Fragments of a Commoner’s Life

It is extremely difficult to piece together even a shadow o f the lived experience of those who 

occupied the Commons. One can only piece together brief snatches of the lives of men and 

women such as Christopher Shalvey. This man first appears in a newspaper report of January 

1822, that described how ‘a desperate mob’ of hundreds tried to rescue a prisoner, Daniel 

Carroll, captured by the Kingstown police in the act o f stealing stockings from a shipwreck in 

Kingstown Harbour. Chief amongst the crowd was Shalvey, who was allegedly captured with a 

large stone in his hand and ‘committed fo r  aiding and assisting in said riot and fo r  attempt to 

rescue C a r r o l l . Keeping in mind the tumultuous atmosphere of Kingstown in these first years, 

it is worth noting that the language reportedly used by members o f the crowd, ‘Hollow boys, turn 

out, rescue the prisoner and stick to your oaths \  suggests an affinity with a culture of 

combinations and secret societies, with its reference to a ‘turn out’, a word commonly used to 

describe a strike or large scale workers action and the reference to loyalty to an oath, the 

language o f the rural secret society and urban combination. Three days later, Shalvey and

’“’ N A , KHC, Ref: 0 P W 8 /K IN /1 676(5) ,  14/11/1835  
’’ N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/7/4, 12/12/1844.
’®NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/K1N/1424, 21 /11/1835. N A , KHC, Ref: OPW8/K1N/1426, undated 1835. 
’’ NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 1/1/1822.
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Carroll were put on trial and found guilty, respectively, o f riot and petty larceny’*. Again the cry 

'stick to your oaths boys ’ is recorded in the police deposition, though the prisoners’ witnesses 

denied that they had heard these words and claimed that the majority o f the crowd were boys 

returning from last mass. The Jury which found the prisoners guilty ‘recommended them to 

mercy on account o f  their characters ’ indicating a degree of sympathy with the men and their 

probable position as harbour/quarry workers. Although there is no record of the sentence they 

received, it must have been relatively light since Shalvey appears again in the same newspaper a 

year and a half later, this time because of the injuries he sustained in a blasting accident in ‘one 

o f  the quarries o f  Kingstown \  a term often used to describe the Daikey quarries, confirming his 

identification as a quarry worker’ .̂

After a lengthy gap Shalvey appears again in an 1831 letter from Thomas Bouchier, o f Mount 

Mapas Estate, replying to the Commissioners demand that he hand back the ‘Telegraph 

Tower’(old coastguard station) above the quarries on Daikey Hill, because it was now needed by 

the new contractors Mullins and Me Mahon*°. Bouchier had already written to the 

Commissioners in June 1830 complaining of the use o f the tower as a ‘station from  which my 

demesne can be conveniently plundered by the occupying o f  it, which has been lately the case ’ 

and now claimed he had never regained possession of the tower because it was occupied by a 

person called Shalvey, who wanted to be paid for his interest in the property®'. He reappears 

again, as ‘Christopher Shaiery’, in 1844, now serving a ‘notice to quit’ on a James Lannan, who 

had occupied a cabin on the Commons belonging to Shalvey, after he had left the country due to 

what was called ‘some breach o f  trust said to be committed by him connected with the Signal 

Tower o f  which he had the Charge under the Late Mr. Thomas Perhaps Shalvey had been 

implicated in the ‘plundering’ o f Bouchier’s estate? In any case, the Commissioners took a dim 

view of Shalvey’s claim, ordering their Resident Engineer to instruct Lannon to stay in the 

cabin*^. So we witness a quarry worker who plays a leading role in a mini-riot, caught in the 

socially fluid/rebellious spirit o f the early 1820s, like many of his peers, grabbing whatever he 

could on or near the Commons, falling foul of the authorities again for occupying the tower, and 

finally demanding a return of what he considered to his property on the Commons. Once again, 

in the glimpses of this man’s life is observed the fluid but real nature o f a person’s class position 

changing over time and space.

NLl, Saunders Newsletter, 4/1/1822.
NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 7/6/1823.

*®NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/5, 22/9/1831,29/9/1831. 
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/5, 10/6/1830.
NA, KHC, Ref. OPW8/K1N/2050(1), 11/4/1844.
NA, KHC, R ef 0PW 8 1/8/7/4752, 7/11/1844.
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4.3.3 Population and Social Structure

This ‘picturesque waste’ contained a population of around a thousand that grew rapidly from 

1816 to 1821 and probably peaked between 1821 and 1825 before declining thereafter, though 

the process of settlement gained temporary momentum after the failure of the eviction attempt of 

1823/24, which, combined with a faulty memory, may account for local landowner Joseph 

Hepenstall’s 1833 description of the Commons being ‘the last seven years Gradually taken in by 

labers (sic) We can surmise from the birth rate evidence, based on Catholic baptism records 

for Dalkey, that the latter part of the peak coincided with the successful defiance and that the 

gradual decline from 1825 indicates a fall in population occasioned by the decline in work 

available in the quarries with a dramatic fall in 1831 as the quarry work comes to a complete halt 

for a period and many of the squatters leave for greener pastures*^. This change is reflected by 

the Resident Engineer at the harbour, John Aird, who reported in late 1830 that ‘many o f  the 

quarrying hands formerly on Dalkey Hill... are anxiously awaiting employment In opposition 

to this tendency, at the same time the idea, if not the actual practice, o f workers setting up house 

in the Dalkey area is echoed in an 1833 plea to the Harbour Commissioners from a Philip Doyle, 

a former harbour worker who now worked in Dalkey Quarries (since restarted by 

McMahon/Mullins), to allow him build a cabin at the bottom of one of the inclined planes on 

land owned by the Commissioners, because he could not afford the rent he was paying for the 

cabin, at an unknown location, occupied by him and his family*^. At this stage, however, the 

Commissioners were wary o f alienating any further land to working people, even though they 

had previously allowed a number of cabins to be built at the very place Doyle was referring to. 

This change in policy was probably as a result of the commencement o f a process of transfer/sale 

of cottages/plots from the original squatters to wealthy Dublin-based speculators and others in 

the late 1820s and early 1830s. By the mid-1830s the needs o f the Harbour authority had 

changed and they no longer required the same large number of labourers but they were now 

anxious to secure their rights over properties that were changing hands rapidly from labourers to 

merchants, professionals, and small traders. Caught at the wrong end of the process of change, 

the unfortunate Doyle was refused permission to erect a dwelling.

The, admittedly unreliable, census figures for 1821 and 1831 provide additional evidence of 

population trends and structure. The previously mentioned figure o f 755 people recorded as 

living on Dalkey Commons/Parish of Dalkey in 1821, rises slightly to 858 in 1831, a trend which 

we can only interpret as indicating no major changes in population given the probable inaccuracy 

of these figures, though it is worth pointing out that the population of Dalkey village also

*'* N A , Quit Rent O ffice , Ref: 2B -46 , File I 867, Letter from J.Hepenstall to Lord Dungannon, 11/5/1833.
NLI, p .9071. Baptism Register, Catholic Parish o f  St. M ichaels, K ingstown.

*^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/5, 28/10 /1830 .
*’ N A , KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K IN /1203, 23/3/1833 .
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remained static according to the census figures o f 517 in 1821 and 544 in 1831. One thing is 

clear from the 1831 census; even fifteen years after the original migration and settlement o f  the 

Commons, labourers and their families made up the bulk o f  the population, though it must be 

kept in mind that the boom in land speculation, which changed the class composition o f  the 

district significantly, only really took o ff in the mid- to late 1830s. According to that census, 124 

out o f  160 males, aged twenty and over, were classified as ‘Labourers employed in labour not 

Agricultural’ and a further 19 were classified as ‘Employed in Retail Trade or in Handicrafts as 

Masters or W orkm en’. This figure o f  77.6% o f the adult male population classified as non- 

agricultural labourers, constitutes an unusually large majority in comparison to nearby locations. 

The same figure for Dalkey Town was 28.1%, M onkstown Parish 28.2% and even the home o f 

many harbour workers, Kingstown, was only 34.9%. In contrast the proportion o f  skilled 

workers/retailers was much higher in Dalkey Town at 34.9%, though the small figure involved 

probably means that most o f  these were the small shopkeepers and pub owners o f the village. 

The same statistic for Kingstown, 29.8% probably indicated a greater concentration o f skilled 

workers in the town. However not too much should be read into the apparent lack o f  skilled 

workers on the Commons as the category o f  non-agricultural labourer probably included most 

skilled stone workers as well as general labourers.

Two other factors o f possible significance arise from the 1831 census. Firstly, only five Dalkey 

Commons women (1.1%), out o f  a total female population o f  445, were recorded as being 

employed as domestic servants. In Dalkey village the number was 34 (11.4%) out o f  296, 

Kingstown 423 (13.4%) out o f 3156 and M onkstown Parish 218 (19.1%) out o f  2029. Two 

possible explanations arise in relation to the almost total absence o f domestic workers amongst 

the women o f the Commons. Since most o f  the men had steady employment in the 

quarries/harbour, the pressure for women to supplement the family income by working as 

servants would have been lower. This would have dovetailed with the need for women to remain 

at home, not just to care for the children but also to look after the gardens/potato plots that were 

attached to many o f  the cabins. With the exception o f  those who carved out small plots along the 

route o f  the rail road, few working class families outside o f  Dalkey Commons would have had 

such a second source o f  food/income. Again, remaining cognisant o f  the possible inaccuracies o f 

the statistics, a significant pattern o f male:female ratio emerges. In 1821 Dalkey Commons, at 

43.3%, had a significantly lower percentage o f  females, in comparison to neighbouring areas, 

and the pattern continued in 1831 despite a rise in the percentage to 51.9%. This pattern could 

have arisen because o f the large number o f unmarried male labourers who flooded onto the 

Commons in the post-1815 period, leading to a distortion o f the normal sex structure. Although 

many brought families with them or married locally, and some, such as the unfortunate James 

Weldon, killed in an accident at the quarries in 1817, brought their parents and siblings, a 

proportion o f them would have remained single, given the absence o f a large enough pool o f
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potential partners**. This contention that there were more single men living on the Commons 

than was usual in the general district at this time is strengthened by the smaller than average 

number o f families recorded on the Commons in 1831. Given that there were slightly less 

persons per family on Dalkey Commons (5.1 per family as opposed to 5.9 in Dalkey village and 

5.6 in Kingstown), unless the average family size was lower on the Commons than in nearby 

areas, which seems unlikely, then the only explanation for the lower number o f families can be a 

higher number of single men.

If many of the squatters were general labourers, a high proportion o f them would have been 

skilled stone workers. Some of this artisanal element, and even some of the general labourers, 

also engaged in small scale business activity or self-employment especially as the quarry work 

dried up. This ‘fuzziness’ of class boundaries over time and space is shown in a manuscript 

containing a list of expenses for work carried out on Dalkey Commons during the late 1830s*’. It 

is possible to trace some of the men who were listed as providing various services to the 

(unknown) author. Some o f those listed were certainly former or existing quarry/harbour 

workers such as John Glynn, the veteran of the Peninsular War mentioned previously. Glynn 

owned a small house, valued in the Primary Valuation at a higher than average £5.10s and two 

gardens on Ardbrugh Road near the mouth o f the quarries, where he had once been employed as 

a watchman’”. He was listed as being paid 13s.4d for seed potatoes in April 1838 and 2s.6d for 

‘car h ire’ in January 1839. Glynn then epitomises the ambiguous class positions o f some of the 

squatters: having resigned his job as watchman before 1836, he was unable to work as a labourer 

because he had lost a hand in the war and applied, unsuccessfully, to be reappointed as a 

watchman on foot of a claim to have helped recover some metal plate robbed from the 

Commissioners” . Glynn’s failure to secure employment was obviously off-set to some extent by 

his ability to exploit the land speculation/building boom that occurred as the Commons was 

bought up or simply grabbed by land and by growing potatoes on the plots he had carved out of 

the Commons.

Another interesting character listed was the blacksmith Denis Keally. There is no evidence that 

Keally worked as one of the blacksmiths at the quarries or harbour. In fact the evidence points to 

him being part of the existing Dalkey Village community rather than one o f the migrant workers, 

since he is listed in the 1826 Tithe Applotment as renting three plots o f land totalling around four 

acres within the townland of Dalkey, a portfolio unlikely to have been achieved by even the most 

upwardly mobile o f squatters at that juncture’ .̂ He also rented some of Lindsay’s Glebe land in

** NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/55(2), 6/8/1817.
NA, Ref: M5480, Expenses Incurred fo r  the Purchase and Cleaning o f  Ground on DalJcey Common, 

1837-1839.
GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Commons, Map R ef 80/12, 81/2, p.25.

”  NA, KHC, Ref. 0PW 8/K IN /1444(1-2), 10/5/1836.
NLI, Tithe Applotment Book, Parish o f  Dalkey 1826, TAB 9/78.
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1826. However, by the 1849, his forge was located on the section o f Commons land that by then 

had become an extension o f the village and his stock o f property had grown to include four acres 

(mostly rented from Lindsay), on which he owned three cottages, but also a house next to his 

forge and another small house ju st inside the Commons/Glebe boundary on Sorrento Road^^. 

Like others in the middling to lower ranks o f the existing population, it is likely that Keally took 

advantage o f the Commons invasion to grab some property, though we are not in a position to 

clarify whether he built the cottages he owned or had purchased them from departing squatters in 

the 1830s-1840s. This also applies to Robert Foy, listed for clearing ground in the expenses 

document, who owned some o f the land mentioned in the Tithe Applotm ent Book jointly  with 

Keally and, according to the Primary Valuation rented, with others, a house and land valued at £9 

on Nunnery Road, again near the Commons boundary,^''. Foy was another native as he is 

recorded in the catholic marriage register as marrying M argaret Magenis, who belonged to a 

long-established Dalkey/Bullock family, in May 1815, about a year before the main influx o f 

m igrant workers began’ .̂

In the case o f another o f those listed, Martin Quinn, we have positive proof that he was either one 

o f the original squatters or a descendent o f one^^. Quinn who is described as a stone mason in 

the expenses list, rented a house and small garden from Charles Leslie, one o f the main land 

speculators who lived nearby in his mansion, Carraig-na-Greine. Leslie is reputed to have built 

new houses for squatters displaced when he took possession o f a large tract o f  land in the north 

o f the Commons, so Quinn could have been one such case. Quinn was, by this time, something 

o f a sub-contractor h im self He is listed as supplying building materials and ‘masons and 

labourers’ in March 1839. Others mentioned in the document include the brothers Edward and 

Darby Dennis (he is recorded as a witness to the Catholic marriage o f his brother Michael in June 

o f 1824, so he was an early settler) from whom stone was purchased, who also lived at the 

northern part o f the Commons and were mentioned by Gaskin in his account o f  the ‘Dalkey Gold 

Rush’ o f  1834; Michael Driscol, who owned a house, freehold, in the quarry village and who 

was simply paid wages probably for labouring work; and finally, James Neal, another resident o f 

the cottages that lined Sorrento Road, north o f the Glebe lands, who was paid for labouring work 

and supply o f equipment and for the sale o f  his ‘former holding’ for £5, though he still owned a 

the cottage on Sorrento Road in 1849, so this must refer to a different plot^^. This multiple 

possession o f plots by a small number o f  squatters allowed them to make a bigger killing.

GV, Parish o f  D alkey, Dalkey Townland, Map Ref; 62, 63 /1 -3 , p .20. GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey  
Com m ons, Map Ref; 30 /18-19 , 31 /5-6 , p.22-23.

G V, Parish o f  D alkey, Dalkey C om m ons, Map Ref; 3 /13, p.20.
N L l, p .9073, Marriage Register, Catholic Parish o f  St. M ichaels, Kingstown.

’*N L I, Freemans Journal, 12/10/1885.
Gaskin, Irish Varieties, 104. N A , Valuation O ffice, Ref; OL 7 .0070 , Dalkey Parish H ouse Book, Map 

N o .82/12. G V, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Com m ons, Map Ref; 39 /5 , p.23. N L l, p .9073 , Marriage Register, 
Catholic Parish o f  St. M ichaels, K ingstown.
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perhaps even to join the ranks o f the petty trader, when the Commons was carved up at a later 

period.

4.3.4 Education and religion

The 1837 Ordnance Survey map shows two schools located in Dalkey Parish: one, Dalkey 

National School, situated west of the village on the main road to Dublin and another school near 

Lands End or Sorrento Point at the heart o f the Commons townland. The location o f this school 

was the result of an attempt by a Franciscan priest, Fr. Francis Smyth, to establish the Catholic 

Church’s presence in the squatter settlement. Local historian Harry Latham, claimed that both 

schools existed as early as 1816 (a claim that is unlikely to be correct), were known locally as 

‘Oxford and Cambridge’, and that ink bottles and pens were discovered near the site o f the 

Commons school during the twentieth century. L.atham seems to have confused the Franciscan 

Smyth, with another priest, Patrick Smyth who served as a curate in Dunleary between 1818 and 

around 1822^*. Donnelly, the historian o f the Catholic parishes of Dublin, explains Smyth’s 

arrival as arising out of the closure in 1837 o f the Poor Clares' Convent at Glasthule, of which 

Smyth was chaplain, though the accuracy o f this version is challenged by contemporary 

evidence. This led Smyth to build a house called Mount Alvemo (after St Francis Assisi’s 

birthplace) and an oratory that the commoners attended mass in on Sundays and holy days’’. 

Donnelly claims he inherited the land on the Commons from his relations, the Burke family, 

although as Clare points out, it is unlikely that one could inherit a private plot on common 

land.'°° The oratory, later transformed into the house Kilross, ceased to function after Smyth 

died. This was the only Catholic church serving not only the parish o f Dalkey but all the areas 

east o f Kingstown and Cabinteely, at the time. Flanagan writes that Smyth lived on the 

Commons from around 1830 and built the oratory which was attended by ‘people from  as fa r  

away as Ballybrack’̂ ^̂ . Flanagan comments that Smyth was renowned for his charity and lack 

of worldliness, a reputation somewhat dented by the extent of property he owned, but he also 

claims the all this property was owned by a Mr. Blake who employed some o f the stonecutters, a 

hint that the land may have been appropriated before the priest arrived on the Commons. What is 

certain is that Griffiths Primary Valuation of 1849, lists a Rev. Francis Smyth as owning two 

acres o f land and four houses on the Commons, including Mount Alvemo and Kilross (which 

was valued at £22), though none are then identified as school or church'®^. Another curious piece 

of evidence is an advertisement placed in The Times o f London in February 1832, which reads as 

follows: ‘Caution: The public, and especially Catholics are cautioned against a person who

D onnelly, Short H istoric, 153-154.
D onnelly, Short H istories, 158.
L. Clare, E nclosing the com m ons, 32.
P.M. O ’Flanagan, Glim pses o f  Old Dalkey, 47-48 .
G V, Parish o f  D alkey, Dalkey C om m ons, Map Ref: 7 1 /1 -4 , p .24.
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represents himself as a FRANCISCAN from  the monastery o f  Mount Alverno, Dalkey, near 

Dublin, and solicits subscriptions in aid o f  free schools belonging to that monastery. He has 

unfortunately collected a large sum o f  money in this country: but it has been ascertained that he 

is not under any religious vows; nor in holy orders, nor authorised to collect fo r  the said 

m o n a s t e r y . Whether this was aimed at exposing an impostor or a malicious attempt to 

hamper fundraising, it proves that the school predated 1837, confirming that Smyth had 

established his school and oratoiy here before he converted them into the houses ‘Mount 

Alverno’ and ‘Kilross’ as part of the later transfonnation of the Commons into a haunt o f the 

wealthy suburbanites.

Dalkey Poor School, which became the Dalkey National School, was the school attended by 

most of the quarry workers’ children, especially those living at the quarry village at Ardbrugh 

Road'®'*. The school, founded around 1820, was located on land belonging to the Graydon/Bull 

estate, on the Dublin road heading west from Dalkey, adjacent to the line of the rail road from 

Kingstown. In 1825 the school was described as being located in a ‘very good’ building, that 

had cost £400 to erect and its pupils (boys and girls) were all Catholic. It was financed partly by 

subscriptions from the wealthy and partly from the fees, paid by the pupils, of 2 pence per week. 

The first teacher was Laurence O’Bryan but he was replaced in the mid-twenties by James Hunt 

and his wife and daughter. The predominance of quarry workers’ children at the school is borne 

out to by the infonnation that, in the late 1820s, the school committee sent a memorial to the 

Lord Lieutenant requesting assistance following an accident in the quarries in which a large 

number o f men were killed, leaving many o f the pupils orphaned and unable to pay the fees. The 

ties o f patronage between the working class and the wealthy, as well as the hegemonic instincts 

of both church and local elite was revealed in the decision of the committee not to charge these 

pupils fees, indeed in the very existence of this committee and school. This highlights the 

dialectic nature of the contradictory relationship between the gentry/middle class and the 

labouring class: patronage and coercion, deference and resistance in constant motion, sometimes 

manifested in the actions and thoughts of one individual, an individual like John Hynes who was 

one o f those who campaigned to get the squatters evicted, yet was also one o f the Catholic 

signatories of the application for official status of the Dalkey National School in 1832. Perhaps 

after eight years, the longevity of the squatter settlement had mellowed elite fears or perhaps, like 

many of his time and class, Hines saw no contradiction between charity towards the children of 

the poor and determination to drive the very same children, or at least their older siblings, from 

their humble homes in the middle of winter. Whatever the case may be, despite the refusal of the 

authorities to fund the school in the late 1820s and again in 1831, it survived and was granted

NLI, The Tim es Digital A rchive 1785-1985; The Tim es, 13/2/1832,. 
A. Hyland, Primary Education in Kingstown, 44-45.
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National School status in 1832. By 1835, the Dalkey National School had been split into 

separate boys and girls schools, although they had been educated separately in the Poor 

School’®̂. Although the schools now received £28 annual support each from the state, 

subscriptions and a fee o f 1 penny a week also helped finance them.

According to the second report o f the commissioners appointed to survey the state o f Irish 

education in 1825, one further school were located at Dalkey'®’. This Catholic school was that 

run by Esther Smith in a thatched house attended by twenty pupils. Although the exact location 

is unknown, perhaps this was the Kilross/Mount Alvemo school founded by Fr. Francis Smyth, 

given Clare’s claim that the school ‘cabin’ dated from 1820 and that it was later incorporated into 

the Mount Alvemo. Another local school that would have been attended by quarry workers’ 

children was the Protestant run school at Killiney village, attended by 16 Protestants and 44 

Catholics and located in another ‘very good’ building constructed at a cost of £300. Killiney 

village had a concentration o f cabins attached to it, no doubt housing those who worked in the 

quarries o f Roche's Hill as well as some of the Dalkey quarries workers and this may be the 

school referred to in a 1834 lease agreement between the Mullens family, who owned the 

quarries, and the Rev. Charles Sleator. A smaller, private school, o f 84 pupils, run by a James 

Keenan, was financed by private subscription and 1 penny subscription from some o f the 

children (which points to a poorer clientele, given the inability o f some to pay the fee). There is 

also a strong possibility that this was the same ‘Mount Alvemo’ school on the Commons, now in 

the hands of Keenan rather than Esther Smith, the school described by D’Alton in 1838 as 

‘another charity school maintained by the contributions o f  the gentry and attended by about 

ninety children o f  both sexes

4.3.5 Settlement Patterns

The cluster of dwellings at the mouth o f the quarries conformed to a different pattem to the rest 

of the squatter settlement. Here ‘huddled together to get the last inch out o f  the freehold sites ’ 

(though another five or so cabins were located across the townland boundary in land leased by 

the Mount Mapas estate) a settlement of around 40 cabins grew up that was to take on a clear 

identity as a separate community'®’. These were what was to become known simply as ‘the Hill’, 

a small nucleated settlement, which was to maintain this separate identity into the late twentieth 

century. While many workers and their families left as the quarrying work dried up there were

Department o f  Special Collections and Western Manuscripts, Bodlean Library, University o f  Oxford, 
Talbot Papers, Ref; C93, Deeds and other documents relating to Rochestown and Ballinclea Estates 1419- 
1894.

Second Report o f  the Commissioners o f  Public Instruction in Ireland, HC 1835 xxxiv. 1 -875.
Second Report o f  the Commissioners o f  Irish Education Inquiry, HC 1826-1827 xxi. 596-605.
D’Alton, The History o f  Co. Dublin, 443.

'09 o ’Flanagan, Glimpses o f  Old Dalkey, 51.
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strong elements o f  continuity. For example, a Denis Cash was recorded as living in a cottage on 

the north side o f  Ardbrugh Road in the Valuation, the same cottage occupied by a pair o f  elderly 

sisters, also called Cash in the early to mid-twentieth century''®. Evidence o f the social 

separation from Dalkey is found in the fact that the village had its own shop (in one o f the cabins 

rented from the Mount Mapas estate owned by a Mrs. Colclough), a small pub ‘Larry Lambe’s 

Beer House’ and two w e lls '' '.

Figure 4.3 The Quarry Village, inclined planes and Dalkey village. Extract from W.C. Carmody’s
Map o f  the Township o f  Dalkey, 1863.

Lambs’ tavern and a drink shop owned by the same family, who had become O ’Loughlins by 

marriage, remained in the village until the late twentieth century"^. Local tradition also has it 

that when work at the quarry ended Mrs. Lamb, the then owner, gave credit to the local families 

until the men found work elsewhere, evidence o f the emergence o f  a tight knit community. O f 

course, there would have been strong links with Dalkey village, and much travel between the two 

settlements. Again Latham records that quarry w orkers’ children were warned to come back 

from the shops in Dalkey before dark or that the Devil would get them, a warning made effective 

by the location o f the curious ‘Devil’s Boot’ imprint on a wall on Knocknacree Road. Perhaps 

the Harbour Commissioners built these cabins for the quarry workers, though no evidence exists 

in their records to back this claim up and it seems more likely that migrants simply squeezed into 

the narrow area between the mouths o f  the quarry and the Commons boundary to the north and 

west. It may be the case that, although they did not demand rent from them, the Commissioners

Interviews with M ichael Byrne, Glenogue, Ardbrugh Rd., 2003-2004. NA, Valuation Office 
M iscellaneous Books, Union o f  Rathdown, Electoral Division o f  Killiney, Dalkey Com mons, Ref: OL 
X .llO , Map No. 45/3.

GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Com m ons, Map Ref: 82/20, p .25. O ’Flanagan, G limpses o f  Old Dalkey, 
55. Interviews with Michael Byrne, Glenogue, Ardbrugh Rd., 2003-2004.

Interviews with Michael Byrne, Glenogue, Ardbrugh Rd., 2003-2004.
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regarded all the residents of the quarry village as squatters on their ground, despite the fact that 

all are listed as freeholders in the Primary Valuation. Almost all these cabins have no attached 

gardens or plots according to the Valuation, so it could well be a case o f the Commissioners 

owning the land on which the cabins were built.

Plate 4.5 The Quarry Village, Ardbrugh Road, Dalkey. Source: Breathnach 2002

Whether this was the case or not, their contradictory inclinations again are seen in a letter 

outlining his duties sent to B.D. Gibbons (who, himself gained from the Dalkey Commons land 

boom, when he later bought a house in the most prominent and fashionable terrace built there in 

1845, Sorrento Terrace), on his appointment as Resident Engineer in May 1838: ‘A number o f  

cabins have also been erected which the commissioners would be glad to take earliest 

opportunity possessing themselves without doing anything harsh ’ but, reflecting their worry at 

the speculators land grab currently in full swing and their desire to prevent any expansion o f this 

community they instructed that ‘no transfer o f  property in the cabins is to be allowed but i f  a 

party wishes to quit the Commissioners should not object to paying a small sum fo r  the supposed 

interest in order to get rid o f  the nuisance. No additional cabins or premises to be allowed 

without the distinct sanction o f  the C o m m i s s i o n e r s . As late as 1849 the Commissioners 

refused permission to a Robert McCormick, who was the tenant o f a gate lodge on Dalkey 

Avenue, 'to erect a Cabin on a vacant slip o f  ground near the tramway on Dalkey / / / / / ’"''. A 

further hint that the whole Ardbrugh village was considered to be the property o f the 

Commissioners is contained in another instruction to Gibbons in January 1841, demanding that

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8 1/8/7/2, 12/5/1838.
GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Townland, Map Ref: 27/7, p. 18. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8 1/8/7/4, 

2/2/1849.
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he 'collect and return the rental o f  the small tenements at Dalkey Quarry as formerly 

directed’̂ ^̂ .

Outside of the quarry village, approximately 140 buildings can be identified on the Commons in 

the 1837 Ordnance Survey Map, and although some of these were either farm buildings or, in a 

few cases, the first o f the summer villas, it would be safe to presume from the population figures 

quoted earlier, that the majority of these were cabins. Most of these squatters cabins/plots were 

concentrated along the Commons boundary or the north eastern section of the townland, though a 

few plots were located on the steep rocky southern section. Three o f these isolated southern 

cabins formed a small block just south of the easternmost quarry and we know that two of these 

belonged to squatters Pat Carroll and William Me Gartland who occupied them in 1822 because 

these later formed the lands o f a large house called Mount Henry"^. Again this points to a 

gradual settlement expansion after the initial rush of 1816/1817 had taken place.

A small related area of settlement, though not strictly speaking within the Commons, was along 

the rail road in Dalkey townland, mostly on land leased by the Harbour Commissioners. Initially 

these cabins spilled into the lands of surrounding landowners such as Mary Graydon’s but these 

seem to have been evicted or removed by the 1830s, other than those built in the lands leased by 

the Mount Mapas Estate south o f Dalkey A venue"’. The Commissioners continued to tolerate 

this situation on their own lands, only attempting to regularise the situation in 1835, in response 

to the possibility of the squatters selling their cabins and plots. In November o f 1837, the 

Resident Engineer, Richard Thomas, was instructed to find out if the ‘sundry poor persons who 

have made encroachments on the Commissioners ground at the head o f  the Kingstown Iron 

R oad’ were still there and if they were paying rent as they had agreed in writing two years 

previously"*. In 1838, the next Resident Engineer, B.D. Gibbons, received similar instructions 

to collect rent from ‘the parties concerned in the class o f  Labourers ’ with whom the agreements 

had been made"^. The original 1837 document of lists the working class tenants and their yearly 

rent, making it possible to track them in the various records available.

One o f them, James Colclough, rented his property from the Commissioners at a higher rate of 3s 

Od per annum. According to Griffith’s Primary Valuation, he rented a narrow garden that ran 

parallel to the rail road south o f Dalkey Avenue from the Commissioners and a house and garden 

in the quarry village from Robert Warren of the Mount Mapas Estate'^®. At £3 lOs Od, the

" ^ N A , KHC, Ref: 0 P W 8  1/8/7/3, 16/1/1841.
GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey C om m ons, Map Ref: 81/1, p .25. N A , Quit Rent O ffice, Ref; 2B -46, File 

1 867, Letter from Edward I’Estrange, Quit Rent O ffice to the Estate o f  Henry French c.1863.
H. Latham, Saint P atricic’s, 2 0 -2 1.

" * N A , KHC, R e f:0 P W 8  1/8/7/2, 14/11/1837.
" ’ N A , KHC, Ref: 0 P W 8  1/8/7/2, 13/6/1838.

GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Townland, Map Ref: 49/1 and 56, p .19.
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valuation of his cottage is higher than average for the village and it may be that he was already 

running the village shop which his wife or mother, M rs Colclough, is later recorded in the 

Valuation Office M iscellaneous Book as running from the same building'^'. Colclough’s case 

highlights the danger of treating this working class community as belonging to an 

undifferentiated labouring class. Here was a man who had worked for the Commissioners, most 

likely in the quarry or because of his proximity to the rail road as a wagon driver, but who had 

also carved out a garden near his home and eventually set up as the local huckster at the quarry 

workers’ village on land rented from the local landlord rather than the squatted on like most of 

his co-workers. The boundaries between labourer and craftsman, skilled worker and small trader 

were quite porous, especially in an area where spatial borders were easily transgressed, giving 

labouring men and women the opportunity to establish a tiny toehold in the property system, 

though for the majority a toehold is all it remained and many did not even get that far. Class, as 

exemplified by James Colclough, was not an immutable brand, but a flexible concept that may 

change over a person’s lifetime, Thom pson’s ‘something which in fa c t happens in human 

relationships’̂ ^ .̂

Figure 4.4 Cabins along the Rail Road, Dalkey. Extract from Valuation Office Map, c.1849, Gilbert
Library.

It is possible to trace five of the others listed as well, although no information was found on one 

of them, Philip Doyle, who was rated at a rent o f 2s/0d per annum. Another tenant was Miles 

Rodgers, rated at Is/Od per annum. The precise location of his cabin is unknown but the minutes

NA, Valuation Office M iscellaneous Books, Union o f Rathdown, Electoral Division o f Killiney, Ref: 
OL X .llO , Map No.31/2 and 32/3-5.

Thompson, The M aking o f  the English Working Class, 9.
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of the Harbour Commissioners record that, in September 1820, he was appointed as one o f the 

special constables employed from amongst the workers to patrol the harbour and rail road, only 

to be dismissed in 1822 for being absent from the night watch’̂ .̂ His marriage to a Judith Smith, 

in July 1825, is noted in the Catholic parish register'^''. The fact that the place name noted on the 

register is Dunleary rather than Dalkey, should alert us to the mobile nature of working people at 

this time'^^. Movement between the cheap crowded lodgings of Kingstown to the freedom (at 

least financial) of a squatters’ cabin on the Commons or along the rail road was a pattern that 

obviously obtained until that area dried up as a source o f free accomodation.

Amongst the five others on the list was the wagon driver, Edward Flood, who, as previously 

noted, had worked at Howth Harbour before coming to the works at Dunleary. Flood occupied a 

small cabin and garden, rated at a rent of 2s/0d per annum and later valued at a relatively high £5 

in Griffiths Primary Valuation, at the bottom o f the first inclined plane near the junction of the 

rail road and what is now Barnhill Road'^^. Flood, who had worked at the harbour since 1818, 

was noted as working as a labourer at the Post Office Jetty in 1829 and working at shore filling 

in 1832, fractured his thigh bone when he fell off a wagon at the pier at Kingstown in 1838 by 

which time he was described as a wagon driver'^’. In his appeal for assistance to the 

Commissioners, he mentions his wife and seven children, which, given the size o f the cabin and 

despite its relatively high valuation (which may have been due to a move to a larger cottage near 

the same site because of the construction o f the Atmospheric Railway in 1844), indicates that at 

least some of the workers families lived in conditions far from the ideal ‘sturdy cottages’ 

portrayed in later descriptions. Like many workers o f the time he was forced to work well 

beyond his prime, being described as ‘an aged man with a large family, none o f  whom are able 

to assist h im ’ by Dr. William Plant of Rathdown Hospital'^*. The contradictions between the 

paternalism and utilitarianism o f the Commissioners came to the fore in cases like this, where 

they felt obliged to give some compensation to one who clearly belonged to ‘the industrious 

poor’, yet were always anxious not to set a precedent o f granting a pension. They claimed that 

they had no power ‘to make any continued allowance in such cases’, so they requested and 

received the Lord Lieutenants permission to pay Flood a gratuity of £10, ‘which is all they can 

ever do

A neighbour of Flood’s, Thomas Murtagh, is also mentioned in the Commissioner’s list. His 

cabin and garden, though also rated at a rent of 2s/0d by the Commissioners, was valued at a

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 3/1/1822.
NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/2, 14/9/1820.
NLl, p.9073, Marriage Register, Catholic Parish o f  St. Michaels, Kingstown.
GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Townland, Map Ref: 37/1, p .l9 .

'” NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/K1N/752, 29/10/1829. NA, KHC, Ref. OPW8/K1N/1116(2), 3/8/1832. NA, 
KHC, R ef 0PW 8/K 1N /1676(4), 21/9/1838.

NA, KHC, R ef OPW 8/KlN/1676(3), 28/9/1838.
'̂ ’ NA, KHC, R ef 0PW 8/K1N/1676(1), 1/10/1838. NA, KHC, Ref: O PW l/8/7/2, 3/10/1838.
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lower £2 in Griffiths Primary Valuation’'̂ ®. Further south at the bottom of the second inclined 

plane was the cabin and garden of Michael Neal, like Flood’s property rated at 2s/0d by the 

Commissioners and valued in the Primary Valuation at £5'^'. The two others listed were Peter 

Neal, again rated at 2s/0d, who occupied what was described in the Primary Valuation as a 

house, offices and gardens, but despite the seemingly more extensive nature o f the property was 

only valued at £3'^^. Neal’s property was inside the Commons boundary close to the friction 

wheel which controlled the funicular system at the mouth o f the quarries. Elizabeth Cavanagh, 

who was the only woman amongst the listed tenants, also occupied a cabin within the Commons 

townland, a small distance from Neal’s property'^^. There is no evidence in the Valuation Office 

material that either Neal or Cavanagh were renting from the Commissioners as both their 

properties are listed as freehold, though in Cavanagh’s case a man by the name of James 

Kavanagh, who may have been a relative, did rent a small garden next to the rail road from the 

Commissioners, which might be the same the property she is listed for at a rent of Is/Od per 

annum. Like a number o f squatters, she rented another cabin, in this case attached to her own 

house or perhaps simply the result of a subdivision o f the house, to a woman named Anne 

Purcell. Both were valued at £1 in the Primary Valuation and in the House Book both are listed 

as 3b quality which is at the lower end of the scale of house quality' ̂ ''. Though it may have been 

a later phenomena, there is little doubt that the original squatters took advantage o f their 

successful seizure o f plots on the common land to rent land or cabins to others of the same class, 

as well as the more well known procedure o f selling to upper middle class land speculators.

4.4 TRANSFORMATION AND ENDURANCE

By December 1833 work had apparently stopped completely (temporarily as it turned out) in the 

Dalkey Quarries leaving many of the quariy workers unemployed'^^. This led some of them to 

leave the area though work started up again soon enough and continued into the post-Famine era. 

This short break in the quarrying work gave rise to an incident that may be based on fact or may 

be allegoric: the story of Etty Scott and the ‘Dalkey Gold Rush’. This story was first recounted 

by J. Gaskin in 1868, in his book of local miscellanea, Irish Varieties^^^. According to Gaskin’s 

version, in 1834, Etty Scott, the daughter o f a Scottish quarry worker, and occupant of an 

identified cottage near the Commons boundary with the Glebe Lands, dreamt of hidden treasure 

on the shore of Dalkey Sound and convinced a number of the quarry workers and native 

fisherman and traders of Dalkey to follow her commands and dig for Viking gold at a place

GY, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Townland, Map Ref; 37/2, p. 19. 
GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Townland, Map Ref: 53, p. 19. 
GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Commons, Map Ref: 81/4, p.25. 
GV, Parish o f  Dalkey, Dalkey Commons, Map Ref: 80/3-4. 
Dalkey Parish, House Book, Ref: OL 7.0070, Map No. 80/3-4. 
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/1377, 3/6/1835.
Gaskin, Irish Varieties, 97-105.
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called the Long Rock, north o f Coliemore Harbour. Gaskin claims that they even formed a 

‘council o f  goldfinders ’ to purchase the tools and equipment they needed but that their efforts at 

locating the treasure came to an end after a month, when a number of medical students set free 

cats with their tails alight to run across the rocks where the mining was being conducted. Gaskin 

finishes the story with a description of the sale of their plots by some of ‘Etty's Miners’ to 

wealthy land speculators, linking the story to a process that did certainly occur. Gaskin knew 

some of the squatters, and other local witnesses, but local historian Harry Latham’s contention 

that this story was an invention, simply a metaphor for the real Gold Rush that occurred when 

many of the squatters sold their holdings to speculators and developers is more likely to be true, 

given the lack of any corroborating evidence in any contemporary source. At the end o f his 

account Gaskin names some of ‘Etty’s miners’ who sold their holdings, and it is possible to 

identify the location of their cabins based on the names, cited by Gaskin, of the villas/terraces 

that were later located on their holdings.

The process of squatters selling on their holdings had probably begun in the late 1820s, and was 

certainly under way by 1832, when the Harbour Commissioners reported that some of their 

employees, living on the Commissioners’ land near the quarries had sold their interest in plots of 

ground to others’’ .̂ By the mid-1830s much of the Commons was being bought up by land 

speculators and property developers among them many Dublin based business men and 

professionals, such as Martin Burke, the owner o f the Shelboume Hotel, a house at Seapoint and 

more property in Kingstown'^*. Such was Burkes inroads into the Commons that the Harbour 

Commissioners warned him that, far from securing him ‘in the possession o f  certain small 

holdings you have lately purchased near the quarries o f  Dalkey’, they were liable to pull down 

the cottages without notice and without paying him any compensation'^’. The other top 

Commons property holders were Charles Leslie, a Dublin based chemist, Gerald Tyrell, a Dalkey 

bookseller and property owner, Patrick Byrne, a Dalkey publican, Samuel McComas, a merchant 

tailor and also a Kingstown property owner and the Rev. Richard McDonnell, provost of Trinity 

College, who developed one of the most exclusive housing projects on the Common, Sorrento 

Terrace''*”. These men then built houses for themselves and/or sold on land and houses, at vastly 

inflated prices, to other wealthy suburbanites. Joseph Hepenstall, in his letter of 1833, cited 

above, mentions McDonnell specifically: ‘in one instance a Doctr Me Donnell a fellow  o f  Trinity 

College has purchased some o f  those labourers who are emigrating upwards o f  25 Acres and has 

completely inclosed it.. It is interesting that, other than Gerard Tyrrell, who was the landlord 

of a row of cottages in Dalkey village, evidence from the printed valuation suggests that most

‘""NA, KHC, OPW 1/8/6/5, 19/7/1832 
Clare, Enclosing the commons, 32-33.

'” NA, KHC, OPW 1/8/7/2, 29/8/1834.
GV, Parish of Dalkey, Dalkey Commons,Map Ref: 1-88, p.20-26.
NA, Quit Rent Office, R ef 2B-46, File 1 867, Letter from J.Hepenstall to Lord Dungannon, 11/5/1833
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larger Dalkey village property/land holders, including Thomas Connolly, grocer and post office 

keeper, William E. Porter, a native of Kent who owned a lot of village properties, and Rev. 

Charles Lindsay, did not buy Commons land from the squatters'"*̂ . Local tradition and the 

evidence in the Registry of deeds held that the big speculators ‘paid a trifle by way o f conscience 

money to the fishermen whose lands they coveted and obtained’ *̂̂ . Leslie is alleged to have 

'bought fo r  a few  pounds the common rights over a plot he subsequently sold for £1700’, one of 

the mansions was built on a plot that was supposed to have been sold by a squatter for a gallon of 

whiskey and another portion of valuable land was purchased from an artisan for two gallons of 

porter and the sum of four shillings and six pence in m o n e y The reality seems to be that 

those who sold their cottages/plots may have made what was a large sum for them, while at the 

same time the purchasers, who were far wealthier, paid small sums relative to their own wealth 

and what they later gained from the transaction. Some of the squatters may have even got the 

better of the speculators by selling and refusing to move; in 1844 it was reported that Martin 

Burke ‘bought lands at Dalkey and the persons from whom he purchased subsequently possessed 

themselves of the lands, holding now both lands and money

\ I C
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Figure 4.5 Dalkey and Dalkey Commons. Extract from Ordnance Survey Map, County Dublin,
Sheet 23,1843.

Certainly, some but not all, of the squatters emigrated from the late 1820s onwards. This process 

was later described by a local landowner: ‘But, as the pier approached completion, the amount of 

work was diminished, and practically closed about that time. The consequence was that the poor

GV, Parish of Dalkey, Dalkey Townland, Map Ref:l-74, pl7-20.
NLI, Freemans Journal, 9/10/1885. L. Clare, Enclosing the commons, 33-34.
NLI, Freemans Journal, 9/10/1885, 19/10/1885.
NA, KHC, OPW 1/8/7/4, 27/7/1844.
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inhabitants had to seek a living elsewhere, as their patches o f  cultivation were quite too small to 

maintain them. The majority were too glad to sell their holdings, and I  remember many who thus 

enabled to establish themselves in better positions The arrival o f the atmospheric railway in 

1844, brought Dalkey Commons firmly into the commuter zone that had already encompassed 

Kingstown and its vicinity and with it came a new wave of upper and middle class residents, as 

had been envisaged by developers of the new line'"’’. Harry Latham has suggested that many of 

the quarry workers stayed on to work as gardeners and servants to the new residents and work in 

the quarries resumed and continued into the late nineteenth century, so the exodus of the early 

1830s was at most partial. He also proposed that the transition had occurred in two phases, with 

the eastern coastal arm of the townland being bought up by speculators in the 1830s and the 

inland area, closer to the quarries, undergoing a similar transition because of the arrival of the 

railway, emigration of the poor during the Famine and a slowing down of quarry work again 

after the Famine. However, evidence fi'om the census of 1841 and the post-Famine census of 

1851, do not fully support this hypothesis and the transition from workers’ settlement to an 

exclusive suburban zone was never fully completed. In 1841 the percentage of families noted as 

depending on manual labour was 53.2% but this actually rose to 71.3% in the 1851 census'^'*. 

Whether this change is due to more accurate enumeration or another influx o f poor during the 

famine is not the important point, what is crucial is that even after the property boom, the 

majority of the population o f Dalkey Commons belonged to the working class. The statistics on 

housing, on the other hand, are a complicating factor; the tiny percentage o f first class houses 

only rises slightly between 1841 and 1851 but there is a significant rise in second class houses, 

from 37.6% to 51.1% and a corresponding fall in the percentages o f third class (41% to 37.5%) 

and fourth class (18.8% to 3.2%) houses. A possible explanation for this is that the former 

squatters were gradually improving their homes and adding new rooms, windows etc, thereby 

raising the classification o f these cottages or in some cases building completely new homes on 

their plots. The printed valuation book of 1849 confirms the survival o f the working class o f the 

Commons. The workers’ village at the mouth of the quarries and a host of cottages spread 

across the Commons are distinguished as former squatters property by their classification as ‘in 

fee’ or freehold'''^. Some of the squatters leased part o f their plots or other cottages they had 

built on their plots, to other labourers and these mini-landlords can be distinguished from the 

larger landlords/speculators by the fact that they lived in freehold cottages next to the cottages of 

their tenants. So it is clear that despite the bourgeois incursion, the manual working class and 

artisan residents o f Dalkey Commons continued to play a role in the unfolding development of 

the place they had settled thirty years before.

NLl, Freemans Journal, 21/10/1885.
J. Killen, Public Transport in Dublin, unpublished B.A. dissertation, TCD (1969) 19.
Report o f  the Commissioners appointed to take the census fo r  Ireland in the year 1841, HC 1843 xxiv. 

28-29. Census fo r  Irelandfor the year 1851, Part IV, General Report, HC 1856 xxxi. 36-37.
GV, Parish of Dalkey, Dalkey Commons, Map Ref: 82/1-30, p.25.
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4.5 COMPARATIVE MATERIAL

There is very little to be found in secondary sources or the academic literature regarding similar 

squatter settlements in Ireland, especially those that grew in connection to a large state-sponsored 

or industrial project. This gap does not necessarily signify the absence o f such settlements but 

may indicate the lack of interest of both contemporary observers and later scholars in these little 

worlds of the marginalised and the poor. Though the lack of industrial development outside the 

cities and large towns precluded the emergence of major workers villages in rural or semi-rural 

areas, with a few exceptions such as the planned community at Portlaw, Co. Waterford, surely it 

is safe to surmise that the canal building, harbour construction and road building o f the late 

eighteenth and nineteenth century must have given birth to other such settlements. This gap in 

the corpus of works is indicative of the neglect o f the Irish working class by historical 

geographers and our knowledge and understanding of these squatter communities will only arise 

out of a general re-orientation towards the study of the historical geography of the subaltern in 

Ireland.

One major exception already referred to is Des Cowman’s (and Clodagh Carroll’s) work on the 

miners’ settlements that grew near the copper mines which were opened at Bunmahon on the 

Waterford coast by the Mining Company of Ireland in 1824 (the MCI coincidently had a lead 

smelting establishment at Ballycorus in the foothills o f the Dublin Hills and tried to revive lead 

mining at Dalkey, also in 1824)'^°. Despite the different impetus that led to the formation of 

what could be accurately called shanty towns, the similarity with Dalkey Commons is striking. 

Rapid population growth arose out o f the in-migration o f the poor of the hinterland and skilled 

workers from other mining districts in West Cork and Cornwall. Though many o f the miners 

occupied cabins in the village o f Bunmahon, a squatters’ settlement populated by around 700 

people grew up at the periphery of the village on common land behind the beach. This 

community attracted similar negative responses and concerns on the part o f the local elite as the 

Dalkey settlement, though not the push for eviction. At Bunmahon we hear yet again the 

nervous denunciation of the ‘extreme disorderly habits ’ o f the miners, especially their drinking 

habits, and the spirited response o f the anonymous poet to a priest’s temperance crusade: ‘He 

never dwells on soups and dinners. But on publicans and sinners Like the quarry workers of 

Dalkey, the Bunmahon mining community also displayed internal hierarchies, though these were 

much more rigid because of the deliberate division fostered by the Mining Company between the 

skilled, who were provided with housing, and the unskilled labourers forced to live in the beach

C. Carroll, ‘The Vanished Wealth o f  Bunmahon The role o f  the mining industry in the historical and  
economic development o f  Bunmahon, Co. Waterford in the nid-19'^ century. Senior Sophister Dissertation, 
Trinity College Dublin 2003. D.Cowman, Life and Labour, 10-19. D. Cowman, Life and Work, 29-42.

D.Cowman, Life and Labour, 16.
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village. Ultimately the Famine destroyed this shanty town completely and many o f  the 

remaining miners emigrated to work in the copper mines o f Butte, M ontana later in the 

nineteenth century. It is not within the scope o f  this study to examine the primary sources 

regarding Bunmahon or other similar settlements but to indicate similarities to developments on 

Dalkey Common and highlight the dearth o f material produced and urgency o f further detailed 

study o f  squatter zones in nineteenth century Ireland.

4.6 CONCLUSION

Three interlocking observations arise from the study o f  this working class settlement, which was 

unique in its emergence out o f  a contingent combination o f local factors but was also part o f  a 

common social process o f land invasions by the poor that was occurring throughout Ireland at 

this time. Dalkey Commons became a magnet for quarry and harbour workers, because here, in 

close proximity to their workplaces, was a place relatively free o f  the social, economic and 

political power o f the local elite, a place where they and their families could settle unhindered. It 

is also apparent from the evidence that others, some o f  whom were native to the area, took 

advantage o f this creation o f an alternative space to carve out their own small homeplaces on the 

Commons. The existence o f  this new proletarian community was perceived as a threat to the 

local social order in general and their property rights in particular by a section o f  the 

neighbourhood elite. The fears o f  these landholders, professionals and small businessmen, were 

not it seems shared by the great magnates o f the area. Lords Carysfort, De Vesci, Longford and 

Talbot played no part in the push to evict them because this was only a minor scuffle o f class 

conflict on the edges o f  their great domains. More significantly, the colonial state, mainly in the 

form o f  the harbour authority, deliberately did not intervene to impose the wishes o f the local 

men and women o f  property. This arose primarily out o f  prioritisation; the continuation o f a 

steady supply o f labour for the construction o f the harbour overrode any qualms about temporary 

or localised breaches o f the right o f  private property, but it also had a basis in pure pragmatism: 

the use o f force was withheld because the nature o f  the threat to ‘order’ was deemed to be at a 

very low level and the possible consequences in term s o f working class resistance too dear a 

price to pay for the suppression o f a relatively unimportant transgression. Nor should we forget 

that the Commissioners themselves had material interests in the general district which demanded 

the uninterrupted construction o f  the harbour with all the attendant benefits that would flow to 

men o f substantial property such as themselves. This, combined with a degree o f paternalism 

exemplified by the attitude o f  the Resident Engineer, John Aird, cast the Commissioners as a 

buffer between the labourers and their class antagonists.

The community that grew out o f this dynamic can not be characterised or classified with ease. 

To call it a proletarian settlement is simply to emphasis its overwhelming social composition:
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made up o f  men and women who toiled in physical labour mainly in the employment, direct or 

indirect, o f others. As the new settlement stabilised it emerged as complex, loosely differentiated 

and stratified, both in class and spatial terms, as labourers, craftsmen, fishermen and petty-traders 

began to put down roots. Com m ons’ society certainly began as ‘free enclave’, less rule- 

governed, largely exempt from the normal patterns o f  land ownership current in Ireland at the 

time, though its boundaries, both physical and social, were always permeable to the hegemonic 

forces o f  the era. Here, for a brief period, working men and women could indeed live free o f 

rent, tithes or taxes. But this was soon to pass as the Commons settlement was reabsorbed 

through a process o f land purchase until only a faint echo o f its atypical past remained.
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CHAPTER 5

RESISTANCE AND SOCIAL CONTROL

5.1 INTRODUCTION.

The squatter settlement of Dalkey Commons, was a good example o f working people shaping the 

landscape into which they arrived by carving out a homespace, influenced by the existing spatial 

and social constraints but constructed nonetheless by them, from below, rather than imposed 

from above. This ability to partially shape what happened in the spaces which they occupied can 

also be observed in the manner in which workers turned these places in which they worked, 

played and lived into zones o f resistance, a resistance that inevitably brought a reaction from 

those whose authority, wealth or power was challenged.

5.2 COMBINATIONS AND STRIKES. 

5.2.1 Skirmishes and Battles

Many workers did not come to the quarries and harbour with clean slates, learning to resist as 

work proceeded. Skilled workers from Dublin city came armed with the militant tradition o f the 

semi-open, though illegal, artisans combinations. Many rural migrants would have been aware 

of, if not previously involved in, the activities o f agrarian secret societies and the stonecutters 

from the hills had their own customs o f independence and self-employment. The large number 

of men who had previously worked in Howth would also have been familiar with resistance 

actions including clandestine organisation as is demonstrated by a reference to ‘a Combination 

among the M asons’ in a letter from John Aird, then Resident Engineer at Howth, to Howth 

Harbour Commissioners in 1814’.

It is not surprising then that the first reported act of open resistance at Dunleary aptly conformed 

to militant traditions both rural and urban. In January 1817 George Smith, the main contractor at 

Dalkey, received an anonymous letter ‘threatening vengeance and destruction o f  his person and 

property, i f  he shall not immediately raise the wages o f  his workmen and labourers . The 

Commissioners admitted that this had happened because Smith had reduced the workers’ wages 

but were determined to stamp out such dangerous forms o f resistance. A reward of £50 was 

offered for information which would lead to the conviction of those involved. Whether this

' NA, Minutes o f  Howth Harbour Commissioners, Ref: OPW 1/8/10/3, 25/6/1814. 
^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1,2/1/1817.
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resulted in immediate information, not a surprising possibility given the large and diverse 

workforce involved, or that the Commissioners own investigations yielded instant results, the 

next day they examined eight workmen under oath^. These men acknowledged that they had 

heard about the anonymous letter but claimed they did not know who wrote it and had played no 

part in the whole episode. Having failed to break the ranks o f class solidarity, the 

Commissioners turned to what they obviously saw as their only ‘respectable’ conduit into the 

workers’ world: the Catholic clergy. The priests would have been the sole link between the 

predominantly migrant workforce and the existing structure of local society. The Catholic parish 

o f St. Michael’s, centred on the church at Cabinteely, covered most of the districts inhabited by 

the migrant workers and their families but some would have lived in the neighbouring parish 

Blackrock/Booterstown or at least attended the chapel at Booterstown. The Commissioners 

wrote to both parish priests asking them to publicise the reward but there is no evidence that this 

produced the desired effect. Clearly, the Commissioners were concerned about the danger of 

workers’ organisation as opposed to just the safety o f Smith since they took the further step of 

printing Sections 25 and 26 o f the second Harbour Act (these dealt with theft and obstruction of 

work at the harbour) and issued regulations which directed the dismissal of any worker guilty of 

‘any combination, theft, rioting or other disorderly behaviour'^. These regulations were backed 

up by the vaguer wording o f the 1816 Harbour Act (56. Geo.Ill c.62) which imposed fines for 

obstructing or preventing the work o f harbour employees. There existed a determination then, 

from the very beginning o f the project, to crush worker resistance, employing both micro and 

macro level measures to do so.

With the arrival o f more and more labourers, some armed with traditions of resistance, there was 

a certain inevitability to the major strike that broke out amongst Smith’s workers at the Dalkey 

quarries in April 1821. Despite the absence of formal or at least open organisation, the workers 

were sufficiently well organised to send a deputation of three men, representing the 500 men 

involved, to appear before the Commissioners, meeting in Dublin City, to present a statement 

from the strikers and put their case. Smith was also present and the minutes note that the 

Commissioners, hardly surprisingly, decided that ‘said alleged grievances were found to be 

without any foundation whatever . Recorded in the same minutes is a rare direct expression of 

the voice of the workers themselves in the form of their written statement to the Commissioners. 

Here we find that a mix of class conscious defiance and pragmatic words of deference aimed at 

winning officialdom over to their case against the contractor. In a manner that puts a lie to the 

idea that working class consciousness, as opposed to awareness o f ethno-religious or peasant 

identity, did not exist in early nineteenth-century Ireland, the strikers unambiguously identify 

themselves as ‘part o f  the working class o f  the community ’, clearly a declaration that had positive

 ̂ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 3/1/1817.
 ̂N A, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 30/1/1817.
 ̂N A, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/2, 26/4 /1821.
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connotations from their perspective. Yet they were at pains to emphasise their ‘respectability’ 

and their respect for the existing class hierarchy by rejecting Smith’s characterisation of them as 

a ‘mutanous and rebbellious faction ’ and claiming that they could ‘call upon any gentleman 

resident in the Country to state to the contrary Although they complained that 'our only crime 

is looking to Mr. Smith fo r  the value o f  our labour which he monopolises to himself’, their 

primary concern did not seem to be low wages, but the financial losses to the workers associated 

with accidents that occurred at the quarries. Their protest was centred, then, around the financial 

burden carried by the men as a result of the high rate o f accidents. The examples they gave of 

this burden also points to a voluntary mutuality amongst the workers and their kin: their 

readiness to accompany their injured colleagues into Mercers Hospital, located near St. Stephens 

Green in Dublin, at the loss of a day’s pay and their willingness to look after the widows and 

orphans of those comrades who died as a result o f work accidents. Distrusted by those around 

them, they built their own support structures to overcome isolation and material want.

A strike involving such a large number of men quickly working on a state-sponsored scheme 

inevitably attracted attention outside of the immediate district. The day after the Commissioners’ 

meeting where the workers had presented their petition, the strike was reported in the Dublin 

Evening Heralcf. This report struck an unusually sympathetic note, describing the strike as the 

result of ‘some misunderstanding between the contractor...and the m en’ and commending the 

workers for their ‘exemplary’ conduct since the work started in 1816. The writer echoed the 

workers’ petition, commenting on the fact that ‘their duty is o f  a nature to demand liberal wages, 

not merely fo r  its extreme laboriousness, but the dangers to which it exposes them. A number o f  

men have been killed since the commencement o f  the works and their widows and children, 

amounting, we are told, to above 100 souls, have been principally supported by contributions 

from  the surviving workmen ’. The reasonable nature o f their demands was emphasised by the 

revelation that they were not seeking a wage increase but ‘to prevent a reduction which has been 

proposed and which would leave the unfortunate men an average consideration o f less than 15s. 

a week fo r  all their slavery and perils ’ and the prospect of a rapid settlement o f the dispute was 

held out.

Faced with such organised opposition amongst the workers and the disruption of the rapidly 

proceeding work at the Harbour, the Commissioners reacted by threatening force. They issued a 

public notice, stating that they had met the workers’ delegation and listened to their demands 

which they deemed ‘totally unfounded’. Though that indicated a certain defensiveness on their 

part, the coercive measures were then listed: Smith was to send a list of strikers to the 

Commissioners, all of whom were given four days to return to work on the same terms or they 

would lose their jobs and be barred from working for the Commissioners again. To frighten the

*N LI, Dublin Evening Herald, 27/4/1821.
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striking workers and reassure the nervous gentry, they also revealed that they had ‘taken 

measures to secure the peace o f  the neighbourhood and have fo r  that purpose procured the aid 

o f  a sufficient Civil and Military Force’, which took the form of a party o f soldiers stationed at 

Dunleary. The public notice was printed in the loyalist Saunders Newsletter, a newspaper that 

had initially simply reproduced the sympathetic Evening Herald report o f the 27”’ of April but 

now gave a far more negative view of the workers action^. The bias towards the party o f order 

was unmistakeable; ‘We have much pleasure in stating, that the several workmen employed in 

the quarries o f  Dalkey hill, and who have been fo r  the last ten days in combination fo r  an 

increase in wages, and redress o f  alleged grievances, peaceably returned to their work on 

Saturday morning last. The commissioners o f  the Works immediately held a Special Board, to 

inquire into the statements o f  the men, and on minute investigation they found  that the entire 

complaints were without the smallest foundation; on the contrary, the deputation from  the 

workmen themselves, stated the kindness they always experienced from  Mr. George Smith, the 

contractor, as to the regular payment o f  their wages and his attention to the comforts o f  them 

and their families It was apparent from the rest of the report, however, that it was not their 

benevolent employer’s attention to their comforts that drove the strikers back to work but the 

attention of the soldiers o f the 44"' regiment who by now were stationed at the batteries and 

Martello towers near the harbour site and quarries. The nervous voice of the gentry class breaks 

through in the wholehearted welcome given by Saunders Newsletter to this ‘prompt measure ’ 

that had dispelled ‘the apprehension entertained by the public, as to the disorderly conduct o f  the 

workmen' and the appeal to retain the military force in the locality permanently, ‘to check any 

future misconduct in so large an assemblage o f  workmen As if to reassure readers that this was 

an aberration, that the ‘normal’ conduct of well-behaved docile workers had not been 

overwhelmed by the ‘rebellious faction’ the report ended with a declaration o f confidence: ‘It is 

but justice to notice that numerous men in the immediate employment o f  the Dunleary 

Commissioners, conducted themselves with the greatest propriety during the above combination, 

by diligently attending to their w ork’. Incidentally, is clear from this statement that the strike 

only involved the men working for Smith in the quarries of Dalkey (and apparently the Ballast 

Board quarries o f Bullock), rather than those employed directly by the Commissioners. This 

difference could have arisen from a greater attention to the conditions of work o f those directly 

employed by the Commissioners.

By the 5* of May the danger o f social disorder had receded and the Commissioners reported to 

the War Office that the men had returned to work and that the militaiy force could now be 

reduced to one officer and 24 soldiers*. Having succeeded in quelling this incident of open class 

struggle, like the gentry in general, they were loath to leave themselves open to more danger so

^NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 1/5/1821.
*N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 10 /5 /1 8 2 1.
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they requested that the reduction be carried out at intervals rather than all at once. What com es 

across here, again, is a perception that trouble is brewing beneath the surface, that only the threat 

o f  force maintained the social peace: ‘the Com m issioners are perfec tly  sa tisfied  that it is en tirely  

ow ing to the appearance o f  the M ilitary that the men continue p ea cea b ly  a t their w o rk ’. Within 

a w eek they were requesting an increase in troop numbers from 24 to 50 and claim ing that any 

reduction would lead to a situation where ‘numerous workm en em ployed in the neighbourhood  

w ill again enter into com bination an d  disturbances  a request that was refused by Dublin Castle 

on the grounds that there was not enough accommodation in Dunleary for more troops and that, 

in any case, the area was close enough to Dublin for reinforcements to arrive quickly if  

necessary’ . The onus o f  maintaining stability was firmly left to the local bodies by the colonial 

centre: ‘through yo u r exertions an d  that o f  the M agistrates, in the Vicinity, the Public tranquillity  

w ill be p re se rved  an d  the Workmen d e terred  fro m  any fu rth er effort to excite disturbances in that 

Q u a r t e r The threat o f  violent suppression seem s to have indeed deterred them from open 

organisation and it would be some time before the cow ed workers took strike action again.

In 1824 another, but quite different, dispute between workers and the state occurred, this time 

involving seventeen ships carpenters brought in from Cork to work on the hulk Essex  which was 

located in the Harbour in that year as a holding place for convicts awaiting transportation to 

Australia via Cork” . On their return to Passage W est in Cork in October 1824, these men wrote 

to the Lord Lieutenant, complaining that lack o f  adequate transport costs and loss o f  tools had 

left them 'utterly ru ined and beggared  som e o f  their fa m ilie s ’ and, within a month, a decision  

was made to fully compensate them. The maritime historian John De Courcy Ireland, who 

brought this incident to light, maintains plausibly that the carpenters were imported from Cork 

because the local workers were prone to ‘com bination’, so despite the defeat o f  1821 the 

reputation o f  militancy remained. W hile there is no further evidence o f  strike activity in the 

immediate area o f  the Harbour or quarries, 1824 was a year o f  widespread workers action, with 

many newspaper reports o f  the activities o f  combinations in the Dublin region, including an 

attack by striking workers on scab labourers at M oss’s Cotton M ills at Dundrum or Kilteman, not 

far from Dunleary'^. These incidents o f  worker resistance were so frequent that the Lord Mayor 

o f  Dublin called a general m eeting o f  merchants and traders to discuss a response to the 

problem'^.

The 1820s in general saw an upsurge in the activities o f  organised workers, a symptom o f  which  

was the increase in violent incidents reported by the Dublin police between June 1824 and April

®NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 17/5/1821.
‘“ NA, KHC, Ref OPW8/KIN/183, 14/5/1821.
" De Courcy Ireland, History o f  Dun Laoghaire Harbour, 47-50.

NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 16/3/1824. Pearson, Between the Mountains, 307. 
NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 24/3/1824.
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1825'''. The passing of an act (5 Geo.lV c.95) repealing the anti-combination laws in 1824, 

which effectively legalised of trade unions, undoubtedly boosted the confidence of workers, 

despite subsequent legislation which restricted unions to bargaining over wages and hours, 

though it took a number of years before the transition from informal and illegal combination to 

legal trade unions was complete'^. The merging of the Irish currency into sterling caused 

deflation and an industrial recession in Britain was naturally reflected in the increasingly 

integrated colonial economy o f Ireland (epitomised, ironically, by the opening o f the steam 

packet service between Kingstown and Wales in 1826), resulting in a severe recession in 1826. 

This had a shattering impact on the Irish textile industry, leading to mass unemployment and the 

consequent distress especially in Dublin, but also in the smaller urban textile centres'^. The local 

impact of this shockwave, clearly shown in O ’Toole’s paper on the weavers o f the Liberties, was 

felt in the Kingstown area as well, which was only to be expected given the close ties to the 

capital. Two undated documents in the Harbour Commissioners’ Archives for 1826 attest to the 

widespread unemployment and consequent suffering of the poor during that year. The first is 

‘The humble address o f  the peasantry o f  Kingstown and its environs ’ which despite its title is an 

appeal for work from native unemployed labourers who ‘are these Six Months past without 

geting a constant weeks work'^^. They graphically outline the extent of their privation: 'These 

Poor men have pledged their little furniture and even their Clothes in order to help to support 

themselves and families. Petitioners are in a deplorable situation fo r  the want offood, and truly 

declare that themselves wives and children have been fasting fo r  the space o f  Twenty four hours 

since the beginning o f  last Spring and would have been starved ere this only fo r  their wives went 

about the fields accumulating nettles to subsist upon’ and end their plea poetically with that 

mixture of deference and defiance characteristic o f their class at this time: ‘Petitioners have hope 

and confide in your Honours humanity that you will have the benevolence o f  giving them 

employment so as to impede them from  being necessituted to provide themselves with fo o d  by 

compulsion i f  the above be conceded to they as in duty bound will ever pray. They are 

surrounded with the thorns o f  misery and gnawed by the caustic o f  sorrow  Around the same 

time a similar request was received from James Ryley, a labourer from Kingstown, who was also 

claimed to be in dire straits due to unemployment: ‘Thro means o f  no Employment, his fam ily is 

now in a Starving Condition and has no means o f  maintainence but by his hand labour...if he 

does not get Speedy Employment he will become a Burthen on the Publick’̂ .̂ As it happens, he 

may have been given a job because a James Riely appears on a list o f labourers employed 

working on the East Pier in October 1829'’ . Even though the harbour and quarry workers were

O’Connor, A Labour History o f  Ireland.
Park, The Combination Acts, 340-359.
D. O ’Toole, The Employment Crisis of 1826, in D. Dickson, The Gorgeous Mask, Dublin 1700-1850 

(Dublin 1987) 158.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/KIN/529(3), undated 1826.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/KIN/527(4), undated 1826.

” NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/KIN/752, 29/10/1829.
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clearly in a better position than most of their class and local grievances played a major role in 

their actions, it is in this wider socio-economic context that we must view the series of strikes 

which occurred at the works culminating in a major strike in the spring o f 1826.

In February 1825, George Smith informed the Commissioners that the quarry workers had 

‘turned out and stopped the Works ’ again^®. Relying on the presumption that coercion would lead 

to a speedy end to the workers action, the Commissioners ordered Smith to threaten that ‘i f  they 

persist in stopping the Works a force will be forthwith called in to quell them ’ reviving memories 

o f the military intervention o f 1821. No further mention o f this strike occurs in the minutes or 

correspondence so the threat of state violence seems to have worked on this occasion. 

Nevertheless, by October there was renewed trouble, this time when the Wagon Loaders/Horse 

Contractors on the rail road raised the issue of wages with the Commissioners, who promptly 

refused to entertain them on the grounds that it was a matter between the men and their 

employers, now Samuel Smith and Bargery McCullogh, son and son-in-law o f George Smith 

who had died in September 1825^'. From the content o f the letter sent by the 68 Wagon Loaders 

to the Commissioners, it is evident that their main concern was Sam Smith’s failure to fulfil 'his 

fathers Compact' regarding wages, though again this strike should not be viewed outside the 

general militancy of the period'^. The Resident Engineer, perhaps anxious to smooth things over, 

declared that the strike would fizzle out soon but that Smith and McCullogh were in no mood for 

compromise declaring that ‘rather than Submit to unreasonable demands under an Act o f  

Combination, they (would) proceed in the shortest possible time to Horse the whole themselves 

by the purchase o f  fresh horses The Wagon Loaders responded with the contention that ‘We 

mean No Imposition but to get the Value o f  our Labour or near i t ’ using precisely the same 

language that had been used in the petition of the 1821 strikers^"*. This group of skilled workers 

showed a basic class consciousness that dictated that workers should receive the real value of 

their labour-power that was their sole saleable commodity and at the same time made a 

declaration of their reasonable intention, their desire simply to return to what they saw as a 

properly balanced relationship between worker and employer. Sam Smith’s response, of the 

same date as the workers second letter, seems somewhat panicked: he informed the

Commissioners o f ‘a general turn out fo r  a rise in wages by the horse owners on all the line o f

road’ and stated 7 have every reason to believe that it will end in a general combination, and 

under those circumstances, beg your assistance and protection against the sam e’̂ .̂ In fact the 

‘general combination’ did not happen and the strike seems to have ended as Aird predicted, but 

this was only a temporary respite.

“̂ NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/3, 10/2/1825.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 20/10/1825.

^"NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/K1N/480(2), 17/10/1825.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/K1N/480(1), 17/10/1825.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/K1N/480(3), 20/10/1825.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/K1N/480(4), 20/10/1825.
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5.2.2 The strike of 1826

The skirmishes of 1825 were followed by the major strike of February 1826. At their meeting of 

the 16* of February, the Commissioners discussed two documents; ‘The Humble Petition o f  the 

Dalkey Hill Workmen ’ outlining the quarry workers grievances and a response from Smith and 

McCullogh^^. The first concern expressed by the workers in their petition, once again, was to 

clear their names from being ‘calumnated, vilified, degraded, oppressed and represented to be a 

set o f  combinators by Mr. McCulloch \  though they lamented that being migrants they had no 

members o f the local gentry to vouch for them. While they asserted that they were ‘daily 

oppressed by our present employers in several respects’, at the core o f their dispute was a 

reduction o f wages and the lack of employment for those laid off; ‘We always engaged our 

labourious employment with content, until aroused to a sense o f  our degradation by Mr. Smith 

and Mr. McCulloch wanting to curtail our small pittance, which we often fin d  too small to 

support ourselves and Families in this dear neighbourhood, besides it is a most grevious thing, 

that i f  any one person is disemployed he will not get employment from  any neighbouring 

gentleman on account o f  the way we are represented’. Note here the keen sense of the spatial, 

the perception that their problems arising from the absence o f ties o f patronage to the local 

gentry, their reputation as dangerous outsiders and the above average prices in an area of elite 

suburbanisation. They accepted that their wages were higher than the Irish average but indicated 

that this was only to be expected given the arduous and dangerous nature o f their work. 

According to the workers, the employers, on the other hand, were blaming the authorities, 

claiming, according to the petition, that ‘it was not easy to get money from  them (the authorities), 

that money was scarce and they were in no hurry with the work ’.

In an earlier version of their petition, the workers had struck a similar note, emphasising their 

respectability and the reasonable nature of their demands^^. They flatly denied the accusation of 

organised pre-planned action: ‘we are no Conspirators or are no way connected in Conspiracy 

as we are represented but are obedient to our Employers in every lawful respect’, adding in 

obvious resentment at the contractors propaganda ‘nor do we wish to be represented as we are ’. 

The central plank of the strike seems to have been the demand for an increase in wages to offset 

the high cost of living and maintenance of the working conditions and practices in operation up 

until then. The vigour with which they defended themselves from the accusation of 

‘combination’ seems strange and they seemed especially perturbed by Me Cullogh’s claim that 

the Commissioners had called them ‘a set o f  Combind Villains and that (they) ought to be turnd 

to the D evil’, a statement they refused to believe since ‘we always found  your Hon.s ready to

^^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 16/2/1826.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/KIN/491(2), 2/2/1826.
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Vindicate our cause against our oppressors who oppress us daily’. The antagonism towards the 

contractors, their immediate class antagonists, and the deferential appeal to the upper gentry of 

the board is understandable but the denial o f ‘combination’ is somewhat mystifying, given the 

fact that they clearly were engaged in organised resistance to the employers exploitation and had 

been since the previous year and the fact that the repeal o f the anti-combination act in 1824 must 

have been common knowledge at this stage. The answer may lie in their perception that what 

they were engaged in was not a combination or conspiracy, implying secret or illegal pre-planned 

activities, but simply an open struggle to assert their rights to a fair wage and to protect their 

existing conditions of employment.

The employers responded to the workers claims with a detailed chronological reply to questions 

put to them by the Commissioners regarding the strike. They maintained that the strike started 

on Saturday the 28* o f January when the wagon loaders in one of the quarries struck after being 

refused 'small Borers to have the stu ff broken By Monday the strike had spread to the men in 

another quarry (the ‘Upper Quarry’), though the employers claimed this was due to intimidation 

rather than solidarity. The men seemed to have returned to work but trouble flared up again on 

Saturday the 4"' o f February when a man called John Reynolds was removed from working the 

crane in the Upper Quarry ‘as punishment fo r  drinking’, resulting in an all out strike by the mass 

o f the quarry workers. Again, Smith and McCulloch could not envisage such action without it 

being the product almost solely o f terrorization, Reynolds allegedly having driven the others to 

strike with the ominous words 'take care o f  yourselves ’! Reflecting the hegemonic ideas o f the 

era, the contractors perceived, or at least professed to perceive the problem, not arising from 

wages, conditions or exploitation of any form but the presence of troublemakers in the ranks of 

‘a great many well disposed men This discourse o f the troublesome few leading astray the 

deluded, malleable mass is common to colonial Ireland, though more often employed in 

explanation o f agrarian violence and nationalist uprising than working class struggle.

Some sort o f negotiations between contractors and strikers started but foundered on Monday the 

6*, when the workers presented a code o f regulations to be signed by the employers. It is evident 

from the contractors account that the wagon loaders who operated the cranes in the quarries had 

forced the contractors to accept a practice whereby one loader from each crane did ‘day work’, 

that is the work of an ordinary labourer, at a pay rate higher than the regular labourers and that 

the contractors wanted to put an end to this practice. The reply also purported to give an accurate 

account of the wages situation at the quarries. The accusation that the contractors had reduced 

the labourers’ rate o f pay was flatly denied though they acknowledged that they might have to 

reduce wages in the coming months. A somewhat confusing list of wage rates is given in this 

document, confusing because the wages varied significantly over time and between men. So the 

workers at the Upper Quarry, who initiated the strike, are listed as being paid 19s 6d per week on
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Saturday the 20* o f Januaiy, 23s 4d per week on the 27* o f January and 20s 01/2d on the 4* of 

February. The cause of the weekly fluctuations were not explained, with foremen earning 

between 22s 9d to 26s Od per week for these three weeks, smiths earning 20s Od to 24s Od and 

‘day labourers’ lOs Od to 16s Od. Only the borers pay remained stable at 21s Od per week. It 

seems likely from these fluctuations that the men were paid according to time spent working or 

particular tasks carried out rather than a set weekly wage. Once again it must be emphasised that 

this information comes to us through the filter of the employer’s account and may well have be a 

distorted picture o f the real situation, a script designed to absolve them of any responsibility for 

the crisis.

Plate 5.1 The East Quarry, Dalkey. Source: Breathnach 2004

The minutes o f this meeting of the 16* of February then record events as they happened. The 

meeting was being conducted at No. 19 Gloucester St. North, the offices o f the Commissioners’ 

secretary and merchant, George Darling. A delegation o f workers had arrived from Dalkey to 

put their case to the committee but only one representative was allowed in and he was informed 

that ‘the Board had unanimously agreed not to interfere with the Contractors and the Workmen 

employed by them The delegation was not to be fobbed off so easily and they handed in the 

following note: ‘The Dalkey Hill Workmen finding no redress from  your Honourable Board 

deem it expedient to let your Honors and the Contractors know that they will not work on the 

terms that are highly approved o f  by your Honours and as you would not listen to the grievance 

we have to complain o f  we shall unfold them to the public. Dalkey Hill Workmen. P. S. We have 

no call or claim on the works but shall not work on the terms proposed. ’ The tone o f the note is 

as significant as the content: the sarcastic reference to terms ‘highly approved o f  and
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resoluteness of the refusal to accept the Commissioners’ rejection, mark a significant break with 

the usual deference towards this powerful state body. In this era of the mobilisation o f the 

masses by the Catholic Association and the widespread resistance o f the agrarian secret societies 

and urban combinations, perhaps it should not be surprising that the mask o f deference should 

slip in the face o f the arrogance of those in authority, especially in a time of economic recession. 

Clearly shaken by this proletarian impudence the Commissioners ‘feeling the great injury that 

may arise to the works i f  the combination is permitted longer to exist’ decided to hold a special 

meeting on the following Monday in Kingstown ‘to adopt such measures as may be deemed 

advisable to crush the present combination The defiance of the workers had evidently aroused 

the class antagonism of the gentlemen Commissioners and their ever present desire to proceed 

with the harbour work without delay. It should be recalled also that both Smith and McCullogh 

were successful and prominent members of the Kingstown elite. They both lived in large, 

recently built houses. Stone View House and Ashgrove Lodge, situated on lands formerly leased 

by George Smith, on a newly constructed road, initially called ‘Sam Smiths Road’ (now 

Glenageary Road Lower), that linked Kingstown to Glenageary/Rochestown and would have 

been familiar with, or at least moved in the same social circles as, some o f the individual 

Commissioners^*. Both local class and general colonial state interests were now at stake!

That special meeting went ahead on the 20"’ o f February"’. Although the contractors maintained 

that the strike was heading for ‘a natural death’, the Commissioners were still exercised enough 

about the issue to recommend to them that they apply for police assistance to protect those who 

returned to work ‘from the assaults o f  the refractory’. To facilitate this move, a letter of 

introduction was written to the Chief Magistrates of Police for Co. Dublin, Alderman Frederick 

Darley and Alderman W. H. Archer. But, despite the intervention of the Harbour authority, the 

strike continued until the beginning o f March. Once again we must rely on a detailed account 

given by the employers, though this is partially offset by a document purportedly submitted by 

the workers (in all likelihood authentic)^®. According to the employers account they had been 

handed a list o f ‘regulations’ outlining the conditions by which the workers would return to 

work. In response they tried to break the strike by sacking fourteen men whom they considered 

to be the ringleaders o f the strike, a move that failed to end the action. Now desperate to crush 

the workers resistance, Smith and Me Cullogh requested that the authorities send a party of 

police to the quarries. Darley, in whose gift it was to order such an action, refused this request 

and instead offered to mediate between them and the men.

This surprising refusal by an important figure of authority to use force or even threaten it, 

indicates the tendency of local ties o f mutual dependence and patronage to mute class

Smith, Historical Street Directory, 32.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 20/2/1826.

“  NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/4, 2/3/1826.
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antagonisms to some degree. The Darleys, as already referred to, were a well-known business 

family involved in the quanying, brewing and the building trade in Dublin City and south eastern 

Co. Dublin since the eighteenth century. Frederick Darley would have had long experience of 

dealing with stone workers and may even have known some o f these men personally, given their 

probable origin in the quarrying communities of south Dublin/north Wicklow. He lived at 

Femhill House near Kilgobbin, about four miles from Dunleary and was land agent to the 

landlord Colonel Vernier, owner of the granite quarrying districts o f Bamaculia and 

Ballyedmonduff on the northern slopes of the Dublin Hills. He would have had regular dealings 

with the independent stonecutters who rented quarrying lots from Vernier in those townlands, 

mainly to supply stone for paving the streets o f Dublin and later for the Dublin-Kingstown 

railway line^'. It comes as little surprise then that he tended towards compromise in this dispute. 

Accompanied by the other Chief Magistrate, Alderman Archer, the Resident Engineer, John Aird 

and the two contractors, Darley met the mass of striking workers at Kingstown Police Station, 

then located near the small boat harbour within the main harbour, on the 25* o f February. The 

militancy of the workers, at this stage, is indicated by their insistence that all fourteen o f the 

dismissed men, as well as a number o f men discharged in December 1825, would have to be 

reinstated before they would call off the strike. Although the magistrates ended the negotiations 

without success. Smith and Me Cullogh were forced to compromise by agreeing to re-employ 

eight o f the fourteen, insisting that the remaining six were ‘the most troublesome’ and, 

unconvincingly arguing that sacking these six 'would establish us equally well, the principal and 

power as employers o f  putting away and taking on such hands at all times as circumstances 

might require

Despite this small success, with the strike now extending over a month and the strain in terms of 

lack o f money beginning to show, the solidarity o f the workers began to fray. The Blacksmiths 

and some of the Blasters offered to return to work on the 27* of March but failed to do so, while 

the most militant group, the Wagon Loaders, also proposed to return but only on condition that 

all of them, presumably including those dismissed, would be re-employed. With victory now in 

sight, the contractors refused to accept this offer, using language that revealed their fears with 

distinct clarity: 'we objected to (the workers offer) knowing that they would then be masters 

instead o f  Workmen and would make the materials unfit fo r  the purpose without our being able 

to control them Though the strike was not yet quite over and the employers were informed that 

all the men intended to turn up at the works on the following Monday, though they did not know 

what the workers intended to do, they reported that men had begun to trickle back to work and 

that they had placed watchmen at the quarries to inform on anyone who interfered with this 

return to work. They concluded this account of events with what was certainly an accurate

NLl, Ref: Ir 92942 03, Ordnance Survey Field Name Books Vol 2, 180,183. Report o f  the 
Commissioners o f  Inquiry into the Conditions o f  the Poorer Classes in Ireland, HC 1836 xxx. 482-575.
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assessment of the strike: ‘from  all these and form er circumstances we have every reason to 

believe there exists a combination amongst t h e m There can be little doubt that these workers 

were well organised and that some of them were experienced militants. Only the existence of 

such militants could explain the detailed list o f demands that they submitted to the contractors as 

a condition for a return to work. Wages do not feature in this list and almost all demands relate 

to working conditions but the issues were related since it is probable that they were paid by a 

piece work or timed system rather than by day/week. At the heart of the strike appears to be the 

insistence of skilled workers that they should continue to work under conditions abided by until 

recently and their desire to facilitate their work and a regular income by greater efficiency. It is 

worth reproducing this document in its entirety to give a flavour o f the struggle from the workers 

perspective:

‘We whose names are hereunto annexed unanimously agree to the following regulations adopted 

by the Dalkey Hill Workmen:

V  Waggon Loaders to remain as they were and admit no alteration.

2"'̂  to have a sufficiency o f  s tu ff and Cranes and Roads to be kept in proper order.

3'''̂  Extraordinary large stones to be broken in regular proportion without delay.

4''' to have sufficient number o f  Quarrymen.

5''' Blasters on small tool to work at 4 per foo t as usual

6'  ̂Do. On large tools to have a sufficient quantity o f  tools and no delay in Quarrying fo r  places 

o f  holes and building o f  standings.

7'̂  Any tool exceeding 2 inches to be worked out by day.

8“̂ There shall be no deviation from  these regulations by us. ’

What is striking here is the practicality and firmness of the regulations. Here there is no place for 

high blown rhetoric or obsequiousness, only matter-of-fact work rules. Despite the absence of 

formal trade union organisation the strike showed a fairly sophisticated approach to dealing with 

employers, involving negotiation, force and bargaining over work practices. Though its defeat 

was inevitable given the balance of class forces at the time and the likelihood o f eventual 

coercive state action, in the last instance, it is revealing in what it tells us about consciousness 

and solidarity amongst the quarry workers. This consciousness may well have dissipated as the 

large scale work ended in the early 1830s, yet it existed nonetheless for around a decade, 

strengthened by the ties of these men to their place o f work and their home places. Nor is it 

likely that such consciousness would simply wither away completely and even as late as 1841 the 

contractors Henry, Mullins and Me Mahon were grumbling that ‘in consequences o f  some 

sections o f  our Establishment at Kingstown hcnnng raised their wages nearly three years ago, by 

combination, we are, and have been supplying the Commissioners occasionally with Artificers 

and Labourers at a dead loss', probably a reference to the widespread unrest that occurred
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amongst organised workers in the Dublin area in 1836-38 because of an increase in food prices, 

and yet more evidence of the links between Kingstown/Dalkey workers and those of the city. It 

is also worth noting the similarities between these strikes in the Dalkey quarries and those 

described by Cowman in his article on resistance amongst the quarry men and coal miners 

employed by the Mining Company of Ireland in Co. Tipperary during the pre-Famine period^^. 

Almost every incident that occurred in the various Dalkey actions is replicated: threats of mass 

dismissal and government coercion, intimidation o f strike breakers and rewards for informing, 

wage reductions and demands regarding working conditions. Like the Dalkey strikers, the 

Tipperary workers lived close by in tightly knit communities, though they had deeper roots in 

their localities and, unlike the migrant workers of Dalkey, resisted the recruitment of outsiders. 

It can only be hoped that more studies such as Cowman’s are carried out, to establish a broad 

picture of the social and spatial patterns that marked working class resistance in early nineteenth- 

century Ireland.

That the above-mentioned class consciousness may have intermingled with an early ethno

religious identity is hinted at by two incidents, widely spaced in time but relating to similar 

events. In January 1831, at the beginning o f O’Connell’s Repeal campaign, just a short time 

after he had been arrested and charged with conspiring to defy government proclamations, John 

Aird informed the Commissioners that a deputation o f workers had approached him ‘asking fo r  

leave to go from  their work to meet Mr. O ’Connell ’, a request he turned down^^. His refusal was 

simply ignored and ‘a person appeared at the end o f  the West Pier with a White S ta ff having 

green and Orange ribbons appended to it, when as it were on seeing it they all went from  their 

work in a body ’, though its clear from the minutes that some of the men did not stop work, not 

unexpectedly given that a minority of them were British or Irish Protestants, many of whom 

would not have held nationalist sympathies. Though this incident is the only overt action related 

to nationalist/religio-political agitation referred to in the Commissioners’ minutes, the fact that 

the mass of workers deserted their posts in defiance o f the instruction of their overall superior, 

points towards the strength of nationalist sentiments amongst the Catholic working class at the 

time. Displaying a typical mixture of caution and intimidation, the Commissioners directed Aird 

to deduct money from the wages of those who went to see O’Connell and warn them that a 

similar action in future would lead to dismissal. Perhaps an incident that occurred two decades 

later is an echo o f the existence of this class/ethno-religious identity: a hostile article in The 

Times o f the 21*' o f August 1851 reported that at a mass meeting organised to form a ‘Catholic 

Defence Association’, held at the Rotunda in Dublin City, a guard which had formed to defend 

the meeting from possible Loyalist disruption ‘was reinforced by a strong detachment o f  the 

quarrymen from  the works at Kingstown and Dalkey, who having struck work, arrived in town

Cowm an, Combination, conflict and control, 27-34. 
”  N A , KHC, Ref; OPW  1/8/6/5, 31/1/1831 .
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almost simultaneously with the Kingstown division ofpolice, the latter being ordered fo r  special 

duty at the Rotunda’̂ '*. Even though quarrying was greatly reduced at this stage, it seems clear 

that some sort of corporate identity based around workplace (or former workplace), home place, 

common skills, class and ethno-religious characteristics had survived amongst this local working 

class.

5.2.3 The Railway Strike

The Harbour project was not the only major infrastructural development to be carried out in the 

district: the Dublin to Kingstown Railway, started in April 1833 and finally opened in December 

1834, ushered Ireland into the Railway Age. The Dublin and Kingstown Railway Company, 

whose directors were mostly wealthy Dubliners with property interests in the coastal area, 

including a number o f Quakers such as the Chairman, Thomas Pim of Glenageary House and 

James Perry of Obelisk Park near Blackrock, built the railway with the assistance o f a loan from 

the Board of Public Works and a heavy injection o f English capital. As happened in Britain, the 

company directors were mostly urban capitalists and the project was initially opposed by two 

large Blackrock landholders. Lord Cloncurry and Sir Harcourt Lees, who soon succumbed to 

what was effectively bribery, receiving £3000 and £7500, respectively, to drop their opposition^^. 

The largest landholder in the area, De Vesci made no objection but his land agent, Joseph 

Kincaid, was one of the company directors, ensuring his interests were seen to without open 

conflict.

Around 500 men were initially employed building the new line, later rising to 1800, most of 

them ‘from  the country if the evidence of the parish priest of Donnybrook is to be believed, 

though some of the small minority of skilled workers were English or Irish navvies who had 

worked abroad^^. If the level o f subscription by the company to local hospitals is anything to go 

by their work was quite dangerous and involved many accidents^^. The method of payment is 

not clear. The People, newspaper of the Dublin based O ’Connellite Trades Political Union, 

reported that workers were paid by piece work, earning IVid per square yard, though Lee notes 

that piece rates were unusual for railway workers and that the contractor, William Dargan, like 

George Smith a man of poor origin who rose to become Ireland’s leading railway contractor, 

paid 9s a week, or Is 6d a day, to labourers on the Kingstown line, a fairly low rate in

NLI, The Times Digital Archive 1785-1985, 21/8/1851.
M. Freeman, Railways and the Victorian Imagination (London 1999) 16. K. Murray, Irelan d’s First 

Railway, (Dunlin 1981) 24.
Report o f  the Commissioners o f  Inquiry into the Conditions o f  the Poorer Classes in Ireland, House o f  

Commons Parliamentary Papers, 1836, Vol XXX,482-575. J. Lee, Railway Labour in Ireland, Saothar 5 
(1979) 9-10. K. Murray, Irelan d’s First Railway, (Dublin 1981) 27.

Heuston Station, Records o f  the Dublin and Kingstown Railway Company, Proceedings o f  Directors, 
6/6/1833.
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comparison with the labourers who worked at the harbour and quarries^*. A dose o f scepticism is 

advisable regarding the claim by the newspaper, made as work began in April 1833, that this was 

a system that worked to the advantage o f the labourers, given the fact that its main advantage was 

touted as: 'putting a stop at once and fo r  ever to the efforts o f  the factious, who have essayed to 

influence the too susceptible minds o f  the workmen ’, a comment that also hints that a deliberate 

effort had been made by Dublin trade unionists or secret society/combination members to 

organise the railway labourers almost as soon as the work began. Unlike railway workers in 

Britain, the Dublin-Kingstown workers were paid in cash every Friday rather than indirectly 

through sub-contractors/gangers or by the ‘truck system’ o f payment in goods/vouchers^’. Like 

the harbour/quarry workers, the railway labourers faced the constant danger o f accident, a fact 

attested to by the donations paid to various hospitals and dispensaries by the company and the 

direct evidence of two fatal accidents (both of which occurred in 1836 during the construction, 

again by Dargan’s men, of the extension of the line from the original terminus at Salthill/Old 

Dunleary to the site o f the current Dun Laoghaire Station/®.

The optimism o f the largely middle class nationalists of the Trades Political Union proved 

somewhat premature because in June 1833 a strike broke out amongst the railway labourers 

centred on the demand for a wage increase, with one worker stating 7 will not work below 10s, 

fo r  I  can get 15s a week from  the gentleman I  last served’ and ‘Boys since we are out, damn the 

man who will turn in below 10s’ or, in the words o f an establishment paper: W e regret to 

say...the infatuated work-men engaged in the Rail-road at Seapoint, objected to work, unless 

paid  ten shillings per week instead o f  nine The action began on Saturday P' June at Seapoint, 

between Blackrock and Kingstown, near the proposed terminus of the line, when around 300 

men, led by Simon Byrne and Christopher Murray, ‘came over the line and ordered o ff all 

labourers ’, though it is doubtful if there were many labourers left to order off since this number 

constituted most o f the men working on the Blackrock/Seapoint section. The presence o f the 

police ‘to prevent disturbances’ did not deter the strike initiators. By Monday most o f the men 

were on strike and the remaining 50/60 labourers were driven off by a crowd of strikers, led by a 

John Byrne, coming from Old Dunleary, despite the intervention of the police from 

Williamstown and at least one of the soldiers stationed in the Martello Tower at Seapoint. The 

police managed to arrest the two Byrnes and Murray and, in this case, there was no intermediary 

authority to buffer the workers from the full force o f state coercion backing the employer and all 

three ‘ringleaders’ were tried and convicted of ‘discouraging the men to work and also using 

threatening language against those who were desirious o f  attending to their labours ’ and each

N L l, The P eople , 27/4/1833 .
Murray, Ire la n d ’s F irst R ailw ay, 27.
Heuston Station, Records o f  the Dublin and Kingstown R ailw ay Com pany, Land Com m ittee Minute 

B ook 1836, 1/11/1836, 15/11/1836.
NLI, The Times D ig ita l A rch ive 1785-1985, 10/6/1833. NLI, D ublin  E vening P ost, 4 /6 /1833.
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received a sentence of three months hard labour, despite the fact that all o f them had ‘families 

depending on their daily labour fo r  s u p p o r t With their leaders imprisoned the strike quickly 

came to an end; by Friday morning work had resumed though many o f the strikers had left or 

may have been barred from returning and were replaced by new workers"'^. Somewhat contrary 

to the contemporary evidence, Murray claims that ‘the strike movement was not either well 

organised or popular among the majority o f  the labourers ’ though he is probably partially 

correct in attributing the end of the strike to the intervention of local clergymen (once again 

emphasising the uses o f the Catholic clergy in suppressing class conflict which involved the 

working class) and ‘persons o f  standing’̂ '̂ . The presence of a contingent of mounted police 

from Dublin at the works on that Friday morning was undoubtedly equally, if not more, 

persuasive than the urgings o f their social superiors and clerical exhortation. The Dublin 

Evening Post could hardly contain its pleasure at the return of the workers and more importantly 

the lessons this whole episode had taught the labourers: ‘...the ill-judged turn out, induced by a 

few  turbulent men, who have been punished fo r  their offence, by three months imprisonment, has, 

we hope, taught the great body o f  men, properly to estimate their good fortune, in being 

employed upon work o f  such magnitude, which must, in its construction, afford them occupation 

fo r  a length o f  time, and will, when completed, open to them new and permanent sources o f  

employment Their fortune, good or otherwise was to be part o f a transient army of labour in a 

sea o f unemployed and underemployed rural migrants, always vulnerable to replacement from 

that reserve army.

5.3 Everyday resistance

5.3.1 Riots

Almost as soon as large numbers of migrant workers began to congregate in the Dunleary/Dalkey 

district, they revealed their presence by their ‘recreational’ activity. The first incident of 

reported rioting by the workmen occurred at Dalkey village in September 1816'’̂ . This riot 

happened on a Sunday amongst workers employed by the contractor Isaac Purcell to build the 

rail road from the quarries to the harbour. The men were accused of ‘fighting, breaking 

windows...to the terror o f  the peaceable inhabitants In their letter regarding the incident sent 

to Purcell, the Commissioners complained of a ‘system o f  irregularity and disorder' amongsX the 

men, pointing to a regular occurrence o f disturbances. They ordered Purcell to investigate the 

incident, sack those involved and send them a list o f all of his workers, so that they could exclude

NLI, The People, 8/6/1833. N Ll, D ublin Evening Post, 6/6/1833.
NLI, D ublin Evening Post, 8/6/1833.
K.A. M urray, Dublin’s First Railway, Part 1, Dublin H istorical Record, i 1 (1938) 24-25. 
NLI, D ublin Evening Post, 11/6/1833.

^^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1, 17/10/1816.
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from future employment anyone deemed guilty of rioting. So, from the very beginning, the 

Commissioners were concerned that the local social order be protected, though not, as we have 

seen at the expense of their labour supply, and that contractors would enforce standards of 

behaviour on the men outside as well as inside the spatial and temporal boundaries o f work. As 

for the workers, how are we to judge the reality of such incidents with no trace o f their versions 

o f events? Drunken brawls or even simply raucous gatherings of drinking work men could easily 

become riots in the eyes of hostile observers for whom this invasion o f a new working class 

element was both frightening and threatening. The old local bonds of deference and patronage, 

shallow as these may have been, were now, if only briefly, shaken by this alien intrusion.

We get a fuller exposition of the concerns o f the local gentry in a letter from the Magistrates 

based in Blackrock, sent to the Commissioners in February 1818 and signed by the secretaries to 

the Magistrates, James Williams and Benjamin Kearney, who was both a Magistrate and Harbour 

Commissioner himself'^. They complained that ‘several cases have lately come before them o f  

fights and rioting among the workmen employed in the Dunleary Works, and that a system o f  riot 

seems form ed among them, which i f  not effectually repressed may become dangerous to the 

public peace ’ and suggested that any men found guilty of ‘such practices ’ should be fired. They 

went on to cite the recent case of three workers employed by George Smith; Patrick McCabe, 

James Fitzakerly and Patrick Mahony, who had appeared before the Magistrates for ‘riotous 

conduct at Dunleary ’ but were still kept on by the contractor. The Commissioners responded by 

ordering Smith to dismiss these men and to inform his workers that anyone brought before the 

Magistrates in future would be dismissed. Two other pieces o f information are contained in this 

letter to Smith: that the location of the disturbances was in Dunleary town itself and that the 

workers had received repeated warnings about their ‘misbehaviour’, which lends credence to the 

image o f Dunleary at this juncture as an unsettled place, a semi-lawless ‘frontier town’.

This attempt at quelling disturbances does not seem to have succeeded. The next reported 

instance of rioting, in July 1819, confirms these hypotheses. The Commissioners met Hugh 

Brady, a representative of the Rathdown Association, to discuss ‘the frequent riots particularly 

on Sunday last near Dunleary by men employed by Mr. George Smith at the quarries at Dalkey 

Hill... The pattern that emerges therefore is of the men from the quarries congregating on 

their only day off, Sunday, not in the village of Dalkey but at the nearest town Dunleary and of 

participating in what the local gentry called rioting, more likely to have been drunken brawling, 

often enough to cause alarm amongst the same gentry. Always keen to pass at least some of the 

responsibility on to the contractors and avoid direct conflict with the labourers if possible, the 

Commissioners responded by instructing Smith to enforce their previous order of the 30* of

"” N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1, 26/2/1818.  
^*NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 1/7/1819.
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January 1817 regarding ‘rioting’ and to communicate to the men ‘the determination o f  the Board 

to enforce the due observation o f  regular peaceable conduct and subordination amongst all the 

men employed in the Works The decision to print and post throughout the district a related 

reward notice, however, does indicate a desire to take the matter a bit further but also to bring the 

whole issue into the public domain, to reassure the elite and warn the workers that they faced the 

ultimate sanctions of dismissal and prosecution''^. To break the class solidarity of the workers, 

rewards of £20 and £10, respectively, were offered for anyone who apprehended, or gave 

information leading to the apprehension and conviction of those guilty o f recent or future 

incidents of rioting.

Informal disturbances may have occurred frequently in the early years of harbour construction 

but it is interesting to note that at a time of widespread agrarian agitation in the early 1820s, 

which particularly affected the neighbouring baronies of Newcastle and Uppercross in 

southwestern Co. Dublin, there are no official reports o f such activity in the Dunleary/Dalkey 

area. This is not surprising given the lack of small holdings and agricultural employment in this 

quasi-industrial/suburban area. A Rochestown-based magistrate, writing to the authorities in 

December 1821, claimed that the local population was so loyal that he could raise a Corps of 

Yeomanry amongst them before directly contradicting himself, or his imaginary social peace, by 

asking for anus to defend the houses o f the gentry the danger of ‘parties....going about with a 

view to depredation It seems likely that he was referring to the disregard of the new, striking, 

trespassing, robbing working class for the norms of the society they had entered than to the secret 

societies of other districts. Even if the raids of secret societies did not occur, incidents such as 

the robbery of wheat from the bam of the local landlords, the Byrnes o f Cabinteely by two local 

men or the theft of a horse and cart from a mansion in Newtown Park, for which a huge reward 

was offered by the local gentry or the pursuit by a mob o f the unfortunate Mr. Livingstone, who 

had landed his hot-air balloon at Cabinteely and had to seek refuge in the house o f one o f the 

local gentry, all o f which occurred in 1822, indicates a distinct disdain for the established 

hierarchy^'.

It is likely that the incidents o f riot in the Dalkey/Dunleary area decreased in frequency and scale 

as the new working class community stabilised. Young labourers married and had families, 

people became known to each other and to others from the middle and upper classes and 

therefore more identifiable to the authorities. However the incidents of Sunday rioting at 

Dunleary did continue, though now linked with the large amount o f visitors mainly from Dublin 

City, leading the Commissioners to request a ‘party o f  Police ’ to attend at the harbour and its

‘’■’ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 8/7/1819. 
NA, State Papers: SOC 2292/4 
NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 21/3/1822.
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vicinity on that day^^. The magistrates of the Head Office o f Police in Dublin City, responded by 

ordering the police stationed at Williamstown, a small seaside resort west o f Blackrock, to patrol 

the harbour area regularly on Sunday evenings^^. The stabilisation o f the working class 

community, combined with the increasing popularity of the town as a suburban retreat for the 

professional middle class and the attendant arrival o f a permanent police force, produced the state 

of affairs in 1832 where a policeman could say about Kingstown: ‘There is nothing particular 

occurred in this Neighbourhood worth noticing every thing remains tranquil and quiet fo r  So 

f a r ’̂ .̂ Tranquillity, however, was always open to disruption in a town of such immense 

inequality and dense working class neighbourhoods, especially with the opening of Ireland’s first 

railway, the Dublin to Kingstown line, in 1834. Freeman has noted that ‘The railway was deeply 

embedded in the evolving structures o f  Victorian society. It both echoed those structures and 

interacted with them ’ and the new line between Dublin and Kingstown had a significant impact 

on the class geography of the area, contributing greatly to the growth of the new 

professional/middle class, who could now easily commute between home and city office (indeed 

this was a specific aim of the railway company), but also providing a cheap route o f travel for 

working class people, either as day trippers or workers commuting both ways to work, with the 

third class fare costing six pence per ticket” . The Dublin and Kingstown Railway Company 

encouraged this use o f the trains by workers coming from Dublin to work in the building boom 

that followed the arrival o f the railway by issuing special, half fare, ‘workmen’s tickets’ *̂. The 

new form o f travel explicitly mirrored the class differentiation of society, with third class 

passengers crowded thirty five to an open carriage while the fortunate purchaser of a first class 

ticket shared a closed carriage with seventeen others^^. We find some evidence of the unruly 

nature o f Kingstown Station (then located at Salthill, next to the old village o f Dunleary) in the 

minutes of the Subcommittee on Land of the Dublin and Kingstown Railway Company. Though 

originally set up by the Directors in 1832 to deal with the question of compensation for lands 

through which the railway passed this subcommittee eventually took on a much broader remit. 

In May 1836, a year and a half after the line opened, the minutes record ‘that some rioting took 

place at Dunleary Station on Sunday evening', an incident that apparently was one o f many 

similar ones^*. Trains arrived from Dublin every quarter of an hour or so on a Sunday, 

guaranteeing a substantial proletarian influx on what was, for many, their only day o ff

Voicing their support for the location of a prison in the town, the district Magistrates, in August 

1837, reflected the post-railway situation when they delicately categorised Kingstown as

”  N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/2, 22 /8 /1822 .
” N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/2, 12/9/1822.

N A , KHC, Ref. O P W 8/K IN /1130(2), 29/9 /1832 .
Freeman, Railway’s an d  the V ictorian Im agination, 16. Murray, D ublin’s First R ailw ay, 26.
Murray, D ublin’s First R ailw ay, 39.
Murray, D ublin’s First Railway, 35.
A rchives o f  Coras lompar Eireann, Heuston Station, The Dublin and Kingstown R ailway Company,

Land Com m ittee M inute Book 1836, 17/5/1836, 31/5/1836 .
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‘peculiarly circumstanced’ because o f its large proletarian element both transient, drawn to or 

passing through the town by rail and steamer, and permanent, employed in the Harbour, building 

trade and services^^. The answer was obvious to them: ‘The numerous prisoners apprehended in 

Kingstown and its neighbourhood shows the strong necessity which exists fo r  the establishment 

o f  a Bridewell’. The judiciary, ever representative o f power and privilege, in the name of saving 

the ‘very great public expense’ of transporting criminals to the county jail at Kilmainham, 

wanted to safeguard the local social order by building a prison in the new town. The annexation 

o f the town to the Metropolitan Police District in 1840 was not unconnected to this concern 

either“ . Although the Grand Jury of Co. Dublin initially opposed the building o f this prison, on 

the grounds o f cost and the fact that Kingstown was close enough to Dublin City and 

Kilmainham, they eventually agreed to contribute £500 to building the Bridewell/barracks and 

appointed commissioners to oversee the work^'. In January 1838, we find a J. Owen arguing for 

the construction o f the proposed police barracks ‘nearer the Centre o f  the Population, where the 

Public Works and Spirit Shops are situated and Consequently where riot and disorder are more 

likely to prevail’, exposing a fear borne o f past events if not a contemporary reality that linked 

the places of work and recreation of the working class with a threat to ‘law and order’^̂ . The 

new station, which replaced the existing one located at the small Boat Harbour, was in fact built 

on the north side of Upper Georges Street, Kingstown’s main thoroughfare, near the crossroads 

that constituted the heart o f the town. That contemporary reality was exposed more precisely by 

the official exponent of ‘law and order’, the local Magistrate, Sir William Lynar (himself a 

resident of Kingstown), whose sitting at the Commissioners Yard in August 1838 heard six cases 

o f individuals accused of ‘rioting and being intoxicated’, certainly not the ‘system of riot’ of the 

early years but still an indication of that the norms o f bourgeois suburbia had not yet quite 

prevailed^^.

5.3.2 Trespass

Working people displayed a strong disregard for the physical as well as social boundaries of the 

local social order in the Kingstown area. They carved routeways through the lands o f the 

existing middle and upper class owners and sometimes went further, as was evident in the Mount 

Mapas Estate, by putting these lands to their own use. Once again this disregard for bounded 

spaces of the bourgeois appeared almost as soon as the migrants had made their presence felt. 

The first recorded complaint o f trespass came before the Commissioners in February 1817, when

Dun Laoghaire Public Library, Local History Files, Kingstown Prison, Letter from Magistrates to Lord 
Lieutenant, 19/8/1837.
“ N A, KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K IN /1774, 13/3/1840.

Archives o f  Fingal County Council, Ref: GJ/1/1, Minute Book o f  the Grand Jury o f  Co. Dublin 1818- 
1841, 7/1 1/1837, 8/1 1/1837, 17/11/1837.
“ N A , KHC, R e f  O PW 8/KIN /1600, 11/1/1838.
“  N A, KHC, R e f  O PW 8/KIN /1660, 14/8/1838.
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they informed the rail road contractor Isaac Purcell that he would be held accountable for any 

future ‘trespass on the grounds belonging to adjacent proprietors following complaints from 

these landowners^'*. While the first resort of the Commissioners seems usually to have been to 

get the contractors to impose order on their employees rather than intervening directly, pressure 

from the large landholders along the rail road led them to take the further step o f printing and 

circulating an advertisement warning that any workers caught trespassing would be dismissed 

and face prosecution^^. This seems to have been a propaganda rather than practical measure 

because there is no record o f any worker being sacked or charged for trespass, despite the fact 

that the problem continued into the 1820s. The Commissioners took similar action against the 

use of the rail road as a short cut between Dunleaty and Dalkey by issuing a public notice 

banning horse riding and private carts, cars and carriages from the rail road, a measure which 

was clearly aimed at the wealthy carriage owner as well as the humble cart driver^^.

Figure 5.1 Captain Burdett's Clenageary and Bullock Lands. Extract from William Duncan’s Map
o f  the County o f  Dublin 1821.

These measures do not seem to have curbed the tendency o f the working people to transgress the 

physical boundaries of property. By May 1826, the major Gleanageary/Bullock landholder. 

Captain George Burdett (he did not live in the area and his country residence was in Longtown 

House near Clane, Co. Kildare) was so irked by trespassing that he wrote to the Commissioners 

demanding that they take a lease on the 80 acres o f land through which the rail road from the

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 20/2/1817.
“  NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 21/8/1817.
“ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 14/8/1817.
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quarries passed^’. It is apparent from Burdett’s missive that the transgression of his property 

boundaries was not of the order of an occasional short cut but a large-scale defiance by the 

poorer denizens o f the area. In addition to protesting at workmen from ‘Kingstown and Killiney’ 

passing through and cattle wandering from the rail road into his fields, he claimed his lands were 

^intersected in all directions with pathways signifying the widespread nature of the trespassing. 

It is obvious that, at this stage, Burdett realised that it was not possible to undo the established 

porosity of his lands and that he hoped to hand the problem over to the Commissioners. They 

refused the loaded proposal and instead offered to repair the fences and prosecute trespassers. 

Burdett wrote back a short while later, thanking them for erecting the fences, informing them that 

he had employed a former soldier and member o f the County Constabulary as a steward to 

prevent trespass and asking them to put notices at each end of the rail road, warning that 

trespassers or those who owned wandering livestock would be prosecuted^*. The Commissioners 

responded testily that they had not asked him to employ a steward and that they would take such 

measures as they saw fit to deal with trespassers. None o f this prevented working people from 

disregarding property boundaries and when Burdett wrote again in March 1827 complaining of 

daily trespass by ‘the Country peop le’, Aird, the Resident Engineer reported to the 

Commissioners that 'no fence o f  an ordinary description will prevent the trespass complained o f  

by Captain Burdett, the Country people all about Glastool have been in the constant practice fo r  

the last ten years to my knowledge o f  going up to th ro ' three fields on their way to Dalkey and 

Killiney This was clearly an established route way for quarry workers living in Glasthule or 

Kingstown and Aird could do no more than tamely suggest ‘a few  examples fo r  trespass made, 

when they wantonly do so might have a good effect In another report, Aird laid the blame at 

the door of Burdett himself or his sub-letters: 'The holders o f  the fields seemingly broke some 

Gaps through to the road and only fo r  that there does not seem much the matter with the fence as 

c o m p l a i n e d . An 1829 letter to the Commissioners from the Harbour Master, Lieutenant 

William Hutchison, revived the complaint regarding livestock wandering onto privately owned 

land in the same Glasthule and Glenageary area’’. He had leased a A'A acres field adjoining the 

rail road from De Vesci/Longford and claimed that the cattle and pigs that were always straying 

on the rail road were a threat to his unfenced field of wheat. He demanded that the 

Commissioners provide him with rubble stone to build a protective wall as they had done, 

apparently, for Captain Burdett, who, coincidentally or not, had since been appointed a Harbour 

Commissioner. Aside from confirming the endemic nature of the trespass issue, these 

complaints cast an interesting light on the livelihoods o f the working class residents of the area. 

The area around Hutchison’s field had few active farms, but was the location of a large collection

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/4, 4/5/1826. NLI, M anuscripts Section, Longfleld Collection, Ref: 21 F 53
(61), A Survey o f  part o f  the Lands o f  Lower Bullock, June 1830.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/4, 25/5/1826.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/4, 8/3/1827.

™NA, KHC, Ref. O PW 8/KIN/557, undated 1826/27.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  I/8/6/4, 17/12/1829.
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o f cabins called Perrin’s Row, whose inhabitants, mostly harbour and quarry workers, were the 

most likely owners of the pigs and possibly the cattle^^. The insurance policy o f a pig was 

common amongst the Irish poor at this time and given that most of the cabins at Perrin’s Row did 

not have gardens, the pigs were probably allowed to forage in the fields around the area, entering 

Hutchison’s field through the gap where the ‘Back Road’ from Monkstown to Glasthule crossed 

the rail road at Perrin’s Row. The problem continued and in 1837 the Board o f Public Works 

agreed to repair a fence at this point, so as to prevent further trespass, on the request of James 

Sheridan, owner o f the Eagle Foundary in Dublin City and now owner o f the house ‘Edenville’ 

and thereby landlord to the people of Perrin’s Row^^.

Figure 5.2 Gravel Pits on John Sem ple’s land, Kingstown. Extract from O rdnance Survey Map of
County Dublin, Sheet 23 ,1843 .

Another example o f regular trespass by working people occurred at a large field containing a 

gravel pit, west o f York Road at the other end o f Kingstown’'*. This field was owned by the John 

Semple, owner o f eighteen acres and Fairyland House (built by Semple in 1804) at the southern 

end of York Road, an architect, builder and sheriffs peer who had benefited substantially from 

the local property boom’ .̂ In 1834 Semple complained to the Board of Public Works (which 

replaced the Kingstown Harbour Commissioners in 1832) about ‘encroachments in the Quarry 

F ield ’ and the Board agreed to erect a sign warning trespassers that they would be ‘punished 

according to the Law This was more than a case o f trespass, however, since according to 

Semple ‘There are men working the fie ld  at nights, digging and carting away gravel’ and he 

complained that though he had applied to the Magistrates for help none was forthcoming. This

NLI, Manuscripts Section, Longfield Collection, Ref: 21 F 53 (72), A Map o f  the Lands at Glanagery in 
the Barony o f  Rathdown and County o f  Dublin held by Mr. Swan, April 1824.
”  NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/1525(2), 10/4/1837.

NA, Ref: OS 140, Kingstown Town Plan 1837, Sheet E 311 PI.
Murphy, A Glorious Extravaganza, 56-62.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6, 22/11/1834.
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area of Dunleary had been a source o f gravel/clay since the eighteenth century, so it is possible 

that some sort of tradition o f customaiy use had remained but more likely that small builders and 

craftsmen employed in the building boom, now brought to new heights by the arrival o f the 

Dublin to Kingstown railway, were appropriating the gravel. The report on the affair by Richard 

Thomas, then Resident Engineer, portrays a more varied picture o f the ‘Quarry Field’ ’̂. There 

were ‘severalfootways’ across the field because this was a convenient shortcut for the residents 

of the working class ‘courts’ o f the northern end of York Road from that street across to the 

newly built road later known as The Slopes and on to Juggy’s Well, a primary local source of 

fresh water or to the villages of Monkstown or Old Dunleary. Gaps had been opened in the wall 

that separated the field from York Road not only to allow the people to cross over but also to 

give access to the goats and pigs of the poor just like at Perrin’s Row. Thomas downplayed the 

allegation that illegal quarrying had occurred, stating that only one pile of gravel/sand had been 

removed. This Quarry Field also adjoined the lands of Major John Jones, previously a Harbour 

Commissioner himself, who, in 1827, had protested that the gravel pit workers had damaged the 

fence dividing his property from the field as well as the adjoining land’*.

in the minutes of the Harbour Commissioners, we have a more detailed account of a particular 

incident of trespass which involved a clash over a customary route way associated with the 

ancient ruined St. Fintan’s church of and graveyard at Kill-of-the-Grange. The church and 

graveyard were situated within the estate o f the Dean o f Christ Church which was held by the 

Espinasse family, whose house. Kill Abbey, was situated right next to the ruins. From 

contemporary evidence the main entrance and driveway to the house also seems to have been the 

main access to the churchyard’ .̂ In February 1828, an irate Richard Espinasse wrote to the 

Harbour Commissioners complaining of the behaviour o f an Owen Timmons, when a large 

funeral procession approached the Kill churchyard*”. According to Espinasse, he had erected a 

style to make access easier for those attending burials at the graveyard but he still found it 

necessary to have his steward present at this funeral because of the large numbers attending and 

the consequent perceived danger to his ‘ground and Fences Timmons leapt across the ditch 

instead o f using the style and when challenged by the steward, showing his disregard for 

traditional authority, ‘made use o f  most abusive terms, chaleng’d  him (the steward) to a figh t and 

called a Mob to throw down the Style and actually threw into the gripe o f  the ditch some stones 

that were placed near it fo r  protection ’. Espinasse appealed to the Commissioners to punish 

Timmons because he was employed at Kingstown Harbour. Owen or Eugene Timmons was a 

stone mason who had worked at the Harbour since at least 1823, who we know from evidence in

NA, KHC, R ef OPW 8/KIN/1322, 20/11/1834.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 8/KIN/601(1), 6/3/1827.
NLI, Manuscripts Section, Longfield Collection, R ef 21 F 53 (73), A Survey o f  the Land o f  K ill in the 

County o f  Dublin, part o f  the Estate o f  the Right Honourable Rev. The Dean o f  Christ Church in the 
Tenure o f  Richard Espinasse Esq., 1814.
“  NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 7/2/1828.
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the Catholic baptism register was married with children and lived in Dunleary*'. The 

Commissioners followed their own customary route o f avoiding instant dismissal by instructing 

Aird to order Timmons to make good the damage he had done, apologise to Espinasse and the 

steward and produce written evidence that he had done so.

Plate 5.2 Ruins o f St. Fintan’s Church, K ill-of-the-G range. Source: M urphy 2003 ,151 .

Espinasse was informed of this decision and within a week Timmons returned to the 

Commissioners with a note from the landlord stating that ‘Owen Timmons having expressed his 

contrition fo r  his offences and promised not to commit the like offence, Mr. Espinasse is satisfied 

and obliged to the Commissioners fo r  their attention to his complaints The tripartite balance 

had been struck again: the harbour authority had both moved to ensure the protection o f the local 

social order, while at the same time retaining the labour of a skilled craftsman, the worker by 

acknowledging his breach o f the boundaries o f class, authority and property had salvaged his 

position and the mollified ‘gentleman’ could now make a customary show of benevolence. 

Despite his ‘crime’ only seven months later Timmons, who seems to have been a small 

contractor as well as employee o f the Commissioner’s, was paid £24. 18s. 9d. for constructing a 

dressed granite pavement across the rail road near the harbour.

5.3.3 Robbery at the Works

It is difficult to detangle the web that surrounds the reporting o f criminal activity in this period. 

O f crucial importance is the question of the origin o f those who engaged in robbery at the Works.

NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 8/KIN/355, 12/8/1823. NLI, p.9071, Baptism Register, Catholic Parish o f  St. 
Michaels, Kingstown.
*^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/4, 14/2/1828.
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Were these Dublin city people attracted by the rich pickings presented by such a vast new works 

project and the attendant elite housing boom? O r were many o f  the ‘crim inals’ workers intent on 

balancing the equation o f exploitation ever so slightly? There is no easy answer because the 

origin o f the culprits generally went un-reported or often the crime went unsolved. One thing we 

do know is that since the late eighteenth century this general area had been a focus for robberies, 

as thieves were attracted by the rich pickings offered by the comings and goings o f  the suburban 

elite and other wealthy travellers, on the main roads south o f the capital and the contents o f  the 

new villas and mansions. A typical example was the robbery o f  a Gorey shopkeeper, Daniel 

Harley, in September 1816, by seven or eight men, near the village o f Cabinteely on the main 

Dublin to W icklow/W exford road*^. Another Dubliner who had a more lengthy career 

‘liberating’ the denizens o f  south Dublin’s new stately homes o f  some o f their wealth was John 

Johnston, who, in April 1817, along with five accomplices, broke into Rockland House in 

Kilmacud near the village o f Stillorgan and robbed and assaulted Captain Ellis, the owner o f  the 

house and attached 88 acre farm***. Johnston apparently engaged in something o f  a crime spree in 

the surrounding area between 1813 and 1817. The attitude o f the city multitude to such men was 

exposed when he was arrested in the city centre by a police man in December 1817, only to 

escape in Marlborough Street or Sackville Street with the help and encouragement o f 

onlookers*^ Within a month, he had wreaked his revenge, as Ellis’s haggard was set on fire 

following reports o f  sightings o f  Johnston in Stillorgan*^.

This type o f suburban raiding activity continued into the 1820s but now the main focus switched 

to the harbour and associated works. The earliest criminal incident recorded by the Harbour 

Commissioners involved the robbery o f a harbour overseer, John Cairns, for which the alleged 

culprit, Andrew Brien, was caught and incarcerated in the county prison at Kilmainham*^. 

According to a newspaper report, Brien had hoodwinked Cairns by pretending he was a relative 

o f his wife who had come to Dunleary looking for work and Cairns, unable to offer him a job , 

invited him to stay the night, leaving him free to steal £12 15s 7d and make his escape in the 

morning, only to be caught shortly afterwards and taken to Duke Street Police Station. W hatever 

the truth o f the details, this incident gives us a flavour o f the times in that place: lots o f  strangers 

arriving to find work, steal, play, settle and the immediate growth o f lines o f connection with the 

nearby city. Soon, it emerged that the main focus o f robberies was not individuals but the 

material used in the works, especially the railway plates and other metal objects which could then 

be sold in Dublin City. In September 1818, directions were given to the Com m issioners’ 

Solicitors to prosecute William Donnelly, also held at Kilmainham, for stealing railway plates

NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 6/9/1816.
NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 6/9/1816. Pearson, Between the Mountains, 111. 
NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 31/12/1817.

*^NL1, Saunders Newsletter, 30/1/1818.
*^NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/1,27/2/1817. NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 11/2/1817.
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and chains, while a month later, the same order was made regarding James Dowling, who was 

caught stealing railway plates**. No other information is available about either man so we cannot 

ascertain whether the alleged thieves were local or Dublin based or if they were harbour/quarry 

workers. Even the Commissioners own officials were affected by robbery as evidenced by the 

Resident Engineer, John Aird’s demand that a wall be built around his house to enhance security 

dwelling following a burglary in April 1819* .̂

Robbery of plates was again reported in December o f 1821 and it seems from the subsequent 

dispute between the Commissioners and James Sheridan (who later purchased a large suburban 

house, Edenville, at Glasthule) of the Eagle Foundry in Dublin City that an organised system had 

developed of robbing the metal and selling it on to foundries/iron mongers in the city^°. The 

Eagle Foundry, located on Church Street in the Smithfield area, was a major concern which 

produced a wide range of iron and brass products including large scale machinery’’. Sheridan 

claimed payment for metal plates sold to him by a Dunleary worker, Michael Kavanagh, and 

recovered by the police from his foundry and, on the advice of the solicitors, the plates were 

returned to him because he could not be convicted o f purchasing the metal knowing it to be 

stolen. It is clear from this episode that the proximity of Dublin City to the works obviously 

facilitated the resale of stolen metal. Sheridan’s letter to the Commissioners also points towards 

the definite involvement o f harbour/quarry workers in the system o f organised robbery, since he 

complains that ‘i f  this sort o f  malpractice was known to exist among the workmen employed at 

Dunleary, which appears it was, surely it would not be unreasonable fo r  the fa ir  trader to expect 

such would be made public

The method of transport of the stolen materials was undoubtedly varied but one method was 

revealed in February 1825 when a harbour watchman, James McCabe, found eight stolen railway 

plates in a car driven by a Thomas Fitzpatrick, who was sent to the County Gaol at Kilmainham 

to await trial’’. In April of the same year yet another man, Richard Kelly, was apprehended and 

sent to Kilmainham for stealing railway plates’''. The organised nature of the metal theft was 

revealed again in 1830, when a watchman found a ‘quantity o f  metal load’ from the harbour 

works hidden in Foundling Lane near James Street in the Liberties district o f the city’ .̂ In 

August 1830, the harbour storekeeper, Toutcher, reported that ‘a person has been detected last 

night stealing broken Metal and is now in the Police House, the Ass and cart in the store Yard ’

*®NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1, 17/9/1818,22/10/1818.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 22/4/1819.

’°NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/2, 3/1/1822, NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/2, 6/6/1822, NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 
1/8/6/2, 13/6/1822.
”  Pearson, The Heart o f Dublin, 379.

NA, KHC, Ref OPW8/KIN/246, 7/2/1822.
”  NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/3, 10/2/1825.

NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/3, 5/5/1825.
NA, KHC, Ref OPW8/KIN/790(5), undated 1830.
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and, as usual, the Harbour Commissioners ordered that the culprit be prosecuted^^. By April 

1835 the situation had become so serious that the Resident Engineer, Richard Thomas, asked the 

Board of Public Works to provide an extra watchman to assist the over-extended watchmen who 

could not respond adequately to the robbery of metal plates by ‘a gang o f  depredators’ in the 

‘western district ’ i.e. Kingstown Harbour area^’. His report was accompanied by a note from the 

two harbour watchmen, Joseph Steward (who was a constable/watchman at the Harbour since 

1820) and James Breen, backing the call for an assistant^*. The Board’s response points to the 

destination of the stolen metal and the possible origin of at least some o f the ‘depredators’ in 

Dublin City; as well as agreeing to appoint an assistant watchman they decided to contact one of 

the Dublin Magistrates of Police, Alderman Frederick Darley, to request that the police in the 

city keep a look out for the stolen property. A clear exposition of the system of organised 

robbery appears in a series o f Harbour Archive documents from May 1835’ .̂ On the night o f the 

I?*  of May a boat owned by a John White arrived in Kingstown Harbour and was loaded with 75 

whole tramplates and four pieces of plate which, were then brought to Ringsend so that it could 

be sold in Dublin. The metal was subsequently recovered by the Police but the thieves escaped. 

From reports by Richard Thomas and the Harbour Master William Hutchison, it emerges that a 

well organised Ringsend/Irishtown gang was stealing material, including anchors and buoys, 

from the Harbour on a regular basis. The origin of this band o f robbers is not surprising, there 

having long been connections between the maritime working class communities of Ringsend and 

Old Dunleary, though there is no evidence in the reports of involvement by Harbour workers, it 

seems unlikely that these robberies could have been carried out without the assistance of some 

workers or local boatmen. Despite the recovery o f the tramplates, the theft continued and only a 

few weeks later a man was convicted and sentenced to five months hard labour for stealing the 

axle o f one of the rail road wagons'®”.

The watchmen at the harbour were not shy in demanding a just reward for their role in 

countering thieves. They were in a relatively privileged position compared to other workers, 

whose low pay or lack of work made robbery or assisting the Dublin gangs an attractive option, 

and the prospect of further reward would have encouraged the watchmen to greater efforts to 

prevent robbery or recapture the stolen materials. In a memorial dated August 1837, four of 

them, Bartholomew Whelan, Day Watchman, George Turner, Skipper o f the Harbour Boat, 

Daniel/David Walsh, now Gatekeeper and John Kenny, the Night Watchman and Harbour 

Constable, demanded a reward for actually capturing three men in two boats with stolen metal.

^®NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 5/8/1830.
’̂ N A , KHC, Ref. 0P W 8 /K IN /1 362(2) ,  10/4/1835.

“"^NA, KHC, R e f  0P W 8 /K IN /1 362(1) ,  10/4/1835.
N A , KHC, R e f  O PW 8/KIN/1371, 28/5/1835. N A, KHC, Ref. OPW 8/K1N/1372(1), 29/5/1835. N A,  

KHC, Ref. 0P W 8 /K IN /1 376(2), 1/6/1835.
N A, KHC, Ref. OPW 8/K1N/1396, undated June/July 1835.
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which led to the prosecution and sentencing of the three’®’. The men were duly rewarded and 

Kenny was given a further gratuity for ‘extra exertions in detecting stolen metal in Dublin \  once 

again disclosing the destination of the material’®̂.

The situation deteriorated, from the point of view of the Harbour Authority, in 1836, when the 

frequency of robberies led them to offer rewards for the recovery of the stolen material’®̂. Again 

Thomas reported that ‘a regular organised band o f  Thieves’ were pilfering tramplates from ‘the 

various Roads in the vicinity o f  the Harbour and Quarries’̂ ^̂ . The scale of their activities 

emerges in Thomas’s description of one night-time raid, when tramplates were removed from 

both East and West Piers and transported to Dublin for sale. He put down the increase in 

robberies to the high price o f iron and the ease with which it could be sold in Dublin City and 

requested an extra three watchmen to patrol the Harbour and the rail road as far as Dalkey. The 

Board took Thomas’s report seriously and received permission from Dublin Castle to offer a £50 

reward for the apprehension and conviction o f the tramplate thieves, with notices of this reward 

to be printed as handbills and in the newspapers’®̂. At the same time, following receipt of 

information from a John Bume, the watchmen Bartholomew Whelan, who unusually can be 

positively identified from the Catholic Baptism Register as a native o f Dunleary, and David 

Walsh, the former harbour storekeeper, went to Killiney Strand and recovered some, though not 

all, of the materials hidden there’®̂. Given the proximity to the Dalkey Quarries it is likely that 

this material was stolen from the quarries and hidden on the beach in anticipation o f transport by 

boat to Ringsend or further afield. The involvement of local people in stealing material from the 

quarries is confirmed by another report by Thomas in which he states ‘...at Dalkey Quarries 

where 1 have reason to believe, there is much pilfering o f  Iron by the poor people thereabouts, 

who carry it in small quantities to Itinerant Receivers Reports o f robbery continued, though 

not on the same organised scale, into the late 1830s and early 1840s: in February 1837 another 

car man, Michael Reilly, was caught with stolen metal plate concealed under the cushions of his 

car, a handy and unobtrusive way to transport the contraband into Dublin City, given the large 

volume of traffic between the city and Kingstown'®*. In June of the same year a woman called 

Anne Breen was charged in front o f the local magistrate. Sir William Lynar, with the robbery of 

iron but given bail due to ‘poverty’'®̂ . Another woman, Elizabeth Keane, was given a sentence 

of four months in prison at Kilmainham Quarter Sessions, in October 1839, for the ‘stealing o f

NA, KHC, Ref 0PW 8/KIN/1563(2), 8/8/1837. 
NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/KIN/1563(1), 16/8/1837. 
NA, KHC, OPW 1/8/7/2, 7/4/1836.

'“''NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/KIN/1440, 1/4/1836.
NA, KHC, R ef  OPW8/K1N/1441, 5/4/1836. 

'“ NA, KHC, Ref OPW8/KIN/1442, 5/4/1836. 
'°^NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/K1N/1444(1), 10/5/1836.

NA, KHC, OPW 1/8/7/2, 9/2/1837.
'®’ NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/KIN/1557, 22/6/1837.
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chains’ at the Works at Kingstown” ®. Timothy Hanlon was not so lucky, when, in April 1840, 

he was sentenced to an incredibly harsh seven years transportation for stealing a chain and 

template at the Harbour, while the arbitrary nature o f contemporary ‘justice’ saw the Dubliner 

John Byrne sentenced to three months hard labour for stealing tramplates three months earlier'". 

In January 1842 a Bridget Murphy was prosecuted for stealing metal from the Works''^. 

Commenting on Elisabeth Keane’s case, the incumbent Resident Engineer, Barry Gibbons, made 

the astute observation that the contractors were partly to blame for the theft that occurred so 

regularly, by leaving metal lying around; ‘So long as temptations to steal with facility are given 

by the carelessness o f  parties in charge o f  those kind o f  articles, the Board must expect frequent 

thefts and must think it a hard case on poor people who are thus led to offend’. It should not 

surprise us that arising out of the frequent interaction of the Resident Engineer with ‘poor 

people’ he would have a greater understanding of the social background to crime. Much of the 

robbery may have been the work of the organised Dublin gangs but, equally, small thefts 

provided a rare opportunity for the poor to recoup some of the monopolisation o f resources by 

the rich and powerful.

5.3.4 Individual cases

Another incident involving stolen metal gives us a rare glimpse into the world of poor women. 

The Board of Public Works received a memorial from a widow, Alice Duffy, pleading for the 

return of her ass and cart, which had been impounded by the police when a piece o f stolen metal 

was discovered in it"^. She had been released but was now subject to an arrest warrant. She 

had, as she put it herself, 'avoided a Surrender’ and beseeched the Commissioners not to 

prosecute her, a plea they dismissed with the reply that more than one piece o f stolen metal had 

been found in her cart and that ‘she is known to be an old Offender and the Law must take its 

course Not having access to court records (mostly destroyed in the Custom House Fire), we do 

not know the outcome of her case or most of the others mentioned. What is significant here is 

her boldness in addressing the authorities openly even while ‘on the run’ and her efforts to secure 

her family by independent means, contradicting the standard historical image o f the poor Irish 

woman as passive and dependent. She went even further by claiming that she had never received 

compensation for an ass she owned having been lost in the Works despite ‘repeated 

a p p l i c a t i o n s . Alice Duffy’s memorial again reveals that combination o f working class 

defiance and obsequiousness, interwoven together. She begs the Boards mercy, citing the plight 

of her five children, yet reminds them o f their failure to compensate her for her previous loss.

"®NA, KHC, OPW  1/8/7/3, 21 /10/1839.
N A , KHC, R e f  O PW 8/KIN /1781, 10/4/1840. N A, KHC, R e f  O P W 8 /K IN /1 7 6 3 ,2/1/1840.  
N A , KHC, OPW 1/8/7/3, 7/1/1842.
N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6, 24/5/1833.

I "'•n A, KHC, R e f  O PW 8/KIN /1214, 22/5/1833.
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Intriguingly, a note appears on her letter declaring that ‘Prosecution against her to be 

suspended’, hinting that Duffy’s tactics were successful, that the Commissioners had decided to 

drop the case against the ‘old offender’ after all!

Another ‘culprit’ whose identity we do know was the unfortunate Benjamin Blackham, who was 

suspended for stealing cigars from the Brig Ann in Kingstown Harbour in July 1832"^ 

Blackham, a Protestant, was a Boatman/Mariner who worked for Lieutenant William Hutchison, 

the Harbour Master, a position that was substantially better paid, at £1 per week, than the 

labourers and on par with the wages of skilled craftsmen"^. The surprising thing about 

Blackham is that he belonged to a world of the ‘respectable’ working class as it merged into the 

petty bourgeois. Unlike many harbour workers who would have lived in the overcrowded and 

unhealthy cabins o f the ‘courts’ or tenement rooms, he lived with his wife Jane and their children 

in the relative comfort of Wellington Street, a small street o f solid houses just off Georges Street, 

inhabited mostly by craftsmen or petty traders"’. The first street-directory that includes a 

detailed listing for Kingstown, dated 1834, lists the following residents o f Wellington Street; two 

dairy-owners, a woman tinplate worker, a shoemaker, a carpenter, two women straw 

bonnetmakers, the owners of a billiard room and an ‘academy for general instruction’ and the ex- 

1798 rebel from Wicklow cum tenement landlord Joseph Holt"*. Another skilled worker who 

fell foul of the authorities much earlier for a minor infraction was the carpenter and ex-soldier, 

Colin Campbell, who was dismissed from his post for allowing his teenage son, whom he was 

training to the trade, to make a box for his sister in the carpentry shop at the harbour"’. 

Campbell wrote to the Commissioners appealing against his dismissal. His letter portrays the 

concerns of the same ‘respectable’ working class: he refers to his twenty four years unblemished 

service in the army, his work at Howth under Aird and his 'strictest propriety o f  conduct as to 

diligence, sobriety and honesty’ but all to no avail. His letter is inscribed with a curt note: 

‘Ordered that Colin Campbells dismissal be confirmed’ and there is no further reference to him 

in the archives. It is strange that in this case, no intervention from the resident engineer is 

recorded, given that it was common practice for Aird to act as a sort of mediator between the 

men and the harbour authority.

Although the stealing of metal plate was in the sphere o f organised or semi-organised crime, the 

use of the large amount of stones that fell from the trucks onto the side o f the rail road for house 

building was regarded as fair game by locals. The case o f a P. Connor who was tried for stealing 

stones from the Harbour in January 1823 was unusual not only because it involved the robbery of

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 19/7/1832.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/355 

" ’RCB, Monkstown Parish, Baptisimal Register 1828-1835.
Pettigrew and O ulton’s Dublin Directory (Dublin 1834) 148. 

" ’ NA, KHC, R ef 0PW 8/KIN/182, 14/5/1821.
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stones but also because it was one of the rare recorded instances o f alleged robbers being 

acquitted'^®. In 1829 the contractors were instructed by the Commissioners to collect stones that 

fell off trucks and use them at the piers rather than allowing them ‘to be clandestinely taken away 

by persons building Houses in the n e i g h b o u r h o o d . One harbour employee who fell foul of 

the authorities for engaging in this practice was the Scottish overseer, Thomas Wallis. Wallis 

was sacked in November 1832 for taking stones from the works to build a new house, almost 

certainly the ‘Foreman’s house’ at the base of the East Pier marked on an 1835 map o f ‘Mr. 

Carter’s ground’ When Wallis was initially accused by a harbour labourer, Michael Farrell, 

the Board of Public Works appointed two men to carry out an investigation o f the matter, W. 

Seawright, the Harbour pay clerk, and Daniel Corneille, a member o f the local gentry, who lived 

at Woodpark House in Kill Parish'^^. They concluded that, although Wallis was guilty of taking 

the stones, Farrell was motivated ‘more from  a vindictive, than from  any conscientious or honest 

motive ’ and that in any case he was ‘marked fo r  dismissal in consequence o f  his being an idle 

Workman They also cast aspersions on two other harbour workers who had given evidence 

against Wallis, John Neil and John/James Timmins, though they were willing to concede that the 

other man involved, Morris Doyle, ‘appears to he rather fa ir  than otherwise’. Anxious to 

extricate Wallis, they wrapped up on a sympathetic note: ‘Upon the whole, though it must be 

admitted that Wallis has acted very reprehensibly, to say the least o f  it, yet we think the manner 

in which he met the charges preferred against him, is worthy the kind consideration o f  the 

Board', though their appeal fell on deaf ears and the Board decided to dismiss him anyway. The 

report also gives an insight into the relationship between Wallis and the labourers, a reflection of 

the type of tight relationships that developed amongst the harbour workers and their immediate 

families. In addition to collecting stones for his new house from the quarry at Glasthule, they 

had also planted potatoes for him, though the inspectors were anxious to point out that they did 

this outside of working hours or on holidays. Apparently they were not paid with money but 

with whiskey. The relationship, however, was not solely based on the sale o f their labour, since 

both Timmons and Doyle’s mother had loaned money to Wallis’s wife. At the opposite end of 

this working class community’s social spectrum, W allis’s relationship with Samuel Smith, the 

contractor in charge of the quarry and prominent local ‘gentleman’, was close enough to allow 

Smith, on discovering that Wallis was removing stones from the quarry, to simply bar him from 

taking any more but not before he allowed him to take one more cart-full the few hundred feet 

along the rail road to the site o f his new house. It is not difficult to understand this leniency since 

Wallis, and probably his father before him, had worked for both Sam Smith, who lived nearby, 

and his father George.

■ NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 16/1/1823.
N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/4, 27/8/1829.
N A , KHC, R e f  0 P W 8 /K IN /1 360(3), 8/4/1835.
N A , KHC, R e f  0 P W 8 /K 1 N /1 158, 5/11/1832. Ryan, L ew is' D ublin, 186.
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John Aird, the Resident Engineer, was generally inclined to moderate the harsher actions o f the 

Harbour authority but in Wallis’s case there were two added factors underlying Aird’s sympathy: 

the accused was a fellow Scots Presbyterian and his wife had worked as a servant for the Aird 

family. With due acknowledgement of the right o f his superiors to dismiss Wallis, he made a 

strong case for his retention on the grounds that he was a good foreman'^'*. He highlighted the 

antagonism between foremen and labourers, stating that ‘no foreman over the like Class o f  

Community, i f  he does his duty, will escape Complaints o f  some kind or other ’ before trying to 

discredit the main accuser: 7  understand Farrell is quite an adept at such accusations but no one 

can be at a loss to appreciate the Motives that prompts him and such like to these kinds o f  

Proceedings’. Despite this attempt to portray Wallis as the honest, loyal foreman, victim of 

feckless, kniving labourers, the Board was not convinced and reiterated its decision to dismiss 

him and forced Aird into an awkward position by instructing him to hire a new foreman. This 

little struggle between Aird and the Board continued with a second letter from the Engineer, 

again attempting to save Wallis by emphasising his possession of the necessary traits of a 

foreman and the need for an experienced worker to carry out this task'^^. In doing this, Aird 

paints a picture of the atmosphere amongst the Harbour workers, as the main thrust of the great 

project neared completion, in what may well have been an exaggerated description, he describes 

workers as being 'in such a state o f  excitement from  the rumours that afloat about changes in the 

Work... that schemers among them have set to work in hatching all kinds o f  tales and slanders 

they can invent against any one over them in the vain and foolish expectation that by meeting 

listners to them they will thereby obtain preferment'. Having got rid o f Wallis, Aird claimed, 

they would be emboldened to deal with any new supervisor in the same way. Once again the 

Board refused to review its decision, this time asserting its authority more strenuously, declaring 

‘they cannot allow o f  being restricted in any arrangements they deem proper out o f  regard to the 

feelings or fo r  fea r  o f  the proceedings o f  the Workmen

In another rare glimpse of the voice of the worker, Wallis’s memorial, pleading his case to the 

Board, is also preserved in the Harbour Archives'^^. He outlines his progress in the Harbour 

Works from labourer to foreman and claims that the accusations were made against him ‘by an 

individual under the influence o f  revenge fo r  Memorialist having been strict in the discharge o f  

his d u ty ’. Probably more decisive in finally shifting the Board’s opinion was the accompanying 

testimonial from the prominent Kingstown Catholic, builder, O'Connellite and later local 

politician, James Nugent, who claimed that ‘the Charges preferred against this industrious poor 

man are malitious and unfounded. I  have known him from  childhood and am quite sattisfied o f  

his incapability o f  doing intentionally any dishonest Act ’. Under this combined pressure the 

Board finally relented, if only partially, and agreed to re-employ Wallis as an ordinary labourer.

NA, KHC, Ref 0PW 8/K IN /1160, 6/11/1832.
NA, KHC, R ef 0PW 8/K IN /1164, 8/11/1832.
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It is possible that the earlier inflexibility had its origin in a rigidity arising out o f lack of 

familiarity with workings of the labour regime at the Harbour. Unlike the earlier Kingstown 

Harbour Commissioners, most of whom had local property interests and other local connections, 

the members o f the Board of Public Works were men who had responsibility for public works 

throughout the country. Their decisions were inevitably less influenced by the need to maintain 

micro-scale social structures and balances than their predecessors.

An intricate pattern of mutual dependency interacting with class antagonisms and alliances 

emerges from Wallis’s story. This episode illustrates the active interaction of peoples’ class 

positions with their life paths. Wallis, who had ‘risen from the ranks’, faced the resentment of 

the labourers and the suspicion of his superiors, but the pleadings of Aird and Nugent affirmed 

his status as part of the ‘respectable working class’. We might also speculate that Wallis’s 

Scottish/Presbyterian origin could have been a factor in the antagonism between himself and the 

labourers.

5.4 RESPONSES: DOMINATION AND APPEASEMENT 

5.4.1 The Local Elite

In the context of considering these ‘transgressions’ of the local social order, it is worth briefly 

considering the varied elite response. Right from the start the local elite reacted in a 

contradictory way to the great intrusion o f working people into this semi-suburban backwater. If 

deference and defiance clashed within the ideologies and customs of the masses, both 

benevolence and harsh adherence to the principle o f laissez faire found voice in the 

pronouncements of the rich. Almost as soon as the work began in Dunleary, some saw the 

benefit of employing large numbers of the poor in public works, relieving the pressure on the 

existing class structure, thereby contributing to avoidance of another 1798-type social explosion, 

while others were wary of ‘artificial employment’ and from their grand houses, preached 

‘economy’ at the poor'^’. It should be remembered that the influx of workers into Dunleary 

occurred against the backdrop o f severe recession and, in 1817, an outbreak of food riots in 

Dublin City, mainly centred in the old working class district o f the Liberties, caused by the high 

price and shortage o f bread and other basic foodstuffs'^*. These contradictions in the local elite’s 

response to the new working class element in the community are exemplified in a letter sent to 

the Commissioners by the Wardens of Monkstown Church (Church of Ireland) in January 

1823'^^. They appealed to the Commissioners for assistance because the parish poor fund was 

inadequate to deal with the needs of both the ‘permanent poor o f  the parish ’ and the harbour

Saunders N ew sletter, 13/5/1817. NLI, Saunders N ew sletter, 2 /8 /1817 .
'■* NLI, Saunders N ew sletter, 20 /6 /1817 .
'^®NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/3, 30 /1 /1823 .
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labourers who had been laid off, temporarily, due to bad weather. This document articulates a 

mixture o f paternalistic care for the poor and a clear division, in the eyes of the wardens, between 

the native poor, who are seen as the responsibility o f the local elite, and the immigrant workers 

who are deemed to be the responsibility of the harbour authority. The Commissioners response, 

reflecting the broader ideology of the ruling class of that period, firmly rejected the appeal and 

put the onus on the workers themselves: ‘the men...having received constant employment and 

ample pay, they should have sufficient funds in hand to meet the exigency o f  the stoppage o f  

Works during the last fortnight.. ’. Interestingly, the appeal originated from a meeting of ‘the 

resident inhabitants’ (obviously the gentry and professionals) of the parish of Monkstown, held 

in the Quaker merchant Samuel Bewley’s house in Suffolk Street, an indication of the fact that 

most of the wealthy suburbanites had houses or offices in the city as well as the suburbs.

A different response from the elite was one of fear, fear of the unfamiliar new class landscape 

emerging around them. The anonymous letter already cited in Chapter Three, sent to the 

Commissioners in October 1817, dwells at length on the dangers o f employing migrant labourers 

and calls on the Commissioners to ensure that contractors, who it is alleged are employing 

migrants over locals, give preference to local workers'^®. The writer perceives a decided danger 

to the social fabric of the area from this proletarian intrusion: ‘It should always, as it appears to 

me, he an object with the Commissioners, to discourage new settlers further than the legitimate 

demand fo r  labour attracts them, else should we fear that when the Harbour is constructed the 

district may contain an overstocked population, idlers would then abound in proportion to the 

excess o f  labour unemployed’. Much later, in 1828, a memorial from ‘the inhabitants of 

Kingstown’ complained that the chain and posts across the top of the Forty Foot Road (now 

Marine Road) at the centre o f the new town was ‘a lounging place fo r  all the idle and disorderly 

persons o f  the vicinity

5.4.2 The Harbour Commissioners

Categorisation of the Harbour Commissioners as part o f ‘the state’ is a necessary if inadequate 

short hand. This body was certainly part o f the burgeoning apparatus of the colonial state in 

Ireland, but its class and individual composition, its relative autonomy and, in the absence of 

much in the way o f formal structures of state power at that level, its almost absolute local power, 

should guard us against viewing the Commissioners and their small bureaucracy as a simple 

unmediated manifestation of the colonial power. In fact theirs was, albeit in an unbalanced way 

because of their status as a state body, a mediating role, enforcing the primary goals o f the 

colonial state but in a manner that ensured a constant labour supply and minimal disruption o f the

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/64(2), 7/10/1817. 
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 17/7/1828.
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local elite, to which many of them belonged. Indeed most of the individual Commissioners, in 

their own biographies, embody the intersection of landed interest and state power that 

characterised the emerging local state structures o f pre-famine Ireland.

This study has highlighted the over-riding aim o f the Commissioners with regards to the workers 

under their direct or indirect control: to keep them working without disruption. Unlike the 

private employer, the rate o f exploitation was subordinate to this overriding goal. On the other 

hand, the vast majority of these workers were employed by private contractors whose primary 

goal was to extract the maximum value at the minimum rate from the workers labour. Into this 

mix must be added other factors, such as the mediating role of the Resident Engineers and the 

reactions and interventions o f the central state apparatus at Dublin Castle and London.

Coercive measures were certainly employed by the Commissioners when they deemed it 

necessary but generally this reflected either extreme circumstances (from their class perspective) 

or the general level of coercion or threatened coercion employed in what was, after all, a colonial 

state that was experiencing constant levels o f resistance in the form of agrarian class struggle, 

combined with politico-religious conflict. A request in April 1817 to the Under-Secretary, 

William Gregory, for an Officers Guard to be stationed at the batteries at Dunleary and Glasthule 

to protect the gunpowder stored at those places, falls into this category but the added reason 

given for this request, ‘the great number o f  men who will be employed’ hints at a more specific 

fear of the possibility of labour troubles or disruption of the stability of the local class 

structure'^^. The response provides an interesting picture o f the divergent assessment of local 

and central state organs: military escorts would be provided for gunpowder transports, 

presumably from the Ordnance Depot at the Phoenix Park to Dunleary, but the appeal for a 

permanent garrison at Dunleary was rejected, on the grounds that ‘notwithstanding occasional 

irregularities may occur amongst the workmen at the new Harbour, it is conceived that the 

vigilance and authority o f  the Overseers will be found  competent to prevent any disposition to 

riot or disorder which may appear and particularly as they have an opportunity o f  obtaining the 

cooperation o f  the Civil Power in enforcing subordination and regular conduct amongst those 

P e o p l e As it happens the ‘Civil Power’, in the form of the local Magistrates, ended up 

appealing to the Harbour Authority a number of times rather than the other way around but this 

rebuttal reflects a hierarchy o f perceived dangers to the colonial and social order at the centre of 

power in Ireland: the likelihood of a petty riot or even the robbery o f gunpowder by workers in 

Dunleary paled into insignificance in comparison to a major outbreak of agrarian violence or 

nationalist revolt.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  I/8/6/1, 3/4/1817.
NA, K.HC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 24/4/1817.
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5.4.3. Policing the Works

Imperial projects invariably involve the use of ‘the native’ as an auxiliary, to maintain the 

authority of the colonial state or settler society. It comes as no surprise that, to combat the 

constant robbery and other crimes that affected the works directly, the Commissioners appointed 

certain workers as Special Constables beginning in April 1817 with the new Overseer of 

Labourers at the Harbour, Paul Atkins'^"'. It is clear that others followed because in June of that 

year Denis Walsh, the Yardkeeper, was docked his monthly Special Constable’s allowance, 

because he had failed to carry out his duties ‘when called on as Special Constable It is 

interesting to note that this action was taken on foot of information given by men with distinctly 

Scottish names, John Gordon and Alexander McGomery, raising the possibility of sectarian or 

ethnic tensions amongst the workforce. By July the Commissioners wrote to the Chief Secretary 

seeking permission to hire ex-soldiers who were already employed at the harbour as guards for 

the gunpowder, stores and the works in general and added a request for guns to arm these guards 

with, both o f which requests were acceded to’^̂ . This arrangement was formalised at the end of 

July when the conditions o f employment and duties of the ten Special Constables were 

outlined'^’. They were to receive extra pay of 21s per week (doubling their wages), wear a 

uniform while on duty and continue with their normal work as labourers while off duty. Their 

main responsibility seems to have been patrolling the harbour, rail road and quarries when work 

had ceased at night time and on Sundays. Two Protestants, the Overseer, Paul Atkins and the 

second Yard Keeper, Thomas Willard, were, respectively put in charge o f the magazine at 

Glasthule and the powder escort and arms. Significantly, to the primary job of powder escorts 

was added a responsibility to ‘assist in preserving the Peace though the extent to which they 

actually carried out this vague duty is open to question.

In August 1820 the Minutes of the Commissioners note a decision to appoint three night 

watchmen and one day watchman, all of whom would be sworn in as constables'^*. Their duties 

were also outlined in the Minutes. The night watchmen were to patrol the Store Yard, the 

‘Churlfield’ quarries at Dunleary, the Glasthule quarry, the length o f the rail road up to the 

Dalkey Hill quarries and guard those quarries as well. That this measure was aimed at, and 

proves the continuing problem of, robbery, is obvious from the clear instruction given to the 

watchmen: ‘They are to be particularly attentive in not permitting any o f  the property in the 

Works o f  the Harbour to be carried away or otherwise trespassed upon and any person found in 

the act o f  transgressing or even lurking about the works at unreasonable hours are to be seized

KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 17/4/1817.
' ” NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 5/6/1817.
'^^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 17/7/1817. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1,24/7/1817. 
'” NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1,31/7/1817.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/2, 24/8/1820.
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and detained in the Watch House at the head o f  the Pier until the morning and then delivered up 

fo r  examination’. The day watchman’s duties seem to have been aimed at preventing damage, 

deliberate or otherwise, being done to the wagons and other equipment by workers, indicating an 

element of robbery and industrial sabotage within the workforce. This element of surveillance, 

both external and internal, was reinforced by the decision to issue a book to the Resident 

Engineer, for the watchmen to write down instructions and note incidents that occurred during 

their watch, which would be inspected by the Commissioners at each of their meetings'^^. Of 

course, we can not presume that all these instructions were carried out, or that with the passage 

o f time, the harbour authority expected them to be adhered to. What we do know is that within a 

fortnight the Commissioners had also appointed fourteen constables which seem to have included 

the four watchmen'''”. Two of them, Michael Kavanagh and James Burnett, as mentioned 

elsewhere, were also later named as sub-constables in the employment of the Grand Jury and 

four were senior harbour officials: the Secretary, George Darling, Engineers, John Aird and 

Richard Thomas and Storekeeper, Richard Toutcher. Since two of the ten labourers appointed 

can be positively identified as army veterans, it is likely all of the others including Kavanagh and 

Burnett were also veterans who had either already worked as powder escorts or were now newly 

appointed. The appointment o f the constables was followed by a warning to the public that the 

watchmen and constables were authorised to seize trespassers and would-be robbers and that the 

Commissioners would prosecute such delinquents and a related decision to erect a small thatched 

house for the watchmen at the Dalkey end of the rail road'"". This sudden flurry of activity 

indicates a determination by the Commissioners to regularise surveillance and security in 

response to the challenge o f popular transgressions, elite anxieties and most importantly, the 

need to secure the material basis for the continued work on the project.

One o f the Watchmen appointed in 1820 was Patrick Hagan (also known as Haggan/Higgins), a 

labourer at the harbour and, like many of his colleagues, an ex-soldier who had served with the 

Royal Artillery'''^. From the Catholic Baptismal Register, we can identify Hagan as a resident of 

Dun leary/Kingstown and the fact that another harbour labourer, Patrick Foster, was sponsor at 

the baptism of one of his children in 1824, suggests that the bonds of work spilled over into the 

private lives of the harbour workers'''^. Hagan had been upbraided a number of times for 

drunkenness and was finally sacked from his job as night watchman in October 1833''''*. In a 

memorial to the Board of Public Works, appealing his dismissal Hagan, revealed that he had 

been employed at the Harbour since 1817 and begged the Board 'to grant him some pecuniary

'” NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 178/6/2, 31/8/1820.
'““ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 31/8/1820, 7/9/1820, 14/9/1820.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 21/9/1820, 28/9/1820.
KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 24/8/1820. NA, OPW 8/KIN/355, 12/8/1822. 

NLI, p.9071, Baptism Register, Catholic Parish o f  St. Michaels, Kingstown. 
''•'■n A, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6, 2/10/1833.
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aid and to assist him till he should get some Situation a request that was summarily refused''*^. 

Hagan’s career as watchman, however, was not over; in November 1834 the minutes of 

Kingstown Town Commissioners record that Patrick Hagan was appointed constable at a salary 

of 8s per week (considerably lower than the 14s per week he was earning as a labourer in 1823!) 

though he was soon to run into trouble again, arising from his apparent alcoholism''*®. Almost a 

decade later we hear from Hagan once more, now living on Kingstown Avenue, the heart of 

working class Kingstown, when he wrote to the Board o f Public Works, applying, unsuccessfully 

to fill a vacant position as luggage porter at the Harbour'^'’.

5.5 CONCLUSION

The particular place or more accurately places and contemporary spatial dynamics, such as 

suburbanisation and immigration, played a key role as constituents o f local class formation and 

later deformation and these class processes in turn shaped the physical and social landscape of 

that place. The emerging migrant labouring community was shaped by a common experience in 

large work places and in new communities, micro-segregated from other classes. Deep bonds 

created in worlds of work, home and recreation engendered a class awareness and in certain 

periods, such as during strike action, an overt class consciousness. In a fleeting manner, a local 

working class was made and partially unmade, not by an industrial revolution but by the 

initiation and completion of a vast state infrastructural project that was a key part in the crucial 

communications network linking imperial core with colonial-periphery.

A complex dialectic of resistance and domination, between and within classes, happened in the 

region between the 1815 and 1840s. Fear and charity, patronage and punishment, interacted with 

rebelliousness, reverence and robbery. This process occurred in an intricate web of individual 

and class relationships, a constant flux o f personal paths and projects, where human agency, class 

position and state power bumped and flowed and, though the evidence is scant, it appears that 

gender and ethno-religious identity were also factors at play in this combination o f elements.

The metaphor of the frontier is apt in a number o f ways. Here was a town and satellite 

settlements that sprang up rapidly as the proletarian migrants flowed into what was previously 

part quite backwater, part elite retreat. A deep layer of the new, the unsettled, the uncontrollable, 

drifted across the existing social landscape, disrupting established patterns and networks. The 

riots of the early years were symptomatic o f this process as was the consistent disregard for the 

property boundaries of the rich. Lacking linkages into the local class hierarchy, networks of 

dissent and resistance appeared: combinations amongst workers, criminal conduits connecting

N A . KHC, R e f  O PW 8/KIN /1247, 9/10/1833.
DLRCC, KTC, R e f  LA4/1 13/11/1834.

‘“’ N A , KHC, Ref; O PW 8/K IN /1963, 21/1/1843.
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with the nearby city. Only the renewed elite suburbanisation brought on by the arrival o f the 

railway altered this process again, skewing developments back towards the dominance o f  the 

bourgeois, a dominance that was, however, not complete as the rail proved to be a proletarian as 

well as middle class commuter channel. Suburban elite hegemony, shaken, but never seriously 

challenged, in the decade after the beginning o f  harbour construction, was reasserted and 

remained largely intact for roughly a century, until confronted by the social and anti-colonial 

upheaval o f the second and third decades o f the twentieth century.
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CHAPTER 6

HARBOUR WORLDS

6.1 RYTHMS OF WORK AND PLAY.

It would be incorrect to characterise the world of working class Kingstown as solely or primarily 

one o f overt resistance. There is no need to exaggerate or romanticise that aspect of class conflict 

to prove the existence of such conflict. In any case, though it may be necessary from the point of 

view of coherent narrative, it is never possible to detangle the webs of resistance from those of 

control and compliance. This section o f the study is taken up, therefore, with the more mundane 

aspects o f working class life, the rhythms of work and play that emerged in the new spaces of the 

Harbour and its environs. Nor can this be attempted without touching frequently on the actions 

o f other class actors; the state functionaries and administrators, the new bourgeois of the town 

and those that occupied intermediate class positions. If it is an artificial exercise to draw crude 

lines of separation between the lives o f the powerful and the poor, it is equally artificial to 

envisage working people as one huge mass of undifferentiated proletarians, so this chapter will 

also attempt to deal with those groups who carved out their own semi-autonomous worlds within 

the Harbour. At the heart of this study, however, is that large body of men who laboured to build 

this imperial edifice and it is their working lives that will form the initial focus o f this chapter.

6.2 THE WORLD OF LABOUR 

6.2.1 Wages and conditions

The first reference to wages occurs in an 1816 report from the Chief Engineer, John Rennie, 

where it is claimed that the wage rate o f ‘boys ’ leading horse-drawn wagons full of stone from 

the quarries to the Harbour would be 11 s 6d per week’. Rennie was employing the word ‘boys ’ 

in a patronising manner to refer to working men. Whatever about the actual rate of wages paid to 

the employees, the Commissioners were anxious to avoid any sort o f ‘truck’ or voucher system 

and a rule issued by them in August 1816, just before the first contractors were appointed, 

stipulating that ‘no contractor in the works be a Publican or Hiixter or shall supply any articles 

o f  provisions to any o f  the Men to be employed in the works’. This directive was later 

incorporated into the ‘Rules and Regulations to be observed in the works ’ in the following form: 

‘All the workmen and labourers employed in the works shall be paid their wages and earnings in 

Cash only and no payment whatever shall be made by tickets or orders on Publicans and Huxters

' NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1, 8/8/1816.
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in the Houses o f  Publicans such payment being illegal and liable to be recovered over again 

This rule, if adhered to, would have had the effect of preventing the contractors (some may have 

been publicans or shop owners themselves) or their cronies from monopolising the extensive 

trade o f selling food and drink to the large number o f workers present in the area but would also 

encourage ‘temperance’ amongst the workforce, reducing the dangers o f ‘disorderly conduct’ 

and increasing worker productivity. Yet further regulation was deemed necessary regarding the 

place where those employed directly by the Commissioners would be paid^. All workers were to 

receive their pay directly from the pay clerk at his office in the Commissioners yard and no 

fellow worker, foreman or overseer was to be allowed to take the wages o f another man. The 

intention behind this rule was to cut out the practice o f foremen/overseers collecting the pay of 

the gang working under their direction and taking a portion from each man’s wage for 

themselves. The passing of a regulation by the Commissioners did not, however, automatically 

mean that it was implemented and there is evidence that this practice o f paying foremen the 

wages o f their subordinates did occur in the works. In another attempt to tighten control o f wage 

payment even further, it was decided that the weekly pay list had to be examined and counter 

signed by the Resident Engineer, John Aird, every week''. This practice was enhanced at the 

beginning o f 1818, when it was agreed that a copy of the pay list would be studied by the 

Commissioners at alternate meetings and that Aird would sign both the copy and the original^. 

The Commissioners also tried to clamp down on the practice o f paying the workers a full weekly 

or daily wage regardless of whether they actually worked all that time, which may have been an 

attempt to stop payments made during cessation of work due to bad weather or because certain 

jobs were completed, leaving men temporarily idle®.

Wage rates certainly varied and skilled workers could expect higher rates, a factor that the 

Commissioners were anxious to control, as they showed in 1816, when they ordered that in the 

case o f carpenters being employed in the works their wages were not to exceed 26s per week’. 

Unusually, we know the rates demanded by Dublin carpenters through their proto-union, the 

Carpenters Society, from evidence given to the parliamentary ‘Select Committee on Artizans and 

Machinery’ of 1824*. The actual rates may have changed over the intervening years though, 

given the fact that the evidence is based on the Society Rule Book which is unlikely to have 

changed every year, the time difference may not be significant. The rate prescribed by the 

Society for the county area outside of the canals was 5s per day, or, on the basis of a six-day 

week, 30s a week. It is clear that the Commissioners’ maximum was somewhere in the order of

 ̂NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/1, 30/1/1817.
 ̂NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1, 10/7/1817.

“• n A, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1, 14/8/1817.
^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1,22/1/1818.
^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 18/3/1824.

, ’ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1,31/10/1816.
* Fifth Report o f  the Select Committee on Artizans and Machinery, HC 1824, v. 428-445.
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the local carpenters’ minimum and this is confirmed by the rate paid to the Cork carpenters 

working on the Hulk Essex in 1824, which, at 4s 4d per day, was the precise minimum demanded 

by the Society for those working inside the canals and also by the fact that in July 1818, the 

Foreman Carpenter, William Grogan, had his wages raised from 4s to 5s on the recommendation 

of John Aird, thereby bringing it into conformity with the prescribed county rate^. Grogan’s 

former employer confirmed this in a testimonial, attached to the carpenters’ memorial to the 

Commissioners, by stating that his wage o f 24s 9d a week was ‘1/5 per day under the Common 

rate fo r  Workmen o f  that class One could view this in a different manner and see it as 

evidence that the carpenters had brought about a situation where all carpenters working in the 

Harbour were receiving near or level to the minimum rate. Another example o f skilled workers 

applying for a wage increase was the case o f the successful application by the Harbour masons 

made in March/April 1826". In this case the Commissioners initially refused the request but, on 

receipt of a memorial from two o f the masons, James Byrne and Richard Reilly, and with the 

positive intervention of John Aird, they agreed to grant a rise from 2s 9 V2A to 3s 6d per day. As 

was the case with other workers, the masons’ main complaint was, in their own words, the failure 

of their wages to keep up with 'the exhorhitant price o f  provisions in this town and house rent ’, a 

contention backed by Aird who added the comment that ‘The Wages hitherto paid  to 

Memorialists are certainly low compared with others in the neighbourhood'. The proximity of 

Dublin city and the close connection between skilled workers there and in Kingstown, 

undoubtedly fuelled these demands and the acquiescence of the Commissioners. The success of 

the masons encouraged others to follow their example. In July the Carpenters and Wheelwrights 

sent a memorial to the Commissioners, protesting at the reduction of their wages due to the 

assimilation o f the currency and the unfavourable comparison with the wages being paid to 

tradesmen in Kingstown and asking to be paid at the same rate as the masons'^. Once again, 

Aird weighed in behind the workers, backing the claim that ‘The Wages o f  the Memorialists are 

certainly low as compared with the tradesmen in this neighbourhood’ and recommending a small 

increase to bring their pay broadly in line with the masons. No decision o f the Commissioners is 

recorded in this case. Not all the requests were for an increase in wages; during the summer of 

1828, the foreman of the East Pier labourers complained that he needed an extra ton of coals for 

his house and a new great coat for the coming winter, given that he had to attend to the ‘works in 

all weathers and at all times as early as 3 o Clock and until late at night according to the 

T i d e s In response it was decided to purchase great coats annually for Atkins and the West 

Pier foreman, Joseph Stewart, but the fuel allowance was to remain at five tons of coals.

’ J. De Courcy Ireland, History o f  Dun Laoghaire Harbour (Dublin 2001) 47. NA, KHC, Ref: OP 1/8/6/1, 
29/7/1818.
'“ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/108(2), 29/7/1818.
" NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 30/3/1826, 20/4/1826.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 20/7/1826.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 14/8/1828.
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Most workers were paid by time worlced, though there are examples o f piece rates. In March 

1817 three skilled men were employed: a Foreman/Millwright at 5s 4d per day (raised to 6s per 

day a month later), a Foreman/Blacksmith at 6s per day and a Sawyer at a piece rates o f 5s 4d per 

100 ft of hard wood and 3s lOd per 100 ft of soft wood''*. Following a memorial from the 

Sawyers, their rates were increased to 6s 6d and 4s 4d in 1820, to equalise with Dublin City 

rates, an indication of the strength of working class linkages with the city and the social muscle 

of the artisan groups'^. These skilled workers’ wages were well in excess o f that paid to Paul 

Atkins, who was taken on as ‘overseer o f  labourers ’ in the same month, for 15s a week'^. As for 

the harbour labourers, those unloading the wagons at the Pier Head were paid 12s per week but 

the rest received 10s per week. It is obvious from the Commissioners failed attempt to extend 

the working day by an hour in January 1820, that they felt that wages o f all ranks were excessive 

but equally that they lacked the confidence to reduce the workers’ pay directly'^. They tried to 

effect a small reduction in wages again in December 1825 by using the assimilation of the Irish 

and English currencies, a move that undoubtedly contributed to the major strike that broke out in 

late January 1826'*. As part of the change-over process, Aird was required to draw up a 

conversion chart o f daily wages, giving a snapshot of the wage differentials that existed in the 

Works. These ranged (in Irish currency) from 6s to lOd per day, revealing a wide gap between 

the income of the skilled artisan and the ordinary labourer. This process also led to the recording 

of the vastly larger annual salaries of the Commissioners officials (in the new British currency): 

John Aird, Resident Engineer: £500, Richard Toutcher, Pay Clerk and Water Master: £277, 

George Darling, Secretary: £250 and Richard Thomas, Assistant Engineer: £231, a salary that 

allowed him to rent. No. 4 Crofton Terrace, a house in one of the fashionable new terraces 

overlooking the Harbour'^. Yet, even these men were not immune to cost cutting measures and 

in the spring of 1831 their salaries were cut by a sixth, by order of the Treasury^®.

The instinct of the elite to cut back on expenses by reducing the wages o f the workforce again 

came to the fore in 1829, when one of the new Commissioners, Cornelius Sullivan, a wealthy 

land agent, proposed a general reduction in wages for the 58 men still employed directly by the 

Harbour Authority, couched in the sugar coating o f creating more employment and premised on 

a purported spatial wage differential: ^Taking into consideration the general rate o f  wages 

payable through the Country to be no more than 1/4 per day and abundance o f  hands to be 

procured under that rate I  submit to the consideration o f  the Board the propriety o f  reducing that 

payment o f  the said 58 men to 1/6 per day fo r  remainder o f  the Winter months, this would

''•n A, KHC, Ref: OP 1/8/6/1, 27/3/1817, 3/4/1817.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 29/32/1820.

'*NA, KHC, Ref: OP 1/8/6/1, 17/4/1817.
'^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 1/2/1820, 15/3/1820. 
'*NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 22/12/1825.

P. Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown (Dublin 1991) 26. 
^°NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 5/5/1831.
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produce a saving o f  21/9 per day which I  would appropriate to the employment o f  16 additional 

men at 8/- per w eek ’̂ \  Sullivan beat a judicious retreat, probably based on the advice or 

opposition of more seasoned Commissioners mindful o f the dangers o f worker resistance, by 

postponing discussion o f his resolution at the next meeting^^. It is clear that some of the new 

Commissioners appointed in 1828-29, initially thought to apply what they considered a more 

rigorous approach to the workforce, as Sullivan’s failed attempt to reduce wages revealed. Four 

months after being appointed, Commissioner Frederick S. Parker advised that time worked 

should be certified on the Pay List by the Resident Engineer and his assistant and that ‘every 

Man should receive his own Pay and not as heretofore’, a sign that the practice of foremen 

collecting their squads pay had crept back into the works^^. James Dawson, another recent 

recruit, added the observation: ‘I  would strongly urge the necessity o f  getting a better description 

o f  Men fo r  Overseers and reducing the pay o f  Labourers

Though Dawson’s and Sullivan’s proposals were never acted on, a similar proposal was enacted 

in 1830, this time without dissent amongst the Commissioners. The opportunity arose in the 

context of an instruction to Aird ‘to furnish a scale o f  Wages to be pa id  to labourers employed by 

the Commissioners as well as to such as shall in future be taken into the works distinguishing the 

different classes o f  each ’̂ .̂ He reported that general labourers were paid Is 8d per day, while 

those working in gangs on the glacis, the heads o f work gangs and watchmen were paid at a rate 

o f Is lOd per day^^. The rates paid to the remaining categories o f skilled workers, such as 

smiths and carpenters, were not specified. Aird also added that a number o f the men who had 

worked in the Harbour since the start o f the project were now too old ‘fo r  heavy labour o f  any 

k ind ’ or too inexperienced to work on the glacis work (which was now the primary source of 

employment) and left their fate in the hands of the Commissioners. Having received the report, 

the Commissioners decided to reduce the rate paid to all labourers to 10s per week on the 

grounds that since there had been a ‘great reduction in prices o f  all articles o ffood  and clothing ’, 

they considered it ‘their duty to make a comparative reduction in the rate o f  wages ’. If consumer 

goods prices had fallen, the value of the workers labour-power had also fallen hence the move to 

cut their wages but, as Mandel argues, Marx emphasised that the value of labour power is 

dependent on two elements: ‘the physiological needs and the historical-moral needs o f  the 

working class . A drop in prices of essentials such as food and shelter could lead to a drop in 

the value of labour power because the cost of the calorie input necessary to sustain a given 

amount of work had dropped but this would not necessarily correspond to the ‘historical-moral 

needs’ of the class i.e. the standard of living expected by workers and their ability/willingness to

N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/5, 3 /12/1829 .
^^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/5, 10/12/1829.

N A , KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K IN /753, 31 /10/1829.
N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/5, 29 /4 /1830 .
N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/5, 20 /5 /1830 .
E. M andel, Introduction, in K. Marx, C apital, Vol I (London 1976) 66-67.
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engage in struggle to defend the wages that sustained that standard. It should be added that the 

both elements are spatially contingent in the extreme. In this case the older, smaller, and 

therefore less militant, workforce of Kingstown Harbour, were unable to successfully resist the 

reduction. Despite their relative weakness they did respond in the usual manner by sending a 

detailed memorial to their employers opposing the cut in their wages and it is that very 

aforementioned spatial ity that they refer: ‘their employment is situate in the dearest Market in 

Ireland fo r  All kinds offood. Lodgings or Rooms are double price o f  any other country place and 

higher than in the City o f  D u b l i n adding that their work was ‘dangerous in the extreme ’ and 

that ‘Their families are numerous with no possibility o f  employment fo r  females or younger 

branches They countered the argument about the reduction of prices by pointing to the fact 

that their old wage, which had remained the same for so long, ‘was barely sufficient to provide 

the common necessarys o f  life ’. Once again, this petition combined a subtext o f defiance with 

outward obsequiousness, as the men assured the Commissioners that they were ‘truly grateful fo r  

means o f  supporting their families and humbly hope their conduct has been such as to meet the 

approbation o f  Your Honourable Board’, though it should not be assumed that this was simply 

flattery designed to protect them from the possible displeasure of their employers, since they may 

well have been genuinely grateful for their unusual situation o f being long-term employees of a 

state body at a time when labourers’ work was often short-lived or seasonal. Confident o f their 

ability to impose their will on a workforce threatened by immenent unemployment, the 

Commissioners refused to reverse the pay-cut, claiming that the new reduced rate o f pay was still 

Is 9d per week higher than the national rate and that that was 'sufficient compensation fo r  the 

duty they (the workers)perform  They ended by calling on Aird to "impress on the men in their 

employment the fact that effective Labourers to any number could be had at a much less rate 

than the 10/- per week paid by their Order’, an ominous reminder of the spectre o f the vast 

reserve army of labour provided by the huge reservoir o f the Irish landless.

It is possible to compare these wage figures to the regional and national picture, using the 

evidence given to the 1830 parliamentary select committee inquiring into the state of the poor in 

Ireland^*. The wages of the Kingstown workers (Is  8d to Is lOd per day or I Os per week at the 

reduced rate) were certainly higher than those paid to rural workers, whose average wage in the 

south and west of Ireland was reported to be 5d per day though some such as the labourers of 

Killamey, earned as high as Is per day during the harvest and 8d per day for the rest of the year. 

Their wage also compared favourably to the distillery workers of Lurgan and labourers working 

on the Grand Canal, both o f whom earned Is per day. The dangerous nature of their work 

probably explains why male miners (women and children working in the mines received half the 

wage earned by men) employed by the Mining Company o f Ireland in places such as the

’̂ N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 10/6/1830.
R eport o f  the Select C om m ittee on the S tate o f  the P oor in I re la n d , HC 1830, vii. 1-1039.
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Ballycorus Lead Mine, south of Kingstown, received a wage similar to the Harbour workers of 

between Is 6d and 2s per day. More directly comparable were the labourers employed by the 

Public Works contractor Bernard Mullins, who, as part of the firm Henry, Mullins and 

McMahon, later won the new harbour/quarrying contract at Kingstown. Mullins stated in his 

evidence that he paid Is per day (lOd in winter) to 'able bodied m en’ and lOd per day (8d in 

winter) to ‘inferior workers’ in rural areas but 15d per day to men employed in Dublin. Other 

evidence given before the committee confirms that the pay of Dublin workers was certainly 

higher than their rural comrades: an average 9s per week for ordinary labourers and 12s a week 

for the 'better class ’ of labourers, according to the solicitor Pierce Mahony. Even agricultural 

labourers employed on the estate of Arthur Guinness in Co. Dublin earned a somewhat higher 

rate o f 8s per week. The general picture then, points to a Kingstown workforce that was better 

paid than the average Irish labourer but not those o f Dublin City.

6.2.2 Employers, managers and contractors

Though the Resident Engineer, John Aird was the most highly paid o f the officers he was also, as 

has already been noted, the one who consistently intervened to moderate the position of the 

Commissioners in conflicts with the workers. Why did this top official adopt this sympathetic 

stance? Lacking an explicit statement o f his motivation, the possibilities can only be surmised. 

More than any one else he would have realised that the completion o f this huge task relied on the 

cooperation of the workforce, and that this cooperation was reliant on avoidance of undue 

meddling with their wages and conditions. Nor should one discount the possibility' that the same 

proximity which induced that pragmatism may also have nourished a human compassion for 

those under his supervision, a compassion perhaps arising from the fact that many of these 

working men had served under him at Howth and in some cases earlier in his career before he 

left Scotland. Perhaps, as O Suilleabhain has suggested, as an employee himself, he sympathised 

with the plight of his fellow workers, despite the great gap of income, power and status that 

separated him from them^^. Yet this can only be the subject o f speculation and all that can be 

stated with certainty is that Aird intervened numerous times to the benefit of those employed at 

the Works. Typically, in August 1826, during a time of severe recession, the Commissioners 

retreated from a proposal to reduce the wages of their workers, after Aird ‘represented the high 

charges sustained in this neighbourhood particularly fo r  rent He even adopted a sympathetic

note, towards the compensation claim of the small stonecutter/contractor Thomas Brown, who 

had lost money arising from his contract to build a clock tower in the Commissioners’ Yard 

because the wages o f his men rose from 18s per week when he won the contract to 20s per week 

after work started because o f competition for labour from other local works including the

D. 6  Suilleabhain, O  K ingstow n go  Dun L aoghaire  (Dublin 1976) 74. 
^°NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/4, 17/8/1826.
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construction of a light house at the Harbour^'. Brown, incidentally, described himself as 'a 

struggling man with a large fam ily depending on his labour ’ a self-description similar to that of 

the labourers and employed tradesmen and an indication of the porousness o f the boundary 

between artisan and small contractor.

So Aird, and his successors, played a mediating role between workers and Commissioners, 

reflecting the contradictory pressures from above and below, as well as a better understanding of 

the technical and social functioning of the whole project. On occasions, however, the 

Commissioners themselves displayed a philanthropic streak, which was after all part and parcel 

o f the contemporary ideology of the ruling class. Examples of such a trend were their instruction 

to the Assistant Engineer, during the height o f the recession o f 1826, to employ a squad of men 

to form a new road to the Watering Slip, with the object of providing employment, ‘want o f  

Work being much complained o f  or the decision to fill in the beach near the Boat Harbour, in 

October 1829, ‘being desirous o f  furnishing employment to the labouring p o o r’, though the 

unemployed poor who would benefit were probably largely composed o f men laid off when work 

on the West Pier was suspended around the same time^^. Similarly, when a dispute with the 

quarrying contractors. Smith and McCullogh, led to an interruption of the delivery of rubble 

stone to the Harbour in January 1830, the Commissioners agreed to the Assistant Engineer’s 

suggestion to divert the labourers to work on the remaining glacis work on the East Pier, rather 

than letting them go^ .̂ However such decisions may have arisen from a sense of patronage 

towards the men employed by them, rather than a general charitable impulse and almost all these 

decisions that benefited the workers were made on the advice o f the Engineers and were usually 

decisions that were in the long-term conducive to the more efficient working of the project. It 

was also to the advantage o f the Commissioners in their constant battle for government funding, 

to portray the Harbour work as almost a charitable concern, providing much needed employment 

‘in a country too thickly planted with poor As quarrying work ground to a complete halt as a 

result of the ending o f the contract with Smith and McCullogh, Aird was given permission to 

transfer 80 men from the East Pier to work with the 40/50 men already working on the West Pier, 

rather than letting them go^ .̂ He also noted that work could not be started on the Glasthule 

quarry (presumably as an alternative source of granite to the Dalkey quarries) until the Ordnance 

Office gave permission for a drain to be constructed from the quarry across its land to the sea, a 

situation that resulted in ‘many o f  the quarrying hands formerly on Dalkey Hill which are the 

most suitable class fo r  this work are anxiously waiting fo r  the Employment The key here was 

continuity, a factor that must have ranked high in Aird’s mind since he had first brought Scottish

N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 13/12/1827, 20/12/1827.  
^^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/4, 4 /5 /1826, 1/10/1829.
”  N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/5, 7/1/1830.
‘̂’ N A, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/K1N/233, undated 1821-22. 

N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 28/10/1830.
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and Howth Harbour workers with him to Dunleary fourteen years previously. The prospect of a 

large number of unemployed bound together in tight communities, many of them experienced 

and skilled workers, must also have played a role in this apparent desire to keep on as many of 

the harbour/quarry workers as possible. The employment provided by work on the Harbour 

could be and was used as a bargaining chip in negotiations with the Treasury for more money to 

finance the completion of the Harbour, as revealed in the letter of 21®' of March 1831, where it 

was stated that ‘in the present unparalled state o f  distress in this country, it becomes a painful 

duty on the part o f  the Commissioners to withhold employment This theme was taken up by 

the new Dalkey quarrying contractors appointed in September 1831, Henry, Mullins and 

McMahon of Talbot Street, when they, rather fawningly, praised the Commissioners for ordering 

the resumption of quarrying because they ‘were actuated by a desire to afford employment to the 

unemployed poor, suffering so greviously from  the suspension o f  those Works

What Henry, Mullins and Me Mahon ‘were actuated by’ soon became obvious. Within two 

months they wrote to the Commissioners declaring that they, unlike their predecessors Smith and 

McCullogh, were facing 'the injurious effects o f  competition ’ because the Commissioners were 

working the Glasthule Quarry with direct labour’*. This claim hinged on the argument that 

although the wages paid to their workers and those employed directly might nominally be the 

same, ‘the quantity o f  labour perform ed’ by the Commissioners’ men was less because it was 

‘determined by the labourers presumably rendering employment with the Commissioners more 

attractive. Aird’s response on the matter bluntly accused the contractors of trying to monopolise 

quarrying work in the district by pressurising the Commissioners into granting them a contract to 

work the Glasthule Quany’ .̂ He adopted an injured tone regarding the accusation that the 

workers under his supervision were less productive: ‘as to the assertion...that the quantity o f  

labour given as an equivalent is determined by the labourer, i f  the Commissioners believe this to 

be the case I  would at once say that they should change the mode o f  labour but it was obvious 

that he gave no credence to that notion and that the reality was that the number of 

quarrymen/stonecutters working directly for the Commissioners was so small that it could not 

‘affect the rate o f  wages which the contractors may think it right to adopt’. In this case the 

Commissioners seemed, initially, to favour the contractors by asking them to tender for working 

the Glasthule Quarry but eventually the contractors only won a partial victory when work in the 

quarry was suspended in order to end the alleged competition'*®. Henry, Mullins and McMahon, 

however, were relentless in their pursuit of this opportunity for profit, so it comes as no surprise 

that they wrote to the new Harbour authority, the Board of Public Works, in July 1833, asking

^^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/5, 21/4/1831. 
” NA, KHC, R ef OPW  1/8/6/5, 1/9/1831. 
^*NA, KHC, R ef OPW  1/8/6/5, 10/11/1831. 
^®NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/5, 17/11/1831. 
'‘“ NA, KHC, R ef OPW  1/8/6/5, 1/12/1831.
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permission to extract granite for export from the Glasthule Quarry simply for ‘the beneficial 

employment o f  the labouring p o o r ’̂ \  The Board, in its turn, saw an advantage to be gained and 

granted permission on condition that the contractors reduced the price o f rubble stone from the 

Dalkey Quarries to three pence per ton for every ton of granite exported from Glasthule. It was 

not surprising this firm were able to bludgeon their way into getting the contract to quarry at 

Glasthule on top o f getting the Dalkey contract; they were a major building company who, 

according to Pearson ‘were successful contractors in major civil engineering projects o f  

harbours and railways’, including work on Derry Gaol, the Royal, Grand and Ballinsloe canals 

and had also built a number of exclusive houses on Fitzwilliam Square in the early 1820s and 

South Portico o f the Pro-Cathedral in the 1830s''^. Their desire to squeeze as much profit as they 

could out o f the Board, by citing labour costs, manifested itself again in 1841. This time they 

complained that they were ‘supplying the Commissioners with Artificers and Labourers at a 

dead loss ’ to work at repairing one of the Piers and demanded that they be paid higher rates for 

each grade of worker; 4s 6d per day for stone masons/carpenters and 2s per day for labourers, to 

offset the loss of the wear and tear of ‘the Utensils supplied’̂ ^. The remarkable fact was that the 

wages of their labourers had hardly risen at all above the rate at which harbour/quarry workers 

had been paid in the early 1820s. The contractors paid ‘First Class’ labourers Is lOd and 

‘Second Class’ labourers Is 8d, exactly what the Harbour Commissioners had paid them in 1830 

and incredibly, when adjusted for the 1826 currency amalgamation, at 2s Irish currency (Is \OV2d 

new currency), almost exactly the same as most labourers listed on the 1823 harbour workers list 

had been paid! The masons were paid 4s a day which, though almost double the 1823 rate, was 

not substantially higher than the increased 3s 6d per day rate harbour masons received in 1826, 

while carpenters had seen no increase from the 4s 4d Irish (4s new currency) per day standard 

Dublin rate of the early 1820s, and all this without taking into account the impact of inflation. 

The Board did not concede much this time, agreeing to pay the contractors the 4s 6d rate for the 

skilled workers but refusing an increase for the labourers who constituted the majority of those 

involved. In contrast, a few months later, in December 1841, the contractors were pleading 

charitable intentions when they responded to a direction o f the Resident Engineer to cut costs by 

£350 per month by stating that such a measure would impede work and pointing out ‘the miseries 

it must inflict upon several poor Families who have no source o f  existence but the produce o f  

their Labour at this inauspicious Season ’, whose employment would, no doubt, be terminated 

rather than Henry, Mullins and McMahon suffer any reduction of profit'*'’. A notice in the Dublin 

Gazette announced the dissolution of the partnership was of Bernard Mullins and John Mac

N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/6, 2 /7 /1833 .
A rchives o f  the Catholic D iocese o f  Dublin, Hamilton Papers, File 35/4 , N o. 127, 1834. P. Pearson, The 

H eart o f  D ublin  (D ublin 2000) 321.
N A , KHC, Ref: O P W 8/K IN /1841(1-2), 29 /5 /1841 , 7 /6 /1841.

'‘‘'N A , KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K IN /1876, 10/12/1841.
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Mahon as ‘Contractors for Public Works’ in November 1842, bringing an end to a decade of 

involvement in the Harbour works'*^.

6.2.3 Time and surveillance

In September 1816 the Commissioners ordered an end to a practice of which they disapproved, 

the payment o f the men on Saturdays, and instructed, Toutcher, the pay clerk, to inform the 

various contractors that, from now on, payment of wages would be made on Fridays (most of the 

men worked a six to six and a half day week/*. It is hard to know what purpose was behind this 

change but it may a first indication of a desire to control the workers through time management. 

We can only sunnise that it might have been aimed at preventing the rowdy Sunday gatherings in 

Dunleary, since the men would be less inclined to head straight for the towns taverns with a 

week’s wages when they knew they were working the next day and by Saturday some of the 

wage would be left at home, slated away or in the possession of their wives. Within a month, 

Toutcher was ordered to provide a bell for the store yard for the regulation o f the workers, yet a 

stronger indication of the authorities’ anxieties regarding time-keeping'*’. In the middle of 1817 

two further measures were taken to tighten the time regime. A temporary shed containing a 

forge, carpenter’s shop and wagon repair shop, was built at the end of the East Pier and an office 

was attached to it''*. This office was built as a shelter for the Commissioners and their officials, 

but significantly its other purpose was stated as ‘fo r  keeping account o f  men's tim e’. The 

Harbour Authority also ordered the repair o f the store yard bell and the erection of a new bell at 

the quarries on Dalkey Hill fo r  the regularity o f  the workmen’, a bell that would certainly be 

heard in the cabins of the quarry village as well as the quarries'*^. A year later, a more explicit 

measure of time discipline for all workers was implemented when a clock was ordered for the 

Secretary’s office at the Commissioners’ Yard fo r  the purpose o f  regulating the time o f  the 

workmen and that said clock be kept to regular time with that o f  Mr. Smith, the Contractor at 

Dalkey H ill’̂ '̂ . This was replaced by a prominent clock tower in 1827, a measure that was 

deemed ‘o f  greatest public utility, not only fo r  the men employed but also fo r  the shipping’̂ '. 

Smith himself, though motivated by a desire to measure productivity, employed a surveyor ‘to 

check the work done in order to enable men to make the weekly advances o f  money fo r  the 

Workmen ’, a measure that points towards the existence o f a piece work system amongst Smiths 

workers^". As E.P. Thompson put it succinctly, in his essay on changes in time/work practices 

in seventeenth to nineteenth-century England; ‘And the employer must u ^  the time o f  his labour,

NA, KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K IN /2128(7), 4/11/1842.
^*^NA, KHC, Ref: OP 1/8/6/1, 26/9/1816.
'’’ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 17/10/1816.
'‘*N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1,31/7/1817.
'’’ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 7/8/1817.
'̂’ NA, KHC, Ref: OP 1/8/6/1, 13/8/1818.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/4, 8/3/1827, 22/3/1827, 13/12/1827.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 18/9/1817.
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and see it is not wasted: not the task but the value o f  time when reduced to money is dominant. 

Time is now currency: it is not passed hut spent an observation that obviously holds true for the 

contractors but also for the Harbour Commissioners, even if their object was the completion o f a 

gigantic infrastructural ‘task’, since the completion o f the task was intimately linked to 

Government funding and, therefore, efficient time management^^.

6.2.4 Accidents and injuries

Though the Commissioners were loath to accept it, the probability o f serious accidents was 

obvious to observers from the very start o f the work, even if the December 1815 application of 

Thomas Rumley, local surgeon and Dunleary landowner, to be appointed as surgeon to the 

workers, might be viewed sceptically as a manoeuvre to acquire an important position close to 

home^"*. The Commissioners refused Rumley’s offer and again rejected a number of similar 

applications in October 1816” . That serious accidents were happening was finally, if only 

tacitly, acknowledged in April 1817, when the Secretary was instructed to write to the 

Undersecretary, William Gregory, to request the use o f an Army Medical Board carriage for the 

'removal o f  any o f  the men employed in the works who may meet with accidents by blasting or 

other ways ’, presumably to bring them to one of the Dublin Hospitals. In fact, it seems that this 

request was refused because in August 1817, the Commissioners ordered the purchase or 

construction o f a ^conveyance ...for the temporary removal o f  such persons who may meet with 

accidents in the progress o f  the works This was the very same month that the Dublin 

newspaper, Saunders Newsletter, graphically described an accident (almost certainly the accident 

that resulted in the death of Dalkey man, James Weldon) that happened in the quarries and the 

ensuing journey to Dublin, under the title o f ‘Shocking accident at Killiney’: ‘On Monday last a 

shocking accident took place at the new works at Killiney Hill. A fine  young man employed 

there, had his right thigh so miserably shattered, by the breaking o f  one o f  the cranes used fo r  

loading the stone-waggons, that it was literally hanging by a few  shreds. He was carried on a 

bier to Bullock from  whence he was conveyed in a cart to Dublin. It was hard to say which was 

more distressing to the ears o f  the spectators the lamentations o f  the poor father, mother and 

remaining children, whose sole support and comfort he was or the agonising screams o f  the 

wretched sufferer, aggravated by the jolting experience by travelling on such a road as leads 

from  Killiney to Dunleary. He was brought to mercers Hospital, not, as may be supposed, 

improved by the journey, where we have since learned he expired on Wednesday morning'^^.

E.P. Thompson, Customs in Common (London 1991) 359.
^■*NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1, 7/12/1815.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1,31/10/1816.
’®NA, KHC, Ref: OPW I/8/6/1, 14/8/1817.
” NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 4/8/1817. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KlN/55(2), 6/8/1817.
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Despite tiie frequency of accidents, by 1822 they were still unwilling to appoint a doctor to 

minister to their employees and they refused the applications of three local doctors; James Farrell 

and Charles Duffy o f Kingstow'n and Henry C. Fields o f Blackrock with an emphatic assertion 

that 'this Board have no intention whatever o f  appointing a Medical Gentleman to their 

establishment'^^. Farrell was not to be deterred and together with the apothecary, Michael Keon, 

also of Kingstown, he sent a memorial to Gregory, the Undersecretary, requesting that an annual 

grant be paid to them for the ‘extensive medical Establishment ’ and ‘infirmary with beds and 

every other matter suitable to the reception o f  persons meeting with accidents ’ that they had set 

up at Kingstown and Dalkey, respectively^®. This letter confirms the frequency of work 

accidents and exposes the reality of the manner in which accidents were deah with at the 

Harbour/quarries: ‘the poor sufferers too often experience the fa ta l consequences resulting from  

their not being instantly attended to and from  their being obliged to be carried upon mens 

shoulders into Dublin, a distance o f  at least seven miles and which must necessarily be attended 

with considerable loss to the Contractors, delay to the Works, inconvenience, agony and pain to 

the unfortunate individual who not infreq ’ly falls victim to delay and fatigue o f  the journey 

together with the solicitations o f  their friends even in their perilous situations to drink spirituous 

liquors thereby rendering subsequent operations and treatment often unsuccessful i f  not entirely 

fu ti le ’. Charles Duffy had also petitioned the Commissioners about setting up a ‘Medical 

Establishment’ for the workers at Kingstown, confirming the picture drawn by Farrell and Keon: 

‘It is a presumed fact that many lives (but an incontrovertible one that many limbs) have been 

lost by the length o f  carriage, loss o f  blood, loss o f  time and consequent inflammation which has 

taken place fo r  want o f  prompt assistance O f course all these men had reason to exaggerate,

especially Farrell and Keon, whose business card, preserved in the Commissioners’ 

correspondence boxes, advertises the ‘very moderate prices’ at their ‘medical shop’ in 

Kingstown and the usefulness of their Dalkey infirmary in putting an end to the fatal journeys to 

Dublin^’. Yet it is doubtful that their description strays far from the truth, given that the response 

o f the Commissioners was not to deny the facts o f the pair’s narrative but simply to deny 

responsibility. The medical men’s raw description of the terrible journey from accident site to 

city hospital is interlaced with nuanced appeal: Contractors profits are threatened (Smith had 

offered £50 per annum towards the Kingstown infirmary, according to Farrell), the progress of 

the imperial project delayed and the workers are suffering, partly through what the writers saw as 

their primitive resort to alcohol, though how else a severely injured man was to survive the 

extreme pain of a bumpy journey of seven miles is a mystery!^^ Both men also felt it necessary 

to establish their credentials, with Farrell naturally, given the obvious advantage o f military links.

^*NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 18/4/1822. 
’̂ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 18/7/1822. 

“ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/235(4), 13/3/1822.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/251(2), 18/7/1822. 

“ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/235(3), 18/4/1822.



stressing his 15 years service as surgeon in the Royal Navy and also his attachment to the locality 

as a resident since 1818. The Commissioners responded simply by denying responsibility for the 

690 men employed by Smith and claiming that the remaining 105 workers employed directly by 

them were not at risk, a brazen fiction that is exposed by the reports of accidents at the Pier later 

recorded in their own minute books, though Farrell and Keon had admitted that most accidents 

occurred at the quarries. In contradiction to their abdication o f responsibility for the quarry 

workers, they contended that their annual subscription o f ten guineas to the two hospitals and 

dispensary was enough to cover ‘such accidents and diseases as may occur amongst our men 

That attempt to shirk responsibility for accidents that happened to the large number o f men 

employed by the contractors took more concrete form when a new quarrying contract was drawn 

up by John Rennie in 1830, following the dispute with the existing contractors. Smith and 

McCullogh“ . The relevant clause allocated the entire responsibility for accidents and strikes to 

the future contractor; ‘The Contractor is to take the risk and responsibility o f  all accidents that 

may arise in quarrying or conveying the stone and rubbish and to be liable fo r  all stoppages in 

the w ork’, a stipulation that cleared the Commissioners of any legal responsibility for injured 

quarry workers or their families. Whatever about the theoretical position, in practice, however, 

the Commissioners gradually, if somewhat grudgingly, accepted that they were at least partially 

responsible for those who were injured working in the quarries and the Harbour.

6.2.5 Medical care

in July of 1817, as the numbers employed in the works continued to grow, the frequency of 

serious accidents was now openly admitted by the Commissioners and provision was made to 

make donations of £11 7s 6d each to Mercers Hospital, St. Peters Hospital (both in Dublin City) 

and o f the same amount to the local Rathdown Dispensary, which was ‘to entitle said men, their 

wives and families to medicine and medical advice assistance in case o f  sickness The 

hospitals did begin to receive the injured men, though it is not clear whether the rudimentary 

health cover was implemented. This move was relatively enlightened for the time but also 

indispensable to the continued operation of a project that involved recurrent accidents. Within a 

year a decision was made to transfer the subscription from St. Peters to the Fever Hospital at 

Cork Street, probably in response to a Typhus epidemic that had hit the area and these donations 

became an annual subscription of ten guineas each to the two hospitals and the dispensary 

The funding of the Cork Street hospital was cancelled in April 1821 because it was refusing to 

receive patients from Dunleary (probably because of the large numbers of patients arriving due to 

a major outbreak o f fever) and instead a subscription was made to the Rathdown Fever Hospital, 

a temporary institution opened by the Rathdown Dispensary Committee ‘in consequence o f  a

“  N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 25/2/1830.
'•''NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8 /6 /1 ,31 /7 /1817 .
“  N A , KHC, R e f  OPW  1/8/6/1, 27 /8 /1818, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/2, 20/4/1820.
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Contagious fever that appeared...in Dalkey amongst the workmen o f  Dunleary Pier and which 

spread rapidly to the Kill-of-the Grange, Glasthoole, Monkstown etc. \  and the usual annual 

donation was made to Mercers Hospital (the contribution to this hospital continued up until 1835, 

when it was deemed unnecessary due to the opening o f Kingstown Hospital) and the Rathdown 

Dispensary**. In October 1824, Dr. William Plant o f the Rathdown Dispensary requested that the 

Commissioners provide a house in the vicinity o f Kingstown where injured workers could be 

provided with immediate medical assistance until they could be safely moved to one o f the city 

hospitals, to which they again rather disingenuously replied that 'the men in the immediate 

employ o f  the Commissioners are not exposed to the accidents alluded to in your communication, 

the Commissioners therefore think that the sum o f £22.15 per year which they pay to the 

Rathdown Dispensary fu lly  entitle their men to the attention o f  the Dispensary . The local 

dispensaries undoubtedly proved useful in providing primary care for many harbour/quarry 

workers. It was reported to the Commissioners that medicines were dispensed from the 

Kingstown Dispensary to 494 people in 1825, 460 of whom were cured, and even if this report 

was exaggerated, there is no doubt that Captain Malcolm, the Commissioner who reported, 

correctly identified ‘the Dispensary as useful to our Workmen and the Country at large 

However these dispensaries were not equipped to deal with the type o f serious accidents 

requiring surgery that often occurred amongst the harbour and quarry workers. As a 

consequence, a campaign to locate a iiospital in Kingstown was initiated with a memorial, sent to 

the Commissioners in October 1831, from 'Clergymen and gentlemen. Inhabitants o f  the Union 

o f  Monkstown signed by that scourge o f the Dalkey squatters. Rev. Charles Lindsay and 44 

others*’ . They began with a reminder of responsibility: 'That your Memorialists beg leave to

represent to your Honourable Board the numerous accidents which are o f  frequent occurrence to

the labouring poor in this populous neighbourhood and more partic ’y  the men employed in the 

great work under your management. That in consequence o f  there being no infirmary in the town 

or its neighbourhood nearer than Dublin fo r  receiving the poor suffering under accidents 

requiring immediate surgical assistance, that instances have occurred where life has been lost 

before the unfortunate individual could be conveyed to an Hospital in Dublin ’, before asking the 

Commissioners to intercede with the Lord Lieutenant to obtain the necessary funding for a 

Kingstown hospital and offering to ‘subscribe liberally’ to the project themselves. This 

document also inadvertently reveals the attitude o f the local gentry towards the working class, a 

mixture of philanthropic concern, patronising pity and disgust. They described the benefit of 

their proposal as providing the ‘diseased poor o f  this extensive parish... proper and daily medical 

and surgical advice and attention with the necessary comforts o f  cleanliness and nourishment 

which their miserable cabins and wretched poverty preclude, and is the cause o f  engendering

**NA, KHC, Ref; OPW  1/8/6/2, 12/4/1821. N A , KHC, Ref: 0 P W 8 /K 1 N /174(2), 12/4/1821.
*^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/3, 28/10/1824.
** N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/4, 2/3/1826.
*^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/5, 20/10/1831.
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disease or rendering abortive the skill o f  the Physician Surgeon The Commissioners forwarded 

a copy of the memorial to the Lord Lieutenant, accompanied by their own supporting letter, 

requesting permission to donate £100 towards the new hospital, a letter which struck a very 

different note to their previous positions regarding the risk o f injury to their employees. Now 

they openly acknowledged that ‘the numerous Workmen employed by the Commissioners who 

from  the nature o f  the labour they are employed in are constantly liable to accidents requiring 

immediate surgical a id ’ and went much further by admitting that 'the numerous accidents 

attendant on works o f  such magnitude as that o f  the Royal Harbour almost daily require the 

relief sought f o r ’. One can only speculate on what caused such a decisive change from the 1820s 

denial of responsibility. Perhaps the changed composition of the body, brought about by the 

inclusion of a number of new Commissioners in 1828-29, had altered the position of the majority 

opinion in some way but the more likely explanation is that the location of a hospital in 

Kingstown would substantially cut the likelihood o f injured workers being permanently disabled 

or dying, so reducing the need to compensate them and their families and also diminishing the 

disruption to the operation of the works caused by the loss of experienced workers. Nor would it 

result in much of an increase of expenditure, since they could simply transfer their donation from 

Mercers Hospital to the new local institution. As it happened the central authorities refused the 

Commissioners permission to make the donation and instructed them to apply to the new Board 

o f Public Works for assistance, which they did at the end o f November 1831™. When the same 

body took over the running of the Harbour in 1832, the annual donation to the Rathdown 

Dispensary was continued but doubt was cast on the prospect of the Board contributing to the 

construction of a hospital in Kingstown, on the basis that that body was only a temporary 

employer o f large numbers o f men in the area^'. Within a year the subscription to the Dispensary 

was reduced to £5 5s and the same amount was donated to a new Dispensary set up at Dalkey, 

where most labourers were concentrated since the dismissal of all the harbour labourers’ .̂ For 

some reason, perhaps greater familiarity with local circumstances, the Board changed its mind on 

the issue of a hospital at Kingstown and successfully appealed to Dublin Castle for permission to 

contribute £50 towards the erection of the new hospital, Rathdown Dispensary Committee 

having already donated £200 out of the total cost of £600 (The Dublin and Kingstown Railway 

Company, which also made donations to hospitals and dispensaries that treated labourers who 

were injured while working on the new railway line, made a subscription of £20)’ .̂ In the 

process of this appeal, the Board revealed that the treatment of injured workers had not changed 

greatly since the beginning o f work on the Harbour, though given the almost complete absence of 

labourers at the Harbour, at this stage, it is likely that the following comment referred mainly to

™NA, KHC, R efiO P W  1/8/6/5, 10/11/1831,24/11/1831.
”  NA, KHC, R ef OPW  1/8/6/6, 8/9/1832.
’^N A , KHC, R ef OPW  1/8/6/6, 24/7/1833,2/9/1832.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/6, 31/8/1833, 5 /9/1833,27/9/1834. NA, KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K IN /1314, 
16/9/1834. Archives o f  Coras lom par Eireann, Heuston Station, Dublin and Kingstown Railway 
Com pany, Proceedings o f  Directors, 9/5/1834.
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quarry workers at Dalkey: ‘Accidents frequently occur in the prosecution o f  the extensive Works 

carrying on under the Orders o f  this Board in connexion with the Harbour o f  Kingstown and 

under present circumstances the sufferers are conveyed to Dublin fo r  professional assistance; in 

most cases prompt aid is o f  great importance which the formation o f  such an Establishment (the 

Kingstown hospital) is calculated to afford’. Kingstown Hospital (later known as Monkstown 

Hospital because of its situation near the village o f Monkstown), containing four wards, with 

eight beds each, was in fact completed around the same time as the Boards grant was made’''.

It would be mistaken to think that the Commissioners were completely unwilling to take some 

measures to protect their labour force as was shown during the typhus epidemic of March 1818. 

They spent £20 to fund the hospitalisation of workers who had caught the fever and for 

‘cleansing their habitations and relieving their f a m i l i e s If they showed a willingness to 

invest money in the medical establishments that provided care for those injured in work 

accidents, they also tried to move some of the financial burden onto the workers. In March 1826 

at the same meeting where Captain Malcolm’s report was discussed and ten guineas voted for the 

Kingstown Dispensary, it was decided to ‘strongly recommend to the men employed by the 

Commissioners to form  a Stock Purse fo r  the purpose o f  assisting in their support during 

Sickness There seems to have been some sort o f change of heart because in 1828, Dr. Charles 

Duffy was informed that donations would not be confined to the Kingstown Dispensary ‘and that 

no person employed in the Works he permitted to collect any money from  the Workmen fo r  

private purposes without the express order o f  this Board’, an instruction that might well have 

been aimed at retaining control of the medical fund rather than suppressing it or inhibiting the 

activity o f a Benefit Society or similar mutual aid organisations, that were often linked to secret 

societies or proto-trade unions’’. The Commissioners instituted a formal scheme of insurance in 

1830, one which compelled all the men in their employment to contribute 3d (2d for the Sick 

Fund and Id to pay for a ‘Medical Person fo r  attending on them and their fam ilies’) from their 

weekly pay into a fund which was administered by a committee of seven foremen, chaired by the 

Resident Engineer, John Aird, with Aird and Thomas acting as joint treasurers’*. The 

contributions were to be lodged in a Savings Bank account by the foremen/squad leaders and to 

be paid out by the committee ‘to persons injured in the works during the time o f  their incapacity 

to labour as also fo r  the families o f  any person who may unfortunately loose his life ’. The 

manner in which decisions about payments were made was remarkably democratic, though it was 

solely the workers’ own money that was being spent, since the employers made no contribution: 

‘The Committee consult each with his own Squad upon the Merits o f  the Case o f  the Applicants

C. Ryan, Lewis ’ Dublin, A Topographical Dictionary o f  the Parishes, Towns and Villages o f  Dublin City
and County (Cork 2001)216.
’^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/1, 12/3/1818.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 2/3/1826.
” NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 5/6/1828.

NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/5,20/5/1830, 10/10/1832. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/K1N/1145, 15/10/1832.
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fo r  relief, and on a list o f  which being agreed upon and made out together with in most cases a 

certificate from  the Medical Person, the Treasurer pays Weekly’. One could view this fund as an 

early form of accident insurance or an abdication o f responsibility by the employers, keen to 

exploit the workers to the maximum and determined to minimise the loss caused by the risk- 

heavy work they engaged in.

This system was reviewed on the abolition of the Commissioners and their replacement by the 

Board of Public Works. The new Pay Clerk, Mr. Seawright, was directed to find out if the 

workers wanted the weekly 3d stoppage from their pay for the Sick Fund to continue, following 

which the Board made the 2d contribution to the Sick Fund compulsory on all their Kingstown 

workers, though they exempted the 1 d for Medical Attendant, since they felt the annual donation 

o f ten guineas to the Rathdown Dispensary entitled the workers to the attendance of a dispensary 

doctor^’ . The administration of the fund by the overseers and the labourers, with the assistance 

o f the Resident Engineer, was left untouched. It is obvious from Aird’s comments on the review 

o f the scheme that it had changed from being a simple accident/medical insurance scheme to 

have much broader remit: ‘it has been found capable o f  yielding relief in cases o f  sickness, 

which, o f  late especially, has been the Means o f  Preserving Many with their families, from  

apparent star\’ation ’, the last comment indicating that the fund was being used to provide for 

those who had lost their jobs, though as a consequence the weekly amount paid to the recipients 

had been significantly reduced*”. The reduction o f the workforce in the latter part o f 1832 

brought about further changes in the scheme: a doctor’s certificate was now mandatory to qualify 

for payments, the weekly collection of the 2d contribution and the disbursement to the 

sick/injured workers was carried out, in the absence o f Aird, by one o f the Yard Keepers, 

Thomas Willard, and the I d a  week to pay for the attendance of a doctor had been discontinued 

at the request of the workers*'. The weekly payment to the incapacitated was lOd per day and 

the scheme was certainly robust enough to withstand the epidemic o f late 1832 if the figures for 

income and expenditure for the five week period up to the 22"̂ * o f December 1832, supplied by 

Richard Thomas, are correct: £4 2s lOd paid into the fund and £2 18s 4d paid out to those 

entitled. The existence of this sick fund shows a capacity for organisation, characteristic o f a 

group o f workers with a developed sense of collective consciousness, enhanced by the 

encouragement of the state employer.

” NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/6, 10/10/1832, 18/10/1832. 
*°NA, KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K IN /1145, 15/10/1832.
*' NA, KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K1N/1191(2), 24/12/1832.
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6.2.6 ‘Some kind relief

From early on, some contingent system of accident compensation seems to have developed in the 

harbour/quarry works, a system which coincidentally provides us with evidence of the frequency 

o f accidents and some insight into the lives o f those affected. The first proof of such a scheme 

was a decision made by the Commissioners in November 1817 to continue to pay the wages of 

Richard Scully, a worker in their immediate employment who had been hurt while working on 

the new pier, until further notice*^. On the recommendation of Aird, a decision was made in 

October 1818, to pay the wife and four children of Thomas Toole, a pier labourer who had 

contracted fever during the above mentioned typhus epidemic, 5s a week, half his normal rate of 

pay*^. The death o f a family member was invariably compensated in some manner, though 

hardly enough to ensure long-term comfort. The first to receive such compensation were 

Thomas and Alice Weldon, whose son James (see above and Chapter Four), ‘the C hief Support 

o f  themselves and Seven Children’, was killed when a crane fell on him at Dalkey Hill. In 

another case, the family of Bryan Hanlon, also of Dalkey, was paid five guineas (£5 13s 9d) for 

the accidental death of their son, on whom they were all dependent, while Honor Woods received 

£10 for the death of her husband at the Pier Head, again on the basis that she was entirely 

dependent on him*'*. In the case of the blaster Mathew Mahony, a 24 year old married man, 

more details are available from his petition seeking compensation, sent to the Commissioners in 

November 1821*^ Mahony suffered severe injuries, including the loss o f an eye and had to have 

his right hand and left thumb amputated at Mercers Hospital, which left the 24 year old worker 

and his wife with no means to support themselves. His story was certified by two Church 

Wardens of the Church of Ireland parish o f Monkstown, Luke Tinkler and James Price, perhaps 

signifying that Mahony was a Protestant or known to them because he was a local man but more 

likely simply because he was the recipient o f relief from the parish Poor Fund. Whatever the 

reason for their backing, the Commissioners agreed to grant Mahony five guineas but, showing a 

decided lack o f trust in the ability of working people to manage such sums of cash, the money 

was given to the contractor George Smith ‘to be disposed o f  by him to the best advantage o f  the 

Petitioner ’. Another case is revealed in ‘The Humble Petition o f  Elizabeth Nowlan ’, dated the 

21®' o f April 1823: ‘That your petitioner is a native o f  the Parish o f  Cabinteely and always 

conducted herself with the strictest sobriety and Honesty. That your petitioners Husband was 

killed in a quarry at Dalkey hill and leaving five  helpless Children to her to support and having 

no ways or means but the Charitable benefactions o f  the humane. Your Petitioner is therefore 

compelled through real necessity and want to appeal to you fo r  some kind relief as the

*-NA , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 6/11/1817.
*^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 1/10/1818.
^ ''N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/2,4/2/1819,26/8/1819.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/2, 22/11/1821, 29/11/1821. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/206(1), 29/11/1821.
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undersigned can declare that she is really an object o f  Pity and compassion . Nowlan’s 

petition was accompanied by notes from John Aird, the Harbour Master, William Hutchison and 

one o f the Commissioners, Francis Hodgkinson, verifying the truth o f her statement, the backing 

o f whom undoubtedly was a factor in the decision to grant her £10. In April 1826, the 

Commissioners received a similar petition from Bridget Kelly, the widow of a worker who had 

been killed in an accident in the Dalkey quarries during the previous summer, explaining that she 

was no longer able to maintain her large family and asking for 'a small contribution ’ from them. 

Her plea emphasised her efforts to provide for her children independently, even to the extent of 

begging, but it is likely that it was the recommendation o f a member o f the elite, George 

Bishhopp, who certified the fact that her husband had died ‘during my residence in Dalkey last 

Sum m er’, that swayed them to grant her £5* .̂ Some of the injured received a small regular 

payment, for a limited period, rather than a lump sum. John Anderson, a Dalkey resident 

previously referred to in Chapter Four, was paid a weekly stipend of 5s 7/4d after he was 

severely injured working on the East Pier in 1829 but this was stopped at the beginning of 

January 1830, and Aird’s intercession could only persuade the Commissioner’s to extend 

payment until the start of February**.

Despite the slow down in work at the Harbour and temporary halt in quarrying in the early 

1830s, work resumed, under the direction o f the Board o f Public Works, in the late 30s with the 

consequent reoccurrence of accidents. In April 1839, Hetty Hamilton, the widow o f John 

Hamilton, who had been killed in an accident in the Dalkey quarries the year before, wrote to the 

Board requesting a payment from the 'fund provided fo r  makeing some allowance to the widows 

o f  those who meet with such fatality or Accidents, whilst engaged in the works ’ to which the 

Board responded by ordering the then Resident Engineer, B.D. Gibbons, to report on her case but 

with the proviso that 'the Board are not prepared to go back to form er years and to open claims 

to old demands This harsh response, or at least theoretically harsh since they did eventually 

agree to grant her £5, tells us something about the rate of accidents in the works during the 

previous two decades. It is evident that not all those who suffered injury (or the families o f those 

who were killed) put their cases immediately to the Commissioners/Board and that there was a 

fear that those who did not do so would now claim retrospective compensation, despite Gibbons’ 

reassurance that only four or five fatal accidents had occurred since the Board of Public Works 

took over the running of the Harbour. There may have been some reduction in the number of 

accidents but as late as 1844 Mathew George, writing on behalf of the Committee of Dalkey 

Dispensary to seek a contribution from the Board, commented on the ‘accidents frequently

*®NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/471, 21/4/1823.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 6/4/1826.

**NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 28/1/1830.
*’ NA, KHC, Ref: 0PW 8/K IN /1723(1-2), 24/4/1839, 18/5/1839.
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occurring at the various works constantly carrying o n ’̂ .̂ In March 1839 the Board granted an 

unusually large payment of £20 to Mary Ryan, whose husband Edward Ryan, an employee of 

nineteen years, had been killed by a falling crane at the ‘old jetty’ in the Harbour, the size o f the 

gratuity possibly linked to her husband’s reputation as ‘a remarkably sober, well conducted, hard 

working man ’, the fact that she was left with a young family or simply because Edward Ryan 

worked at the Harbour rather than the quarries^'. In April 1840, a stonecutter called John 

McCann lost a leg in a blasting accident at the Dalkey Quarries. His memorial seeking 

assistance from the Board and subsequent Residents Engineer’s report persuaded them to grant 

him £10, though like all payments, this had to be sanctioned by the Lord Lieutenant’s office in 

advance, sanction that was rarely if ever refused’ .̂ According to his Memorial, McCann had 

been employed in the quarries since the resumption of work but unlike many of the earlier 

quarrymen, he had to travel to work every morning, most likely by walking up the rail road, since 

he had not found shelter on Dalkey Common, that area now having been substantially 

transfomied both socially and spatially and being no longer a source o f unclaimed land on which 

to build a cottage. The only option for most workers of this period was to rent a tenement room 

or cabin in one of the backstreet courts off the main streets o f Kingstown, one o f which, Wilson’s 

Lane, was where McCann and his wife and five young children lived. Another concentration of 

working class homes was Perrin’s Row, Glasthule, home of the elderly woman Catherine Tinch, 

and her two daughters, who received £5 in 1838, following the death o f her husband, a 

stonecutter, who, having been employed in the works since the start, was demoted to work as a 

labourer because of an injury to his eyes and killed when a bank o f clay collapsed on him at 

Glasthule Quarry^’. Catherine Lamb, another Perrin’s Row resident, wrote to the Board in 1841, 

seeking 'a little re lie f following the death from fever o f her husband Daniel, who had worked at 

the Harbour since 1816^''. Also living in Glasthule was Mary McGrath, whose husband James 

died due to injuries received in an accident at the Harbour in 1824 for which she was not 

awarded any compensation. She wrote to the Board in February 1844 about her son William 

whose leg was broken and ankle fractured in a work accident at Glasthule Quarry in October 

1843 (another example of father-son or perhaps inherited employment) but who did not receive 

any compensation at the time because ‘your honour was crowded with many applications from  

the Kingstown works, on nearly the same subject"^^. Showing a decided defiance of the 

hierarchy of authority, when the Board failed responded to her initial plea, she had written 

directly to the Lord Lieutenant, who had transferred the request back to the Board. William had 

also previously written to the Board to plead his own case: ‘Great Sir, I  humbly ask pardon For

* N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/2001, 2/2/1844.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/3, 10/4/1839. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/K1N/1716, 11/4/1839.

®^NA, KHC, Ref: 0P W 8/K IN /1836(1-2), 12/5/1841, 15/5/1841.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/K1N/1679(1-2), 1/10/1838, 5/10/1838.

’“ NA, KHC, Ref: 0PW 8/K 1N /1945(2), undated 1841.
” NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/4, 10/1/1844. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/4, 16/2/1844. NA, KHC, Ref: 
OPW 8/K1N/2004, 16/2/1844, 15/4/1844.
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taking the Liberty o f  Sending you these few  lines Hoping you and the worthy Gentlemen o f  the 

Board will take my afflicted state in to Consideration as I  am not Able to work nor want it is not 

a sum o f money I  want But the Smallest Assistance you worthy Board will taketh in 

Consideration to Assist me I  nowe you Have Done a Great dale fo r  Kinstown which makes me 

think Bad o f  troubling you again it is on the point o f  three months since my Leg was Broke and 

my Ancle fractured My Memorial is in by My Mother and Mr. Gibbons Red the letter fo r  me L 

Hope you will pardon me fo r  my Intrudence as the Land Lord Has saised on my Furniture and 

we re not Able to redeem them as /  am the son o f  a widow and is in the Employment from  my 

Child H ood’. The Board’s initial response was to deflect responsibility onto the contractors, 

whom it was claimed normally continued to pay the wages o f those injured, in full or part, until 

they recovered’ .̂ When they were contacted by Dublin Castle, the Board ordered Gibbons to 

investigate it further and he reported that McGrath had been injured in a work accident in 1841, 

received £5 in compensation, injured again in 1843 but was now back in employment again so 

that it was really a matter for the contractors’ .̂ Mary McGrath was then sent a letter informing 

her that, since her son was now in regular employment, no gratuity would be paid and there the 

matter rested.

Like William McGrath’s case, requests for aid were not always successful. A ‘Michal Bryan’ of 

Monkstown, who had lost both his legs when he had been run over by a loaded truck at the 

harbour Store Yard in 1828 and had been granted an ongoing payment o f 5s 5d per week, plus a 

pair of wooden legs, was given short shrift when he applied to the Board for a new pair in 1842, 

on the grounds that, in the words of Burgoyne: ‘Mr. Bry>an is fa r  better o ff than men who now 

meet with injuries and ought rest satisfied as it might happen that his present allowance may he 

c u r t a i l e d . The intervention o f an ally from the upper class could be decisive in tipping the 

balance in favour o f the applicant. In July 1843, Edward Hayes, one o f the leading burghers of 

Kingstown, wrote to the Board on behalf of the widow and four daughters of Thomas Maguire 

who had been killed in an accident at the Harbour’’. This intervention was not out of character 

for Hayes who was also involved around this time in a poor fund committee in Kingstown''’”. In 

a note scribbled on Hayes letter, Burgoyne instructed Gibbons, the Resident Engineer, to 

investigate whether Maguire was employed by a contractor, what his job was and at what rate he 

was paid. Gibbons reported that he had worked for contractors at the Harbour for twelve years 

and recommended a favourable response to Hayes’ request for assistance for the family, resulting 

in a payment of £10 to the family. He also cast light on another practice o f the contractors 

(presumably Henry, Mullins and McMahon) when fatal accidents occurred; that of finding

’®NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/7/4, 9/12/1843.
” NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/7/4, 1/11/1844, 8/11/1844.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/1959, 16/12/1842.
’’ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/1983(l-3), 22/7/1843,27/7/1843,2/8/1843.  
'“ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/1769, 12/2/1840.
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employment for surviving members of the family, a practice that allowed them to avoid any 

payment o f compensation, though in this case, according to Gibbons, with difficulty since all the 

children were female. Another practice was to keep on injured workers in some capacity, as in 

the case of James Doyle, a worker who lost his hand while working for the contractors at the 

‘small quarry at Kingstown’ (probably Glasthule Quarry) in 1837'®'. Although Gibbons 

reported, in 1843, that Doyle had not received a gratuity because he was kept on by the 

contractors, at a reduced rate of pay, the Board decided to grant him what now seems to have 

been the standard £10 compensation. This practice o f keeping injured employees on in some 

other capacity was not confined to the contractors, since the Board gave explicit direction to 

Gibbons in 1841, to employ, where possible, 'persons o f  good character who have suffered on 

the works ’, implying a degree of, what in modem terms would be called, corporate 

responsibility'”̂ .

During the 1840s the Board began to receive requests for compensation from workers who had 

been injured in the works during earlier years but had not received any compensation and despite 

the Board’s objection to acceding to old claims, some o f them were accommodated. A Thomas 

Morony received £10 in February 1844 for serious injuries caused ‘by the fa lling o f  a crane upon 

him in Dalkey Quarries in the year 1833 although the Board had been very wary, questioning 

Gibbons as to whether he had actually met the applicant and asserting that ‘great caution is 

necessary in reporting on old claims o f  this kind and it would be well fo r  Mr. Gibbons in all 

cases to send fo r  the parties and examine them h i m s e l f . This caution was manifested again a 

few months later when John McEvoy of Ballsbridge, whose ‘leg was cut o ff by a wagon in the 

year 1827 while employed on the works at Kingstown Harbour’, applied for assistance'®'*. The 

Board initially refused to help, disingenuously claiming that they had no power to make an 

award, but following a report from Gibbons, a grant o f £5 was eventually given to McEvoy'®^. 

The same pattern occurs in the case of Andrew McNabb, who, in May 1845, sent a petition 

seeking assistance due to an accident that had happened to him thirteen years previously at 

Kingstown Harbour'®^. Yet again the Board urged caution: ‘Mr. Gibbons must be very particular 

in verifying the fa c t and extent o f  injury’, but in this case the outcome is not recorded. Less 

fortunate than these men, was Edward Short, an elderly resident of Perrin’s Row, whose son had 

been killed in an accident in the Harbour in 1827'®’. His request for aid was met with a firm 

rejection: ‘the Board regret they cannot accede to his request ’.

NA, KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K IN /1994(1-3), 3/11/1843, 21/11/1843, 27/11/1843. 
' “ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/3, 13/10/1841.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/4, 8/12/1843, 7/2/1844, 15/2/1844.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/4, 18/4/1844, 14/11/1845.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/4, 2/12/1845, 22/12/1845.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/4, 9/5/1844.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/4, 18/1/1844.
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6.2.7 The Structure of the Workforce

In August 1823 the British Treasury sent a Mr. Whidbey to survey the work carried out at 

Kingstown Harbour and, since he inquired about the ‘prices o f  Labour at the W orks’, the 

Commissioners supplied him with a 'Tradesmen and Labourers Book fo r  week ending 12'^ In st’, 

a list that has survived in the correspondence boxes of the Harbour Authority'®*. This list 

(reproduced by McDonnell in her article on the harbour workers) provides a unique snapshot of 

the men working at the Harbour at this point, giving us an insight into the hierarchies and 

connections within this group o f working men'°^. The list records the names, status, days worked 

per week, daily and weekly pay, o f all 129 men employed directly by the Commissioners. Most, 

though not all, men worked a six to six and a half day week but the wages varied considerably. 

Amongst the skilled workers. Carpenters earned from 2s 2d to 4s 4d per day. Blacksmiths and 

their helpers 2s 8%d to 6s, Masons 3s, Metal Layers 2s 2d to 2s 6d and Overseers £1 per week. 

Labourers, who constituted around 70% of the total workforce, were divided into two categories, 

probably based on experience and the type of work they were engaged in; first class labourers, 

who earned 2s per day and second class who earned 1 s 8d per day. The second class labourers 

were in the minority (27 out of a total o f 90 labourers) and half of them were employed at the 

Boat Harbour, work that was probably less strenuous and dangerous than working on the Piers. 

Most of these Boat Harbour labourers worked less than the average days per week, some as few 

as one or two days.

By correlating the names o f these workers with the baptism and marriage registers of the local 

Catholic and Church of Ireland Parishes it is possible to discern, however faintly, traces of a 

spatial pattern and social networks’ Since the place o f residence o f those getting married or 

the parents of children who were baptised was noted in the these registers, a trawl o f these 

records during the 1816-1834 period led to the (sometimes tentative) identification o f the home 

place o f around 61 o f the men listed, a fairly good sample at 47.2% of the total. O f these 31 

(50.8%) were listed as resident in Dunleary/Kingstown, 10 in Glasthule, 8 in Bullock/Dalkey, 7 

in Monkstown and 5 in other nearby districts. This, admittedly rough and ready, analysis throws 

up no surprises: most of the workers lived nearby in the courts and tenements of the town or in 

the other smaller clusters of working class cabins in the immediate vicinity o f the town. A few 

men probably lived on Dalkey Common, just as there were some Kingstown residents who 

worked in the Dalkey Quarries. A more hidden world, the world of social networks that develop

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 19/8/1823. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/355, 12/8/1823.
A. McDonnell, Kingstown Harbour Workers, Dun Laoghaire Borough H istorical Society Journal, 6 4 

(1997) 115-121.
NLl, p.9073, Marriage Register, Catholic Parish o f  St. Michaels, Kingstown. NLI, p.9071. Baptismal 

Register, Catholic Parish o f  St Michaels, Kingstown. RCB, Monkstown Parish, Baptisimal Register 1804- 
1875.
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amongst working people employed in this large project, can also be partially distilled from the 

Catholic baptism/marriage registers. The method used here was simply one o f locating the listed 

men in the register and checking if  any o f their co-workers featured as witnesses at their marriage 

or sponsors at their children’s baptism. Although the number o f  men, thus identified was small 

(26 in total), a clear pattern emerged. There were a few small groups o f  labourers who had 

developed personal connections, such as that grouped around the father and son team o f Peter 

Smith and his son Peter Smith jun ior o f Kingstown. Both were labourers o f  the first class, and 

their connections were with three others from roughly the same category: Nicholas Earl, another 

first class labourer from Kingstown Avenue, Terence Redmond, also a first class labourer, o f 

Perrin’s Row in Glasthule and Pat Markey, a carpenter’s assistant. One or other o f the Smiths 

was sponsor at the baptism o f one each o f Earl and Redm ond’s children, while Markey was 

witness at Smith jun io r’s wedding to Bridget Carroll in October 1826. More substantial evidence 

o f the development o f such social micro-networks, based partly on status, can be found in a large 

grouping o f  skilled and semi-skilled men who were connected together by the personal ties o f 

baptism sponsorship. This grouping centred around four Metal Layers; Luke Brian, Mick Tracy, 

William Leavy and Thomas Donoghue, two Mariners; Steven Moran and James Atkinson, and a 

first class labourer called Patrick Foster. Leavy, for example was sponsor to one each o f Brian 

and Tracy’s children, while Foster sponsored one each o f  Leary and Donoghue’s children. These 

men also had connections with others in the workforce but it looks like a strong bond o f loyalty 

and friendship had grown around a shared work experience and a physical proximity in the 

workplace. All o f  them, except for Tracy who lived in M onkstown, were recorded as residents 

o f Dunleary, so they shared both a world o f  work and a world o f home. We can only guess as to 

the implications o f this type o f close bond between working people but it would not be beyond 

the realms o f possibility that the development o f  such networks fostered some sense o f class, a 

sense o f class based on common work experience, shared community and culture. N or would it 

be implausible to speculate that this type o f network was common amongst the harbour and 

quany workers, especially those who shared common skills, lived in close proximity to one 

another or shared the same work place.

Another full list o f  Harbour workers (190 men in total) was drawn up in October 1829 '” . Again, 

the 142 (74.7%) ordinary labourers constituted the bulk o f the workforce, with 30 (15.7%) 

skilled/semi-skilled men and 18 (9.7%) labourers with special duties constituting the rest. 

Comparing this list with the 1823 list, we find that there has been a high turnover amongst 

ordinary labourers but not amongst the craftsmen, semi-skilled and their helpers. Out o f a total 

o f  190 men listed, 52 (27.3%) can be positively identified from the 1823 list, 19 o f  whom were 

skilled/semi-skilled, 10 labourers with special duties and 23 ordinary labourers. Put another way 

63.3% o f all the skilled/semi-skilled, 55.5% o f all labourers with special duties but only 16.1% o f

N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/752, 29/10/1829.
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ordinary labourers were veteran workers who had remained in employment since 1823. This 

hardly comes as a surprise since it was logical that the core of craftsmen and others with 

particular experience would be retained while the larger workforce expanded and shrank 

according to need.

'

'■ > > -»   __
tJ

Plate 6.1 Extract from Harbour Workers List, 1829. NA, KHC, OPW/KlN/752

It is also likely that the ordinary labourers would be more transient, whereas those with better 

jobs and more security would be less likely to leave to seek greener pastures or to find better paid 

employment in the growing town o f Kingstown. It is interesting to note that of the small social 

network identified on the 1823 list all four Metal Layers remained working at the Harbour in 

1829, as did the M ariner Steven Moran, but the labourer Pat Foster was gone.

6.2.8 ‘A very bad character’

An insight into the world of work as described by the participants themselves is, despite the 

wealth of archival material, rare. We rarely hear the subaltern voice describing the 

circumstances of the labouring life. But this does not mean that the voice is totally mute or that 

we must rely solely on the descriptions of those who ruled and their scribes. Valuable exceptions 

exist, exceptions such as the correspondence of the carpenter Jam es Forgie, who wrote to the 

Commissioners twice in 1817 to appeal against his dismissal from the works. His account of the 

circumstances of his dismissal offers a unique insight into the world of the quarry/harbour 

w'orker"^. Forgie as has already been noted in Chapter Three, was probably British but had 

worked in Dublin for about ten years before coming to work at Dunleary/Dalkey around April

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/52(3-4), 10/7/1817.
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1817. What emerges in his narrative is a vignette o f a skilled workers daily path. He lived with 

his wife and children in a room in Dunleary, rented from the former rebel leader turned tenement 

landlord, Joseph Holt, and he seems to have worked both at the Harbour and the Dalkey quarries. 

The central character in Forgie’s story is his nemesis, the foreman millwright, John Lyle. In 

what was probably common practice in the first year or so of the works, Lyle drew the wages of 

the tradesmen/labourers he was supervising and paid them in a public house, keeping a cut of 6d 

to lOd for himself. Forgie was unwilling to accept this situation so he went to Toutcher and 

arranged to have his wages paid to him directly, an action for which he paid dearly: ‘ever since I  

have got no Peace From him [Lyle] ’.

The letters also reveal something of the culture o f these workplaces. Forgie described two 

instances from a working day at the quarries that open a window on this culture. Both examples 

point to the powerful role o f the foreman in the workers lives. He was not only the enforcer of 

the employers’ authority but through that position had obtained a portion of autonomous power 

over the workers, appropriating monetary and possibly other rewards through his intermediate 

position. It is worth quoting the first episode in full: ‘a little after I  wai sent To the hill at 2 o 

Clock I  wanted a Three Peny Loaf I  went to Dalkey and him [Lyle] and the rest o f  the Men I  was 

taken into a puhlick House and Drank to the Amount o f  five and Nine pence I  said I  would Not 

Pay None but My own Share Coming out our Forman said That he would settle it I  told him I  

paid  My footing before as is Customary and having a Wife and Small fam ily I  could Not pay So 

Much The Labouring men Told me They had To a Gallon o f  Porter or be Horsed on a Pole 

Through Dalkey’. The ‘horsing’ referred to here, was a form of what E.P. Thompson called 

‘Rough Music’, designed to punish behaviour that was regarded as deviant or contrary to the 

interests of a group of workers or in this case to reinforce the foreman’s dominance"^. The 

second episode occurred when Forgie and a number of labourers were detailed to erect cranes in 

one of the Dalkey quarries: ‘we was putting up Cranes Not a job fo r  one or Two either when Mr. 

Lisle was not Their The Men went about smoaking Their pipes he come To Me in a great rage 

That I  was not at work. L gave him no insolence I  told him say as much to the Men.. He also 

complains that on another occasion two labourers who were working with him went down to 

Dalkey, where ‘Mr. Lisle and the M en’ were, probably in a tavern, leaving him unable to 

complete his work. It is clear that, at least at this early stage, control over workers time keeping 

and work practices was uneven, and that the close proximity to the quarries of Dalkey village and 

its public houses, allowed for a certain degree of temporal resistance/temporary absenteeism and 

access to the nourishment o f beer to sustain the workers in their physically strenuous work. 

Forgie’s exasperation with the labourers’ irregular practices and the Foreman’s exploitation, 

could have arisen from his position as a skilled craftsman or even his previous experience with a 

different workplace culture in Britain. This new workplace culture that Forgie faced had not just

E.P. Thompson, Customs in Common (London 1991) 519-520.
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emerged out o f thin air. The quarry workers and the foremen were almost certainly replicating 

common practices amongst manual workers in the region, given that many of them had 

previously worked in similar circumstances, either at Howth Harbour, the quarries o f the 

Dublin/Wicklow Hills, the workshops of Dublin city or as agricultural labourers in the rich 

pastures o f south Co. Dublin.

The final straw, according to Forgie, came when Lyle underpaid his squad again, paying the 

millwright his full wage but paying the five carpenters for six and a quarter days work (rather 

than the six and a half days they had actually worked), appropriating lOd per man for himself 

To facilitate his scheme, Forgie claimed, ‘He never shod the Time Book To Me I  knew That our 

Time was all a like’. Forgie went to see Toutcher again, resulting in Lyle arriving at Forgie’s 

room late in the evening to pay him the extra lOd. Although Lyle paid the extra 10s each to the 

other carpenters the next morning, he was intent on exacting revenge on Forgie. He offered to 

pay Holt extra rent money if he evicted the carpenter and his family and he exacted the ultimate 

vengeance by having Forgie dismissed for being ‘insolent and laziness a very Bad Character 

Indeed’. It is not recorded if Forgie’s appeal was successful, though there is no reference to 

either him or Lyle in later records, but it is surely no coincidence that on the same date that they 

received one o f his letters, the Commissioners ordered that from then on all workers were to be 

paid directly at the pay clerk’s office and the practice o f foremen collecting their men’s wages 

was banned, a ban that does not, however, seem to have been totally effective.

6.3 ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES.

6.3.1 New Commissioners

Fourteen new Commissioners were added to the Harbour authority between 1828 and 1831. This 

was primarily as a result o f the desire of new governments and their Lord Lieutenants to impose 

their mark on the body or simply to engage in a bit o f cronyism. The process began with the 

appointment by the Wellington Government of the First Marquis of Anglesey, Henry William 

Paget, as Lord Lieutenant in February 1828” '*. Though he was viewed, at this time, as a liberal 

who favoured Catholic Emancipation, he conformed to the ‘Old Corruption’ model by 

appointing his son, Lord William Paget, a captain on the Royal Navy, as a Commissioner of 

Kingstown Harbour. Paget, like his father, had a reputation for liberalism, so much so that he 

was asked to stand in the famous Clare by-election o f 1828 by the leaders of the Catholic 

Association (an offer he refused), but his appointment to the Harbour Authority was pure 

nepotism. Nepotism of a higher order led to the selection of another Commissioner, William

S.J. C onnolly, M ass Politics and Sectarian Conflict 1823-30, in W .E. Vaughan (Ed), A N ew  History o f  
Ireland, V ol. V, Ireland under the Union I 1801-1870 (O xford 1989) xx.
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George, Eighteenth Earl o f  Errol, who was married to a daughter o f King William IV. The only 

record o f any activity on his part during his tenure as Com missioner was his organisation o f  the 

first Kingstown Regatta in 1828"^. The other three who were made Commissioners during the 

reign o f  Anglesey conformed to the established pattern; all were men with prominent property 

interests in Kingstown or the surrounding district: M ajor John Jones, brother o f Viscount 

Ranelagh and local landowner. M ajor Charles Pratt, the resident o f  Stoneville in Rochestown, 

possibly a relative o f  George Charles Pratt, Lord o f the Admiralty in 1829, and Arthur Burgh 

Crofton, owner o f  Roebuck Castle situated a few miles east o f Kingstown and Crofton Terrace, a 

row o f  houses built by his father on land near the Harbour shore, who had inherited his father 

Jam es’ place as Commissioner. Crofton, like many o f  his peers, occupied a number o f  official 

positions during his lifetime, including membership o f the Grand Jury o f  Co. Dublin and High 

Sheriff o f  Dublin.

When Anglesey was removed in February 1829, because o f  what was seen as his failure to deal 

firmly enough with the Catholic Association, he was replaced by Hugh Percy, Third Duke o f 

Northumberland. During N orthum berland’s tenure as Lord Lieutenant, six more Commissioners 

were appointed. Most o f the men appointed by Northumberland were also part o f  the local elite, 

though their local connections may have played less o f a role in their appointment than their 

political connections since most seem to have had liberal/pro-reform leanings. The first to be 

selected was Captain George Burdett, the extensive Glenageary/Bullock landowner who was so 

exercised by trespassing on his lands during the 1820s (see Chapter Five). O f course, Burdett 

like many o f his suburban contemporaries had a number o f  properties including a town house in 

North Great Georges Street and a country house at Clane, Co. Kildare. Another appointee, 

Alexander Dawson, the M.P. for Co. Louth, was replaced by his brother James Dawson, a month 

after he was appointed in June 1829. James Dawson, was a director o f the Mining Company o f 

Ireland, whose largest concern was the Ballycorus lead processing works located a few miles 

south o f Kingstown, and later a resident o f  Roby Place on the seafront o f  the town"®. Two o f 

the remaining new Commissioners had important local connections: Frederick S. Parker o f 

Fitzwilliam Square North and Killiney, who was a Justice o f the Peace and chairman o f the 

M onkstown Union Board o f Health and Cornelius Sullivan o f  M ount M errion House, successor 

to Richard Verschoyle as agent o f  the huge Pembroke Estate, m ember o f  the Grand Jury o f  Co. 

Dublin in 1828 and its Rathdown Baronial Committee in 1830” ’. The three other members 

appointed by Northumberland were: Valentine Lawless, Lord Cloncurry, the liberal peer who 

owned Maretimo at Blackrock, Sir John Kingston James, Baronet, a former Lord Mayor o f 

Dublin and Director o f the Grand Canal Company and Captain Jasceline Perry. What is

P. Pearson, Dun L aoghaire-K ingstow n  (Dublin 1991) 73.
P ettig rew  an d  O ulton 's D ublin D irectory  (Dublin 1834) 147.
A rchives o f  Fingal County Council, Ref; GJ/1/1, Minute Book o f  the Grand Jury o f  Co. Dublin 1818- 

1841.
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noticeable about the 1828-29 cohort o f Commissioners is their decidedly more aristocratic 

flavour than the original appointees but the key factor remained local connection since at least 

eight of them had some sort of property or business interest in the Kingstown area. Whatever the 

motivation for their appointments, their tenure was relatively short because within five years the 

Harbour Authority was abolished and replaced by a new centralised body.

6.3.2 The Board of Public Works

In December 1831, in obvious preparation for the abolition o f the Harbour Commissioners and 

the transfer o f authority to the Board of Public Works, which had only been created in August of 

that year to supervise a wide range of Government civil works, the chairman of that body, John 

Fox Burgoyne was appointed as a Commissioner” *. The Commissioners informed the Lord 

Lieutenant that there was no vacancy since the 15 places, prescribed in the original Harbour Act, 

were all filled. Whether by coincidence or design, Francis Hodgkinson, the Vice Provost of 

Trinity College, then resigned as a Commissioner, allowing Burgoyne to take his place. 

Burgoyne was a Colonel in the British Army, who had served in the Peninsular War and was to 

remain chairman of the Board of Works from its inception in 1831 until 1846. Burgoyne does 

not appear to have had any property interests in the district until after his appointment, when he 

lived at Easton Lodge on Monkstown Road between Blackrock and Kingstown"^. The other two 

members o f the Board of Public works were the judge John Radcliffe, and Brook T. Ottley, both 

o f whom were residents of Dublin who, likewise, do not appear to have had any immediate 

material interests in the Kingstown area.

It had been envisaged at the beginning that when the Harbour was completed, as it more or less 

was at this stage, authority would pass from the Commissioners to the Ballast Board, whose 

remit had extended over all o f Dublin Bay. When the time came to transfer power it was not the 

Ballast Board, but the new centralised Board o f Public Works that took charge of the Harbour 

when the Lord Lieutenant revoked the appointment o f all the Commissioners in August 1832. 

This change, typical of an increasingly sophisticated and centralised colonial administrative 

structure, was accepted without opposition or complaint by the existing Commissioners, an 

example of what Mac Donagh has identified as centralised state intervention ‘to a degree and in 

a fashion scarcely conceivable in contemporary B r i t a i n An immediate negative impact was 

felt by the officials of the Harbour Authority, who were faced with what amounted to a

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW I/8/6/5, 8/12/1831, 2/1/1832. Website o f  The Office o f  Public Works: 
www.opw.ie.

C. Ryan, Lewis ’ Dublin, A Topographical D ictionary o f  the Parishes, Towns and Villages o f  Dublin 
City and County (Cork 2001)216 .

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6 ,2 /8 /1832,6/8/1832. O. Mac Donagh, Ideas and Institutions 1830-45, in 
W.E. Vaughan (Ed), A New History o f  Ireland, Vol. V, Ireland under the Union I 1801-1870 (Oxford 
1989) 206.
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wholesale purge. Within days, George Darling, the Secretary, and his son, who assisted him, 

were sacked, allegedly because there was not enough money to pay them and both John Aird and 

Richard Toutcher were offered their old jobs for the massively reduced salaries of £300 and £100 

per annum, respectively, while Richard Thomas, the Assistant Engineer, was informed that he 

could have Aird’s job if the latter refused the position at the new rate but that otherwise he was 

dismissed'^'. Both Aird and Toutcher were also informed that they would no longer be entitled 

to the extra benefits, such as free accomodation/rent allowance, that they had been entitled to 

under the old regime. Aird accepted the reduction in his salary but managed to persuade the 

Board to continue the £55 7s 8d per annum accomodation/rent allowance on the basis that 

Kingstown was the most expensive place ‘fo r  a fam ily o f  any in the United Kingdom ’‘^^. 

Thomas was eventually reappointed Assistant Engineer at his original salary o f £231 per annum 

but in reality he was really replacing Aird who suffered from a stroke, from which he never 

recovered, in November 1832'“̂ .

It was the workers who now bore the brunt o f the drive for efficiency as the newly centralised 

authority wound down the scale of the works. With the militancy o f past years now largely 

dissipated and little or no local linkage or ties o f patronage with the Board members, there was 

little protection from the decision to sack half of the labourers and some of the skilled workers as 

well’ '̂*. Aird meekly proposed that ‘third c lass’ labourers and ‘the principal part o f  the 

tradesmen' should be let go immediately and he was ordered to warn all workers that work was 

running out and that they should start looking for alternative employment'^^. O f course Aird 

always had the interests of the authority at heart and he cautioned against giving the remaining 

workers a direct warning that they too were to lose their jobs soon, as ‘they will be apt to slacken 

their exertions and become more careless o f  what they are at even while allowed to remain 

In classic Victorian manner he was instructed to keep on only those who had families and were 

‘good workmen Aird successfully convinced the new authority to allow him to keep on some 

of his key workers, skilled men who had been worked at the Harbour since the start'^’. So he 

was allowed to retain the carpenter foreman Luke Kelly and blacksmith foreman Peter 

Callaghan, to keep the tools in the Yard in working order, on condition that they would act as 

foremen to the remaining labourers and accept a reduction in wages. Two other veterans. Will 

Harper and Bartholomew Whelan were also kept on as assistants to Kelly and Callaghan and 

Paul Atkins, the overseer, was also retained, on Aird’s advice that he was ‘an Old Artillery non

commissioned Officer’, had a ‘numerous fa m ily ’ and was an expert on weighing rubble stone.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6, 16/8/1832, 22/8/1832. 
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6, 4/9/1832.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6, 28/11/1832, 6/12/1832.  
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6, 25/8/1832.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6, 29/8/1832.

'“̂ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/1108, 25/8/1832.
'̂ ’ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6, 4/9/1832.
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In November o f 1832, as Aird departed the scene, the decision to drastically cut the workforce 

began to take effect: 18 East Pier workers were ‘dispensed with each receiving a gratuity of 

two, three or four weeks’ wages, depending on their length of service, while two others, 

Sandwith Robinson, the ‘Inspector and Measurer o f  Timber' at the Harbour, and David Walsh, 

the Yard Keeper, were also given their notice'^*. Walsh, whose father had held the same position 

before him, lived with his elderly mother and siblings in O ’Carroll’s Court, a typical ‘court’ of 

nineteenth-century Kingstown, four tiny cabin bunched around a yard behind No.6 Rumley 

Avenue, the residence of the landlord, a mason/bricklayer/builder, Peter O’Carroll'^^. On receipt 

o f a memorial from Walsh, the Board decided to let him retain his position as Yard Keeper for 

two months'^®. Though the Board described him as a 'deserving Man ’, he was subsequently 

dismissed, repeatedly petitioned the Board, asking for a job as assistant to the Weigh Clerk or in 

charge of the Harbour Bill Boat and requesting ‘a small compensation’, all o f which were 

refused by the Board though he was eventually reappointed in 1835'^'. Only six or seven o f the 

18 East Pier labourers can be identified from a list of harbour workers drawn up in 1829 and only 

one from the 1823 list but many of them seem to have been veterans of the works and the 

discrepancy may arise from the fact that they may have worked in the quarries previously'^^. In a 

petition to the Board, in language that was in marked contrast to the confident tone of the 1820s, 

they emphasised their length of service and pleaded for help: ‘That a large portion o f  them has 

been employed in publick Works these sixteen fourteen and some lesser years, have large 

Families located in Kingstown. That in the present state o f  employment there is little or no hope 

o f  supporting them by industry, a long winter in view, which Renders them almost hopeless the 

late sickness having stopped most private works in Kingstown and have in their distress no 

prospect but despair. That y r  petitioners can with confidence appeal to their General good 

conduct peaceable and submissive to their superiors and humbly hopes that i f  yr hon ’rs can by 

any possibility prevent their Families and themselves from  Starvation and pauperisation this 

petition will not be made in vain But there was to be no remission and in early November 15 

West Pier workers were let go''̂ "*.

By December, Richard Thomas, now acting for the stricken Aird (who died in October 1833), 

was ordered to supply a list of more labourers and tradesmen who could be dismissed, with

NA, KHC, Ref; OPW  1/8/6/6,22/10/1832, 1/11/1832, 15/11/1832,27/11/1832,1/12/1832. NA, KHC, 
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details of their length of service, a job that was made easier for him by some form o f epidemic 

that had lead to the death of one o f these workers and the absence of some of the others' 

Thomas duly produced the required list and was instructed to dismiss them all before the end of 

December, except for a few of those who worked at the Store Yard, whose services were still 

needed''^^. In January 1833, at least six o f the remaining workers, and probably more, were 

dismissed, including the sixty-year-old former Connaught Ranger, Jeremiah Towers, a carpenters 

labourer, whose plea ‘to continue him in employment and your Memorialist will send up his 

prayers fo r  your prosperity as the only thing he can offer hoping you will lend a favourable ear 

to the supplication o f  your Memorialist and pity the sorrows o f  the poor old Man ’ only earned 

him a parting gratuity of £1 At this point, Richard Thomas displayed a similar tendency

to Aird to try to cushion the men from the worst by persuading the Board to keep on 24 men ‘i f  

really useful work can be found fo r  them But this could not protect them from the next blow 

that came in April when the Board reduced the amount o f employees to the bare minimum and 

decided not to carry out any more work at Kingstown/Dalkey, except by contract: ‘The Board 

considering the favourable time o f  year and the demand fo r  Labour likely to be created by the 

Works o f  the Kingstown Railway are desirous o f  carrying into execution their deferred purpose 

o f  entirely breaking up the Establishment o f  Workmen paid  by themselves, no work being now in 

hand that at all presses; that they request Mr. Thomas to give Notice that after Tuesday next the 

services o f  the persons employed with the exception o f  those specified at foo t hereof will not be 

required: he will therefore forward a list o f  those to be discharged with a Return o f  their length 

o f  Service Initially half of the West Pier labourers and ten specialist workers, along with the

Harbour Boat crew, were to be retained but within four days it was decided to let go all the West 

Pier labourers and keep on only seven specialist workers and the boatmen. So keen was the 

scrutiny of the Board that they peppered Thomas with questions on the inclusion of a disabled 

man, Michael Brien, on the Pay List: What age was Brien? When was he injured? What was the 

nature o f the accident? What class of workman was he? What was his rate o f pay?''*°. One of 

those dismissed at this stage, the Carpenter Foreman, Luke Kelly, sent a Memorial to the Board 

requesting that they retain him in their employment’"". His memorial contained typical 

references to his long service ‘since the commencement o f  the W orks’, his ‘sobriety integrity 

diligence and capabilty’ and his current ‘critical situation having a wife and helpless fam ily  

depending on his employment fo r  Support He added an unusual argument that he had been out 

o f the labour market for so long that it would be very difficult for him to find work, especially as 

‘persons in his line are more in number through the country than can meet proper w ork’.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/6, 6/12/1832. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/1 185, 7/12/1832.
'^®NA, KHC, Ref: 0PW 8/K1N/1 187(1-2), 11/12/1832.
' ” NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/6, 10/1/1833, 17/1/1833, 31/1/1832. NA, KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K IN /1197, 
9/1/1833.
'^*NA, KHC, Ref: 0P W 8 /K IN /1 199, 21/1/1833. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/1, 22/1/1833.
'^’ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/6, 12/4/1833, 16/4/1832.
' ‘’“ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/6, 22/8/1833.
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Despite his fears, Kelly managed to set up a trade as a carpenter in Kingstown because he is 

listed in later directories as having a carpentry business in Lower Georges Street. Finally in 

December 1833, the Board suspended work on the ‘prolongation’ o f the East Pier on the orders 

o f the Lords of the Admiralty but, in response to a request from the Lord Lieutenant, agreed to 

find new work to keep those working still in their employment*'*^. Even as late as February 1834, 

Richard Thomas was corresponding with the secretary o f the Board, Henry Paine, about Joseph 

Steward, a night watchman and overseer still employed at the Harbour. It is clear from the letter 

that Thomas was torn between retaining an ‘honest and sober’ elderly war veteran who had 

given fifteen years of service at the Harbour and letting go someone who was deemed not ‘very 

capable o f  directing the Operative part o f  work ’ because ‘the contractors workmen would play 

upon and deceive ’ him and because he had ‘but a superficial knowledge o f  mason work, and 

none as an O p e r a t i v e Once again the ties of the workplace were pulling against the 

pragmatic need o f the employers, though in this case it seems that Thomas w'as veering towards 

dismissing Steward since he mentions that he has a small army pension, leaving him in a slightly 

better position than others who were left to fend for themselves after years o f work at the 

Harbour. Burgoyne, the chairman of the Board, encapsulated the same contradictory attitude 

when he stated, in response to Thomas’s suggestion o f January 1836 that work should be found 

to keep the 330 quarrymen, tradesmen and labourers working for the Board and its contractors 

employed: ‘the Commissioners cannot undertake to invent work o f  this nature fo r  the future  

merely to keep the labourers employed’, yet gave Thomas permission to keep the workers 

employed doing various bits o f work until the following summer'"*'*. While this total onslaught of 

1832-34 on the Harbour employees may have been primarily motivated by a lack of central 

funding, the near completion o f the Harbour and a desire to cut the costs of what was regarded as 

a project that had been extravagantly funded, there can be little doubt that such a policy would 

not have been carried out so smoothly were it not for the ‘deformation’ of this important 

segment of the local working class, as well as the social and spatial ‘distance’ of the members of 

the new authority from those effected.

6.4 WORKING COMMUNITIES

6.4.1 Boatmen

The activities of Dunleary boatmen did not commence with the beginning o f work on the new 

Harbour. Since the early eighteenth century local men had earned some if not all of their income 

from fishing, piloting ships into the old harbour or the port of Dublin, smuggling and taking 

visitors on pleasure trips. The rapid development of the Harbour after 1817 provided a hugely

N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/6, 24/12/1833.
N A , KHC, Ref: OPW8/K1N/1270, 12/2/1834.
N A , KHC, Ref: O P W 8/K IN /I435 , 8/1/1836. N A , KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/1435, 8/1/1836.
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expanded arena for their activities, especially the opportunity to transport passengers to and from 

packet ships. The autonomy and number o f this group of skilled working people brought them to 

the attention of the Commissioners, whose desire to regulate all activity within the Piers they 

frequently fell foul o f  In October 1822, they were ordered to remain at the slips/ships only long 

enough to collect passengers and their luggage, on pain of being banned from the Harbour if they 

disobeyed'“*̂  But what the authorities ordered was not necessarily translated into facts on the 

ground. A few months after the instruction was issued, the Master of the Royal Yacht, then 

moored in the Harbour, protested at the ‘repeated insolence and abuse which is practised by the 

Boatmen at the steps in this Harbour as well as the constant obstruction which HM. Ships Boats 

meet with at the landing places, this morning an Officer was insulted belonging to this Ship by a 

man o f  the name o f  Byrne who could not leave me the way although repeatedly requested so to 

do. I  m yself on Saturday morning could not land until I  had made use offorce in mooring a Boat 

called the Chance, when the man was partic ’y  insolent to m e ’, a complaint that led the 

Commissioners to consult their solicitors concerning their legal powers regarding the boatmen, 

an inquiry that received a disappointing reply: they had no powers over the boatmen, other than 

the Harbour Master’s powers regarding mooring'"^. There was no alternative but to build a 

proper landing place for passengers where the necessity o f the boatmen could be dispensed 

with''*’. What is quite clear here is that the boatmen had developed their own system o f 

behaviour, based on the control of the landing slips, a system they were reluctant to surrender, 

even when faced with naval personnel. At one level the Harbour, or at least its waters and 

landing places, had become an autonomous zone o f activity for a certain segment of the working 

population.

The arrival and departure o f seasonal migrants, the mass of Irish labourers who provided cheap 

labour to British farmers during the harvest, highlighted the chaotic nature of the landing 

arrangements at Kingstown Harbour. A letter from the newly appointed Harbour Master, 

Lieutenant William Hutchison, to the Commissioners, complained o f ‘the disgraceful conduct 

exhibited every day at the landing o f  the Harvest men from  the Steam Packets ’ and added that 

unless some remedy was found that ‘it will end in riot and b l o o d s h e d . He proposed that the 

captains o f the steam ships should make arrangement with the boatmen to land the migrant 

workers, to be funded by an extra two pence on the labourers fare. The agents of the ships 

involved (the St. George and Emerald Isle) claimed that they landed the labourers free o f charge 

but that the problem arose from the fact that ‘many unwilling to wait their turn hire other boats 

which cause the confusion’ and they urged that the number of boats allowed to approach each

KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 10/10/1822.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 8/5/1823, 29/5/1823. 

''■’ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 26/6/1823.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW I/8/6/3, 18/9/1823.
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vessel be restricted'"^^. The location of a police station at Kingstown Harbour in 1824 led to 

tighter regulation of the landing of passengers and greater surveillance of the boatmen, though 

not apparently to the satisfaction of the Harbour Master, who complained that the police 

stationed at Kingstown did not attend regularly at the embarkation/disembarkation of the 

packets'^®.

fa c J ie t Jelly \

Railroad

Ja cic  J ieU evs

liEFERKUfCE .
N°I. Police S ta lle ti .

S. Georffe T V  T e stim o n ia l. 
3. WaZa- T aJtk .

Figure 6.1 Boat Harbour, Jetty and Police Station at Kingstown Harbour 1829. Extract from John 
Rennie’s Plan o f  the Royal Harbour o f  George IV, 1821, revised 1829. NA, KHC, OPW8/KIN/703

The situation had still not improved, from the point of view of the authorities, at the end of the 

decade. Although a small jetty for Mail packets had been constructed at the East Pier in 1827, 

other vessels were barred from using it. Commercial interests now intervened, in the form of the 

‘Merchants and inhabitants’ of Dublin and Liverpool, respectively, to demand a ‘public p ier’ to 

facilitate packet passengers who had to rely on small row boats to bring them (and their luggage, 

horses, carriages etc.) ashore'^'. The Commissioners agreed with the necessity of such a landing 

place but could not proceed for lack of Government funding'^^. The issue arose again in 1832, 

when the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Thomas Whelan, wrote to the Commissioners informing them

KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 25/9/1823.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 7/10/1824, 24/4/1825.
P. Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown (Dublin 1991) 43. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 2/4/1829, 

9/4/1829.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 9/7/1829.
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that Dublin Corporation had passed a resolution calling for a proper landing place to be located 

in Kingstown Harbour'^ .̂ Reflecting the specific interests o f the Dublin merchant class (the 

letter was accompanied by a memorial from the Merchants o f  Dublin), the Mayor cited two 

purposes for such a new' landing place: the necessity o f  landing troops and o f  lightening the load 

o f vessels headed for Dublin Port so that they could traverse the sand bar that made it difficult for 

heavily laden ships to enter the port. Once again the Commissioners turned to the central 

colonial authority, forwarded the letter to the Lord Lieutenant with an appeal for a grant to 

finance the proposed landing place' '̂*. A large new wharf capable o f  accommodating the packet 

ships and naval ships, called Victoria Wharf, was finally built near the Boat Harbour in 1837'^^.

The transfer o f  authority to the Board o f  Public Works did not bring the situation under control 

and in August 1835, the Harbour Master (who had a direct material interest in this situation, 

having been appointed agent to the Mail Packets in 1826, for an annual fee o f fifty guineas) was 

once more decrying the autonomy and defiance o f the boatmen'^^. In fact their ‘impudence’ had 

escalated because now they were actually boarding the steam ships so that they could act as 

porters, despite Hutchison’s presence at the new wharf. Hutchison, with only five men available 

to him to patrol the Harbour, called for the police, who had denied responsibility, to take 

measures to 'prevent thefts, preserve order, prevent imposition o f  Boatmen and Porters and  

restrain Bathing except at the proper hours effectively an admission that the struggle to bring 

the Harbour under full state authority had been successfully defied for over a decade. The Board 

now wrote to Alderman Frederick Darley o f the Head Office o f Police, asking him to deal with 

this problem. Darley’s reply reveals how far behind the rapid growth o f the district the local 

security structure was: in the whole o f  the Barony o f  Rathdown there were 27 policemen, divided 

amongst eight police stations, o f whom only six were stationed at Kingstown'^’. He promised to 

try to have more police assigned to Kingstown station so that they could monitor the situation at 

the Harbour more closely but also tried to shift responsibility by claiming that the new 

Kingstown Town Commissioners had the power to appoint constables but had not done so. If the 

Harbour was a grand imperial project, reflecting the post-war grandeur and power o f  the new 

British Empire, it was, at a micro-level, also a site o f  contestation between state/elite power and 

proletarian determination to remain partially free o f  that power. The extent to which the boatmen 

in particular defied that authority and in fact regulated their own world o f work, emerged in a 

court case, heard before the Magistrate Sir William Lynar in 1838'^*. Lynar held a regular court 

session at the Commissioners’ Yard to try harbour-related cases and on this occasion a boatman

KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 15/3/1832.
'̂ '‘NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/5, 15/3/1832.

P. Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown (Dublin 1991) 43 
'^®NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/6, 5/9/1835. NA, KHC, Ref OPW8/KIN/1400, 31/8/1835. P. Pearson, 
Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown (Dublin 1991) 32.
'” NA, KHC, Ref OPW8/KIN/1403, 12/9/1835.
'^*NA, KHC, Ref OPW8/KIN/1660, 15/8/1838.
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named Hines tooi< a case against two of his colleagues for ‘breaking the Oar o f  his boat’. In an 

unusual interpretation of the law, Lynar dismissed the case on the grounds that Hines had hired 

his boat for less than the price laid down in the Harbour Regulations. The logic of the 

Magistrates decision was based on the desire to avoid further trouble: 7  beg to draw the attention 

o f  the Commissioners to this circumstances as it only tends to much rioting and disputes and 

great inconvenience to the public So a conflict emerged between the pragmatism o f accepting 

rough and ready self-regulation and the doctrinaire view, expressed by Burgoyne in his comment 

on the case, that ‘The Commissioners may fix  upon a maximum but ought not to interefere with 

any minimum charge ’, a conflict that was not resolved at this point.

It would be wrong to see this world of the harbour boatmen as completely self-contained. There 

had always been strong ties between the coastal communities of Dublin Bay and though the 

construction of the Harbour had changed the nature of those ties it had not undone them 

completely. One aspect of these linkages came to the fore during the visit to the Harbour by the 

naval frigate HMS Inconstant in the summer of 1840'^^. Following a refusal from the Harbour 

Master, the boatmen of Ringsend sent a petition to the Board asking for permission to ply their 

trade in the Harbour during the ship’s visit, on the basis that large numbers o f Dubliners would 

travel to Kingstown to see it. The eight signatories argued that ‘it will not at all interfere with 

our Brethern, the Boatmen o f  Kingstown, while it will materially help to alleviate the sufferings 

and privations our numerous families are now subjected to by the calamatous depressine o f  the 

times ’, but the Board was not moved and the Harbour Masters decision was not overturned. A 

similar request by ‘the Fishermen o f  the sheds o f  Clontarf’ was also refused on the basis that 

there were enough local boatmen working the Harbour (the definition of local apparently covered 

men resident in Bullock as well as Kingstown)'^. Later appeals for permission to operate in 

Kingstown Harbour, this time from Liffey Boatmen, Dennis Kenna and Joseph Christie, both of 

City Quay, were also refused by the Harbour Master on the grounds that ‘the Commissioners 

have never Licensed any Boats to Ply in Kingstown Harbour when Owners are non-resident 

though he noted that temporary licences were granted to outsiders when naval ships visited the 

Harbour’®'. Notwithstanding this protection from outside competition, the licensing system 

introduced by the Board did not necessarily protect the interests o f the existing boatmen from the 

inevitable influx o f competitors that came with the rapid growth of Kingstown in the boom years 

that followed the arrival of the Dublin to Kingstown Railway. In the summer of 1842 five local 

boatmen sent a memorial to the Board complaining about unskilled boatmen undercutting 

them'®^. According to the memorial, these ‘men and Boys that do not Belong to the harbr’ had 

been granted licences by the Board without checking if they were really boatmen at all. It is

KHC, Ref: O PW 8/KIN /1779, July 1840.
'“ N A, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/3, 30/6/1840. N A, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/4, 18/6/1845.
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clear that the long standing skilled boatmen felt their world threatened by these newcomers 

whom they characterised as 'the most incompetent and worst Caracters such as Rail Roade Gate 

Boys Landsmen etc etc The boatmen claimed that the new arrivals banding together ‘fo r  the 

purpose o f  going along way under the fixed  terms o f  the Harbour, a fare  that wee Cannot live 

b y ’, and accused them of only working in summer when there were rich pickings, leaving the 

tough and sparse winter work to the regular boatmen. In response to these grievances the 

Harbour Master sent a written notice to all the boatmen of the Harbour in June 1842, informing 

them that he would be examining all licensed boats on the first day of July, to check that the 

owners were conforming to the Harbour regulations. Following the inspection of the 30 licensed 

boats, Hutchison reported that the ‘Old Native Boatmen ’ complained again about some of the 

new owners sending boys from the railway terminus out to pick up customers at reduced rates. 

Hutchison then ordered the Harbour Constables to inform him of any boat owners who engaged 

in this practice and stated that he would withdraw the licence o f any who did, an order that 

apparently put an end to this practice. Though he contradicted the old boatmen’s claim that 

many of the new arrivals were not boatmen at all (only three fitted this category according to 

Hutchison), he acknowledged the need for higher standards, suggesting a prize of new oars or 

cushions for the best kept boat ‘as an encouragement to the industrious Boatman

6.4.2 Ballast Board versus Harbour authority

The question of control and regulation of the boatmen caused something of a turf war between 

the Harbour Commissioners and the Ballast Board (the Dublin Port authority of the time), which 

no doubt resented the creation of the newer authority and the consequent diminution of its 

powers at Dunleary. The Ballast Board tried to reassert its control over the Harbour boatmen by 

issuing a printed notice of rules/rates for boats plying for hire in Dublin Port and Kingstown 

Harbour in June 1823'^^. This notice reveals the broad geographical range o f the Kingstown 

boatmen, since it details the set fare from the Pigeon House or ships moored at the Liffey 

Quays/Ringsend to the Harbour and from the Harbour to Clontarf and Bullock, both, 

significantly, old fishing communities. One clause in the rules directs that ‘Children under ten 

Years o f  age and working people ’ were only to pay half price for transport to or from a vessel 

within the Harbour piers, probably because so many poor emigrants passed through on their way 

to Britain, while another clause imperiously declared that ‘Persons o f  disorderly habits and 

prone to insolence or drunkennes will not be licensed; nor will Boats having such on board be 

permitted to p ly ’. The opening shot in the battle with the Harbour Commissioners came in the 

form of a request by the Ballast Board, in February 1824, to erect a sign displaying ‘Fares o f  

Row Boats plying fo r  H ire’ on premises owned by the Commissioners'*'*. This request was

N A , KHC, Ref: O PW 8/K IN /1267(3-4), undated 1834. 
KHC, Ref; OPW  1/8/6/3, 19/2/1824.
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promptly refused on the grounds that the Ballast Board had no power to issue orders or 

regulations regarding Kingstown Harbour. The Ballast Board responded with the contention that 

the Commissioners did not have the legal power to regulate the boatmen and again requesting 

permission to erect the sign, a request the Commissioners once more refused'*^. The dispute 

broke out again in mid-1825, with the Ballast Board proposing to erect the sign at the Landing 

Slip in the Boat Harbour but the Commissioners were adamant that the only rules and regulations 

that they would permit to be displayed in the Harbour were those drawn up by themselves and 

they instructed their solicitors to prepare a case regarding their power ‘to make Laws and 

regulations fo r  the good order and Government o f  the conduct o f  all Boatmen, Boat owners. 

Porters frequenting and plying in the Harbour fo r  hire However, the legal opinion proved to 

be negative and the Commissioners were informed that they probably did not have the power to 

regulate the boatmen, prompting the intervention of the Chief Secretary, who confirmed that they 

had 'no jurisdiction whatever as to the regulation o f  the Boats' and ordering them to comply 

with the Ballast Board’s request to erect the fares sign on the Commissioners’ ground'®’. Facing 

such a clear command from above they capitulated temporarily and instructed Hutchison to put 

up the sign. This was but a temporary retreat and their determination to exert full control over 

the Harbour manifested itself soon afterwards in a letter to the Chief Secretary, calling for a bill 

to be introduced in parliament giving them sole power to regulate the Kingstown Harbour 

boatmen'*’*. Eager to draw on any coercive power available the Commissioners, following 

another complaint from Hutchison of ‘gross impropriety’ by the boatmen, tried to involve the 

police, who had already declared that they could not ‘legally interfere with the arrangements o f  

the Boatmen ’, by asking them to prevent the Boatmen from remaining at the Boat Harbour once 

they had landed their passengers'®^.

The dispute between the Commissioners and the Ballast Board was never resolved and the 

Commissioners successors on the Board of Public Works again proposed to the government that 

an act of parliament should be passed granting them total control over almost all activities in the 

Harbour, including control of the boatmen, stripping the Ballast Board of all power other than 

responsibility for lighthouses and pilots'™. In 1834 the Board of Public Works issued its own list 

o f rules/fares for boats based at Kingstown Harbour'” . The special rate for children and 

‘labourers and poor persons ’ was retained (2d instead o f the standard 6d) and again a range of 

fares was given for the following destinations: the Custom House Quay, Clontarf, Ringsend, 

Pigeon House, Sutton, Bullock and Dalkey Island. These destinations give us a clue as to the

KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 15/4/1824,27/5/1824. 
'^®NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 30/6/1825.
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varied nature o f  the boatmen’s passengers: the middle class pleasure tripper on an outing to 

Dalkey Island or across the bay to Sutton, working people or fishermen heading for Ringsend, 

Clontarf or Bullock, the sailors and tradesmen com m uting between the busy quays o f  the city and 

the Harbour. This document also outlined rules that the boatmen had to abide by, rules that also  

give us a small insight into the nature o f  their world. There were tw o types o f  boat; larger four 

oar ones which could carry up to ten passengers and smaller two oar boats which were restricted 

to six or less passengers. Carrying passengers to and from ships or to various destinations 

outside the Harbour was the main function o f  the boatmen but they also could be em ployed to 

raise anchors in the Harbour and Dublin Bay. They were entitled to double rates/fares during the 

hours o f  darkness and when the Harbour Master flew  a blue flag from his office to indicate 

stormy weather. The issuing o f  these rules must have reignited the dispute with the Ballast 

Board because the Board o f  Public Works was soon seeking legal advice regarding its right to 

regulate the boatmen but the matter was eventually settled in favour o f  the latter and in 1836 an 

act that met all the demands o f  the Board o f  Public Works was passed by parliament, with the 

result that by the 1840s a system o f  licensing o f  boatmen, operated by the Harbour Master, had 

been introduced by the Board'^^.

6.4.3 The Harbour Masters’ boatmen

The Harbour Master also had his own crew o f  boatmen from October 1823, when he was given  

permission to appoint two seamen in his service'^^. Even these men required ‘discipline’, 

suggesting the contagiousness o f  working m en’s ’ independence in the Harbour! In 1828, the 

Com m issioners, having heard from the Harbour Master that his boatmen ‘are very often 

neglectful o f  the orders 1 occasionally issue to them  ’, granted him the power to suspend his own  

boatmen fo r  m iscon du ct’ until they had time to make a final decision on an individual’s case’’''. 

This did not have the desired effect because in March 1831, Hutchison wrote to the 

Com m issioners complaining o f  the 'want o f  vigilance o f  my Boatm en ’ and demanding that they 

be removed from their Watch House, which had becom e 'a receptacle  f o r  a ll the Boatm en and  

sa ilors frequen ting  the h arbou r’, and relocated to the portico o f  his office Even in the case o f  

such a small group o f  men stricter surveillance was evidently felt necessary. The Resident 

Engineer was ordered to investigate but rather than m oving them from the Watch House, an 

attempt was made to bring them under tighter control by giving the Harbour Master the power to 

fine or dism iss them and forcing them to accept ‘Articles o f  Agreem ent’ outlining their precise 

duties ‘and  to g ive  each man a  copy o f  the sam e that he cannot p le a d  ignorant o f  the duty

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/KIN/1267(3-4), undated 1834. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/7/4, 27/4/1844, 
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NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 23/10/1823.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 31/7/1828. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/K1N/655, 31/7/1828.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 17/3/1831.
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prescribed to him This drive to bring the Harbour Masters’ employees under a more 

rigorous regime continued with a detailed instruction o f December 1831, questioning the 

necessity o f employing a boatman, Thomas Parks, as permanent ship’s carpenter, at a rate of 4s 

per day and requesting that, ‘with a view to every reduction o f  unnecessary expense Hutchison 

‘not employ extra hands, except on occasions when the emergency o f  the case makes it absolutely 

necessary ’ and finally, directing him ‘to report to the Board any reduction he may think possible 

to be effected in reducing the number o f  men employed by him and the rate o f  wages they 

receive Parks was later given the option o f accepting demotion to plain boatman, with an 

extra allowance of Is per day when he worked as ship’s carpenter or of being sacked and his 

request for an increase in wages was rejected. He seems to have accepted the new conditions 

because he is recorded as being employed, at 5s per day, to overhaul the mooring buoys and coat 

and clean the bell lighter and launch at the Harbour in 1834'^*.

Another o f Hutchison’s boatmen, Andrew Doyle, came to notice in October 1838, when ‘he 

came to his duty in a state o f  intoxication and this is not the first time it has occurred’, a ‘crime’ 

for which he was dismissed by order of the chairman, Burgoyne'^^. There is no doubt that 

drinking during work hours or on work breaks was part of working men’s culture in Ireland, as 

elsewhere, especially those involved in heavy physical work but we must be wary of the 

caricature of the Irish worker as a drunken oaf, a stereotype that permeated the perception of the 

gentry and colonial bureaucracy. Whatever the truth about Doyle’s behaviour, it is the response 

to his dismissal that is revealing. Two testimonials were sent to the Board, vouching for his 

character, one from B.W. Cooper, o f Longford Lodge, near Kingstown and another signed by 

five local men of property including the coal merchant Edward Armstrong and Thomas Dockrell, 

a Monkstown based estate agent/auctioneer/property landlord and prominent member of the local 

Church o f Ireland'*®. Cooper wrote that he knew Doyle and that he had ‘never seen him unfit to 

perform his duty, he has always been attentive and obliging’, while Armstrong and the others 

described the boatman as ‘an honest, industrious, attentive man to his business this opinion being 

form ed upon many years o f  experience' and expressed the view that he would not cause trouble 

again if he was reinstated. Hutchison rowed in behind these requests and recommended that the 

Board accede to them because of ‘the respectability o f  the names attached’, with the proviso that 

Doyle be docked a week’s wages and that any reoccurrence of drinking on the job would be 

reported to the Board. The active sympathy o f these men with Doyle’s plight, and other cases 

such as Hayes’ adoption of the cause o f the Maguire family’s case (see above), shows that local

‘"'’NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 178/6/5, 17/3/1831.
'"’ NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/5, 8/12/1831.

NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/5, 2/2/1832, 23/2/1832, 5/6/1834. NA, KHC, Ref; OPW8/KIN/1295, 
4/6/1834.
” ’ NA, KHC, Ref; OPW8/K1N/1685, 15/10/1838.
'*°NA, KHC, Ref; OPW8/KIN/1687(l-3), 22/10/1838,25/10/1838, 28/10/1838. E. M urphy ,G /or/ow ^ 
Extravaganza, The History o f  Monkstown Parish Church (Bray 2003) 370.
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networks of personal connections based on work, favour and patronage, sometimes crossed class 

lines, to the benefit of the individuals involved. Though theirs was a national body, the goodwill 

o f  the local elite obviously counted for something with the Board members, as they decided to 

re-employ Doyle, subject to a positive report from the Harbour Master after a month, but not 

without the sanction of losing another weeks work and working for a month on a reduced wage. 

If Doyle’s defenders were concerned with the individual case, the Board, despite its relative 

leniency, accurately expressed the anxiety of the elite about the drinking habits o f the local 

working class: 'Drinking is come to such an excess at Kingstown that the Brd. consider it their 

duty to endeavour to put a stop to it by any means in their power

Doyle weathered the storm successfully because seven years later, his name was listed as one of 

the seven Harbour Master’s boatmen (one of whom, Laurence Byrne, had been employed at the 

Harbour since at least 1829) who petitioned the Board asking for apartments at the ship yard 

buildings recently surrendered by a Mr. Fagan'*'. They claimed that rents were now so high in 

Kingstown that they could not get rooms to rent for less than 3s to 4s per week, a matter 

exacerbated by the fact that 'Petitioners Wages is not more than Able Seamen receive and when 

the high Rent o f  a miserable Room and Diet is paid out o f  it, they cannot appear clad as they 

should be Knowing that their personal circumstances would not clinch the argument, they also 

argued that because they were scattered throughout Kingstown it took a long time to bring them 

together if called out for night duty. The Board was not convinced and their request was turned 

down.

6.4.4 Porters and carmen

The harbour porters were another group whose unregulated activities disturbed the authorities. 

Once again it was the Harbour Master who articulated this unease and a desire to bring the 

situation under control, when he called for the Commissioners to licence as luggage porters, men 

‘o f  good character ’ to attend to the ‘comfort o f  the numerous respectable individuals who arrive 

and go by these Vessels (the packets^) ’ and to provide these authorised porters with a badge to be 

worn on their right arm 'to distinguish them from  the Rabble who now act as porters There 

is no proof that the Harbour Commissioners ever acted on this recommendation so the first direct 

evidence of regulation comes in the form o f the 'Rules Orders and Regulations to be observed by 

the Badge Porters licensed pursuant to the A c t’ issued by the Board o f Public Works in early 

1834, at a time when the Board was engaged in a flurry o f regulatory activity (see also the 

references to regulation of boatmen and bathing in this chapter), no doubt as a result of the 

immanent commencement of work on the Dublin to Kingstown railway, a development that

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/2094, 16/12/1845. 
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 7/10/1824.
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could reasonably be expected to bring a large increase in human traffic in the Harbour and its 

vicinity'*^. Each porter was ordered to wear an arm badge displaying a number so that he could 

be identified if there was a complaint about him and exact prices were set for carrying luggage 

o f varying types. The regulations exhibited a desire on the part o f the authorities to break the 

boisterous autonomy o f the harbour porters and impose a strict discipline on them: ‘He is to be 

clean and orderly in his demeanour and respectful to those who employ him. I f  found  to be 

dishonest or Drunken instant dismissal. He is not to demand or solicit more than the 

undernamed fares under a Penalty o f  20 Shillings. He is to assist the Harbour Constables 

whenever they may require his aid to enforce the Harbour Regulations ’. This new level of 

regulation certainly brought greater order to harbour life but it did not entirely eliminate 

‘misbehaviour’ by the porters. For example, two porters. Fox and Simpson, were dismissed in 

May 1837 for overcharging a clergyman and a packet porter named James Rickard was 

dismissed in February 1838, for being intoxicated, allegedly for the fourth time in a row, while 

Pat Butler, a porter employed by the Railway Company, was also dismissed for being drunk on 

the job'*''. A note of caution needs to be sounded with regards to such cases; reported instances 

of ‘misbehaviour’ by porters, carmen or boatmen could have been the exceptions rather than the 

rule and many of these men probably worked away without any great degree o f conflict with the 

authorities, men such as Timothy Freeman, o f Miliken’s Court, off Kingstown Avenue, a packet 

porter at the Harbour since 1825, whose son was granted a temporary appointment after his 

father’s retirement at the age of 80 in 1849, in recognition of his father’s service'*^. At a very 

different level, the rejection of the porters of a proposal that they set up a Sick Fund because 

some of them already belonged to a ‘Benefit Club’ in Kingstown to which they paid a monthly 

subscription, once again emphasised a degree of self reliance and independence'**. The Harbour 

Master’s response indicates an acceptance of what he at least would have viewed as the positive 

aspect of this self-reliance: ‘it would be desirable i f  they all joined it which we have expressed to 

them ’. By 1844, in an indication that the Harbour Porters were still not fully under control, the 

Board introduced a new 'Bye Law fo r  the prevention o f  persons loitering upon or obstructing the 

public passages at the harbour o f  K i n g s t o w n . Clearly aimed at unlicensed porters, and 

possibly unlicensed carmen, it banned such people ‘in quest o f  h ire’ from loitering in the 

immediate harbour area, on pain of a two shilling penalty. A decade o f regulation had obviously 

failed to consolidate discipline from above in the Harbour.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/1261(6), undated 1834.
'*^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/1534, 3/5/1837. NA, KHC, Ref: O PW 8/KIN/1606, 9/2/1838. Archives o f  
Coras lom par Eireann, Heuston Station, Dublin and Kingstown Railway Company, Land Committee 
Minute Book 1836,21/6/1836.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/2155, 9/2/1849. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/4, 13/3/1849. GV, Parish o f  
Monkstown, Dunleary, Map r e f  No. 3, M iliken’s Court, p.71.

NA, KHC, Ref: 0PW 8/K 1N /1749, 23/9/1839.
'*’ NA, KHC, Ref: O PW 8/KIN/2047, 9/8/1843.
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An incident that occurred in 1839 again raises the question of patronage and personal ties and the 

spatiality of these linkages. Hutchison reported that a harbour porter, Edward Kennedy, had lost 

his post, having ‘been absent fo r  a long time due to drunkeness ’, and that two men had been 

suggested to him as replacements'**. One man, Gilbert Barclay, was strongly recommended by 

Lord Howth and the late Harbour Master o f Howth Harbour, Captain Browne, on the basis that 

he had ‘served the public work fo r  some years at Howth Harbour’ and had 'a very sood  

character’, while the other, John Keames, possibly the John Kearns of Kingstown Avenue, 

mentioned in Kingstown Town Commissioners records, had the backing o f Sir William Lynar, 

local resident and Magistrate'*’. Despite acknowledging that ‘The men who were engaged in the 

Harbour employment at Howth have certainly a claim fo r  consideration ’, the Board decided to 

give Keames the job because Hutchison had reported that Barclay ‘is fo n d  o f  Drink indeed he 

came to my Office once on one occasion under its influence The complexity of those ties of 

obligation and patronage are exposed by this episode but also their limitations: no matter who 

was backing his case, Barclay’s drinking habit gave Keames the advantage in the eyes of an 

authority that saw alcohol consumption by the porters as a serious problem.

The arrival of the steam packets at the Harbour, which provided an ideal opportunity for working 

men to find work as porters, also opened up a lucrative trade in transport to the capital, a trade 

which was fiercely competitive. By 1822 the Dublin based Magistrates o f the Head Office of 

Police had officers on duty at the Harbour to regulate the various cars and carriages waiting to 

transport the steam boat passengers to the city'^°. It was not until 1827 that a more formalised 

system was introduced, when the Head Office o f Police received permission to allow licensed 

cars to wait at the Pier for the arrival o f passengers'^'. If the complaints of the Harbour Master of 

the ‘unruly conduct o f  the carmen and the want o f  order at the Packet Ship ’ were correct, this 

system does not seem to have worked'’ .̂ The Commissioners agreed to provide him with chains 

to cordon off the disembarking passengers from the 20/30 carmen who gathered to tout for 

business. The carmen continued to display a stubbom resistance to authority, so much so that in 

December 1836, a special meeting to discuss the regulation o f carmen who waited for the arrival 

of the packets, attended by three Kingstown Town Commissioners, Hutchison, Burgoyne, and 

the Inspector General of the Police, was held in Dublin Castle’’ .̂ These carmen and those that 

plied their trade in the town, mainly picking up train passengers, were the object o f much 

complaint and attempted regulation by the Town Commissioners, who tried again and again, 

with the assistance of the police and magistrates, to confine them to defined stands at certain

'**NA, KHC, Ref; 0PW 8/K1N/1754(1), 17/10/1839.
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/2, 30/4/1844.

” ®NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 22/8/1822, 12/9/1822. 
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 12/4/1827.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 8/10/1829.
DLRCC, KTC, R ef LA4/1, 3/12/1836.
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locations within the town and at the Harbour, without much success, at least during the per- 

famine period'^'*.

6.4.5 Fishermen

The traditional activities of Dunleary fishermen were certainly disrupted by the commencement 

of work on the new harbour, though it is worth recalling that this was a period of intense change 

in the Dublin Bay fisheries with the introduction of commercial trawling and the consequent 

arrival of Devon and Cornish fishermen. This disruption took physical form with the 

construction o f an embankment at the old harbour of Dunleary, leading to the Commissioners of 

His Majesty’s Customs to request that a new slip be constructed to facilitate the ‘Fishing Boats o f  

the Town’, as well as the Revenue Yawl and Life Boat'^^ A further problem faced by the 

fishermen was aired in a Memorial sent by them to the Commissioners in December 1824'^^. 

They declared that many of their boats, moored in the old harbour, had been wrecked during a 

recent storm and requested permission to keep their boats in the new Boat Harbour, built in July 

1823, 'there being no other place hetM’een the Piers where such shelter can be had at present’. 

They were given permission to shelter their boats in the Boat Harbour during severe weather but 

lest they contaminate this central location with their crude trade, they were informed that they 

would not be allowed ‘to sell or land their fish  within said Harbour on any pretence whatever’. 

The functioning o f the fishing industry in the Harbour led to further contestation of space in the 

1830s. In February 1830, the Harbour Master was again complaining, this time about the quay 

of the Boat Harbour being ‘much cut up ’ by carts arriving to be loaded with fish during the 

Herring season, a situation that had arisen because the work carried out at the Old Harbour had 

interfered with the landing o f the catch'^’. The Commissioners acknowledged the problem and, 

in November 1830, ordered the Resident Engineer to draw up plans to provide a ‘convenient 

situation’ for the fishing boats to dock at the Old Harbour. Aird’s plan was approved and work 

began on the new quay in early 1831, to be finally completed in April 1832’’*. In a letter to the 

Lord Lieutenant, the Commissioners outlined the dual benefit o f this development; it would ‘give 

the best kind o f  employment to a large body o f  useful persons ’ and also increase the supply of 

fish for the city o f Dublin. The extent of the seasonal herring fishery based at the Harbour and 

the failure of the new facility to accommodate it, is illustrated by yet another plea from 

Hutchison for assistance from the police to help his boatmen stop the fishing boats that came 

from ‘all parts o f  the coast’ from blocking up all the landing places in the Harbour during the 

herring season'^’ . Given this huge influx of fishing boats, intent on taking advantage o f the

'‘'“’ DLRCC, KTC, Ref; LA4/1, 1 6 /6 /1835 ,5 /3 /1836 ,23 /11 /1836 .
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/2, 2 5 /11 /1819.

'“"^NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/3, 16/12/1824.
'” N A , KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/5, 15/2/1830, 18/11/1830.
'‘'*NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6 /5 ,25 /11 /1830 , 17/3/1831 ,5 /4 /1832 .
'’’ N A , KHC, Ref: OPW I/8/6/5, 27/10/1831.
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proximity of the large harbour to the city, it is not surprising that the Commissioners ordered the 

rather drastic measure of locating a boom across the mouth o f the Boat Harbour, to prevent 

incursions by these boats.

Evidence given to the 1837 parliamentary inquiry into the state of fisheries in Ireland provides us 

with some information on the situation at Kingstown Harbour^“ . There were, according to the 

statistics provided in the evidence, 12 fully decked vessels working out of Kingstown Harbour, 

operated by 48 fishermen, which was, as would be expected, much less than the 148 fishermen 

based at Ringsend but also, surprisingly, less than the 84 fishermen based in Bullock, all of 

whom worked on open sail or simple row-boats. It is likely, however, that these statistics had 

excluded the harbour boatmen who transported passengers and also engaged in small-scale line 

fishing; men such as Patrick Sexton and Denis Byrne, two harbour boat owners who were also 

line fishermen, who gave evidence to the inquiry. There was obviously still conflict between 

these Dublin Bay line fishermen and the English trawler fishermen who had come from Brixham, 

near Torbay, in Devon, in 1819 to work, mainly as captains of trawlers, for the newly formed 

Dublin Fishery Company, whose directors included the brewer Henry Darley of StiMorgan^'” . 

Most of these Devon men were based in Ringsend but a number of them settled in 

Dun leary/Kingstown, a fact attested to by the 14 fishermen recorded in the local Church of 

Ireland baptism register o f 1828-35, seven o f whom were actually noted as ‘Torbay Fishermen' 

(this register, unlike its Catholic equivalent, recorded the occupation o f the father)^® .̂ John De 

Courcy Ireland in his history of the Irish fishing industry maintains that these Devon fishermen 

were joined by their Cornish brethren, many of whom were Methodists. Although De Courcy 

attributes the founding of a Methodist chapel in Kingstown in 1835 to these Comishmen, 

Pearson claims that it was the Torbay migrants themselves who founded it̂ °̂ . Two of Torbay 

fishermen, Thomas Bartlett, resident in Ringsend and Joseph Edwards who lived along with his 

wife Elizabeth and their children in Old Dunleary also gave evidence to the inquiry^*’*’. The two 

Torbay men claimed, citing the evidence from their home district, that trawling was good for 

fishing and that it did not deplete stocks, as long as it was not carried out in bays. Sexton and 

Byrne, flatly contradicted this view, claiming their income from line fishing had declined from 

£1 5s to 12s 6d a week, since the introduction of what they called the ‘English System ’ to Dublin 

Bay in 1819. This conflict had been accompanied by intimidation since the start and the

F irst R eport o f  the C om m issioners o f  Inquiry into the S ta te  o f  the Irish F isheries, HC 1837, xxii. 190- 
257.

J.L.J. Hughes, The Dublin Fishery Company 1818-1830, D ublin  H istorica l R eco rd \W  (M ay 1951). 
RCB, Registry Book o f  the Parish O f M onkstown, 1828-1835. E.P. Sym es, The Torbay Fishermen o f  

Ringsend, D ublin  H istorica l R ecord  liii (Autumn 2000 ) 146.
J. De Courcy Ireland, Ire la n d ’s Sea  F isheries: A H istory, (D ublin 1981) 51. J. De Courcy Ireland, 

H istory o f  Dun L aoghaire H arbour  (Dublin 2001) 84. P. Pearson, Dun L aoghaire-K ingstow n  (Dublin  
1991 )6 5 /6 9 .
°̂‘'RCB, Registry Book o f  the Parish O f M onkstown, 1828-1835.
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commission of inquiry reported that line fishermen had informed them that trawling was only 

practised by stealth in Dublin Bay due to ‘menaces ’ from themselves.

6.5 RECREATION AND REACTION

6.5.1 Bathing

As we have seen in Chapter Two, previous to the initiation o f harbour work at Dunleary, the area 

had been a popular bathing destination. Restricting and regulating this activity became an object 

of the Commissioners, an object that seems to have been motivated by both a prudish sense of 

morality and a practical desire to keep the works free o f trespass or interference. Thus in the 

summer o f 1818, as many Dubliners would have headed to the south-eastern coastal villages on 

day trips, the order was given ‘that no person whatever be permitted to Bathe at the Pier or near 

the Works and that the Watchman be directed to be particular in attending this o r d e r This 

directive, and a clause of the 1820 Dunleary Harbour Act which banned bathing and fishing 

within or near the Harbour after 10am (excluding the traditional women’s bathing area at 

Salthill), was made concrete in the form of an instruction to the day watchmen employed by the 

Commissioners ‘to be particular in enforcing the regulations respecting male persons bathing 

near the Works and not to permit persons on any account whatever to bathe within 100 yards o f  

the Pier or Works after the hour o f  10 o clock in the m orning’̂ ^̂ . The beginning of work on the 

West Pier, near the women’s bathing place, brought forth a demand for a wall to be built on the 

pier ‘so as to enclose it (the bathing area^ from  the view o f  the Workmen and others passing and 

repassing on the P ier’, a request the Commissioners agreed to^° .̂ Prudishness combined with 

class antagonism was to be embodied in a screen wall! Two of the three signatories of the

memorial demanding the wall were amongst the top lessors of land on the De Vesci/Longford

estate; James Barrett of Monkstown and Joseph Meara o f High Thom, a large house on the road 

from Monkstown to Glenageary^®*. Lest it be thought that the prudishness o f the elite had a 

sectarian flavour, it should be noted that Meara and Barrett were part of the up and coming 

Catholic middle class, both being amongst the trustees o f the new Catholic church that was in the 

process of being built at the centre of Kingstown and Meara holding the position of treasurer of 

the church building committee^”®. It appears that despite these attempts to prevent bathing in the 

Harbour, ordinary people continued to defy the regulations, even to the extent o f swimming in 

the small Boat Harbour, literally underneath the noses of the Commissioners’ officials. In 

August 1825 the Harbour Master was instructed to prevent all bathing in the Boat Harbour and

“̂^NA, KHC, R efiO P W  1/8/6/1, 11/6/1818.
“̂ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/1, 24/8/1820. 1 Geo.IV c.69, 15/6/1820.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/2, 22/8/1822.
208 Stewart o f  Tyrcallen Papers, Ref: D /3319/6/18/1, Rentals o f  De Vesci/Longford Estate, 1821-
1851.

Rev. N. Donnelly, A Short H istory o f  som e D ublin Parishes, Part IV  (Dublin 1907) 154-155.
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eastwards as far as the slip near the base of the East Pier, with the same priggish note being 

struck about the scandal this caused the ‘many ladies landing and embarking in the Steam 

P a c k e t s The obvious solution o f building public baths in or near the Harbour arose in an 

application by a ‘Bath Company ’ to erect such baths on the Harbour Beach beneath the George 

IV obelisk, was rejected by the Commissioners, though they urged the company’s architect to 

resubmit the proposal but for an alternative site^'V In 1833 the Board of Public Works ordered 

the Harbour Master to post a notice at the Harbour reminding people that bathing was entirely 

banned on the East Pier and only allowed on part o f the West Pier after ten in the morning, on 

pain of a 20s fine, to be enforced by the Harbour Constables^'^.

Measures such as this failed to discourage the intrepid swimmers and the Harbour Master 

sounded an exasperated note in an 1834 report on illegal bathing at the new beach that had 

formed at the base of the East Pier^'^. Bathers, he stated, were now ‘‘so numerous that without 

the aid o f  the Police they could not be prevented in the Morning...he has placed one o f  his men 

to prevent this nuisance throughout the day which is in complete view o f  the Promenade by the 

Weigh H ouse’ and he also recommended that a six foot high wall should be built to screen ‘this 

most indecent exhibition and insult to Public morals The Board commended Hutchison’s 

action but advised that ‘it would be well to apply to the Police in case o f  Resistance It is clear 

from this episode that despite all the coercive measures applied down the years, the authorities 

had failed to control and regulate bathing as a popular recreation and that working people defied 

them by appropriating parts of the Harbour and its vicinity for bathing, shaping the use o f the 

shoreline, even as the colonial state physically re-shaped the very same shoreline. It would be 

wrong to presume that only the poor availed of the opportunity to bath at the Harbour, a fact 

attested to by Hutchison’s outraged comment in the same letter that ‘a Gentleman threatened to 

report me to them (the Board), because he was prevented making a display o f  his Person 

yesterday’, a comment that elicited the approval o f the Board; ‘Mr Hutchison is quiet right to 

prevent bathing within his jurisdiction’. An 1837 letter from the local Magistrate, Sir William 

Lynar, in which he calls for a lifting o f the total ban on bathing, ‘to permit, as formerly, 

Gentlemen to bathe in the Harbour near the end o f  the Pier etc. ’, reinforces the point that the 

new wealthier residents were loath to lose the right to enjoy this unique advantage of their 

seaside home despite their unease at the ‘immodesty’ thereby encouraged^’''. The advisability of 

actually creating, and therefore controlling, a dedicated bathing area for the masses, gradually 

dawned on the authorities, so that by 1844 the Board was instructing the Resident Engineer, B.D. 

Gibbons, to give every assistance to the Harbour Master in developing a bathing site in response

' '“ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 18/8/1825.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 7/6/1832, 19/7/1832.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6, 9/8/1833. NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 8/KIN/1261(3), undated 1834. 
NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/6, 10/7/1834. NA, KHC, Ref: OPW8/K1N/1304, 7/7/1834.

-'■* NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/1559, 26/6/1837.
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to ‘the want o f  accomodation to the poorer classes with respect to bathing places in the 

neighbourhood o f  Kingstown' and around this time the local politician and developer, John 

Crosthwaite was given pennission to build public baths, known as the Royal Victoria Baths, on 

the site o f the old battery east of the East Pier"'^.

Others saw the seashore not as a potential scene o f scandal to bourgeois sensibilities but a 

resource to be exploited for profit. The rapid emergence of the new town of Kingstown, with its 

uniquely endowed sea-side location and proximity to the city, soon attracted business interests 

keen to cash in on the opportunity to build hotels, guest houses and public houses. First amongst 

these was the English bom Dublin hotelier, Thomas Gresham, who built a hotel and later an 

imposing terrace of houses, modestly named Gresham Terrace, at the centre of Kingstown. 

While he was in the process of having the hotel built, he applied for permission to pipe sea water 

into ‘the Salt Water Public Baths’ that he intended to erect on his lands^'^. Within a few months 

he was given permission to open a path from his hotel through land owned by the Commissioners 

straight to the quay where the packet passengers disembarked'” .

6.5.2 Popular entertainment, policing and crime

In keeping with the imperial significance o f tlie project the foundation stone of the Harbour was 

laid by the Lord Lieutenant, Earl Whitworth, on the 3 P ’ o f May 1817. Yet even in the midst of 

such a grand imperial occasion, the unpredictable nature of the Irish masses was never far from 

the surface in the mind of the colonial elite. On the 22"'* of May, the Harbour Commissioners 

arranged for the strict spatial regulation of popular entertainment associated with the event by 

ordering that ‘no tents or Booths whatever be permitted to be erected on any part o f  the 

Commissioners ground at or near Dunleary, without a written order to that effect from  the 

Secretary and only in such place as the Resident Engineer shall d i r e c t As it turned out, to 

quote the loyalist Saunders Newsletter. ‘The utmost order and regularity prevailed 

notwithstanding the vast number o f  people present, in consequence o f  the judicious disposition o f  

the Police and the M i l i t a r y . Judicious disposition indeed, backed by armed force! The 

popularity o f Kingstown as a Sunday outing destination led to demands for regular policing of 

the Harbour, to control the unruly mass of day trippers, culminating in a commitment from the 

Magistrates o f the Head Office of Police to order police stationed at Williamstown, between 

Kingstown and Dublin, to patrol the Harbour on Sunday evenings^^®. This desire to control the

NA, KHC, R ef  OPW 1/8/7/4, 21/6/1844. S. Quinn, Foxrock Local H istory Club Publications, No. 21, 
Sea Baths o f  South Co. Dublin (Dublin 2001) 10.
^'®NA, KHC, R ef  OPW 1/8/6/4, 17/4/1828.

NA, KHC, R ef  OPW 1/8/6/4, 25/9/1828.
-'*NA, KHC, R ef  OP 1/8/6/1,22/5/1817.

NLl, Saunders Newsletter, 2/6/1817.
-̂ “ NA, KHC, R ef  OPW 1/8/6/2, 22/8/1822, 12/9/1822.
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recreational activities of the masses, in the zone close to the Harbour, may have motivated the 

Commissioners decision to grant local landowner Richard Wainutt the right of passage to three 

private houses on the Sixty Foot Road (another name for Marine Road), as long as he covenanted 

‘that such Houses never shall be made use o f  as public Houses fo r  the sale o f  Malt, Spirits..

The same condition was imposed on their own employee, Richard Toutcher, when he received 

permission to open a passage from his land to the same road with a view to building houses on 

that plot and, later, on a Mr. Fitzpatrick who had built a house at the comer of Georges Street and 

the Sixty Foot Road^^^. At the end of the 1820s the Commissioners were still concerned at the 

development of unauthorised developments linked to popular entertainment. The object of their 

stem gaze was not, however the big hoteliers who were encroaching on the seafront but smaller 

fish, the huckster and stall holder who set up to cater for the Sunday crowds. Hence the order 

‘that no tent or booth be erected in front o f  the Commissioners’ Store Yard and that the 

Secretary communicates the same to the Sargent o f  Police’, an order that was partially 

circumvented, for reasons that are unclear, by the intervention of the Lord Lieutenant, who 

decreed that permission be given ‘fo r  the erection o f  Booths on the Commissioners ground under 

certain regulation’̂ ^ .̂ In another instance a local society was allowed to use the ground next to 

the Anglesea Arms Hotel on Crofton Road, owned by a member of the prominent coal merchant 

family, the Armstrongs, for entertainment, on condition that no stmcture was to be erected other 

than a wooden railing to surround the ground where a band was to provide the entertainment^^'*.

laatcMs]
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Plate 6.2 Haye’s Royal Hotel, Kingstown. Source: Pearson 1991,58.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 26/6/1823. 
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/6, 5/1/1833. 
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/4, 11/6/1829. 
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 17/6/1830.
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In contrast to the small operators, prominent hotelier, Edward Hayes, owner of Hayes Royal 

Hotel, situated on high ground above the Harbour, was given exclusive permission to erect a 

tent/booth on the ‘Churl Ground’, a large area belonging to the Commissioners that separated the 

hotel from the shore, for the Kingstown Bazaar/Dublin Bay Regatta of August 1831^^ .̂ The 

obviously less influential ‘vintners o f  Kingstown and vicinity’ had their request to erect 

tents/booths on the open ground near the Boat Harbour refused, despite their observation about 

their good conduct at all previous Regattas and an assurance that the ‘same propriety o f  conduct 

shall be observed' on this occasion^^®. Not only did the Commissioners refuse the vintners 

request but they pointedly stated that no tents/booths ‘o f  any description ’, other than Hayes one, 

were to be permitted on any land controlled by them.

In June 1824, the Harbour Master, William Hutchison, wrote a sharp letter to the Commissioners 

about the general situation at the Harbour. The picture he draws, no doubt exaggerated for effect, 

is o f a sort of free-for-all, a hurly burly port-life where the authority and power of the state and 

its agents was tenuous: 7  request you will state to the Honourable Board that without the 

assistance o f  the Police, it will not be in my power to keep any order or check the villainous 

behaviour o f  the Boatmen, Beggars and Carmen at the different landing places at the harbour 

but partic'y at the embarking and disembarking o f  the numerous passengers by the packets. 

During the last week a poor country lad was defrauded o f  his passage money by a Boatman who 

represented himself as the Captain o f  the Steam Packet, i f  there had been a Police Establishment 

in the Town, he could have been apprehended and my boatmen were threatened to be beat fo r  

having informed me o f  this circumstance. On the landing ofpassengers there is such a rush made 

fo r  the luggage as i f  it was fo r  plunder, so that the luggage o f  one person is sometimes taken 

away by half a dozen different persons offering every facility to theft and the swarm o f  Beggars 

who block up the landing places are the greatest annoyance and highly discreditable, fo r  

strangers are apt to form  their opinions on first sights, occurrences o f  this kind daily happen and 

in addition Boxing, and drunkenness shew the necessity o f  an application to the proper quarter 

fo r  police and which will also be a considerable benefit fo r  the town What is clear from this 

description is that the Harbour had, in this early period, become a space relatively free o f elite 

authority, an autonomous zone where different segments of the masses, competed, cooperated 

and preyed on each other. The Commissioners shared Hutchison’s concerns and forwarded his 

letter to the Magistrates o f the Head Office of Police, accompanied by their own plea for the need 

to assert control over this disorderly place by permanently stationing a force of police at the 

Harbour. They seemed especially concerned at the beggars ‘who from  the influx o f  strangers 

have collected here in vast numbers ’ and regarded their ‘suppression and dispersion ’ as a 

priority. This conflict between authority and autonomy sometimes extended into strange areas;

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/5, 4/8/1831.
-“ NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 8/KIN/980(2), undated 1831.

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 24/6/1824.
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in 1832 the Commissioners gave two orders to erect notices in the Harbour area banning, on pain 

of prosecution, the collection of stones from the Harbour beach, probably linked to building 

activity, and the shooting of sea fowP^*. This ban on hunting arose from a letter from the 

Harbour M aster stating that people firing at the sea birds from the Piers and Harbour shore was a 

daily occurrence and that the M agistrates had complained, a fair indication that those engaged in 

this activity were from the ‘lower orders’.

Nor was contentious activity restricted to the piers and area around the Boat Harbour. Thomas 

Tilly, a property speculator based in Henrietta Street, Dublin City and one time Kingstown Town 

Commissioner, had built the eight houses of Haddington Terrace in 1835, on land leased from 

the landowner Carter, just south of the base of the East Pier^^®.

Figure 6.2 Map of area around Thomas Tilly's houses, 1835. Source: NA, KHC, OPW/KIN/1360(3).

In April of that year, Tilly was already complaining about the location of the Harbour M aster’s 

house under the windows of these houses, causing, according to Tilly, 'a great depreciation in 

the value o f  m y property’ and also demanding that a wall be built in front of the houses, 

presumably to screen them from working people who walked along the rail road linking the 

Harbour to Glasthule and Dalkey^^°. By July, Tilly wrote again but this time in more explicit

NA, KHC, Ref; OPW 1/8/6/5, 23/2/1832, 12/4/1832.
P. Pearson, Dun iMoghaire-Kingstown (Dublin 1991) 56. 
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 8/KIN/I359, 13/4/1835.
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terms, referring to the use by passers-by of a trench at the top o f the rail road bank as a toilet; 

‘persons walking on the pathway along the train road get on the Bank and expose their persons 

in a most shameful manner under the windows o f the houses’ and complaining that the landlord, 

Mr. Carter, had done nothing to deal with this problem^^'. Here in a real physical and spatial 

manner, the worlds of the new bourgeois town and the, slightly, older proletarian settlements are 

seen colliding at the grand doorsteps of Haddington Terrace. The same clash played a part in the 

complaint made by the Harbour Master, in 1837, about workers employed in the area, especially 

those working on the new Mariners Church, using the open ground, belonging to the Board of 

Public Works, located between the Harbour reservoir and the Forty Foot Road (Marine Road), to 

go to the toilet^^^. This site of popular urination was situated right under the noses o f Hayes 

Royal Hotel and the newly built Gresham Terrace, offending both visiting and resident 

bourgeois. The Harbour Master’s solution was pragmatic, if snobbish: ‘a Public Convenience in 

some retired Spot, would remove those exhibitions out o f  sight and stop the general remark on its 

impropriety’. In response the Resident Engineer, Richard Thomas, proposed two solutions: 

firstly he agreed that a new public toilet should be constructed, discretely situated below the 

parapet o f the East Pier, incidentally overlooking the contentious popular bathing area on the 

new beach^^^. His second suggestion was simply to approach the manager in charge o f the 

church building site and ask him to block up the gap in the boundary wall between the ‘Tank 

Field' and the building site so as to prevent the workers from entering to relieve themselves.

Under pressure from Dublin Castle, the Magistrates of the Head Office of Police had agreed to 

station a peace officer and eight policemen at Kingstown in 1824, on condition that the 

Commissioners provided premises for them^^''. A five room house in the ‘upper town’ was 

rented from a James Flynn as temporary accomodation while a proper station was being built at 

the Boat Harbour in the heart of the Harbour^'^^ Eventually this harbour station was to contain a 

‘lock-up’, where prisoners at the Harbour could be held until they were tried by a visiting 

Magistrate from Blackrock^^^. However, a new dispute now arose between the Commissioners 

and the Magistrates about the geographical remit of the Kingstown unit^^ .̂ The police were 

initially instructed to patrol at night as far as Loughlinstown, about three miles south as the crow 

flies, much to the dismay of the Commissioners, whose primary goal was ‘the maintenance o f  

good order and protection o f  persons and property in the Harbour and its immediate vicinity ’ 

but eventually agreement was reached and the nightly patrols were restricted. The exact duties of 

the police as envisaged by the Commissioners, gives a useful insight into the spatial aspect of

N A , KHC, Ref: O P W 8/K IN /1391( l) ,  16/7/1835.
NA, KHC, Ref: 0 P W 8 /K I N /1540(2), 8/5/1837.
NA, KHC, Ref: 0 P W 8 /K IN /1 540(1), 13/5/1837.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/3, 1/7/1824, 8/7/1824, 22/7/1824.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/3, 29/7/1824.
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/4, 20/3/1828.

”̂ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/6/3, 12/8/1824, 19/8/1824, 16/9/1824.
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their attempts to control ‘the Harbour and its immediate vicinity Top o f the list, unsurprisingly, 

came the protection o f public and private property between the Piers, next came attendance at the 

landing and embarkation of ship passengers ‘to prevent insults and abuses to which they have 

been subject and serious quarrels between seamen and Boatmen ’ and finally, and most tellingly: 

'to confine their nightly Patrol to Kingstown, Bullock, Dalkey and this neighbourhood, which 

would be comptrolling a population o f  upward o f  5000 many o f  them dangerous characters’. 

Though they did not want to over-extend the police and thereby dilute their effectiveness at the 

Harbour, they were definitely concerned with the bigger picture; maintaining order in a district 

now inhabited by a large and turbulent working class community, the ‘dangerous characters’ that 

could disrupt the smooth operation of the communications network and infrastructural work 

under their control.

There were limits, however, to their understanding o f their remit and when the Peace Officer, 

Neville, asked whether they would allow the sale of com in Kingstown on the Sabbath, they 

deftly sidestepped this question of God and mammon, declaring that the ‘Board highly 

disapprove o f  any breach o f  the Sabbath but refer you to the C hief Office o f  Police fo r  particular 

instructions on the subject ’, a pragmatic response that was not surprising since they later issued 

an instruction that ships requiring water on a Sunday had to be supplied, despite the Sabbath^^*. 

On the other hand the Commissioners had their own broader expectations of the police, one of 

which was the expulsion of beggars, not only from the Harbour but from the whole town. In a 

letter to Alderman Frederick Darley, Chief Magistrate of Police, they complained that ‘the 

inconvenience and annoyance to the passengers frequenting this Harbour has become so great 

from  the impudence and perseverance o f some sturdy Beggars, that they fee l themselves called 

upon to request that you will give orders to the Police stationed here to pursue every possible 

means to banish them from  this neighbourhood’, though the lack of response from Darley or the 

local police indicates a reluctance to deal with this ‘problem’^̂ .̂

The combination of a large harbour, new town, frequent visitors and a numerous population of 

migrant labourers should have been fertile soil for the growth of prostitution but there is no 

mention in the Harbour records of this activity happening in Kingstown until 1843. O f course 

this does not mean that prostitution did not occur in the Harbour area prior to that year, it may 

well have simply gone unnoticed or at a level where it was not perceived as a problem by the 

Harbour authority. The possibility also exists that prudishness or simple pragmatism had 

encouraged the authorities to turn a blind eye so that the women engaged in prostitution existed 

outside of the gaze of these official records. That prostitution did exist in this port town is 

beyond dispute since the Loughlinstown Workhouse of the Rathdown Board of Guardians did

KHC, Ref: OPW 1 /8 /6 /3 ,4 / i  1/1824, 18/6/1829. 
”̂ NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/6/4, 15/6/1826.
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admit prostitutes after it opened in 1841 and the records of the Board of Guardians refer to 

numerous prostitutes seeking admittance in March 1844^'’°. The first reported incident of 

prostitution in the Harbour zone was recorded by the Harbour Master in August 1843; a Harbour 

Constable called Kenny went to help a policeman remove two prostitutes from amongst the large 

blocks of stone on the old rail road between the Anglesey Arms Hotel and the seashore^'". 

Apparently they had attracted a crowd ‘by their disorderly conduct \  a crowd which evidently 

sympathised with them in their tussle with the two men and the unfortunate Kenny came out the 

worse o f the ensuing fracas: ‘in accomplishing this hazardous and necessary task, Kenny had his 

Trousers torn to Shreds and received a dreadful kicking in his stomach. I  request the 

Commissioners will be pleased to afford him to replace his loss at the public expense, not a 

person would assist him in his conflict and the virago would not let go her hold o f  him, until 

overpowered by Policetnen sent to his a id ’. A year later Hutchison’s comments on new bye- 

laws, mainly aimed at curbing unlicensed porters, revealed the real extent of prostitution at the 

Harbour '̂*^. He asked the Board to cover two additional offences in these bye-Iaws: prostitution 

and pitch and toss playing. Hutchison call for 'the expulsion o f  Prostitutes from  about the 

harbour and the Piers, where they have holes to bring their followers, in the very Daylight, and 

at night the noise and screeching is a scandal to morals draws a picture o f entrenched and 

defiant activity by the women. He linked this ‘scandal to morals’ to another: ‘groups o f  men and 

Boys and Prostitutes playing Pitch and Toss wherever they can he screenedfrom view among the 

Stones between Boat harbour and Shipyard and on the West P ier’. Rowdy popular recreation 

had come to occupy the interstices of the great monument to imperial engineering. Fitfully, and 

temporarily, ordinary people shaped the uses of an artificial landscape, ostensibly controlled by 

the state. The Board’s response that this was ‘a matter fo r  the Police’ only emphasised the fact 

that the Harbour Authority (in its old and new guise) relied, again and again, in the last instance, 

on the coercive power of the colonial state to enforce the prevailing social order in its domain.

6.6 CONCLUSION.

What picture can be drawn that accurately fits this ebb and flow of labour, power and play? If 

those who ruled, those who supervised, the propertied and the powerful, succeeded in imposing 

their order on this Harbour World, they did so only gradually and, at least before the onset o f the 

Famine, incompletely. In the nooks and crannies o f this world o f capitalist colonialism, the 

subaltern also partially shaped their own worlds, sometimes in direct opposition to the demands 

and interests of the elite.

E. 6  Cathaoir, The Rathdown Union W orkhouse at Loughlinstown, 1838-1923, D ublin Historical 
Record, xlvi i i  2 (Autumn 1995) 114.

NA, KHC, R ef O PW 8/KIN/1984, 9/8/1843.
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This process, took shape as a multi-comered series of struggles/relationships, as Commissioners, 

contractors, managers and workers cooperated and competed, and in turn moulded and were 

moulded by the places in which these struggles occurred. The Commissioners, following their 

own class instincts and interests, as well as the imperatives of the colonial state, wanted to 

control costs, maximise efficiency, maintain order, conserve labour supply and bring the grand 

project to completion. The contractors sought the maximisation of profit, bringing them into 

conflict with both workers and the state. The Resident Engineers, whose title belied their 

exceptionally broad remit, in addition to their technical functions fulfilled a role that might, in 

the parlance of late capitalism, be called human resource management, mediating between the 

workers and their employers, to ensure the efficient functioning o f the works and the compliance 

of the workforce, a role that brought forth an unexpected sympathy for the plight o f the working 

men, a sympathy bom perhaps of simple knowledge of these men’s working lives. Yet those 

same men were not passive recipients of their allotted role or general class position. They 

constantly struggled to gain the advantage in the bitter struggle for survival, by defying, 

pleading, negotiating and hoodwinking, by trying to shape their working conditions, wages and 

working places. Yet theirs was a complex world where the individual was influenced by the 

bonds of community, skill, patronage, ethno-religious identity and gender, as well as those of 

class. There were also other working communities based at the Harbour that existed, partially, 

outside the direct control of the authorities. These boatmen, porters and fishermen carved out 

autonomous worlds o f work, and over the years, battled to maintain their relative independence.

The harbour also served as a site of recreational contestation. Here the rough, loud world of 

proletarian amusement collided with the genteel pastimes of the gentry. Gambling, bathing, 

begging, prostitution and drinking, what MacLaughlin has called ‘the ribald amusements’ of the 

poor, vied with the determination o f the upper class to enjoy the sea air without the interruptions 

o f these ‘immoral’ customs, which undoubtedly, they engaged in themselves, with due 

discretion^''^. This led to a constant battle to restrict or ban the more offensive aspects of popular 

recreation, as the local bourgeois increasingly demanded the imposition of order or the 

channelling of these practices into the safer regions of respectability. These struggles to mould a 

place in the image o f the ideals o f the dominant class were not unique to the Harbour and it is to 

another ‘battlefield’, the town of Kingstown, that the narrative now turns.

J. Mac Laughlin, Review Article: Social and ideological constructs in nineteenth-century Ireland, 
Journal o f  Historical Geography 26, 4 (2000) 634.



CHAPTER 7

‘TERRACES AND COURTS’,

A CLASS GEOGRAPHY OF KINGSTOWN.

7.1 WRITING CLASS GEOGRAPHY

It is not the aim o f this chapter to produce a detailed study o f the early development of the town 

of Kingstown or to unearth all the socio-economic dynamics of that place in the first half o f the 

nineteenth century. The final task is more restricted: to look at the micro-geographies o f class in 

this new town, to explore the historical geographies of the working class places that emerged 

from the harbour and railway building projects, to try to identify some elements of the hidden 

worlds of labouring people in pre-Famine Kingstown, worlds that were so close, in terms of 

physical distance, to the town o f ‘handsome buildings, inhabited chiefly by the opulent citizens o f  

Dublin’ that Lewis described in 1837, yet as separate, socially, as distant planets'. As was 

observed in relation to worlds o f work in Chapter Six, this cannot be done without dealing with 

other classes as well, since it is this dialectic and relational nature of class, based on the 

relationships between groups o f people as well as within those groups, that has formed one o f the 

key themes of this thesis. The very fact that the documents o f the period, especially the records 

of the Town Commissioners, are written almost exclusively from the perspective o f the upper 

and middle classes, and pay little direct attention to the working class, makes such inter-class 

readings unavoidable.

7.2 WORKING CLASS PLACES 

7.2.1 Kingstown: class by numbers

A study o f a local working class is faced with two problems when using pre-Famine censuses. 

Firstly, these are hazardous to use because o f their inaccuracy and the unwieldy statistical 

categories employed. Yet even if  these flaws did not exist, one could easily fall into the trap of 

viewing class as a simple statistical category, a matter of placing people in to boxes based on 

their occupational status. This error can be avoided, only by using statistical material as an 

adjunct to a picture of class based on the real, lived experience o f people, their relations with 

others o f their own class and with individuals of other classes within various institutional and 

structural settings. It is in this spirit that the census material is briefly approached. What that 

material does do is allow us to track, albeit crudely, the proportional growth o f the working class

‘ Ryan, Lew is' Dublin, 200.
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in Kingstown and its vicinity. In 1831, 34.9% of all Kingstown males over 20, were classified as 

non-agricultural labourers, to which one could add the 1.6% agricultural labourers, 9% servants 

and a proportion o f the 29.8% classified as employed in retail and handicrafts, to come to the 

conclusion that the majority o f the town’s male population were workers. The same is true of the 

rest of Monkstown Parish, which included places such as Monkstown village, Glenageary and 

Sallynoggin, where the adult male categories of labourer, both agricultural and non-agricultural, 

and servant came to a total o f 54.4%, without including any of the 14.5% involved in retail and 

handicrafts. These then, were the ‘industrious po o r’ whom the local doctor, Charles Duffy, 

described as ‘by whom we are so thickly surrounded’ in 1834^. One factor that requires attention 

is the lack of information on women in this census and other census. Other than in relation to 

domestic service, we are left largely ignorant of their class positions. The only piece of 

information available is the number of female servants in each area, which stood at 13.4% of the 

total female population in Kingstown and 19.1% in remaining part o f Monkstown parish, figures 

which confirm the extent of the proletarian population but also the amount of wealthy who could 

afford to employ servants in the new suburbs and town. The size of that wealthy class was 

reflected in the 20% of Kingstown and 25.9% of Monkstown adult male residents who were 

classified as capitalists and professionals in 1831. The census o f 1841 may still be inaccurate 

but, again, it provides a picture which, in broad brush strokes, probably corresponds to the social 

reality o f the time. The figure of 31% of Kingstown families reliant on their own manual labour 

is remarkably close to the 1831 percentage for non-agricultural labourers, indicating constancy in 

the numbers of the manual working class. Yet the largest percentage recorded were families 

dependent on ‘the direction o f  labour’ at 37.1%, a category that spanned the boundaries of class 

and that probably included many artisans and workers in supervisory positions. The census 

figures on housing are less credible, given the documentary evidence. No houses are classified 

as fourth class, eliminating from view the many hundreds o f one room cabins o f the Kingstown 

backstreets, while only 23% (233 houses) of the total number of houses are classified as third 

class, a grossly inaccurate figure when compared with the number o f working people living in 

the town at the time. At the other end of the spectrum those families described as ‘dependent on 

vested means, professions etc. ’ only made up 11.6% of all families and first class houses only 

13.6% of all inhabited houses, figures that point in the direction of the importance of the lower 

middle class/petit bourgeois inhabitants of the town: clerical and commercial workers, shop 

keepers, self-employed tradesmen and the like.

 ̂ Royal Irish Academy, Halliday Collection, R eport o f  the M anaging C om m ittee o f  the K ingstow n  
D ipensary, 31/12/1833-31/12 /1834 .
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7.2.2 The Kingstown Courts

This other Kingstown, the worker and petit-bourgeois town, was contemptuously portrayed by 

Thakeray as ‘lines o f  low cottages which have not a Kingstown look at all...The houses have a 

battered, rakish look, and seem going to ruin before their time. As seaman o f  all nations come 

hither who have made no vow o f  temperance, there are plenty o f  liquor-shops still, and shabby 

cigar shops, and milliners’ and tailors with fly-blown prints o f  old fashions... and numbers o f  

shabby sauntering people, the younger part o f  whom are barelegged and bareheaded, make up 

the rest o f  the p icture ’̂ . Kingstown Avenue (later renamed Patrick Street), was the heart o f this 

other Kingstown, a gently sloping street rising from the crossroads at the centre of the town, 

lined with small businesses, backed by numerous little courtyards and lanes called ‘courts’, in 

which were found groups of five, six or more one or two room cabins. The existence of this 

street is already evident on Duncan’s 1821 map of Co. Dublin, as a short cul de sac extending 

southwards from the junction o f the Sixty Foot Road and Georges Street"*. An article in Saunders 

Newsletter, dated the 14* o f November 1823, describing a visit to Kingstown by the Lord Mayor 

of Dublin, in his capacity as County Magistrate, to clamp down on illegal practices by 

shopkeepers and publicans, contains evidence of the rapid development o f a predominantly 

working class new town, to the east o f old Dunleary: ‘His appearance was welcomed with 

gratitude and surprise by the humbler classes at Kingstown, who blessed his Lordship and 

observed that his presence was much wanted there. He inspected the different huxters, grocers 

and other shops and finding light weights, levied several penalties on the spot, which his 

Lordship obliged them to pay forthwith. He seized unstamped quarts and pints, inflicting there 

also penalties o f  21 and II, according to the number o f  such fraudulent vessels . The Mayor 

fined Reid’s bakery in ‘Upper Kingstown', who tried to hide ‘great quantities o f  bread' which 

were ‘discovered to be ligh t’ and a ‘huxter m an’ was also fined for selling ‘light bread’ from 

Reids. The relocation, during the 1820s, o f the core of the town from the York 

Road/Cumberland Street crossroads to this junction, boosted the development of the Kingstown 

Avenue as a commercial focus, rivalling the main thoroughfare of Georges Street. Based on 

evidence o f the sudden increases in baptisms from the Catholic baptismal register, the existence 

o f the above mentioned courts, especially those grouped around the original core, probably dates 

initially from around 1817, with an additional influx of harbour/quarry workers boosting the 

working class population after 1821^. The hypothesis propounded by Gowan that the courts 

developed after the work on the Harbour and the Dublin to Kingstown Railway was finished 

does not stand up to scrutiny but his contention that these clusters of tiny cabins/cottages 

developed because of a lack of old buildings suitable for conversion into tenements in the town

 ̂ Thakeray, The Irish Sketch Book, 8.
 ̂ W. Duncan, Map o f  the County o f  Dublin, 1821.
 ̂NLI, Saunders Newsletter, 14/11/1823.
 ̂NLI, p.9071, Baptismal Register, Catholic Parish o f  St. Michaels, Kingstown.
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o f Kingstown probably has some basis. Gowan accurately describes the courts as collections of 

small, mud walled, thatched, one room dwellings, often bunched around a yard that was 

sometimes entered through an archway from the main street, though the cabins were often 

arranged along a lane rather than around a yard^. A number of courts and streets lined by 

working class cottages are named, and others are clearly identifiable, on the first map of the 

town. Ordnance Survey town plan of 1837. Those named are; Ryder’s Row (Callaghan’s Lane), 

Albert Place, Paradise Row, Paradise Avenue, Goat Alley (M iliken’s Court), M ars Court and 

C odd’s Lane. The profusion of small courts along Kingstown Avenue is already well 

established by this stage, indicating a likelihood that these working class dwellings were 

constructed in the 1820s rather than the 1830s.

<v

r *-A. X

y  s j

Figure 7.1 Kingstown Avenue and surrounding courts. Extract from Valuation Office Map, c.1849,
Gilbert Library.

It has been well-documented that in pre-Famine rural Ireland, there were often one or more 

intermediate lessors between the head landlord and the actual tenant and the same situation 

pertained in towns. In relation to the Kingstown courts, it is difficult to reconstruct this web of 

rental relationships, since the De Vesci Rentals only record those at the top of the system who 

leased land directly from De Vesci and few if any of these were working class tenants. There 

were usually three or four levels between the head landlord and the tenant, starting with the large 

landholder or property owner, then the immediate owner, probably a small business person or 

self-employed artisan and finally the court dweller, who might, in some cases, sub-let

’’ J. Gow an, The M ini dw ellings o f  M onkstown and K ingstow n, Dun L aoghaire Borough H istorica l 
Socie ty  Journal, 4  ( 1995) 25-28.
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neighbouring cabins to fellow workers. The printed valuation book of 1849 and its associated 

maps, are the earliest sources that allow any sort of systematic research on this issue, a source 

that, because of its post-Famine provenance, may give only a distorted picture of the 1830s 

period. Nonetheless, it is fair to assume that the patterns of property ownership and rental 

structure that can be discerned in 1849, had not altered substantially in courts and lanes that had 

existed in the 1830s, even if the number of inhabitants had been swollen by the influx of rural 

poor fleeing the evictions and starvation of the Famine.

Figure 7.2 Doyles Court, Cumberland Street. Extract from Valuation Office Map, c.1849, Gilbert
Library.

For example, the classic pattern of intermediaries between the ‘Lords of the Soil’ and the 

working class tenants exhibited itself in relation to a place called Doyle’s Court (later known as 

Molloy’s Court) which is clearly identifiable, though not named, on the 1837 town plan*. This 

court consisted of a long narrow lane of fourteen cabins/cottages of varying sizes with net annual 

valuations ranging from 10s to £4. It was situated behind a small house on the south side of 

Cumberland Street, next door to which lay the archway entrance to the court. The occupant of 

this house was William Doyle, who in turn rented it from Miss Mary Semple, who was the 

leaseholder of substantial lands (belonging to the De Vesci/Longford Estate) in the area, 

including the gravel pit at York Road, a short distance from Doyle’s Court. Doyle, for whom the 

court was named, let cabins/cottages to seven of the court’s tenants. Mrs. Sarah Butler, who 

rented a building where she kept a dairy, located on the other side of the archway entrance, from 

Doyle, let cabins to three further tenants and a William Butler, who may have been related to her.

* GV, Parish of Monkstown, Dunleary, Map refs . No. 1-13, D oyle’s Court, p.66.
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rented one cabin to a tenant named James Allen. It should not be assumed that all the tenants o f 

a court were o f  equal status or even class position: one resident o f a small cabin in Doyle’s 

Court, Mary Page, held her dwelling by freehold, while one o f  D oyle’s tenants, William Gough, 

who lived in a slightly larger cottage, rented a tiny cabin to an Anne Gaskin. N or should it be 

presumed that the same pattern was replicated in all courts. The relatively complex pattern o f 

letting and sub-letting in Doyle’s Court was not mirrored in the adjacent Baymount or Kelly’s 

Court where all the cabins were rented directly to the tenants by one landlord, John Kelly, who 

also owned the two Cumberland Street houses in front o f  that court nor across the road in 

Fosters Court, where the jaunting car owner, James Foster, lived in a large cottage, valued at £9, 

rented from a Miss Anne Armstrong and sub-let the remaining six cottages and two small shops 

at the entrance o f  the court to other tenants^.

M oving eastwards from Cumberland Street and the original centre o f Kingstown, the line o f  six 

or so lanes located o ff the south o f Lower Georges Street all had a common rental structure: the 

landlord lived in a house on the main street at or near the entrance to the lane, with little or no 

sub-letting amongst the tenants. This pattern speaks o f  these lanes developing in the plots behind 

these houses as the town began to stretch to the east along Georges Street in the 1820s and more 

and more migrant workers needed housing in a place where there were few tenement buildings. 

An example o f  such a lane was Byrne’s Court, situated behind a dairy rented by John Byrne from 

Captain Nassau W. Stephens'®. This court was made up o f seven to nine cabins laid out in two 

rows along both sides o f the plot, with all the tenants renting their homes from Byrne. But it was 

in and around Kingstown Avenue that most o f  the courts were located. Again most o f  these were 

located in small courtyards behind their landlord’s houses/shops in Kingstown Avenue and many 

o f the landlords were tradesmen or small business owners o f  some sort. Men such as Hiriam 

Murray, house painter and glazier, John Font, jaunting car owner, Edward Stephens, measurer 

and surveyor, John Lowry, tailor, and John Rochford, slater, all owned some or all o f  the cabins 

in various courts behind Kingstown Avenue. A court that fell into this category was Cody’s 

Court, on the east side o f Kingstown A venue''. Here five tenants rented their cabins, all valued 

at £2 5s or £2 15s, from Denis Cody who him self rented a house next to the court, valued at £9 

1 Os, from Joseph Barrett. Cody also let two houses o f higher value that were situated next door 

to his own. At a stage above these mini-landlords were bigger property owners such as James 

Gannon and Henry Mulhall, who owned much more properties and often rented to tenants who in 

turn sub-let cabins to their neighbours. Examples o f such tenants were Matthew Marlow, o f 

M arlow ’s Place, a tenant o f Henry Mulhall who sub-let seven other cabins in the court or Philip

 ̂GV, Parish o f  Monkstown, Dunleary, Map re fs . No. 1-20, Kelly’s Court, p.66, No. 1-6, Foster’s Court, 
p.65.

GV, Parish o f  Monkstown, Dunleary, Map refs . No. 1-7, Byrnes’s Court, p.58 
" GV, Parish o f  Monkstown, Dunleary, Map refs . No. 1-5, Cody’s Court, p.75-76.
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Turner and Bryan Hanlon both o f whom rented cabins on Paradise Place from Mulhall and in 

turn sub-let seven and five cabins, respectively, to other tenants'^.

Kingstown, with its world o f courts hidden behind the shops and homes o f the main streets was 

certainly a good example o f micro-segregation but the boundaries between the physical worlds of 

different classes are always blurred. Certainly no labourers rented a house at Gresham Terrace or 

Sussex Parade (though it should not be forgotten that even here some servants lived in those 

houses) and no ‘gentleman’ or professional would have lived on Paradise Row or in any of the 

crowded courts o f Kingstown Avenue. Yet in 1834 Mary Roche, the dressmaker and Pierce 

Mullidy, the boot and shoemaker, shared residency o f Rumley Avenue with John Marlow the 

attorney and Mrs Hovenden, the owner of a ‘seminary fo r  young ladies As has been noted 

Kingstown Avenue, the heart of working class Kingstown was lined with the shops and homes of 

self-employed artisans, petty landlord and huckster. The area around the old crossroads where 

Cumberland Street, York Road and Clarence Street met was the location o f the packed tiny 

cabins o f the courts, but also o f the business and homes o f the well to do, a situation that was 

amply illustrated by the evidence given to the Town Commissioners regarding objections to the 

location of a lime kiln, belonging to an Edward Smith, at the back o f the houses on the northern 

side of Cumberland Street''*. Those giving evidence included Joseph Armstrong, a Clarence 

Street business man. Dr. Ledwith, also o f Clarence Street, and the teacher at the Cumberland 

Street Infant School, Mr. Archer, yet right next to the yard where the lime kiln was situated was 

McCormick’s Court, eight small dwellings located in a coal yard and further south behind the 

houses on the southern side o f Cumberland Street lay up to 34 small cabins crowded together in 

Baymount and Doyle’s courts. This sort o f blurring also pertained on Rumley Avenue, the 

northern end o f York Road and the area around Georges Place to the north o f Lower Georges 

Street. Yet areas like these were a sort o f buffer zone separating the upper echelons of society 

from the very poor. The residents of the imposing terraces and smart villas on the sea front. 

Upper Georges Street, Northumberland Avenue and the area just south the York Road/Tivoli 

Road junction, were well closeted from the sight, sound and smell o f centres o f working class 

life.

7.2.3 ‘A Statistical Inquiry’

In 1867, Dr. Thomas More Madden, edited and posthumously published a pamphlet entitled A 

Statistical Inquiry into the Sanitary Condition o f  Kingstown by Charles Haliday'^. Haliday was a

GV, Parish o f  Monkstown, Dunleary, Map re fs . N o .1-8, Marlow’s Place, p.75, N o .1-16, Paradise Place, 
p.74.

Pettigrew and Oulton 's Dublin Directory (Dublin 1834) 147.
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/2, 30/4/1845.
C. Haliday, A Statistical Inquiry into the Sanitary Condition o f  Kingstown  (Dublin 1867).
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wealthy resident of Monkstown, a capitalist, philanthropist and scholar, who had carried out a 

detailed survey of the sanitaiy condition of the courts of Kingstown in 1866 and had died in the 

same year'^. He had already shown himself to be, in that term beloved o f the Victorian elite, ‘a 

friend o f the poor’, by raising the ‘great wrong done to the labouring classes ’ by the Dublin and 

Kingstown Railway Company when the train line had cut off many traditional bathing places 

along the coast between Dublin and Kingstown and by campaigning, successfully, to have new 

baths located at Salthill, near the old village of Dunleary’’. Despite the fact that Haliday’s 

Statistical Inquiry was written a decade or so after the end of period under examination in this 

study, it is likely that the conditions he described were similar to those that pertained in the pre- 

Famine era. Most of the courts he described existed prior to the famine and if anything, the 

conditions might have worsened due to the overcrowding caused by the continuation o f rapid 

population increase. In the absence o f any detailed pre-Famine description o f the home places of 

the poor in Kingstown this document is a valuable source of information and an insight into the 

social gulf that existed in the town.

Haliday’s pamphlet starts with an overtly spatial portrayal of Kingstown’s two worlds, that is 

worth quoting in full, a bitingly accurate summary o f the intimate geography of class, even if it is 

written in the language of Victorian condescension: ‘The space between luxury and want is there 

too great, and, possibly, some apology might be fram ed fo r  those, who, residing amid the West- 

end magnificence o f  London, have never seen the dwellings o f  the poor in Lime-house or 

Spitalfields. But what apology can be devised fo r  the fa c t to which I  solicit your attention -  fo r  

the fact, that in a place like Kingstown, such courts and lanes exist, and have long existed, 

apparently unnoticed? Here we have a comparatively small town -  a town which may be walked 

over from  one end to the other within an hour -  a fashionable watering-place -  the summer 

resort o f  individuals seeking health, and the permanent residence o f  some o f  the wealthy citizens 

o f  Dublin; and yet in connection with the principal streets, and in almost the very centre o f  the 

town, we fin d  upwards o f  one hundred courts and lanes in a most abominable state o f  filth and 

neglect, mostly unpaved -  without sewers or drains -  without privies or ash pits -  without any 

water supply -  without even a pump -  and being without gas-lamps or other lights, they are at 

night involved in darkness, and become receptacles o ffd th  o f  all kinds; and yet, as they contain 

nearly eight hundred houses or cottages, inhabited by four thousand or five  thousand human 

beings, they are the dwelling-houses o f  about one third o f  the entire population o f  Kingstown 

Haliday listed all the courts, lanes and tenements that he had investigated, many of which existed 

in the pre-Famine period, although it is difficult to access precisely how many, since the names 

o f the courts sometimes changed depending on who the landlord was at any one time. O f the 16 

courts/lanes subjected by Haliday to more detailed treatment, at least six are identifiable on the

D. 6  Suilleabhain, O K ingstow n g o  Dun L aoghaire  (Dublin 1976) 122-123.
Haliday, A S ta tis tica l Inquiry, 31.
ib id .,15-16.
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1837 Ordnance Survey town plan of Kingstown: Bay mount Court, G offs  Court, Albert Court, 

Jone’s Court, Callaghan’s Lane and Codd’s Lane'®. If one takes Baymount Court, behind 

Cumberland Street, already referred to in relation to rental structure, it was largely unchanged 

since the 1830s ‘having one large house. No. 19, in front to the street, and behind it twenty 

smaller houses or cottages, with earthen floors, necessarily damp, as being mostly below the 

level o f  the court, which is unpaved and undrained, and flooded during heavy rain. To these 

cottages there is no re re whatsoever, nor have they the slightest provision fo r  preserving decency 

and cleanliness....yet it is the dwelling place o f upward o f one hundred human beings, paying 

from  one shilling and six pence to two shillings and six-pence per week, fo r  single rooms, twelve 

to fourteen feet square, in which whole families -  men, women and children -  eat, drink and 

sleep ’̂ .̂ What Haliday noticed, besides the complete lack of sanitation facilities and clean water 

supply, was the density of the population in these places. In another small court off Clarence 

Street, McCormick’s Court, he found over 100 people crowded into 24 cabins.

Plate 7.1 One of the few remaining courts c.1936. Source: Robertson 1936,35.

His polite if forceful opening remarks gave way in the body of the pamphlet to forceful 

denunciation. His anger arose from his view that the municipal authority of the town, and the 

dominant class it represented, was completely negligent of what he saw as the duties of the rich: 

‘What have you done to improve the dwelling-places o f  the labouring classes in Kingstown, and 

thereby, not only to protect the health o f the town, but to improve the physical, moral, and social 

condition o f  a valuable portion o f the community? I f  this be asked, what reply can be given? I f  

you say that you have no power, will it not be asked: did you ever apply fo r  it? ’̂ \  Haliday

NA, Ref: OS 140, Kingstown Town Plan 1837, Sheet E 311 P l-4 . 
Haliday, A Statistical Inquiry, 16.
Haliday, A Statistical Inquiry, 23.
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continues in the same vein, berating the Town Commissioner’s for their class bias: ‘Some 

ratepayers will remember that a section o f  your Board strenuously supported the Promoters o f  a 

Bill to tax the township £80,000 or £90,000fo r  an "Esplanade ”, as an additional promenade fo r  

the wealthy classes, at the Eastern Pier o f  the Harbour. Besides, they see the walls o f  your 

Board-room covered with costly designs fo r  a new Town Hall and Sessions House; and they fee l 

that you levied upwards o f  £3000 fo r  costs and compensation to one o f  your own Board fo r  

widening the entrance to Kingstown Avenue Haliday was no revolutionary, his anger was 

directed at his own class for their failure in their ‘duty’ towards the poor, for their wilful 

ignorance of the conditions in which the poor lived, for their failure to ‘improve’ the lives of 

their inferiors, not for the class positions that they held or their control of wealth and power: ‘It 

surely is the duty o f  the rich, wherever Providence has placed them, to make themselves 

acquainted with the condition o f  the poor o f  the locality, the nature o f  the circumstances in which 

they are placed, the state o f  the dwellings o f  the labouring classes, and o f  the indigent in their 

vicinity, although it may be a painful task, although it is dangerous to enter those dwellings o f  

the poor....that to lead the working class into the ways o f  improvement is to serve society; that it 

is not in our interest they should be a degraded and a miserable p e o p l e What Haliday had 

observed was the micro-segregation of the rich of Kingstown; despite the buffer zones they could 

live all their lives in close proximity, in terms of physical distance, to the working class, yet the 

social gulf remained immense. They simply did not look up the lane or through the archway and 

though most of them knew or guessed what lay behind the fa9ade, they did not care to fmd out 

more. Haliday’s appeal to duty fell on deaf ears, with one Commissioner, the publican Miles 

Kelly, declaring some years later, that he had never heard o f Haliday or his pamphlet! The 

women and men of the courts had to wait three decades before a fully comprehensive and 

effective sewage scheme was introduced in Kingstown^'*.

7.2.4 Smaller settlements

The local working class was not confined to the centre of Kingstown. In and around the 

surrounding satellite villages and scattered across the rural hinterland were a number o f smaller 

workers settlements some o f which had come into existence as a direct result of the building of 

the Harbour. One such settlement, already referred to, was Perrin’s Row, the straggling line of 

workers cabins that grew along the old ‘Back Road’ that linked Monkstown and Bullock, behind 

the village of Glasthule. It was named after the major local land owner, Bullock resident and 

probable first landlord of at least part of the settlement, Aldemian Arthur Perrin. This settlement 

had grown quite early on as a direct result of the arrival of the migrant harbour and quarry 

workers, many of whom would have worked at Glasthule Quarry, on what is now the site of the

Ibid., 24.
”  Ibid., 27-27.

6  Suilleabhain, 6  Kingstown, 131/135.
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People’s Park in Dun Laoghaire, and as late as 1837, it was described in the Ordnance Survey 

Field Name Book as 'A row o f poor looking Houses nearly all occupied by stone-cutters’̂ .̂ The 

cabins on the southern side of the road, on land leased from the DeVesci/Longford Estate by 

Michael Swan, were cleared sometime before 1830 and replaced with a plantation or ornamental 

garden, but the ones on the northern side remained in place^^.

^ - O E N  C S J  ' ■  ̂ •*

Figure 7.3 Perrin’s Row, Glasthule. Extract from Valuation Office Map, c.1849, Gilbert Library.

In 1831, the Harbour Commissioners received a report that ground rented by them for the rail 

road ‘is occupied by persons fo r  which Mr. Sheridan has been in the habit o f  charging rent’, 

Sheridan being the owner of the nearby mansion at Edenville, probably referring to a line of 

about ten cottages called Aird’s Row (now Magenta Place) that stretched south from Perrin’s 

Row along the rail road The micro-geography of the rental structure of Perrin's Row was 

largely dictated by the influence of an earlier landholding system. In the eighteenth century a 

number of strip holdings had developed from the shore road where the old village of Glasthule 

had existed towards the ancient ‘Back Road’ ®̂. These property strips had eventually linked with 

this road and this dictated the division of Perrin’s Row into separate leaseholds, which included 

the ten cabins that were the property of the owner of Edenville. The workers had settled here 

ignoring the existing property boundaries, creating facts on the ground which local landowners 

subsequently took advantage of or else those same landholders had extended the property 

boundaries back to the old road after the informal settlement had come into existence, to take 

advantage of the creation of the settlement by claiming rent from the incoming squatters. The 

Griffith Valuation of 1849 reflects this division, since at that stage the settlement was in mainly 

in the hands of three property owners, R.J. Newcomen, the owner of Edenville, Mrs Catherine 

Chalmer and John Hannigan, the owner of a number of other properties on the main street of

NLI, Ref: Ir 92942 03, Ordnance Survey Field Name Books, Dublin County Vol 3, 128.
NA, Ref: OS 36 E 311, Valuation Office Boundary Survey (Sketch Maps): Union o f Monkstown (1830). 

NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 8/KIN/1445(2), 18/3/1836.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/5, 20/10/1831.
NLI, Manuscripts Section, Longfield Collection, Ref: 21 F 53.5, undated estate map of De 

Vesci/Longford Monkstown Estate.
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Glasthule, though, in a pattern common to many workers settlements, four Perrin’s Row tenants 

were also mini-landlords, subletting cabins near their own to other tenants^’.

We get a small glimpse into the world o f this working class place in an 1836 petition that was 

sent by the residents to Robert Meekins, owner of the nearby Glasthule House and probably 

landlord to a few of them, and forwarded by him to the Board of Public Works^°. The object of 

the petition was the removal o f a ‘spoil bank’ located on the Board’s property next to the rail 

road, which the residents categorised as ‘one o f  the greatest nuisances which disgraces the 

Barony o f  Rathdown (Situated in front o f  our habitations) and which has Existed fo r  nearly four  

years to the injury o f  the health o f  this populous neighbourhood and to which cause many o f  the 

deaths during that period may have been traced’. They appealed to Meekins, who was a 

substantial local property owner (he owned some valuable properties in the town of Kingstown) 

but landlord to only two of Perrin’s Row tenants, to help them in getting rid of this problem; 

'hoping that no secondary cause will prevent you from  fearlessly putting forth  those powers with 

which you are armed and which have we have reason to think from  your form er acts o f  

usefulness and general anxiety fo r  our welfare you are well be disposed to exercise Meekins 

contacted the Board and proposed to remove the spoil bank, a proposal that drew an ambiguous 

comment from the Resident Engineer, Richard Thomas, who mused that ‘the proposed 

improvement will no doubt benefit the Condition o f  the Poor Cottiers who reside on the verge o f  

the Road and it will also be fo r  the advantage o f  Mr. Meekins, who, in the present instance, is 

perhaps actuated by a feeling o f  mutual accomodation as regards himself and the Cottiers rather 

than that o f  the Public'. There is a list o f 34 names attached to the petition, probably including at 

least one representative o f most of the 30/40 cabins in the settlement. Four of the signatories 

were women, thirteen had an X appended to their names indicating illiteracy and approximately 

eight o f them, six labourers, a stonecutter and a wagon greaser, can be positively identified as 

Harbour workers. It is even possible to identify, from the printed valuation book o f 1849 and the 

associated map, the exact cabin in which nine of the signatories lived, most o f them living, 

predictably, close to the area where the spoil heap was located. Three signatories, the labourer 

William Meyers, the harbour stonecutter Thomas Brown, who might just be the same Thomas 

Brown questioned about the threatening letter sent to George Smith in January 1817, and his wife 

Ann were members of the Church o f Ireland, as were other Perrin’s Row residents such as the 

labourer Thomas Leslie and his wife Ellen (they were not amongst the petition signatories), 

whose names appear in the Monkstown Parish register o f 1830, proving a Protestant presence 

amongst the local working class.'^^ The outcome of the collective effort to improve their 

community was inconclusive. In July 1836, Richard Thomas reported that Meekins had started

GV, Parish o f  M onkstown, Glasthule, Map ref. No. 21/22, Perrin’s Row, p .89/90.
“̂ NA, KHC, Ref. O PW 8/K IN /1457(l-3), 3/3/1836, 30/3/1836, 9/7/1836.

GV, Parish o f  M onkstown, Glasthule, Map ref. No. 21/22, Perrin’s Row, p .89/90.
RGB, Registry Book o f  the Parish O f M onkstown, 1828-1835.
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removing the spoil heap and using the material to fill Adelaide Road which lead from the village 

of Glasthule southwards to his property, Glasthule House. The Board ordered Thomas to stop 

him, unless he got permission from De Vesci/Longford.

Perrin’s Row was not the only working class settlement in Glasthule, there were others such as 

Scott’s Lane and Neill’s Lane off the main street o f the village, so it comes as no surprise that the 

census o f 1841 emphasised the predominance of the working class in Glasthule townland, where 

41.8% of families were classified ‘as chiefly dependent on their own manual labour’ and 36.4% 

of houses were classified as third class (strangely, none were classified as fourth class) and only 

33% of the total population over five years old were fully literate^^. The commensurate figures 

for the neighbouring but more socially exclusive townland of Bullock, were 28.1% of families 

dependent on manual labour, 10.1% of houses in the third class category and 48.4% fully 

literate, though even these statistics speak of the pockets of working class homes in that 

townland, including Bayly’s Lane near Bullock Harbour and the lanes and courts hidden behind 

the big houses of Albert Road. Even as late as 1862, an excoriating article in The Dublin 

Builder, entitled 'Irish Plague Spots. Glasthule, Co. Dublin \  outlined the horrific sanitary 

situation that existed at Perrin’s Row, especially the small number o f cabins located along the 

stream at the eastern end of the Row’'*. The working people of the area had to use the water from 

the stream for drinking, washing and as an open sewer, and it was also used as an outlet for the 

sewerage of the nearby school and the houses o f the wealthy on Albert Road. The outraged 

author described Perrin’s Row as ‘destitute o f  drainage o f  any kind -  that heaps o f  ordure are 

collected in front o f  the cabins and the superfluity o f  this finds its way downwards to the water 

beneath us (the stream) ’. The author lays the blame for the situation squarely on the shoulders of 

Kingstown Town Commissioners, who had constructed a water tank and pump further south, 

diverting water from the stream for the purpose of supplying their water carts rather than 

providing clean water for the poor o f Glasthule. The writer demands that the Town 

Commissioners enclose the stream, build a sewer on Albert Road and a little tank reservoir near 

Perrin's Row to provide clean water, before ending with a parting shot at them and an 

overoptimistic assessment o f their susceptibility to public opinion: ‘either the “Improvement 

Commissioners ” must labour fo r  her (Glasthule’s) improvement or else, they will, by the voice o f  

public opinion, be called upon to improve themselves out o f  the way, and make room fo r  a 

Government engineer or board, who will establish such drainage works..

Sallynoggin was a similar, but much larger, settlement to Perrin’s Row but one about which we 

have less documentary evidence. The origin of the name o f the settlement is unclear, with local 

folklore recalling a female publican called Sally who dispensed naggins o f whiskey but the more

”  Census o f  Ireland for the year 1841, County o f  Dublin, General Table, p28-29. 
The Dublin Builder, 1/9/1862, 218.
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likely origin being the Irish term ‘Saile an Chnocain’ (the willow tree of the hillock)^^. Portrayed 

in the Ordnance Survey Name Book o f 1837 as ‘A row o f  poor looking houses on the west o f  the 

road leading from  Cabbinteely to Kingstown this settlement had emerged on land in the east of 

Honeypark townland sometime in the early 1820s^^. It is not marked on Duncan’s map of 1821, 

but appears on the Ordnance Survey Boundary Map of 1830^’ . Its location on the long straight 

road running all the way southwards to the sea near the base of the East Pier, suggest that it was 

primarily inhabited by harbour labourers, the probable origin o f another cluster of cabins on the 

both sides of the same road on the border between Glenageary and Monkstown townlands^*.

Figure 7.4 Part of Sallynoggin. Extract from Valuation Office Map, c.1849, Gilbert Library.

The land on which the cabins were built was part of the De Vesci/Longford estate leased by the 

Swan family in the late eighteenth century but was in the hands of Patrick Byrne, who is listed in 

an 1827 rental as the leaseholder of Honeypark, when the workers first settled here^ .̂ His heir 

William Byrne, also landlord of Sallynoggin, was owner of the nearby house Claremont, in the 

1840s. The 1826 Tithe Applotment book, which identifies Byrne as the lessor of 18 acres in 

Honeypark townland, lists 16 of Byrne’s Sallynoggin tenants'*®. There were over around 1(X) 

cabins in Sallynoggin, so these 16 seem to have been head tenants, occupants of cabins 

themselves, who sub-let neighbouring cabins to others. O f the seven Tithe Applotment Book 

tenants who also appear in the printed valuation book o f 1849, all are head tenants who sub-let to 

others and two of them, James Carroll and John Kenny may also have been harbour workers.

Dept, of Folklore, UCD, Bailiiichan na Scol, Imleabhar 796 p.57.
NLI, Ref: Ir 92942 03, Ordnance Survey Field Name Books, Dublin County Vol 3, 126.
W. Duncan, Map o f the County o f Dublin, 1821. NA, Ref: OS 36 E 311, Valuation Office Boundary 

Survey (Sketch Maps): Union o f Monkstown (1830).
NLI, Manuscripts Section, Longfield Collection, Ref: 21 F 53 (72), A Map o f the Lands at Glanagery in 

the Barony o f Rathdown and County o f Dublin held by Mr. Swan, April 1824.
PRONI, Stewart of Tyrcallen Papers, Ref: D/3319/6/18/1, Rental of De Vesci/Longford Estate, 1827. 
NA, Ref TAB 9/75, Tithe Applotment Book, Parish of Monkstown 1826.
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since both those names are noted in the 1823 list o f  harbour employees, Kenny as a 

labourer/watchman and Carroll as a labourer/quarryman at the Boat Harbour'” . Using 

information from both the Tithe Applotment book and the printed valuation book and maps, the 

history o f the development o f  the settlement becomes clear. W hat happened initially is that 

around 14-16 cottages, with long garden plots stretching back from the road, were carved out by 

the same number o f families, at least some o f whom were harbour and quarry workers, sometime 

in the early 1820s. W hether this was done with the permission o f the proprietor or the head 

landlords is unsure, though the regularity o f the plots, all o f  which were the same acreage, and 

the inclusion o f these tenants names in the Tithe Applotment Book, points to a legal rather than 

squatter settlement. Most, though not all, of these original tenants, then built, or allowed others 

to build smaller cabins next to their own cottages at the front o f  their plots or in some cases 

grouped in courts behind the road-front dwellings. This pattern o f cabin dwellers being the 

tenants o f their neighbours was not unique to this locality and has been commented on in relation 

to Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny by Silverman, who makes the observations that ‘it was labourers 

themselves who, after landed proprietors, were numerically the most active in the urban property  

market ’ and ‘The tenants o f  labourers and artisans were thus most likely to be other labourers, 

and probably the poorest ones To give one example o f this process; John Ward, the tenant o f  

the first plot in the settlement, had around ten cabins let in front o f  his cottage and also owned a 

court o f  twelve cottages on another plot further down the road. The Catholic baptism register 

offers a clue as to the years when the second phase o f  sub-letting based settlement occurred, 

because there is a marked ‘spike’ in baptisms o f children bom to parents living in Glenageary, 

the alternative name for Sallynoggin at the time, in 1825 and again in 1828, proof o f  an influx o f 

migrants in the mid to late 1820s''^. There is then a decline in the number o f  baptisms between 

1828 and 1831, which corresponds to years when work in the Harbour and quarries dropped off.

Fortunately, the census o f 1841 provides us with an unusually detailed picture o f Sallynoggin, 

because the working class settlement accounted for literally the whole population o f  the town 

land o f Honeypark, other than the landlord William Byrne and his household'*''. In all, 64 houses 

in the townland were classified as fourth class i.e. as one roomed cabins, though it should be 

noted that the 1851 census classified almost all Sallynoggin houses as third class, which was 

hardly due to improvement work and is more likely to be an indication o f the erratic nature o f the 

1841 classification. Only seven other houses existed, six third class ones, the cottages o f the 

‘m ini-landlords’ and 1 second class house probably Byrne’s home. The figures are clearly 

inaccurate, since there were around 100 cabins in the townland but the proportions are correct:

GV, Parish of Monkstown, Honeypark, Map re f  N o.1-97, Sally Noggins, p.91-93.
Silverman, An Irish Working Class, 57-58.
NLI, p.9071, Baptismal Register, Catholic Parish of St. Michaels, Kingstown.

Report o f the Commissioners appointed to take the census for Ireland in the year 1841, HC 1843 xxiv. 
28-29.
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the huge majority of Sallynoggin residents lived in the rough dwellings more typical o f the rural 

poor. The vast majority of families (66) resident in the settlement were dependent on their own 

manual labour, with the balance being made up by eight families involved in what the census 

termed 'the direction o f  labour ’ and two classified as ‘dependent on vested means, professions 

etc. which again would include Byrne’s family. In another, admittedly crude, measure of the 

class nature of the place, the census attributed full literacy to only 13.9% of the total population 

of the townland. Over half o f all men and all women were unable to read or write. Many of these 

people were by this time, it appears, employed as gardeners or agricultural labourers since the 

census classifies 58 out of 76 Sallynoggin families as being involved in agriculture, under the 

heading ‘Pursuits, as chiefly employed in ’. This should not come as a surprise, since, by that 

time, there was much less work to be had in the quarries and at the Harbour, so the main source 

of employment would have been working on the gardens and estates of the suburban elite of the 

surrounding districts of Glenageary, Monkstown and Rochestown.

There were other small workers’ settlements in the area around Kingstown, such as Stradbrook, 

described in the Ordnance Survey Name Book as ‘a row o f  plain looking houses’, whose 

landlord was the Kingstown politician and developer John Crosthwaite and situated where the 

Monkstown stream crossed the road from Blackrock to Cabinteely, Newtown Park, described in 

the same source as ‘a small village chiefly mud cabins' and Mounttown, a row o f 19 cottages 

lining the old road from Monkstown to Gleangeary, almost all let to tenants by one man, Joseph 

Bond"* .̂ The large villages of Blackrock and Booterstown, situated between Kingstown and 

Dublin, also had substantial working class populations, many living in the same court type 

clusters as Kingstown, but it is more likely that these originated in the need for servants and 

estate workers in the houses o f the gentry than as a result of the harbour/quarrying work; the 

Name Book describes the working class of Booterstown parish thus: ‘The labouring class o f  

people are chiefly Gardeners, the wives o f  whom have good employment washing etc. There 

are also a few collections o f labourers’ cabins that were situated in a particular location as a 

direct result of a local economic activity. The village of Kill-of-the-Grange is one example of 

such a settlement: in 1837, 120 workers (reduced to 56 in winter) were reported to be working in 

the pottery/tile factory located to the east of that village and more were employed nearby at the 

brick works operated by Joseph Kirk of Woodpark'*’. A mile or so to the south, a row of 11 

cottages at Johnstown, housed the labourers who worked for Patrick Neil, who leased land from 

the Talbot Estate, on which was located a limestone gravel pit used to supply material for local 

road repairs''*.

NLI, Ref: Ir 92942 03, Ordnance Survey F ield Name Book, Dublin County V o l.l, 90, Vol.3, 125.
NLI, R e f Ir 92942 03, Ordnance Survey Field Name Book, Dublin County V o l.l, 82.
N LI, Ref: Ir 92942 03, Ordnance Survey F ield Name Book, Dublin County Vol.3, 118-120. L. Clare,

Kill-of-the-Grange Pottery, 8.
GV, Parish o f  Kill, Johnstown, Map ref. No.2b-2m , p.35.
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7.3 EVERYDAY LIFE

7.3.1 ‘Conditions of the Poorer Classes’

To catch glimpses of the lives of Irish working people in the early nineteenth century, one has to 

rely, again and again, on voices from above describing the lives of those below. The colonial 

state kept copious records based on surveillance o f those it ruled but, in this period at least, it was 

through the eyes of its functionaries or its allies, the landed gentry, that the landscapes of the 

poor were surveyed and recorded and the Kingstown area was no exception to that rule. One 

such record is the evidence for Kill Parish, lying just south of Kingstown and encompassing the 

villages of Killiney, Kill-of-the-Grange, Galloping Green and Comelscourt, given to the 

Commission of Inquiry into the Conditions of the Poorer Classes in 1836, by the local magistrate 

Henry Cash'*’. This parish was still largely rural but had felt the impact of both elite 

suburbanisation and the Harbour project and the workers who occupied the cottages and cabins 

of these villages were gardeners, agricultural labourers and servants o f the wealthy and, in the 

case o f Killiney, quarrymen. The danger of taking such evidence at face value is highlighted by 

the discrepancy between Cash’s descriptions and those given by witnesses from other Co. Dublin 

parishes. He claims that the poor o f the parish lived on a rich diet o f ‘Potatoes, herrings, bacon, 

oat meal, butter ...strong tea ’, in marked contrast to the evidence of Rev. Henry McLean of 

Rathfamham, who stated that the ‘ordinary d iet’ of the poor consisted solely o f potatoes and 

James John Baggot, J.P., who claimed that the poor o f Lucan and Clondalkin survived on ‘the 

refuse o f  potatoes’. Cash claimed labourers in Kill earned about £18 18s a year but General 

George Cockbum, reporting on conditions in Rathmichael, Bray and Old Connaught, not far to 

the south of Kill Parish, specified the average labourer’s wage as ‘£15 a year at the utmost’. 

Where the Rev. Greene, of the bordering parish of Stillorgan and Kilmacud, saw the condition of 

the poor since 1815 as ‘stationary or little improved’ and General Cockbum noted their condition 

as stationary, Cash saw the march of progress: 7  consider the condition o f  the poorer class is 

improved since the year 1815; in their manners and habits, arising from  industry and education ’. 

To the question o f whether there were any ‘bastard’ children in the parish, he answered ‘I  know 

o f none ’! Yet it would not have been feasible for Cash to fabricate his evidence, so what we are 

faced with is a positive gloss, a papering over of disagreeable facts rather than outright distortion. 

Some of the data that Cash provided correlates with our knowledge of working class life in 

nearby Kingstown: the reliance on hucksters who charged hefty interest for credit, the large 

number of people subsisting by begging, the low unemployment due to the sources of 

employment mentioned above and even the suspiciously positive claims about food, wages and

Report o f  the Commissioners o f  Inquiry into the Conditions o f  the Poorer Classes in Ireland, HC, 1836, 
xxxi. 92-187, xxxii. 778-873, xxxiii. 482-579.
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clothes might have been a partially accurate picture o f a semi-rural working class that had 

benefited from quarrying and the Kingstown building boom. His description o f the physical 

condition of labourers cabins as 'always mud and indifferently furnished. The owners generally 

manage to have bedsteads and bedding tolerably comfortable' and the comment that ‘In every 

lodging-cabin there are at least two or more families; I  have known o f  seven adults occupying a 

room not 10ft square’ certainly rings true. Cash also provides a plausible explanation for the 

phenomena of the mini-landlord or cabin/cottage tenant, who rented out other cabins, a 

phenomenon that was common in the area as has been shown in relation to Sallynoggin, 

Glasthule and the some of the courts of Kingstown. He claimed that some elderly people built 

these cottages with the savings they had accrued and then rented them to labourers, though again, 

this differed from the evidence o f the other Co. Dublin witnesses, all of whom said that labourers 

mainly rented their cottages from ‘gentlemen’ or ‘farm ers’. Cash’s explanation may be an 

unwarranted generalisation but can be shown to have been at least partially true from evidence of 

Griffiths Valuation.

7.3.2 Water

Access to clean water, or indeed water of any description, became a major problem for working 

class people almost as soon as the new town began to grow. While the wealthy could afford to 

bore their own private wells or have fresh water delivered to them, the poor were dependent on 

whatever public supply was available. The main source o f fresh water in the old village of 

Dunleary and the nearest source to the first core of the new town that grew up around the York 

Road/Cumberland Street crossroads, was Juggy’s Well situated just off what is now called 

Pakenham Road, around a quarter of a mile from that crossroads or a bit nearer by a shortcut 

across the fields. In 1821, the Harbour Commissioners had proposed to construct a reservoir at 

the well, so that they could pipe water to the East Pier to supply ships, though recognising its 

importance to the local inhabitants and the degree of resistance they would encounter if they 

restricted access, they declared that they would erect a fountain at the site ‘to supply the 

inhabitants o f  the town o f  Dunleary who always watered at the Spring Letters were duly sent 

to Chief Secretary and the leaseholder of the land around the well. Major John Jones, brother of 

Viscount Ranelagh, one of the major landholders on the De Vesci/Longford Estate, seeking 

permission to construct the new reservoir on a quarter of an acre around the enclosed well^'. 

There are no records of the response but this plan was eventually abandoned and a small 

reservoir was constructed sometime in the mid-1820s on land known as the ‘Churl Field’, south

west of the base of the East Pier.

^°NA, KHC, Ref. OPW  1/8/6/2, 30/8/1821. 
NA, KHC, Ref. OPW  1/8/6/2, 25/10/1821.
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This reservoir, which provided water for ships via a nearby pump house and water jetty, soon 

became a source of contention. During a drought in the summer o f 1826, a long list of 

Kingstown residents, wrote to the Commissioners, complaining that the new reservoir was 

responsible for the lowering o f springs and the consequent failure of all but five pumps in the 

town. They requested that permission be given to the inhabitants of the town to ‘take water from  

the Reservoir (which is overflowing) free o f  expense and that you will sink a pump in the 

adjoining well and permit it to he resorted to by the neighbourhood as long as the present

scarcity continues ,52
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Figure 7.5 The Harbour Commissioners Yard, Reservoir and Water Jetty 1843. Extract from 
Ordnance Survey Map of County Dublin, Sheet 23, 1843.

O f the 38 signatories, at least 10, and probably more, were Georges Street traders, such as John 

Reid, the baker and court landlord who had earned the wrath o f the Lord Mayor for his ‘light 

bread’, William Shea, Grocer and Spirit Dealer and Denis Byrne, a Provision Dealer^^. Other 

prominent townspeople such as the surgeons John Speer (medical attendant to the prison ship 

Essex) and Charles Duffy and the coal merchant Edward Armstrong, also signed the petition. It 

was a veritable cross-section o f the new town’s middle class, primarily composed o f small 

business people and professionals. Curiously absent are the higher echelons, the gentry and the 

titled, perhaps because they had yet to arrive with the advent o f the railway and the grand 

terraces of the 1830s or because they had private wells bored in their gardens. It comes as no 

surprise that the shopocracy o f the town should raise a storm at the shortage o f water and demand 

that the reservoir which was conveniently located to their houses and businesses on Georges 

Street would be opened to them but the Commissioners were not easily convinced. They 

responded by denying the that the Reservoir had effected the springs and claimed to be at a loss

”  NA, KHC, Ref: OPW  1/8/7/4, 17/8/1826.
GV, Parish o f  M onkstown, Dunieary, Map ref. No. 1-10, Castelia Place, p.68.
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as to 'why the inhabitants o f  the Old town and neighbourhood have been induced to s ign ’, 

probably a reference to the fact that most of the signatories were based on Lower Georges Street, 

the western end of the town which had first developed in the early 1820s and were therefore 

further away from the Reservoir. Significantly, although the original letter had made no mention 

o f the working class residents of the town, the Commissioners conceded that they were aware ‘o f  

the general distress fo r  Water’ and ordered that the public ‘be permitted to the pump Well from  7 

to 10 o 'clock every morning 'till further notice ’. This prompted a further letter from the middle 

class residents, all o f whom were, they pointed out, residents of the ‘new town’, again claiming 

that the pumps in the ‘new town’ were generally dry during summer and autumn since the 

reservoir was built, and rejecting the Commissioners concession on the grounds that three hours 

was not sufficient time for all the residents to draw water "̂*. This time, however, they were 

careful to recruit the sufferings of the working class to their cause: ‘every article o f  life being 

scarce and o f  course dear, it makes it difficult fo r  the poor man to live in addition to his other 

expenses he has to pay fo r  water and that from  a Reservoir large enough to supply a City and the 

making o f  which has lessened the sources from  which he was before well supplied’, undoubtedly 

referring to the dense working class neighbourhood that had already begun to grow up around 

Kingstown Avenue at the top of the Sixty Foot Road. The irony of the fact that it was their 

profit margins that dictated the dearness of ‘every article of life’ was lost on them, but at the 

same time their own quest for water for their homes and business could only benefit the working 

people of the area as well. Once again, the Harbour Commissioners retreated in front of the 

arrayed forces of the publicans and grocers of Kingstown and ordered that the water could be 

drawn from the reservoir well until two o’clock in the afternoon. The residents had not confined 

themselves to lobbying the harbour authority: William Deery o f Corrig House, one o f the few 

signatories that could be described as gentry, forwarded a memorial on the issue, signed by 65 

residents, to the Chief Secretary, who sent it back to the Commissioners^^. This appeal to the 

highest colonial authority represented not just a greater number o f residents but a somewhat 

broader social spread as well, with some of the artisan-traders/petit-bourgeois now represented; 

men such as John Foster, a boot and shoemaker o f Georges Street, Thomas Cassin, a shoemaker 

from Kingstown Avenue and Peter Carroll, a mason/builder and petty landlord, who later lived 

on Rumley Avenue. The new memorial repeated the various points made to the Commissioners 

but added that the latest concession o f allowing access until two o’clock was insufficient. It 

seems that the Commissioners were charging for the drawing of water, because the signatories 

asked the Lord Lieutenant to intervene to pressurise them into allowing free access and to erect a 

pump at the reservoir well. Charging them for water, they declared, was wrong since they were 

‘poor and many o f  them scarcely able to procure the necessaries o f  life at this period o f  general 

scarcity’. This statement merits deeper consideration. While this was clearly an outright

NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/7/4, 24/8/1826. 
NA, KHC, Ref: OPW 1/8/7/4, 7/9/1826.
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fabrication in the case of the larger shop owners and publicans, there might have been some truth 

in it regarding the smaller tradesmen, especially given that Ireland was at that precise period in 

the throes of a deep economic recession. It is also possible that some of the majority of 

signatories whose occupation/addresses can not be found in directories or other sources were 

petty-tradesmen or skilled workers, who would not be listed in the directories, though this is only 

a matter of conjecture. The Commissioners’ response paints a picture of a rapidly expanding 

town inhabited primarily by the poor: they stated that numerous pumps had been sunk recently, 

which was likely to interfere with water supply in the Reservoir and if unlimited access were 

granted to ‘men, women and children with vessels o f  all descriptions and persons o f  all orders o f  

uncleanliness ’, the quality of the water would be effected and, in any case the water would not 

only be used for domestic consumption but also in the construction of ‘numerous buildings 

going on in the neighbourhood’. They also complained that many of the pumps installed for 

watering the roads had been broken, and they predicted the same would happen, at the hands of 

‘mischevous people ’, to a pump installed at the Reservoir. In any case, they maintained, they 

were prepared to supply water to the public at three pence per hogshead, which was less than 

what it cost before the construction of the Reservoir. They ended their missive by implying that 

some o f the signatures on the residents’ letter were forgeries!

Charging for Reservoir Well water continued until 1828, when the Commissioners held a special 

board meeting at which they voted to remove the charge for both shipping and the local 

inhabitants^^. As the town's population grew, so did use o f the Reservoir, to such an extent that 

in 1831 the Harbour Master complained of 'increasing resort to it fo r  Water by many o f  the 

neighbourhood', the danger o f the water being contaminated dirty and the risk of drowning, 

‘some having already fallen in and narrowly escaped’, to which the Commissioners responded 

by ordering the wall around it to be raised to nine feet^’. Nor was the Reservoir the only target of 

the search for clean water of working people; in 1832, the Board of Public Works declared that 

‘it is very objectionable to have the store yard open to the Public fo r  the purpose o f  obtaining 

water from  the yard Pump ’ and they instructed the Resident Engineer, John Aird, to investigate 

‘whether the poor people may not be accomadated, in this respect, in some other p la ce ’, 

suggesting that a new pump might be located in ‘the stone f ie ld ’ across the Sixty Foot Road, 

where a well had already been sunk^*. Richard Toutcher, who was in charge o f the water supply 

at the Harbour also opposed the use of the well in the store yard but he opined that a pump could 

be installed at the spring where the water rose, ‘to afford a supply to the P oor’ or that they be 

allowed to use the Reservoir as had happened in the past^’ . In the end, a decision was made 

shortly afterwards to ban the public from the store yard but, as an alternative, to provide water,

NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/4, 29/5/1828, 5/6/1828.
” NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/5,23/6/1831.

NA, KHC, Ref OPW I/8/6/5, 18/9/1832.
’̂ NA, KHC, R ef OPW8/K1N/1126, 20/9/1832.
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once in the morning and once in the afternoon, at the small watering jetty, where water was piped 

from the Reservoir to supply ships docked in the Harbour^®. The geography of these mini ‘water 

wars’ is significant. The jetty, store yard and reservoir were less than a quarter o f a mile from 

Kingstown Avenue, where most of the poorer population lived, but between them lay a steep 

walk for the unfortunate water carrier. The quality o f the water given out at the jetty was also 

questionable since it was described by Constable Hugh Maguire of the Boat Harbour Police 

Station, who wrote to request continued access to the store yard well, as ‘not f i t  fo r  use^^. 

Maguire also stated that ‘their is no other water f i t  to be used in the town unless we go to a well 

(Juggy’s Well) that is near the Hospital’, confirming the dilemma faced by the working class 

residents of Kingstown Avenue, whose nearest clean, accessible, water supply lay about half a 

mile away, as the crow flies.

It was inevitable that the issue of a public water supply would concern the new Kingstown Town 

Commissioners when that body was created in 1834. Almost as soon as they had been elected 

for the first time, the Town Commissioners, passed a resolution in favour of erecting four public 

water pumps as soon as funds could be raised to do so and appointed a committee of three to 

‘ascertain the most proper situation fo r  the erection o f  the pumps Though they represented 

only a narrow band of the population and most of them were from the town elite, they had a 

threefold reason to do this; not all of the wealthier inhabitants had a private water supply, a 

steady supply was needed in summer to water the dusty, unpaved, streets and public hygiene 

demanded a minimal supply o f fresh water at more accessible points than the Reservoir and 

Juggy’s Well. They were, therefore, willing to prioritise these pumps over other matters such as 

the employment o f a night watchman that might otherwise have been a priority for such a middle 

class body® .̂ In October 1835, the contractors Grogan and Sheridan, were awarded a contract to 

sink two wells in the town, one in Kingstown Avenue and another on York Street (York Road), 

both of which were the focus o f heavily populated working class districts and in January 1836 

pumps were also installed at these wells^ '̂.

It soon became clear that the work on the pump/well at Kingstown Avenue had not been properly 

completed and that it had been also been deliberately damaged in some way. In March 1836 the 

Town Commissioners appointed a sub-committee to inquire as to why the pump/well had 

collapsed, employed the Resident Engineer of Kingstown Harbour, Richard Thomas, to identify 

whether the contractor’s work was at fault and ordered the contractor, James Grogan, to repair 

the damage^^ Grogan was also employed to put granite flags over both wells and to build paved

“ NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/5, 21/9/1832.
NA, KHC, Ref. OPW8/KIN/1130(2), 29/9/1832.

“  DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/1 20/10/1834,24/10/1834.
“  DLRCC, KTC, Ref LA4/1 24/6/1836.

DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/1 6/10/1835, 16/2/1836.
“  DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/1 23/3/1836, 2/4/1836, 6/4/1836.
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channels from these to the nearest sewer. There were also problems at York Street well, where 

water supply from the new pump proved to be defective*'^. Rather than blame the contractors, the 

Commissioners seemed to believe that excessive access by local people was the problem at 

Kingstown Avenue so they ordered the Town Constable, Patrick Hagan, to lock the pump located 

there, between 9pm and 6am and again between 9am and 1pm and they also directed that four 

stones be placed at the pump ‘to protect same from  injury Still not satisfied with the situation 

the Commissioners now set up a sub-committee to investigate the whole issue, called the other 

contractor, Sheridan, to one o f their meetings and ordered him to the render the pumps ‘useful to 

the publick' and called a special meeting ‘to take into consideration the steps necessary with 

regard to the breaking and otherwise injuring the Pump in Kingstown Avenue and the prospects 

o f  offering a reward fo r  discovery o f  perpetrators o f  so violent an outrage’ (one o f the 

Commissioners who proposed this resolution was Bargery McCullogh, the former quarrying 

contractor and resident of Ashgrove Lodge, just south of Kingstown)^*. Why these pumps should 

have been deliberately broken is not explained in the minutes o f the special meeting, which 

simply passed a resolution offering a reward for information: ‘...whereas some malicious person 

or persons having broken the publick pump in Kingstown Avenue, erected fo r  the benefit o f  the 

Rate Payers and those who are unable to provide themselves with the great nessasary o f  life 

‘W ater’. We the Commissioners fo r  the Improvement o f  Kingstown do herby offer a reward o f  

£5 Sterling to any person who will prosecute to conviction such evil disposed person or who will 

give such information as may lead to the discovery thereof’. The reference to ratepayers is a 

reminder that the spatial segregation of classes, though very real, is rarely neat. In this case 

Kingstown Avenue was lined with small shops and other businesses and the labourers and 

craftsmen tended to live behind these in the small courts. At the southern end of the Avenue, the 

class geography changed again, with the social composition of the occupants veering sharply 

towards the upper middle class as the street approached the exclusive Tivoli Road/‘Back Road’. 

The proletarian/petit bourgeois nature of the northern end was emphasised by another resolution 

passed by the Commissioners, this time following complaints of hire cars blocking Kingstown 

Avenue and the misuse of the pump, which denounced ‘the nuisance created by washing cars, 

cleansing fish, etc. ’ and ordered ‘that a notice should be posted informing the public that should 

said nuisances be continued, said pump will be removed, as it was erected at considerable 

expense fo r  the benefit o f  the inhabitants o f  Kingstown Avenue and its vicinity .

Trouble with the pump at Kingstown Avenue continued into the 1840s; in November 1842, 

Robert Long, a mason/contractor who lived on the Avenue at the time, wrote to the 

Commissioners, alleging that ‘care taken (to the pump) does not give proper satisfaction an

“  DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/1 21/5/1836.
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/1 21/5/1836, 30/5/1836.
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/1 14/7/1836, 18/7/1836.
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/1, 18/10/1836.
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allegation that engendered the rejoinder from them, that ‘after minute inquiry the Commissioners 

have resolved to continue the present care taken o f  the said p um p ’̂ '̂ . The public pump at York 

Street also came to the attention o f the Commissioners because o f enclosure by a Mr. Smyth, 

which earned him a warning to make it available to the public again or that it would be 

‘condem ned^. The traditional water source at Juggy’s Well in Monkstown retained its 

importance for the people o f the courts and lanes, despite the erection of new pumps, as Madden 

noted some years later in his introduction to Haliday’s pamphlet: fo r  even where there is a pump 

in a court or lane, the inhabitants do not use the water, but buy their supply from  Juggy’s Well at 

Monkstown. at a farthing a bucket

In 1843 the Commissioners wrote to De Vesci/Longford’s solicitors, Stewart and Kincaid 

‘representing the present state o f  Juggy’s Well and call on them to take it under their favourable 

consideration which has been represented as a great nuisance ’ and in 1844 they decided to sink 

a new well for a pump opposite Juggy’s Well and to staunch the existing well to ensure a better 

supply^^. The attention to Juggy’s Well may have had less to do with providing adequate water 

facilities to the poor of Kingstown and more to do with regulating their presence in what had 

now become the most exclusive district in Kingstown, since the construction o f a number of 

grand terraces by De Vesci/Longford from the late 1830s onwards. This concern can be seen in a 

decision made by the Commissioners in 1845 to erect a sign at the well with parts o f the 

Kingstown Improvement Act painted on it, to encourage 'the Prevention o f  Nuisance in that 

neighbourhood'^^. Local folklore corroborates the view of Juggy’s Well as a boisterous 

proletarian gathering place, where fishermen came to fill their ‘breakers ’ (small barrels), where 

‘Many a fight took place ’ and where others earned a living by filling barrels o f water to be sold 

to the gentry for half pence per bucket’ .̂ The Commissioners also ordered the overseer to clean 

out the well at Kingstown Avenue (there may be some significance to the fact that this motion 

was proposed and seconded by the James Nugent and Thomas Murphy, both nationalist/repeal 

politicians), though they were unwilling to spend money on this a c t i v i t y P a r t  of the same 

motion, erased in the minute book, indicating that it was deleted from the motion, stated ‘and 

that he (the overseer) be empowered by the Committee to stop the Rats ...through the Town ’ and 

another order was issued calling on the overseer to report to the next meeting on the quantity of 

‘shingling’ necessary to eliminate the rats from Georges Street, exposing the real state of 

sanitation in the town at this point.

™ DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/2, 3/12/1842.
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/2 7/10/1843.
Haliday, Statistical Inquiry, 13.
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/2, 24/1/1843, 14/2/1843, 19/4/1844, 20/9/1844. 
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/2, 5/7/1845.
Dept, o f  Folklore, UCD, Bailiuchan na Scol, Imleabhar 796 p .55. 
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/2 22/9/1843, 10/5/1844.
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7.3.3 Health

When contagious disease struck, the first instinct o f the elite, and it seems of the poor, was to 

resort to local patriotism, protect ‘the good name’ of the town and deny the existence of the 

sickness. A typical example is recorded in the minutes of the Harbour Commissioners for 1831: 

one o f the Commissioners, Cornelius Sullivan was tasked with making an inquiry into ‘malicious 

reports ’ that Kingstown was infected with ‘malignant fever  leading to the predictable response 

that, following discussions with all the leading medical practitioners in the district, only one case 

o f fever could be confirmed^^. In contrast when news arrived in May 1832 that there had been an 

outbreak of contagious disease (the cholera epidemic had reached Ireland) had broken out in 

Dublin, the Harbour Commissioners ordered ‘that every symptom o f the disease among the 

working classes be promptly relieved’ and made a donation of ten guineas to the Kingstown 

Dispensary ‘in order to furnish medicine fo r  the numerous sick p o o r’, evidence of both the size 

and living conditions of the working class of Kingstown at this point’*. Inevitably, ‘the awful 

calamity o f  this Disease ’ reached the town, and the Board of Health (a state appointed authority 

that was given rooms at the Commissioners Yard) was given permission by the Harbour 

Commissioners to locate a cholera hospital, not in the sheds on the north side of the 

Commissioners Yard as had been suggested but well away from the centre of the town on ground 

near Glasthule Quarry, on condition that a stone wall was built around it, ‘to screen it from  all 

passengers It was not only the elite, however, who resented the idea of the town being 

infected with cholera; when the two doctors Thomas Rumley and William Stokes declared the 

first authenticated case of the disease after examining the body of a Kingstown woman who had 

died, they were attacked by a mob which had gathered outside the house, ‘their carriage was 

battered and broken by the missiles thrown at them and it was only by whip and spur that their 

postillion outstripped their pursuers This response on the part of the poor was not unusual as 

the same sort of incidents occurred in Dublin city during the epidemic*'. The impact o f the 1832 

epidemic on the working class district around Kingstown Avenue emerges in the 1834 annual 

report of the Kingstown Dipsensary; ‘Fever appeared here last autumn, with considerable 

virulence, and still continues among the poorer classes, yet it is gratifying to know that... no case 

o f  cholera has appeared in the district fo r  a considerable time past ’ and a statement made by 

Michael Carrigg, the grocer and Town Commissioner who had been sent by the Commissioners 

to investigate a complaint about a manure heap in a passageway between Kingstown Avenue and 

Paradise Row in 1844: 7  know the nuisance to be so great that I  wonder how any person can 

reside in the neighbourhood o f  the said manure heap the danger o f  such a Nuisance is very great

’’ NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/5, 23/6/1831.
’*NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/5, 17/5/1832.
’’ NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/5, 19/7/1832. NA, KHC, Ref. 0PW 8/KIN/1098(10), 12/7/1832. 

6  Suilleabhain, O Kingstown, 129.
Murphy, A Glorious Extravaganza, 323.
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the above mentioned passage was opened at the time o f  the Cholera in 1832 and at that time the 

sickness was raging in an extreme degree ’ O f course certain members o f the elite, especially 

doctors, did make an effort to provide rudimentary heahh care for the working class. The 

Rathdown Dispensary was founded in 1812, several years before the appearance o f the new town 

o f Kingstown, and as has been noted in Chapter Six, with the aid o f a number of official bodies 

and private donations, the Dispensary Committee set up a Hospital at Monkstown in 1834* .̂ In 

1820 when fever struck the newly founded settlements of the migrant working class, the Church 

o f Ireland Parish Vestry formed a committee for ‘white washing and cleansing the houses o f  the 

poor in which fever prevails

The lives and practices of the inhabitants o f the courts were regarded with occasional pity but 

also outright disgust by the elite. One of the first acts of the Town Commissioners was to request 

that the police remove pigs from the streets of Kingstown*^ Pigs, as has already been 

mentioned, were the insurance policies of the poor. They could be sold or slaughtered and eaten 

in bad time, and it cost little to feed them as long as they could scavenge in the courts and streets 

o f the town. Not only were pigs a problem but ‘stray cattle o f  every description ’ were reported 

to be ‘wandering the streets in defiance o f  the Act In the end, the Commissioners printed a 

notice, to be posted throughout the town, o f fines for livestock impounded*’. The fines covered 

horses, cows, donkeys, pigs, goats and sheep, conjuring up a picture of the domestic animals of 

the poor roaming the streets that hardly tallied with the image o f Kingstown as a genteel seaside 

resort. There can be little doubt that the intention of the Town Commissioners was not only to 

maintain the cleanliness o f the main streets but to push these signifiers of an alternative 

Kingstown back into the hidden world o f the courts (and sometimes not so hidden, as Haliday’s 

description o f Codd’s Lane, situated near the crossroads at the centre o f the town, ‘open to the 

view o f  every person passing’, reveals)**.

7.3.4 Drink

There were numerous public houses in Kingstown, many situated on Georges Street, as one 

would expect from a passenger port and predominantly proletarian town, as it was until the late 

1820s. The day-trippers and summer visitors who flocked to the town in the 1830s and 1840s 

were further incentive to the drink trade. An 1834 street directory, lists only two actual

DLRR, KHC, Ref: LA4/2, 4/5/1844. Royal Irish Academy, Halliday Collection, Report o f  the 
Managing Committee o f  the Kingstown Dipensary, 31/12/1833-31/12/1834.

Ryan, Lewis ’ Dublin,! 17.
RGB, VBM, 1805-29, 4/4/1820.
DLRCC, KTC, R ef LA4/1, 1/11/1834.
DLRCC, KTC, R ef LA4/1, 15/4/1836.
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/1, 7/9/1839.

** Haliday, A Statistical Inquiry, 18.
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publicans, but 16 vintners/spirit dealers, ten of them on Georges Street*’. It is likely that many of 

these also ran public houses and that the town had its fair share of illegal sheebeens. In an 

anonymous 1832 letter from residents of the Sixty Foot Road objecting to the location o f a public 

house at the comer of that street and Georges Street, just in front o f the St. Michaels Catholic 

church on land let by the parish priest in order to pay off debts still accruing from the 

construction of the church, they stated that this new tavern would ‘add to the Many Nuisances 

now existing in that Neighbourhood as they understand it is intended fo r  a public House, o f  

which there are already Thirty Seven in that small town indicating a thriving drink trade even if 

hyperbole is taken into account’”. Nor did the objections of the letter writer prevent the public 

house, John McMullen’s Pier Head Tavern, from being built on that spot’’. This phenomena of 

the proliferation of public houses was not confined to the town; Henry Cash, the magistrate, 

referring to the nearby parish of Kill, claimed that ‘The number o f  public houses, both in the 

county and in this immediate parish are most numerous

7.4 CLASS AND RELIGION

7.4.1 The Protestant Working Class

The simplistic binary o f ‘Wealthy Protestants’ versus ‘Poor Catholics’ has long disappeared from 

the Irish historical cannon but this has not resulted, with some rare exceptions such as the work 

o f Martin Maguire, in either recognition or serious study of, the Protestant working class outside 

o f eastern Ulster’ .̂ That lack of recognition is especially apparent with regard to the Kingstown 

area: if the Catholic majority o f the local working class lies hidden from the gaze o f historians 

and geographers, then their Protestant neighbours are doubly so, though the work o f Etain 

Murphy, the historian o f Monkstown Church of Ireland parish, has started the process of 

redressing this imbalance’''. It is a remarkable fact, that working class Protestants, using the 

broadest definition o f that term, constituted a significant minority or perhaps at times a majority 

(Murphy estimated that out of 100 consecutive entries in the Church of Ireland Monkstown 

baptismal register for 1848 to 1850, 62% were bom to working class families) of their own 

religious community in pre-famine Kingstown, especially as people belonging to all Protestant

Pettigrew and O ulton’s Dublin Directory (Dublin 1834) 145-148.
NA, KHC, R ef 0PW 8/K IN /1154, 27/10/1832. Archives o f the Catholic Diocese of Dublin, Murray 

Papers, File AB3/31/3-4, 16/1/1832.
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/1, 14/3/1840.
Report o f  the Commissioners o f  Inquiry into the Conditions o f  the Poorer Classes in Ireland, HC, 1836, 

xxxi. 92-187, xxxii. 778-873, xxxiii. 482-579.
M. Maguire, A socio-economic analysis o f the Dublin Protestant working class 1870-1926, Irish 

Economic and Social History \ x  (1993) 35-61. M. Maguire, The organisation and activism of Dublin’s 
Protestant working-class 1883-1935, Irish Historical Studies xxix,  113 (May 1994) 65-87. Murphy, 
Monkstown and the Poor Fund.

Murphy, A Glorious Extravaganza..
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denominations constituted 24% o f the total population o f  the Kingstown area in 1834^^. The 

baptism register o f the Church o f  Ireland parish o f  M onkstown Union recorded the occupation 

and place o f residence o f  the father o f every child baptised after 1828, allowing a rough 

breakdown o f class background^^. This resource must be used with caution, especially as it is 

probable that working class families had larger families and were therefore over-represented in 

the register as opposed to the Protestant population at large. On the other hand the register does 

not cover Presbyterians, thereby excluding some harbour/quarry workers o f Scottish origin. 

Methodists, on the other hand, were included in Church o f Ireland registers at this time, hence 

the Torbay Fisherm en’s appearance in the Monkstown register. We must also be cognisant o f  the 

danger o f  conflating occupation with class: a father classified as a tailor or a carpenter could be a 

self-employed artisan, a small employer and shop owner, or a wage worker. A sample o f  all the 

baptisms recorded in the year o f 1828 yields result o f  something in the order o f  40% o f fathers 

engaged in occupations that could be loosely, but conservatively, described as working class, that 

is, wage workers or independent craftsmen engaged in manual labour. This included such 

diverse occupations as labourer, fisherman, seamen and quarryman, as well as some ambiguous 

categories such as plumber or shoemaker, which could denote an artisan or the owner o f  a small 

business. By 1834, the year Kingstown achieved municipal independence, the figure had 

dropped slightly, to roughly 35% but it can be said with confidence that proletarian occupations 

accounted for a significant number o f Kingstown Protestants and that this segment o f the 

working class may even have been boosted by a small influx o f skilled British railway workers 

who were employed as engine drivers and craftsmen by the Dublin and Kingstown Railway 

Company^’ . It is noticeable that unskilled workers constituted quite a small proportion o f  those 

working class men listed in the baptismal register. In fact only sixteen labourers are recorded 

am ongst the fathers o f those baptised between 1828 and 1835, a very small proportion o f the 

total. Even with such a small sample, one can distinguish the same residential pattern as their 

Catholic comrades, since eight o f  these men lived are recorded as living in Kingstown/Dunleary. 

Since exact addresses are not given it is difficult to ascertain any more about their home places, 

but two o f them, Thomas Leslie and William Myers, as has already been noted, were residents o f 

small cabins in Perrin’s Row, Glasthule, and another labourer George Argue, listed as living in 

Blackrock/Seapoint, is later recorded in the printed valuation book o f  1849 as a resident o f  Albert 

Place, a court o f  cottages/cabins centred around a larger than usual courtyard, situated o ff York 

Road, where one o f  his neighbours was another Protestant worker, the carpenter William Riggs^*. 

Argue, was an ex-soldier, sexton o f Monkstown Parish Church and gravedigger at

F irst R eport o f  the C om m issioners o f  P ublic Instruction in Ire lan d  1835, HC, 1835, xxxiii. 1-828. 
D om eW y, Short H istories, 157.
’^RCB, Registry B ook o f  the Parish O f M onkstown, 1828-1835.

K.A. Murray, The Dublin and Kingstown Railway and its Workers, Journal o f  the Irish R ailw ay  
R ecords Society, 7 (June 1966) 284.

G V , Parish o f  M onkstown, Dunleary, Map ref. N o .8, Albert Place, p.68.
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Carrickbrennan Graveyard’’. It should not be imagined, therefore, that all working class 

Protestants belonged to the ‘labour aristocracy’; during the Famine, the Poor Fund Books o f the 

parish of Monkstown record that a ‘substantial number o f  the poor and starving’ were poor 

Protestants, including George Argue who was described as being ‘in great distress ’, suffering the 

effects of that terrible calamity alongside their Catholic neighbours'”®.

Yet these observations are based on simple statistics, not on any evidence of the real, lived 

experience of Protestant workers. The stories o f the Widow Bird and her daughters, a poor 

Protestant family that survived on charity through the Famine years and then emigrated and 

George Argue, as recorded by Murphy, both give a rare glimpse into their worlds but much more 

needs to be done, on a national as well as local scale to illuminate the history and historical 

geography of this section of the working class'”'. The information derived from the baptismal 

register can give a rough idea o f the class positions occupied by members o f the Church of 

Ireland but it does not tell us to what extent people identified with their religious community or 

their class or both or neither.

7.4.2 The Catholic Church and the working class

Despite the significance of Protestant workers as a component o f their own community, the vast 

majority o f working class women and men were members of the Catholic Church. The 

enormous growth of the Catholic working class population in the 1820s, coupled with the 

gradual emergence of a confident Catholic middle class, found physical expression in the 

opening of the new parish church of St. Michaels at the centre of Kingstown in 1824. By 1834, 

the population had grown to such an extent that approximately 500 people were attending mass 

at the convent chapel in the centre of Kingstown each Sunday, in addition to the 1,500 who 

attended St. Michael’s, the parish church'®^. This growth and the stabilisation o f the working 

class in the 1830s, in contrast to the ferment of the earlier period, led to a growing culture of 

devotion and orthodoxy amongst the parishioners o f Kingstown. The 1831 visitation report of 

the Catholic Archbishop of Dublin, Dr. Murray, mentions the establishment o f two 

confraternities and their role in teaching catechism to children after mass, a sure sign of 

emergence o f this Catholic cultural community'°^ In 1840 the visitation report recorded that ‘the 

number o f  those who did not approach the Sacraments at Easter time is decreasing, I  consider in 

consequence o f  the Temperance M ovement’, another sign of the triumph of Tridentine

Murphy, A G lorious E xtravaganza, 211-212.
Ibid. 208.
Ibid. 211-212, 240-241.
F irst R eport o f  the C om m issioners o f  P u blic  Instruction in Irelan d  1835, HC, 1835, xxxiii.  1-828. 
N. Donnelly, A Short H istories, 156-157.
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Catholicism'®''. By 1843 the number o f confraternities had risen to three and once again it was 

reported that 'Those who absent themselves from  the Easter duty, Have decreased Considerably 

since the commencement o f the temperance movement’. The arrival o f the Sisters of Mercy from 

Dublin in 1835, who set up a school for girls, attended by 300 pupils in 1837, and the 

establishment of the first Irish branch of the middle class Catholic women’s lay organisation, 

‘The Ladies Association of Charity o f St. Vincent de Paul for the Spiritual and Temporal Relief 

o f the Sick Poor’, in Kingstown, were both manifestations of the post-emancipation confidence 

o f the Catholic Church and its middle class vanguard'®^.

The control of education was central to the relationship between the Catholic Church and the 

working class. A Catholic boys’ school, St. Patrick’s, was opened in Kingstown in 1827'® .̂ It 

was located on Paradise Row, behind Kingstown Avenue and the teacher was Thomas White 

who lived on the same street. The founding and location of this school is yet more evidence that 

the working class district around Kingstown Avenue was not only in existence for a number of 

years, at that point, but expanding rapidly. There were two other small Catholic schools on 

Kingstown Avenue, listed in the returns of the Second Report of the Commissioners o f Irish 

Education, 1826-1827, both fee-paying and both located in small cottages'®^. According to the 

same report, a large number, between 109 and 114, of poor Catholic children attended the parish 

school o f the Church of Ireland at Monkstown, which was run under the auspices o f the 

ominously named Association for the Discountenance o f Vice, though undoubtedly this changed 

once the new Catholic school was opened on Paradise Avenue. By 1835 the Catholic Church 

had asserted its control of the education of Catholic children; male and female national schools 

funded by the National Board, but under the control of the clergy, now attracted the largest 

number o f pupils and the numbers at the Church of Ireland parochial school declined, probably 

as a result of the exodus of Catholic pupils'®*.

Kingstown was not immune to the clash between the Catholic Church and Protestant 

missionaries for control of the poor that occurred in the post-Act of Union period. Kingstown 

was one o f the first areas of the country in which the Irish Church Missions, a Protestant 

missionary society, was active'®’. In 1839, the Catholic curate Fr. William Walsh wrote a letter 

to Archdeacon John Hamilton, who effectively administered the Diocese of Dublin on behalf of 

the Archbishop, informing him that around 40 to 50 Catholic children were attending the local

Archives o f  the Catholic Diocese o f  Dublin, Schedules to be presented to the Archbishop before the 
Visitation o f  each parish, Kingstown Parish, 1840 and 1843.

Ryan, Lewis ’ Dublin, 202. J. Prunty, Margaret Louisa Aylward, in M. Cullen and M. Luddy (Eds) 
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N. Donnelly, A Short Histories, 155.
Second Report o f  the Commissioners o f  Irish Education Inquiry, HC, 1826-1827, xxi. 596-605.
Second Report o f  the Commissioners o f  Public Instruction in Ireland 1835, HC, 1835, xxxiv 1-875. 
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Church of Ireland school and that several of these had started going to the Protestant service on 

Sundays and some ‘three or four Adults unblushingly frequent it, who are said to have gone 

through some form  o f  recantation’'̂ '̂ . He railed against about having ‘no means to counteract 

the insidious persevering efforts o f  the wealthy Bigots who remain in this place, when no child 

can escape, and when no labour nor expense will deter from  their proselyting cancer blaming 

the defections on the fact that the parish had no female school, a strange claim given the 

existence of at least two Catholic girls schools in Kingstown. There is no record o f Hamilton’s 

reply but sectarian tension, centred on the education o f the children o f the Catholic working class 

between, persisted into the 1850s'".

7.5 TOWN COMMISSIONERS

7.5.1 Legislation and origins

In was generally thought until now that the Town Commission was formed following the 

passing, in July 1834, of ‘An Act fo r  paving, lighting, regulating and otherwise improving the 

Town o f  Kingstown in the County o f  D ublin’ (4 and 5 Will.IV c.xc), but there is evidence that a 

‘Committee fo r  Paving and Lighting the Town o f  Kingstown ’ existed prior to that year, almost 

certainly an official local government structure formed under the 1828 Act (9. Geo.IV c.82) 

which allowed the Lord Lieutenant to give permission for a local council with limited powers to 

be set up in towns with a population of 5000 plus, if the ratepayers o f a town voted in favour of 

such a reform"^. Kingstown ratepayers are recorded as having adopted the entire 1828 Act, 

along with six other Irish towns, and reference is made to the existing town committee in the 

1834 Act’ The same ‘Commissioners fo r  the paving and lighting o f  Kingstown ’ were given the 

use of a room by the Harbour Commissioners, for a period up to around July 1 8 3 l''‘*. The 

‘Committee fo r  the Watering o f  the Town ’, whose representative, John Long, the owner of the 

Royal Harbour Tavern in Georges Street and a resident o f Kingstown since at least 1826, wrote 

to the Board o f Public Works in May 1833 seeking permission to use water from the ‘Harbour 

Tank’ at the water jetty, may have been the same official body or possibly a separate, voluntary 

body"^.

The Act of 1834, commonly known as the Kingstown Improvement Act, allowed all ratepayers 

who owned property, valued at £10 or over, to elect 18 Town Commisssioners, all of whom had

Archives o f the Catholic Diocese of Dublin, Hamilton Papers, File 36/1-2, Item 33, 19/2/1839.
DonmWy, Short Histories, 160.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/5, 21/6/1831. Pearson, Dun Laoghaire-Kingstown (Dublin 1991) 93.

' Return o f  Cities and Towns, which have made application fo r  permission to adopt the provisions o f  A ct 
9. Geo.IV c.82, HC 1829 xxii. 315.

NA, KHC, Ref. OPW8/KlN/977(3), undated 1831.
NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/6, 24/5/1833. NA, Ref: TAB 9/75, Tithe Applotment Book, Parish of 

Monkstown 1826.
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to reside in or own property in the town"^. The Act gave the Town Commissioners powers to 

regulate building, appoint constables and maintain the roads and footpaths within the boundaries 

o f the town, which included part of M onkstown as well as all of Kingstown"^.
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Figure 7.6 Kingstown in the mid nineteenth century. Source: Pearson 1991,170.

Not all the powers granted to them were used, so for example they were happy enough to tolerate 

thatched buildings, as long as they were tucked away in the courts and back streets. Though the 

middle and upper class population would have welcomed the creation of this new regulatory 

authority, when the Bill to create the Town Commission came before parliament in 1834, the
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Board o f Public Works reaction was somewhat negative, not out of any desire to exert control 

over the town but out o f fear that some of their authority over the Harbour would be usurped, that 

they would lose land and property to the proposed new body or that they would have to pay new 

rates or local taxes, on top of the parish cess and grand jury tax they were already liable for” *. 

The Board’s objections did not prevent the passing o f the Act, nor did it stop it from giving the 

new Town Commissioners the use of a room in the office at the Harbour Store Yard, until they 

could find alternative accomodation"^. A year later, the then Resident Engineer, Richard 

Thomas, recommended that the Town Commissioners be given notice to quit the room because 

‘their meetings (almost daily) are conducted with so much uproar as to cause interruptions and 

annoyance to the executions o f  my Ojfice Duties Not wishing to alienate the town fathers but 

prioritising the needs of his own officers, Burgoyne, the Board Chairman, ordered that they be 

written to and told to get alternative accomodation by the T’ o f November, in a letter to be 

worded 'as politely as p o s s i b l e This revelation shines a different light on the proceedings of 

Kingstown Town Commissioners than one would expect having read the minutes o f that body. 

The lack of any hint of dissension and ‘uproar’ in those minutes, should act as a strong corrective 

to the tendency to accept such records as an accurate and objective account, rather than 

partial/subjective material. Ironically, Richard Thomas had been proposed to be co-opted onto 

the Town Commission in February 1835, but had declined on the grounds that there was a 

conflict o f interest with his position as an official of the Board of Public Works'^'.

7.5.2 Class, religion and politics

The first 18 Town Commissioners were elected by a meeting o f ‘the inhabitants’, that is 

ratepayers, of Kingstown, held in Hayes Royal Hotel, on the of September 1834’^̂ . Who 

were these men, and of course all of them were men, who now ruled over what Thakeray later 

described as 'a town irregularly built, with many handsome terraces, some churches, and showy 

looking hotels Almost all can be identified from Pettigrew and Oulton’s Dublin Directory; 

there were two hoteliers, two doctors, two lawyers, a coal merchant, a spirit dealer, a measurer, a 

building contractor, a merchant tailor, a confectioner and a grocer. This mixture o f professionals, 

small traders and big business interests represented a good cross section o f the booming town’s 

elite. At the ‘upper’ end of the class spectrum came men such as Thomas Gresham, the Dublin 

Hotelier (who lived in Raheny), Edward Hayes, owner of the Royal Hotel, Samuel Smith, son of 

George Smith and Pierce Mahony, solicitor to the Dublin Kingstown Railway Company, while at

NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/6, 9/4/1834, 9/5/1834, 27/5/1834. E. Murphy, A Glorious Extravaganza, 
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the other end were men such as John Turellini, the confectioner and Nicholas White, the 

Cumberland Street grocer. Richard Wallnut, who had benefited nicely from the sale of some of 

his seafront land to the Harbour Commissioners, was appointed secretary/clerk to the Town 

Commissioners'^"*. Although there was a very high turnover o f Commissioners, with members 

frequently resigning and being replaced, the same social pattern was maintained over the years 

between 1834 and the Famine. O f the ten out of twelve commissioners elected in September 

1842, whose occupation or business interest can be identified in the Dublin Directory or in other 

sources, three were grocers/provision dealers, two were bakers and the five others were; the 

owner of builders yards, a hotelier, a vintner, a publican and a professor of music, though 

noticeably absent on this occasion and during the 1834-1845 period as a whole, were the titled 

and the ‘higher’ gentry'^^. These were men, then, who had a solid stake in the town, even if 

many of them retained their links with Dublin city, men who, as Pearson correctly asserts, 

‘tended to direct their energies towards the benefit o f  the middle and upper classes

Because of the Town Council’s later reputation as a bastion of unionism, it might be presumed 

that it was completely Protestant dominated from the beginning or that it shared the sectarian and 

loyalist character of the older town corporations and boroughs o f Ireland. As would be expected 

for the times, many of the Commissioners tended to be Protestants, yet prominent Catholic 

residents such as the builder James Nugent often served as Commissioners. The significant 

Protestant element amongst the Commissioners did not automatically render the body sectarian 

or even ill-disposed to the Catholic Church. This was reflected in a decision of the 

Commissioners to exempt from tax both the Catholic ‘National Free School o f Kingstown’ and 

the convent of the recently arrived Sisters o f Charity, following an appeal from the Parish Priest, 

Fr. Bartholomew Sheridan. Sheridan, who had started his career in the area as chaplain to the 

prisoners on the Hulk Essex, was even once nominated as a Town Commissioner when a vacancy 

arose, though it appears that he did not accept the position'^’.

In its early years, the town authority does not seem to have been a site for political contention 

and if the minutes are an accurate depiction of what went on at meetings, national and sectarian 

politics rarely arose, despite the existence of some sectarian tensions in the town. The annual 

ratepayers meeting, which met each September to elect twelve out of eighteen Commissioners, 

invariably elected a full slate of twelve unopposed, so what existed was not so much an overtly 

‘political’ body, as an administrative arm of the class that dominated the town'^*. The two 

occasions when national issues did arise offer a surprising picture of the political composition of
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the Kingstown Town Commissioners and challenge the stereotypical image of identical Irish 

religious and political cleavages. The first occasion was in April 1843, as the renewed campaign 

o f repeal agitation under O ’Connell’s leadership gathered pace, when James Nugent, a leading 

member o f O’Connell’s organisation and the leading Catholic politician in Kingstown, branded 

‘a professor o f  humbug’ in 1833 by The Times of London for his pro-repeal activities, gave 

notice o f a motion supporting the repeal o f the union, no doubt with the example o f Dublin 

Corporation, which had debated a similar motion in March, in mind'^’ . After one

postponement, the motion was debated in early June. The minutes of that meeting record that 

Nugent’s motion, seconded by Thomas Murphy, was ‘Carried with but two dissenting voices’. 

At the August meeting of the Commissioners a further motion agreeing to the adoption of a 

petition to parliament in favour o f repeal was passed unanimously, this time proposed by the 

publican William Frost o f Anglesey View and seconded by Major Benjamin Walter Nicholson of 

Normanby Lodge, Rumley Avenue'^®. It may not be coincidental that the first contested election 

for Town Commissioners happened at the September 1843 general ratepayers meeting'^'. Two 

lists were proposed but following the victory o f the challenging list (the lists were not mutually 

exclusive, as four names appeared on both lists), procedural wrangling led ten ratepayers to call a 

general ballot, which was held over six days and resulted in the election o f men whose names 

had mainly been on the original list, including James Nugent and Thomas Murphy. Whether this 

deviation from the usual practice was related to issues o f national politics or not, it is significant 

that the two leading repealers were elected. These decisive victories raise serious questions 

about perceptions o f the relationship between religion, class and politics at a local level. Firstly, 

there were certainly more than two Protestants members o f the Town authority at this point so 

the assumption that the local Protestant population or at least the propertied section of that 

community, were, at this stage, ‘unionist’ is clearly incorrect. The support o f Protestant 

Commissioners may be partly due to some o f them being nationalists sympathetic to the repeal 

movement or to the fact that, up until the late nineteenth century, a minority of the Protestant 

elite believed that a repeal of the union would herald a return to something akin to the old Irish 

parliament, a body which would protect their privileges from the attacks o f reforming British 

governments. Yet this voting pattern does not just raise questions in relation to the politics of the 

middle/upper class Protestants but also those of their Catholic contemporaries. If, as O 

Tuathaigh points out, the Whig years that preceded this second burst of ‘Repeal’ agitation, had 

seen many middle class Catholics turn into ‘contented liberal unionists ’, this was not evident in 

the town where one would most expect it to be so'^^. What is evident is that, if the Town 

Commissioners were representative of their class, the rising Catholic middle class, the
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shopkeepers, tradesmen and professionals were the backbone o f the ‘Repeal’ movement both 

nationally and locally.

The second time the ‘national question’ was brought up at a Commissioners’ meeting, it was 

Nugent who raised it again'^^. Even though the repeal movement had passed its high point the 

issue was still very much alive, and Nugent used the occasion of the arrival of a letter from the 

Loyal National Appeal Association (O’Connell’s organisation), in May 1845, to propose a 

motion which stated ‘That an Address be presentedfrom this Board on the 30"' May (inst), to Mr. 

O ’Connell congratulating him and his fellow  prisoners on the result o f  the late State 

prosecutions (O’Connell’s conviction by a partisan jury had been overturned by the Law Lords), 

His deliverance from  an unjust imprisonment and that said Address he worded in the terms o f  the 

letter now read'^^^. This time Nugent faced stiffer opposition. Four Commissioners, Richard 

Wallnutt of Old Dunleary, Elias Arnold, a professor of music from Monkstow'n Crescent, Horatio 

N. Wallace, a Church o f Ireland churchwarden and resident o f Ballybrack, and Thomas J. 

Quinton, a Pipe Water inspector, protested against the right of the Chairman, the merchant tailor 

Irwin Smyth, to put any resolution that did not come under the remit of the Kingstown 

Improvement Act, but Smyth was obviously aligned to Nugent and he put the resolution to the 

vote and it was carried'^^. The dissenting Commissioners, joined by one other, John Dillon, 

insisted that their protest against 'the Chairman o f  this Board putting the question on any 

political subject’ be recorded in the minutes. Nugent then drove home his victory by 

successfully proposing that Major B. W. Nicholson and he be appointed as a committee to 

prepare and present, along with any other Commissioners who wanted to attend, the address to 

O ’Connell. If we take it that those named above as dissenting are synonymous with those who 

voted against, the Commissioners split along the following lines: eight pro-repeal against five 

anti-repeal, a much tighter split than in 1843 and a possible indication that local Protestant 

hostility to repeal/nationalism was growing, since, o f the five who opposed Nugent’s motion, 

three were definitely and one was probably Protestant, though at least one and probably more of 

Nugent’s supporters were also Protestant. It would be mistaken to think, however, that a major 

political or sectarian cleavage had opened up in municipal affairs. The limited extent and impact 

o f this division on municipal politics was revealed at the annual ratepayers meeting o f September 

1845, where consensus reigned once more and a slate including four o f those who had voted for 

Nugent’s motion and three o f those who had opposed it, was elected unanimously’^̂ .
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7.5.3 Taxation

The Commissioners faced a great deal of difficulty in collecting the taxes they were due and 

there seems to have been a strong reluctance amongst the property owners to pay, compounded 

by the fact that they already paid a Grand Jury tax. This resentment sometimes came to the boil, 

as in the case o f a Miss Sommers, of Staunton Place, who complained that Darby, the tax 

collector had acted illegally and improperly towards her'^^. The Commissioners questioned 

Darby and accepted that his conduct was legal but warned him to conduct himself with as much 

‘civility the nature o f  his office would allow This incident highlights the dilemma of the Town 

Commissioners regarding this issue: they were themselves part of the class that was being taxed 

(and given the high turnover o f Commissioners, even between the annual ratepayers, meeting a 

surprisingly large proportion of the male section of that class served as Commissioners at one 

time or another) but had to ensure the efficient collection o f the tax to carry out even the minimal 

amount of responsibilities assigned to them by the law and demanded of them by the very same 

class o f property owners and proprietors. On the most part, they did try to exert pressure on 

recalcitrant ratepayers, even seeking the assistance of the police and, upbraiding Darby’s 

successor George Downes, the Dublin and Kingstown merchant, for having ‘complied with the 

wishes o f  the ratepayers instead o f  following directions o f  the Board’ by failing to collect 

outstanding arrears '■’*. When he failed to provide an account o f outstanding arrears or to come 

before a meeting o f the Commissioners, he was dismissed from his post as Inspector of 

Nuisances and Tax Collector, with William Rinn, a Georges Street grocer and provisions dealer, 

appointed in his place as Tax Collector and James Graham, o f Rumley Avenue, as Inspector of 

Nuisances The problem still persisted; in September 1840 the Commissioners requested that 

the County Magistrates sit in Petit Sessions at Kingstown to allow them to summons those who 

were in arrears o f the municipal tax'''®. The frustration of the Commissioners, arising out of this 

failure of members o f their own class to pay for what was in their own long-term interest, comes 

across strongly in a statement sent to the Lord Lieutenant protesting at the failure o f the 

Magistrates to deal with tax arrears cases: ‘The utmost amount o f  assessment under the 

Kingstown Act has never exceeded £300 per Annum, a sum totally insufficient fo r  the purpose o f  

properly cleansing and lighting the Town; when the extent o f  boundary, large population and 

numerous lanes and alleys within the Jurisdiction are taken into consideration. ...the Board thro ’ 

the want o f  funds has been perfectly inoperative ...the consequences being that the Town o f  

Kingstown now exhibits a scene o f  fdth, bad roads and footpaths, alike disgraceful to its 

appearance, injurious to its hospitality and affecting the Character o f  the Board o f
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C o m m i s s i o n e r s A similar note was struck in a contemporary submission by the 

Commissioners to the Grand Jury Commission o f Enquiry, in which they objected to the 

Rathdown House Tax, on the basis that this money was not being spent by the Grand Jury on 

Kingstown but on ‘remote parts o f  the Barony’. Kingstown, they asserted, ‘from  its situation, 

from  its numerous natural advantages, from  the vast expenditure o f  property in building in the 

neighbourhood and from  Constant influx o f  strangers...is likely to reach considerable 

importance’ but due to lack of funds, obviously caused in their view by the refusal o f many 

ratepayers to pay both the Kingstown and Rathdown taxes, the town was ‘in a state o f  extreme 

filth  and apparent neglect, that the High Roads approaching to and the thoroughfares and 

pathways thro ’ it are in bad weather in almost an impassable condition, that it is unlit 

unprovided with the necessary public sewers totally unguarded against accidents by fire  and 

uncleanliness exposed to the devastating ravages o f  Contagious disease This mixture of 

concern for the image of the town and its corporate fathers, with an aw'areness of the drastic 

situation of the majority of the population epitomises the rhetorical, if not the practical, stance of 

the pre-Famine Town Commissioners.

7.5.4 Cleansing the town

The primary goal of the Town Commissioners was to improve the appearance of the town. This 

imperative arose from their interest, as members o f the business class, of making the town 

attractive for visitors and enticing wealthy city-dwellers to move to the town but it sometimes 

clashed with the needs of small traders as a resolution condemning ‘the very great annoyance 

occasioned to the inhabitants and the public by Vegetable and other stands, projecting upon, and 

obstructing the footways o f  the public streets o f  Kingstown ’, passed by the Commissioners in 

1837, revealed’"'̂ . The offending owners of fish, poultry and vegetable stands were instructed ‘to 

have same kept within their respective houses’ or face prosecution''*^. The administrative 

infrastructure to implement the decisions of the Commissioners was put in place in the first few 

years o f their existence. A managing committee was usually formed consisting o f a small 

number o f Commissioners who acted as a sort o f hands-on executive in between meetings. A 

George Darby, o f Georges Street, was appointed as ‘Inspector of Nuisances’ to investigate 

complaints made to the Commissioners and to collect the local tax from the r a t e p a y e r s I t  was 

also decided to employ six ‘scavengers’ to sweep the streets and to advertise for tenders for a 

number o f contracts for cleaning/watering the streets of different parts of the town, the first of 

which was awarded to Robert Sexton, son of the local landholder Daniel Sexton (see Chapter
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One) for the sum of £80'"'^. It is significant that the streets to be watered during summer included 

not only the main thoroughfare o f Georges Street, York Street and Clarence Street but also the 

exclusive haunts o f the town elite, Gresham Terrace and Sussex Parade, yet Kingstown Avenue, 

the centre of working class Kingstown was excluded’"'̂ . On the other hand, it is worth noting 

that Wellington Street, home o f small traders and craftspeople, including two female straw 

bonnet makers, was also prioritised in an early resolution that read as follows: ‘That the shore in 

Wellington Street be the first object ofpublick improvement fo r  the consideration o f  the Board’, a 

job that was eventually carried out in December 1835''’’. The Commissioners may also have 

been sensitive to working class pressure or, more likely middle class pressure to ensure that all of 

the town’s streets looked well kept, because they passed a resolution in November 1835 calling 

Sexton to carry out cleansing regularly, not only in Georges Street but also ‘other streets and 

lanes in like manner so as to give satisfaction to a / / ’'"*. This was followed by an attempt to 

force the public in general to take responsibility for street cleaning; ‘That the secretary do direct 

the Town Constables to call on the Inhabitants to have their footpaths properly swept before ten 

o clock every morning (Sunday excepted) and their respective sewers cleansed and stating the 

determination o f  the Commissioners to put the law in force against those who do not comply with 

the Act o f  Parliament'''''^. This order was printed and circulated to each household in the town. 

The pressure was also kept on Sexton, with a warning that he should clean up the ‘several other 

parts o f  the Town at present in a filthy and neglected state ’ or resign his contract. He tried to 

use the failure of the residents to sweep the footpaths and the ‘bad repair’ of the ‘channels ’ and 

streets, to exonerate himself'^®. In the short term, he seems to have succeeded because Patrick 

Hagan, one of the Town Constables, was ordered shortly afterwards to patrol the town at ten 

every morning to check if the owners/occupiers had swept the footpath and drainage channels in 

front o f their homes, with the intention of issuing summons against those who failed to do so. 

Hagan ignored this order and the Commissioners passed another resolution nearly a year later, in 

November 1836, ordering him to implement it and to report residents guilty of neglecting their 

patch of footpath'^'. Eventually the Commissioners decided to employ people directly to cleanse 

the streets, appointing Thomas Mahady as a Foreman Labourer, at 10s per week, with 

instructions to employ two men and purchase a horse and cart to cany out the task'^^. By 1842, 

enough work was being carried out by labourers employed by the Commissioners, to warrant the 

appointment o f Patrick Hickey as a working overseer, initially at 15s per week but later reduced 

to 12s, and finally raised to 14s'^^.
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7.5.5 Slaughter Houses

In 1832, the Resident Engineer, John Aird, referring to tw o slaughter houses (sure signs o f  a 

working class district) whose effluent was flow ing down the Sixty Foot Road onto land owned  

by the Harbour Commissioners, alluded to their location near ‘a  p la ce  thickly inhabited by the 

p o o rer  c lasses  These were probably N ow lan and Sheridan’s premises on Georges Street and 

Aird was probably referring to the same 'uncovered sew er ’ passing down past the grand houses 

o f  Sussex Parade (formerly the Sixty Foot Road) that, in the summer o f  1831, inspired an irate 

memorial from residents who protested at the 'noisome va p o u rs’ emanating from the sewer, 

which were offensive to both the inhabitants o f  Kingstown and visitors who came to the town or 

Harbour for ‘business or fo r  p leasu re  In a contradictory statement they claimed that it was, 'in 

the opinion o f  M edical Gentlemen ca lcu la ted  to induce contagious d ise a se ' but was also the 

cause o f  an ‘unfounded rum our’ o f  fever in the district, that ‘m aterially d a m a g ed ’ them '” . This 

strange mixture o f  bourgeois sensibility, obvious self-interest and concern for public health was 

signed by 17 people, at least seven o f  whom were wealthy residents o f  Sussex Parade, including 

Mrs. Anne Drake, the w ife/w idow  o f  M oses Drake, the Dublin plumber w ho had bought the 

leases to develop part o f  the terrace in 1825/1826, three doctors; John Speer, James Lynch and 

John Arthur, as well as the Georges Street Confectioner John Turellini. When another resident 

John Burke, who had built most o f  these houses around 1826, wrote to the Lord Lieutenant, the 

Harbour Com m issioners responded by denying that they had ignored the original Memorial and 

claim ing that they had fixed this sewer'^^. Slaughter houses were generally located in the poorer 

parts o f  towns in nineteenth century Ireland, and their existence is an indication o f  distinct 

working class districts and there are a number o f  references to slaughter houses in the minutes o f  

the Kingstown Town Commissioners. Given the relatively close proximity o f  working class 

occupied lanes to the homes o f  the wealthy it w as inevitable that the location o f  slaughter houses 

in those places would lead to complaints such as those o f  the Sussex Parade residents or that o f  

the retired army officer and future Town Commissioner, Captain Edward Drewe o f  Hayes 

Mount, on Lower Georges Street, who requested that the Com m issioners investigate a slaughter 

house in the vicinity o f  his house, possibly Mary Ann H ickey’s establishment across the road in 

Callaghan’s Lane'^’ . A more prominently placed slaughter house w as located at the prem ises o f  

the Lower Georges Street butcher, James N ow lan, which led to a complaint from the landlord, 

property owner and Glenageary resident Robert Meekins, though the actual slaughter house, with 

its ‘accum ulation o f  o ffa l’, was located at the rear o f  N ow lan’s shop, backing on to the working 

class neighbourhood o f  Paradise Avenue and its associated courts. This slaughter house, later
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run by his wife, Elizabeth Nowlan, and the neighbouring one owned by Francis Sheridan, as well 

as their respective stalls on the main street, was to continue to be a cause for concern to the 

Commissioners for a number o f years, until they were forced to pay for a sewer from their 

premises to link with the existing one carrying effluent from Kingstown Avenue down Sussex 

Parade'^*. On foot of a written complaint, Sheridan was also warned to remedy ‘the offensive 

sm ell’ from his slaughter house or to face a fme. Slaughter houses were still a cause for popular 

concern in May 1845, when a letter signed by the residents of ‘Kingstown Avenue, Paradise Row 

etc. Stating that i f  a Slaughter House be permitted to be opened in Georges Street without being 

provided with suitable Sewers that Nuisance therefrom will be intolerable ’ was sent to the 

Commissioners'^^. On foot o f a complaint from the teacher, resident o f Paradise Avenue and 

petty landlord, Thomas White, the Commissioners held a special meeting in August 1845 to deal 

with the overflow of effluent from Nolan’s slaughter house on Paradise Avenue, leading to a 

decision to build a sewer from that street through Nowlan’s butcher shop to link with a sewer on 

Georges Street'^”.

7.5.6 Paving and Lighting

When the Commissioners decided to pave and curb the footpaths of the town in October 1836, 

the resolution that they passed referred to ‘the footpaths in different streets. Lanes, Avenues and 

alleys \  implying that working class neighbourhoods would receive the same treatment as grand 

terraces'*'. The tender to carry out this contract was received from Patrick Foy, the owner o f a 

number of cottages and lands in Dalkey and Glenageary'*^. It is doubtful whether this extensive 

contract was granted because in October 1837, a number of tenders were received by the 

Commissioners for the paving and curbing o f the footpath and water channel o f the northern side 

o f Georges Street'*^. Most o f the proposals came from contractors based in the quarrying 

districts of the Dublin Hills and contracts were awarded to Laurence Byrne of Ticknock and 

James Doyle o f Kingstown (who appears to have been illiterate because his signature was 

accompanied by an X, with the words ‘his M ark' attached)'^''. Doyle’s work may have been the 

target o f the vandalism that was reported shortly afterwards, when the Town Commissioners and 

the ‘Rathdown Protective Association’ offered a reward o f £10 for information regarding ‘person 

or persons concerned in wantonly and maliciously displacing and throwing about the curbing
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recently set in front o f  the Hayes premises in Georges S t r e e t The work o f paving, repairing 

etc. streets and footpaths was primarily confined to the main streets, which explains the 

Commissioners partial refusal of the o f request of James Barrett, resident o f a substantial house 

on Tivoli Terrace East, trustee of St. Michael’s Catholic church and owner o f Barrett and Sons of 

Baggot Street, that they repair the road and footpath of that street and Kingstown Avenue'**. 

They agreed to do the repairs on Kingstown Avenue but not Tivoli Terrace East, on the basis that 

they were short of funds, a reversal of the usual prioritisation o f work according to the class 

affected, even if Kingstown Avenue was the second most important commercial/retail zone in the 

town. Barrett, who leased a substantial amount of land in that area from the head landlords since 

the early 1820s, subsequently donated £30 to the Commissioners to fund the work on Kingstown 

Avenue, which was carried out by the mason Robert Long, himself a resident of Kingstown 

Avenue’*’. The issuing, at the same time, of a contract for the construction of two sewers at the 

top of the Avenue, may have been linked to this work but it is significant that this was the 

decidedly up-market end of the street, also known as Kingstown Parade, perhaps to distinguish it 

from the less desirable northern end'**. A resident of the ‘Parade’, Arthur McKenna (also of 

Thomas Street, Dublin), later made a donation of £10 to pay for a sewer and footpaths on his 

home street, an offer that was accepted with alacrity by the Commissioners.

Work on roads and footpaths began to accelerate in the 1840s but the class bias remained. At the 

meeting of the Commissioners held in December 1842, various repairs and new works on the 

following streets were considered: Georges Street, Rumley Avenue, Northumberland Avenue, 

the ‘Back Road’, Mellifont Avenue, Monkstown Crescent and the southern end of York Street, 

all of which, with the exception of the mixed commercial/retail/residential nature o f Georges 

Street, were areas of high valuation/elite housing developments'*’ . If the Commissioners showed 

bias towards looking after the needs of the wealthier parts of the town, they were only reflecting 

the general tendency o f their class. This was graphically illustrated by a requisition demanding 

the convening o f a public meeting to discuss the provision o f public lighting sent to the 

Commissioners in February 1845 (some o f the streets or perhaps private houses were already lit 

by gas, since Lewis states, in 1837 that the town ‘is lighted with gas by the Dublin Gas 

Company’)'™. The letter, signed by 26 leading citizens o f the town, including the Parish Priest, 

Fr. Bartholomew Sheridan and John Crosthwaite, who was to become one o f the most important 

developers and politicians in post-famine Kingstown, listed the streets that were deemed in need 

o f gas light: Georges Street, Cumberland Street. Monkstown Crescent, York Street, Clarence
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Street, Adelaide Street, M ellifont Avenue, Rumley Avenue, Sussex Parade, Tivoli Terrace, 

Longford Terrace and Northumberland Avenue, with the partial exceptions o f  Cumberland and 

York Street, behind which lay a number o f  working class courts, all inhabited by the wealthier 

sections o f  the population. There can be no mistaking the partiality; while small cul-de-sacs such 

as M ellifont Avenue and Adelaide Street were included, the second busiest street in the town, 

Kingstown Avenue, was excluded. When the meeting was held at the Court House on Corrig 

Avenue, it was agreed to have the town, or more precisely their town, lighted. The hegemony o f 

one class, even at a local level, is rarely complete and this blatant subjectivity did not go 

unchallenged. The challengers, or at least those leading the challenge, were not the working 

class themselves, disenfranchised as they were, but the small business class o f  the Kingstown 

Avenue district and a few indignant ratepayers o f the other excluded streets, such as Arthur 

McKenna o f Kingstown Parade.

Plate 7.2 Modern Patrick Street, formerly Kingstown Avenue. Source: Breathnach 2002.

They sent another requisition demanding a meeting to discuss the addition o f Kingstown Avenue, 

Kingstown Parade, Tivoli Place, Georges Place and Paradise Row to the list o f  streets to be lit'^'. 

This time the requisition was signed by 25 different signatories, with the exception o f  the canny 

Fr. Sheridan who added his name to the second list. Amongst their number were small traders 

and craftsmen o f  Kingstown Avenue, such as the mason/contractor Robert Long, the shoemaker 

John Homer and the carpenter John Reynold, along with Luke Kelly, the Georges Street 

carpenter who had worked for the Harbour Commissioners in the 1820s, as well as number o f
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small land lords who rented cabins located behind or near their own houses to the poor, including 

the above mentioned Denis Cody, the landlord o f Cody’s Court off Kingstown Avenue and the 

teacher Thomas White, landlord of White’s Court off Paradise Avenue’’ .̂ At the subsequent 

meeting o f ratepayers, Arthur Me Kenna proposed that the extra streets be added to the list and 

this was agreed ‘by the votes o f  the majority o f  the said rated inhabitants The self-interest of 

the petit bourgeois in their midst had ensured that at least the main routes o f the workers’ 

crowded little world would be lit at night.

7.5.7 The Town Commissioners and working class places

The Town authority rarely had direct dealings with the working class residents of the town, 

though of course many of their decisions affected their lives. They may even have intended to 

deliberately contain working people to the back streets o f the town when they ruled that ‘no 

buildings should he erected in the Main Streets without being two stories h igh’, effectively 

barring the location o f cabins/cottages on these streets, even if the ruling was primarily aimed at 

commercial premises'^^. At the same time they could not completely ignore the needs of the 

class that constituted at least 50% of the population of the town at the time, based on the, 

admittedly flawed, figures o f the 1831 Census, which categorises 34.9% of all adult males in 

Kingstown as labourers, 9% as servants and a further 29.8% as being involved in retail and 

handicrafts which would have to include a section of the skilled working class as well as 

shopkeepers etc. One of those instances that was of direct consequence to working class people, 

arose when the Post Master, John Bond of Lower Georges Street, a pre-Kingstown resident of 

the area, was called in front of the Commissioners, accused of violating the Kingstown Act by 

ripping up and carrying off the pavement stones in Callaghan’s Lane'^'’. This lane was one o f the 

oldest courts in the town, a collection of around 15 cottages with four smaller courts o f tiny 

cabins attached, though despite the higher than average valuation of the cottages most had no 

‘privy or a s h - p i t Bond does not seem to have responded, as the secretary was instructed to 

write to him demanding the restoration of the pavement. A sub-committee was appointed to 

investigate the matter and they reported that Bond had failed to carry out the repair work, so a 

summons was procured from the Blackrock Magistrates to bring him to court for breach o f the 

Act and a subsequent letter from Bond left them unmoved since they decided to leave the matter 

with the Magistrates'
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Bond, undaunted, soon struck back with a letter cheekily complaining of an unspecified 

‘nuisance’ (this term generally referred to an obstruction or health hazard located on a street or 

plot of land), which spurred the Commissioners to send Darby, the inspector, to report on Bond’s 

complaint and the state of Callaghan’s Lane'^’.

Figure 7.7 Callaghans Lane, Lower Georges Street. Extract from Valuation Office Map, c.1849,
Gilbert Library.

Nothing came of this decision but the residents of Callaghan’s Lane were obviously not afraid of 

demanding their rights, because in June 1837 they sent a memorial to the Commissioners about a 

slaughter house opened in the lane by a Mrs Mary Ann Hickey’’*. Hickey had already been 

warned by the Commissioners, in January 1836, to ‘remove the nuisances occasioned by a 

slaughter house used by her or incur the penalty’ but, as with so many of their decisions, they 

failed to follow it through'™. In this instance a subcommittee appointed to investigate, reported 

that they had 'inspected a Slaughterhouse recently opened in Callaghan’s Lane by Mrs Hickey 

and do Consider it a Nuisance o f the worst description not only offensive to the Neighbourhood 

hut Calculated to produce fever and other diseases o f a most malignant Character’. The 

Commissioners took decisive action this time, giving Hickey seven days to have the slaughter 

house removed or ‘remedied’. This decisiveness may have arisen out of more than concern for 

the occupants of the cottages and cabins of Callaghan’s Lane because this ‘nuisance’ must have 

had an impact on the nearby houses and shops of Lower Georges Street and Crofton 

Place/Terrace, home of such local luminaries as Richard Thomas, the Harbour Resident 

Engineer, Joseph Armstrong, owner of the Anglesea Arms Hotel and Sackville H. Lovett, Justice 

of the Peace. When Hickey refused to ‘remedy or remove’ the slaughter house, the 

Commissioners decided to bring proceedings against her'*°. Once again we are not informed of
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the outcome of this action or whether it was ever followed through but Callaghan’s Lane appears 

in the records again when M. and M. Dowling, a Dublin firm which relocated from Dublin city to 

Kingstown in the 1830s and the owners o f the a builders yard on Clarence Street, and their 

neighbour H. B. Hautenville, a Naval Officer, received permission to make a sewer from ‘the 

rere o f  their Concerns ’, connecting to the main sewer laid by the Board o f Public Works parallel 

to the Harbour shore, and the Commissioner’s promised to 'so fa r  co-operate therewith as to 

cause a surface sewer to be made in Callaghan’s Lane \  which could have been a belated attempt 

to deal with the effluent from Hickey’s slaughterhouse or an attempt to assuage the residents of 

the lane so that they would accept the construction of their wealthy neighbours sewer on their 

doorsteps'*’. It emerged later that they did not construct the Callaghan’s Lane sewer, prompting 

a request from Mrs. Hautenville that they do so, to prevent the use of sewer at the rear of her 

property being used or interfered with in some way by the occupants of the Lane'*^. Callaghan’s 

Lane (also known as Ryder’s Row) features in the records o f the Commissioners again in 

1843'*^. This time someone had complained about the manure collecting in the lane. James 

Garry, a car owner who rented a cottage and yard in the Lane and another man, P. Lynch, 

contacted the Commissioners to request time to remove the manure but they were told to remove 

it at once or that the Commissioners would do so. This would suggest that the manure was being 

deliberately stored by Garry and Lynch for some purpose, probably for sale.

This sensitivity to the needs o f the inhabitants of Callaghan’s Lane was not replicated when it 

came to the people who lived in Hassard’s Court, a square o f 24 small cabins with a little yard 

attached to each, all owned by one landlord, William Hassard, situated behind the lands of Echo 

Lodge, which was later to become the convent o f the Sisters of Mercy'*'*. The widespread use of 

horses for transport and the various livestock wandering the street led to the necessity of 

regularly gathering and disposing of manure, but where was such offensive material to be 

disposed of? The answer, it seems, was near where workers lived, because the Commissioners 

instructed their secretary to apply for the use of a ‘piece o f  ground adjoining Mr Hassard’s 

holding near Kingstown Avenue, as this Board considers the same to be well situated fo r  the 

purpose o f  depositing the Street Manure ’, though they decided subsequently not to rent this plot 

from Hassard'*^ Their next target for manure storage was ‘the plot o f  ground in the rere o f  the 

fisherm en’s huts ’ at Susan Place, belonging to a Mrs. Grierson o f Bagatelle, Kingstown Hill, 

which probably referred to either Susan Place Cottages or a row of small dwellings on Kelly’s 

Avenue but in the end they accepted offers from Sir William Lynar and a Mr Whitley to store the 

manure in their respective fields near York street and next to the Martello Tower and quany at
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Glasthule, from where it could be sold as fertiliser'*^. In October 1843, W. Roberts was 

contracted ‘fu r  the removing o f  the Manure Collected on the Streets, Lanes, avenues in the Town 

within the prescribed limits ’, though the Commissioners still had to issue an order, in December 

1842, 'that the Secretary be directed to Serve proper Notices on all persons collecting dung 

heaps within the Limits o f  the Town We can only guess at the reasons why the attempts to 

locate the waste near working class homes failed: was it the opposition of the tenants or of the 

landlords or was it simply a demand for a higher rent than the Commissioners were prepared to 

pay? A similar unpleasant function was allotted to the a plot of ground on the old sea bank, now 

cut off by the railway, in front o f the house of Robert Sexton but right next to a small cluster of 

cabins called Sea Bank or later known derogatorily known as ‘Pig Bank’, which was chosen as 

the site of a fish market'**. The unfortunate inhabitants of Sea Bank and nearby Me Cormick’s 

Court also had to suffer the consequence of the former bay o f Dunleary just beneath them, being 

transformed into a stinking stagnant pool by the construction o f the railway extension, cutting it 

off from the sea, and its use as a refuse dump and a repository for sewage flowing down from the 

surrounding neighbourhood.

As the example of Callaghan’s Lane shows, when working class people appealed to the 

Commissioners, they sometimes responded, even if their response did not solve the problems 

complained o f  In March 1844, Richard Walnutt proposed a motion at a meeting of the Town 

Commissioners calling on a Mr. Hearn of Paradise Row, a street at the centre o f a densely 

packed working class neighbourhood to the west of Kingstown Avenue, ‘to abate or remove the 

Nuisance complained o f  by the Inhabitants o f  said place ’, a motion that w'as followed by another 

one calling for the rejection o f an application from a Mr. C. Mooney to build on a site at ‘the 

Forty Foot Road'{Sussex Parade), since this was ‘the only site that can be made available fo r  a 

sewer to remedy the great nuisance complained o f  in Paradise A few days later,

following further investigation, the Commissioners decided ‘to have a sewer built, 

communicating with the sewer in the main Street in order to carry o ff the Stagnant Water in 

Paradise Row Shortly afterwards another issue concerning the same neighbourhood arose in 

the form of a complaint from John Kelly of Paradise Row, against John Kearns, a shoemaker of 

Kingstown Avenue'^®. It emerged in the evidence given by both at a special meeting convened 

by the Commissioners, that Kearns had located a manure heap in 'the public passage leading 

from  Kingstown Avenue to Paradise Row ’, which obliged Kelly 'to keep the door o f  my dwelling 

shut during mealtimes' and led his tenants, presumably the occupants of one o f the neighbouring 

courts, to state 'that they would be obliged to leave their Holdings in consequence o f  the noisome
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sm eir, to which Kelly responded that the manure heap took up no more than one foot o f the 

public passage. Robert Long, the mason/contractor o f Kingstown Avenue, the owner of the 

passage way, though called on the part of the Kearns, agreed that the manure heap was a 

nuisance, which combined with the evidence of Michael Carrigg, the Commissioner sent to 

investigate the matter, that ‘i f  the defendant be allowed to keep the manure heap which is a very 

great nuisance, the Health o f  the entire neighbourhood will be very much endangered by the 

vapours noisome exhalations and nuisances arising from  the said manure heap’, lead Kearns to 

agree to remove it within a fortnight. In September o f 1844, the Commissioners received a 

memorial from the ‘inhabitants o f  Kingstown Avenue ’ objecting to the construction by Robert 

Long of a wall blocking the same passage way, on foot o f which they sent a legal notice to Long 

to dismantle the obstruction'^'. Long did not act, leading to more protests, this time from three 

named residents of Kingstown Avenue, Messrs O’Brien, Kelly and White, who, given the title 

accorded to them, were most likely tradesmen or shopkeepers o f some description. The 

Commissioners decided to send a delegation to the Magistrates to raise the matter with them.

The Commissioners also faced increasing demands regarding the provision o f sewers as the 

working class population of the Kingstown Avenue district increased. For example, in 

September 1844 permission was given to the shoemaker Robert Homer, who lived in a middling 

house at the point where Kingstown Avenue merged into Kingstown Parade, to link a branch 

sewer from his premises to the main sewer in Kingstown Avenue, and in January 1845, the petty 

landlord Solomon Messit, was granted permission to make a sewer from the rear of a house at the 

bottom of Kingstown Avenue to the main sewer, to facilitate the four houses he owned there and 

possibly to provide for the occupants of the cabins o f Mars Court, hidden behind these houses, 

also the property of Messit'^^. In March 1846 a motion proposed by James Nugent directed 

‘That the Inspector be directed to take the levels at Mr. Hazards Court fo r  the purposes o f  

finding the most available way o f  carrying a main Sew er’ and at their next meeting the 

Commissioners agreed to cover in the open sewer flowing along Cross Avenue, another working 

class street in the same neighbourhood'^^. Yet this work’s impact was miniscule and Madden’s 

exact, if polite, exposure, twenty years later, of the reason for this lack o f attention on the part of 

the Town Commissioners to the insanitary conditions in working class localities, could equally 

have applied to the pre-Famine period: ‘The fact is, that it is almost too much to expect that a 

local body, composed, as this Board mainly is, o f  the owners o f  house property in the township, 

will make extensive improvements in sanitary matters involving a large expenditure falling  

heavily on their own pockets, however desirous these gentlemen may be (as I  am sure they are) 

o f doing their duty, or however necessary those improvements may be
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7.5.8 Imposing order

Like the Harbour Authority before them, the Town Commissioners, and the class they 

represented, were exercised by the presence of those poor people whom they considered a 

nuisance in the town, especially those who congregated at the centre of the town. This concern 

fits into a pattern of bourgeois transformation as the ‘frontier town’ atmosphere of the 1820s 

gave way to the new order of the elite dominated suburb of the 1830s and 1840s. The 

Commissioners appointed two policemen to ‘keep order ’ at the train station, the scene of chaotic 

crowds in its early days, though they were paid and answerable to the Dublin and Kingstown 

Railway Company'^^. In February 1838 they passed the following resolution: ‘In Consequence 

o f  complaints having been frequently made to this Board o f  the annoyance and obstruction 

occasioned to the inhabitant’s and public by paupers and idle Characters congregating together 

upon the footpaths in the vicinity o f  the 40 foo t road in George's Street it was resolved that 

application be made from  this Board to the Magistrates o f  the Rathdown petit sessions 

requesting that they will adapt such measures as they may deem meet fo r  the prevention o f  said 

annoyance, and this Board do hereby pledge themselves to Co-operate with the Magistrates to 

effect the sam e’̂ '̂ .̂ A few months later a memorial from the ‘Inhabitants o f  Kingstown’ (which 

invariably meant the wealthy inhabitants o f Kingstown), complaining ‘o f  the annoyance, as well 

as obstructions o f  the footways, occasioned by idle persons loitering and congregating thereon’, 

was presented to the Commissioners, who agreed to write to Mr. O Connor, the Chief Constable 

o f Police, requesting that the police, prevent ‘future occurrences o f  said cause o f  c o m p l a i n t . 

The Chief Constable, promising a veritable purge, replied that he would ‘fee l great pleasure in 

doing any thing in my power to do away with the great nuisance complained o f  and fo r  which 

purpose I  shall direct the Constables to summons as many o f  those idlers as possible before the 

Magistrates o f  Petit Sessions on Monday next that they may be dealt with according to the law 

Meanwhile the Commissioners themselves also promised action to guarantee ‘the better 

preservation o f  order and regularity’ of the town, in the form of authorisation to town constable 

‘to remove and to aid and assist any other Constable in removing said loiterers and from  

obstructing in any manner the said footway They went even further, ordering what amounted 

to a wholesale assault on working class recreation in the town: ‘It is also further ordered that the 

aforesaid Town Constable shall prevent and assist any other person in the prevention o f  any 

person or persons playing at Ball, Football, Commons, or any other play or Game in any o f  the 

public streets or places within the limits o f  the town, which may tend to obstruct the same or 

cause any annoyance theirin and that the Secretary draw up a Cautionary Notice grounded on 

the above motion, and cause the same to be printed and posted in the most conspicuous parts o f
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the town Whether all or any of these measures were actually carried out is not evident from the 

records but the tenor of the statements demonstrate a determination to bring the poor to heel, to 

drive home the transformation o f the town, to suppress the irregular, the defiant, the disorderly, 

the untidy manifestations of lumpen and working class life.

It was the same drive for order that prompted 21 ratepayers to sign a requisition calling on the 

Commissioners to convene a general meeting of ratepayers, in November 1838, ‘to take into 

consideration the propriety o f  appointing Town Watchmen fo r  the Winter Months As a result 

o f this meeting a sub-committee was set up to ascertain how much money could be collected 

from the ‘principal Inhabitants and Ratepayers ’ to finance the employment of the watchmen and 

200 circulars were to be sent to the homes o f these residents. Incidentally, this gives us an idea 

o f the proportion of inhabitants who were actually ratepayers, since the census of 1841, albeit 

three years later, recorded 981 houses in Kingstown. When the meeting reconvened, one of the 

members of the sub-committee, the grocer Michael Carrigg of Georges Street, informed the 

gathering that the only promise o f funding had come from the residents of Northumberland and 

Mellifont Avenues, who had pledged £12 in total to the scheme. As a result of this lack of 

response it was agreed to add more members to the sub-committee, to petition parliament for the 

repeal o f the power of the Grand Jury o f Co. Dublin to levy a house tax in Kingstown, 

presumably in the hope that Kingstown Town Commissioners could then raise their house tax or 

at least get more residents to pay, and, finally, to lobby for some members of the Metropolitan 

Police to act as night watchmen during the winter months. When the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Police District were extended to include Kingstown in 1840, the Commissioners 

immediately appointed another sub-committee to meet the Commissioners of the Police, ‘to 

ascertain from  them how fa r  the police authorities as extended to Kingstown will cooperate with 

this Board in carrying out the provisions o f  the Kingstown Improvement Act

7.5.9 Patrick Hagan, Town Constable

The appointment o f Patrick Hagan, the former Harbour watchman, as a town watchman or 

constable, was less to do with maintaining law and order than policing the physical infrastructure 

o f the town: his sole remit was ‘to prevent commission o f  nuisances Hagan soon became 

embroiled in a turf war between the new town authority and the police, when an incident 

occurred in 1835 between him and Carter, an officer of the city-based Head Office of Police^”'. 

The Magistrate, Sir William Lynar, whose sympathies obviously lay with the Town 

Commissioners (he lived in the town and was later to serve as a Commissioner himself), pinned
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the blame on Carter, who was accused of being ‘in a great state o f  excitement \  while Hagan was 

only carrying out his duty. Lynar denied drink had been involved and stated that he had never 

seen Hagan ‘in liquor’, a statement backed, surprisingly given Hagan’s previous dismissal for 

drunkenness, by the Board of Public Works, Toutcher and others. The Town Commissioners 

backed Hagan on this occasion, declaring that he ‘was only in execution o f  his duty as ordered by 

the Board’ but this did not end the business since a few weeks later a deputation was sent from 

the Town Commissioners to meet with the Magistrates o f the Head office of Police to discuss the 

matter^°^. There are no further reports on this issue and shortly afterwards Hagan, having 

weathered this storm, was awarded an increase in wages from 8s to 10s per week, because he 

was deemed to have a ‘very severe duty to perform  However the clash with Carter did have 

an impact; Hagan was ordered not to perform duties beyond the ‘defined limits' without the 

permission o f the Commissioners, which is probably a reference to the legally defined 

boundaries o f the town^”''. He was also instructed to ‘attend at the environs o f  the town on the 

Sabbath Day to prevent as much as in his power lies. Gambling and other offences committed on 

that Day by disorderly persons ’, evidence that the wilder proletarian life of the 1820s town had 

not disappeared completely but that the new middle classes were determined to suppress any 

vestiges.

Another incident that Hagan was involved in also illustrates the entanglements o f corporate 

rivalries and the involvement o f various individuals and groups o f varying class backgrounds in 

such clashes. In August 1835 Hagan was sent to order labourers employed by the Dublin and 

Kingstown Railway Company to stop the excavations they were carrying out on the embankment 

on the side o f Dun leary/Kingstown Hill, the main road leading in to the town that became 

Cumberland Street, because it was undermining the road^°^. The workers responded to Hagan 

‘with upmost insolence that they did not care fo r  Magistrates or other authorities and that they 

would not stop unless ordered by Rail Road Company No doubt this response was partly due to 

the origin of these workers; they were unlikely to have had much connection with the town of 

Kingstown or its social structures and their focus o f loyalty was their fellow workers and the 

company/contractor for whom they worked and they certainly were not going to take orders from 

a mere town constable. It is significant that when Sir William Lynar and two Town 

Commissioners came on the scene and ordered an end to the excavation, faced with the physical 

presence of local figures of power, the workers attitude changed completely. According to the 

Commissioners Minutes, and as always we should treat these with caution, ‘The labourers 

employed in said work declared they were glad o f  it as their lives were in danger’. The 

Commissioners decided to force home their advantage and resolved that if work on the
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embankment restarted, they would take legal action and that they would also ask the ‘Lords of 

the Soil’ De Vesci/Longford for assistance in preventing any further work at that place.

In the same month that this incident occurred, Hagan was fired and rehired, with the same rate of 

pay, under a new title of ‘Inspector o f  Nuisances \  on the basis that ‘it appears that the word 

Constable as applied to Hagans name may appear informal and i n c o r r e c t . This change in 

status may have arisen from a desire to boost Hagan’s authority with working people following 

the incident with the railway workers, an authority that may have been minimal given his 

background as a harbour worker and his residence on Kingstown Avenue. Hagan was 

subsequently sworn in again as Town Constable as well as Inspector o f Nuisances, along with the 

tax collector George Darby^°^. Hagan’s apparent penchant for alcohol, which had lost him his 

post as Harbour Watchman, got him into trouble again in February 1837. He was suspended 

without pay for being drunk and warned afterwards that he would lose more pay if it happened 

again and dismissed if it happened a third time. He may have weathered this storm or passed the 

point of no return but sometime between 1837 and 1843, Patrick Hagan ceased to be employed 

by the Commissioners, because in that year he wrote to the Board of Public Works seeking work 

as a harbour porter, on the grounds that he was a war veteran, had worked for 17 years in the 

Harbour and had a large family, none of which persuaded the Board to grant him a job^°*.

7.6 A LOCAL ELITE

7.6.1 Internal Structure

The two dominant fractions o f the middle class in Kingstown were the professionals and the 

merchant/traders which phased downwards through the small shop owner and self-employed 

craftsman into the artisan class. Though most were engaged in service and retail activities 

centred on the population o f the town itself, including the large working class section o f that 

population, they also benefited from the proximity o f the port. Many of the Kingstown business 

owners seem to have been dependant on the influx o f visitors and holiday makers during the 

summer months. An 1844 petition opposing the opening of a new road linking the railway 

terminus to Newtown Smith at Glasthule, claimed that as a consequence, business would be lost 

to the traders of Kingstown who only benefited from ‘six months o f  middling business O f the

166 professionals/traders/craftspeople listed in an 1834 directory, 32 were 

Grocers/Hucksters/Provision Dealers, 11 were Boot/Shoemakers, 10 were teachers or ran some 

sort of schools, 9 were vintners/spirit dealers (a number o f the grocers were also involved in the

DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/1 27/8/1835. 
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA4/1 15/9/1835.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 8/KIN/1963, 21/1/1843. 

-®‘’ NA, KHC, R ef OPW 8/KIN/2041, 15/8/1844.
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drinks trade), 8 were lawyers, 7 were doctors/surgeons, another 7 were dairy owners and 6 were 

listed as victuallers, with the rest of the occupations amounting to less than six persons each^'°. 

Overall, the 166 fall into the following rough categories; 88 trade/retail (53%), 44 craft (26.5%) 

and 34 professional (20.4%). These figures, of course, exclude the large number o f men and 

women whose occupation or trade was not listed, many of whom undoubtedly fell into that loose 

category of ‘gentry’, and others who had fled the declining capital but maintained their business 

interests there without these being listed in the directory. This class of suburban gentry certainly 

grew rapidly during the 1830s and 1840s, as more and more houses, often grouped together in 

imposing terraces facing north eastward for sea views, were built to accommodate them.

Though, inevitably given the patriarchal nature o f society, women were rarely counted amongst 

the property developers who developed the new town, there were some, such as Mrs Margaret 

Healy, from whom the Harbour Commissioners rented the house on Georges Street occupied by 

John Aird and his family or Anne Kirwan, the executrix o f the will o f John Walnutt owner o f the 

‘Churl Field’^''. However many women could be counted amongst those who owned/leased 

property in the town as well as a significant minority o f traders/business people based on 

Georges Street. O f the 108 people listed in the 1834 directory for Georges Street, 22 were 

women and of these 17 owned some sort of business, including a vintner, a huckster, a house 

painter and a boot and shoemaker. One such woman was Eliza Turner, a Georges Street 

confectioner, married to the miniature painter, Samuel Turner, who was given permission by the 

Harbour Commissioners to set up a temporary ‘wooden saloon ’ to sell her wares at the terminus 

o f the railway at Salthill in the summer o f 1835^'^. Another was Eleanor, or Ellen, Cockbum, 

widow of the Housepainter and Glazier, William Cockbum of Clarence Street^'^. He 

presumably died in 1834, because a Mrs Cockbum is listed as a Housepainter in Clarence Street 

in a directory o f 1835. In 1853 Ellen Cockbum of 11 Clarence Street is listed under ‘Merchants, 

Trades’, again as a house painter, but by 1863 she appears as the owner o f a lodging house, an 

increasingly popular business with the growing reputation of Kingstown as a seaside resort. 

According to the printed valuation book of 1849, her house on the west side o f Clarence Street 

was rented from Martin Burke, a native of Tipperary who had founded the Shelboume Hotel in 

Dublin city in 1824 and like many Dublin based capitalists had invested in property in 

Kingstown and Dalkey.

Many of the petty traders, professionals and larger business people who set up in Kingstown had 

arrived from Dublin and, at least in the initial period, kept their business interests in the city. O f 

the 14 traders listed in Pettigrew and Oulton’s directory for Cumberland Street in 1834, three are

P ettigrew  and O ulton 's D ublin D irectory  (Dublin 1834) 145-148.
N A, KHC, Ref. OPW  1/8/6/6, 1/10/1833. N A , KHC, R e f  OPW  1/8/6/6, 9/1/1834.

^'^NA, KHC, Ref. O PW 8/K IN /1305(1), 1/5/1835.
P ettigrew  an d  O u lton 's {DubYm 1833-1848). Thom's D ublin  D irectory  {DuhWn 1853-1863).
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also listed as having connections in Dublin: Jane Bond, a dressmaker who owned a lodging 

house in Charlotte Street, William Vero, a house painter who was listed as a resident o f Bolton 

Street and George Downes, a tea, wine and spirit dealer, who later became a major Kingstown 

coal merchant was listed as a grocer, tea and spirit merchant of Lower Camden Street^’'*. Many 

of the professionals that moved from the city, such as the doctor Thomas H. Hoy o f Kingstown 

Parade and Westmoreland Street or the barrister John B. Scriven of Tivoli Terrace and Harcourt 

Street, maintained offices there and quite a few kept a house in the city as well. Other wealthy 

city-dwellers bought or built buildings in Kingstown and rented them to commercial or private 

tenants. For example in the minutes o f the Town Commissioners, it is noted that the 

Commissioners rented No.l York Street from a Stephen Stretch o f 29 Dame Street''^  Stretch 

was also a Town Commissioner for a brief period and this characteristic o f owning property in 

both city and suburban town was an attribute of quite a few Commissioners during the pre- 

Famine period (for example, John Fortune o f Cedar Place, Kingstown and 28 Golden Lane, 

Dublin, was co-opted as a Town Commissioner in May 1840) '̂®.

7.6.2 Boom town

In 1822 the Harbour Commissioners were already referring to ‘the town growing up in the 

neighbourhood o f  'Kingstown' and in the late 1820s the town was experiencing what one 

observer called a 'great increase in p o p u l a t i o n . The rapidity o f growth in the 1830s can be 

measured by the figures included in the First report of the Commissioners of Public Instruction, 

1835. In 1831, according to the enumerators returns, there were 9,815 people in the Monkstown 

area (Kingstown, Monkstown, Glasthule and Glenageary), which had risen to 14,138 in 1834, 

according to the estimate of the Commissioners of Public Instruction^'*. These figures must be 

treated with caution, since the same assessment showing zero growth in Dalkey, Bullock, 

Killiney and Kill-of-the-Grange areas is definitely inaccurate, but even if the precise figures for 

Monkstown/Kingstown are faulty, the general trend is correct. There can be no doubt that 

following a period of sustained growth in the 1820s, news of the plan to build a railway from 

Dublin to Kingstown, and the construction of that railway, speeded up development in the 

district. Much of what is now the centre o f the town of Dun Laoghaire, was built during the 

1830s and 1840s, with the exception of the south-eastern comer, to the north and south o f Corrig 

Road which was the primary scene of the post-Famine building boom which saw the construction 

o f Royal Terrace, Clarinda Park and Crosthwaite Park. This growth of the town from the early 

thirties to the Famine, was, in one way, a bourgeoisification process. The elite was now

P ettig rew  an d  O u ito n ’s D ublin  D irec to ry  (Dublin 1834) 145-148.
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA 4/1, 30 /11 /1836 .
DLRCC, KTC, Ref: LA 4/1, 4 /5 /1840 .
N A , KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/2, 17/1/1822. A rchives o f  the Catholic D iocese o f  Dublin, Murray Papers, 

File A B 3 /3 1/3-4, 16/1/1832.
F irst R eport o f  the C om m issioners o f  P ublic Instruction in Ireland 1835, HC, 1835, xxxiii. 1 -828.
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composed of more people occupying higher class positions, and the power of the same elite over 

the town tightened enormously, even though, numerically, the working class remained dominant. 

Even the nature of the businesses located in Kingstown started to change, as Pearson indicates, 

with firms such as Findlaters the ‘high-class grocer’ and McComas and Sons arriving to take 

advantage of the new market of wealthy clients^'^.

The growth of the town can also be tracked by the measures taken by the Harbour 

Commissioners regarding sewerage. In November 1829, they ordered the Resident Engineer, 

John Aird, to report on the advisability o f constructing a ‘general common sewer between the 

town and the Harbour’ that would carry the waste out into the sea beyond the piers and he 

recommended that the best option would be a main sewer that would enter the sea at the back of 

the West Pier^^°. This is the first indication of a problem which was to grow in significance as 

the expanding population led to seven small private and public sewers canning waste down, 

from the heights on which Kingstown was built, into the Harbour^^'. Always anxious to avoid 

extra costs, the Commissioners responded to Aird’s report by asking was there any way they 

could turn the small sewers away from the Harbour without the expense o f constructing a general 

sewer, to which he replied that there was not^^ .̂ They wanted to take the drastic action of 

closing up all these small sewers but, on being advised by their solicitors that this was illegal, 

they prohibited the any new ones from being opened into the Harbour and advertised the contract 

for constructing a main sewer along the front o f the Harbour^^^.

Men such as James Nugent drove this rapid development of Kingstown. He may have been the 

Mr. Nugent who owned five acres o f land in Monkstown Parish in 1806 but whether he was a 

local landowner/suburbanite or an arriviste, he had benefited substantially from the development 

o f a harbour in the Kingstown area from the very beginning^^''. In September 1817 his proposal 

to build the road from Dalkey to the Commissioners’ Quarries was accepted and the next year he 

won the contract to work the Dunleary gravel pit that had been leased from another local 

businessman, the coal merchant Edward Armstrong^^^. The use o f this pit gave him access to the 

material necessary to gravel ‘the great road’ from Dunleary to Bullock (the future Georges 

Street) and the road and footpaths of what is now known as Glenageary Road Lower, probably 

on receipt of Grand Jury contracts^^^. Nugent, despite his religion, was one o f the applotters 

appointed by the Church of Ireland Parish Vestry to assess the valuation of houses for the parish

Pearson, Dim Laoghaire-Kingstown, 64.
-^°NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/4, 26/11/1829, 10/12/1829.

NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/5, 14/10/1830.
“ ^NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/5, 7/10/1830, 14/10/1830.

NA, KHC, Ref OPW 1/8/6/5, 28/10/1830, 18/11/1830.
RCB, VBM, 1805-29, Valuation Lists at back o f  Minute Book. 

^-^NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/1, 11/9/1817,21/5/1818.
NA, KHC, Ref OPW I /8/6/1, 21/12/1818,21/1/1819.
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cess^^’. He was also one of the early building speculators that built houses in the new town, 

including, from 1824, on the Sixty Foot Road near the crossroads that was rapidly superseding 

the original core at York Road/Cumberland Street^^*. Though this road was in the possession of 

the Harbour Commissioners, they facilitated development by giving Nugent and others, such as 

the Dublin hotelier and major Kingstown investor, Thomas Gresham, permission to open 

entrances to their houses, and in Gresham’s case, hoteP^^. This hotel seems to have been part 

owned by Edward Hayes, for whom it was named, Hayes Royal Hotel. Lewis described 

Gresham’s involvement in the development of the town in glowing terms; ‘The town, towards 

the improvement o f  which Mr. Gresham has contributed greatly at his own expense’̂ ^̂ . 

Ironically, for one of the key developers of the town, Gresham did not live in the Kingstown 

area.

Plate 7.3 Gresham Terrace, Dun Laoghaire. Source: Smith 2000,36.

The Sixty Foot Road and its junction with Georges Street, although officially the property of the 

Harbour Commissioners/Board of Public Works, was the focus of development from the early to 

mid 1820s. If we compare a map of the property of Mrs Hanlon, drawn in 1822 and 

subsequently altered to take account of new leases, with an 1836 sketch map of the exact same 

block, deposited in the Harbour Authority’s Correspondence boxes, the extent of change 

becomes clear^^’. Only two buildings appear on the 1822 map: John Aird’s house on the land 

owned by the Harbour Commissioners and the new Catholic parish church, still under 

construction, on the land leased by Mrs. Hanlon. Despite this, the map is evidence of the

NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 8/KIN/971 (4), 23/6/1831.
NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/4, 8/3/1827, 22/3/1827. NLI, Manuscript Section, Longfield Collection, 

Ref:21 F 55 (18), Map of Mrs. Hanlon’s Property, Kingstown, 1822.
NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/4, 1/11/1827, 29/11/1827.
Ryan, Lewis ’ Dublin, 200.
NLI, Manuscript Section, Longfield Collection, Ref:21 F 55 (18), M ap o f Mrs. H anlon’s Property, 

Kingstown, 1822. NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 8/KIN/1438, 15/3/1836.
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growing pace of development, even at this early stage: the street which would soon became 

Georges Lane (later Sussex Place) is already laid out and all o f the surrounding land divided into 

plots, ready to be leased and built upon, which is exactly what happened during the ensuing 

years, as can be seen by the leases granted to John Cuthbert and William Grogan in 1824, James 

Nugent in 1824/1825 and Moses Drake in 1825/1826. By 1836 most of these plots had been 

built on and new lots are being prepared for building on land now leased by Robert Meekins 

(though it appears from the 1843 Ordnance Survey map that this building work did not proceed 

for at least six years), another local speculative developer, who lived in Glasthule House, 

Glenageary and later built houses on land leased from the Proby/Carysfort estate in 

Sandycove^^^. In 1835, the Board relinquished control and maintenance o f the Sixty Foot Road 

to 'the parties interested in its maintenance’, i.e. the Town Commissioners'^^. The Town 

Commissioners were reluctant to take on this responsibility because o f lack of funds but the 

Board would only agree to repair the end of the street nearest to the Harbour, on the basis that the 

rest of the street was the responsibility of the, now numerous, adjacent property owners"’’''. Such 

was the pace o f development that even an official body such as the Ballast Board, which still 

owned land in the vicinity o f the Harbour tried to take advantage of the property boom that came 

with the arrival of the railway. In 1835 the Board decided to let ground, near the old battery next 

to the old pier o f Dunleary, in lots for building but the Board of Public Works intervened to buy 

the land so as to prevent building right on the Harbour shore^’\

7.6.3 ‘Lords of the Soil’

While they did not neglect their Monkstown/Kingstown estate completely, Daly’s contrast 

between the relative laissez faire attitude o f the head landlords De Vesci/Longford and the 

interventionist policy o f the neighbouring Pembroke Estate is largely correct^’®. For example, 

they did engage directly in building or speculative development in two districts on the periphery 

of the town; Glenageary and Monkstown. In 1827 they directed the construction by their main 

leaseholder in the area, Michael Swan, o f a new road (Adelaide Road) at Glenageary, as a 

precursor for letting sites for building in the surrounding area, though no major developments 

resulted in the pre-Famine period^^^. In the Monkstown area, development began when the 

landlords bought back the lease o f the Ranelagh lands of Major John Jones and others in 1837^’*.

Pearson, Between the Mountains, 129.
”̂ NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/6/6 ,20/1/1835,28/1/1835, 13/2/1835. NA, KHC, Ref. OPW8/KIN/1327, 
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This opened up a large block of land, situated on high ground overlooking Dublin Bay and 

located between the village of M onkstown and the town of Kingstown, for development. A 

number of houses were built on this land in the pre-Famine period, on the instructions o f the De 

Vesci/Longford estate, including two terraces, the Hill and De Vesci Terrace^^®. Other terraces 

were similarly built in the M onkstown/Seapoint area but most of these were constructed later at 

the height o f the Kingstown building boom which stretched approximately from the famine to 

1880.

r o i v j T  C K

Figure 7.8 Terraces developed by the De Vesci/Longford Estate at Monkstown. Extract from 
Ordnance Survey Map of County Dublin, Sheet 23,1866.

In the town itself, however, most o f housing developments were the result of the activity of 

leaseholders not the head landlords. This was also true for the roads/streets o f the town, which 

developed organically or were built by developers/speculative builders, such as the big 

landholder W illiam Carter, who built Adelaide Street, linking Upper Georges Street to the base 

of the East Pier, around 1833, probably as part of a belated attempt to institute an ambitious plan, 

that he had originally proposed in 1823, to build a grid of streets and terraces on his sizeable 

holding east of the burgeoning new town^"* .̂ De Vesci/Longford, on the other hand seemed 

content to simply derive their income from the slowly rising rental income. This relative neglect 

of their Kingstown estate may have stemmed from the fact that they held other larger estates, that 

their ‘principal’ estates were elsewhere and that this south Dublin estate was a jointly owned 

property, but whatever the reason, it is possible to state categorically that this was not an example 

of the ‘proprietor-led’ development that occurred in other towns and villages in nineteenth- 

century Ireland^"*'.

Relations with the new Town Commissioners, who in many ways represented those to whom the 

head land lords had left the development of the town to, were minimal^“*̂ . A deputation from the 

Commissioners that was sent to Lord Longford in October 1834, seeking financial assistance,

Pearson, Between the Mountains, 187.
NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/4, 11/1/1827. NA, KHC, Ref. OPW 1/8/6/6, 14/10/1833. Smith, Historical 

Street Directory, 64.
L.J. Proudfoot, Spatial Transformation and Social Agency, 238-239.
Daly, Dublin, the deposed capital, 194-195.
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was met with firm rejection^^^. When a delegation from the Commissioners met with the De 

Vesci/Longford solicitors, Stewart and Kincaid, to discuss the possibility o f them granting a plot 

o f land for an animal pound, the delegation was informed of the ‘necessity o f  the Commissioners 

showing Lords Longford and De Vesci that other improvements fo r  the advantage o f  the town 

were in progress to induce their Lords to make a grant o f  a piece o f  g r o u n d . A request for a 

plot of land ‘at the fo o t o f  Dunleary H ill’ io build a Gasometer, met with the adamant reply from 

the land lords, ‘that there was no likelihood o f  their granting the site in question or any other fo r  

the purpose stated

7.7 RAILWAY

The railway had a huge impact on the development of the town of Kingstown. The amount of 

commuters who travelled on the line, 1,632,000 in 1842, attested to its enormous success '̂*^. It 

made the suburb, which was already attracting middle and upper class city dwellers, even more 

appealing to businessmen and professionals, who could now commute by train to their offices in 

the city in a relatively short time. Its impact was immediate; the minutes o f the Grand Jury of 

Co. Dublin for November of 1836, mentions the parishes of Rathdown Barony, ‘where a great 

quantity o f  New houses have been b u i l t Daly summarised this impact succinctly: ‘The 

opening o f  the railway line led to a flurry o f  building in this area. The population o f  Kingstown 

rose by almost ha lf between 1841 and 1851, numerous houses were built and new roads laid 

o u t’̂ ‘̂ .̂ The railway magnified the town’s reputation as a suburban retreat and a summer resort 

for the wealthy of Dublin, ensuring its further growth. Thakeray described the results o f this 

process in his record o f his 1842 Irish travels: ‘Numerous terraces and pleasure-houses have 

been built in the place -  they stretch row after row along the banks o f  the sea, and rise one above 

another on the hill. The rents o f  these houses are said to be very high; the Dublin citizens crowd 

into them in summer The railway may not have shifted the class balance in numerical terms, 

since this new spurt o f growth brought increased numbers o f workers to service the needs of the 

wealthy suburbanites, but it did alter the balance o f power in the area. The bourgeois now 

stamped the town with their authority, manifested politically in the formation of a municipal 

government and physically in the form of the terraces o f grand houses that sprang up on 

prominent sites, invariably with sea views and at a safe distance from the crowded slums o f the 

working class.
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Much has been written about the Dublin to Kingstown railway, its genesis, its operation and its 

impact on the district, which need not be repeated in this work. All that is intended is simply to 

touch on some aspects o f the relationship o f this modernising route-way to class relations and 

class structure in Kingstown. To give one example o f  national relevance; the story o f  the initial 

investment in the project illustrates the conservatism o f  the Irish Bourgeoisie. The Dublin 

businessmen, led by the banker and Quaker James Pim jnr., who founded the Dublin and 

Kingstown Railway Company, could not raise anything close to the necessary capital to finance 

the project in Dublin, leaving them to rely on a loan from the Board o f Public Works and the sale 

o f  shares to English capitalists^^®. Their project had its origins in an 1825 Bill which had fallen 

due to opposition from the Grand Canal Company, who favoured the idea o f a ship canal linking 

Kingstown Harbour to the Grand Canal and Dublin Port, and o f  coastal landowners^^'. A 

number o f  shareholders o f the Canal Company, led by Pim, eventually defected and formed the 

D.K.R.C. and with the backing o f the Dublin Chamber o f  Commerce and others managed to get 

the Dublin and Kingstown Railway Act passed in September 1831, with the opposition o f  the 

landowners being overcome by generous offers o f compensation. As for the first board o f the 

company, out o f  nine o f them, six lived or had property/business interests in the south east o f 

Dublin: Thomas Pim lived at M onkstown House, a short distance from Kingstown, James Ferrier 

lived at Willow Park House, Booterstown, Joseph Kincaid was the land agent and solicitor o f  the 

De Vesci/Longford estate, James Perry, another member o f  the Society o f  Friends, owned 

Obelisk Park in Newtown Park, the distiller Henry Roe lived at M ount Anville House in Mount 

M errion and James Twigg was a Kingstown landowner^^^. This fact is not put forward, in the 

way o f  simplistic determinism, to prove that their interest in the locality was solely what drove 

them to advance this project, for it is possible that it was simply a coincidence, since many 

Dublin businessmen had moved to the semi-suburban areas o f the south east during the first three 

decades o f  the nineteenth century, but it is equally possible that their residency in the locality, 

and the possibility o f profiting, not only from their investment in the company, but from the spin

o ff  developments along the route o f the line, did have an influence on their involvement.

The proposal, put forward in 1833 before work on the line had even started, to extend the railway 

from Salthill near the old village o f  Dunleary where the terminus was being constructed to a 

point near the Boat Harbour at the bottom o f the Sixty Foot Road, brought forth a cross-class 

alliance o f  divergent opponents, led by the hotelier Thomas Gresham^^^. Although he had shares 

in the D.K.R.C., he feared that the extension would eventually lead to a line all the way to Bray, 

thereby encouraging a rival resort to Kingstown, where he had invested much. He was joined in 

opposition by other property owners and business people, the Town Commisssioners who feared

J. Lee, The provision o f  capital for early Irish railways, Irish H istorica l S tudies  xvi (1968 -1969 ) 48.
Murray, Ireland's F irst R ailw ay, 13.
Murray, Ireland's F irst R ailw ay, 21.
Murray, Ire la n d ’s F irst R ailw ay, 36-37.
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it would lower the social ‘tone’ of the town and, significantly from the point o f view o f this 

study, the carmen of the town and Harbour who thought the extension would reduce their 

tradê '̂*. Gresham also rallied working class support by claiming that the Railway would build a 

20 foot wall along the edge of the Harbour. Such a local alliance was no match for the D.K.R.C., 

which, crucially, managed to turn the key figure o f Daniel O’Connell from an opponent into a 

supporter, dooming the opposition to failure and Gresham was eventually bribed, by buying back 

his shares at an inflated value, to drop his opposition as well^^ .̂

THE DUBLIN AND KINGSTOWN RAILWAY
SEAPOINT to KINGSTOWN yfe-

DUBLIN BAY

KINGSTOW NS t a p o i n l

/DUNLEARV
JSunftiry House

>  MONKSTOWN

From Vignoles' map ol 1B34

Figure 7.9 The extension of the Dublin to Kingstown Railway. Source: Murray 1981.

The working lives of the D.K.R.C. railway workers, at least some of whom settled in Kingstown, 

have been amply documented in Murray’s article^^ .̂ There are, however, a few factors that relate 

to themes raised in this study that are worth alluding to briefly. In 1837, the railway company 

instituted what Lee called ‘a remarkably enlightened medical service, on a partly contributory 

principle, fo r  its workers and their fam ilies ’̂ ^̂ . This may have been, as Lee implies, a result of 

the fact that many of the company’s managers were Quakers, but it could also be because for the 

advanced capitalists running this firm it made sound business sense, in productivity terms. The

F.A. D ’Arcy, The Kingstown Races, Dublin Historical Record, xlv l(Spring 1992) 56.
Murray, Ireland’s First Railway, 38-39.
Murray, The Dublin and Kingstown Railway and its Workers, 284-296.
Lee, Railway Labour, 9-10. Murray, Ireland’s First Railway, 18.
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rules of the ‘Relief Fund’ did stipulate that the company would contribute the same amount of 

money as the men but there were also clauses redolent o f Victorian moral ideology; workers 

injured through their own fault or because of ‘Intoxication, Fighting, Commission o f  Crime ’ were 

barred from benefiting from the Fund^^*. Though there were no strikes on the Dublin to 

Kingstown line in the pre-Famine years, resistance to inadequate pay, long hours, especially for 

the engine drivers who could work up to 100 hours a week, and poor conditions, took the 

familiar fonns of avoiding work or petty robbery. The Company Watchmen, who were supposed 

to patrol the line and guard property, ‘stole’ back time liberally^^’. In 1838, the secretary, James 

Pim, walked the line at night, unannounced and ‘found several (watchmen) “asleep”, others 

“absent” and several “alert"; at Kingstown, fo r  instance, there was no person to be found  about 

the place To counter this negligence, the Company established a night patrol system along the 

whole line in 1837 and those men employed in this system received a pay increase from 10s to 

15s a week but, within a year, it was reported that this arrangement had failed because the 

workers were not fulfilling their various duties. The Company also tried to clamp down on the 

practice o f gatekeepers along the line ‘permitting persons who had been heretofore in our 

employment or in that o f  the Contractor to have free passage ’, by ordering that only those on a 

list drawn up by the directors were to be allowed free travel on the railway^*®. In an echo of the 

situation at Kingstown Harbour, the station porters were a continual object of the company’s 

scrutiny and, to quote Murray again. What appears to he a disproportionate amount o f  attention 

was paid by the Board to the evil o f  tipping, although they should have known that it was not 

possible to put an end to the practice, without stricter observation than could he given Even 

the station police were subject to the close scrutiny; one of them, named Brock, was dismissed 

for using excessive force against a Mr. Bailow and all employees were informed that they should 

perform their duty ‘with civility and without unnecessary force  ’, especially, it would seem, when 

dealing with their ‘betters’^̂ .̂ The significance of these acts o f low level resistance is just that; 

the low level, the absence o f the strikes and riots that had characterised the harbour and quarry 

workers. This contrast arose from obvious differences: the numbers o f men involved and the 

spatial distribution of those numbers, the origins of the workforce (most o f the drivers were 

British and the rest of the workers mainly Dublin men) and the novelty o f the work situation.

Although the primary beneficiaries of the new, fast and efficient form of travel were the well to 

do commuters who settled in Kingstown, the railway also had an impact on working class 

mobility. The recreational horizon of working people suddenly expanded and thousands of

Murray, The Dublin and Kingstow n Railway and its Workers, 289.
Ibid. 291.
A rchives o f  Coras lompar Eireann, Heuston Station, Dublin and K ingstown Railw ay Com pany, 

Proceedings o f  Directors 1831-1835, 24/4 /1833 .
Murray, The Dublin and Kingstow n Railway and its Workers, 294-295 .
A rchives o f  Coras lompar Eireann, Heuston Station, Dublin and K ingstown Railw ay C om pany, Land 

Com m ittee Minute Book 1836, 21 /6 /1836 .
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working people travelled to the Kingstown to walk the piers, or enjoy the entertainments o f the 

town. The Kingstown Races, which were held at Mounttown, less than half a mile from the 

station at Salthill, were so popular with working class Dubliners that 'the trains left Westland 

Row packed to suffocation and, in spite o f  the police, with the roofs covered by those, determined 

to go, would not be dislodged from  their dangerous position The D.K.R.C. encouraged the 

use of the trains by the poorer classes by issuing special cheap tickets to workers travelling to 

and from work and to the hawkers who travelled to the Dublin markets in the morning, to buy 

food to be sold later in the day in Kingstown^^''.

7.8 FAMINE

Though it was not a matter of prescience but a result one o f the innovative administrative reforms 

o f the British colonial state, the Rathdown Union Board o f Guardians, established in 1838, was 

to be the primary local body that dealt with the local impact of the Famine. Composed of eight 

Justices of the Peace, mostly landlords, who were ex-officio members and twenty four 

Guardians, property owners elected by the ratepayers of the ten electoral divisions, the class 

composition of this body is correctly described by 6  Cathaoir as follows: 'They were landlords, 

comfortable tenant farmers, merchants and professional men Amongst the first Guardians 

were Bargery McCullogh o f Kingstown, the former quarrying contractor, Dr. William Plant, of 

Monkstown/Kingstown Hospital, both elected members and Arthur Burgh Crofton, o f Roebuck 

Castle, Dundrum, the former Harbour Commissioner and Kingstown property owner, who was 

one of the ex-officio members^^^. The Board opened a Workhouse at Loughlinstown in 1841, 

though it was underutilised before the Famine.

The geographical origin of the ‘paupers’ in the Workhouse was shown in a ‘Table showing the 

expense o f  maintenance o f  paupers fo r  the half year ending March 1842 ’, listing the number of 

inmates from each electoral division of the Rathdown Union: Dundrum 7, Blackrock 27, 

Kingstown 36, Stillorgan 27, Killiney 42, Glencullen 27, Rathmichael 31, Bray 108, Powerscourt 

34, Delgany 47^^’. The Kingstown figure is surprisingly low, much lower than the town o f Bray 

or the Dalkey area, which was part o f the Killiney division. This may have been because o f the 

closer proximity of these places to the Workhouse or simply to the higher number of destitute

F.A. D’Arcy, The Kingstown Races, Dublin Historical Record, xlv 1 (Spring 1992) 56. Murray, 
Dublin’s First Railway, 37-38.

Murray, Dublin’s First Railway, 39.
E. 6  Cathaoir, The Rathdown Union Workhouse at Loughlinstown, 1838-1923, Dublin Historical 

Record, xlviii 2 (Autumn 1995) 113.
NA, Minute Books of the Rathdown Union Board of Guardians, September 1839-August 1842, Ref 

BG 137 A l, 16/9/1839.
NA, Minute Books o f the Rathdown Union Board of Guardians, September 1839-August 1842, Ref: 

BG 137 Al,31/5/1842.
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people amongst those working class communities, which did not have the benefit o f  sources o f 

employment such as port work, transport and servicing the suburban elite.

How did the famine impact on Kingstown and the surrounding area? There was certainly 

starvation and death from disease on an unprecedented scale but relative to the rest o f the island 

the district avoided the worst. Liam Clare, in his booklet on the Loughlinstown Workhouse, 

observes that there are few mentions o f the Rathdown Poor Law Union, which covered all o f 

south-east Co. Dublin and the north eastern com er o f  Co. Wicklow, in the parliamentary papers 

dealing with the Famine and that the highest percentage o f the Rathdown U nion’s population on 

relief before July 1848 was 13.2% compared to a figure o f 92.2% in Ballinrobe Union in Co. 

Mayo^^*. O f course many local working people suffered, especially the mass o f  unskilled 

labourers and their families, leading to the local W orkhouse at Loughlinstown reaching capacity 

in December 1846 and refusing any more entrants in January 1847. In all, around 1000 people 

died in Loughlinstown workhouse during the Famine and hundreds o f  others died in the 

Rathdown Fever HospitaP*^. A factor which undoubtedly exacerbated the situation was the 

influx o f  starving poor fleeing the countryside or heading towards the Harbour to emigrate. A 

small piece o f  anecdotal evidence hints at the possibility o f some o f  those who came from rural 

areas staying in Kingstown: an elderly local woman, whose family had lived in the working class 

district in the centre o f Dun Laoghaire since the nineteenth century, recounted the following 

family tradition to the author: that her grandfather’s parents died o f  starvation in Carlow during 

the famine when he was nine years old and that the young boy walked all the way to Dublin and 

then made his way to Kingstown, where he worked in a bakery for a wage o f bread^™. Such a 

vividly remembered oral tradition points to a hidden reality o f  the famine years, the arrival of 

starving migrants and the exploitation o f  these most vulnerable o f  the poor. The Statistical 

evidence is hard to decipher in this regard^^’. It is clear from the censuses o f 1841 and 1851 that 

the population o f Kingstown and the surrounding areas, almost uniquely in a nationwide context, 

continued to increase during this decade. The rise in the population o f  the town from 7229 to 

10,458 can be attributed the continuing exodus o f wealthy citizens o f Dublin, mirrored in the rise 

o f families recorded as being dependent on vested means, professions etc. from 11.6% to 13.6% 

and the doubling o f the number o f first classes houses in the town (134 to 264), but a more 

detailed look at the statistics identifies another process at work. The number o f  manual labouring 

families rose from 431 to 1171 during the famine decade, a dramatic increase from 31% to 54% 

o f the total population. This dramatic increase was mirrored in Glasthule, where the number of 

manual working class families rose from 72 (41.8%) to 181 (66.7%), while the numbers o f

Clare, Foxrock Local History Club Publications, No. 16, Loughlinstown Workhouse in the 1840s 
(Dublin 1986) 18. 6  Cathaoir, The Rathdown Union Workhouse, 118.
‘̂’’ ibid., 119.

Interview with Sally Unsworth, Cumberland Street, Dun Laoghaire, 1997.
'^'Report o f  the Commissioners appointed to take the census fo r  Ireland in the yea r 1841, HC 1843 xxiv. 
28-29. Census fo r  Ireland fo r  the year 1851, Part IV, General Report, HC 1856 xxxi. 36-37.
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upper/middle class families rose from 16 (9.3%) to 27 (9.9%). It should, however, be noted, that 

in the case of both Kingstown and Glasthule, the number of families recorded as earning their 

living through ‘the direction o f  labour’ declined dramatically, in both absolute and percentage 

terms, a factor pointing to either statistical readjustment or immiseration of the upper sections of 

the working class during the famine period. So it is not the intention of this study to declare with 

absolute certainty that the ranks o f the manual working class o f Kingstown were swollen by a 

mass of famine refugees but to suggest that there is a strong possibility that such refugees 

contributed significantly to the growth of that class.

Some documentary evidence detailing the impact of the Famine in Kingstown is to be found in 

the papers of the Relief Commission. Edward Hayes, in the letter of March 1846 referred to 

below, writes of ‘numerous and Most pressing applications were made to me this morning by 

Destitute persons begging as a favour that J would Sell Indian Meal to them at first cost In 

the same month a police report stated that there were 317 people in ‘a state of starvation’ in the 

town because ‘the price o f  their ordinary food  potatoes, being eight pence a stone and Oatmeal 

two shillings and six pence a stone, their small means not being sufficient to procure enough 

fo o d  at these prices to sustain them. A great many o f  these persons get their support by selling 

fruit, fish  and some work when they can get employment and others o f  them are sometimes 

supported by Charity. Very few  o f  them have, any thing like a bed to lie on or, any thing in the 

name offurniture. I  also beg leave to report fo r  the information o f  the Commissioners that there 

are in, and about Kingstown, Three hundred and seventy eight persons in families, who are 

suffering from  excessive privation from  the high rate o f  provisions but who, having some 

employment are not entirely destitute The total population o f Kingstown at this time was 

somewhere between 7000 and 10,000, which at first glance would seem to suggest that the 

figures quoted in the police report were only a small proportion of that total population but since 

the report refers to 695 people ‘in families ’ it is likely to be referring to heads of families, giving 

us a figure of at least 3000-4000 people in total, effectively the entire manual working class of 

the town. The impact of the Famine in the Kingstown area was also recorded in the writings of 

Asenath Nicholson, the American woman who came to Ireland to carry out relief work in 1846- 

1847 and stayed for a while in De Vesci Lodge, next to the old Carrickbrennan graveyard in 

Monkstown^’ '̂. She describes a man who came to work on the public relief scheme on the road 

near the Lodge: ‘A little labour was beginning opposite the house, and fifteen-pence a day 

stimulated this poor man, who had seven to support, his rent to pay, and fu e l to buy. He had 

been sick with fever; the clothed o f  his fam ily that would fetch any price had been pawned or 

sold, and all were starving together. He staggered with his spade to the work; the overseer

objected; but he entreated to be allowed to try. ... The next day after this man was fed, another, in

^^^NA, Relief Commission Papers, Ref: RLFC 2/Z, 5824, 19/3/1846.
NA, Relief Commission Papers, Ref: RLFC 2/Z, 5824, 19/3/1846.
A. Nicholson, Annals o f  the Famine in Ireland (Dublin 1998) 38-43.
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like condition, at work in the same place, was called in and fed; he afterwards died when the 

labour was finished, and he could get no more w ork’. She also describes children’s bodies being 

left for burial by their fathers in the nearby graveyard, which was still the main burial site of 

Kingstown. Yet, as always, the resistance of working people and their determination to survive 

the crisis found expression, albeit greatly weakened, even during the height of the Famine. O 

Cathaoir records this resistance in her description o f the chaos (chaos from the authorities point 

o f view) in Loughlinstown Workhouse during the Famine: 'Burglaries and pilfering became 

endemic, “paupers ” climbing the walls with union property to pawn and attempting to return 

with tea and tobacco, while at least one inmate was discovered secretly feeding her child, 

probably with stolen food.... A pauper night watch to guard the grounds was ineffective.... 

Discipline was not restored until well into the 1850s

Some of the middle and upper classes reacted to the crisis by setting up a Kingstown, 

Monkstown, Killiney and Dalkey Poor Relief Committee which counted amongst its members 

many of the elite of the town of Kingstown; Edward Hayes, the owner o f the Royal Hotel, James 

Nugent, the builder and nationalist politician, Horatio Wallace, Nugent’s anti-repeal opponent, 

who was also the committee secretary. Colonel Pratt of Rochestown House, the former Harbour 

Commissioner, Rev. Bartholomew Sheridan, the Catholic parish priest, along with many former 

or serving Town Commissioners and many o f the local doctors and Protestant clergy^’ .̂ Their 

first action was to sell food at wholesale price but in early 1847 they received government 

permission to set up soup kitchens in Kingstown and Dalkey, the primary centres of the local 

working class population^’ .̂ The fund established by the Committee had raised £823 by January 

1847 and a printed notice preserved in the Relief Commission Papers records the names of all 

those who donated to the fund, mostly relatively small amounts, with the top donations made by 

the likes of Lord Longford (£25), the Royal Irish Yacht Club (£20) and the Dublin and 

Kingstown Railway Company (£20). The list includes most of those ratepayers listed as resident 

in Kingstown in the contemporary street directory. A letter from Edward Hayes to the 

Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, which refers to ‘the numerous destitute poor o f  

Kingstown and its locality' in March of 1836, details the action he had taken and proposed to 

take, to assist the starving: 7  bought some few  H un’d  lbs o f  Indian Meal to retail it to the poor at 

firs t cost and which brought great temporary relief and satisfaction. I  think i f  some arrangement 

could be made to have a quantity sent here, a place could be fitted  up in the yard o f  the Board o f  

Works which might be retaild and which would confer a great benefit. I  am ready and anxious to 

give any assistance in my power i f  it can be effected’̂ ^̂ . Two local doctors, John Houston and

6  Cathaoir, The Rathdown Union Workhouse, 118.
NA, R elief Commission Papers, Ref; RLFC 3, 2/9/31, November 1846.

” ’ NA, R elief Commission Papers, Ref: RLFC 3, 2/9/31-34, 3/2/1847, 13/3/1847. 
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Clement Taylor actually died from disease acquired during their work with the sick/starving in 

1845^™.

Yet this image o f bourgeois charity must be balanced with the ideological rigidity of the Board of 

Guardians, representing as they did the ratepayers of the Rathdown Union, who opposed the 

adoption o f the Government’s outdoor relief scheme on the grounds that it would encourage 

idleness^*®. These were the same ‘guardians’ who collected more money than they spent during 

the height of the Famine in 1847-1848! In other examples of indifference to the anguish of the 

poor, the good citizens of Kingstown, for all their generosity, refused to allow fever sheds to be 

erected in the town during the famine years and despite the impending cataclysm, the Board of 

Public Works dismissed some or all of the labourers still employed working at the Harbour in 

late 1846 and the Harbour records remain silent regarding the storm o f suffering that raged 

through the Harbour as thousands fled to England and the United States during the famine years 

and after^*'. The suffering o f the local working class did not end when the Famine receded 

because in its wake came another cholera epidemic, killing 37 people in Kingstown and 18 in 

Blackrock during the summer o f 1849^* .̂

7.9 CONCLUSION

In more than one sense the historical geography of Kingstown is unique in an Irish context. This 

uniqueness is often mistaken, especially by the cursory glance of nationalist history making, as 

‘Britishness’, but what made the town different was not just the high percentage o f colonial 

functionaries living there or the above average Protestant population or the imperial 

nomenclature. The town was unique, first and foremost because it was a new town, a town that 

grew rapidly and by and large organically, on virgin territory. This unique newness and rapidity 

o f growth was the result of the Harbour project, a unique venture in itself, and was enhanced by 

the building of Ireland’s first railway. In class terms the town was also unique, in that it started 

out as a predominantly proletarian settlement, retained that class component but now over

layered with the upper and middle classes fleeing Dublin and taking advantage of the benefits of 

railway commuting. Seen in this context, Kingstown was neither a British cultural bridgehead 

nor just another Dublin suburb but a settlement whose characteristics were shaped by these 

distinctive class and spatial characteristics. Out o f this ferment patterns emerged in the 1830s 

and 1840s that shaped the social and spatial structure of Kingstown for much of the rest of the 

nineteenth century and beyond. The social, political and cultural hegemony of the shopocracy, 

the professionals and the gentry, regardless of religious or political persuasion, the unchallenged

Murphy, A Glorious Extravaganza, 325.
Clare, Loughlinstown Workhouse, 21.
NA, KHC, R ef OPW 1/8/7/4, 8/1/1847.
Clare, Loughlinstown Workhouse, 22.
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dominance o f  the Catholic Church over the mass o f  poor people, the continued expansion o f  the 

exclusive housing developments, the containment o f the working class in the cramped m icro

ghettos o f the centre o f  the town, the squalor in which they were forced to live, all these factors 

continued to shape Kingstown after the Famine.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

This thesis has presented a narrative of continuities and discontinuities: the continuation o f ehte 

suburbanisation, the continuation of quarrying, fishing and other economic activities associated 

with working class communities and the persistence of networks of solidarity, especially those 

associated with class resistance and the survival o f ethno-religious patterns that pre-existed the 

transformation of the area under consideration. O f course, the most obvious continuity was the 

physical setting, which was also a key factor in the huge changes that occurred, the granite 

bedrock, the location just outside the shallows of the western part of Dublin Bay, the wedge of 

boulder clay that dictated the boundary of Dalkey Commons and the proximity to the 

Dublin/Wicklow Hills.

Such continuities are significant but, above all, this is the story o f the creation o f new places, and 

centrally a new urban place; the town of Kingstown, a process that was almost unique in a 

nineteenth-century Irish context. This relatively sudden break in the socio-spatial patterns o f the 

zone in question was the result of the construction of the Harbour, and later o f the railway, both 

processes that transformed south-eastern Co. Dublin and more precisely transformed the class 

geography of that area beyond recognition. This huge state project was at the heart o f the 

making of a new local working class and the settlements populated by that class.

8.1 CLASS, PLACE AND LANDSCAPE.

Workers shape landscapes, despite the dominance o f capital or the state or local elites. This is 

not just true for industrial landscapes but pre-industrial and colonial landscapes. Dalkey 

Commons is an excellent example of the formation of a new landscape, however fleetingly, by a 

working class people. Workers also use space in a different way to that which was intended in a 

particular place, as emerged in the research on the quarries and harbour and how these sometimes 

became sites of resistance as well as sites of labour. This is not to posit total autonomy to 

subaltern groups in their interaction with specific places or their shaping of particular landscapes, 

since they are hugely constrained by lack of control over property, the means o f production and 

institutions o f power. Yet these groups manage to weave through the interstices o f these 

constraints, transgressing physical and social boundaries, and that in some places, at some times, 

their room for manoeuvre is greater than in other times and places. It was the exploration of 

these semi-autonomous zones or autonomous usages of certain zones, these worlds of work, of 

recreation and o f home, which evolved in the Harbour, on the Commons and in the backstreet
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courts that formed the basis o f  this study. It is to be hoped, in particular, that this will stimulate a 

long range study or studies o f  one or a number o f  worker shaped landscapes in Ireland, perhaps 

in the form o f  one o f the sm aller workers settlements and surrounding territory. Such work 

would add significantly to our knowledge o f how such settlements and landscapes evolve over 

time.

This study started with the assertion that class really does matter. Irish historical geographers 

have not paid enough attention to the relationship between class and place and how these shape 

each other. In particular, the working class has largely been ignored by them. But to ignore 

social class is to ignore a key element in the unfolding o f spatial changes. The research 

contained in this study has shown that in the Dun Laoghaire area class was important at every 

level and at every stage in the process o f spatial change. Class as a working concept emerges, 

not defined in some rigid deterministic way, but as a real, though fluid, factor shaping the 

relationships between people and also between groups o f  people in particular places. In as much 

as the data made it possible, this was revealed through glimpses o f  the real lived experiences o f 

individuals, in addition to the broader brushstrokes o f  collective description. The concept o f 

class that emerged from the examination o f  the source material was very much in the mould of 

class as understood by Thompson and other humanistic Marxists. The interactions o f 

exploitation, resistance and domination, which made class real in peoples’ lives, proved crucial 

to an understanding o f the historical geography o f the study area. People were not viewed as part 

o f  an amorphous mass, hence the emphasis on individual experience, and not just o f  working 

people but o f  members o f other classes as well, since class has no meaning unless it is something 

that ‘happens’ in peoples lives and ‘happens’ not in a vacuum but in particular places.

This was also a dialectical process o f  human agency, structure and place, inextricably linked and 

constantly shaping and reshaping each other. Even when classes were treated in a more abstract 

manner, as large collectives o f  people united by an occupational definition, the idea o f  class as a 

monolithic block was firmly rejected, not only because o f a humanistic understanding o f  class as 

a relationship involving individual persons but also because there are always cleavages within as 

well as between classes and class fragments. These cleavages, based on occupation, ethno

religious identity and gender were consistently alluded to in this o f  the exploration o f  local class 

geographies.

It was not within the scope o f  this work to look in depth at those who belonged to intermediate 

classes, though such classes, or individuals occupying those class positions (for example the 

important class o f  independent craftsmen/small traders in 1830s Kingstown), appeared at certain 

stages. The decision to concentrate on the manual, wage earning, working class had a 

concomitant negative effect o f  neglecting study o f those immediately above them. The fact that
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the clerk or the teacher rarely appear in these pages does not mean that their lives were not 

influenced by spatial considerations nor that their relations with other classes were not important 

or that the writer adheres to a simplistic binary approach to class divisions, but that it was simply 

a strategic and ideological decision to concentrate the research on that class most neglected by 

Irish historical geographers.

Class formation is not always a unilinear, progressive process. Classes form, change, deform and 

reform. Class consciousness waxes and wanes because class experience has meaning at some 

point but then dissipates into a myriad o f individual experiences. In the Dun Laoghaire area, 

from 1816 onwards, a new class was formed, a local working class, sometimes fragmented, yet 

collectively active in work, recreation and resistance. This class was formed in the crucible o f 

harbour building and survived in the emergence o f a suburban town, but freshly subordinated to 

the hegemony o f  a new suburban middle class: scion o f the middle class o f  the citj^ In a similar 

process the Dalkey Commons settlement was gradually transformed from a squatter zone to a 

stable artisans’ settlement and finally to an arcadia o f  wealthy suburbanites by a process o f the 

partial dissipation o f that original working class. The emergence and growth o f  Kingstown and 

the form that town took was intimately linked to the formation and evolution o f these classes. 

Although this study was principally a study o f the geography o f  a local working class, given the 

relational concept o f  class on which the theoretical framework was based, this was done in the 

context o f  relations with other classes and especially with that new local elite that formed and 

asserted its dominance over the town o f Kingstown from the late 1820s onwards, as was shown 

in Chapter Seven.

The British state in Ireland and more specifically in the case o f this study, its local 

m anifestations, especially the Harbour Commissioners, played a key role in this process, 

interacting, shaping and reacting to the different class actors. Because it was an imperial state, 

strongly linked to the material interest o f  the metropolitan ruling class, its workings were not 

always necessarily in pursuit o f  the dominance o f  the local elite. It would be highly restrictive to 

abstract a local study such as this one from the broader structures o f  both national and 

international patterns within which the little worlds o f  Kingstown and Dalkey existed. How can 

the social geography o f  Dun Laoghaire in the early nineteenth century be understood, without 

placing it in the context o f  the development o f colonial capitalism and the changing role o f the 

British imperial state in Ireland? The genesis o f  the Harbour may have been largely the result o f 

the initiative o f  local elites but its construction was an explicitly imperial project. The interaction 

between the working class and the colonial authorities, both local and national, was rooted in this 

imperial project and the occasional ambiguities o f  their unequal relationship was primarily based 

on the essential role o f  mass labour in that project. Arising from this aspect o f  the study it is 

important to state that how the development o f the Irish working class, and other classes, related
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to the impact o f the British colonial state, is a question that should become increasingly pertinent 

in the post-revisionist atmosphere o f  the first decade o f the twenty-first century. It is to be hoped 

that the new found interest, amongst historians, in the nature o f colonialism in Ireland, will spur 

historical geographers to pay greater attention to this question, without retreating to simplistic 

nationalist explanations o f the relationship between Ireland and Britain’.

Running through this whole study is the search for ‘the subaltern voice’ as a means o f gaining an 

insight into the geography o f  working class communities. It is important to note that what this 

entailed was not searching the pages o f  literature for the voices o f the subaltern in the minds o f 

middle class Irish writers, which unfortunately seems to be in vogue at the present, but a search 

for traces o f the demands, the pleas, the descriptions and the defiance o f  labouring men and 

women across the whole range o f sources available. One hopes that it is apparent from this work 

that, although it was possible to recover valuable fragments and echoes o f that voice, the 

historical geographer o f  the early nineteenth century, and before, is hugely reliant on the records 

o f  those who ruled to achieve that insight. As Duncan correctly notes ‘It is out o f  the margins o f  

the discourse o f  domination that a historical geography o f  the voiceless w ill probably have to be 

written This brings with it obvious disadvantages o f  bias, conscious or not, misunderstandings 

and inaccuracies, and an emphasis on what was central to the paths and projects being pursued 

by those with wealth and power. Yet, with these weaknesses clearly understood, these records 

written from above are sufficient to gain an understanding o f that working class geography, if 

only because the extent and ardour with which records were kept allows the reality to leak 

upwards. Their sheer volume allow the subaltern to colonise the sources by weight o f  numbers. 

These difficulties should not deter historical geographers from constantly searching for those 

authentic voices from below.

A consequence o f the nature o f  the sources is the obvious absence in this study o f the question o f 

gender, especially the role o f  working class women in the processes described. It is noticeable 

that the term ‘m en’ or derivatives thereof were frequently used, not out o f  a reaction to 

modernisms such as ‘person’ or a disregard for the importance o f language in maintaining 

patriarchal views o f  history and geography, but because the texts available rarely refer to women. 

Working class women were truly the silent mass, not, one suspects, in reality but in the sources 

available to the researcher. If the male subaltern rarely speaks directly in the records, the female 

subaltern is virtually silent. This does not mean that it is not possible to know anything about the 

role o f women in working class communities or the geography o f the creation and maintenance 

o f such places but it does mean that the current knowledge on the subject is very restricted. The

' T. McDonough (Ed), fVas Ireland a Colony? Economics, Politics and Culture in Nineteenth-Century 
Ireland (Dublin 2005).
 ̂ Duncan, Embodying colonialism? 332.
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possibility that evidence o f workings wom en’s lives could be found in sources other than those 

used in this study needs to be explored.

8.2 CLASS AND THE CULTURAL TURN

The ‘cultural turn’ brought, in some ways, a breath o f  fresh air into the halls o f  academia because 

it challenged many orthodoxies, including Marxist orthodoxies, before it itself became an 

orthodoxy. Its emphasis on identities based on gender, race and sexuality, its interest in the 

cultural over the political, the social and the economic, its attention to the centrality o f  language 

in peoples lives, all enriched geographical research and debate. Those positive aspects o f the 

cultural turn deserve to be permanently integrated into the body o f  modem geography and an 

honest attempt was made in this work to subject the material under scrutiny to the insights and 

critiques o f  what could loosely be called post-modern geography. Yet on the question o f class 

there was a hyper-reaction, a fanatical determination to deconstruct class out o f  existence. In a 

small way this study argues for, and proves the validity of, the retention o f  class as a concept that 

is not only useful but central to the work o f  the historical geographer. This is not a dogmatic call 

for a return to some imagined golden age o f Marxist disciplinary hegemony but a declaration that 

the time has come to discard the excesses o f  post-modernism, to reintegrate class into our 

understandings o f  the geographies o f the past. In this project o f  reintegration, the use o f  concepts 

and methodologies developed in the theoretical tradition o f critical M arxism should play a 

central role, if  only because so much o f this tradition is a reflection on the nature o f  class and 

how this concept is realised in the material world.

One o f those excesses that have become the hallmark o f  certain practitioners o f  post-modern 

geography has been a too-high level o f abstraction, word games that lack the grounding o f 

detailed empirical research or at worst ‘fact-free’ geography. Too much Deridda and not enough 

documents makes for, occasionally, entertaining but ultimately hollow reading. This is why local 

micro-studies such as this one are valuable as they illustrate and test bigger geographical trends 

and hypotheses but by definition avoid the dangers o f  over-abstraction. In making this criticism 

o f  elements o f the post-modern school, it must be admitted, in the specific context o f  Irish 

historical geography, that an unhealthy concentration on theoretical elements has not been the 

primary weakness but the exact opposite: too much emphasis on empirical detail and lack o f 

theoretical depth. It is hoped that this, and similar studies, are balanced enough to avoid both 

extremes^.

 ̂Cunningham, A Town torm ented by the Sea..
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8.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The subject m atter o f  this thesis, the geography o f  class in Dun Laoghaire area in the first half o f 

the nineteenth century, was an exploration o f  an initial phase o f town and class formation. This 

opens out the prospect o f  a continuation o f that study, and might stimulate renewed study o f  the 

class geography o f  other villages and suburbs in the south Dublin hinterland or in the hinterlands 

o f other Irish cities and towns, entailing a challenge to the perception o f these as being primarily 

the location o f the homes and workplaces o f the middle and upper classes. It should be obvious 

from the material covered in Chapter Two and Chapter Seven o f  this thesis, that the process o f 

elite suburbanisation that began in the late eighteenth century and accelerated with increasing 

rapidity through the nineteenth century, was not exclusive to the appearance or strengthening o f 

working class communities in these places and in certain cases the two were mutually dependent. 

Avoiding an isolationist approach and integrating the processes uncovered into the framework o f 

the overall developm ent o f both the whole Dublin region, and the imperial framework, would be 

essential in this framework. If this work, which was an attempt to look at micro-level processes 

in the context o f  the macro-level scale o f the transition from mercantilism to colonial capitalism 

in the setting o f  the resurgent British Imperial state, contributes to such informed local study, it 

will have served its purpose.

Class analysis still has a valuable contribution to make to our understanding o f  place and space in 

the past. W ithout attention to this, admittedly difficult, concept, historical geography misses a 

fundamental factor in the processes o f  spatial change. In particular, the neglect o f  class in Irish 

historical geography has been a constant theme in this work. It is an indictment o f the sub

discipline that, with a few exceptions such as MacLaughlin and Prunty, little has been published 

that deals explicitly with the role o f class in the shaping o f  Ireland’s past geographies'*. This 

failure manifests itself concretely in the lack o f  comparative Irish work on informal workers 

settlements and squatter colonies, a gap that was noted a number o f  times in this study. This 

absence is not confined to historical geography but is a m ajor lacuna in historical research, even 

amongst those working within the bounds o f  ‘labour history’. W hether this is the result o f  the 

rarity o f  such settlements or simply that these have been ignored by geographers and historians is 

a question that can only be settled by further investigation. It is to be hoped that the research 

conducted for this thesis, along with the recent work o f  Clare and the earlier articles by Cowman, 

will act as a spur to further research in this area^ In particular newly created ‘workers places’ 

associated with infrastructural projects such as ports, canals and railways might prove to be 

fruitful ground for exploration. Linked to these themes is another neglected comer, the question 

that was the subject o f  analysis in the latter part o f  Chapter Three, that o f  internal migration by

Prunty, Dublin Slums. J. Mac Laughlin, Reimagining the Nation-State. 
 ̂Clare, Enclosing the commons. D.Cowman, Life and Labour.
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working people. While emigration and the resulting diaspora has generated a large body of 

works, admittedly after a long period of virtual silence on the subject, the same cannot be said for 

internal migration o f the sort discussed in Chapter Three.

The relationship between class, gender and ethno-religious identity is an important topic in Irish 

historical geography. Yet, unless class is recognised as a legitimate topic to approach, as a 

concept that affected the lives of people in a real and substantive way, there can be no progress 

made in this area. This is not to claim that work has not been done in this area, but in the case of 

the sectarian cleavage, most work has concentrated on the urban working class o f Belfast and 

historical women’s studies have often relegated working class women to a footnote, with some 

exceptions*. The time is long overdue for serious work in this area, work that breaks the, often 

artificially imposed, bounds o f ‘labour history’ and ‘women’s history’.

Although it is a very broad domain, the theme of geographies o f resistance, could prove to be 

fertile ground for the historical geographer. This is not to romanticise resistance or exaggerate its 

reach, as some do, nor is it to fail to recognise that much o f the everyday lives o f working people 

were characterised by domination rather than resistance, a factor that emerged clearly in Chapter 

Seven. Work on such geographies should not be confined to the exploration of working class 

resistance or to the traditional narrow interpretation o f resistance as violent opposition to colonial 

rule, but to the resistance of all subaltern classes and to the social, economic and political events 

and processes, including the minutiae o f everyday resistance, associated with the resistance of 

these classes. All this begs the questions: Where is the geography of the Fenian movement, the 

Land War and the 1913 Lockout? Who has written on the spatial aspects o f the Irish 

suffragettes, the Citizen Army, the civil rights movement? Why is there no comprehensive 

historical geography of secret societies in eighteenth and nineteenth-century Ireland or of strikes 

and combinations in the same period or o f food riots in pre-Famine period? Why have so few 

Irish geographers and historians sought to rescue our equivalent of Thompson’s ‘poor 

stockinger ’, not from the ‘condescension o f  posterity ’ but from the utter neglect of scholars?’ 

The process of challenging and overturning that neglect is an imperative that can be ignored only 

at the cost of constructing wholly one-sided and inadequate geographies of this island’s past. If 

this local study contributes to this process it will have achieved its central goal; to make the 

hidden geography o f working men and women one o f central concerns o f Irish historical 

geographers.

* H. Patterson, Class conflict and sectarianism: the Protestant working class and the Belfast labour 
movement 1868-1920  (Belfast 1980).
’ Thompson, The making o f  the English Working Class, 12.
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